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Women in a nutshell
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Dating women as a woman has made me more sympathetic to
the dating woes of men.
1038 upvotes | June 14, 2022 | by LowerPatience207 | Link | Reddit Link

I've known from a young age that I'm attracted to both women and men. I came out of the closet
when I was 13, and only dated girls throughout high school. I didn't date men seriously until after I
had graduated from college.
Now, there are definitely issues related to dating as a wlw that stem from homophobia. Like dating a
woman that's still in the closet, or being afraid of how people will react (I'm talking about the
possiblity of physical assault, sexual harassment) if I kiss my girlfriend in public. And there are
definitely unique challenges that women face when dating men. But I want to vent about my
frustrations of what it's like to date as a wlw within a society that has unfortunately conditioned all
women, regardless of sexuality to assume the passive role in a relationship, and how it's opened my
eyes to the dating woes of men.
Dating women is hard. Not impossibly hard if you genuinely care about the woman you're dating -
of course, if you really love her it's a rewarding, pleasant and beautiful experience, but there is
absolutely more effort involved in keeping a woman happy vs. a man happy.

The things that I did for my girlfriends that were expected by default from the women that I
dated have surprised the men that I've dated. Things like picking up their favorite candy from
the grocery store on the way to see them, consistently intitating sex, regularly reaching for the
bill on dates, stepping outside of their cars to wipe down their windshields while they get gas
and offering to carry an equal or more amount of equipment while backpacking etc... all of
these things weren't standard in their previous relationships. I experienced something akin to
culture shock. In a way, I was sheltered from the reality of how the average heterosexual
relationship worked until my mid-twenties.
I get annoyed when I hear straight women complain about men asking them out on "low effort"
coffee dates. Why would I drop $60 on a stranger that I met on tinder who'll most likely ghost
me after a potentially awkward, long dinner date? A coffee date as a first-date isn't a sign that
somebody isn't willing to take you out on more elaborate dates in the future.
It is harder to please a woman sexually vs. a man sexually. I'm sure there are selfish men out
there who genuinely do not care about whether the woman they're having sex with comes or
not, but I do believe that the majority of men struggle with bringing their female partners to
orgasm because the way women come is more complex and varied vs. the way men come, not
because they don't want their partners to come. Helping my female partners feel comfortable
enough to open up and talk about their bodies and teach me exactly how to make them orgasm
is a process. It's the rare woman who is able to come easily and without much direction
provided. Penises all pretty much work the same.
I was told by a friend who set me up on a blind date with one of her coworkers that she had a
good time on the date, but expected me to be taller, and didn't want to date a shorter girl. I burst
out laughing when I heard this, but it also made me think of what it'd be like to date as a shorter
guy, and how much it would suck to be turned down and made fun of over something you can't
control, over and over again.
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I want to make it clear that this is not a misogynistic "women have it easier in life" type of post.
These are just my experiences and observations as a woman who has dated and has been in serious
relationships with both genders, and I'm interested in knowing if there are other wlw who feel the
same. And if not, CMV.
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Ugly men who want sympathy for having to date ugly women
are fucking retarded
1030 upvotes | May 5, 2020 | by Put_Effort_Into_Life | Link | Reddit Link

wha wha i'll never be CHAD. wha wha I can't pull models from tinder whaaaaaaa.
Like why should anyone give a fuck?
I'll never be a billionaire but you don't see me bitching and crying
You're 5ft5 which is literally bottom 10% of height. You're ugly and you have short dick.
You're not average in anyway shape or form . You aren't fun to be around, you aren't fun to talk to,
you don't do sports hence you're not fit, you have no fashion sense, you're such a nervous wreck you
can't approach your crush, and even if you did you can't flirt.
There's nothing positive about you. Any average woman who gives you a chance is settling hard as
fuck
Any ugly women that gives you a chance is probably doing themselves a disservice . But ugly
women will still probably give you chance because they're desperate for love.
Go to any walmart and you'll see fat ugly people happily coupled with each other.
Why is that so many ugly people can find happiness with each other yet the ones in these online
spaces can't?
These guys can have a fuck ton of sex and even children with their ugly wives but noooooooo. They
want stacy.
Spamming every fucking thread that they deserve sympathy. Why the fuck do you expect sympathy
from random strangers in a debate sub. Do you not have family and friends?
You won't improve ,you won't settle , you won't fuck a whore. What the fuck do you expect us to do?
Fucking idiots. They want to wallow in their misery. And they get off on pity.
Please fuck off nobody wants you here and the sub was funner before you guys took over
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Many men here overestimate the importance of attractiveness
over personality because they are undersocialized
886 upvotes | December 6, 2020 | by gyromuffin238 | Link | Reddit Link

I know this sub tends towards posts that are accusatory of women instead of men so I'm sure this will
get downvoted, but bear with me.
In my experience the men here who are "redpilled" or "blackpilled" base all of their opinions about
women on social media and dating sites. Of COURSE women who use dating sites are only going to
go for 10/10 chads. If you're given a pool to choose from where all you have to go off is a picture and
a cheesy line of text, what else are you gonna base your choices off of aside from looks? If men were
given the same extensive choices as women on dating apps they'd also go for the hottest women
possible.

But how am I supposed to meet women if not in dating sites? By building social
connections and meeting them through friends/school/work?

Yes.
A lot of men here seem to be extremely online and have been since they were younger. I know you
guys aren't fond of anecdotal evidence but generally speaking "uglier" men in my social groups do
just fine as long as they have extensive social connections and are able to interact normally with
women. I'm going to take a shot in the dark here and say that a lot of men on this subreddit don't hang
out regularly IRL with a group of extroverted guys and don't regularly interact with women.

Well yeah, I don't have many friends, but that's because nobody wants to be friends with an
unattractive guy like me in the first place!

Physical appearance is a million times less of a factor when it comes to making friends than dating is.
It's fair to say that even ugly guys are guaranteed not to have too much of a difficult time when it
comes to making friends as long as they know how to present themselves. And this is your "in". Meet
a lot of guys, some of these guys will be friends with gals and introduce you. This is how all men
who don't use dating apps find relationships.

Ummmm okay, so you're saying I just need to take a shower and improve my personality?
Bullshit!

The problem with a lot of incels is that they're so far from having "good" personalities due to years of
being online and not part of a community that they ARE kinda fucked in that category. I've met
grown men who look just fine but have the social skills of a 7th grader, whose first topic of
conversation is how they want to become a twitch streamer or what internet gurus they listen to.
These guys could benefit from having better personalities but the problem is that they're so far behind
that it'd take months or years to turn them into a guy who can intuitively attract women. Incels say
that even if they're charming and confident they still stand zero chance against hotter guys. But I
guarantee that if I were to meet some incels in real life, none of them would be even remotely close to
charming or confident and it would take miracles to flip them. That being said I've met ugly and short
guys who ARE charming and confident but they've spent their whole lives honing themselves to be
that way instead of using the internet, and incels would not even remotely stand a chance against
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these dudes.
I'm not saying genetics aren't a factor. But people who say personality doesn't matter at all are just
coping with the fact that they spend 5 hours a day posting on reddit and/or internet forums. I'm sure
some dude is gonna respond to this saying "I DO have lots of friends and I still get no pussy" and to
you, I am sorry. But I doubt most guys here have extensive social lives, even outside of getting pussy.
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6/6/6/...7?
859 upvotes | May 11, 2020 | by RedditAccount57 | Link | Reddit Link
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Are men inherently seen as disposable by society?
825 upvotes | March 30, 2021 | by thro_away_2021 | Link | Reddit Link

So I was watching a Karen Straughan video the other day about the nature of the “disposable man”. I
didn’t really identify with this part of TRP ideology until she started pointing some things out. I was
wondering if anyone can shed some light, and if men and women have had similar experiences.
If you aren’t aware, the “disposable man” hypothesis is the notion that society as a whole by the
large, inherently places more value on female life then on male life.
The reason for this, according to KS, is that, women (or I guess I should say females) are the limiting
factor in the reproduction in our species. In fact, females are the limiting factor in reproduction in
MOST sexually dimorphic species.
She goes on to say that , for the overwhelming majority of the timeline of our species, one very happy
man can do the reproductive work of 100 men, and the population will still be relatively stable.
Which is why a country can have an entire generation of young men decimated in war, but fully
recover within a single generation.
This evolutionary construct inherently gives females value over men, and has caused their agency and
freedom to be historically oppressed. Women become seen as a resource, and a valuable resource at
that. Historically, when one tribe conquers another, they don’t kill the women, but kidnap them, rape
them, and make them bear the children of their captors. They kill the boys, and men however.
She says that, while this oppression of freedom has effected women, it has also protected them. To
the point where men are seen as inherently disposable, and that’s prevalent even today. And now in
today’s society (in the secular west) women no longer have their agency and freedoms restricted as
they did in the past, but men are still seen as disposable, and their lives as having less value.
She brought up an example of Boko Haram attacks in Nigeria.
Now if you aren’t aware, Boko Haram is a violent extremist, militant Islamic sect that operates in
central Africa. They are basically the African version of ISIS.
In 2016, Michelle and Barack Obama started a hashtag called #BringBackOurGirls. This was a
response to a Boko Haram kidnapping of 297 Nigerian girls getting an education at a Christian
school.
We were led to believe that this was militant patriarchy suppressing women (which it was) and that
Boko Haram despised the thought of women being educated so much that they kidnapped them.
While this was partially true, it doesn’t fully encapsulate the entire story.
This was actually one in a long string of attacks on the region by Boko Haram. They weren’t against
just women having an education, they were against ANYONE having a western, secular education.
What WASNT mentioned by Barack and Michelle, is the manner in which Boko Haram had attacked
previously.
On multiple occasions Boko Haram had attacked the region, and they treated the girls and boys...
quite differently.
The girls, they told them to leave their sinful ways, find a Muslim husband, serve him, serve god, etc
etc and let them go.
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The boys... and remember these boys were aged 8-16... well they tied them up... doused them in
kerosine, and burned them alive.
This had happened MULTIPLE times and from the west... crickets. No #BringBackOurBoys
(although there is nothing to bring back because they’re dead). No news reports, no main stream
coverage, Almost nothing entirely. Barack and Michelle definitely didn’t cover it.
And the very few news segments that did cover it, referred to them not as boys, but as “villagers” or
as “people”. These gender neutral terms that dehumanize them. So Boko Haram kidnapped the girls
because THAT is what would grab our attention and, lo and behold, it did! Our entire country was up
in arms and infuriated that women were being oppressed this way. It was the #1 trending hashtag on
Twitter, celebrities talking about it, mainstream media coverage, it got attention and people cared.
Compare this to male centred hashtags on Twitter like #KillAllMen and #CancelFathersDay. Which
also have become widely popular hashtags in their respective times, but for opposite reasons. It seems
that the narrative of “fuck men, they can fend for themselves” is insanely prevalent. I cannot imagine
a universe where #KillAllWomen would be accepted and popularized, even as satire.
She also mentioned male circumcision, and the fact that it’s so widespread and acceptable in the
west, whereas female circumcision was outlawed pretty much the day we heard it existed, as
evidence for “male disposability” in our culture. Mutilating infant boys, and removing their bodily
autonomy is ok because they are expected to bear that pain. The cultural narrative that a mutilated
penis is “normal”, “attractive” and what a penis is supposed to look like, which is perpetuated by
women, compounds this. As if to say “you need to undergo pain and mutilation to have sexual
value.”
She also mentioned how normalized violence against men is in our day to day media. On television
shows, movies, and music.
Has there been a movie EVER that depicts women on the receiving end of the same level of violence
in the first 20 minutes ofSaving Private Ryan? Which, by the way, was a main stream theatrical
release?
Maybe some gritty underground horror movies, but those are by definition supposed to horrify you,
and we find women being mutilated, tortured and murdered more horrific than men, because we as a
culture (men AND women partake in it equally) value women’s physical safety more than men’s.
When women are depicted as recieving violence in our movies and television, it’s also often done off
screen, so we don’t actually have to be confronted with it. Why? BecUsei t makes us much more
uncomfortable.
Another great example of this is Game of Thrones. There are two characters on there, Theon Greyjoy,
andCersei Lannister.
Theon Greyjoy spent an entire season being brutally physically, and psychologically tortured. Close
up shots of him being skinned, mutilated, and viscerally tortured, and the public backlash to that was
non-existent.
Cersei Lannister, who is considered one of the main antagonists of the series, had one sex scene
which was seen as “not entirely consensual” , and the public backlash was immediate and Apparent.
“How dare HBO show something so distasteful and sexually violent? Dont they know that can be
triggering for their female audience who has undergone sexual assault?”
Another example brought up is “The View”. A daytime talk show with Sharon Osborne as the host.
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She interviews other women and they talk about female centered topics. They were discussing a news
story of a man who asked his wife for divorce, and she drugged him, chopped his penis off(so
brutally mutilating him, taking away all his sexual pleasure for ever) and threw it down the garbage
disposal. Sharon said “I don’t know why he is asking her for divorce, however.... I do think it’s quite
fabulous.” And the women in the audience CHEERED. And laughed! And this was on DAY TIME
TELEVISION. Can you imagine the reverse ever happening? Can you imagine any show where a
bunch of men sit around and cackle at a a man saying “well she asked me for a divorce, so I drugged
her and cut her tits and her clit off.” And then having the audience e cheer and laugh about it? That
show would never even air, the men would be cancelled so fast, and all of America would be calling
for their heads on spikes.
Rape against men? It’s funny and made comical in our media (Get him to the Greek, deliverance).
This inherent need to protect the delicate sensibilities of women in society, yet turning a complete
blind eye to the male struggle, because after all he is expected to bear the brunt of pain, and fear with
no complaint.
So Karen brings up the point that, both women and men have historically been objectified and
oppressed by society, but women’s oppression has been out of the value society holds them too,
whereas men’s oppression has been out of their disposability. She says “would you rather be
someone’s treasured object, or someone’s sex object? Or would you rather be someone’s tool to be
cast aside and destroyed at whim in persuit of their goals, with no regard for your life? I would rather
be the former”.
She goes on to point out that this violence and disposability of men is so deeply ingrained in our
society we don’t even think about it.
If a man and a woman are in a burning building, and you can only choose one? It’s expected to
choose the woman every time, and any discussion as to whether or not he may deserve to live more,
is shouted down.
Who is negotiated first on a hostage situation? Women and children. Who gets first seat on the life
boats? Women and children. We condition men and boys to internalize this from a young age,
because we are mentally preparing them for the day where he may have to stand on a porch with a
rifle, or charge a line of machine guns on a battlefield. And we condition young women to internalize
this so that, she can be comfortable with taking that seat in the lifeboat, even though it may mean
watching the man she loves die, because for almost 200 thousand years, the survival of our species
was contingent on this mentality.
Edit: a poster mentioned titanic statistics to demonstrate this, and I think I’ll put it in.
“The sinking of the Titanic was a disaster of enormous proportions. Only 32% survived, with the
highest percent of fatalities among the crew (76%). Females were more likely to survive than males
(73% compared to 21%), and children were more likely to survive than adults (52% compared to
31%). “
We are conditioning young men to not only accept that their lives are less valuable, but to be grateful
for the opportunity to lay down their lives.
The greatest glory a man can achieve in life, is to sacrifice his own life for women and children.
She goes on to say that, a man is only seen to have any value in society when he either provides
security and safety for women and children, or when he lays down his life in the service of women
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and children, and that men have never, and will never have this reciprocated.
She points out that, the disparity in criminal sentencing among genders (women on average receive
40% of the sentence for the exact same crime) is a byproduct of this as well. She points out that,
99.8% of death row inmates are men, even though many women commit crimes that would be worthy
of a death penalty (in states that still have capital punishment), they are over 100x less likely to be
sentenced to death, and this disparity increases even further if you cross examine race as well.
For example, a young black man who murders several people in a shooting is infinitely more likely to
get the death penalty then a mother who murders her three children.
This willingness to absolve women of their crimes, and go easy on them, is a symptom of male
disposability.
Another interesting thing to think about is the male vs female representation in the work force.
Women make up 48% of the workforce, yet men make up 96% of workplace fatalities. But what gap
is prevalent in popular media, that everyone talks about? The gender pay gap. Not the workplace
death gap. Which is interesting since both are explainable by the choices individual men and women
make. Dangerous careers tend to pay more, yet al we talk about is how women are underpaid, not
how men are over... dead.
I personally never felt this way until I had it pointed out, and now that I have had it pointed out, I
can’t stop noticing it.
My anecdotal experience here but, most men I know have been in at least one, if not several physical
confrontations in their lives, whereas most women haven’t. Men are far far more likely to be
physically bullied at a young age, from their parents and their peers.
I had an experience where a woman I was with yelled at a car full of guys, and they pulled over, and
threatened her that they would beat the shit out of ME, if she didn’t shut up. I hadn’t said anything,
but these guys were willing to assault a strange man over a woman who was antagonizing them.
And therein is the problem as well. Men AND women perpetuate this , in equal degrees. Women are
the primary benefactors, but men partake in upholding this construct just as much.
What has been your experience with “male disposability”? Do you agree? Do you disagree? Do any
of the males have a story of them feeling inherently “disposable”? Where their physical safety and
well being was seen as a non issue? Do any females experience the opposite, where your physical
safety was seen as paramount?
What about the opposite? Feel free to comment, and question.
Try to keep it clean guys :)
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Don't judge my past �
816 upvotes | December 31, 2022 | by DrinkItInMan11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Dating spaces gaslight the absolutely living shit out of men
814 upvotes | August 8, 2022 | by HazyMemory7 | Link | Reddit Link

Inspired by this thread:
https://www.reddit.com/r/dating/comments/wix82d/my_girlfriend_had_a_threesome_with_a_guy_sh
e/
Here's the thread text in case r/dating, a blue pilled cesspool, deletes the thread. Edit: post locked and
deleted just ~10 mins after I copy/pasted the post, shocker.

I was dating my girlfriend for around 10 months. We’re both 24 years old. Recently I was
hanging out with her friends and the of threesomes got brought up. I was kinda
uncomfortable talking about it general but I definitely lost is when one of the girls there
drunkenly mentioned the time in college where her, my girlfriend and some guy at a frat
party they attended had a threesome. This made me very uncomfortable for many reasons,
but mainly because from what the friend said, neither of them really knew this guy and she
was willing to have a threesome with him on a whim. However when we started dating, she
wouldn’t even kiss me for like a month, and she wanted to wait for 3 months of dating
before we even had sex for the first time. This made me feel so humiliated. All this time I
just assumed she wasn’t the type of girl to rush into things, but she just isn’t the type of girl
to rush into things with me. It’s so incredibly difficult to know that for some guys they were
just enough for her to sleep with after hours when she supposedly really liked me and
couldn’t bring herself to be intimate with me for months. Our sex life is also not very
adventurous at her request as she’s told me she’s really only in to vanilla sex, but apparently
she’s just not into kinky things with me. I’m not really sure what I should do or say to her
about the way I’m feeling.

The AF BB phenomenon to a tee. OP's girlfriend is masquerading as conservative sexually, waiting 1
month to kiss and 3 months to have sex. Only interested in vanilla sex with him. Yet, she had a
threesome with a complete stranger at a frat party. She's only 24 so it can't have been that long either.
This is precisely why men say they they wont wait more than 4 or 5 dates to have sex; if a woman
doesn't want to have sex with you at that point, you should be questioning whether or not she's
genuinely attracted to you or just using you as a wallet. The most hilarious part are the comments,
which gaslight the OP so hard they have decreased gas prices by a dollar per gallon as I type this.
Here are some of the lovely comments:

It's not about you. It's about her growth as a person and discovering what does and does not
work for her.

.

He sounds fairly immature. How can he not see that she wasn't actually looking for a
relationship with the threesome people whereas she actually IS looking for a relationship
with him, which is why she wanted to wait before jumping into sex. It's super clear cut.

.

She fucked a dude she barely knew because she didn’t want him for anything but sex. She’s
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probably careful and patient with you because she wants you for more than just sex and
doesn’t want to rush it or mess it up.

.

I am very confused as to why you’re offended by this. Why would how quickly she slept
with other men affect your relationship? Isn’t it good that she sees you differently?

.

Get over yourself. You’re not dating the college girl that got hammered and frisky at a frat
party. You’re dating the adult woman she’s become. People change, it’s part of growing up.

.

Dudes kill me with this shit. That was the past.

.

You sound like a child throwing a fit when he realizes he didn’t get what he wanted when
you in fact got what you wanted. Is sex all you wanted? Why would it bother you she
wanted to wait ?

.

You’re a misogynist…. Stop being mad it has nothing to do with you. And quite honestly is
none of your business

.

Please dump her because she deserves someone with the emotional maturity to think beyond
themselves and at this point you cannot. You should probably work on that.

Notice a trend here? Modern day women don't like the concept of being accountable for their past
actions, nor are they fond of men aptly identifying the fact that women have different rules for
different guys. Stop being a misogynist because your girlfriend had a threesome with a random dude
but didn't want to kiss you for a month. LOL
As an added bonus, here's a comment chain of a woman telling me I should listen to women who said
they prefer partners near their height instead of looking at actual empirical evidence from studies in
peer reviewed scientific journals.
This is far from the only instance of gaslighting. Men who struggle to date are constantly told it must
be because of their bad personality. If that were really the case and men who do well do so primarily
because they have a "great personality", why do women initiate ~80% of divorces? Why are there an
alarming number of single mothers? And why do serial killers get droves of love letters?
It's no wonder the manosphere is becoming mainstream. My friends: if you want to be successful
with women don't take what they say at face value, watch their actions.
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Unattractive men are not empathetic towards unattractive
women
800 upvotes | March 20, 2020 | by cheezypussy | Link | Reddit Link

Why do men present some random drunkard cumming in you and leaving as a benefit to being a
woman? I just don't get it, you don't get an orgasm, probably 0 pleasure, your value gets even lower
because men are crazy about body counts, you don't even feel wanted because you know this dude
was just desperate. It's humiliating.
The "well atleast you get sex" arguement has always just seemed bitter and a sign of lacking
empathetic. Because from a males perspective you do get something out of it. They probably get to
orgasm, higher body count = higher value, and usually if a woman is willing to sleep with a random
dude it means she wanted something about you, because women just wont sleep with anyone. So
yeah it'll go well for you, but why not think of it from the perspective of women?
Men complain about the lack of empathy they get from women, but its not like they themselves are
empathetic angels. Talking to a man about being an unattractive woman is like talking to an IT
member about being an unattractive male. Instead of "just shower bro" its "just lose weight sis" even
when I'm not even fat it's just my face.
You can argue most women can easily find a loving BF, but to deny thay theres a minority of women
who can't find that? That's just seems ridiculous. I say unattractive men, because I feel like most
normalish men don't deny that ugly woman have it rough.
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Women are not wrong in saying that the average guy is an
undateable mess. The mistake they make is believing that the
average woman is not.
786 upvotes | October 7, 2022 | by Efficient_Welcome403 | Link | Reddit Link

Don't focus too hard on the exact wording of "undateable mess." There are a lot more colourful words
I could use, but just chose not to.
Anyhow, it's very common to hear the term "The bar is on the floor" when women discuss men. Not
only online, but even if you overhear women talking at a cafe or a bar, with their friends, what they
often talk about is how men don't put in the effort, can't uphold a conversation etc etc.
And they're not wrong. The average bloke is pretty embarrassing. There are quite a few guys who are
perfectly fine. Not great, not super special, but still fine. But there are also tons of guys who are
complete trainwrecks. In my experience, other guys tend not to notice those complete human wrecks
because they don't really act that way towards or around other guys. But check a girls inbox on
Tinder, or travel with a female friend in a less "liberal" country and you'll be amazed at how
incredibly frequent poor behaviour and social incompetence is.
That said, the major mistake women make is believing that the average woman is somehow not an
undateable, human trainwreck. I've lived a pretty promiscious life, but I would consider less than 5%
of the woman I've dated for a relationship. Women complain about men not putting in the effort, but
few women are actually worth putting effort into. The average woman is just as insecure and boring
as the average guy. They tend to be more socially competent, but they instead fall short in being
excruciatingly boring and basic.
Women are not wrong for wanting the average guy to not be a complete wanker, and put in some
effort. But they do need to be a person that is worth putting in effort and self improvement for.
I have met plenty of women complaining about the quality of men. None of them have been women I
would even remotely consider worth dating.
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Why women LOVE abortion
778 upvotes | January 1, 2020 | by CamoWoobie420 | Link | Reddit Link

Fetuses are:
-Under 6ft
-Micropenis
-weak chin/jaw
-bald
-no money
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The media staying silent about Amber Heard is a brutal display
of how little society cares about men.
772 upvotes | February 14, 2020 | by it-was-your-fault | Link | Reddit Link

For those of you who are unaware, Amber Heard accused Johnny Depp of abusing her a few years
ago and the media had a field day with this up until last week where evidence was made public of
Heard being a very manipulative and narcissistic abuser whilst Depp was the victim all along.
Even without any proof on her end, Depp's image was ruined and Heard became a hero in the eyes of
the media for standing up to 'abuse'. Even with the recent proof of how sick of a person Heard is,
none of the major outlets which painted Depp as an abuser are even touching this story.
It has been apparent for a while now that a woman's word holds a lot of power but if I ever needed a
slap in the face to remind me that society could not care any less if I, as a regular man, was a victim
of anything this was it.
EDITI'd like to add that some of you have missed the point of this post, that society doesn't care
about men. I was using this story as an example but some of you are arguing this story specifically as
if it proves anything to say that "well actually, I came across this on YouTube" and shying away from
the overall point.
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Will Smith is a great example of how weak men are today, and
why men (especially weak men) should not be getting married
745 upvotes | March 28, 2022 | by Sigma1979 | Link | Reddit Link

Imagine you're an A-list hollywood celeb. You could probably bang any woman you want. But for
some reason, even with all the advantages given to you, you're a simp who's married to another
celebrity. And she openly bangs other men (including your son's best friend, CRINGE) and openly
pines for another man (2pac, RIP) who isn't even alive. And now you've embarrassed yourself in
front of the entire world defending your wifes honor (as if she has any to defend). Your wife being
the town bicycle is ok, but some comedian making a joke about your wifes hair is a bridge too far.
Will Smith is a bigger simp than every single onlyfans paying subscriber combined. And women
want REGULAR dudes to just settle down with them when they don't even have a fraction of the
power, prestige, and money will smith has? Are you insane?
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Hypocrites all around the shop
738 upvotes | October 19, 2020 | by bf_Lucius | Link | Reddit Link
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I LOVE the Purge
701 upvotes | May 12, 2020 | by CHAD_TDK | Link | Reddit Link
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Incels be like..
696 upvotes | January 3, 2021 | by spacechicken1990 | Link | Reddit Link
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Has male cognitive dissonance towards women, completely
taken over this sub?
689 upvotes | October 28, 2022 | by Urbantexasguy | Link | Reddit Link

As someone who has been hanging around this sub for 2 years now, I'm noticing more and logical
conflicts and unrealistic expectations by men regarding women, when it comes to sex and
relationships.
Yesterday's ridiculous post about women not enjoying sex or feeling love, and apparently possessing
entirely "numb" clitoris's and vaginas, and never having orgasms, got me to thinking about some of
this.
To name a few conflicts that come to mind off the top of my head....
Conflict #1 - Men here tell women to "choose better", yet get offended when women are shown to be
more picky on dating apps. Does "choosing better" only apply, when she's choosing YOU?
Conflict #2 - The men here seem to alternate, between being resentful when they feel women don't
have enough interest is sex, to feeling intimidated and shaming women, when women DO show a lot
of interest in sex. There seems to be this expectation that every woman should be a "Sexual Sleeping
Beauty", with NO interest in sex whatsoever, until she meets YOU, and then she should suddenly
turn into a bedroom tiger. Sorry....it doesn't work that way. A woman's interest sex increases, when
she has GOOD sexual experiences.
Conflict #3 - The men here complain about how difficult casual sex is to get, while simultaneously
shaming women for their "N Counts"......make it make sense.
Conflict #4 - "The Gold Digger Conundrum" - She wants a man to take care of her....you guys
complain about gold digging. She's financially independent, and WANTS a man, rather than NEEDS
one....you guys complain she's a "cold, career woman who doesn't need a man". You want her to need
you, but at the same time, you don't really want to be a provider!
Conflict $5 - You guys tell women they are responsible for their own physical safety, and chivalry is
"dead". Then you complain that women avoid a lot of questionable public places, regard men with
suspicion, and are difficult to approach.
Seriously.....you guys need to make up your minds....on a LOT of things!
EDIT: Thanks for the awards!
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Most men that aren't having sex are otherwise fairly normal
dudes, not women hating misogynists like reddit and society
would lead you to believe
679 upvotes | August 24, 2022 | by HazyMemory7 | Link | Reddit Link

There seems to be this notion on reddit and the internet in general that men who aren't having sex are
these vile, disgusting women haters. In truth, those individuals are really an astronomically small
minority on obscure corners of the internet. ~1/3rd of young men aren't having sex. That a massive
portion of the population. You're talking about tens of millions of men.
The reality is that most men who are virgins and/or don't have sex are just very unattractive looking
dudes and/or guys with very poor social skills who are otherwise fairly normal. They have friends,
hobbies, jobs ect... just like other people. You probably know several.
And it makes perfect sense too, because being misogynistic has virtually zero bearing on whether or
not you get laid as a man. It is first and foremost about your physical appearance (it has already been
statistically proven that women overwhelmingly prefer taller men, men that make higher income, are
more picky with race), and secondarily to that about your emotional intelligence/social skills, or what
is colloquially referred to as "game"
To be honest, the whole "men who don't get laid don't get laid because they are misogynistic pigs!" is
just another way women gaslight men and devalue their struggles. If you paint all men not having sex
as bad people, it's easy to just throw out empty platitudes and parrot non-sense like, "it's in your head,
you need to go to therapy!" The irony of this is that before I was redpilled women always told me that
they know guys that are absolute pricks who have girlfriends. So women acknowledge that some men
who are successful with women are pricks, but can't seem to comprehend the fact that if a guy can't
get laid it's really not because of his personality.
And because someone will inevitably attribute some kind of bizarre conclusion I never suggested to
me, I'll close by saying that the solution for these men is to listen to RP content creators and
internalize their advice. Lift. Lose weight if you're overweight. Make more money, whether that
means investing in your education, increasing your hours, starting a side hustle. Invest in a better
wardrobe. Put yourself in uncomfortable situations to force yourself to improve your social skills.
Find out what haircut/facial hair best suits you. Stop spending so much time watching porn and
playing video games if you're doing that. Pick up hobbies and strive to have an interesting life full of
things to talk about.
NOT empty platitudes like "go to therapy" or "work on your pErSOnAlity"; therapy can certainly be
helpful for people with mental health struggles but most of the time people throw it out as advice, it's
just a virtue signaling empty platitude. And obviously...do not take dating advice from women under
any circumstances. They have zero game whatsoever (less than these sexless dudes...seriously) and
no insight into what it takes to being successful with women as a man. Would you ask a fish how to
catch fish? Obviously not.
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If you blame single mothers for picking poor men to hook up
with, you should also blame men who get left or "divorce
raped" for also picking poor choices for marriage.
677 upvotes | September 22, 2020 | by janearcade | Link | Reddit Link

When discussing single mother I often read a narriative of:
"She should have not fallen for "Chad" and made better choices for herself and her kids, and not just
gotten used in the moment. It's her fault for not being a better judge of character."
But when it comes to divorce when initiated by the woman, I read,
"He was perfect, he did everything "right," and she was a manipulative woman who cared only about
getting alimony for life. A gold-digger who used and abused the poor guy"
Nope. If you expect woment to be able to compoletely and fully vet a person so that they never make
a mistake in judgement, you should hold the same standard for men.
(Side note that I don't believe either of these are true)
Thank you for the energy!!! Sharing love back!
Also now getting the hate Dms! I have arrived.
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Every guy on PPD
668 upvotes | May 10, 2020 | by passepar2t | Link | Reddit Link
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The unsung heroes of our society
658 upvotes | October 18, 2019 | by MercedesBenzoAMG | Link | Reddit Link
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Society be like
651 upvotes | January 3, 2021 | by OG_walrus | Link | Reddit Link
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"Men aren't entitled to getting laid!" is a lazy, intellectually
dishonest red herring intended to derail discussion. The root of
the difficulties young men face in dating is finding fulfilling
romantic companionship, not getting laid.
625 upvotes | September 14, 2022 | by HazyMemory7 | Link | Reddit Link

If you've been on reddit or the internet in general for longer than 2 minutes, you've probably noticed
that any time the topic of male loneliness, difficulty in dating, mental health and navigating modern
day society come up, a lot of people immediately twist the discussion and say things like "Men aren't
entitled to getting laid!" or "Oh, your problem is you can't get laid by hot stacies?"
This is textbook non-sequitur. Obviously men aren't entitled to that. Who out there, outside of a small
group of people on obscure parts of the internet, is actually arguing that these struggling young men
are entitled to getting laid when they talk about issues young men are facing? Most of the time that
phrase is used, it is a lazy mischaracterization of someone's argument intended to shut down
any discussion. Demonizing men for the violent actions of an astronomically small number of
lunatics is another common way people derail these sorts of discussions. Ditto for women more or
less arguing that all of this is due to average men bringing far less to the table than the average
women (spoiler alert: neither is bringing much to the table, only difference is that women rate 80% of
men as below average attractiveness)
Saying "men aren't entitled to getting laid" anytime a guy talks about these topics is like me telling a
woman who is expressing frustration that men want sex with her but she's having trouble finding
someone who is looking for a serious relationship, that "women aren't entitled to commitment!"
That's a pedantic, irrelevant response that has absolutely nothing to do with she said, and was
obviously not what she was implying.
If you think about the issue with any nuance, it's not even about getting sex. Escorts exist. If it was
just about getting sex, why wouldn't all these men just go see an escort? The stigma might be a
deterrent for some, but the answer is simple: people generally want to be desired, and to have a
genuine connection with someone. The root of male loneliness is lack of romantic companionship.
Being genuinely desired by someone, sharing an emotional connection, intimacy (which includes
non-sexual things like cuddling) ect... It stands to reason, that if nearly a third of men aren't having
sex (and that's sex at least once within the year of the survey, undoubtedly a lesser percentage of men
are having it regularly) then virtually all of those men aren't experiencing any of that. And the impact
of that permeates into things like mental health, education/career and becoming a well-adjusted,
productive member of society. That is the root of the issue. There is a strong societal pressure to not
be a guy that doesn't get laid because men are judged based on their success with women, but I think
that often when men start to get casual sex consistently, they realize that intimacy with someone you
have an emotional connection with is infinitely better. Some men will disagree, but the point I'm
trying to get across is that the crux of challenges young men are facing center around lack of
romantic companionship and the impact that lack of fulfillment in that regard has on other aspects of
their life, not sex. Although they are obviously intertwined to an extent.
As an aside, on the topic of sex, men inherently have significantly higher libido on average
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because androgens are the primary (but not only) driving force behind libido (this is why any FTM
trans man or a woman on PEDs experiences their libido sky rocketing). This disparity is basically the
driving force behind the entire existence of any sort of nsfw content. So it's a bit bizarre for women to
diminish how important sex should be to men when they generally can't relate to male libido. Here's a
post with a link to a meta analysis with 150 studies assessing male and female libido.
There seems to be this debate as to how integral love and romance actually are to a person's
experience; it's perfectly normal for the pursuit of love and romance to be a significant
component to a person's happiness. It's true that women tend to have better social support
structures than men, but I don't subscribe to the notion that most people are built to grow old alone.
The vast majority of people want romantic love and companionship. Romance, friendships, and
family all play different roles. A common saying i've heard is that dating for men is like trying to find
water in the desert, which illustrates exactly why you seldom hear men downplay the importance of
intimacy and companionship, while women do so with regularity.
The go-to, worst insult women use against men, is a term that implies that a man doesn't have
sex. The same women who deem not having sex for a man to be the single worst insult they can come
up with, will simultaneously diminish how important sex, romance, and companionship should be to
men. Think about that for a second.
And even among the men who do get laid, more and more of them are starting to feel like dating still
isn't worth the effort. Think about it this way: dating for most guys is like sifting through jobs with
an entry level hourly wage that require a master's degree, to find a job that you're genuinely
interested in. That is why I specified with the term fulfilling in my title. Men are expected to initiate
interactions, plan dates, pay for dates, decide when to escalate things physically appropriately, take
on all the burden of rejection ect... contrary to popular belief there is more to attracting girls than
taking showers. The emergence of OLD and social media have caused a lot of women to conflate the
interest they get from men who want to have sex as their relationship value, and subsequently feel
that they don't need to improve to attract someone that meets their standards. Disagree if you want,
but this is precisely what Kevin Samuels made a career out of. And yeah, a lot of men are wasting
time on porn, video games, weed ect... as distractions instead of striving to be the best version of
themselves. Complacency and laziness are becoming normalized, and the dating pool is collectively
getting worse for everyone. And no, the overweight boomer you saw at walmart with his wife does
not mean dating is perfectly fine and dandy.
My intention with this post is not to garner empathy, as empathy accomplishes very little and it's well
established that society doesn't really care about men's issues, which is precisely why people spread
the kind of dishonest rhetoric I described. They don't want anyone talking about it, even though it's
very obvious that it's a topic that a lot of people resonate with. My intention is to point out that the
arguments I described in the first paragraph are lazy, intellectually dishonest, and have very little to
do with what men are actually talking about. Unfortunately, discussion about issues young men are
facing often virtually always devolves into ad hominem attacks and bad faith misrepresentation of
arguments.
Edit: To put it concisely, my argument is a) men are not arguing they are entitled to sex b) though
men may want sex, it's not the driving force behind their loneliness and (casual sex) wont necessarily
fix it.
Edit: This post generated a lot of great discussion, have some irl obligations atm but if you posted and
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I haven't replied i'll get back to you in a bit.
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Explain to monke
624 upvotes | October 2, 2021 | by OG_walrus | Link | Reddit Link
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Average PPD Male
615 upvotes | May 9, 2020 | by Justanuglygirl22 | Link | Reddit Link
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You know women screwed themselves over when even the
superman is afraid to chase women.
613 upvotes | January 2, 2021 | by OG_walrus | Link | Reddit Link
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Kept my word about being less fat this time around �
600 upvotes | December 31, 2020 | by lessfaterrday | Link | Reddit Link
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So lonely....
594 upvotes | May 10, 2020 | by Infernovice | Link | Reddit Link
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Men need to stop justifying why they don't want to date women
with high body counts
591 upvotes | September 18, 2022 | by DesperateTraffic3164 | Link | Reddit Link

She's more likely to cheat
We're predisposed from being cavemen to want to know who our partners are
Marriage Statistics!!!

All these justifications are weak and obfuscate the real reason:
It's gross. It's not attractive. It's like a revulsion in the pit of your stomach. Ew.
We do not ask women why they are sexually unattracted to short men, or broke men, or flamboyantly
gay men. It's a preference, one that the majority of women happen to share.
The majority of men are sexually unattracted to women who have slept around. That's all there is it to
it. This is the strongest argument possible, it requires the least justification, and it's true.
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Accurate representation of feminism
574 upvotes | May 7, 2020 | by DisgruntledReddit007 | Link | Reddit Link
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Just because women have more access to sex doesn't mean they
have more access to SEXUAL PLEASURE
574 upvotes | January 26, 2021 | by kissmetilyouredrunk | Link | Reddit Link

Here's something I bet you don't understand if you've never taken a dick: sex =/= sexual pleasure if
you're a woman.
When men on this sub imagine women's endless sexual options, they're imagining that putting a penis
into a vagina—a sensation that's designed to be orgasmic 100% of the time—is the same thing,
physically and psychologically, to taking that penis. It's not.
If you're a guy, sex has never been anything but pleasure for you. Vaginas never feel like they're
filled with razors. Your dick never comes out bleeding. Women don't try to bend your soft dick into
their vaginas—they get you aroused first. You don't live in fear that strange women will force their
vaginas on you. Debates over abortion are entirely hypothetical, as giving someone else an orgasm
will never ruin your life. You don't understand the profound vulnerability you feel when someone
else is inside your body. Sex has never been terrifying, degrading, humiliating, painful, or
pleasureless.
So women's easy access to casual sex doesn't benefit them sexually: casual sex is often 0%
pleasurable for them. It's not emotionally pleasurable, as women report feeling degraded by it. It's not
mentally pleasurable, as male sexual desire is not at all validating. And it's not socially beneficial,
because it might get you called a cumdumpster.
How, then, are women supposed to view their easy access to sex as a privilege?
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“Withholding sex” from a date isn’t about getting men to act
right. It’s about vetting out fuckboys.
570 upvotes | July 8, 2021 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

It's interesting to see some men here claim that not putting is trying to "train men". Most women dont
want to be responsible for teaching men how to behave. Only three women want to do that, the guy’s
mom, a woman with a sugar mommy kink, and a “I can fix him” desperate pick me girl.
Not putting out is just a good way vet out undesirable men. Keep in mind, it's ONE of the many ways
to vet men. So merely "Waiting out a woman just to pump and dump her" isn't going to work if you
can't jump through the other hurdles by then.
It's much better to just find men who can control their sexual urges, and who proves he actually wants
a relationship, not a glorified fleshlight.
"But then you'll encourage the guy to cheat on you if you hold out!"
Men were more likely to cheat because a sexual opportunity presented itself and women were more
likely to cheat because they felt unloved and problems in the relationship. So claiming "If you give
men the sex they need, there'd be no cheating" is a huge lie.
https://www.glamour.com/story/why-people-cheat
https://onlinedoctor.superdrug.com/cheaters-on-cheating/
https://people.howstuffworks.com/men-women-cheating.htm
What makes a cheater cheat is that they act on impulse and easily gives into temptation.
"You'll filter out high value men and only be left with low value men!"
That's a common response I hear. What makes him high value if he can't be expected to be loyal and
is only interested in pussy?
Besides, even guys here say "I don't want to date a woman who has been with every guy in town".
Well, how do you think that's avoided? By women being very careful about which guys they screw.
Fucking any and every guy who shows interest in us is going to get us those high n counts that guys
claim disgusts them.
You can't go around slut shaming women and then get mad when women become picky about who
fucks her.
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For real though
566 upvotes | May 12, 2020 | by Cho_Assmilk | Link | Reddit Link
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Women aren't attracted to dad-bods. Women are unattracted
to the expectations of fit men.
563 upvotes | April 23, 2021 | by Robotemist | Link | Reddit Link

I have numerous times seen women try to use the social media hype of "dad bods" as an example of
women having lower beauty standards for men. I think it's bull and here's why.
You don't become fit by nature, a man is fit due to his unrelenting sacrifice, dedication and discipline
to nutrition and working out. Which is one of the reasons fitness corresponds to education and
earnings.
With that said, a man who's eating raw broccoli, boiled chicken and working out 3 hours a day isn't
accepting you sitting around on Instagram all day getting fat. Women aren't attracted to a body that
isn't fit, they're turned off by the reality that a man who is fit has high SMV and will have the same
expectation for her that he does himself.
A woman saying they want a dad bod is a woman saying they want a man who's not going to judge
them for gaining weight while not doing anything about it. And they are saying they don't want to
have to compete with other women for her man's attention.
Years ago I was very into body building and would force my pudgy roommate to work out. His gf
said she didn't like muscular men. After taking him to the gym, his gf inadvertently grabbed his arm
which was pumped at the time and got so aroused at what she felt that she let out a "damn" mis
sentences and damn there created a puddle in my chair. We laughed and reminded her she said she
didn't like muscular men, and admitted she said that because she didn't want her man to start
expecting her to be fit.
Non fit women want fit men but would rather deal with a dad-bod and a low bar for herself. All of it
is social media postering.
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Title
554 upvotes | January 2, 2023 | by maplehobo | Link | Reddit Link
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"Body positivity" excludes overweight guys in favor of
normalizing BBW fetishism
540 upvotes | March 27, 2021 | by Playboycel | Link | Reddit Link

I used to be naive and believe body positivity would end things like ableist shaming, and would
empower individuals no matter their physical size or appearance. But after spending time in the
"body positivist" hemispheres of the web, I came to the conclusion that 90% of their motivational
material is sassy memes trying to eroticize female obesity.
Body positivity is a war amongst women foremost -- body positivists are trying to reclaim the
pedestal from the skinny girl, it's the chubby chick competing against the cardio-obsessed
Barbie doll for the attention of the male Chad gaze.
This was admitted by a famous BBW starlet; she said that the main thing body positivity taught her
was to never allow herself to be shamed into compromising on her attraction toward very tall athletic
men. When she tried to rationalize her body positivist attitude with her olympiesque beauty ideals in
men she descended into borderline body shaming, saying that it's hard to have deep penetrative sex
with a overweight guy who lacks stamina.
How is the body positive movement anything other than a "life hack" for overweight women to start a
trend where fit attractive men pay attention without the negative social stigma of "chubby chaser"?
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84% of working women told ForbesWoman that staying home
to raise children is a financial luxury they aspire to...more than
1 in 3 resent their partner for not earning enough to make that
dream a reality.
524 upvotes | February 25, 2021 | by Abhificaton_Shwarma | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forbes.com/sites/meghancasserly/2012/09/12/is-opting-out-the-new-american-dream-for
-working-
women/[link](https://www.forbes.com/sites/meghancasserly/2012/09/12/is-opting-out-the-new-ameri
can-dream-for-working-women/)
So basically women pushed for opportunities in workplace, where privileged men were having fun
slaving away. They got that , labour doubled , wages halved and now single income households are a
rarity.
This according to these 1 in 3 women is men’s fault for not being good enough to allow a single
earner family when twice as many workers due to women entering the workforce is the architect of
this result or at least one of the reasons.
If women wanna work go for it , more power to you , but why do these women resent men , do they
not know that increasing labour for almost the same cost was the real intention of greedy corporations
all along, did you think these companies cared about your women empowerment?
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The reason why these guys think every girl is a social media
addicted club slut is because they don't really know any
women(have no female friends)
524 upvotes | May 24, 2020 | by JokerWasATranny | Link | Reddit Link

There are many things these guys believe that don't add up. For example the insistence that every girl
rides the cock carousal until 30 then looks for a beta to settle down with. While i'll admit that some
women are like this ...it's not the majority.
Most women marry at 27/28 with someone they've been dating for 4/5 years. Therefore they met at
22/23. Why don't these guys see this? Because many of them are teenagers and literally don't have
any experience with women 22-30. They read a a couple reddit posts , maybe a book from some con
man named rollo and actually believe they understand the dating lives of every woman ever.
Ridiculous right?
I have female friends who go to class and go back home to watch netflix then study. They aren't
dating. I have a friend who at 22 at is still a virgin. I have a friend who is so weird that even guys
who take interest nope the fuck out. I had a friend who goes to clubs every other week; she doesn't
hookup and is literally there to dance with her friends. My objectively prettiest friend has her insta set
to private; she has less than 100 followers. And I have this one friend(acquaintance) who's a massive
hoe and she doesn't even go clubbing, she's the nerdiest one lol.
You realize that i'm talking about actual people? That's because I don't know 150 million women. But
from the women I know it's pretty obvious that they don't fit the coachella going insta thot stereotype.
And no the girl you orbited doesn't count as a friend.
So the next question is. If these guys have no female friends(which they admit to because they find
women boring), then which women are they basing their theories on? It's the ones on their social
media feeds. They are choosing to follow insta thots , tik tok thirst traps and only fans cam girls. And
since these are the only women they see they assume every girl is like that. Another funny thing is
when they obsess about tinder ....tinder which is 80% men , 10% bots and 10% real women. For
example /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen is selecting from the trashiest of lower class women and
pretending that all women are like that. It's silly. They also love to link reddit threads as if the opinion
of one reddit "woman" proves anything about all women.
CMV: A number of the boys here don't know any women on a close level ,especially older
women, and are talking out their asses when they speak about womens dating lives
Edit: Nowhere in my post did I say social media addiction party sluts don't exist. I also have
friends(acquaintances) who fit that description. I even dated one girl like that and it was a pretty chill
kinda shortish relationship . The larger point being that if you had actually had female friends you
would see the girls who don't fit that description. And to the guys who say ugly women "don't count"
and claim i'm a loser for being friends with women who aren't super attractive ......Thanks for proving
my point lol
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Women have insecurities but do not tolerate insecurities in
men.
523 upvotes | December 2, 2020 | by LeJacquelope | Link | Reddit Link

Society never calls out women when they want a tall guy even though it is a known fact that it is
almost always because he makes her feel more feminine.
Women without exception get away with being too scared to approach men and even openly saying
as much.
Women don't get castigated for looking to men for protection from animals or to be rescued in natural
disasters.
Women don't think twice about using men as tampons to unload all their emotional baggage, like the
classic example of talking to her male friend about her bad acting boyfriend.
The whole body positivity movement was formed based on women's insecurities about their bodies.
Yet at the same time women don't hesitate to make fun of men based on existing or perceived
insecurities.
He's a wimp and a loser if he is afraid of approaching women and being rejected. He's a loser if he's a
virgin - calling a guy a virgin is a common attack used by women to silence dissenting opinions in
real life and outside of any but the most heavily moderated forums. There's also the small penis
insults. Guys who fear what women can do to them are outright mocked by feminists. And body
positivity for men is as common a meme as honest politicians. Women routinely make fun of men
and accuse them of lacking somehow in terms of physical features.
When it comes to dating insecurities in women are particularly forgiven by men but treated even
more harshly by women as in this context all of the above is dialed up to 15/10. You can see that in
women's profiles based on their long lists of what traits they don't want in a man. Men don't dare post
such lists about what they don't want in women not because of Muh Patriarchy, but because every last
man who does this will get swiped left by women.
Women don't like to hear a man's fears about women, even if the guy was a victim of domestic
violence or rape. It's an instant ladyboner-killer. Women on the other hand expect men out the gate to
coddle their fears about men, even if it concerns non-violent contexts like her looks or being cheated
on.
Convince me this isn't true.
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It's insane how the other gender refuses to recognize their
privilege.
521 upvotes | December 31, 2022 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link
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Female privilige≠pretty privilege
521 upvotes | November 9, 2020 | by PurplePlatypusBear20 | Link | Reddit Link

Don't get me wrong. Female privilige does exist.
As a woman, I can get a man to carry a heavy object for me just by smiling at him and saying "I need
help." because society perceives me as weak. I have certain safe spaces I can go to with just women
so I can talk about the various things men (and occasionally other women) have done to me.
That's female privilege.
But let's be honest, a woman who looks like me wouldn't get away with "having sex with" a male
student. People wouldn't say "nice" or "I wish my teachers did that." if an old, below average woman
showed up on the news with that caption. She'd get no sympathy and no leeway.
Pretty women like Amber Heard and Stephanie Ragusa get away with crimes like domestic violence
and sexual assault not because they're women but because they're pretty.
With men, the equivalent to "pretty privilege" is rich privilege. Men like Jeffrey Epstein and OJ
Simpson get away with their crimes not because they're men but because they are rich.
The real war is not men vs women
The real wars are:
Attractive vs unattractive
Rich vs poor (or middle class)
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Women here advise guys to "touch grass" and "talk to actual
women" yet stigmatize and threat profile men for approaching
them
518 upvotes | March 25, 2023 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

Go outside and touch some grass, talk to women is a commonly given advice to men whose1.
unhealthy attitudes are perceived to come from a lack of interaction with women in real life,
Yet users here have a habit of casually shaming men who admit confidently chatting up women2.
in public spaces: attempting to talk to women then suddenly gets (re)labeled inappropriate,
weird, even predatory

The strange part is that users who claim that every woman is different will at the same time speak on
behalf of all women, to a degree they will adhere to a culture of guilt-tripping men who in their view
feel entitled enough to go "bother" women going about their day. I don't know if it is intentional but
sometimes it looks like bluepillers want every avenue for a lonely male to get an upper hand in the
dating market abolished and whittled down to Tinder swipes.
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Both men and women just want to be treated like they are
human
516 upvotes | March 27, 2022 | by iamprosciutto | Link | Reddit Link

On this subreddit, I mainly see men and women divided into two groups: the scared and the angry.
The scared men typically focus on divorce rape, being cucked in an ltr, false rape accusations, and
getting left for a "better" man. Scared women usually focus on rape and male violence. Angry men
tend to focus on gold diggers, difficulty in satisfying their libido, women's absurd standards of
attractiveness, lack of parental rights, high n-counts, lack of quality partners for ltr, cultural
obligations like the draft and being "stoic," lack of resources for male abuse victims, and lack of
resources for homeless men. Angry women tend to focus on rape, pump-and-dumping, sexual
objectification, men's bitterness about not having enough sex, men's percieved entitlement to sex, not
being taken seriously in a professional setting, men's absurd standards of attractiveness, the negative
effects of porn, low-quality options for partners, and the general laziness men often show in sex.
I put forth the argument that all of this stems from dehumanizing the opposite sex and refusing to
actually take the time to discuss issues calmly without pointi g fingers. I think all of that stuff is
worthy of deep discussion and deserve an active attempt at solutions. Both men and women are truly
suffering from issues imposed by both genders. Men are incredibly lonely while women are fearful
pretty much 24/7. It's no wonder that there is so much hostility between them. If everyone just treated
each other like human beings, we wouldn't have 90% of these issues. If you want your pet problems
resolved, be willing to listen to the other side more.
Discuss
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actual friendly reminder�
511 upvotes | January 3, 2021 | by vyvanse_becky | Link | Reddit Link
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Advice for the women out there: No, men are not on dating
apps for sex only, you are simply matching with guys way out
of your league
509 upvotes | June 26, 2021 | by shockedtrooper | Link | Reddit Link

This is something that rarely gets said, and is quite a touchy subject matter.
Tons of women complain online that guys don't put any effort into talking with them, only wish to
discuss sexual encounters. Basically guys are on online dating platforms to fuck.
The reason many women perceive this to be the case is that they simply match with guys way out of
their league. The top guys on dating apps have a wide selection of women available to them, and they
are far more unlikely to be looking to settle with a soulmate in their 20s/30s than women are.
Every women who does perceive men to be sex hungry beasts on tinder etc, I challenge you to match
with a couple of the "ugly" guys out there. See the difference in effort they will put into
communicating with you on average.

TLDR: Uncomfortable truth is that men have higher standards for "girlfriend material" than
they do for one night stands.


ps. I am not saying this is the whole story, but it's one aspect of it that rarely gets mentioned.
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Men shouldn't blame women for the lack of male solidarity in
society. Men should rely on men for help instead of expecting
women to solve their emotional and psychological problems
508 upvotes | December 28, 2020 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

We see so many people here complaining that the world is uncaring towards men, that women
receive more support and that men are more likely to commit suicide. The posters seem to be
implying that this is all somehow women's fault or feminism's fault. (nevermind that things are in
many ways even worse for men in non-feminist countries) They are also acting like it should
somehow be women's or feminists' job to help men fix their issues.
However, it is not women's fault that men cannot rely on other men for support. Men are half of the
population. They arguably control more wealth and resources. There are more male than female
politicians. Men have all the tools they need to solve their own issues. They just don't do it and
choose to blame the Sisterhood/female solidarity. They also seem to be expecting women to solve
men's emotional and psychological issues instead of doing it themselves.
Men should learn to fix their own issues instead of just being envious of the so called "Sisterhood". It
is not women's fault if it's every man for himself and men choose to not help each other.
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Seems like men are wanting a woman with a low N count who
will sleep with him on the second date...wait, what?
502 upvotes | June 10, 2021 | by Noone_else_is_honest | Link | Reddit Link

This makes no sense to me.
It’s like conflating the Madonna/whore complex, and still coming up empty handed.
I don’t do hook ups or casual sex, and some men treat this like I literally killed their puppy. I’m told
I’ll never find a man, that it’s manipulative, that I’m withholding sex, that I’m an entitled
princess/delusional/arrogant and bring nothing to the table, that I’ll only attract desperate losers, that I
HAVE to do my due and sleep with a man simply to keep his attention long enough to be considered
ONE of his options.
Phewf...gotta say boys, you are PASSIONATE.
I’m not a nun. Sex can be incredible, but I’m not down to bump uglies with a man I’ve been on a few
dates with. Where’s the romance, the emotional intimacy, the security, the tenderness and safety? I
need a bit of time to build that, otherwise my body will literally not enjoy it the same.
I know men aren’t a monolith, but I’m so confused. You want sex but shame women who give sex up
“easy” AND women who are “frigid”....do...do you even like women?
What is going on men, are you ok?
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Me IRL
499 upvotes | October 14, 2019 | by FlavFal | Link | Reddit Link
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PSA: Women’s ability to have casual sex has no significant
positive impact on our lives.
497 upvotes | October 23, 2019 | by shithappenslol | Link | Reddit Link

We spend 1/4 of our lives bleeding out of our vaginas. Another 1/4 PMSing. We’ve got yeast
infections, UTIs, pap smears, ovarian cysts, bloating, cramping, sore tits and a sore back because of
said tits. Self-esteem and self-image issues, PMD and PPD. The moment we start getting buds at
11-12 we get leering strangers and creepy uncles sexually harassing us. Complicated friendships and
even more complicated emotions. Basically it’s just not a good time, especially when you’re younger.
And yet according to some of y’all on here, the ability to have six minutes of dry rutting by a 19 year
old drunk frat boy with a pencil dick makes this all worth it.
PSA: it doesn’t. The ability to have casual sex for us is like getting a coupon to a really shitty
restaurant. It’s like finding a soggy torn dollar bill on the ground. Propositions for casual sex evokes
the same emotions as when your cat offers you a beheaded mouse to eat.
Some of you guys are the biggest hypocrites, always griping about female solipsism when you guys
can’t even wrap your head around the fact that casual sex isn’t even 1/10th as important to us. I’d say
we spend 1% of the ten years of our lives before we get married thinking about, wanting or looking
for casual sex. And that’s during the times we are single. I spent more time thinking about food than I
did casual sex. Even girls who didn’t care about school and just partied cared about their friends and
clothes and getting fucked up more than casual sex. We don’t want a little dick and attention thrown
at us by people we don’t know and don’t care about. We want a lot of dick and attention thrown at us
by one man that we really care about. We want love and emotion and sex from one person and to give
love and emotion and sex back. We don’t get this 90% of the time from casual sex and we also don’t
even get off 90% of the time either. Furthermore, it is much more likely to have a negative sex
experience and the rare positive sex experiences don’t make up for those at all.
So no, being female isn’t life on easy mode.
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The Ukraine situation shows how equality of the sexes is a
facade and incapable of being upheld through harsh situations.
493 upvotes | March 15, 2022 | by trololol_daman | Link | Reddit Link

We’ve all heard about the situation in Ukraine if you’ve read even a bit of news or browsed reddit the
last month or so.
Ukraine since the dissipation of the Soviet Union has made strides in disassociating itself from its
former Soviet self and has moved closer towards a Liberal, European western democracy. Ukraine
has gender equality enshrined in its books or so they say and has had several pro feminist movements
since the 80’s.
Since the invasion from Russia, Ukraine has banned men aged 18-60 from leaving the country. What
this essentially amounts to is a death sentence where they are choked in the country either forced to
die as dogs or die in combat. With the slightest pressure and changes in geopolitics a country that
supposedly held western values abandons sex equality ideology and reverts to traditional roles of men
dying on the frontline as their corpses become fertiliser for the lands so that the women and children
can attain safety.
If you’re from America or any other liberal western society only men are registered for the draft.
Don’t kid yourself if shit hits the fan here it’ll be no different from Ukraine.
In 2021 the US Supreme Court struck down a challenge to the male only draft. Austria, Germany,
Australia, Denmark you name it have a draft for men over 18 for wartime. No matter where you are
biology stays the same.
I just want to make my alignments and biases clear, I am primarily a biological essentialist, in my
view culture is a downstream effect rooted in biology (and history). I will attempt to justify my
position.
The fact is this idea of “let the men die, save the women and children” idea is timeless, from The
Titanic to the earliest civilisations such as the Greeks and so on across the world this has been a
recurring trend that cannot be chalked purely up to “cultural values” as a purely social explanation
rather it is rooted in biology.
This brings me to my next point which is the idea of male disposability, the idea that an individual
male life is less valuable than an individual female life to the survival of the species.
A talking point that is often echoed here is the idea of 80/20 or whatever distribution you may believe
it to be.
We have approximately twice as many female ancestors than male ancestors.. How does that even
add up? Well, for example, if every 2 women each reproduced with 1 one man and for every 2 men 1
reproduced with two and the other reproduced with none. This lines up with a statistic u had seen
before that states about 40 of men reproduced whereas 80% of women did..
You may have also seen this statistic that I have seen here posted at least more than once, 17 women
reproduced for one man. But I discount this as it is post agricultural and rather as a result of wealth
accumulation whereas the former I listed are genetic and more representative of our hunter gatherer
lineage which we spent the vast majority of human evolution in.
You might ask yourself, what ever happened to the men that never reproduced in hunter gatherer
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society? The answer is simple, they DIED. Male on male violence is thought to have been the leading
cause of death in this time period in areas of high competition and low resources.
I am preaching to the choir here but this is essentially just sexual selection and infraspecific
competition. You can think of this as raw economics in the form of unequal distribution sex gametes:
A man produces more sperm in one day than a woman produces in her life, the female's egg is far
more valuable than the sperm, millions of sperm will compete for the same egg real life sexual
dynamics are analagous.
Or you can think of it in terms of the burden of reproduction,

A tribe consisting of 10 men and 1 woman could not effectively reproduce a second generation
due to the occupancy of pregnancy.
A tribe consisting of 10 women and 1 man can efficient reproduce a second generation as the
man could reproduce with all 10 women.

There is also just more to lose for the mother in reproduction
-There are no maternity leaves in mother nature she is vulnerable to predators killing her, other
humans killing her, if she gets hurt and the baby dies the baby will literally necrose inside her and kill
her organs. Her immune system is compromised and her need for nutrition and resources incrases to
support the baby. Once her pregnancy ends it doesn't stop there. An extremely common cause of
death among women pre medical era was childbirth often due to blood loss. Now she must harbour
an infant and nurse it to a state of independence once again a very draining and cost heavy process.
Hence given this massive cost/benefit difference females must select far more harshly based on
genetics and survivability of the male but not only that the lives of females are far more precious for
an equivalent male in terms of survivability for a group, population or species as a whole.
And there you have it, the recurring trend of prioritising women with a biological basis. When the
Persians invaded the Greeks, they sent out as many men to die outside the walls of Athens and
Sparta, the military turned into an effective meat grinder that would throw as many young men as
need be so that even if the vast majority died, if there remained enough women within the walls and
the cities, repopulation and recovery would be possible, if the women were to be culled it would
devastate and in most likelihood decimate the chances of recovery. This isn’t unique to Greece it’s a
universal attitude found in every human culture throughout time. Our culture as well as cultures
around the world and throughout time, and have embraced this biological reality whether it be
through heroism, sacrifice, loyalty, religion, duty you name it, it’s there.
Now to present day we stand at a unique era in human history where if we live in a first world
country we have the liberty of pursuing a gender equal society. Rich in resources with no requirement
of conflict and relative peace allows us to pursue gender equality, this is reflected as poorer countries,
or an even better example war torn countries with conflict are no where near as egalitarian or gender
equal. But I ask of you? What about the future? Maybe not the immediate future, don’t be naive at
some point shit will hit the fan, be it a local conflict, between nations, a world war, or climate change
and the depletion of natural resources. I know this isn’t r/collapse so I’ll keep it short, at some point
whether it be in our generation or after many to come we will be faced with the reality of conflict.
And when that happens so what? Will any of you here be championing gender equality or will you
revert back to how humans have operated since the dawn of our species, that’s the beautiful thing
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about biology it doesn’t care for your political ideology.
Culturally Enforced Monogamy was done for population stability, people often think of it as
restricting women primarily but it also restricted high value men from taking a disproportionate
number of women, so cultures used whatever way of preventing this through monogamy, be it,
political, through religion or otherwise. As this institution fades we will creep closer towards the 2:1
ratio of females:males or exceed it given the ease of meeting up new potential mates.
I know this subreddit attracts a decent demographic of incels/blackpillers and that a decent chunk of
the more radical ones believe there will be some sort of incel rebellion or revolution. Hate to burst
your bubble but it’ll never happen, society is fine and dandy killing your asses come war time, it’s
not going to implode just because a certain % of men are unable to reproduce, all that’ll happen is
gen Z and following will get hit with an insane wave of depression and suicide, society will function
as is.
To sum it up though, I’m not implying women don’t get the short end of the stick for anything, but
the way current society portrays it, history has been this big bad monster in the closet called
patriarchy in which men have used it to consistently win out and fuck over the other sex , and even
academia (yes I took one a sociology class before and I hate myself for it).
Ok I’m done with my schizo rant I felt the urge to type this for a while bear with me I did it all on
mobile and half drunk.
Will check later.
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Studies saying women are "happier single" than men are
extremely misleading
493 upvotes | April 3, 2023 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

Women know they are a swipe away from hooking up with a cute guy if they get the 'itch'1.
Women know they could probably get a fwb arrangement with one of their guy friends if their2.
'dry spell' becomes unbearable
Women know there are men out there (exes, simps, silent admirers) who will be trying to get 'in3.
contact' with them

When the average guy refers to himself as single, what they usually mean is almost total
romantic invisibility and loneliness. This kind of social isolation which would have brutal
psychological consequences on the women too, but 'happily single' women don't really go through
that.
To put things into perspective: a 'happily single' woman is like that trust fund kid 'finding himself' by
traveling the world and living among poors as a 'wandering bohemian'. But unlike the hobos he
encounters along the way he is at peace of mind as knows he can step-out of this kind of life at any
given time, for the trust fundie that life is a choice, for the poor it's a matter of of reality and
circumstance.
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[CMV] The Red Pill is literally encouraging men to become
mentally ill; even if the process attracts women, it is extremely
damaging to a man's psyche
492 upvotes | January 15, 2020 | by PM_ME_UR_1ITIS_SNAP | Link | Reddit Link

Psychopathy is not an inherently attractive trait; TRP attempts to simulate the positive aspects of
psychopathy through both external and internal game. This is extremely draining to the average man,
who has been trained to care for other people; psychopaths only make up one percent of the
population in the US. While I can't deny that it might work in certain occasions, attempting to acquire
a mental illness is at best a stupid goal and at worst damaging to ones sanity.
Amused Mastery is seen as the final endgame in the red pill philosophy. The lack of outcome
dependence is similar to that of a psychopaths lack of emotional empathy. TRP has top posts
claiming things such as "I'm the center of my own universe." The psychopath will turn on his best
friends and women alike to achieve what they want. While their "no fucks given" attitude is generally
refreshing at first, people tend to flock to others that have similar value systems. As the mask of the
psychopath goes away, he tends to lose long term friends; in other words, his social stock is initially
extremely high, but it drops quickly.
Furthermore, there is a popular study in red pill circles going around linking fear to female arousal.
The readers of the paper fail to realize, however, that the circumstances causing the fear were not
related to the man himself. This is not conclusive enough to suggest that women should "fear you a
little" which is often suggested in Red Pill circles. The psychopath will use fear to manipulate his
victims. This is mildly abusive.
Below I'm going to list the criteria used to detect Psychopathy when it was a psychologically
accepted term. This checklist can still be applied to ASPD, which is an umbrella term that includes
Psychopathy. Under each bullet point I'm going to provide some analysis as to whether and how this
applies to TRP philosophy. I will admit (without being an edgelord) I score fairly high on this test. I
think it's a generational thing, or at least younger people tend to not have a fully developed brain,
which can lead to psychopath-lite behavior. 20 Traits are assigned on a 0-1-2 scale, and a score of 30
is enough to be diagnosed. Most neurotypical people score a 5.

glib and superficial charm

This one is fairly obvious. TRP teaches one that women are like children, and then attempt to get
them in bed. Their frequent complaints about women inherently suggest any attempt at wooing them
is glib and superficial.

grandiose (exaggeratedly high) estimation of self

Many posts encourage the man to think they "are a prize," which is a significant step up from merely
thinking "I am allowed to have standards."
•  need for stimulation
TRP preaches the opposite of contentment in one's sexual life. A normal man would be fine without a
harem.
•  pathological lying
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TRP encourages lying or implied lies to better oneself through tactics to achieve dread. I've heard the
tell of one Redpiller buying women's socks and laying them around his apartment to create the
illusion a girl was there the night before. Not to mention the obviously false field reports.
•  cunning and manipulativeness
See above
•  lack of remorse or guilt
TRP encourages one to be selfish via rhetoric of "everyone's looking to fuck you over." This is
commonly commonly commonly used language when hearing a psychopath or sociopath speak.
•  shallow affect (superficial emotional responsiveness)
Shit/comfort tests, unwillingness to commit
•  callousness and lack of empathy
Seeing women as children
•  parasitic lifestyle
Taking sex from a woman who wants a romantic relationship
•  poor behavioral controls
Encouragement to "break the beta norms" and stand out.
•  sexual promiscuity
The ideal endgame in trp
•  early behavior problems
I cannot say for most men on trp but anecdotally a lot of them mention a lack of a strong father
figure.
•  lack of realistic long-term goals
This one can be seen in the "men age like wine" category. It is not realistic to think that you can still
have a harem in your mid 40s.
•  impulsivity
Taking a woman on an "emotional rollercoaster."
•  irresponsibility
Admittedly RedPillers take a lot of responsibility for oneself, but they also tend to blame a lot of their
problems on modern society. Many "anger phase" posts suggest lack of responsibility.
•  failure to accept responsibility for own actions
See above
•  many short-term marital relationships
Spinning plates is similar
•  juvenile delinquency
Can't speak to this
•  revocation of conditional release
See above
•  criminal versatility
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See above
Now, of course the criminal behavior can't be spoken about, but the last three aren't relevant to the
discussion anyhow. But it is worth mentioning that RPers frequently mention hybristophilia as an
explanation for why women love criminals. They have an odd fascination with them.
In the checklist, with regards to women and game, TRP encourages men to emulate the vast majority
of the behaviors and traits seen in the Hare checklist. Despite being one percent of the general
population, psychopaths make up 20 percent of the prison population. The average criminal has a
score of 22 on the checklist.
I am not saying these traits don't attract women. I am not saying dabbling in surface level red pill
thinking is a bad idea. But mastery of the surface level material leads to material such as the
Illimitable male, an RP endorsed contributor, who encourages men to be psychopathic. He is the
"dark triad specialist."
Finally, if one disregards societal benefits from not encouraging Psychopathy in the population, it is
extremely unhealthy to try to develop a mental illness. These men are encouraged to reroute their
ideology to the point where they are the top one percent in such an area. Personalities are not a purely
malleable thing, and this will inevitably lead to some failure with regards to being in the top one
percent of the population.
This is the male equivalent of a woman who obtains body dismorphia when looking at a supermodel;
the male is seeing himself as having an inferior personality.
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Anyone notice that in a lot of male-oriented space, the general
consensus is that they hold themselves accountable for their self
improvement, while in female-oriented spaces, they focus on
placating their members?
489 upvotes | November 23, 2022 | by Final_Biochemist222 | Link | Reddit Link

In a lot of redpill/blackpill/male self-improvement online circles (Andrew Tate, Hamza, etc.), the
promote advices to help men that are struggling, and their advices are usually non-conventional and
what would be considered 'brutal truth'. However, they also held men accountable in self
improvement as well. Something along the line of: if you feel insecure about youself, there's likely
something wrong about you - hit the gym, improve on your game, etc. to compensate for your short
comings. They blame themselves basically and find solutions to fix the flaw within them.
In contrast, in a lot of female spaces such as FDS and other female reddit subs, sure they give dating
advices as well, but it's almost as if all of the advices are directed externally, like how to vet better,
how to be more confident with your standards, how to reject low value men. Additionally, they also
seem to preach a lot so called 'self love' as well, like how to know your worth and that all women are
queens.
On a similar note as a person on the spectrum I do nothing this trend in the autistic comminity as
well. ASD people in a male-dominated subs and websites usually hate themselves and will do
everything to make up for and hide their autism. In contrast, ASD communities in subreddit and
website with large overlap with female users such as r/autism, r/AspieGirls, or Tumblr, seems
promote 'autism acceptance', treating it like an LGBTQ++ movement (they have their own flag and
everything), and expects the whole society to bend to their needs, otherwise other people are 'ableist'
Edit: Ayo how tf did i get gilded?
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Overwhelmingly, women prefer not to have relationships with
men who earn less than they do, why do women change this
narrative to, "Men are intimidated by successful women"
instead?
488 upvotes | March 28, 2020 | by goldmedalflower | Link | Reddit Link

It is indisputable that a large majority of women have a preference that the man in their lives earn at
least as much as they do and, ideally, even more.
Yet when high earning, successful women struggle with dating, their hypergamy is reframed as
"insecure men are intimidated by my success".
Completely flipping the reality. It's not them and their hypergamy that is to blame, it's not that she
looks down on men who are "beneath her", it's those insecure men who, as always, are the problem.
Strangely ignoring how she doesn't have true attraction and true respect for men who earn less.
The vast majority of men would like the lifestyle that comes with a high earning women however
they (correctly) understand the lack of true respect part yet the narrative is always men are the
problem?
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If you wouldn't commit to a woman that had a high n-count,
you cannot complain when women "withold" sex before
commitment.
487 upvotes | January 19, 2022 | by IveGotIssues9918 | Link | Reddit Link

During a discussion on dating in another subreddit last year, multiple men were telling me that they
couldn't develop an emotional investment in a woman without first having sex with her and that sex
was part of the determination process to see what kind of partner she would be. Basically saying that
they didn't want to commit without having sex first, and that if a woman they were dating wanted to
wait until commitment to have sex they would leave. My question then was, where does this leave the
woman if you then decide you don't want to commit to her after having sex with her? If she does this
every time she's dating a guy, she'll rack up a "high" n-count pretty quickly (I used 10 as an example
although I know that's not really that high for a promiscuous person). Then guys won't see her as
relationship material because she's had too many sexual partners. OR, she "witholds sex" (as people
on TRP so grossly put it) and you get mad because "if she were really attracted to me she would be
jumping my bones on the first date!" So basically, she can't win unless you decide to commit to her
after sex, which is completely out of her control.
Why do you think women "withold sex" before a relationship is established? For fun? To punish you?
No. Newsflash: women like (good) sex too. It's partially because so many men suck in bed and don't
care about their partner's pleasure (especially if said man is a stranger), and partially because women
are considered "sluts" and "not marriage material" if they have sex with too many men. Obviously
women are going to hold off on sex if they want a relationship in order to abide by the rules that men
created, and then y'all scream "she's leading me on! she's using me as a beta bux because I paid for
dinner at Applebee's once and didn't get my dick sucked! I bet she wouldn't make me wait if I were
CHAD!" When you wouldn't get sex on the first date from a virgin/low n-count woman who was
looking for a relationship (there are virgins who specifically want to lose their virginity and aren't
looking for a relationship, I'm not talking about them) even if you were a male model. You expect a
virgin/low n-count woman to disregard conventionally held wisdom and have sex with you, which
might not even be pleasurable for her, only for you to turn around and devalue her later. No woman
with any common sense is going to do that.
Guess who's going to have sex with you within 3 dates? A woman who is willing to have sex with
guys within 3 dates. Either date a virgin/low n-count woman and accept that you will have to wait for
sex until a relationship is established, or date a woman who's willing to have sex early and accept that
she's probably done the same with other men. You cannot have both.
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The average straight woman would be getting no girls if they
magically turned into a straight man.
484 upvotes | December 5, 2022 | by RepresentativeSir662 | Link | Reddit Link

You may be thinking “a woman knows what a woman wants,” but there’s more to it than that.
Men are usually the ones doing the asking out, and if any of you know the few times women usually
ask guys out, it’s usually terrible. They grab, they act entitled, they basically do all the things modern
day feminists complain about men doing but tenfold due to their little to no experience.
Ladies, if you’re reading this, go on any dating app, pretend to be a straight guy, doesn’t matter how
attractive. Get an image of a guy friend or whatever with their permission. Use the account for a few
days and tell me how much girls you get. I guarantee none of you will have any luck.
Maybe this’ll make some women out there stop obnoxiously going like “you get no btches” *insert
douchey face here.
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"A woman's loyalty is tested when her man has nothing. A
man's loyalty is tested when he has everything."
484 upvotes | April 28, 2021 | by KurkTheMagnificent | Link | Reddit Link

The handful of women I vetted and spent time/energy on throughout my teens and early twenties
either rejected me or preferred to ride the carousel a.k.a short-term flings preferred.
As I enter the period of life where I am finally getting a foothold on the mountain of financial
success, I think of this quote.
No one wanted to be a part of my "struggles" starting off. That's fine. I am not going to reward non-
existent loyalty either. Short-term flings from here-on-out will be the only expectation since I have no
real way of trusting/vetting women for LTR material anymore without hiding my newfound
wealth/lifestyle, which I am not going to do anymore having lived my early adulthood as a poor
person.
So when women in general are asking "where have all the good men gone?" at age 30 think of this
quote.
Trust takes time to build and is easy to lose. In this climate trust is not built anymore.
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60% of young men are not chronically single because they
"lack emotional skills"
479 upvotes | February 28, 2023 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

men struggle because they lack meaningful communication
men struggle because the lack emotional and sexual intimacy skills.
men struggle because they lack emotional intelligence
men struggle because they are childish and immature

Women get to be pickier than ever, but they are not picking personality. Even women here who
claim how personality is important admit it only means anything if your Looks got your foot in the
door. Otherwise you remain just a friend to her. The numbers of lonely young men are simply too big
to be blamed on shitty personality traits. I just wish "psychologists" writing these articles would
admit that. Women are picking looks over all else because the current dating market gives them the
ability to do so. I think men and women deep down know that the “more men are single now because
of lack of emotional intelligence” might be a lie.
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If your man watches porn because he has limited to no access to
sex with you, there is a 0% chance that you can pity yourself
for the situation you got into.
474 upvotes | April 12, 2021 | by abcdxyzx | Link | Reddit Link

I see so many woman here post about “my husband doesn’t want to have sex anymore, wtf” or “my
boyfriend would rather watch porn than fuck me”. What people need to begin understanding is that
men are not a monolith and a lot of them can’t get off to simple starfish sex, which a lot of woman
don’t want to admit to doing. If the dude feels like you’re doing him a favor and catatonically sitting
there while he “has his way”, he’s not gonna be comfortable or have a good time.
Additionally, if you shut him down every time he asks for sex and then he eventually just learns to
blow a load to a porno instead of trying to make you feel sexy or whatever, it is YOUR fault entirely.
It’s not the idea of the “toxic porn industry” that makes your evil boyfriend jack off to porn of woman
getting abused that exists inside your head. Men are naturally going to be more horny, and there is
nothing wrong with turning them down when they are, I’m all for enthusiastic consent. But if a man
is met with a consistent string of rejection and failures when he tries to have sex with his own
girlfriend and eventually just runs out of options that aren’t jacking off or cheating, don’t even try to
blame porn in that situation LOL.
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As a man with low libido, my dating experience is way better
than a normal man's.
473 upvotes | April 11, 2021 | by Ressurwr3kd | Link | Reddit Link

There is no sexual leverage, and I'm dating almost solely for companionship. I cannot be
manipulated. If she offers sex quickly, I respectfully turn it down and see if she has more to offer.
I understand this is much harder for most other men, but using my technique would help men find
partners they truly work with.
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Women are BRUTAL. The fact that so many of them consider
"Titanic" to be a great love story literally proves the blackpill.
473 upvotes | October 18, 2020 | by Almond_Master | Link | Reddit Link
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Men should validate/lift up other men to combat the epidemic
of loneliness and desperation
472 upvotes | February 9, 2022 | by effeteintellectual | Link | Reddit Link

In my friend group of guys, we compliment each other all the time. If I like my friend’s haircut, I’ll
compliment him. If I like my friend’s new shirt, I’ll ask him where he got it from and tell him it looks
good. I’ll ask my friend about his gym routine cuz he’s been making good progress. I’ll compliment a
guy on his intelligence and his discipline.
Compliments don’t have to be weird. It’s not gay. Men should receive validation from their male
friends. Don’t rely on a woman to fill that void in your life. When I see redditors say they haven’t
received a compliment in years, I’m genuinely baffled.
I believe male validation is important because of the following reasons: 1) validation/compliments
help boost self esteem. Increased self esteem leads to a positive attitude and higher confidence, which
is beneficial for interactions with women. 2) Validation is a form of positive reinforcement and helps
incentivize men to become more attractive/wealthy etc. 3) validation deepens social bonds with
friends and alleviates feelings of loneliness. 4) validation helps combat desperation because some
guys only want a girlfriend so that they can receive validation from someone in their life.
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>PPD males
471 upvotes | October 17, 2020 | by bf_Lucius | Link | Reddit Link
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All men are trash (except the top 3% hehee)
471 upvotes | January 1, 2021 | by OG_walrus | Link | Reddit Link
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Movies were the nerdy, dorky, "nice" guy gets the hot girl are
almost always made by men for men, yet TRP still blames
women for "misleading" them
468 upvotes | March 26, 2020 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.reddit.com/r/PurplePillDebate/comments/fp1jmz/were_men_told_that_being_nice_woul
d_get_them_laid/flimm48/
I have seen men complaining about movies "misleading" them into thinking that they can be some
nerd nobody and still get a "hot" woman. Thing is this kind of movies/shows are almost always made
by men for men. If you look at shows/movies/literature created by women, they usually show
different things. I have literally never read a book created by women for women where the female
protagonist goes for some loser. The love interest in female media is usually competent, confident,
successful etc.
And before someone says that in Harry Potter, Hermione chose the sidekick over the hero, I would
like to remind you that the books are quite different from the movies. In the books, Ron was much
more competent than he was portrayed in the movies. The movies really dumbed him down for some
reason.
Despite all that, men still act as if women specifically were the ones who "lied" to them. They
literally act as if there is some female conspiracy to keep men in the dark.
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Discussion: Research finds that women do not prefer "nice"
guys; in fact they prefer "bullies" and psychopaths
467 upvotes | August 24, 2019 | by TotalBasturd | Link | Reddit Link

Research found that men prefer "nice" women (talkative, cooperative, peaceful, caring,
compassionate):
http://www.newsweek.com/study-finds-men-nice-women-not-other-way-around-261269

Women like jerks, men like nice girls.

https://www.spring.org.uk/2017/12/quality-women-more-attractive.php?fbclid=IwAR1yog0Vb4pCM
56vmkek-TBo2ddYltYFb4Wpk-IeCy6h2A9drYbthqCzHXE

Men prefer nice women, women do not prefer nice men.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/263424760_Why_Do_Men_Prefer_Nice_Women_Gender_
Typicality_Mediates_the_Effect_of_Responsiveness_on_Perceived_Attractiveness_in_Initial_Acqua
intanceships

Why Do Men Prefer Nice Women? Gender Typicality Mediates the Effect of
Responsiveness on Perceived Attractiveness in Initial Acquaintanceships

But research found women do not prefer nice men. In fact, they prefer predatory men (selfish,
aggressive, careless, non-talkative):
http://archive.is/ZGvcF
https://rd.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs40806-017-0126-4
https://www.deccanchronicle.com/lifestyle/sex-and-relationship/161217/dominance-may-make-bullie
s-more-attractive-leading-to-more-sex-study.html

Manipulative, asympathetic, arrogant bullies have higher numbers of sexual partners and
have sex more often.

https://www.springer.com/gp/about-springer/media/research-news/all-english-research-news/do-bulli
es-have-more-sex-/15305552

Bullies have more sex and more sexual partners than non-bullies.

http://www.wdish.com/life/bullies-sex-study

Bullies have more sex and higher self-esteem.

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40806-017-0126-4

Antisocial bullies get more sex than others. Men who are abusive and manipulative to
women get more sex.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3177486/Child-bullies-sexier-popular-dates-victims-grow-n
ew-research-suggests.html

Child bullies are sexier, more popular and have more dates than their victims when they
grow up.
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https://www.timesofisrael.com/women-really-dont-go-for-nice-guys-study-indicates/

Women really don’t like nice guys.

http://archive.is/e6p19

Unempathethic, narcissistic criminals are one of women’s first sexual choices.

https://scottbarrykaufman.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/The-Dark-Triad-Personality.pdf

Women find narcissist assholes more attractive.

Women find more attractive guys who are narcissist and psychopaths.

https://www.elitedaily.com/women/women-are-attracted-to-narcissistic-men/992989

Science explains why women like narcissist assholes.

https://www.academia.edu/36525083/ADHD_Autism_and_Psychopathy_as_Life_Strategies_The_Ro
le_of_Risk_Tolerance_on_Evolutionary_Fitness

Psychopaths are more successful at dating and getting sex.

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/head-games/201310/why-do-women-fall-bad-boys

Why do women fall for bad boys?

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/9c55/a8cae3c8a5d238002a261fec643f767d1126.pdf

In a large forensic hospital, 39% of psychopathic patients had a consensual sexual
relationship with female staff members (Gacono et al., 1995)

The malingerers were significantly more likely to have a history of murder or rape, carry a
diagnosis of antisocial personality disorder or sexual sadism, and produce greater PCL-R
factor 1, factor 2, and total scores than insanity acquittees who did not malinger. The
malingerers were also significantly more likely to be verbally or physically assaultive,
require specialized treatment plans to control their aggression, have sexual relations with
female staff.

https://www.medscape.org/viewarticle/719862

ADHD is strongly associated with criminal behavior: studies show that at least 25% of
prisoners in the United States have been diagnosed with the disorder. ADHD sufferers often
exhibit dark triad personality traits.

http://scholar.colorado.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1073&context=psyc_gradetds

“In social interaction tasks, Normand et al. (2011) observed that children with ADHD were
more insensitive and self-centered when negotiating with friends, and were often more
dominant than their typical friends”

A Danish prospective cohort study found that teenage boys (aged 12 - 17) with ADHD were
more than two times more likely to father children than their non-mentally ill peers.

https://www.timesofisrael.com/women-really-dont-go-for-nice-guys-study-indicates/
http://archive.is/e6p19
https://scottbarrykaufman.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/The-Dark-Triad-Personality.pdf
https://www.elitedaily.com/women/women-are-attracted-to-narcissistic-men/992989
https://www.academia.edu/36525083/ADHD_Autism_and_Psychopathy_as_Life_Strategies_The_Role_of_Risk_Tolerance_on_Evolutionary_Fitness
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Compared with individuals without ADHD, those with ADHD were significantly more
likely to become parents at 12 to 16 years of age (IRR for females 3.62, 95% CI 2.14–6.13;
IRR for males 2.30, 95% CI 1.27–4.17) and at 17 to 19 years of age (IRR for females 1.94,
95% CI 1.62–2.33; IRR for males 2.27, 95% CI 1.90–2.70).

This is not just because they're less likely to use contraception: adolescents with ADHD
actually had nearly twice as many sex partners as normal teens.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24972794

Males with ADHD reported their age of first intercourse to be nearly 2 years sooner than
TD peers. Irrespective of gender, adolescents with ADHD had nearly double the number of
lifetime sexual partners.

ADHD was likely an advantageous trait in pre-Neolithic times. Even though by modern
standards, men with ADHD are often impaired in psychosocial, educational and
neuropsychological functioning, they may still be favored by sexual selection.
https://chadd.org/about-adhd/long-term-outcomes/

The researchers also noted that unpredictable behavior—a hallmark of ADHD—might have
been helpful in protecting our ancestors against livestock raids, robberies, and more. After
all, would you want to challenge someone if you had no idea what he or she might do? In
essence, the traits associated with ADHD make for better hunters-gatherers and worse
settlers.

If you have any research indicating the CONTRARY of these studies, please share it. I make
compilations.
NOTE: this research REALLY matches what I have seen in real life. Aggressive junkies and bullies
in college did amazing with women while calm nerds got nothing. And the fact that the guys were
wild and aggressive was... fetishized? Yeah, that's the word.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24972794
https://chadd.org/about-adhd/long-term-outcomes/
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Women need to take responsibility for choosing shitty men
464 upvotes | January 4, 2019 | by TheWhitestOrca | Link | Reddit Link

Coincidentally, every woman that I know who loves to complain about how much they hate men all
have a history of dating horrible men. It’s one thing if you’re tricked by some asshole, but when you
have a history of constantly dating the worst men possible, then you need to accept responsibility for
choosing these shitty men.
I’ll give you some examples. First of all, these women that I know all dated men in their mid 20s
back when they were in high school. They were shocked when these older guys used them for sex
and took advantage of them. Now, these women are in their mid 20s and they’re still dating shitty
men.
One girl kept getting back together with a man who constantly cheated on her, and she knew that he’d
cheat again, but she kept going back. He had to be the one to break it off for good. Then, there’s the
ex who everybody knew sold hard drugs to high school kids. Surprisingly, he turned out to be a huge
piece of shit. One ex was a known pedophile. He ended up cheating on her with a 15 year old girl.
Another girl was warned by a dozen women that her man cheats on every girl that he dates, but she
still dated him and was shocked when he got another woman pregnant. There was an ex who was a
known woman beater, and this girl still dated him. She somehow didn’t expect that he’d beat her, but
he did. Luckily, she got out early. I could go on and on listing examples of shitty men that these
women have dated.
The thing is, the vast majority of these men were obviously douchebags. Everyone could see it, but
every single time these women would think “well, this douchebag seems nice,” and then when things
inevitably don’t work out because he’s an asshole who mistreats her, these women always complain
about how much they hate men.
Don’t be mad at men because you don’t know how to choose a good one. It’s not our gender’s fault
that you date the worst men.
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How are men supposed to meet women these days?
460 upvotes | January 27, 2023 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link



go talk to a woman, approach her with confidence. "Eww, this weirdo thinks it is okay to just1.
bother women going about their day..."
be upfront and honest with your intentions from the start " "Yikes! Women will assume you2.
want to sleep with them which is a turn off!"
Maybe start off as friends "men will literally feign friendship to get in your pants"3.
try some more social events, like night clubs! "OMG, I'm just trying to enjoy a night out with4.
my friends! this is why we go to gay bars!"
University is a great place to meet girls!"The lecture hall isn't a meat market and women don't5.
really appreciate someone hitting on them."
it's easier to ask a girl out in your social circle " Apparently all of my male friends 'would fuck6.
me' given half the chance"
try OLD women there consented to be approached "OLD is not the real world go outside touch7.
some grass"

...repeat
What is hella ironic is that these are common advice given out by bluepillers and women themselves
and often times countered by women and the bluepill as inappropriate.
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If you are not a traditional woman do not expect to be treated
like one, for traditional dating.
459 upvotes | August 26, 2020 | by Anthony-waltzs | Link | Reddit Link

The majority of the problems in dating now a days all boils down to the fact that women do not want
to claim there gender role but they DEMAND men to own up to theirs. Before feminism dating was
easier and did not have the problems of today because everyone knew what was expected of them
(religion played a part in it but I’m not going to get into that). The women of today are MODERN
women that work go to college are getting degrees and are working full time the same way men did
back then, but women complain because men do not know how to “properly” date women. The issue
with that comes from the fact that if you are doing the same things men are doing in today’s society
and vice versa your making gender roles obsolete which means that if both men and women are
working it really should not matter who pays for the date because both parties are equal here in terms
of status. (I don’t agree with that) So it’s not that men do not know how to properly date women it’s
that men have just changed their dating strategies because of how society has changed women, but
women want to have their cake and eat it to and indulge in hookup culture while at the same time
expecting you to take her to a five star restaurant and pay for everything.
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If women actually believed "only insecure" men care about
their sexual history, then women wouldn't lie about it
459 upvotes | February 26, 2022 | by Additionalparties | Link | Reddit Link

Yet women do lie about their sexual history. They even lie about it in anonymous surveys. They lie
about it to guys, especially to guys they want to be in a relationship with. This seems especially
puzzling.
Why does a girl want to be with someone who is disgusted by her?
Or is it the understanding that every guy would be disgusted, so there is no choice but to lie?
Make it make sense.
And then there's the "don't ask don't tell" crowd. If sexual history is so obviously no big deal except
for the pitiable insecures, then why does it have to be hidden away in the closet like a state secret?
This is all nonsense that people use to tolerate settling and living a mediocre life of bland
compromise. Anyone else exhausted being so much better than people
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Keep dropping memes sluts
457 upvotes | October 2, 2021 | by sootlord | Link | Reddit Link
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A few days late but still lmaoo
456 upvotes | May 12, 2020 | by dumbsheetss | Link | Reddit Link
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When it comes to who pays for dates, many women say that the
gender wage gap justifies the expectation that men pay for
dates. However, amongst the demographic that is dating (i.e.,
single people), single women outearn single men. Therefore, by
their own logic, women should pay for dates.
450 upvotes | July 7, 2021 | by ToughAnswers | Link | Reddit Link

Sauce - Young, Single & Childless: Women Who Earn More Than Men
The truth of course is that women wanting men to pay for dates has fuck all to do with the gender pay
gap
Women want the benefits of traditionalism without offering traditionalism
Of course, as a guy, you're free to comply, since anyone is free to choose as they please
Yet why would you? There are tons of attractive women willing to put out without demanding a bribe
(or sometimes even a real name). Why not just go for that?
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Men and women's lives are too incomparable for us to find
common ground on dating
449 upvotes | January 27, 2021 | by HoneyGlazedRoastie | Link | Reddit Link

Men and women talk past each other constantly on this sub and in everyday life when discussing
dating because our lives and experiences are too incomparable to find any common ground.
Most men can't relate to fearing for your life when preparing for a date (even if such fear is
irrational), and most women can't relate to the soul destroying torture of going zero for ten in asking
men out.
Guys see women as validators of their masculinity and value as men, even if they shouldn't. It's
incredibly painful to be told you don't measure up by a succession of women you find attractive. It
can be traumatizing for about a third of men whose beliefs might harden into resentment.
Women see men as potential abusers, even if they shouldn't. And it's difficult to act warm and
affection with someone you fear might abuse you.
Most men will never be able to relate to a full inbox online, or seeing wall-to-wall smiles from female
strangers when entering a room.
Similarly, most women will never be able to relate to an empty inbox online, and constant looks of
disappointment or suspicion from male strangers when entering a room.
Guys will never truly understand how annoying it is to have people you're not attracted to hit on you
each day, forcing you to measure your words and let them down easy so as not to provoke them.
Girls will never truly understand how the combination of a man's sex drive and a multi-year dry spell
make the world seem a cruel and cold place.
The average man and woman's lives are too incomparable to come to any agreement on matters of
dating. Our starting points are just too far apart.
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PSA for the ladies
447 upvotes | October 19, 2019 | by Jammerjamhams | Link | Reddit Link
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If you complain about “high n count slutty girls are no good for
commitment”, it’s stupid to also complain about girls who dont
fuck until the relationship is exclusive.
447 upvotes | November 29, 2022 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

I finally have proof that the same guy is claiming both.
“[Women] are more than welcome to have or not have as much sex as they want, and men are more
than welcome not to commitment to promiscuous women.”
Which would be fair if it wasnt for this:
“I always laugh anytime I see a girl with a bio including something like "I don't have sex for 3
months" or "no sex until we're in an exclusive relationship", it screams I have baggage and am
looking for a provider.”
https://www.reddit.com/r/PurplePillDebate/comments/z706ux/comment/iy86lsa/
I dont understand why men play this holier-than-thou virtue signalling BS when they clearly just
want their dicks wet.
Clearly, if you just want a woman to fuck you within two minutes of knowing you, stop getting pissy
that she’s fucked over a dozen guys. You’re not that special and what you want isnt that special
either,
If you expect a woman to have a low n count after a certain age, it’s most likely because she’s picky
about who she lets fuck her.
You cant have it both ways.
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Is american culture just more narcissistic than anywhere else in
the world?
446 upvotes | June 27, 2021 | by Sometus | Link | Reddit Link

Hey all. Some time ago I went on a gap year in America (I am from Germany). And I noticed the way
that american culture is set up is not per se inferior or anything to the one I am used to but I noticed
the following things:
- Hook up culture is way more of a thing. Things like Tinder in Germany are still garbage but way
less superficial. You actually get to talk a bit, in the states you just get declined outright for your
looks.
- People are WAY more focused on status and money. I feel like homeless and low status people are
getting treated like inhuman garbage, like they are just losers who don't deserve attention. It's also
way more "fuck you I got mine" mentality. As if you gotta trample other people to make it.
- Social media is way more dominant than in other countries. When I met people they asked for my
social media, which I have never been asked before in 25 years of living in Germany.
- As someone who goes to the gym, so many people in america use steroids its incredible. In
comparison to gyms in Germany, where most people are a bit muscular and 99% natural and go to the
gym to be healthy, in America I saw SO many juiced up dudes. In Germany I saw maybe one or two
in all my years, here it feels like nothing special. Is health not a concern? Feels like looksmaxxing is a
bit out of control.
- People are more likely to approach and to talk to but friendships aren't really friendships. Where I
come from, people are rather closed off but once you get to know them a deeper connection forms. In
America I felt like people kept talking to me but there wasn't any real friendship forming.
I know I am generalizing quite a bit here, but I visited 12 cities in 4 different states and while some
are more conservative, it feels the same overall. There is little feeling of community and more of
"what can you give me that I enjoy". I hope this also gives you a bit of a perspective how it is in other
western countries. What are your thoughts?
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Truth
445 upvotes | January 4, 2021 | by YoMamas_azz | Link | Reddit Link

https://i.redd.it/689wkdqx8c961.jpg
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One of the reasons why men check out from society is because
there is growing, unjustified hostility, disrespect and
depreciation against men in general.
445 upvotes | December 7, 2021 | by EstablishmentKooky50 | Link | Reddit Link

There can and should be criticism where criticism is due, even against a whole gender if it's justified.
However, claims like "A woman needs a man like a fish needs a bicycle", or hashtags like
"menaretrash" and "killalmen" would be seldom classed as good faith criticism. When a teacher
forces the boys in the class to stand up in a line, and apologise for the supposed wrongdoings of their
gender, when we suggest that the inherent need for rough and tumble play and competitiveness is
"toxic masculinity", when certain views are not allowed to be criticized on the campuses and people
lose their livelihood for doing so, when there is a constant claim of patriarchy and male privilege,
despite the fact that the "equality of the sexes" is achieved across the modern world, we should
suspect that something is well off in our society. If the only message is that men are not needed,
broken, bad, worthless, men will check out. Take a good look at the media (from Hollywood trough
the famous talk shows to Twitter hashtags) and tell me that it's not true that for every one appreciative
sentiment, there are ten sentiments, something like the ones above.
I know it's not so popular to say that men have built the world domesticated and basically maintaining
it, but it's still stand true, to the extent where men became obsolete on the individual level. The only
reason why women do not personally "need" a man is because even if they are single, most of their
problems will be solved, and most often by men. The only reason why women can spend their youth,
chasing their carreer is because they do not have to stay around the home with 5 - 10 kids from which
5 will probably die.
We only need to wheel out the bin, only own a microwave, and buy the ready to eat meal packs, don't
have to take half a day with the laundry, nor walk miles to the closest source of drinking water, nor
have to throw out the blackwater trough the window and risk plagues.. Electricity is available with a
touch of a finger, and if something goes wrong with the plumbing or the wiers, help is only a phone
call away. When people show up for the repair, one can guess their sex with a very high accuracy.
Wild animals and neighboring tribes do not really bother us any more. I could go one about forever,
but i think you get the picture.
Don't get me wrong, in no way, shape or form do i suggest that women are "second class citizens"
and there was/is no contribution on their part whatsoever. None of the achievements above would
have been possible without women covering men's asses at the support line. But this doesn't change
the fact that 99% of those achievements were in fact carried out by men, nor that men are in the front
line, when it comes to maintaining society, even though nothing holds back a woman today to hop on
to the garbage truck, learn plumbing, sign a contract to an oil rig, operate heavy machinery or in the
name of equality, fight for mandatory service in the military.
Women do not "need" men, because men are there to take care of society regardless of the increasing
hostility against them, at least for now. The only question is, for how long, and will those women
who think "men are trash" be able to carry on without all the conformities that our modern society
provides?
I am not angry at women. I am trying to point out that men are not bad, and men do have
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achievements to be proud of, nor do i think that men deserve special treatment or even a pet on the
shoulder. What men definitely do not deserve is to be treated with hostility. I also think that these
kind of sentiments are harmful to the decent majority of women, who may not need a man, but wish
to be with one regardless, as if the tendency continues at the current pace, there will be not enough
decent men available.
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Female Dating Strategy
442 upvotes | March 21, 2021 | by Ill-Parsley-2473 | Link | Reddit Link

I don't understand why so many people seem to have a problem with this subreddit. I just checked it
out yesterday. I am a man, and the women posting there would consider me a LVM. That doesn't
bother me. I don't have my shit together right now. It might bother me if they call me the male
equivalent of a "pickmeisha" for this post, but I'll live. The humor is funny to me, especially stuff like
"things scrotes say". The nastiness they display towards men seems like the natural result of being fed
up with bullshit and abuse. The overall intent seems to be to improve their own lives by either
forming satisfying, healthy relationships, or remaining single. What are your thoughts? What is so
terrible about FDS?
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It's not womens responsibility to have sex with any type of man
or any percentage of men. There is no sex quota to filled.
442 upvotes | June 13, 2020 | by Deb8St8 | Link | Reddit Link

I see all these discussions about male sexlessness and what should be done and I wonder why does
anything need to be done. Everytime there are guys saying that we need to restrict "womens
hypergamy" because women are fucking the "wrong men". They come with plans like cutting
welfare, bringing back slutshaming, banning online dating. All this because their default view is that
certain men should get sex and it's women responsibility to give them.
Lets ignore all the possible reasons on mens side for thier sexlessness. Being poorly socialized,
putting zero effort into there appearance, being fat/skinny/short/ugly, literally not approaching girls,
using porn as a sufficient substitute to sex. Let's pretend all these sexlessmen were perfect.
Women still don't have to sex with them. There is no law that says women must have sex with X%
of men. There is no moral responsibility to have sex with X% of men.
Why can't men accept that women are going to have sex with who they want? I'm surprised that so
many men care what millions of women are doing with vaginas.
Men need accept that it's not their vagina. Let's say RP is right and womens hypergamy is causing
them to get endlessly pumped and dumped by Chads. Lets take even further and say women are
rejecting nice decent guys for assholes. There is nothing wrong with that. Two consenting adults are
having sex. It's her body she can do what she wants with it. There is no rule that says women have to
have sex with boys that do well in school and have ok jobs. It's not immoral to reject nice guys and
date assholes. It's not womens responsibility to have sex with any guy no matter what trait he posses.
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We would save a lot of heartache and mental distress for men if
we were simply honest about women to them when they were
young boys
441 upvotes | April 7, 2022 | by YouBanAway | Link | Reddit Link

DISCLAIMER: I just want to preface this by saying that this isn't a "wahmen bad" post, and that is
not my intention regarding it. I apologize if it's interpreted as such, but you're really trying to read
something there that isn't there. 
Truth be told, I think part of the reason why women are much more comfortable being single than
men are is that society has been very upfront and honest (perhaps even exaggerative at this point)
about the negative characteristics of men.
Good fathers properly warn and teach their daughters about the negative aspects of men.
Unfortunately, many of them don't teach their sons regarding the negative aspects of women. 
Additionally, because women have such a strong in-group preference, they are strongly
discouraged from identifying negative characteristics within women. This is why (at least I believe
so) mothers won't warn their sons about the negative characteristics of women.

From Purdue:
https://www.purdue.edu/uns/html4ever/2004/041213.Goodwin.gender.html#:~:text=The%20results%
20showed%20that%20women,research%20groups%20of%20varying%20sizes.

The results showed that women showed in-group favoritism four times greater than men.
Those figures are based on an average of separate studies that involved research groups of
varying sizes. "Yes, this research goes against what people think they think, but that is the
advantage of collecting data in manner where people can't control their responses,"
Rudman said.

Also read: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Women-are-wonderful_effect#In-group_bias
Up until very recently, we've been raising boys under the impression that women are perfect angels
who truly care about men and aren't remotely shallow at all.
Hell, there's literally an old English poem that writes as such:

What are little girls made of?  Sugar and spice  And all things nice That's what little girls
are made of

For reference: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/What_Are_Little_Boys_Made_Of%3F
We don't have to "red pill" young boys per se; we just need to be honest with them.
Women are humans. Humans (regardless of biological sex) are inherently selfish and act in their own
perceived self-interest. They have their own needs, desires, and preferences; and there's nothing
wrong with that. 
We need to stop teaching boys that women should be the central focus of their life and that the only
way to achieve fulfillment in life is via women. We need to teach boys that it's okay to be alone, and
that you need to know how to be happy alone in order to be happy in a relationship. Relationships
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simply exist as a potential form to enhance one's life (and oftentimes, relationships act as a source of
primary ruin and detriment in many men's lives — we give the youth an overly wholesome view of
relationships, even though the vast majority of relationships do not fit that mold) , not to be the end
goal of it. 
If men didn't have such unrealistically high expectations placed on women in the first place (which is
of no fault other than the environment they were coddled in in their adolescence), they likely would
have never had to go through all the mental distress you're seeing huge amounts of young men going
through right now. 
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The Modern hypocrisy of A lot of Women sexualizing and
objectifying themselves and then being upset when they are
treated as sexual objects is proof that the modern world lets
female hypocrisy slide on a large scale
439 upvotes | June 11, 2020 | by hypothememe | Link | Reddit Link

Sexualizing themselves on social media to an insane degree, then at the same time getting super
angry and indignant when a man has the audacity to sexualize them? Its just so ridiculous and old and
tiresome and really makes you feel like you’re living in the twilight zone when ppl ignore this
hypocrisy or deny it.
Let me give an opposing example tho.
If a woman doesn’t sexualize herself at all in her photos or in general in the slightest, then if she’s
also a little annoyed or upset when men sexualize or objectify her, then I 100% understand and agree
and sympathize with her and might even break the cardinal rule (though shalt not simp) and white
knight a bit if I see her getting annoyed by some guy who’s not catching the hints... because yes, she
didn’t put herself out there like that at all.
And alternatively ...
If a woman sexualizes herself blatantly but then ALSO is super relaxed and unfazed and takes it
playfully when men hit on her or sexualize her, then Thats 100% fine too! I respect and like that
woman and even if she nicely refuses to engage me or others after the first interactions but does it in
a nice and understanding way, then im super fine with it and take it like a fun game I struck out on
cause she’s just not interested. And again if she’s being nice but disengaging with a guy and he
doesn’t get the hint, again I mite even jump in out of principle.
BUT
when women do what the title says (which is many of them) and sexualize themselves hard and then
act like you’re a creep and misogynistic for hitting on them, theyre trying to have their cake and eat it
too and basically gaslight you and guilt those who she doesn’t like into being ashamed for
sexualizing as she simultaneously sexualizes and objectifies herself. Thats called hypocrisy and its
BS.
But society not only lets its slide but will even stick up for this contradictory and hypocritical farce
and shame anyone who questions (just check the comments below if my prediction is correct)
(Just for the record I agree its never ok to make someone feel super uncomfortable for any reason
etc,etc... but hitting on someone for a minute who has half naked photos online and is flaunting
herself in public ,and then being called the worst names because of it and made to feel like a creep is
what im talking about, its wrong)
And to a previous comment: if a man were online (like a lot of rappers) flaunting his stacks of
money, and then also walking in the street with tonnes of jewelry on and some girls came up and
nicely said ‘omg you a baller, take me shopping baby!’ And then he proceeded to berate her and get
mad and call her a gold digging bitch, then Id say that guy is as bad as the women in my example
above.
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Its hypocrisy that upsets me, from any gender... it just seems to be societally accepted in regards to
women for some reason.
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CMV: The only reason women claim that men only want to
fuck them and not be in a relationship is because the bottom
80% of men that DO want a relationship are invisible to women
434 upvotes | March 13, 2022 | by -angels-fan- | Link | Reddit Link

I was challenged in my view that the bottom 80% of men want a relationship. What makes me think
the bottom 80% want a relationship and aren't just like the top 20%?
I realized that I don't have any good reason to believe this other than my own bias, so I'm looking to
have my view changed.
My thinking is that most women are marrying a beta bux tells you that the bottom 80% men ARE
getting into relationships and marrying the women that couldn't land a top 20% guy.
CMV that women who say men only want to fuck them and not be in a relationship are only factoring
in the top 20% of men, and they are ignoring the vast majority of men in their feelings because they
are literally invisible to women.
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CMV: Most women are in denial about their unearned power
and privilege when it comes to sex, dating, relationships and
socializing.
432 upvotes | September 20, 2019 | by banananutbranmuffin | Link | Reddit Link

This sub primarily focuses on social issues. Sex, dating, relationships, friendships are aspects of life
that women have all the unearned power and privilege in. I detect a hint of arrogance many times
from women on this sub. The assumption that some of the guys on here must be doing x, y, z wrong
or that some of the guys must be of poor character or "personality" and that is why they have issues
with dating, intimacy and socializing.
This is privileged thinking, most of the women on this sub are more successful than the men on this
sub when it comes to sex, dating, relationships and socializing because, they're women. That's it, not
because they're better people, not because of their character, not because of their personality, they're
more successful because they're women.
Society is gynocentric, that spans the scope of dating, socializing, intimacy. The gynocentric society
we live in implies that damn near everything will be favored towards the benefit of women and
children irrespective of how negatively that affects men.
I always see such disregard for any of the issues men face and now the go to is the whole, "you're not
entitled to x, y, z".
Basic Mazlowe's hierarchy of needs are not entitlements, everyone wants that. Everyone sooner or
later will want affection, closeness or a stable significant other. Calling this an entitlement is another
form of female privilege, you attain affections, closeness and a significant other with little to no effort
because of your unearned privilege but, call those who do not have your unearned power and
privilege entitled when they also endeavor towards what you have.
Anyways, most women on here are in such denial about their unearned power and privilege. Many
women on this sub become hostile or disgruntled even if you bring it up, they want to maintain their
unearned power and privilege status so badly.
Once again, women have better outcomes and experiences when it comes to sex, dating, intimacy,
relationships and socializing because they're women. Not because of your character or anything that
you have done, remember to acknowledge your privilege before you assume that a man is entitled
because he wants what you have gotten to have so easily. Remember to acknowledge your privilege
when some guy is complaining about the dating scene. Remember to check your privilege before you
think about posting hostile or adversarial comments towards men when it comes to sex, dating and
relationships because they have it so much worse than you with little fault of their own.
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The problem is not and was never your "niceness". It was/is
every other unattractive trait you selectively choose to ignore so
you can play the victim
431 upvotes | August 5, 2020 | by l0T0T0l | Link | Reddit Link

"I'm a nice guy why don't girls want me?"..."Oh it's because they only date assholes." This train of
thought allows the nice guy to believe he is a victim of womens shallowness because it certainly can't
be him that is at fault. He can't be at fault after all ....he is such a nice guy.
Self proclaimed nice guys are usually too shy, passive and lack the confidence to approach their crush
and flirt. Does being bold, assertive and confidently flirting with girls automatically make you an
asshole/mean. No it doesn't you can be a nice person and do those things.
Self proclaimed nice guys are usually introverted. Does being an extroverted life of the party type
automatically make you an asshole/mean. No it doesn't you can be a nice person and be extroverted.
Self proclaimed nice guys are usually skinny/fat. Does being into sports and having a nice body
automatically make you an asshole/mean. No it doesn't you can have a nice athletic body and still be
a nice person.
Self proclaimed nice guys aren't usually stylish. Does caring about being fashionable and having a
nice hair automatically make you can asshole/mean? No it doesn't you can have be stylish and still be
a nice person.
Nice guys that are extroverted, bold, confidently flirt with girls, are fit/athletic and stylish never
struggle with women. These nice guys never reach the point of asking "I'm a nice guy why don't girls
want me?" You'll never hear them say "Girls only date assholes" because they are not assholes and
girls date them.
I would love to meet all these confused nice guys that claim girls only date assholes. To explain to
them that girls do date nice guys ....they just don't date you. Because while you are nice ..you are also
shy, low confidence, skinny/fat, not stylish and probably a bit of a nebbish dweeb.
Nebbish dweeb is not an insult btw ..it's the perfect description of many self proclaimed nice guys.

Nebbish - a timid, meek, or ineffectual person

Dweeb - a boring, studious, or socially inept person.

Unrelated I think most redditors that end up in the manoshere are/were nebbish dweebs and that's the
main reason they struggle with women.
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30's male here. Been reading TRP for years. I recently had a
revelation about "The Wall" and would like to share.
431 upvotes | December 18, 2019 | by NakedAndBehindYou | Link | Reddit Link

I have been reading TRP on and off for years. And before TRP existed, there was the "male dating
advice" culture originally started by pickup artists like David DeAngelo and Ross Jeffries before him.
Basically what I'm saying is, I've been reading this type of shit long enough to know what's what.
However, something weird happened recently that has changed my perspective on concept of The
Wall. The thing that happened was: I entered my 30's. Also, I developed a better social life, and have
been meeting more women my age.
As we know, "The Wall" is when a woman turns 30 and her sexual appeal begins to rapidly
deteriorate due to her body's aging. The Wall is also a form of sadistic male fantasy in the TRP
community: bitter young men who can't get laid often fantasize about how attractive women will
someday receive their "punishment" in the form of The Wall, ie becoming unattractive and suffering
as a result. The way that many young men view The Wall is honestly pretty toxic and self-
destructive. It's sort of a revenge fantasy in their minds. "Sure, I can't get laid today. But in a few
years, it will be you females who can't get laid!" - Basically the mindset of many young incel-type
males with a chip on their shoulder from being unattractive and unable to get female attention.
There is just one problem with the concept of The Wall: I am now in my 30's, and everywhere I look,
I see very attractive women also in their 30's. Even some in their 40's that I would love to pursue if I
was single.
I had been expecting for years that when my social group aged up with me, I would notice some kind
of change as "The Wall" happened to girls around me who are also my age. But this hasn't happened.
Not at all. The same girls who were hot at 22 are now just as hot in my perception at 32.
I pondered this paradox for a bit: Why does TRP talk so much about The Wall, when my personal life
experience says that it is not happening? And TRP always talks about the value of real life experience
over what other people (usually women) say is real. So of course, even according to TRP itself, I
have to believe my own eyes before believing random strangers on the internet who repeat TRP
talking points.
My contemplation of this problem led to an enormous moment of clarity. I had this realization: Most
of Reddit is young people in their teens and early 20's. Men who are teens and in their 20's are
typically not attracted to women aged 30 and up. But men who are 30 and up are attracted to women
that age.
In other words: The Wall is not when women stop being attractive to men. The Wall is when
women stop being attractive to YOUNG men. Young men, such as the ones who post most of the
content on Reddit and spread these TRP ideas to begin with.
This was a huge realization for me and explains the disparity between TRP theory and my real life
experience. Everywhere I meet women, I see extremely bangable hot chicks who are in their 30's.
I do see some young women as well, although my social group doesn't include a lot of 20 year olds.
And yes, they are still very hot. But not in some insurmountably greater quality that makes women
my age incomparable to them.
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The one exception to my realization I will say is that all the women my age that are overweight are
typically very unattractive. And it does seem that getting older correlates with getting fat, at least for
many people. The secret to staying sexy as a woman in your 30's appears to be "stay thin at all costs".
If you are thin, there is a very decent chance you will remain attractive to men in your own age group
as time goes by. Perhaps the real "wall" is not getting old, but getting fat.
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My girlfriend would've slept with me on first date, if i wasnt
boyfriend material
430 upvotes | January 23, 2022 | by KomSaaDeHvie | Link | Reddit Link

So i talked to my girlfriend this day on how we met, the first time we had sex and so on. She did not
want to have sex on our first date, which i am completely fine with. However, she had shaved
anyway. So why would she shave if she didnt want to have sex? She said if i wasnt boyfriend
material she would maybe have had sex with me. She still found me attractive and sweet.
But what is the logic behind "rewarding" someone who isnt a good enough man to become your
boyfriend, but "punishing" me in that situation. I would get it if she would have turned down a guy
like me on the first date, whether i was boyfriend material or not
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Women really dislike autistic men
428 upvotes | August 9, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

they have the will-power to change abusive or even violent men. But never a socially awkward one.
Being ever so slightly autistic seems to be female repellent. It puts you right there in the asexual nerd
zone. And it sticks.
I noticed that as long as I force-faked a hyper-social know-it-all 'street smart' persona girls
would stick around, yet the moment my mask slipped and my quirky mannerisms would show
their interest started to wane asap. 'Having game' was essentialy masking my true self to become
what women want.
>inb4 "you attracted shallow women"
and by "Being myself " I don't attract anyone at all. jfl. I see how sexually successful men not only
look attractive, they have very similar cliched body motoric; often times man spreading or at least
rarely crossing their legs when they sit, their hands don't ever dangle in a feminine manner when they
walk, they never allow themselves to giggle with a high pitch... for me this would be like doing
performative masculinity as a stand up gig 24/7.
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Me and the boys getting ready to shitpost on FDS
427 upvotes | May 9, 2020 | by MerryVegetableGarden | Link | Reddit Link
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Unpopular opinion: Many mothers give horrible dating advice
to their sons
426 upvotes | March 7, 2021 | by MinuteEconomy | Link | Reddit Link

Many women get treated horribly by men so when they have kids, they want their sons to be the
opposite of the men they dated/married and by doing that, they push them to the opposite spectrum
by having them be very respectful and nice to women which works in theory but not in practice.
We’re usually taught always treat women with respect and care and to be a gentleman but we’re
never really taught how we should be treated by women which is why many guys go overboard to be
nice, getting many gifts, always making the moves without there being any reciprocation. My mother
gave me the usual advice of never taking advantage of someone, be yourself, be sensitive etc which is
good advice but I never knew when I was getting taken advantaged of because I was never taught that
so I learned reality the painful way. Even then I would blame myself as being the problem and it was
my fault for things going wrong when it actually wasn’t. I struggled a lot with dating until I had to
teach myself and stand up for myself which now worked and I’m concerned about how women treat
me as well. Funny thing is when my mom found out about my struggles after I told her, she was
shocked and surprised that her son had trouble with dating and apologized and felt bad for me for
being very nice which is not really good. She realized that women can be just as abusive as men. I
have two other brothers who have also had some struggles with dating because of the advice which
has now opened her eyes. TLDR: Mothers project their fears onto their sons by making them pay for
the sins of the men who treated them badly which ultimately ends with the sons being abused by the
women in their life.
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women on reddit: wOMEN do noT tHINK 80% OF Men ARe
uNATtRACTIve, tHAt'S a myTh PeRpetuatEd By INceLs ON
REddit". also women on reddit:
425 upvotes | January 2, 2022 | by Skyler_White | Link | Reddit Link
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Women hate the manosphere because it's the only thing
actually helping men
424 upvotes | August 5, 2022 | by HazyMemory7 | Link | Reddit Link

It's no secret that a lot of men are struggling these days and checking out of society at record rates.
Up until fairly recently there has been no real masculine figures for men to look up to and learn from.
Nobody offering realistic, tangible advice on how to improve yourself. Men are fed the fairy tail that
if you're a genuinely good person, be yourself, get a good job, and are kind to women that you will
have a good chance at attracting a nice girl. Men believe this, put themselves out there, and then find
themselves confused and disillusioned. When men talk about their struggles they are told to shut up
and misled into believing that their personality is the reason.
Enter redpill and the manosphere. Finally, we have men saying the things everyone seems to think
but are too be afraid to say, teaching men what a strong father figure ideally should be teaching them
about male and female nature, and encouraging them to be better. Content creators in the manosphere
are preventing men from committing suicide, encouraging them to get off their ass and hit the gym,
encouraging them to work hard and strive to be successful financially, and most importantly teaching
them to recognize their value.
Women do not care about men's issues with very few exceptions, nor should you expect them to
if you're a man. They want privileges at the expense of men (US women's soccer team stealing the
men's prize money, for example) Here are some common issues men face and how the manosphere is
making a difference:

Mental health - In 2020, men died by suicide 3.88x more than women. This is staggering. A1.
lot of men struggle with mental health in large part because of their lack of success in their
personal endeavors and lack of success with women. Humans are social creatures, and a lot of
men are struggling with loneliness these days. The figures in the manosphere give men a
commonality, a community of men who can relate to their struggles who will hold them
accountable and encourage them to be better. Redpill creators offer tangible advice on how to
improve yourself and be successful in a myriad of different ways. Success and competence
breeds confidence, and confidence will do wonders for your mental health and dating life.
People always superchat freshandfit telling them that they saved their life. Here is an example
of a website put together by a RP man who struggled heavily with depression and had no
friends, and managed to turn his life around. On his website, he has advice on a myriad of
subjects like putting together a good tinder profile, taking good pictures, sex, mental health,
making friends ect... who out there is doing things like that for men outside of the manosphere?
Freshandfit cover finance, real estate, dating, and fitness. They bring in expert's in their field to
provide insight. In almost every thread made by a man here, there are women calling him
a misogynistic incel because they disagree with him. It's normalized for women to use terms
that shame men for their lack of sexual experience. For the men that actually aren't having sex,
imagine what that will do to their mental health.
Holding Men and Women Accountable - In a society where too many men are addicted to2.
porn and video games, and the average man is overweight, RP creators wont pull any punches
when it comes to holding men accountable. If you're not lifting, trying to make $$ and pushing
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yourself out of your comfort zone but still complaining about not getting girls, you're going to
catch some heat for it. If you're an overweight dude making 30k a year and you want a
beautiful woman, you're damn sure going to be called out for being delusion. If you're a simp
wasting your money on onlyfans, you're going to catch heat for it. If you lead with your wallet
and let yourself get swindled you're going to be criticized for it. If you have a victim mentality
and attribute all of your problems to other factors instead of making an effort to improve
yourself, you're going to be called out for it. Women complain about the quality of men
available to them, but the manosphere encourages and helps men to become high value
men. Nobody else is doing that. Society says women are the prize. You have to prove her
worth to her. RP influencers teach men to recognize their value and understand the fact that
high value men are a far more limited commodity than attractive women. A woman has to
prove herself to you just as much as you have to prove yourself to her. Society says obese is
beautiful. RP says the truth: obese is neither healthy nor beautiful, and indicative that an
individual lacks self discipline. Society says: Yasss queen you can have whatever standards you
want. In truth, if you can't attract someone that meets your standards and refuse to improve
yourself, you are delusional.
Teaching Men the differences between men and women - In a society that continues to deny3.
the differences between men and women in the interest of political correctness, RP creators are
providing men with crucial information about the differences between the two genders, and
critical information in understanding female behavioral trends. Things like hypergamy, pre-
selection, AF BB, the importance of adopting an abundance mindset instead of putting a
particular woman on a pedestal, something a lot of men struggle with. They are encouraging
men to embrace their masculinity. If you go on a subreddit like r/dating you'll see that virtually
any time a man express his struggles with dating he's gaslit into believing that its personality
related. RP influencers reiterate (and demonstrate) what women actually desire: height, status,
money, physical attractiveness, social savvy/charm.

The emergence of the manosphere is probably the single best thing to happen for young men
today. It's helping men become the type of men that women want to date. As an aside, despite this
silly narrative that RP influencers are just taking advantage of young men to scam money out of
them: virtually all RP content is available for free. On websites, subreddits, YT channels ect...
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if you're an unattractive man, you shouldn't wonder why an
app that lets you choose a partner based almost purely on
appearance gets you no success.
424 upvotes | March 9, 2021 | by sweatyapplejuice | Link | Reddit Link

Would you rather date a pretty woman or an ugly woman? don't give me this "it depends" bs. in
economics there's a phrase, "ceteris paribus", meaning all else held equal. so, if you had 2 girls and
they were absolutely identical in every way (personality, interests, etc) except one was very attractive
and one was really ugly, which would you prefer to date?
If you said the attractive one-- congrats, you're normal.
Now you can stop wondering why when unattractive men go on tinder, the most shallow way of
meeting anyone ever, they get nothing but left swipes. especially considering there's almost no way to
show your personality other than your bio which usually won't be any better than the attractive men's
bios anyways.
if your point is that women are more shallow because you swipe right on almost every woman, guess
what? that's because most women are hot-- i'm a bi girl and i swipe right on many times more women
than men. dating is hard for ugly people, that's just how it is. there's not an easy fix to your situation,
but not choosing a method that allows you to filter out all the ugly people with one swipe and a handy
algorithm is a start.
adding this because i’m tired of repeating in the comments: tinder has 72% male users, and men are
constantly horny which means they’re willing to lower their standards if it means sex.
edit 2: many people are suggesting r/niceguys as a great example of how women love shitting on ugly
men. this sub barely even shows faces and many blur the faces out. but if you're looking for some
entertainment, check out r/whereareallthegoodmen :)
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Women's dating/relationship standards are warped by social
media the same way men's are by porn.
422 upvotes | May 10, 2021 | by WeAreTheAggies | Link | Reddit Link

One of the most common complaints I see from women on men's standards is that porn instills
unrealistic expectations. For the most part, I agree. Porn is a massive business that invests an
enormous amount of time and money into turning up the dopamine hits to 11. Porn stars make their
appearance and sexual performance their career, and they are supported by a host of nutritionists,
personal trainers, directors, make up artists, photoshop experts, and marketers such that even a legit
10 wouldn't be able to compete. The unrealistic beauty standard exists, but it's the porn industry doing
the most damage with it.
By that same logic, social media is distorting women's standards on success, attractiveness, lifestyle,
etc. Instagram, Snapchat, Tik tok, Twitter, Facebook, all of these are bombarding women with
highlights of glamorous lifestyles in exotic locations with gorgeous people. Doesn't matter if the
people are photoshopped, the picture is filtered, and the trip was sponsored for advertising.
The way that men come to expect porn star standards is the same way that women come to expect
Instagram influencer standards. Dopamine is a hell of a drug.
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CMV: Women aren't "naturally red-pilled". Most women have
rosy view of men until their negative experiences with men
accumulate.
420 upvotes | March 11, 2020 | by Semibrokenbunny | Link | Reddit Link

Women are raised by their liberal parents to be nice and compliant. They're taught not to be aware of
male nature, that can be predatory and nothing like female nature.
16yo me would meekly let a guy "aggressively flirt", corner me in an empty parking lot, touch me
when I don't want it. 25yo me would scream my lungs off, kick him in the balls, shoot him if I have
to.
Most women have been sexually harassed at some point in their life, maybe even raped, stalked,
threatened by exes. They realized that liasions with men can be dangerous. This isn't natural red pill.
This is women realising dark side of male nature through their experience with men.
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Respect your elders
417 upvotes | October 17, 2019 | by DOSGAMES | Link | Reddit Link
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Male orbiters are the cringiest people and do more damage
than the actual thots.
417 upvotes | December 20, 2019 | by Overarching_Chaos | Link | Reddit Link

Thots may be annoying, vain narcissists but at least they do what most men would also do if they
could; use attention from the opposite gender to stroke their egos and even make money in many
cases.
Male orbiters are even worse, because not only are they cringy individuals with no self-respect, they
also enable thotery (Supply vs Demand). I mean seriously, who even watches the streams of e-thots
like Alinity, and worst of all, who subscribes/donates money to them?? If it's only minors then I
suggest stricter parental control, but if you're 18+ and you donate/subscribe to e-thots or
comment/worship them on social media, you are the epitome of e-cuckoldry.
I understand that being an average/below average man entails loneliness and sexual frustration, but
have some dignity and logic ffs. You are only doing damage by feeding the thots; they get what they
want (money+attention) and you get nothing. You'd be better off hiring an actual prostitute if you are
that desperate for female attention.
Even in less severe cases, I see SO many men liking and commenting on thots' photos. What exactly
are you getting from this, bro? Best case scenario, she'll like the comment and reply with "Thank you
/heart emoji!". You have to be a retard to believe she's gonna have sex with you because you like
every single picture she uploads and leave cringy comments like "Wow you are shining bright like
the sun /star emoji" or even low-key hungry stuff like quotes from mainstream movies etc.
The internet and social media, specifically, have helped women realise the power they hold over the
hordes of horny/lonely men. It's different when you live in a restricted community and you are
catered by the local men, but if you go online and get worshipped by male hordes from all around the
world, it's inevitable to not become a vain, attention-seeking narcissist. Especially, when women are
exposed to social media from the age of 12.
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Being a "real woman" is a right, being a "real man" is an
achievement
416 upvotes | July 14, 2020 | by MyrganGyrgan | Link | Reddit Link

Before you call me a nasty name, hear me out.
In recent years there's been a slew of female empowering, body positive campaigns to make all
women, regardless of shape or size, feel valid and beautiful. You'll often hear people espousing the
merits of respecting women regardless of their circumstances or spreading messages like "all women
are beautiful".
Let me start by saying I'm 100% on board with these messages -- no woman should have to feel like
less of a woman because she's not the "right" weight or height or complexion. As these movements
say, all women are "real women".
What I have found, however, is that this ideology doesn't seem to be inclusive of men under the same
circumstances. Just as you'll often see people validating all women, you'll see them shouting down or
emasculating men who fail to meet a certain standard of "manliness".
In an argument with a man with an unpopular social or political opinion, you'll very quickly see
people draw reference to how he doesn't have enough sex or has never pleasured a woman, which
therefore makes him less of a man. Likewise, the media has no shortage of instances of painting men
as inferior for being overweight or emotionally fragile/vulnerable or short or "creepy". Dating apps
are full of profiles shaming men for not making enough money or otherwise not embodying the
archetype of a successful male specimen. And while the model of the working woman is one of
empowerment and admiration, stay-at-home dads and househusbands are still an object of ridicule
more often than not. If you ask someone to paint you a negative picture of a man, you'll get
stereotypical drawings of neckbeards and geeky losers.
It would seem, therefore, that while all women are real, a "real man" is still irreversibly linked to
outmoded gender stereotypes and conventions that leave men feeling weak or invalid if they can't live
up to them. This can often leave men feeling neglected or short-changed in an era that advocates
acceptance while them by the wayside.
In order for true progress to stand a chance, there needs to be a more proactive attempt to make all
men feel like "real men". While there are instances of this in movements that advocate men being
able to emotionally express themselves, it feels to me as if people are far more judgemental and
dismissive of it in practice.
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Women here constantly respond to every complaint by men
with some variation of “women don’t owe you sex” or “sorry
you can’t get your dick wet” and basically imply that sex is all
that men want from women. This is obviously false and used to
once again diminish our struggles.
414 upvotes | May 13, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

Note - anyone who AGREES with this PLEASE respond to the AUTOMOD (green
autogenerated response headed with “Attention.”) Do NOT respond directly to me, or the
mods will delete them.

Almost every conversation about dating here turns into “wOmEn DoN’t oWe YoU sEx” or “sorry
you can’t get laid/pregnancy blah blah.” The implication is that men are just horny deviants who want
to use women as fleshlights.
Plenty of men fit this description, and yes men are insatiably horny but this is simply a shame tactic
used by women to downplay the severity of men’s struggles. Insinuating that we only want to use
them for sex is a defense mechanism to absolve themselves of blame or deflect criticism. Their rude
behavior when approached then becomes defensible in their mind if our intentions were impure to
begin with.
Most men ultimately want some sort of emotional connection and companionship, we are human. It is
becoming increasingly more difficult to have a conversation about how truly bad dating has become
for men due to women’s manipulative behavior, gaslighting and shaming tactics.
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63% of men under 30 describe themselves as single, compared
with 34% of women in the same age group
412 upvotes | February 10, 2023 | by Thekurdishprince | Link | Reddit Link

https://twitter.com/pewresearch/status/1623352132375302144?t=IzUvJzMZ-LXC3Vv4i7ad-A&s=19
This is from a survey conducted by the respected pew research in the July of 2022 where 63% of men
ages 18-29 are single while in the same age group only 34% of women were " single ".
What do you think of this and how it will affect the future ? What do women on here that claim
women date their age has to say when we can see from the data that at Least 29% of women ages
between 18-29 are dating men over 30 if we assume that all of the 37% of men dating women their
owen age group.
I personally did not find the data surprising since that is all i have seen shows that most young men
are struggling with dating and no it is not because of they do not take showers or all 63% of them just
have a bad personality.
This is the consequence of the sexual revolution + female delusion empowerment + social
media/dating apps. This will lead to huge societal problems and change in the near future.
So what is your thought on these stats and the future of the dating market ? I think the average guy
will get nothing until shit hits the tipping point which is very soon. Meanwhile the only way to win is
to be top percentile guy or continue suffering.
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"Just work on yourself, bro" is a polite way of gaslighting men
412 upvotes | January 14, 2023 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

Unless you're giving this advice to a nasty unkempt guy who showers once a week and has dirt under
his finger nails, this advice simply means: stop bothering women and get a hobby to get your mind
off sex.

"work on yourself bro"
"relationships aren't everything"
"focus on your career and hobbies"
"the right one will come along some day"

As if intimate companionship can be replaced with a "career" or collecting funko pops? Imagine then
a guy spending his 20/30s "working on himself", restlessly improving and grinding, only to wake up
at 40 single and inexperienced, and then these same people will say "why didn't you try to find a wife
in your 20s, bro"
This advice at least when shared on reddit aims at removing "undesirables" with extreme middle-
class politeness, to stir them away from ever bothering women again, a new moral panic reminiscent
of the narcissistic times we live in, where the fragile female self cannot stand even being "bothered"
by men perceived as beneath them.
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The fastest swipe for financially stable men.
412 upvotes | October 18, 2020 | by kevin32 | Link | Reddit Link
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Female social media addiction is just as bad for the sexual
market as male porn addiction
411 upvotes | July 19, 2020 | by BarefootPregoExpress | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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Everyone here
411 upvotes | May 8, 2020 | by pixelatedlizard | Link | Reddit Link
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Until feminine attributes are no longer connected with
inferiority and being under a man, more women are going to
reject traditional femininity
410 upvotes | February 15, 2022 | by RayRayGD | Link | Reddit Link

Men have created their own version of feminine and then brainwashed women into believing this is
how women naturally act.
That feminine means “vulnerable, docile, submissive”. All of these words indicate that not only is the
woman less than the man, but the man has inherent power of the woman.
This, imo, is why a lot of women are rejecting femininity altogether. Or are trying to generate a new
definition for femininity. The good traits of femininity; empathy, patience, sensuality, thoughtfulness.
These need to be the highlights of what it means to be a woman. Not the traits that men want, that put
them in a position of authority and superiority.
Until men stop trying to enforce their perceived superiority over women. I envision more and more
women rebuking the idea of traditional femininity. Because it does not serve women. It serves men. I
believe this is also why birth rates and relationships are going down. Women do not want to be seen
as inferior or less than a man. Motherhood is developing a negative connotation as well. All of it is
the woman losing her independence and power. Which is something, imo, a lot of women are not ok
with anymore.
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This is a Classic
410 upvotes | October 15, 2019 | by IcyHotRoad | Link | Reddit Link
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Study: Women, without exceptions, found muscular, "ripped"
men most attractive; although in social contexts they lie to
avoid hurting men around them.
409 upvotes | November 15, 2019 | by TotalBasturd | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.iflscience.com/plants-and-animals/researchers-tested-which-male-body-shapes-women-f
ind-the-most-attractive-its-not-good-news-men/
Women were shown a series of male bodies and they had to rate separately how attractive they found
them and how strong they believed the bodies were.
The results: more muscular, more "shredded" bodies (more visible musculature as a result of low
body fat) were considered both the most attractive and the strongest.
But it appears that in social scenarios women usually lie about this to appear less shallow or to
conform to social expectations of them. "All bodies are beautiful", "I don't actually care about looks",
"Dad bods are actually sexy", you know what we're talking about.
This is a discussion but also a Question4Women: Do you lie about what kind of men you find
attractive? Do you do it to avoid social backlash against you or to avoid hurting men who might hear
you?
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90% of what gives women ""the ick" is just men failing to live
up to masculine gender stereotypes
409 upvotes | April 9, 2023 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

"when his voice breaks" ick
"when he talks with his hands" ick
"when he giggles with a high pitch" ick
"when tries to apply sunscreen" ick
"when the waiter ignores him" ick
"when he crosses his legs wile sitting" ick
"when he holds the steering wheel with both hands" ick

I thought this was meant to be tongue in cheek, but I then discovered there are psychologists studying
the 'ick' phenomena and its real world consequences. The 'ick' factor leading women to ghost men
with the reasons being just as banal and ridiculous. But what stands out is that these 'icks' are most of
the time just men doing something what the woman considers unmanly or goofy. And even here I
seen redittoretes saying something like a guy sweating or tying his shoes had made them get the ick.
Do women really expect men to be doing performative masculinity as a stand up gig for 24/7?
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> Incels and insecure Red Pillers
407 upvotes | October 18, 2020 | by Copperstoner | Link | Reddit Link
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The reason that the disparity in sexual privilege between men
and women is so obfuscated not because there's any real doubt
about it, but because of the solutions it implies
407 upvotes | July 8, 2022 | by festethefoole1 | Link | Reddit Link

This post of mine has largely been inspired by the discussion here
https://www.reddit.com/r/PurplePillDebate/comments/vt36v2/women_are_absolutely_clueless_as_to
_how_much_more/
Which by and large follows the same predictable pattern of discussion when such a post is made.

Man posts long but well-written and source-backed essay quantifying the extent to which1.
(when it comes to dating, courtship and romance), women are hugely privileged compared to
men.
There's some attempted counter-argument and challenge from some women, but these are2.
invariably either disproven or reduced to obvious ad-hominem attacks.
As a result, the general consensus is basically, "Yeah, OK, fine. It is true. Men do indeed have3.
it much tougher".
The debate then shifts to women then saying words to the effect of "So what? Sorry. I can't4.
make myself attracted to what I'm not attracted to. Yes, maybe we are only attracted to a fairly
small subset of men and yes, this does mean a lot of genuinely good, kind and honest men
among the male population will end up disappointed, but attraction isn't something that can be
controlled. Sorry. I understand its tough but well....? sorry..." (This is a reasonable response by
the way).
The men usually claim that just this simple acknowledgement is really all they're asking for.5.
Just an admission of privilege and an awareness of the situation along with all that awareness
entails (men not being shamed for a lack of partners or inexperience, an understanding that men
will of course try and work on making themselves more attractive because its a competitive
challenge, and so on).

So the debate more or less draws to a close; but the final point made by the women in response to all
this (especially as this same debate is often repeated every few weeks or so), is what I think drives to
the heart of the matter:
"What was the point of all that?"
And that I believe is the issue.
Women are concerned, deeply concerned (and with some justification I'd argue), that point 5 is where
sexually unsuccessful men are...well?...basically lying. They simply don't believe that an
acknowledgement of the inequality is all these men are after.
There's a rhetorical technique I've christened "The Stopshort"; where you lay out a series of premises
but "stop short" of actually making your conclusion because you know the conclusion is unpalatable.
Then, when someone criticises your argument, you can easily say "Ah! Well I never said that".
Jordan Peterson is a big one for this. Cathy Newman may have been slated for her constant "So what
you're saying is..." questions in the infamous Channel 4 interview with him but its quite
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understandable given the way he debates; never actually saying what his actual suggestions are.
Peterson will often come up with a series of premises which obviously lead to a normative conclusion
but never actually state that conclusion.
So for example; if you say "Workplaces with women perform worse" or "Women were happier in the
1950s" and "House prices have risen because two incomes are necessary" and so on and so forth; it
really looks like you're saying that women shouldn't be in the workforce. But of course, if you *never
actually say that*, you can fall back to a series of whatever bar charts and graphs you have to your
disposal and argue that words are being put in your mouth.
I would argue a lot of women are deeply concerned that the same thing is essentially happening here.
If the premises made are:

Love, sexual attraction and companionship are really very, very important to a person's1.
wellbeing to the point you can't really be happy without them. (Mostly all agreed)
Love, sexual attraction and companionship is distributed to women fairly evenly, but men2.
absolutely hugely, incredibly unequally. (Mostly all agreed and now backed up by reams of
data)
Love, sexual attraction and companionship is distributed unrelated to virtue, moral goodness or3.
anything which could be said to "deserve" or "earn it", and this is therefore unfair and unequal
(some light challenge but mostly all agreed)

It does *really start to sound like* the conclusion that's implied by those three premises *surely must
be* something along the lines of:
"Therefore, if love, romance and companionship are really important things and love, sexual
attraction and companionship are distributed really unequally and unfairly, this is a Bad. Thing. and
something should be done to stop it".
I think this is what most women are concerned by. There's a heavy implication out there, even if it's
unsaid, that all these premises ultimately lead to a conclusion whereby society, the state or whatever
it might be should step in and take some kind of action to limit women's freedom in order to rectify
an unfair and unjust situation and ultimately try and redistribute this important thing (Female love,
sexual attraction and companionship) more evenly.
That, I think, is the crux of the debate.
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Women are the biggest body shamers of women
406 upvotes | May 3, 2021 | by skywater101 | Link | Reddit Link

It seems like every time the issue of body shaming women comes to its always in relation to
demonizing men for it.
The weirdest thing is all throughout my life, it seems to me that it's women who have been WAY
more harsh with other women's looks. I don't think most men are ever in a position to be that picky. I
think most men don't really care about big boobs or small boobs, they just like boobs. Slim or
chubby, I will concede that outright obesity might be less acceptable. Even then, the subreddits for
that body type are extremely popular. But anything below that I imagine most men would still be
interested in.
Anecdotally, I remember confessing to a female friend of mine my attention to a woman who was
pear shaped with big thick legs. She immediately pointed how big and with cellulite her legs were.
Cellulite being something I couldn't care less about.
And the fashion models and magazines so many women starve themselves to look like, ALWAYS
look like their aimed at what other women find "CLASSY and TASTEFUL". It's why they'll praise
Kendall Jenner why trashing her curvy sisters.
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Female Matchmaker stops trying to help women match with
men because women (according to her) have "unrealistic
standards for men, dating marriage". Lets discuss.
405 upvotes | June 20, 2020 | by Sigma1979 | Link | Reddit Link

So i came across this absolutely fascinating video - and i'm going to post 2 versions of it, one with
commentary from a 3rd party as i think he pauses the matchmaker's video and provides some
additional commentary and also the matchmaker's video all by herself.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_HKg5UBoig (video with commentary)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6ONHDmDD8s (original video)
Some interesting observations:
1) So this rant isn't made by a TRP/Incel/Blackpill/MGTOW male "woman hater". This is by a
woman. Not only that, but her JOB is to help OTHER women find a match. It's very telling that she
had to VOLUNTARILY quit helping other women find a match when her paycheck depends on it.
2) If i had to guess, the women she's helping are in their 30's, 40's, 50's, etc. Obviously younger
women want to 'have their fun' and they get to have it because men are throwing themselves at the
young women. The fact that women who are past their youth still have these insane standards where
they expect 6+ feet, 6+ figures, and handsome as hell is pretty remarkable.
3) Even with that said, this woman admits to sleeping around with fuckboys in her youth before
locking down mr. dependenable, so there's still some visceral disgust from me when she talks about
that, so i'm not TOTALLY in her corner even though i agree with almost everything else she says.
4) I find it fascinating that she says she can only talk about 'this truth' because she no longer depends
on a paycheck. Imagine if daytime talk shows would allow this kind of content, the shows would lose
advertisers. Women have created a bubble in the media and virtually every other institution where
they don't have to experience discomfort, no matter the truth.
5) Only a woman can say what she says without being cancelled and even then she has to quit her job
to do it. If the 'where have all the good men gone' women asked men why men won't commit to them,
no man in their right mind would tell them the truth. Women fucked themselves good. Sidenote: This
is why i don't tell women the truth when they fuck up at work.
I find the video fascinating because women usually put the onus on men as to why they can't find a
partner and when men point out it's women who have these high unrealistic standards, the standard
shaming of 'you're just a jealous virgin loser who nobody wants' (and i've seen this type of shaming
on guys with good jobs and good character), but it's REALLY hard to deflect when the person is not
only a woman but deals with trying to match other women with men to put food on the table. I'm
actually shocked that she even says that these near middle aged women were rejecting an ex-football
player that used to play for the Atlanta Falcons, i mean wtf.
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Promiscuous women who preach that you shouldn't judge
women by their sexual past are the first ones to judge virgin
guys for their lack of sexual past
400 upvotes | April 22, 2023 | by pornprofile12345 | Link | Reddit Link

Even though getting sex is easy for the average woman, they act like it's something they have no
control over and therefore we shouldn't judge them for it. All while getting sex for the average guy is
extremely hard, exept if he is in a relationship (something that is also very hard to get for some guys),
instead of being more forgiving because it's something that you have no control over, women judge
said men as losers and undesirable because they haven't been preselected and approved by other
women.
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>when an inkwell takes their Chad friend’s advice
399 upvotes | October 18, 2020 | by ihatejanniiiiiies | Link | Reddit Link
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I think the men on this sub over-idealize virgin women
397 upvotes | December 6, 2020 | by Nervous_Skink | Link | Reddit Link

I am a virgin woman and I may be tight or 0 N count or whatever disgusting bullshit you call me but I
am also a person.
The reason I am a virgin is half because I'm religious and half because I have trauma. If you date a
person like me, you might have to wait a long time for them to feel ready to have sex with you. You
might have to support them as they try to work through trauma. You might have to listen to them as
they talk about God. You might have to work with her on issues like vaginismus which can make sex
extremely difficult for you and outright painful for her.
You can have a virgin girl, but most likely she is either religious, has a low libido or has emotional
baggage or all three.
You can have a girl who knows how to pleasure you, and has a high libido. But chances are she has
pleasured before.
Pick your poison.
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"Nice Guy" is just a strawman women use to describe men they
don't like
395 upvotes | September 2, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

as a boy the "nice guy" fell for the little lies his own mother fed him. Then the boy entered high1.
school and started noticing the girls were dating bullies and merely asked "why do they get
girlfriends when I treat women with respect?" Later in life he discovered that violent jerks and
wifebeaters get more sex and that their misogyny does not make them unattractive as we were
told. It was patently false.
Misogyny, so they tell us, is why "nice guys" are excluded, but not misogyny in the sense of2.
beating women, misogyny in the sense of discussing topics like this over the internet or feeling
frustrated entitled. Women can "smell it", through the internet somehow.
and women, for some reason, lack the self-reflexive awareness to even come close in3.
acknowledging dating behavioral patterns. They just drift through life internalizing social
dynamics as a given or "just how things are, dummy", labeling the men who would question it
"entitled misogynists".
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Ladies, if you feel like you’ve dropped enough “hints,” but your
man still isn’t making the move, then you need to be more
direct. Many guys are gun-shy about misinterpreting “hints”
due to getting burned/shamed/humiliated in the past.
394 upvotes | September 13, 2022 | by roger_roger_32 | Link | Reddit Link

One topic I feel like comes up relatively often is a woman who is confused why their guy won’t
“make a move” to get more physical. They’ve “dropped hints,” but the guy still won’t take action.
The problem is, every woman is different, and every woman’s “hints” mean something different. A
sampling of stories about “hints” below; most guys I know have experienced similar:

Hanging out all night, moves to cuddling in bed. After a while, she states “I think you should
think of me as a friend.”
Invited over to “Netflix and chill.” Tried to put arm around her, and was told “we’re just
friends.”
Invited out with a couple and a mutual single friend. Everyone had a good time, everything
seemed platonic. Find out months later that “single friend” was “really into you,” and “wished
you made a move.”
Invited out to vacation cabin by someone you'be been dating. Drive a couple hours out in the
countryside to be met there by her, along with some friends, and her boyfriend.

Women seem to perceive that any “hint” they drop is clear and obvious. And what may be obvious to
the woman dropping the “hint” is anything but obvious to the guy. Largely because most guys have
been burned/shamed/humiliated by misinterpreting “hints” in the past.
If you are close enough to someone that you want them to put their dick in you, then maybe just say
that. It sounds funny / crude / absurd, but it avoids the endless guessing games.
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The word incel has become meaningless, and is used as a knee-
jerk response any time a woman doesn’t like something a man
says
394 upvotes | June 12, 2022 | by Don-Cartagena | Link | Reddit Link

Slinging “incel” around as some sort of dreaded label everyone is afraid of has completely lost its
meaning and can be spotted from miles away as an attempt at shutting down and deflecting any
criticism leveled at feminist double standards and hypocrisy. Like no one is hurt or offended by it,
especially guys who are not even celibate and have a fairly consistent amount of success with
women.
There is a distinct difference between “incels” and red pill ideology. Trying to lump them all into one
category to malign and marginalize men’s rights while simultaneously diminishing genuine misandry
and gender inequality is not only disingenuous it’s extremely transparent and intellectually dishonest.
Incels believe that the game is based entirely on looks, and that due to their genetic shortcomings
they are doomed to celibacy. Hence “involuntary.”
Red Pillers are simply aware of the reality of dating and gender relations as well as how full of shit
women are. They are mostly attractive, but are focused on the mental side of the game and building
confidence and developing the necessary social skills to get women.
Lumping them together and calling Red Pillers misogynistic for highlighting women’s double
standards and abuse of their privilege while playing victims is intellectually lazy and weak.
Whether or not you want to acknowledge it, every guy who has success with women outside of
celebrities and politicians are Red Pilled whether consciously or unconsciously. It’s simply fact, it’s
all based on well documented psychology.
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Literally every woman on Tinder. In my experience, the top left
woman is the most insufferable of them all.
394 upvotes | October 18, 2020 | by Almond_Master | Link | Reddit Link
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Women are dishonest about what they are attracted to in men
393 upvotes | October 3, 2022 | by HazyMemory7 | Link | Reddit Link

This is one of the biggest reasons for the existence of this subreddit and red pill becoming a lot more
main stream. Point blank: Women are not honest about what they are attracted to in a man.
Fortunately this place is a bit more lax, but on the many blue pill echo chambers on reddit any sort of
thread involving a man asking for advice in dating is met with pedantic replies like "you need to go to
therapy!", not pertinent questions and useful insight on what women are attracted to and what
tangible steps a man can take to improve that aspect of his life. Women unironically list "hygiene" as
what separates men who are successful with women from those who aren't so often that "just take a
shower bro" has become a literal meme. Like c'mon...are women trying to exclusively date men at
magic the gathering tournaments? Let's run down the list:

Physical appearance: Women vastly underplay the importance of looks. I liken looks in the1.
context of dating to GPA/test scores when applying to a really competitive school. You need
competitive scores to get serious consideration, and therefore for the other aspects of your
application like your extracurriculars, letters of rec, research ect... to matter significantly.
Sometimes another aspect (very high status, top tier "game") can make up for appearance
slightly, much like things that separate your application from others can make up for a small
difference in gpa/test scores. Looks are extremely important to get your foot in the door. You
don't get a chance to match with a girl on dating apps, get her attention irl, charm her on a date,
show her your sense of humor ect... in the first place if she's not attracted to you. Depending on
the source you look at, women swipe left on ~85-90% of guys on OLD apps. Even bearing in
mind the gender disparity, that's pretty staggering, particularly considering how common it is to
see single mothers and/or obese women who have a lot less options for an LTR. This is why it's
so important to lift weights, groom and dress well. You can't change your facial aesthetics, but
have you ever seen your face at ~12% body fat? With a barber that knows what they're doing?
When it comes to height, a lot of women perpetuate the myth that most women just want
someone taller. The average woman in the US is ~5'4, meaning 5'5+ so we obviously know
that is complete and utter non-sense. oHere's a study illustrating the additional income a man
needs to make to be perceived as attractive as taller men. Additionally, here's thread with a link
to a bumble study someone posted here on ppd a little while ago, from when height filter were a
free bumble feature. According to the chart, being less than 6ft meant nearly ~70% excluded
you by default based on height alone. A lot of women always talk about how dating apps
"aren't realistic" and data from them should be ignored, but in truth I think that they simply
dislike the insight that dating apps provide about women's sexual strategies and behavioral
trends. At this point, online dating is way too prevalent to dismiss. And if OLD isn't
realistic...then why is it so taboo to discuss these topics? Why not release more recent studies?
Why not see how accurate the 80/20 rule is in 2022?
Personality: The importance of personality is extremely overestimated. Just to be clear, I2.
am not talking about emotional intelligence and game when I refer to personality. And also,
looks can make someone's personality more attractive, a phenomenon described by: the halo
effect. Also on the topic of personality, I find it strange that practically every woman admits
they know jerks who have women lining up for them, while simultaneously not having the
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foresight to put two and two together to realize that if a guy is struggling with women, odds are
that it's not because of his personality. Physical appearance, emotional intelligence, status,
and income are the factors that dictate how successful a man is with women, not personality.
Income and Status: Seldom will a woman date a guy who isn't making at least as much as her.3.
And I'd say at this point most women want a guy want a guy at least cracking 6 figures. In
fairness I'd say a decent percentage of women are honest about their income
requirement/expectation, but in general I think it's something people underrate the importance
of in dating, to find a long-term partner in particular.
Being emotionally vulnerable: There is no single quicker way for a woman to lose4.
attraction and respect for you than being "vulnerable" with her. And it should go without
saying, but I'm not talking about trauma dumping on some girl you just met a week ago. I'm
talking about expressing actual vulnerabilities in a relationship. Without fail every time this
topic comes up there are a million anecdotes from men who found this out the hard way. Men
opening up is a topic a lot of people virtue signal about, but if you are a guy whether you like it
or not not you will always be expected to be stoic and take the struggles life throws at you in
stride.

So in essence, it really shouldn't be surprising that so many men identify with the ideas expressed by
redpill creators, how Andrew Tate managed to become the single most popular person in the world
very briefly, or why so many men seemed to resonate with Kevin Samuels. Women and society in
general wont be honest about what they are attracted to, which results in a lot of very confused men
wondering why the ideas peddled to them by modern day society are quite frankly...a bunch of
illogical non-sense that have no basis in reality. This is why redpill works. It's rooted in reality and
emphasizes getting off your ass to improve your value in the aspects that really matter, not "go to
therapy" because you need to love yourself or useless empty platitudes like "take a shower". Whereas
society tells women you deserve prince charming unconditionally, red pill tells men you're
overweight, have no purpose, and have no game with women, so go get off your ass and work on
those things.
And honestly people should have high standards if they are desirable and place value on self
improvement. The weird aspects are the unwillingness to be honest about those preferences, the
gaslighting of men into thinking things that have nothing to do with dating success are holding them
back, and how viscously angry women get when anybody points these things out. It's bizarre. Any
time a man says anything that doesn't adhere to the blue pill non-sense society perpetuates, without
fail, he's termed an ince1, and anytime a woman does so she's termed a pickme who has "internalized
misogyny".
Reminds me of a video game meme from a while back that goes, everyone who's worse than me is a
noob, and everyone who's better than me has no life.
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Summary of every debate on purplepilldebate
393 upvotes | October 3, 2021 | by wylaaa | Link | Reddit Link
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Paternity tests should be mandatory at birth
392 upvotes | July 2, 2020 | by ComprehendDuel | Link | Reddit Link

What are the reasons for and against mandatory paternity tests for all newborns?
The usual arguments I hear for why they shouldnt be mandatory:

The man can buy a paternity test himself and use it before he signs the birth certificate1.

Usual response to this argument: This can only help if the man isn’t married to the woman. Husbands
are assumed to be the father and his name goes on the birth certificate by default.
As a result, even if he does a personal paternity test and it turns out that he’s not the father, he will
still be forced to invest in a child that’s not genetically his. He is still on the hook for child support
for 18 years

The man shouldn’t marry a woman he doesn’t trust2.

Usual response to this argument: Nobody would marry a person they don’t trust. When someone is
cheated on, a trusting person is tricked by a deceitful, devious person.
Good, honest women have nothing to lose if paternity tests are mandatory, and good, and honest,
trusting men are protected by these mandatory tests
Dishonest, deceitful, devious women are the only ones protected by paternity tests not being
mandatory.
Why protect the deceitful women who commit paternity fraud?
Additionally, mandatory paternity tests would also remove the stigma associated with “not
trusting your wife”
If paternity tests are mandatory for all newborns, this means that everyone takes it, so no woman
would ever feel offended, or feel like her man doesn’t trust her, as is the case with optional paternity
tests.
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This entire sub
391 upvotes | January 2, 2023 | by churnandburner | Link | Reddit Link
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Men who don’t value friendships with women also don’t value
relationships. They just want sex.
387 upvotes | March 25, 2021 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

That’s something I’ve noticed. Men dont understand how men and women can be friends with each
other are also the same men who understand relationships and must be “sold on the idea”. There’s no
selling a man on the idea of relationships/marriage if he doesn’t value companionship and family.
The other thing I’ve seen is the whining about “Why should I put effort in pleasing a woman? Why
should I compromise on things?!” This makes me wonder how deep male friendships are, because I
have constantly had to compromise and put effort into my friendships. If you expect people to give a
shit about you, you have to give a shit about them.
So for a man who hates the company of women, there would be no reason to want a girlfriend besides
the sex. That’s really stupid to want a relationship for sex.
“But what if he cant get sex outside of a relationship?” So he’s like the gold digger who prefers
scamming men rather than getting money in a more honest way. If he’s that desperate for sex, he can
go to a place with legal prostitution and pay for it.
I never understand why shallow people pretend they’re not shallow.
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Both genders want traditionalism when it benefits them, but
also modernity when it benefits them as well. This is the reason
for trouble in the dating market today. Both sides have
unrealistic expectations of both traditionalism and modernity
for the opposite gender.
386 upvotes | August 12, 2021 | by Big-Menu-1559 | Link | Reddit Link

Both genders want traditionalism when it benefits them. A man wants a woman who works full time
and does a majority of the housework. A woman wants a man to pay for a majority of the
relationship, but doesn't want to be submissive or do a majority of the housework.
A man wants to marry a woman with little sexual experience but fucks his way through half the town
or would if he could.
A woman wants a man to pay high price for her, but doesn't get married when she is most sexually
desirable to most men in pursuit of independence and a career.
Both sides are unrealistic and self-serving and why divorce rates are so high today. People are selfish.
A decent amount of people are now going their own way (MGTOW and FDS) unless people meet
their standards or they are playing the dating market in a way that benefits only them without looking
for true companionship (TRP).
CMV.
Edit:
These comments are proving my point.
A modern woman should not expect a man to pay for her date even the first one. You're not a
traditional woman. Why should a man have to pay for you?
A modern man should not expect a woman to do a majority of housework or even to be overly
feminine (i.e. submissive). Working women tend to be more masculine since it's often required to not
get steamrolled by employers.
Some people yearn for traditionalism because it's what makes them horny, but keep modernity
because it's most comfortable. It creates unrealistic expectations when it comes to dating, and the
reason people here are so frustrated by their dating experiences.
This doesn't even speak of the obesity epidemic which is also another problem in itself.
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CMV: Most men would be content with women at least
acknowledging how atrocious dating has become for males,
rather than gaslighting them and insisting it was invariably
something they were doing wrong or that it was their
“personality.”
385 upvotes | May 3, 2023 | by Igloo-Pincher | Link | Reddit Link

Every time a man complains about how horrific dating has become they get immediately attacked,
shamed and ridiculed. Women and simps rush in to tell them it is simply their personality or how they
treat women, both claims that have been consistently proven to be demonstrably false as even
attractive men with loads of personality struggle and these so called misogynistic men have abundant
success.
The data is in, women have nearly limitless options while most men have next to none. If women
would simply acknowledge this I think it would go a long way in repairing the ruptured relationship
between the genders.
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CMV: Men being emotionally expressive only brings them
more harm than good.
384 upvotes | November 19, 2020 | by Mayhem977 | Link | Reddit Link

Most men have heard this before “It’s okay for men to be emotional” but the question is, is it really?
Based on my own experience as well as the experiences of other men, being emotionally expressive
only results in us being disrespected and laughed at by both men and women and it also gives people
the impression that you are weak and can be easily be pushed around. Even in relationships and
marriages, a man showing his emotions to a woman will only have him viewed as being weak and
incompetent to the woman’s eyes which will impact the relationship significantly. Now, I’m not
saying that men shouldn’t have emotions. We are human and we are bound to have them from time to
time and just because you have emotions or are feeling emotional, it doesn’t mean you are weak. But
I think it will serve men better if they just keep those emotions to themselves. If you need to cry, do it
in your own private time where people can’t see you. Feeling sad or depressed? Workout, play a
video game, listen to music, draw, or do whatever you need to do to take your mind off things. I think
it will help men greatly if we learn to master the art of stoicism and practice it in our daily lives. It’s
an unfortunate reality that men can’t afford to express themselves emotionally due to how society
views emotional men but you must ask yourself: Do you want people to see you as someone to be
pitied and incompetent or someone who is strong and reliable?
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PPD women be like... (Part 2)
384 upvotes | May 6, 2020 | by Andesjack12 | Link | Reddit Link
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Clown world iPhone communist starter pack
384 upvotes | October 16, 2019 | by crackrocksteady7 | Link | Reddit Link
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"Porn featuring violence against women is far more popular
among women than men. The rate at which women watch
violent porn is roughly the same in every part of the world. It
isn’t correlated with how women are treated."
382 upvotes | January 7, 2020 | by SomeTurdInTheWind | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.vox.com/conversations/2017/6/27/15873072/google-porn-addiction-america-everybody-
lies
The interview was made in early 2018 (important to consider because the interviewed made
predictions for the next years). Quick summary of topics:

There are still quite a few guys in the closet, even in the most gay-tolerant areas of the world
"Weird" porn (elderly people, breastfeeding, other "weird shit") is rare, usually only around 1%
of the total searches, but mainstream porn is pretty weird itself (footjobs, anal sex, cartoons...)
There are more men into overweight women than people think
"Misogynistic" porn about male-on-female violence and abuse is much more popular among
women than men. I'm going to put this one in the title because I assume this will attract the
most clicks.
Women seem particularly concerned about their male partner's sexual orientation. There are
waaaaay higher chances that your man is an alcoholic, or a drug addict, or depressed, but still
the main concern was if their men were gay.
Breastfeeding is such a big fetish in India that the searches for how to breastfeed babies are
similar in numbers to the searches for how to breastfeed adult men.
Around 80% of all porn consumption is about other things than "reproductive" acts (man
ejaculating inside vagina). Ejaculating anywhere else, using toys and machines, weird fetishes,
etc account for 4/5 searches.
Lesbian porn is much more common among "straight" women than gay porn among straight
men. I'm using quotation marks for "straight" women because if you get turned on by other
women you're not straight.

Alright, thoughts?
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CMV: When women talk of men opening up, what they mean is
men should open up in women approved ways, for women
approved problems and for women approved lengths of time
382 upvotes | May 5, 2023 | by questioningfeminist | Link | Reddit Link

I've seem this play out time and time again. The idea that "men need to open up more".
Watch as a man opens up his pain and frustration about an issue that is not woman approved. Say,
struggles with dating.
In almost no time at all, a snatch of harpies will descend on him calling him all kinds of horrible
names and assigning all kinds of nefarious motives to his problem.
Contrast that with a man that vents about a woman approved problem. Say, being in the closet for
being gay and the loneliness of not finding love because of the judgement of his family.
Since this is a woman approved issue, he will be showered with support and encouragement and how
brave he is to break toxic masculinity molds and express his pain and frustration.
When women say they want her man to open up, it's in the context of how him opening up will make
her feel. A man that opens up to a woman about something they can both share in is a bonding
experience and is seen as a positive. Opening up about a frustration that she can't identify with will
get him called a man baby or a whiner and will turn her off.
It's never about actually supporting the man's emotional needs. It's about her looking for bonding
through shared problems.
Hence, men should never open up to women about real problems. Only surface level problems.
Express your deep fears and anxieties to your dog or your bros.
CMV
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Sex is higher pressure for men
382 upvotes | June 19, 2021 | by Exciting_East7365 | Link | Reddit Link

If he cums too quickly, he's ruined the sex. If he doesn't cum at all, his sex partner will get offended.
If he can't make her cum, it's his fault. Society unilaterally judges men for being bad/good at sex,
making the man's performance higher pressure than the woman's.
Once he does cum, he has zero control over whether a baby will be born with his sperm. His next 18+
years will drastically change depending on the whims of whoever he has slept with. This makes sex
higher pressure for men, since they have less control over the consequences of sex.
If sex is so high pressure, why not avoid it at all together? Lacking a sex life is culturally stigmatized
for men too since they'll get shamed for not being able to attract women.
Thus sex creates a higher pressure for men since, unlike women, they have zero control over the final
outcome and they are heavily judged for their sexual performance or their lack of sex.
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It is unbelievable how hostile the mainstream is to even the
most innocent attempt by men to "learn" anything dating,
courtship or romance-related
381 upvotes | June 26, 2022 | by festethefoole1 | Link | Reddit Link

Very often, a debate will start on these pages where the men explain to the women how a huge reason
for the rise in popularity of the "pills" and "manosphere" is the complete lack of direction men get in
terms of how to improve their results in the romantic field.
We often make the point that the PUA and "pill" communities really are the only resources men have
to improve their efforts and that the mainstream simply doesn't in any way offer any kind of advice
whatsoever and at times will actually scold men for even so much as asking.
A perfect illustration has just popped up right here that I'd respectfully like to direct your attention to:
https://www.reddit.com/r/datingoverthirty/comments/vl564w/how_do_you_flirt_on_first_date_witho
ut_coming_off/
I mean, good grief, just read some of that... Does the OP of this thread really deserve the flack he's
getting? All he's asking is a completely innocent question that literally every single man will at some
level ask himself: "How do I escalate from a friendly and pleasant interaction towards one which is
romantic and generates actual attraction?"
Criticising a man for asking that question is basically criticising any man whatsoever for basically
*being* heterosexual and anything less than so successful that he can succeed with a complete
absence of effort or thought.
Here's some of the advice that really does amount to nothing more than the generic "Don't try. Be
yourself. Romance and relationships will happen automatically"
"*If two people are attracted to each other and their personalities mesh, flirting will happen
naturally."*
*"Honestly, not really concerned about if my date is good at flirting or not. There’s no correlation
between flirt skills and relationship skills."*
*"First thing I thought was… this is way too much planning but I can guess you’re just that type of
person. You gotta wing it a bit as simple as that sounds."*
*"Don't change who you are as part of a strategic move for dates to go better. Just go... be yourself...
see what happens."*
And here we have some examples of the kind of really quite hostile finger-wagging for even asking
the question or indeed asking for any kind of 'advice' on the subject:
*"The only weird thing is that it's a routine."*
*"You don't like your own routine but you keep using it � cringe....."*
*"This all sounds very performative and weird, which might be more obvious to your dates than you
think. Have you tried being yourself?"*
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Not only is past promiscuity a good predictor of infidelity it
accounts for twice as much variance in infidelity in women as in
men.
381 upvotes | September 28, 2022 | by LaloTwins | Link | Reddit Link

.

promiscuity is in fact a good predictor of infidelity. Indeed, promiscuity among females
accounted for almost twice as much variance in infidelity (r2 = .45) as it did for males (r2 =
.25). (pg.177)

Hughes, S. M., & Gallup, G. G., Jr. (2003). Sex differences in morphological predictors of sexual
behavior: Shoulder to hip and waist to hip ratios. Evolution and Human Behavior, 24(3), 173–178.
.

Factors found to facilitate infidelity

Number of sex partners: Greater number of sex partners before marriage predicts infidelity

As might be expected, attitudes toward infidelity specifically, permissive attitudes toward
sex more generally and a greater willingness to have casual sex and to engage in sex
without closeness, commitment or love (i.e., a more unrestricted sociosexual orientation) are
also reliably related to infidelity (pg.71)

Fincham, F. D., & May, R. W. (2017). Infidelity in romantic relationships. Current opinion in
psychology, 13, 70–74.
.

Men apparently assess and evaluate levels of sexual activity by a woman prior to long-term
commitment—behavior that would have been observable or known through social
reputation in the small-group lifestyles of our ancestors. Past behavior is a good predictor of
future behavior, and having a large number of sex partners prior to marriage is a statistical
predictor of infidelity after marriage (pg.92)

Buss, D. M., & Schmitt, D. P. (2019). Mate preferences and their behavioral manifestations. Annual
Review of Psychology, 70, 77–110.
.

the odds ratio of 1.13 for lifetime sexual partners obtained with the face-to-face mode of
interview indicates that the probability of infidelity increased by 13% for every additional
lifetime sexual partner (pg.150)

Whisman, M. A., & Snyder, D. K. (2007). Sexual infidelity in a national survey of American women:
Differences in prevalence and correlates as a function of method of assessment. Journal of Family
Psychology, 21(2), 147–154.
.
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promiscuity is in fact a good predictor of infidelity. Indeed, promiscuity among females
accounted for almost twice as much variance in infidelity (r2 = .45) as it did for males (r2 =
.25). (pg.177)

Hughes, S. M., & Gallup, G. G., Jr. (2003). Sex differences in morphological predictors of sexual
behavior: Shoulder to hip and waist to hip ratios. Evolution and Human Behavior, 24(3), 173–178.
.

Sexual promiscuity was significantly positively correlated with emotional promiscuity
[r(356) = .261, p < .001], as well with sexual infidelity [r(323) = .595, p < .001] and
emotional infidelity [r(323) = .676, p < .001] (pg.390)

Pinto, R., & Arantes, J. (2017). The Relationship between Sexual and Emotional Promiscuity and
Infidelity. Athens Journal of Social Sciences, 4(4), 385–398.
.

Regarding other sexual behaviors, we examined whether number of prior sex partners and
viewing pornography predicted ESI. As has been found in prior research (Feldman &
Cauffman, 1999; Treas & Giesen, 2000), having had more prior sex partners predicted
future ESI (pg.12)

Maddox Shaw, A. M., Rhoades, G. K., Allen, E. S., Stanley, S. M., & Markman, H. J. (2013).
Predictors of Extradyadic Sexual Involvement in Unmarried Opposite-Sex Relationships. Journal of
Sex Research, 50(6), 598–610.
.

When compared with their peers who report fewer partners, those who self-report 20 or
more in their lifetime are:

Twice as likely to have ever been divorced (50 percent vs. 27 percent)

Three times as likely to have cheated while married

Substantially less happy with life (p < 0.05) (pg.88-89)

Regnerus, M. (2017). Cheap sex: The transformation of men, marriage, and monogamy.
.

women who had more experience with short-term relationships in the past (i.e., those with
high Behavior facet scores) were more likely to have multiple sexual partners and unstable
relationships in the future. The behaviorally expressed level of sociosexuality thus seems to
be a fairly stable personal characteristic. (pg.1131)

Penke, L., & Asendorpf, J. B. (2008). Beyond global sociosexual orientations: a more differentiated
look at sociosexuality and its effects on courtship and romantic relationships. Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology, 95(5), 1113–1135.
.

Generally speaking, respondents who report extensive premarital sexual experience report
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extensive extramarital activity. Measures of the locus of first intercourse and number of
premarital partners show positive associations with (1) rating one's marriage as less happy
than average, (2) the number of different extramarital partners, and (3) the intention to
participate in mate-swapping activities. (pg.221-222)

Athanasiou, R., & Sarkin, R. (1974). Premarital sexual behavior and postmarital adjustment.
Archives of Sexual Behavior, 3(3), 207–225.
.

The findings from this study demonstrate that the number of sexual partners participants had
was negatively associated with sexual quality, communication, and relationship stability,
and for one age cohort relationship satisfaction, even when controlling for a wide range of
variables including education, religiosity, and relationship length. (pg.715)

Busby, D. M., Willoughby, B. J., & Carroll, J. S. (2013). Sowing wild oats: Valuable experience or a
field full of weeds? Personal Relationships, 20(4), 706–718.
.

As predicted, such factors as sexual permissiveness, an avoidant romantic style, number of
romantic relationships, and early onset of sexual intercourse were all correlated with a
higher incidence of betrayal behaviors. These factors are likely to promote sexual activity
with a larger number of partners, which, in turn, increases the chance that betrayal will
occur. (pg.247)

Feldman, S. S., & Cauffman, E. (1999). Your cheatin' heart: Attitudes, behaviors, and correlates of
sexual betrayal in late adolescents. Journal of Research on Adolescence, 9(3), 227–252.
.

There was a strong association between number of sexual partners and having an STD:
those women with 5 or more sexual partners were 8 times more likely to report having an
STD than those with only 1 partner, even after adjusting for age at first intercourse

Joffe, G. P., Foxman, B., Schmidt, A. J., Farris, K. B., Carter, R. J., Neumann, S., Tolo, K. A., &
Walters, A. M. (1992). Multiple partners and partner choice as risk factors for sexually transmitted
disease among female college students. Sexually transmitted diseases, 19(5), 272–278.

An indicator of whether or not the respondent has had previous sex partners is included and
identifies the number of male sex partners the woman had previous to her relationship with
her current primary partner… A history of numerous sex partners indicates a pattern or
habit of sexual behavior that we expect will negatively influence sexual exclusivity in the
current relationship. (pg.37)

Having previous sexual partners greatly increased the likelihood that a woman would have a
secondary sex partner. In particular, a woman with 4 or more male sex partners prior to her
primary relationship was about 8.5 times more likely to have a secondary sex partner than a
woman with no previous sex partners… Having previous sex partners also increased the
likelihood that dating and married women would have secondary sex partners. In particular,
married women with 4 or more previous partners were 20 times more likely to have
secondary sex partners than married women with no previous sex partners (pg.41)
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Forste, R., & Tanfer, K. (1996). Sexual exclusivity among dating, cohabiting, and married women.
Journal of Marriage and the Family, 58(1), 33–47.
I know what will be said. Correlation doesn't equal causation. I'm not making that claim. All I'm
saying is there appears to be a large correlation between prior infidelity in women and future
promiscuity.
Knowing this, regardless of the cause, it's in men's best interest to filter for promiscuous women.
It may be in women's best interest to filter for this assuming they care about fidelity but as stated the
parallel between infidelity and prior promiscuity is weaker in men.
Likely because a lot of the less promiscuous men simply haven't been presented the opportunity to be
promiscuous.
Additionally promiscuous men typically have to add value to women as a whole in order to attain
high levels of promiscuity especially if it's with mostly attractive women.
promiscuous women just need to show availability.
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If a woman isn’t interested in you within the first few minutes,
just never bother
380 upvotes | October 2, 2022 | by eth_trader_12 | Link | Reddit Link

Every man who regularly gets laid knows this. Women subscribe to their emotions and comforts
more than anything. Once you begin the flirting process, you can tell pretty quickly whether she’s
into you or not. You can tell if she’s engaged. You can tell by her look. You can tell if she’s vibing
with you or if you feel like you have to force things.
I talked about this with many of my friends who get laid regularly and was just pondering about it
myself. There were basically zero instances I can think of where a woman showed interest and it even
mattered what I said after that.
In short: it just doesn’t matter. Stop gassing up these women and playing the long hopeful game and
always move on if they don’t show interest. This way women wouldn’t have inflated egos and it
makes it easier for everyone to get them. You’re just wasting your time
DISCLAIMER: this only applies to situations where you’re truly being yourself. If you’re being
fearful or being insecure then she hasn’t seen the true you.
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Dating is 100% a numbers game for men, and it is inherently
humiliating.
378 upvotes | May 1, 2022 | by AltACCboyos | Link | Reddit Link

This is a very simple statement but very true IMO,
Most "players" you know fall into 2 categories, either he is INCREDIBLY attractive like top 10%, or
he is playing a massive numbers game.
I know this sub might hate the PUA types but their stats do show one very clear thing, two actually,
and that is that their techniques are kinda useless and that only controllable variable men really have
is numbers, only thing that directly correlates with more dates is more approaches, and obviously
being hot.
Sure going to the gym, having style, learning game, etc. can improve your chances, but really the
only valid strategy is doing more approaches, and there lies the problem, most guys have a 5%
conversion rate, if they are very dedicated that is, and while that means he can get 5 lays if he
approach 100 women, it also means he had to eat a no to the face 95 times, and that is a real
motivation killer.
I myself can't actually pull those numbers because i can take a no, however taking hundreds of no's,
and keep grinding is just too much, and i feel this is common with a lot of men, but eating all those
rejections is basically required if you don't want to rely on just getting lucky and being kind of
passive.
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The hope of obtaining a young, beautiful virgin women to
marry and be with forever is every bit as unrealistic as the
"find your hero and live happily ever after" Disney fairytale
sold to girls.
378 upvotes | March 23, 2020 | by 0seagirl | Link | Reddit Link

Sure a small minority of people are fortunate enough to have their first partner turn out to be their
life-long marriage partner, but that is incredibly rare. Most people will not have a successful first
relationship, only for the sheer fact that finding someone you're truly compatible with is hard.
Rather than riding any kind of "cock carousel", most women (like many men) are just serial
monogamists who are, at their core, simply just trying to find the right person to fall in love with and
stay with.
Girls are literally raised in a culture that forces the most unrealistic Disney junk upon us: We're given
toys that resemble babies (complete with pushchairs, nappies, bottles, etc), makeup to play with to
make sure we know we're valued for our beauty, and many young girls dream of falling in love with a
handsome prince who will love them forever.
And then reality hits and we're forced to adjust our expectations because reality is not like this.
People are complex, relationships and how people fit together, is incredibly complex. Life isn't a
Disney movie.
Adult men who cling onto fairytale-like dreams about the female equivalent - essentially dreaming
about fairytale Princesses - are every bit as unrealistic as women who still expect a Prince Charming.
(Edit: or Prince Chadming? Sorry. Self-isolation might be getting to me at this point). Both are not
based in reality, and expectations must adjust accordingly.
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Women aren't "lying" about what they find sexually arousing.
376 upvotes | January 21, 2021 | by GridReXX | Link | Reddit Link

I often hear from men here that women or the gynocentric society expressly "lied to" them.
I have never heard any woman in all of my life say anything but the truth when asked pointed
questions that unpack what "turns her on" or what "arouses her" or what she finds "sensual" or
"sexually appealing."
In all of my life, I have never ever heard a woman or article or even mainstream media say that
women are aroused by "nice." I don't hear men say their d*ck gets hard for nice either. If anything he
gets a boner when a woman he already finds sexually attractive is nice to him. But that isn't the same
thing as being sexually attracted to niceness. The same thing applies to women.
When women say "I wish I could find a good guy." She means, "I want a man I find sexually
attractive to be a decent human who treats me well and others with common decency."
When she's asking for a "good man" she's focused on the "relationship partner" aspect. She's not
saying I want a good man who I don't find sexually arousing. And "sexually arousing" traits are
different from "comfort relationship/life partner/roommate" traits.
Men are 1) not asking the right questions and 2) assuming how they think is how women think.
But I even question 2) because I've heard plenty of men I know ask for a "wholesome girl" and I'm
not daft enough to think he means a "frumpy woman who is wholesome." He's clearly asking for "a
wholesome girl who's pretty and sexually arouses/is physically attractive to him."
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The group photo of the Men's PPD Meet Up! Thanks for
coming everyone! Great fun was had and interesting opinions
on women were shared.
375 upvotes | January 2, 2023 | by jobbo321 | Link | Reddit Link
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The response to men who complain about the dating world of
“maybe you should improve yourself or find out what you’re
doing wrong” is simply disingenuous and yet another deflection
374 upvotes | March 31, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

I always see this question and its responses take this course. A guy complains about the glaring
disadvantages men have in the dating market and is immediately shut down with “you need to take a
shower, work out and make more money” as if EVERY man voicing his displeasure with how
insanely particular women are is some basement dwelling neckbeard.
If anything I would say the vast majority of men who take to RP forums are above average and
simply frustrated at their minimal success compared to women of equal caliber. These are the men
most likely to become frustrated as they have more skin in the game, a lot of the aforementioned
black pillers have accepted defeat to some extent, and this advice to “get buff” is even more of a slap
in the face to them.
To me this seems like yet another deflection anytime it is suggested women be accountable for
anything, god forbid their inflated egos, insane standards and limitless privilege be called into
question.
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Both men AND women are failing in today’s society.
373 upvotes | January 18, 2021 | by musicmn22 | Link | Reddit Link

I recently wrote a 12 page paper in my college writing class on misogyny and misandry. I used
trusted sources from academic journals and got an A on my paper.
I truly believe that many women, especially millennials and gen z women, are doing evil things. I
believe the same for men. I believe that some of these things that I see as toxic femininity are driving
toxic masculinity and vice versa. I have come to the conclusion that both of these ideas are false.
There are bad people and good people. Right now there are more bad people than ever before.
I believe 2 main addictions are feeding this hate and evil in today and they are linked and feed each
other more and more. Women are addicted to validation and this comes in the form of social media.
(Trusted source proved that women are more addicted to social media than men) Men are addicted to
sex and this comes in the form of porn. (trusted source says men are more addicted to porn than
women.) in the end both women and men want relationships but these are addictions that will keep
them out of them. you will see men addicted to social media and women addicted to porn, but this is
the important trend.
Which posts get the most attention on social media? Most girls and even some men will say their
sexually provocative ones. Validation in the form of likes and follows is a drug. As a woman (or
man) gets more likes then they are incentivized to make more of it and maybe even more intense
forms of it. Men are liking all these bikini and booty pics and girls like the validation.
Both men and women take it to the next level. Men start watching porn and women start making
onlyfans. Now women are getting validation AND money...and men are getting “sex” and a fake
“relationship”. These are things both men and women want, but it is not what either of them TRULY
want. We all want a REAL romantic relationship with someone who truly loves us for who we are.
Porn is a bad addiction but social media and posting pictures like this can be just as bad. Neither men
nor women are to blame. We all are. We need to fix ourselves individually. If men didn’t watch porn
then women wouldn’t make onlyfans. If women didn’t agree to make porn for money and attention
then men would have to watch less porn. Sure maybe they need the money, but men need money too
and 99.9% of men can’t do that. No one would buy it.
Neither men nor women are getting what they really want from the opposite sex and it is making
them both angry at each other. This is feeding both misandry and misogyny in today’s world.
Thoughts?
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If women are responsible for their poor taste in men, then men
are responsible for their poor taste in women.
373 upvotes | July 11, 2021 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

I completely agree that if every guy a woman knows is a cheater, manipulator, abuser, bad boy,
fuckboy, (insert all negative ascepts), then she's doing something wrong. Most likely, she's chasing
guys solely because they're hot.
With that in mind, I hold men equally accountable for the women they associate with.
“But men dont have the options women do” But men are the main pursuers of women, so if the
women you pursue are shitty, that means you actively seek out your bad options.
Most of the men and women I know arent shitty people, so why is all the men and/or women you
know are shitty?
It’s frustrating that some Karen yells at good men for the scumbags she fucks, right? It’s equally
frustrating when some guy criticize women for all the bimbos he chases.
If every woman a man knows is a skanky, manipulative, gold digging, then it’s time for him to
evaluate why he’s attracted to these women, just like women should think about why they’re attracted
to shitty men.
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Its coming...
373 upvotes | May 10, 2020 | by RamboHoodie420 | Link | Reddit Link
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This is why women have become more choosy (from a woman’s
perspective).
370 upvotes | January 24, 2023 | by itsokiloveu | Link | Reddit Link

I see comments from men like “it’s dating apps fault!” And “women are just too picky nowadays”.
“Women have too many options”.
As a woman, dating apps absolutely do contribute towards hookup culture.
HOWEVER, the reason we have become a lot more selective with the men we choose is because
societal norms have completely changed since our grandparents generation.
Speaking to my grandma recently, in the 1950’s and 60’s all you needed as a man was a decent job to
attract a wife. That’s it. As long as you had gainful employment and could play the provider role, that
was basically the only requirement needed for a woman to settle down.
Today, we have our own careers. We graduate university at higher rates than men do. We own
property. We pay our own rent. We pay our own bills.
“Having an ok job to pay for your wife or girlfriend” is no longer impressive, it is now considered the
bare minimum.
And with the rise of discussion around mental health, women seek men who are emotional providers.
Are you emotionally mature?
Will you actually listen when we speak? Are you an engaging conversationalist? Are you funny? Do
you have a hobby or passion outside of work? Have you processed your trauma in order to avoid
dumping it on me? Are you self-aware? Do you love children and will be a good father to my kids?
Will you treat me as an equal? Are you loyal?
With the rise of the independence of women, we no longer NEED men to exist financially. It used to
be that a divorced woman was shunned by society, and had the potential to be beaten, threatened, or
in poverty if she left. That is simply not the case in 2023.
Women are not bound to men for survival. If you have nothing to offer that we don’t already offer
ourselves, that’s likely the reason you’re single!
Ask yourselves “what do I bring to the table?”
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People who use [Insert Pill Colour] subreddits, are the last
people to understand dating
370 upvotes | February 20, 2021 | by 0100010001000101 | Link | Reddit Link

I've never contributed to any of these communities, apart from now. But I have lurked for quite a
while and to be honest a lot of the commentary seems to come from people who are insecure about
dating, or lack a basic understanding of those they want to date so depend on others opinions here to
inform themselves.
These subs simply serve people too out of touch with society, that they crave the need to
compartmentalize and trivialize human behavior to vindicate their experiences. In the end, it just
leads to partisan tribalism from those who can't feel like they belong in a relationship, but can feel
like they belong in a online support group for the socially destitute.
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Having strong negative opinions of the opposite sex is a huge
turn-off and red flag.
369 upvotes | July 19, 2021 | by AntifaSuperSwoledier | Link | Reddit Link

A blind spot in dating forums is how your own attitudes toward the opposite sex are a form of self-
sabotage. Do you really think a belief like "all men are unattractive nasty scrotes" or "all women are
sluts riding the CC" makes you more attractive to other people?
Even worse when they aren't passive beliefs, but have become a central part of your ideology. It's not
uncommon on less extreme dating forums to see stories from women who have broken up with men
after discovering their participation in RP/cel/mgtow/pua communities. Were fds more popular, we'd
probably see it as well. However the fact men always say "I would never date an fds woman" can
serve as a similar example.
It doesn't take a psychologist to tell you that the first impression these communities give is: "I hate
men" and "I hate women." If you're going into dating with the belief that the opposite sex is your
enemy, you're going to behave in unattractive ways. If the people you're dating uncover your
borderline extremist beliefs, they're going to be totally weirded out and dip. Having read through a lot
of post histories on this forum, I can tell you right now if a hypothetical partner read them they would
be deal breakers.
It's not an accident that misogyny predicts sexual frustration and the inability to form relationships.
Dating requires some minimum basic assumption of good faith. Going into a new date with beliefs
like "he's trying to trick me into sex" or "as soon as she leaves she's going to Chad's house" is a form
of self-sabotage. You've already decided that the person in front of you is trash. If they knew you
thought that they would want to leave on the spot.
This also means you're always going to have to hide your extreme and hostile ideology from your
partners. They'll never be able to see your Reddit account. You'll never be able to tell them how you
really feel about men or women.
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Study finds marriage is in decline mainly due to a lack of
"economically attractive" men
368 upvotes | September 10, 2020 | by Intp-A1 | Link | Reddit Link

The study is titled Mismatches in the Marriage Market by Lichter, Price, and Swigert.
Lichter, Price, and Swigert (2019) stated that there is a lack of “economically-attractive" men which
is just a scientific way of saying that there is not enough men who make enough money for women to
be attracted to. The funny thing (or very sad depending on your point of view) is that these
unmarried women made less money than unmarried men!
Yes, the year may be 2020, but men are still expected to be the primary providers, even when that is
an entirely unreasonable and illogical expectation. And it's likely going to get worse, not better. If
women did somehow close the income gap their unreasonable expectations would only increase,
adding further to the gross imbalance in the mating market.
Unmarried women only make an average of $29,250 per year but are unwilling to marry an
unmarried man who makes an average of $31,366 per year (Lichter, Price, & Swigert, 2019). Clearly
someone who makes a few thousand dollars more is not “economically-attractive."
These unmarried women want a man who makes an average of $52,020 per year. In other words, the
average unmarried women wants a man who makes ($52,020/$29,250 = ~1.7784) 178% of their
income.
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Got a window into average woman's dating life. It was an
absolute shock
368 upvotes | March 27, 2023 | by meshflesh40 | Link | Reddit Link

I was speaking casually with this woman from work. About 25y/o. 6/10 in looks. Cute and slightly
overweight.
She told me she loves to travel and lines up at least 5 dates for every state/country she goes to on a
whim , effortlessly. (Between usa and canada). Not to just date,,, but to get learn about all the
different landmarks, etc.
The way she spoke about all of this was so casual and matter of fact.
She went on to tell me that she relocated from canada to the usa with $0 in her pocket and was able to
get in a poly relationship and get her living expenses covered in nyc instantly. She was very
optimistic and abundance minded. Life just a big party
Just blows my mind. This post is just to illustrate the difference of realities between the average man
and average woman. It is not even comparable. Not even close.
She then suggested i do the same and see the world. But little does she know that I'm lucky to get one
date in 6 months, we are not the same, haha. Most men cannot live this way. We either have to
choose stability and responsibility or a life of being broke. Men cannot" have it all. "
Yes...i know its not breaking news. But seeing it in front of you in real time is still surreal and eye
opening
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If you strongly prefer virgin, or very low N count women,
you're obligated to wait for sex on dates.
367 upvotes | May 20, 2021 | by geyejoe7 | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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Bloops in a nutshell
367 upvotes | October 14, 2019 | by CamoWoobie10000 | Link | Reddit Link
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CMV: The Amber Heard audio is typical of how women treat
men's grievances
366 upvotes | February 4, 2020 | by king_of_red_alphas | Link | Reddit Link

By now I'm guessing many here are aware of the audio that came out from what appears to be a
couples therapy session involving Johnny Depp and Amber Heard.
Without getting into the actual repulsive and vindictive nature of the subsequent accusations that took
place which saw him tarred and feathered by #MeToo / Feminists and his career and reputation
grievously damaged, I find her attitude toward his grievances and to be shockingly common among
women.
This is what men here mean when they are say that it is *women* (not men) who belittle, call them
whiners, and otherwise look down on men for not being "strong enough"
Excerpt:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qkr3-Ur6CvE
Full Audio:
https://youtu.be/sbeMRfNDokM
Also, let this sink in:
Amber Heard
Amber Heard serves as an ACLU Ambassador for women’s rights, with a focus on gender-based
violence. She is an actor, activist, and philanthropist who is committed to both art and social justice.
EDIT 2:
Fascinating. This is one of those threads that not only fails to CMV, it actually proves it beyond any
doubt.
I’ve seen little (if any) empathy, concern or even anger for what this woman put JD through.
On the other hand, I’ve seen:

Insinuating he’s a creep for dating younger
Saying he deserved it for “choosing her”
Talking about his cheating in a past relationship
Bringing up his drinking
Women have it worse
It was just mutual abuse
He was probably making her crazy
He’s a rich celebrity so it doesn’t represent “normal” relationship dynamics
Women can’t actually hurt so it’s not a big deal
incels are assholes, so fuck ‘em.
This kind of behavior is rare for women.

I’m sure I missed a few, but it’s been honestly worse than I thought in terms of demonstrating
women’s literal incapability to feel for a victimized / beaten down man.
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You could just sense some of the posters desperately wanting to tell him to “MAN UP”
We’ve got a long way to go.
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Divorce attorney says that in 13 years of practice, the women
who were her most difficult or litigious were the SAHMs.
366 upvotes | April 12, 2022 | by juicyfruit206 | Link | Reddit Link

Thoughts? She explains that a SAHM (stay at home mom) is the most difficult to divorce based on
her experience because they are paralyzed by fear and tend to become resistant. She lists it as the top
profession for men to avoid in a partner.
Video
The video was in response to a previous post of hers listing the top 5 professions for women to avoid
in a husband (according to her most difficult divorce cases):

Police officers
Firemen
Military
Pilot
Surgeon

She states that these husbands tended to have a “scorch the earth” mindset and narcissistic tendencies.
edit: one word
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Women tend to downplay their dating advantage
365 upvotes | September 17, 2021 | by connoisseurofathing | Link | Reddit Link

Having an advantage in the dating world is arguably one of the best life advantages you can have but
it is frequently understated ("boo hoo, men want to get their dicks wet, so what")
Western society is individualistic and technology is increasingly pushing us apart. That means having
a significant partner is even more beneficial for mental/physical health than ever before.

Men, people in individualistic societies, and younger people report more loneliness

All studies show that this phenomenon will only grow as we continue to look inward towards our
phones rather than outwards towards each other.
A supportive partner will reduce cortisol levels (less stress), lowers the risk of depression, lowers risk
of heart disease, lowers the risk of dementia.
Affection & validation are necessary for a healthy & fulfilling life but people are increasingly having
to go without it.
Just to be clear, no one "deserves" a significant other just like no one "deserves" a satisfying or happy
life. But having some options in the dating world is one of the biggest predictors of whether someone
will be able to live a decent life. Most women have options so they take them for granted and don't
realize the (importance of the) advantage they have in life.
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Women are absolutely clueless as to how much more difficult
dating is for men
364 upvotes | July 6, 2022 | by HazyMemory7 | Link | Reddit Link

There seems to be a belief on this sub that dating for women isn't less difficult, they just have
different challenges. I think this is simply cognitive dissonance. The post that spurred me to make
this post was a post on the r/dating subreddit where a guy's sister lost a $100 bet to get him a single
tinder date within a month, and was seemingly shocked by the experience.

My sister suggested "Why not just use Tinder? That will be easy to get you someone to talk
to!"

She took a bunch of photos for me wearing some nice clothes, made a profile for me with
some funny/charismatic content, and here we are 1 month later, still dateless.

She video chatted with me earlier saying that she couldn't believe how hard it was to get any
matches, let alone get any of the girls to reply to me. She was also surprised at the rate at
which some of the matches unmatched her once they received a nice message from her.

While men place more value on looks (this is why you more commonly see relationships where1.
the woman is more attractive than vice versa), women have a significantly higher looks
threshold that a man has to meet. This is why the emphasis on personality from women comes
across as pedantic gaslighting; the best tasting restaurant in the world won't get any customers
if it looks like an abandoned building from the outside. According to the OKC study, women
rated 80% of men as below average, a statistical improbability. Comparatively, men rated
women's attractiveness like a standard bell curve. Link to the OKC study:
https://archive.ph/ZJymw

It's not really that farfetched. Here are some of the comments from the r/dating subreddit in a post
titled "any straight women who find most men unattractive?" from last week.

I'm a 23 year old straight woman and I find most men unattractive.

I feel the same as you. I rarely find guys attractive, and when I finally find one, I tend to
develop a crush on him instantly, just because they are so rare to find. It’s not that I can’t
find guys attractive, it’s just that I’m not attracted TO most of them.

Girl, I thought I was the only one. I am straight but I visually find women so much more
attractive and men rare

I also find most men unattractive, Even the ones that’s are supposed to be “hot” It’s rare i
find someone i like.

Link to the post:
https://www.reddit.com/r/dating/comments/vnchnm/any_straight_women_who_find_most_men_unat
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tractive/
Also, depending on the source you look at it, women swipe right ~14% of the time on tinder. Now,
the average woman is like 5'4 and borderline obese in the US. Do you really think the average woman
is hot enough to be excluding 86% of men based on pictures?

The amount of men not having sex has increased exponentially in the last two decades. Nearly1.
a third of younger men are not having sex at all, and of those that are I'd venture a guess that
even fewer of them are having it consistently.

Looked at the sexual activity and number of partners of 18- to 44-year-olds in the U.S. from
2000 to 2018. During that time, the researchers found that sexual inactivity had increased
from 19 percent to 31 percent among men age 18 to 24.

Link to study:
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2767066?widget=personalizedcontent
&previousarticle=2767063
Given how important sex is to men, this number is staggering. In Maslow's hierarchy of needs, sex is
placed in the physiological needs category at the bottom of the pyramid. Is sex as important as food
and breathing? Obviously not, but it's a significant part of living a fulfilling life. It's quite literally
100x easier for a woman to get sex. One of my fwbs from a few months ago posted one low quality
selfie of her in the dark on tinder and reached the 99+ likes threshold in literally 24 hrs. And it's not
like she was a model either, she was slightly above average when you factor in her being fit, but she
didn't even have a full body pic in her profile.
Virtually any woman could do the same. And it doesn't have to be on a dating app either, any social
venue like a bar or club would work. I concede that women carry more risk in regards to sex due to
the possibility of pregnancy or getting sexually assaulted. They may also run into a guy who is selfish
in bed. However, plenty of women can and do safely enjoy casual sex these days, and there are steps
you can take to vet guys properly and alleviate these risks. Men also take risks when they have sex
too: if contraception fails and you feel that you aren't prepared to have a child, you have no say in the
matter and are on the hook financially. Women can (and do) in rare instances weaponize rape by
making false allegations, which is the sort of thing that can *completely* ruin your life regardless of
whether or not you are proven innocent.
People will automatically assume you're guilty, you'll lose friends, you'll get kicked out of your
university and lose scholarships with no due process. Hell, people still don't believe that Amber
Heard ever so much as laid a finger on Johnny Depp despite all of the evidence, testimony, and her
previous arrest for hitting her girlfriend. Sex still carries significantly more risk for women, but the
point I'm getting across is that it isn't without risk for men either.

Women place a lot of emphasis on factors that men cannot control. Height, hair or lack therof,1.
and race. According to studies, women overwhelmingly favor white men, while comparatively
men have a more equal distribution where they respond favorably to white, asian, and latina
women. In regards to height and race, we also have the infamous chicago study that quantifies
the income you need to be on a level playing field. Asian men need to make additional $247K
to be equally as attractive as otherwise similar white men. A man who is 5 feet 6 inches tall
needs to earn an additional $175,000 per year to be as desirable as a man who is 6 feet tall.
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Link to OKC Study Chart: https://i.huffpost.com/gen/2054870/original.jpg
Links to chicago study charts:
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Eq-tlZyXIAEKPpP?format=png&name=large
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Eq_IqqvUwAE6Rcy?format=jpg&name=large

Even if you do manage to successfully get interest as a man and have a consistent dating and1.
sex life, there is a lot more effort required of you. Men are expected to initiate a conversation or
approach, be witty/entertaining, plan out dates, pay for dates (or at least offer), decide when to
escalate things physically while respecting boundaries ect... all of the rejection is outsourced
to us as men. A man has to build his value to get to the point where he is successful in dating,
while a woman simply has to be attractive. Here's an excerpt from a recently removed (I
wonder why? lol) r/dating post about what dating is like for a man that I found to be really
relatable.

I have to make her laugh, witty banter with her, ask her out on a date, logistically plan the
date, pay for the date, ask her out on a second date and so on.

It feels like playing the first few levels of a video game over and over.

I have to break the touch barrier. That burden is on me. I have initiate the hugging, hand
holding, kissing, making out and sex. If I fail to do so, in a limited window of time of
usually a couple of dates, I 100 percent wake up to a text message saying "you're a great
guy, but I'm just not feeling it is all."

Link to post:
https://www.reddit.com/r/dating/comments/vqmkmi/ive_used_hinge_for_a_year_this_is_what_its_li
ke/
Despite how bleak all of that seems, I firmly believe that the overwhelming majority of men can be
successful in dating if they are willing to put the work in. That means taking concrete, actionable
steps. Lifting weights consistently, get a well-suited haircut, striving to have a lucrative career,
putting yourself in uncomfortable situations to improve your social skills, adopting an outcome
independent mindset ect... it might be much harder depending on the hand you are dealt but such is
life.
Now to address the inevitable "why do you care?" posts: for the same reason I am pro-choice despite
abortion having essentially no impact on me. I think there is inherent value in recognizing challenges
that people outside of the groups you identify with face, and recognizing truth. In my opinion the
three biggest issues plaguing modern day dating are:

Entitlement and unrealistic standards of modern day women (women avg and below want the1.
same sort of dude: tall, handsome, successful) We need more accountability. Kevin Samuels
had the right idea, his delivery was just a bit too extreme. Women contribute to this by gassing
their friends up and not being realistic about the sort of man they can actually get. The
existence of fds is unironically because there's a lot of women who aim for guys that wont date
them.
Modern day men lacking ambition and assertiveness and spending too much time on porn and2.
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video games
Obesity. Barring an untreated medical condition nobody has an excuse to be obese. It's3.
unattractive to anyone who doesn't have a fetish for it. All women have to do is look good and
like 70% of them are still overweight. Body positivity is an issue. The average man is fat too
but at least he ain't calling himself a big beautiful man.
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American Culture is Simultaneously HYPERSEXUAL and
Sanctimoniously PURITAN
363 upvotes | February 10, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

Weird, isn't it? Drag culture, twerking, songs about wet pussies, Onlyfans... all of this is
inescapable. Sex work and sugar daddying gets a green light, but even a happy age gap couple is
viewed with suspect as 'creepy' or 'weird'....

Young woman doing porn - her body her choice
Young woman going naked for likes - her body her choice
Young woman doing sex work - her body her choice
Young woman suggar daddying - her body her choice
Young woman genuinely falling for an older guy - 'you've been groomed sis'

and this isn't even a feud between leftist and conservative culture, it's a schizoid attitude present in
same sex-positive "Yas queening" camp that brought us Tinder and normalized casual sex encounters
and which is now trying to have it both ways; a in your face 'twerk that shit' libertinism coupled with
a growing fear and disgust around any relationships you can't plug into a math equation.
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CMV: As a bisexual guy women are generally far more
homophobic than men are when it comes to their partner being
bisexual or having experimented with the same sex
362 upvotes | February 11, 2020 | by Yggdrasil93 | Link | Reddit Link

So, this is something I’ve noticed over the past 10 years or so but straight women tend to freak out if
they find out a guy they’re interested in or seeing, boyfriend or husband whatever has a history of
experimentation with other men or is bisexual. I’ve had it happen firsthand and seen it with others.
It’s a pretty well known trope among bisexual guys. Advice to stay closeted on Tinder and whatnot is
pretty standard because it’s a dealbreaker for a significant percentage of women.
Bisexual guys and gay dudes don’t give a shit if you’ve been with women. Generally speaking. If
anything it’s a turn on to them.
Maybe bisexual and lesbian women have different views but straight women tend to be mortified and
consider it a dealbreaker. Usually despite being very much the type to have rainbow social media
profile pictures, go to pride, gush about gay/lesbian couples and just basically being the stereotypical
“woke” politically correct girl.
This isn’t just something they wrinkle their nose about in private either many are vehemently
outspoken in private about how they could never date or sleep with a bi guy or guy who’s even slept
with another guy one time.
I really can’t figure out what the deal is but I think the main issue for them is they feel very
threatened by it. If you’re a guy and ever want to experience what a woman’s experience on Tinder or
Bumble or whatever is like just go make a Grindr account and watch your phone start to blow up with
thirsty guys.
It’s incredibly easy to hook up with dudes as a bi guy and I really do think straight girls get wigged
out by that because frankly a lot of them don’t really have all that much to offer other than sex.
They’re boring people and they know it.
If you press them on why it’s such an issue for them they get very defensive but usually just insist
that it’s “gross” or something along those lines. Just open and honest homophobia. It’s fine if you
suck my dick and 100 other girls suck my dick but if one guy is in the mix and sucks my dick now all
of a sudden there’s a problem... Okay.
We all know that 99% of straight guys either don’t care or think lesbians/bisexual women are hot.
It’s quite frustrating as someone who is bisexual but hetero-romantic but honestly I’m quite interested
to hear other perspectives on this as it’s an extremely well known issue among bi guys but we kind of
just shrug our shoulders and move on.
Thoughts?
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Women absolutely are not attracted to nice guys, and men
expressing their understandable frustration with the dishonesty
of them saying they do is met with shaming and attempts to
silence them. This is the foundation of TRP.
361 upvotes | April 11, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

I’m not talking about spineless betas feigning kindness to get laid. That narrative was cooked up by
feminists aiming to once again deflect and diminish the very real disparity between what they say
they want and what they actually want.
At this point I’m not entirely sure if the persistent “nice guy” narrative and villainization of men who
refer to themselves as nice originated with women’s embarrassment at their own sexual triggers and
psychology or resentment of men for calling them out on being dishonest about it. Likely a
combination of the two. They attempt to shut the conversation down before it even starts with “oh let
me guess you’re a “nice” guy or on Facebook by tagging any number of groups “I said I’m a nice guy
b****” or “not all men, but definitely this one” or the corny “I put the niceness coins in why didn’t
the sex fall out?”
The most infuriating is when they say “being nice is not a personality trait” or “it’s the bare
minimum.” The absolute most obnoxious is “women don’t owe you sex” which very few men
actually think.
To be clear, this is NOT explained away in terms of simple physical attractiveness - ie “women don’t
care HOW you behave it’s all about looks.” This is obviously bullshit, I have seen extremely
attractive men fail time and time again for being too submissive or nice. Women may notice a good
looking guy, but his behavior is what seduces her 99.999% of the time. Additionally, my own
personal experience as an attractive male I can tell you first hand my results skyrocketed when I
changed my behavior.
Either way, it is pretty obvious that they do not want genuinely wholesome and nice men, and I think
this is the foundation of TRP. Countless men can attest to their experience with improved success
upon ceasing the irresponsible advice indoctrinated to them by their mothers and an increasingly
gynocentric culture that stigmatizes the behaviors that women are genuinely attracted to by labeling
them “toxic masculinity.”
I can personally say with 100% certainty that I saw a night and day difference in my results after
going through the “anger” phase all men experience when they hit rock bottom after trying every
possible way to be the hopeless romantic women insist they desire and coming up empty handed. In
fact, it goes well beyond being more “confident” and “assertive.” I have had markedly better results
when I am genuinely a dick to women. I hear people say “those are just toxic women” or “you
shouldn’t want those types anyway” but I’ve had these same results with genuinely good girls, not
just trashy bar hoes or TikTok thots.
The reason for this I believe is two things. The first one is the big elephant in the room that nobody
seems to want to acknowledge. Women like dominant men. The very act of sex is an aggressive,
submissive act for them and they have even become extremely open about how rough they like it to
be. It goes well beyond spanking and choking, I’ve had girls legit ask me to hit them and throw them.
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You can’t say that this desire does not carry over or translate into what turns them on in terms of
behavior. Obviously not in the physical sense but psychologically women are drawn to men who
don’t give a shit, who are dominant and imposing enough to protect them and their offspring.
The second is the effect of the vast majority of men showering women with compliments and
exhibiting the same type of behavior. Of course it has become ineffective, if it ever was to begin with.
TLDR: Women are dishonest with what they say they truly want in a man, causing a continual
conflict and adding to an already bad situation regarding dating and gender dynamics. They then lash
out on men when they voice their understandable frustration with this dishonesty by shaming them in
order to silence them, creating a seemingly endless cycle of hostility between the genders.
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"Too Many Men Are Addicted to Video Games" sayz da
ladies...
361 upvotes | May 11, 2020 | by Sid_Insidious | Link | Reddit Link
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Why would a young, virgin woman want to marry a man over
30 who is not even religious?
361 upvotes | December 16, 2020 | by NewStartOnceAgain | Link | Reddit Link

Many Red Pillers here are acting like middle aged men can marry virgin, tradcon women. I have seen
Red Pillers say that they will fuck around until their late 30s or 40s and then find a virgin or low-n 20
years old.
However, why would a young, virgin tradcon woman want to marry a significantly older man who is
not even religious and who used to be a player in his youth? Why would her family want her to marry
a man like that? I have never seen it. Unless the man is literally a millionaire, he's not going to date
women in their 20s when he is in his late 30s or 40s. The only young women who date significantly
older men are women with daddy issues. (I know because I have been in this situation) These women
are unlikely to be the virgin trad fantasy that some here want.
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Women claim all guys, even below average men, struggle
because they all want "hot supermodel stacies" and yet they
defend women who have delusional, unrealistic standards
361 upvotes | August 6, 2022 | by HazyMemory7 | Link | Reddit Link

How is it that simultaneously women criticize average men and below that struggle to date for
supposedly aiming for "super model stacies" and yet, a woman with standards so unrealistic that
she'll never attract a man that meets them is met with "Yass queen" sentiments all around?
Women say women should be able to have whatever standards they want without being criticized for
their delusion and entitlement if those standards are: 1. Unrealistic 2. They refuse to improve
themselves to attract someone that meets those standards.
Yet they'll turn around and tell men stop going for 9/10 super models and then maybe you'll be
successful in dating. So which is it? Can you have whatever standards you want, or does that only
apply to women? Can I became an obese, err I mean big beautiful broke man and aim for a beautiful
fit woman in her early 20s without being shamed for it?
Accountability isn't very common in modern day women. Moreover, the notion that men who are
average and below are all shooting for model tier women is a laughable myth that just gets parroted
to gaslight men. Men rate women's attractiveness like a bell curve, women rate 80% of men as below
average. In truth, delusion and entitlement are both negative traits that warrant criticism. A lot of
other people seem to agree with me, as evidenced by Kevin Samuels' meteoric rise on YT.
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Women’s filtering methods are far more effective at
eliminating HVM than LVM
360 upvotes | January 12, 2021 | by ForeignHumor788 | Link | Reddit Link

This is with regards to relationship. For sex it’s entirely different.
A ton of women who complain about not finding good partners are only struggling because they
make themselves unattractive and unapproachable to the actually good partners.
In an attempt to weed out fuckboys and LVM, women often tend to put up a bunch of barriers,
demands and requirements. Some even write actively “no fuckboys” etc in their profile.
And while they think they are just communicating their standards, what they’re really doing is
signaling their baggage to the guys who are actually reading their profiles, while completely missing
their intended mark, the guys who don’t even read their profile and just swipe.
Meanwhile, the guys who are actually HVM aren’t going to put up a bunch of effort for an average
girl with a hostile attitude, because they already have tons of alternatives.
Its like when mediocre companies put up recruitment ads for a average job where they ask you to go
through some tedious, drawn out process just to apply. Unless you’re NASA, people who actually
have a good cv and talent don’t need to put up with that shit. In their attempt to find the best, these
companies inadvertently eliminate all but the most desperate and unappealing.
It’s a complete failure to understand both their own position and their own offer with regards to their
“competition”
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Sounds about right
359 upvotes | May 8, 2020 | by applejaque | Link | Reddit Link
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Men and women can be friends, the only reason you don’t
think so is because you aren’t willing to be friends with
someone you aren’t sexually attached to.
359 upvotes | December 22, 2020 | by BagBoth | Link | Reddit Link

It’s more often than not, men who say that men and women can’t be friends and I think there are two
main reasons a man (or women for that matter) may think this:

he’s not ever been friends with or willing to be friends with a women unless he finds her
attractive, so has never been just friends with a women.
whenever he’s sort out a friendship with a woman it’s with an ulterior motive; to eventually
develop a sexual relationship.

Which is why I don’t think it’s true that men and women can’t be friends, but more an ignorant
opinion that’s formed when an individual only places sexual value in the other gender.
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“RP” stands for role play
359 upvotes | October 17, 2019 | by DOSGAMES | Link | Reddit Link
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How are women supposed to appreciate male attention when
it’s so cheap?
358 upvotes | January 31, 2020 | by twopeas3296 | Link | Reddit Link

It always confuses me when men here admit that guys will happily fuck nearly any and every woman
and in the same breath criticize women for not “appreciating” the abundance of attention they get.
Am I really supposed to feel thankful that guys who’d p&d Bus Driver Bertha would also spread
some dick my way? I also laugh when guys say “it’s impossible for women to be insecure; look at all
the validation they get from men!” Yeah, because male validation (something given freely and
blindly) means so, so much.
Am I just missing something?
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As a man who’s dated quite a bit, I’ve found more women tend
to be socially maladjusted than more men.
357 upvotes | March 2, 2023 | by Mrbig_1210 | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve had quite a few experiences with women who straight up ignored, disrespected, or were
oblivious to boundaries or social cues.
Just last week I was on a date and we went back to my place. I was showing the girl around and she
immediately just started going through my stuff, unprompted. I asked her not to do that and she
literally couldn’t understand why it’s rude to go through someone’s things when you don’t know
them
I’ve dated girls who, when telling them I’m not in the mood for sex, literally forced themselves on
me. That’s literally assault
I once went on a date a girl who would talk incessantly about herself, her interests, her family/job etc.
and when I asked her if there was anything she’d like to know about me she said “ummm….nothing I
can think of at the moment”
My point being that yes, a lot of men have terrible social skills, but they tend to get held accountable
either socially or criminally, but I don’t see women with bad social skills ever getting held
responsible.
I’ve known far more women who lacked proper social skills, even in my family, than I have men
Edit: those of you saying “but but you’re a man who dares women so therefore this is just anecdotal”
You missed my point My point is women, especially attractive women, tend to be more socially
maladjusted bc they often don’t suffer the social/legal repercussions that men do when behaving in
such ways and can get away with said behavior
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Is Gen-Z's dating and sex problem actually just caused by them
not having many friends or much of a social life?
357 upvotes | August 18, 2020 | by neualgae | Link | Reddit Link

I saw this thread a few days ago by a 23-year-old woman, and something stood out to me that wasn't
addressed much in the comments:

Making friends is basically impossible as an adult. You can't just come up to strangers and
even if you're lucky enough to have a good conversation with a stranger, odds are they'll
immediately ghost you online and you'll never see them again.

...

On top of how easy it is to find a fuck buddy vs a friend in our incredibly lonely and
isolated society, where we're all so goddamn deprived of warmth that we'd do anything just
to feel

Now the OP sounds depressed and it's easy to just brush it off as that, but this isn't just an isolated
case, it's a generational trend. 37% of Gen-Z has seen a mental health professional. 58% report
feeling "depressed or sad". Gen-Z scores the highest on loneliness. There is a trend towards younger
generations having less friends. In addition to having less sex, Gen-Z is also less likely to go out,
drink alcohol, have a job, or even get their driver's license - they don't have IRL social lives to the
extent that older generations did growing up.
The young posters on here sometimes complain that the older posters ("older" including millennials)
don't get that "no one meets through friends anymore", and it is true that online dating is the most
common way people meet their partners these days. But maybe we're making it seem easier than it
really is for them - Gen-Z members have less friends, so their friends have less mutual friends for
them to meet, and they aren't partying as much, so they have less opportunities to meet new people.
Some posters would like us to believe that online dating just came along in 2012 and ruined the
dating scene. I think it's more likely that general smartphone/social media-induced isolation came
along and ruined the dating scene, and online dating just filled the void.
What do you guys think? Is there really just a dating/sex problem with young people these days, or do
they have a broader social problem that needs to be addressed first? How do you think things could
improve for them?
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Women dont want less sex than men. They want less sex with
YOU
357 upvotes | September 16, 2020 | by lepetitdaddydupeuple | Link | Reddit Link

I regularly hear on this subreddit the following affirmations :

Women trade sex for ressources / money / a relationship
Women like sex less than men / want sex less than men
Women almost never initiate the sexual act

This have not been my experience at all. Me (a man) and my (women) partners initiate sex about the
same amount. I never paid anything for it, and it seems like they're enjoying it at least as much as me,
or more.
I talked about this to a few male friends and it seems like my closest friends share my experience,
however some other friends share the opposite where they feel like they have to initiate sex more and
their partners dont seem as enthusiastic about sex as them.
I talked to some female friends about it and the ones that initiate sex less, unsurprisingly, report less
satisfaction in bed and in their relationships.
So the only conclusion I see from this is that this does not depend on some weird genetic gender
difference. Or at least that it is not the main factor.
Unsurprisingly, your partner will initiate sex more often if they enjoy it more. Which seems to
depend on the following criterias :

How good the relationship currently is
How attractive you are
How good at sex you are
Their current mood

Also, before you start explaining how testosterone makes men more horny, please remember that
oestrogens also make people more horny. Hornyness is not a male thing, it's a human thing.
Edit: spelling
Edit2: will reply more tonight or tomorrow, have some work rn
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"Rape" fantasies are the result of being sexually repressed.
They are not an actual desire to be raped.
356 upvotes | January 30, 2021 | by iloveyoubutyou | Link | Reddit Link

A lot of us religious women have "rape" fantasies because we possess this desire to have sex without
having to be morally accountable for choosing it. In these fantasies we are allowed to enjoy the gift of
sex guilt-free, because we technically didn't chose to, the man did.
That absolutely does not mean we want to be raped irl. The fantasies stay inside our head and if we
choose to have sex we accept the guilt. Real rape is degrading and terrifying and painful, and we
don't want any part of that.
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Lack of empathy for the opposite gender
356 upvotes | February 9, 2022 | by SupermarketFun21 | Link | Reddit Link

Maybe I'm being Captain Obvious here, but both men and women on this sub tend to be completely
unhinged in their dismissal of the other gender's struggles.
Men- When you say things like "women go through life on super duper easy mode," I know you're
thinking of dating and socializing, but do you really think dating and socializing are the entirety of
life? I don't imagine it's easy to suffer bleeding and cramps every 4 weeks, to carry around a human
being in your stomach for 9 months, or to suffer what's universally recognized as excruciating pain to
squeeze said human out of one's vagina. This should all be completely common sense. Additionally,
women must go through life taking safety precautions that men never even have to think about.
Again, just think outside of the dating realm and it's not remotely hard to see where women do not
have it easy.
Women- When you compare your dating struggles to men's, you're the same as a guy who thinks
pregnancy and childbirth are just as hard on the man. In the dating world, the onus is entirely on men.
You needing to vet your options is obviously not on the same level as men having to do all the work
to create any options (and, of course, vet them too). Additionally, much less is expected of you in
order to be considered high value. You do not need to worry about height, money, social status,
building muscle, getting good at starting and carrying conversations, being witty and humorous (and
doing so without offending or coming off too weird), planning dates, or initiating the right amount of
physical escalation. The only female equivalent to this (i.e. something only expected of women) is
makeup. And if you live in the west, you have the additional benefit that there are far more men than
women actively trying to date, skewing the odds massively in your favor. If you think none of this
really matters because dating is such a trivial part of life, count yourself lucky that it's trivial for you.
Between the burden of initial courtship (which involves many failures and must be repeated for each
one) and the longer list of expectations in order to have high value, men can, and often do, spend
thousands of hours of their lives in pursuit of dating success that women simply do not have to.
So yeah, can we all stop being so blinded by the rage of "how hard we have it" that we callously
dismiss the very real struggles of those who aren't like us?
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There is no 100% PC Way of Approaching Women Without
Risking to Appear CREEPY
356 upvotes | August 24, 2021 | by Romeo_Is_Bleedin | Link | Reddit Link

it's attractive for a man to be able to approach a woman with confidence."Yikes! Women will1.
assume you want to sleep with them which is a turn off!"
just approach women, be upfront and honest with your intentions from the get-go."Eww, this2.
creepo thinks it is okay to harass women on the subway"
try some more social events, like night clubs!"OMG, I'm just trying to enjoy a night out with my3.
friends!"
University is a great place to meet girls!"The lecture hall isn't a meat market and women don't4.
really appreciate someone hitting on them when they're trying to focus on understanding the
course material."
Just ask girls out you meet at the bar or social events "uhhmmm... I don't... Like... Even...5.
Know you...."
it's easier to ask a girl out in your social circle"But It's sooo awkward hanging out with him6.
after that"

These were all considered safe bets on PDD, but for each one I found, no matter how benign it
seemed, people saying it was inappropriate.
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Men or women are not "privileged". There are just some
advantages/disadvantages of being man/woman and they just
envy each others advantages while overlooking the
disadvantages.
356 upvotes | April 1, 2021 | by le_me_fucking_ur_mum | Link | Reddit Link

It's the basically "the grass is greener" syndrome.
One gender is not privileged over the other, it's that they have different advantages/disadvantages.
Men complain about average women having easy time dating/finding sex and they perceive it as
"privilege" because they feel it's not fair. And women complain about men being taken more
seriously in jobs and being physically stronger, and that not fair either. But, there's always some
"BUT" and people refuse to see it, they only see the good side.
In my opinion, as long as there are disadvantages to balance out advantages, no one is right when
accusing other gender of being "privileged". You basically see only the area that you desire to be
more successful in in other gender that you're just envious of (men see easy sex, women see power)
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Men's standards are too low
354 upvotes | February 4, 2022 | by DrinkItInMan11 | Link | Reddit Link

And unfortunately I know that's not going to change anytime soon. There's going to be a few people
in here who on about "muh beauty standards" but reality is......
The bar is on the floor for women. It is not hard to be considered a good choice by a man, from what
I've seen from the average man, all they want is just someone who shows affection and cares about
him, but that's ultimately because men aren't given the luxury of being showered with compliments,
are raised differently in general to the point that one compliment to most men on a regular day will
stay with them for years to come.
Men's standards for women are so low that a mere compliment is enough for them. But it's not just
that, from childhood, men aren't taught or told that they deserve the best for them, men aren't taught
to have standards, the summary of what men are taught is basically:
"Just take what you can get and be grateful for it, just accept that."
Men are told from the beginning to accept low standards and take the first option that pops up, it
doesn't allow men to truly develop standards for themselves or other people.
And the men who do have standards are often ostracised for being too shallow.
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Men aren’t angry because they realized women want Chad.
They’re angry because they realized they aren’t Chad.
351 upvotes | February 21, 2020 | by andidontcarehowufeel | Link | Reddit Link

Let’s face it: testosterone is a hell of a drug. It can make you see god himself when you look in the
mirror. That innate ego mixed with social conditioning makes most men view themselves as the best
of them and overestimate their feats (see ‘The confidence gap’). Any threat to the contrary might as
well be a threat to their manhood (and any threat to their manhood might as well be a threat to their
life).
“Chad” is a name to describe the quintessential male- the alpha of the pack- the peak of manhood.
Basically, the best man. Before men of the manosphere had to accept that women are attracted to
these men (something they all inherently knew), they had to first accept something absolutely
shattering: they’re not him. They are not the best. They are lesser men. And they’ve been lying to
themselves their entire lives.
Very understandably, most men cannot accept this. It goes against nature, really. Testosterone won’t
even “let” someone accept such a defeat. So while they’re logical enough to admit that “Chad” is
desirable to women, they don’t have it in them to accept the implications. For this reason, many men
choose to believe that “Chad” is simply what women consider to be the best, and that they’re
obviously malinformed. Other men, to lessen the embarrassment of thinking too highly of
themselves, choose to believe that women as a whole lied to them about what they desired, and that
they couldn’t have helped their false views. Anything to not come face to face with the fact that
they’re not the men they thought they were.
In conclusion, it’s all deflection.
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Women struggle to find relationships, but get sex easily. But if
men struggle, they struggle in both.
349 upvotes | January 24, 2021 | by geyejoe7 | Link | Reddit Link

Women are gatekeepers of sex, while men are gatekeepers of relationships.
This might have been true in the past, but it is no longer.
Women are the majority shareholders of sex and relationships.
Why would a woman rather be in a relationship with you, than just fuck you? Before there were
reasons, but now that women are equals, those reasons are gone.
While the top 20% (or less) of men can sometimes choose to just hookup and then gatekeep
relationships, the majority of men usually don't have the luxury of either.
On the other hand, the women that only choose to date 7/10 and above men, WILL struggle to lock
them down in relationships.
But women that date below a 7, will have NO ISSUE finding a partner. And probably a damn good
one too.
Whenever I see women complaining about being single, it's most often their bad decisions or lack
there of that lead them into that predicament.
Either know your worth and lower your standards, or rise up to your standards.
Edit: automod
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American culture is simultaneously hyper-sexualized and
sanctimoniously puritan
347 upvotes | July 27, 2021 | by Romeo_Is_Bleedin | Link | Reddit Link

It is so weird. Drag culture, twerking, songs about wet pussies, onlyfans and all of this is
inescapable. Sex work and sugar daddying gets a "you go girl", but genuinely falling for an older
guy is "creepy and pedophilic"....
Sex rates for men are down and people are losing their virginity later in life. And if a guy raised in
this culture spills his frustrations about not getting any, he is immediately viewed with suspect. He is
creepshamed for both**;** failing to get laid , and feeling "entitled" to what society constantly tells
him is the ultimate thing to experience --
Today you can get lectured on the dangers of sexual objectification by people who have a
onlyfans link in their twitter bio.
-- the "have sex" mock-argument used by online feminists and their allies epitomizes this schitzoid
attitude- the people posting "have sex" will at the same time do everything to narrow down the field
of acceptable sexuality to men who already struggle; "Have sex" just not with 18 year old women cuz
they're literally children, "have sex" just don't bother women going on their day, "have sex" but not
with you coworkers because it ruins the dynamic, "have sex" but don't bother women on their girly
night out, "Have sex" but swipe left if you're under 6ft, "have sex" but don't prey on women below
your power level because it might cause a "power imbalance"...
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Men are less interested in relationships due to changing gender
roles
346 upvotes | July 12, 2021 | by _Neon_Shadow_ | Link | Reddit Link

We always discuss how feminism has caused women to rethink gender roles, but we never hear the
same for men. I believe these last few years have caused men to reevaluate their gender role. Namely:
being the pursuer and prize. Women believe they are the prize and want to be treated as such. This
mentality results in them treating their partner as if they are disposable. Women believe it is the man's
job to make them happy and carry the relationship. This is a raw deal for men, because they should be
seen as a prize and romanced too. Unfortunately, modern women are too narcissistic to do this.
Men have realized they deserve partners that are just as willing to jump through hoops, do grand
romantic gestures, and be ACTIVE participants in love instead of passive ones. Relationships have
changed, gender roles have changed, and men have changed. Women can either embrace it or stay
single. Too many women are lazy, self absorbed, passive partners. If thats ok with you, don't be upset
when men put in the same effort as you -- none.
Fellas... know your worth, Kings. Don't chase.
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r/femaledatingstrategy is disgusting.
346 upvotes | October 28, 2019 | by geyejoe7 | Link | Reddit Link

I have been on this subb for less then 10 minutes and have read multiple "most popular" posts that
basically write about how you should use men for money, and how "caring about them being
generous" is non-negotiable and ALSO (and get this) not greedy.
How in the fuck do those �'s think that making a man pay on the first date, and ditching them
afterwards because they "dared to ask to split the check" is an okay thing to do..?
You don't deserve shit from anyone. And that includes men. If a guy doesn't wanna pay on the first
date, it's a sign that he is being careful with his spending, and doesn't want to risk losing money on
dates where he never had a chance with the chick in the first place... It's not an investment, if it's a
scam.
Now that men know women do this for sure, and it's backed up by tons of posts, do you think men
will be more or less likely to pay on the first date???
I mean seriously... They claim they just want a good man, and then list a bunch of things they mean
by that (good looking, well groomed, respects them as equals, is "generous", etc.)
Nah. Y'all just some money hungry wh**es that want free dinners and lunches.
Just be normal ffs. I haven't gone to see posts from red pilled men, but it's probably the same, just the
other way around. From what I've heard from them on this sub, I think they care more about self-
improvement and (some of them, not all) about using women for your personal needs (often sex).
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Most men are simply too shy, but women wouldn't be any more
confident if they were in their place
346 upvotes | January 25, 2020 | by SomeTurdInTheWind | Link | Reddit Link

One thing I have noticed among my male peers is that the vast majority are very insecure about
approaching the women they like, for countless reasons. I'm too ugly, I'm going to make an
embarrassment of myself, she's going to think I'm creepy, I'm going to get rejected and look
desperate...
Yes, all those things are true, but some guys simply stop caring about anyone else's opinions and do
whatever they want, even if it makes others uncomfortable or confused. Those are the men women
think about the most, because they're the only men that actually hit on them. The rest of guys either
rarely approach or never do.
Which is precisely why being a selfish jerk often leads men to have more sex. I don't a shit about
other people --> it's fine to interrupt their day and make them uncomfortable by hitting on them --> I
hit on lots of women over the month --> at least a few say yes so I get laid. On the other hand, I care
about other people and I'm afraid of bothering them --> I rarely hit on women because I think I will
be annoying --> I rarely or never get laid.
But to be fair, women wouldn't be any braver if they suddenly woke up in a man's body. Think of all
the men you meet across your week. What percentage do you wish you were hit on by? Imagine you
were one of your male acquaintances. How often would you be brave enough to approach the women
in your environment?
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When discussing dating, women do not consider the average
men as people so they compare themselves to the top 10%
which is why they think dating is harder for them.
346 upvotes | May 20, 2022 | by realityczech89 | Link | Reddit Link

So when they look at their struggles in dating, the only thing they compare it to is the top percentile
of men. These men have relatively no issues when it comes to dating so when women compare
themselves to them, it’s seems like they have it so much harder.
However they fail to consider average looking men as people. So when they bring up their dating
struggles, women immediately shut them down as they believe it’s so easy for all men.
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CMV: There are far more “Amber Heard’s” out there than
women let on.
344 upvotes | August 9, 2022 | by Truth_Antisocial | Link | Reddit Link

Most women like to pretend that abusive women are extreme outliers and should never be cited as
representative of any commonly observed female behavior.
In reality, there are very common if not inherent traits in women that make woman-on-man abusive
relationships far more commonplace than we as a society acknowledge.
The difference, of course, is that there is no in-group-bias from men to side with other men (as there
is with women), nor a disposition to instinctively protect other men (as there is with women).
In fact, as we often see on PPD, and certainly on reddit, and to a large extent entertainment, media
and our culture as a whole, men are met with scorn and ridicule for bringing these issues up. Even on
an individual level if men acknowledge or “call out” a woman who is engaging in such abuse, they
will get dogpiled and called a misogynist or worse.
These women wield their collective victim status as a weapon and use it at every turn to justify things
up to and including murder or mutilation of men.
The result is generally indifference if not outright laughter.
There is also a very common refrain from women when they see a woman do something like cheat,
lie or attack a man: “Well, what did he do to make her do that?!?”
Additionally, the far more common brand of abuse women are likely to engage in is not nearly as
spectacular as the violent but even more uncommon men who leave literal bruises on their victims.
Women generally use emotional cruelty, social attacks and shaming tactics and gaslighting to hurt
their victim.
I would argue that, as bad as it is to be a victim of physical violence, the potential for long term
damage is just as real with long term emotional abuse.
Of course, the usual suspects will come out to "both sides" this and declare that men do this too, and
that is of course true, but it is not a male abuser's usual modus operandi.
This would be a bit like saying “women use violence against / rape men to” - It’s certainly true, but
that’s not their primary instrument on inflicting damage and attempting to control a relationship.
You saw, and still see this with many women defending Amber Heard.
The one and only reason Heard isn’t being universally heralded as a “survivor” and a “brave warrior
for victims” is because there was literal audio recordings of her point-blank saying what she did, and
even that she’d do it again.
That’s where we are. That’s what it takes for even some women to finally stop defending another
woman. And even then, many women will shrug it off (see: Cardi B), if not applaud you for it.
I would argue that the mentality / line of thinking of the character Amy Dunne from Gone Girl is not
too far off for a large percentage of women in this category. No, not the murder, and outlandish
revenge plans, but the feeling that “anything goes” to get back at a man that scorned them.
There are also many women that see any act of cruelty or indifference expressed towards an
individual man’s suffering as somehow merely balancing the scales after “hundreds of years of
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patriarchy”. (see: Male tears)
Finally, women very much like to exclaim how they all have experienced some form of “sexual
assault and harassment” in their life, and because of that girls need to be taught about how dangerous
men are from an early age. The "poison M&M" analogy is a favorite.
This is absolutely true. It’s beyond question that the most girls experience at least sexual harassment
and worse before they reach adulthood.
Yet, if a man expresses trepidation at various tells women may exhibit that indicate possible toxic
femininity, they are, yet again, met with insults and shaming.
It is also true that just about every man I know personally who has dated more than, say, 3 woman
has dated an Amber Heard type. Somebody who has used vindictive and vicious methods to inflict
abuse and pain on her partner all while deftly gaslighting and eroding the man's soul and sense of self
by means of using her own inherent victim status and the man's in-built instinct to act as a protector
for her.
For some reason, that isn’t discussed as a concern to be addressed because men’s problems are not
considered collective problems the way women’s are.
Despite the ruinous effects women like this have on men, his mental and financial health and even his
social standing should the woman (as these types often do) go on a social assasination campaign
against the man who "wronged" her and are met with little, if any consequences for it.
TLDR: As many women are “Amber Heard” type of abusive and toxic women as there are abusive
and toxic men. However, other women apologize for, excuse and often celebrate their behavior or
outright deny it even happens.
Please keep in mind that the point of this post is not to claim that the abuse women suffer at the hands
of men is not a very real issue, nor that it is somehow uncommon. The point is to point out the glaring
discrepancy in how we address men's issues, talk about them and give men the tools and information
to navigate and recover from them vs what we (correctly) do for women who suffer.
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People are allowed to have ridiculously high standards if they
want to, even if it doesn't suit your own tastes.
344 upvotes | June 1, 2021 | by beefstue | Link | Reddit Link

I see a lot of people on here complaining about women and men having "unrealistically high
standards" to the point where people are just getting mad because someone might someone with a lot
of money or good looks. If someone wants a sugar daddy or just a rich husband, who cares? Just don't
chase them if you know you're gonna have a bad time. There's no point in shaming someone into
lowering their standards because you don't fit the bill or because it seems "entitled" to you. Even
entitled people are allowed to be entitled and annoying. Just don't surround yourself with people you
don't agree with and you'll probably have a way better time.
Ik FDS is brought up a lot here. I do see that some women on there want their date to pay for the
whole dinner or whatever it is, but why should that bother anyone when they're not the one taking
them on the date? If someone is aware that others might expect a free dinner, why not clear things up
ahead of time so there's no unpleasant surprises? I actually like the fact that they know what they
want, even if its not the same thing that I personally want. Personally I think dudes with curly
mustaches look really annoying, and I'd never date a man who puts patchouli wax in their shit to
make lt curly like the monopoly man's stache. Personally i think they look needy but I dont let them
stay rent free in MY head.
People can want what they want �
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It's OK for a man to have preferences on N-count, dating
history and promiscuity
344 upvotes | September 7, 2020 | by PickleLine | Link | Reddit Link

I'm seeing a disturbing trend where men are attacked for simply having dating preferences.
It's OK for men to have dating preferences for any of the following:

Amount of casual sex she had
N-count
Dating history of unwholesome men
How revealing her clothing is
Sex work

I see men getting attacked for simply stating their preference like "I'm uncomfortable dating a woman
who has had too much casual sex or dresses very revealing". It wouldn't be OK for the man to call
those women a slut for having those traits. But it's 100% OK for him to have and state his preference.
It doesn't make him a misogynist or sexist.
Also, it's OK for a man to be hypocritical about his preferences because men and women experience
dating differently. The symbolism, effects and experiences of those traits are entirely different for
men and women.
Edit:
The main argument is that the man isn't a misogynist, sexist or bad person for simply having the
preferences. It's OK if people say that it's irrational to have the preferences. It's not OK for people to
attack his character and to call him a bad person for having preferences.
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We all know the truth ladies...
344 upvotes | January 2, 2021 | by jayda92 | Link | Reddit Link
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CMV: Men are still expected to honor societal contracts while
women are taught full hedonism
343 upvotes | June 5, 2021 | by angels-fan | Link | Reddit Link

I'm having a formation of a thought that hasn't really formed altogether, so I wanted to see if I'm
wrong about this.
There's something itching in the back of my mind that says we still expect men to sacrifice for the
good of society, but women have pretty much gone full hedonist and every decision they make is
"what's best for me."
There's a long list of things that we, as a society, expect out of men. If a man doesn't fulfill most of
these contracts, he's shamed as a low value male and pretty much shunned from society.
Feminism is fighting hard to make sure that any woman is not subject to any social contracts, and
expects nothing less than "what's best for me" with no thought at all to what is best for society to
function, instead of what is best for women.
This is fine if just a few narcissists take this stance, but when most women break the societal
contracts, it starts to cause problems in our society.
I'm not sure that society can function well without some social contracts that are unfavorable to a
gender, but favorable to society overall.
Is there any truth to this?
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If women gave genuinely good relatiomship advice to men, then
boys raised under single mother households would have the
best dating outcomes.
343 upvotes | December 28, 2021 | by RandomRedditGuy322 | Link | Reddit Link

It's not that women give bad advice. It's that women give bad advice to men.
Even to their own sons, a mother will give him dating advice that is HORRIBLE for him, but good
for some random woman she hasn't even ever met. Advice like always having to accept women for
who they are, "waiting you turn" and allowing your future partner to mature. And any other AF/BB
nonsense like that. That's the dating advice most women give to their sons.
This largely results in 2 outcomes.
1.) The son never being successful in dating, remaining in the household and the mother never losing
the son to another woman.
Or
2.) The son does find a woman that he settles for, is never truly happy because the only reason he
settled for her is because his mom told him it was the right thing to do, and he stays with her until she
divorces him or he dies, whichever comes first.
In case 1, the mother is giving the son advice to benefit herself. In case 2, the mother is giving the son
advice to benefit a random woman she's never met.
In all cases, women only give men relationship advice that benefits women, whether that be
themselves or random strangers. They will never, not even for the own sons, give relationship advice
that comes to the detriment of the female collective.
In other words, if a man is ever given advice by a woman, that advice is not for his own
advancement, but rather given specifically to protect the sisterhood in general.
And I find this all to be very sad, tbh.
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Hook up culture and society makes being a romantic basically
impossible, even for those that want to be.
343 upvotes | August 14, 2020 | by AnonPinkLady | Link | Reddit Link

Note: I am a 23 F, pink pilled af. I wanted to be clear on that because I'm sure what I'm about to say
will be very relatable to red pillers, hence it might be assumed I am one
TLDR; hook up culture and casual sex attitudes are so intensely mainstream that there's hardly a
point in being a sexually conservative romantic anymore and I feel as if I might as well partake
anyway
When I was in my teens I was super duper romantic and wanted my first time to be special etc. And
into my early twenties, this belief continued. Every partner I was intimate with was meant to be the
one, and when it didnt work out I was always devastated. I never did anything casual and spent years
getting to know my partners. I always wanted every time I had sex to hold meaning and I didnt want
to date anyone that hadn't lived their life the exact same way. I'm 23 now and have still only had 2
sexual partners total and both times, I'd wanted them to be a life long relationship.
Unfortunately my last relationship did something really fucked up to me. I don't want to go into
details but I've been depressed as fuck, void of most emotions, miserable and intensely apathetic. It
was then that I realized that basically hook up culture has fucked me and my beliefs over completely
and it was slowly feeling more and more impossible to stick to my standards.
For one, people are completely unapproachable in person. Making friends is basically impossible as
an adult. You can't just come up to strangers and even if you're lucky enough to have a good
conversation with a stranger, odds are they'll immediately ghost you online and you'll never see them
again. My depression made it even harder for me to keep conversations alive because it felt like no
one was truly interested in me so why even try?
But finding a fuck buddy is so easy it's not even funny. It is basically 10x easier to find someone
willing to fuck me than be a genuine friend to me. Strangers on the internet just line up in my DMs.
It's not like I'm asking for it either. Everyone just wants to fuck. Sadly even people that pretend to
want more, I. E. A relationship, dont actually try to get to know anything about me they just like me
looks. They just want easy access to sex and relationships are definitely one way to get that. They
dont even realize that's what they truly want but it's so goddamn obvious. They never learn a damn
thing about me.
On top of how easy it is to find a fuck buddy vs a friend in our incredibly lonely and isolated society,
where we're all so goddamn deprived of warmth that we'd do anything just to feel, it's pretty
impossible to find someone else that is just as passionate about the meaning of sex as I am. Everyone
is hooking up like fucking crazy and that just makes it worse because it means I'll always be alone
with these beliefs and feelings. Even if I find someone special he's probably going to have a history
of fucking strangers and I'll just be expected to not be bothered by it
And society has completely normalized the idea that this behavior can just get a free pass. To the
point that trying to vent about a past guy that destroyed a relationship with me over his obsession
with fucking other women, is responded to with "well you're both young and everyone experiments
when they're young..." so not only is it just easier to fuck people than be alone all the time and
miserable, and not only will every partner you ever date have done it and you'll just have to live
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with... but every gets a perfect free pass to do whatever they want rn and I'm not allowed to criticize
or be bothered by it. Everything shit thing people are doing rn will be waved away a few years later
with "I was young. Everyone fucks around when they're young" and the world will treat this like a
perfect excuse.
So why not just fuck a bunch of strangers to feel something in this godforsaken lonely earth, if
society says I can get away with it like it never happened anyway? It feels completely pointless to be
myself if being myself will always render me utterly alone in my beliefs and I could just as easily
recklessly use numerous men, be incredibly self serving and emotionally numb and detached and
never have to do anything to justify it.
Why even bother being the best me I can be if I can be shitty, live an easier life, and never have to be
responsible for it in my later years when everyone is "settling down"...
Why even bother? I can do whatever awful shit is most convenient and just tell people it's in the past
and they therefore can't judge me for it. So you see even if your soulmate is out there, he or she is
probably numbly giving into hook up culture because living by their beliefs feels useless and painful
and isolating..
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No guy wants to be "husband material" over "hookup
material"
343 upvotes | August 17, 2022 | by redemption_soon1 | Link | Reddit Link

I think this is a big insecurity guys have and a big factor that they do not like their partners having a
high n count: they perceive formally promiscuous women as generally sleeping with men they find
attractive (or too attractive to reliably commit), while getting into relationships with men they find
less so. Essentially, the guy fears that if he met his current girlfriend while she was in her hoe phase,
she wouldn't even look his way and end up with some better looking guy. The only reason why he
was able to obtain her was because he invested significant time, effort, and attention, all so that she
gives him the same sexual access it took another guy 2 hours to obtain. The girl claims that makes
him "husband material", but to the guy, it feels like he has to compensate for a lack of looks by his
attention, and that sucks.
Edit: I am not saying being husband material is bad. Rather, there is a general perception among guys
(whether or not this is true) that women often settle hooking up for men they find very attractive,
while forcing men who are not as attractive to demonstrate his commitment to the girl. Thats where
the insecurity of merely being "husband material" comes from - its knowing that some other guy
could get the same reaction and attraction from your girl merely from an hour of flirting at a bar,
while you may have had to spend weeks or months applying romantic pressure.
Edit 2: Some people are missing the point here. Its not about being able to have sex with the girl or
how any times you can have sex with her etc etc. Its that as a guy, oftentimes you find yourself
having to spend significant energy on a girl to make her attracted to you because she didn't find you
attractive in the first place. So therefore, it is a place of insecurity knowing that there were lots of
other guys that she had initial attraction towards that compelled her to sleep with them, while you
were the chump who needed to do alot more.
Edit 3: wow this comment section is turning into a war zone. Look, if someone responds in a cordial
manner saying why they disagree with me, then I will do the same. If someone responds in a mocking
fashion, then I will do the same. I mean no harm from any of my responses but thats how life works.
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The women who advise men they should get to know women as
"people" first before trying anything also crap on "sneaky nice
guys" for having with ulterior motives
342 upvotes | December 10, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

Confidently approach women you feel attracted to, be upfront, honest and clear with your intentions
from the get-go:

maybe get to know women as people first, not as potential sex and relationship targets!"

play it slow, go the friends first route, maybe it will lead to something more:

"Yikes**,** men will literally cosplay friendship in the hopes of being able to ram their dick
in someone! " (actual quote from someone here)

I don't know whether it's reddits innate desire to own the OP; but PDD crowd constantly shifts
between the two advice's. If the thread were made by a guy who is "making his intentions clear" from
the start and was still getting rejected they would eagerly remind him that he's probably coming off
too strong far too early on, they would say this makes him appear desperate and shallow as he is
trying to pick up women with whom he hasn't established any commonalities with. Followed by
endless posts where women claim their boyfriend/husband started as "friends first" and suddenly
every pdd chick is 'demisexual' . If the thread is made by a guy getting zoned routinely by women he
befriended, they would just crap on him for being a dishonest predator with 'ulterior motives'. lol.
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The silencing of TRP on Reddit and social media as a whole
proves how enormously biased our culture is against males now
342 upvotes | April 8, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

Any discussion of TRP or the realities of dating for men are immediately shut down, posts removed
and will get you banned from subs and downvoted/shamed on most of Reddit. Most subs will do it
under the guise of “off topic” or some other excuse, or try to ban you for some other arbitrary reason
to silence you.
One tactic this movement as a whole has used is to lump all MRA dogma together, in attempt to
marginalize men with socially undesirable labels despite the enormous difference between TRP and
BP ideology. Even submissive and weak men now have begun using the “i” word and attempting to
virtue signal by shaming men to win women’s approval, it’s nauseating.
Example: In TrueOffMyChest ANY time I post anything even alluding to dating and men’s
disadvantages it doesn’t make it 10 minutes before being removed as “off topic.”
Another example: even the fucking MENS RIGHTS sub is heavily anti men.
This really extends to all of social media and big tech. Facebook, IG and Twitter will ban and silence
anyone who espouses any sort of right leaning ideology. It has become sort of frightening honestly.
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If expecting a woman to cook/clean *because she’s a woman* is
misogyny, then wouldn’t expecting chivalry from a man
*because he’s the man* be misandry?
341 upvotes | April 25, 2023 | by The_FatGuy_Strangler | Link | Reddit Link

If a man publicly says it’s a woman’s job to cook, clean, and care for the children, there’s a very good
chance that most women (and probably a huge portion of men) would consider that misogyny.
If we turn the tables around, and a woman says it’s a man’s job to pay for a first date, to take her out,
initiate the milestones, open her doors, pay for things, etc. …is that not misandry, using the same
logic?
In both scenarios, each gender is being assigned a strict rigid task simply because of their sex/gender.
However mainstream society only seems to call out the first scenario as sexist. And most women I’ve
come across, to at least some degree expect those behaviors from men because they’re the man. Are
most women sexist to at least some degree, if we hold them to the same standards as men?
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If you desire a traditional man or woman, you better be
traditional yourself
340 upvotes | March 2, 2022 | by DrinkItInMan11 | Link | Reddit Link

You see online a lot of guys and girls look to get into more traditional relationships without being
traditional themselves, they want to receive all of the benefits of a traditional partner without having
to hold their end of the bargain. It's real simple
If you're a man who wants a traditional woman you better be the breadwinner, you better be paying
for all of the bills, you better be taking her out and looking after her financially, you get broken into
during the night you better be the one going out there to stop them, you better take on that strong
masculine leadership role, you better be treating her to shit like a good husband.
If you're a woman who wants a traditional man, you better be doing all of the cooking, all of the
cleaning, all of the household chores, you better be staying at home with the kids, you better make
sure that house is always in tip top condition, you better be making sure your husband is at ease every
night after work and you better be cherishing him and all he does for you.
Really, if you're not willing to be traditional yourself, you have no right to demand nor do you
deserve to have a traditional partner. It's a balance that you have to abide by. Traditional relationships
only work when both partners keep up their end of the deal. I'm not traditional myself, but the
hypocrisy from some men and women online is astounding.
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Most Legitimately Average Men Don't Have Such A Huge
Problem With Having Sex
340 upvotes | June 2, 2021 | by Good-Strong | Link | Reddit Link

From the moment I got on this sub, I've been seeing countless comments and posts from men (most
of whom self identify as a certain "I" word) about how hard it is to marry, date, hook up or basically
have mutually consensual sex with a woman in any way (except through a prostitute) for an "average
man".
But what I see in reality (both through my own experiences in the world and most reliable statistics
on the subject) is that most men (I'm talking like the 80-90%) have lost their virginities by the time
they get to their mid 20s, and have been in an at least somewhat serious/long term relationship at
some point by the time they reach that age range.
The truth is, most men who find themselves "involuntarily" virgin over the age of 25 are not actually
"average". These guys tend to have more than one out of the following:
. Well below average looks by most standards
. Poor presentation of themselves
. Poor social skills
. An extremely limited or completely non-existent social life, usually due to said poor social skills
. No confidence
. An overly bitter, pessimistic disposition to the point of being seriously off putting
. A gigantic victim complex, usually combined with some other complexes too
. Terrible views about women
. Blatantly nasty/toxic behaviour
. Ridiculously inflated standards with regards to where they themselves stand
. Issues with their sexuality

So basically my view on this subject is that if someone is "involuntarily" virgin into their mid 20s or
later- they are most probably quite far from "average" in some important ways. Because lets face it-
that is not a situation that a guy who is legitimately around average by most standards in terms of
looks, social skills, mindset, etc. wouldn't be finding himself in that position. If he did, it would most
likely be the result of some sort of longstanding illness, accident or abuse. Not the fact that every
woman he is interested in rejects him. Because that simply does not happen to "average" men with
"average" standards.
Acknowledging this fact is the first step to sorting out the problem the "I" guys are facing.
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The only reason women are happier while single than men is
because they get validation and sex much easier
340 upvotes | July 1, 2021 | by Canyadiigit | Link | Reddit Link

Seriously that's it. I've been seeing so many posts saying women are happier than men while single.
Men need women more than women need men ect.
The only reason it's like this is because the type of women that enjoy being single are the ones that
like casual sex. Do you know how easy it is for a woman to get casual sex? If a woman isn't
relationship minded and loves the idea of getting with a new man every week or so, tinder is like an
all you can eat buffet. This is the only reason single women are happier than single men. They are
still getting sex and validation from MEN while single. The average guy gets nothing. So women are
still relying on men to be happy.
Even if a single woman doesn't like casual sex, she still has men constantly validating her on tinder,
Instagram, and in real life. She still has male friends that provide her with that attention she craves.
If men could get casual sex as easy as women, most would not even get into relationships. They'd be
just as happy as women. In fact if it was like this, women would become hateful and bitter that even
average men dont want to settle down because he has a rotation of women to sleep with. So no chad
to marry and no average man to marry either because BOTH have plenty of options for sex. Just like
pretty, average and even below average women. Just wanted to clear some things up.
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"Women" these days
340 upvotes | January 1, 2020 | by CamoWoobie420 | Link | Reddit Link
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Dave Chappelle's comment about abortion and abandonment
in his Netflix stand-up special is a watershed moment for
recognition of society's hypocrisy in how it addresses the
consequences of men's and women's sexual expression.
340 upvotes | August 28, 2019 | by Zqx1 | Link | Reddit Link

In case you missed it, basement dwelling incel hip, world-famous comic Dave Chappelle, in his
Netflix special Sticks and Stones, said:

I don’t care what your religious beliefs are or anything. If you have a dick, you need to shut
the f--- up on this one, seriously. This is theirs, the right to choose is their unequivocal right.
Not only do I believe they have the right to choose, I believe that they shouldn’t have to
consult anybody, except for a physician, about how they exercise that right.

BUT

Gentlemen, that is fair. And ladies, to be fair to us, I also believe that if you decide to have
the baby, a man should not have to pay. That’s fair. If you can kill this motherf---er, I
can at least abandon them. It’s my money, my choice. And if I’m wrong, then perhaps
we’re wrong. Think that shit out for yourselves.

I think this is a watershed moment in the recognition of men's rights. Because now it's someone who
isn't perceived as a loser saying it lol. It's cracked the Overton window. People are discussing it.
Especially interesting is that last part "and if I'm wrong, then perhaps we're wrong. Think that shit out
for yourselves." Meaning, perhaps, that if men can't choose whether to pay, then women shouldn't be
able to choose whether to abort.
So...what might be next?
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Why do people expect men to 'just get it' when sociosexual
development takes years in other primates?
338 upvotes | August 28, 2022 | by SuitableStart | Link | Reddit Link

Primate researchers have found that if adolescent male primates are deprived of positive sociosexual
experiences in puberty, they become inept in this respect as adults, and are unable to solicit sexual
attention from the opposite sex. They hypothesized that perhaps the unusual eagerness for sex in
adolescent male primates, is because its essential to their development.
It should stand to reason that humans would also have to go through a similar process to be sexually
mature, as in being confident in oneself as a seducer and sexual partner. But in real life people just
expect sexually unsuccessful men, who matured late socially and sexually, to wash it off and just 'be
confident' when they reach college / their 20s. How do they think it works, especially when male
sexuality is shrouded in shame in many human cultures, and overcoming that is by no means easy?
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Majority of Women Desire a "power imbalance" in a
Relationship
337 upvotes | July 5, 2021 | by Playboycel | Link | Reddit Link

The man must be significantly taller, physically stronger and make more money, and at the very least
be as educated. This isn't up for debate, it's observable in all available data, and present in mainstream
news articles as the "man shortage", which blames low marriage rates on men "not being good
enough" and runs with the underlying expectation that "OF COURSE a woman should not/could
not marry a man who is a plumber or an electrician if she's got a bachelor's degree in bolivian flute
music !!!!"
Yet these same women are trying to shame men for wanting a power imbalance when that is also
exactly what they sought out as well.... Women shaming age-gap relationships are the women who
choose that older hot-shot instead of the pimple ridden peer in the past. Must have been some perks
involved for them to.
Their whole frame of reference is coming from the idea that women have no agency and that they are
being preyed upon. Shaming male sexuality while being the one who was engaging in that dynamic.
It takes two to tango.
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Hollywood Pushes Male Actors to the Brink of Organ Failure
for Shirtless Pics
336 upvotes | April 21, 2021 | by SmurfESmurferson | Link | Reddit Link

Inspired by this “article”
Tinseltown’s standards for women’s bodies are pretty widely discussed (and condemned), and
rightfully so
But the standards male actors are held to have been catching up - and I didn’t realize how
dramatically bad it is for them until I stumbled across this “article.” Brad Pitt in constant cutting
mode for Fight Club pales in comparison to Hugh Jackman going 36 hours without water and being
on the brink of fainting for Wolverine
Or Chris Evans having to recuperate in the hospital after shooting a shirtless scene because he was
literally pushed to the edge of organ failure
This is all sorts of awful to read about, and it’s no wonder male eating disorders are on the rise
Thoughts?
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Women bully each other into hypergamy
336 upvotes | February 4, 2021 | by K0KSAL | Link | Reddit Link

Anyone who has been around women a lot can confirm this. Women, especially younger female
social circles have a extremely brutal vetting process when it comes to their friends dating men. And
I'm not talking about vetting toxic personalities here, I see a lot of times a woman would find a
man attractive, that woman would like to know that man, but the guy doesn't live up to the
taste of her friends' circle and her friends will do everything to shut-down that crush with
constant nagging, snarky comments, even threatening to end friendships over it. Then the girl is put
in a ungrateful position: choosing between her friends or pursuing the guy she likes.
I'm willing to bet a lot of PPD women had had a similar experience with their friends. The question is
now what is the logic behind this? Why are women bullying each other into pursuing the same type
of men they all agree are attractive? Instead of eliminating competition they are intensifying it.
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Obesity has decimated the dating market in America.
336 upvotes | March 16, 2022 | by JohnOnAWall1 | Link | Reddit Link

Dating is already hard enough as it is. It's even harder in America when you're an average weight
person attracted to average weight people. The overweight/obesity rate in America is 70%. 42% of
those people are obese. That leaves 30% of people you you date. Then taking into account that you'll
probably not be attracted to most of them, compatibility issues, or differences in age, that brings it
down to maybe <%5 of the people you might have a shot with that you actually like. Also others
might like them as well or they may be taken. Of course this depends on where you live, but most of
America is experiencing this endemic. This sucks
Edit: I'm genuinely glad of all the positive feedback this post has generated and the fact that I'm not
alone. Thank you all.
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TikTok gender swap pill: Women surprised that most of them
look like unattractive men
336 upvotes | April 24, 2023 | by Napo_De_Leone | Link | Reddit Link

this video is going viral on tiktok for a reason, it shows a young woman running a gender swap filter
through her picture with the inscription "You should lower your standards if you don't find your male
self attractive" implying that she herself got'humbled' by this realization
Of course all of its a half in jest, but what strikes me is that the users seem to agree about the
attractiveness imbalance; despite both versions having equal amount of facial symmetry she is
perceived as cute, her male version seen as mid at best and while maybe not ugly certainly 'below her
league'...
in a way this exposes another truth women don't like to hear about: that the standard of passes as a
attractive looking male face is a lot more unforgiving and narrowly defined. Men and women are
realizing that with gender-swap filter the half decent looking girl will look closer a to a George
Costanza than the handsome guys they usually think is in their 'league'.
Truly eye opening stuff.
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Women hypocritically use shaming tactics to try and dictate
what preferences men are "allowed" to have, while advocating
for women being able to have whatever preferences they want
336 upvotes | October 24, 2022 | by HazyMemory7 | Link | Reddit Link

There is perhaps no bigger double standard in dating than the women way discuss men's preferences
in contrast to the way they discuss women's preferences. Anytime anyone criticizes a woman's
standards or preferences, a flock of people race to say something along the lines of "She can have
whatever standards she wants. That's none of your business People are attracted to what they are
attracted." Here are a few examples of double standards in dating preferences :
Promiscuity - One of the core tenets of modern day feminism is preaching a lack of accountability.
Women try to normalize promiscuity by using textbook shaming tactics: A woman's past is none
of your business. You're just insecure. She's a changed woman. You're just a misogynistic incel. This
has gotten so extreme to the point that even men who have very conservative values in regards of
intimacy are still shamed for wanting a woman who also shares those values. (Some) women
perpetuate the notion that it's acceptable to lie or withhold your history as well, which is pretty
immature and gross to me. If you're going to share a life with someone, you should be entirely honest
with them. A lot of women would not date a bi man, and I never see any woman suggest that those
men should lie about their sexual orientation or past. If someone had a past history of cheating,
wouldn't you want to know that as well? And in terms of inconsistency with different men, women
expect men to be okay with their girlfriend having one night stands with random guys and then
making them wait several months for sex.
Here is an example from a thread I linked a few months ago in a thread a few months age, in which a
guy who's gf made him wait 1 month to kiss and 3 months to have vanilla sex, had not so long ago
had a threesome with a total stranger at a frat party. Here are some of the comments from the original
thread, and my thread on ppd talking about it:

He sounds fairly immature. How can he not see that she wasn't actually looking for a
relationship with the threesome people whereas she actually IS looking for a relationship
with him, which is why she wanted to wait before jumping into sex. It's super clear cut.

She fucked a dude she barely knew because she didn’t want him for anything but sex. She’s
probably careful and patient with you because she wants you for more than just sex and
doesn’t want to rush it or mess it up.

Get over yourself. You’re not dating the college girl that got hammered and frisky at a frat
party. You’re dating the adult woman she’s become. People change, it’s part of growing up.

You’re a misogynist…. Stop being mad it has nothing to do with you. And quite honestly is
none of your business

Having hooked up at one time does not obligate you to instantly bust it open on every first
date following the hookup.
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bc he’s being a pussy. he’s mad bc his girlfriend wanted to make sure he wasn’t just using
her for sex. if he wanted a threesome he should be with someone who wants a fucking
threesome. when will men stop acting so fucking entitled. If your goal is only to have kinky
sex or try to sleep with someone before so many dates u need help.

Lastly, here is a bonus example of a woman unknowingly describing the AF/BB phenomenon:

Lastly, it could be that she has different rules for “this is a no-strings-attached encounter and
I’ll never see you again” and “I really like you and would like to potentially date you.”
That’s been the case for me in the past. When I was in “ho” mode, it didn’t matter, but if it
was someone I wanted to stick around, I would wait to have sex with them for at least a
month or two.

Age - Women shame men for being attracted to, and wanting to date, young attractive women.
Simultaneously while calling the concept of "the wall" misogynistic and arguing that older women
aren't really all that old, women try to paint any guy 30+ as some sort of creepy old predatory man.
And notice that you virtually never see anyone call a milf or a cougar predatory for going after
younger men? If we were just talking about like 40 year olds going for 18 year old girls I wouldn't
even be talking about this. The issue is that it's gotten to a point where women are making comments
like these are being implying a 30 year old man dating a 25 year old woman is predatory for even
minor five year age gaps. This thread got 200+ upvotes and lists parameters that include 30 and 23...I
thought 30 wasn't old, so which is it? News flash: brain development implicated in decision
making, impulse control, and weighing short term pleasure and long term goals is largely
complete by a person's mid 20s.

Evidence suggests that, in the prefrontal cortex, this does not occur until the early 20s or
later [15,16]. The prefrontal cortex coordinates higher-order cognitive processes and
executive functioning. Executive functions are a set of supervisory cognitive skills needed
for goal-directed behavior, including planning, response inhibition, working memory, and
attention

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2892678/
By a person's mid 20s, who someone chooses to date is their own business. 23 is old enough to
graduate with a college degree and work for a year or two, a 23 year old is not a kid.
Point blank: this narrative that men wanting to date younger women is predatory is largely
perpetuated by a) older women who are upset that the men they want don't want to date them b)
misandrist implication that somehow any man who isn't in his early 20s is "predatory"
I've seen this first hand with a fwb 11 years older than me. She shared a social media post listing a
bunch of reasons older men suck (with a series of pictures of celebrity men in age gap relationships)
and that young women shouldn't date them. I pointed out that these older celebrity men can get those
women because they are desirable and have so many women interested in them. A little while later,
she expressed to me that she felt hurt that I don't pay for her when we go out to eat and am not
affectionate enough. I politely let her know that there are other men out there that may be able to
offer her the emotional connection she desires. Spoiler alert: she hit me up again to hang out on
halloween lol. Can the average 30 year old guy get a young woman to date him? Hell no. But the
average guy is 5'9, overweight, and doesn't make that much money. But there are certainly men
that age who can, otherwise women wouldn't constantly be complaining about age gap
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relationships to begin with.
Body Positivity - In western culture is obesity is glorified in an attempt to shame men into being
attracted to overweight women. The actual goal behind body positivity is to normalize obesity by a)
shaming men who wont date obese women and b) denying science c) promoting obese individuals in
pop culture and fashion. The number of women I see on OLD apps who are 100-150 lbs overweight
calling themselves a bbw is downright sad. Of course, the average man is overweight too, but nobody
tells an overweight dude that he's perfect the way he is and deserves an attractive woman, nor do the
guys themselves say "swipe left if you can't handle my rolls"
This one is probably the most dangerous one on the list because of the association of obesity with
diabetes and heart disease, among a myriad of other health issues. And in regards to the "denying
science aspect", here is an interaction I had with an expert with another poster in which I stated that
weight loss is largely a function of a) managing uncontrolled systemic conditions b) self control
(limit calories in) b) exercise (increase metabolism and total daily energy expenditure); the "expert"
then goes on to state that most people that don't bariatric surgery struggle to lose weight, and
mentions semaglutide, not having the foresight to realize they proved precisely what I just stated.
Bariatric surgery (both bypass and sleeve) functionally limit the "calories in" aspect of calories
in/calories out, and semaglutide is a medication utilized to control insulin levels. It is primarily used
in diabetics & pre-diabetics.
Ethnicity - Can't get too into detail about this topic as per the rules, but when men have a preference
women say he has a fetish, or is influenced by the beauty standards the all-powerful "patriarchy" has
set. When women have a preference, nobody says a word. And really, nobody should say a word.
People are attracted to who they are attracted to.
Height - Men who don't want to date taller women are called insecure, but virtually never does
someone tell women to date guys shorter than them. Without fail, at minimum like half of women
who are 5'10+ on OLD apps have some sort of line in their profile to the tune of "swipe left if you're
too insecure to date a tall girl" In bumble study from when the height filter was a free feature, being
less than 6ft meant that you were excluded from ~70% of women's feeds. Can anyone imagine the
outrage if men were excluding 70% of women based on their height, prioritizing the shortest women?
The take home message is that: there is a double standard in how preferences are perceived in men
and women. Women overlook immutable traits (as everyone should, date who you are attracted to)
but simultaneously get angry when men wont overlook immutable traits like body count and obesity.
Don't let anyone shame you into thinking your preferences make you insecure or misogynistic.
Instead, focus on improving yourself to attract someone that meets those standards. Because in
reality, that's the only that matters in terms of whether or not someone's standards are unrealistic.
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Men who think "men age like wine" while saying women hit
the wall are exactly the same as fds women who look at an
obese, unhygienic woman and call her a "queen."
334 upvotes | May 29, 2020 | by Mimoxs | Link | Reddit Link

So I went through the wall sub for fun to see if it was actually that bad, and what do you know, it is!
Half the posts on the sub are either women who are actually middle aged or old women and not
women who age early, or girls who are just fat but still are obviously young based on their faces, both
violating the sub rules.
One of the only male posts, the comments are full of: "b-but he abused drugs! What do you expect!"
As if half the women celebrities on there haven't.
Many of the photos are simply taken at horrendous angles, or are jokes/memes that should not be
allowed on the sub per it's rules. One of Billie Eilish, 18, taken from a below angle, comments that
the wall hits girls at 16 now (implying they're more attractive younger than that, oh boy), plenty of
non-sub-relevant pictures of ugly men that they claim have aged so well and clearly demonstrate how
men age better.
 
My FAVORITE though, there's a post telling us "men age like wine".
The example in the photo? Leonardo DiCaprio. I legit thought the post was being ironic at first but
no, they were serious, and all the comments were supporting this. They legitimately believe that this
man is still physically, facially attractive. They can see what he is now compared to what he was in
Titanic or Catch Me If You Can, and not only not want to cry, but think "yeah this is a great
progression!"
 
Men don't even deny that they get the ugly traits, they just deny that it's ugly on them. They can look
at a man who has grey hair, a wire-y beard, Crow's feet, forehead wrinkles, receding hairline, eye
bags - all things Leo has now, most 40+ men do - and say "he aged like wine!" Just because the man
is physically fit, dressed nice, or some combo.
Men will laugh at women who say "wow stunning what a queen" at an obese woman, which is fair,
but then turn around and basically do the exact same thing themselves. If you say "men age like wine"
you are every bit as deluded as those women.
Edit: not to mention! This mentality fuels predators. I have been approached by a man offering to
"sugar" me when I was 15. I have been approached by men who could be my dad for years, because
of this delusion. Many of these men have explicitly revealed they think I'm a minor even at the point
that I was not. But that's ok, because "girls like older men!"
Edit 2: stop with how they get women over their money, I know that and I don't care, it's irrelevant
here, I'm talking exclusively about how physically attractive they are in body and face
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Just be nazi theory
333 upvotes | October 3, 2021 | by patorac63 | Link | Reddit Link
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Harvard study - Expectations of wives’ homemaking may have
eroded, but the husband breadwinner norm persists.
329 upvotes | April 7, 2020 | by ifnotberniethentrump | Link | Reddit Link

Why is that?
Why would men tolerate such a state?
This isn't exactly a study from Breitbart or the Daily Caller. It's by a woman who is a professor at
woke Harvard (well, they're woke until it comes to how their multibillions of endowment gets used,
but that's another story)
Isn't a man who signs up for an arrangement like this willingly enslaving himself? Isn't it desperate
pussybegging?
Study link
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Men here don't chase "all types of women". Otherwise, they
wouldn't complain about one type of female.
328 upvotes | July 25, 2021 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

This is inspired hearing guys here claim "Men cast wide nets and they still get no catch", and "We
chase all types of women and we're just telling you about female nature."
The typical complaints I hear on this subreddit:

She has "Beta orbiters".
Fucks Alphas ASAP, but has Billy Beta waiting for it.
Has hundreds of male followers online.
Always expect men to pay for dates.
Only dates beta males for a free meal.
She rides the cock carousel.
Only settles for a Beta when she's 30+ years old.
Egoistic
Blames everyone else for her awful taste in men.
Very entitled and expects everything to be handed to her.

These are oddly specific qualities of a female that I don't possess, and I rarely see other women
possess. Assuming guys aren't lying about their experiences, I have met that type of female and
quickly lost contact with her. Why? Because she's an obnoxious manipulative drama queen.
However, she always has a boyfriend with her because she's outgoing, hot, a party animal, and very
sexual with guys she barely knows. Of course she's egoistic. Guys love giving her attention and they
go so stupid over a nice pair of tits in their faces that it's hilarious.
"But all women are like that!"
What proof?
Most women in their 20s have less 5 sexual partners.
BOTH men and women fuck more within a steady relationship than single. Also, with the exception
of 0 partners, men have more sex partners than women annually by a 2-to1 ratio.
Accross multiple countries, women showed to have lower self-esteem than men. If most women were
entitled prima donnas who think they can do no wrong, it would definitely show. Yet, it shows the
opposite.
"All your posts are wrong because everyone's lying!"
Well, you better have proof that you're right and I'm wrong.
Even if most women are bimbos, you can't find women who AREN'T bimbos? Most women I know
aren't bimbos. Just like most men I know aren't disgusting perverts that excuse vile behavior of other
men. Most people I know are nerds because I choose to surround myself with nerds, not because
they’re the majority.
If men truly do go after all types of women, why don't men put in the extra effort to avoid bimbos?
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People who inherently view the opposite sex negatively will
always have trouble in relationships.
328 upvotes | August 15, 2021 | by Big-Menu-1559 | Link | Reddit Link

People who view women as inferior, selfish, or manipulating will always have trouble with women.
People who view men as stupid, sexist, or cheaters will always have trouble with men.
This is a huge red flag.
People who always view men or women in a negative light have either been burned or brainwashed
by the internet. CMV
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There's no way to say this without sounding rude...but have the
people on this sub ever met people before?
327 upvotes | January 29, 2020 | by Argandr | Link | Reddit Link

Found this sub from a post that showed up on popular. Wasn’t really sure what you’re about so I
sorted top/all time and also some of the new posts.
What I mean is, have you met people in real life before? Because most of what I see is along the lines
of:

This angry subset of men online sure are shitty. Look at how they talk about women!
This angry subset of women online sure are shitty. Look at how they talk about men!
Men are being hypocrites according to this study.
Women are actually more hypocritical than the men according to this study.

Is this just a forum for airing grievances about easy targets? You know why it seems like "most"
women only date assholes? It's because everyone is an asshole sometimes. Obviously, some are
worse than others. But people are shitty. Sometimes on purpose and sometimes they don't mean to
be...but it happens. This is equally true about women. Because women are just people and people
suck sometimes.


"Women say they want a nice guy but her Tinder profile be like: Must be 6 foot, 6 figures,
big dick, and look like Thor"

Ok...but are you seriously gonna tell me you don't want a bigtiddiegothgf who's into video games and
you don't really care how "nice" she is because a little bit of crazy is kind of hot (but it would be
better if she was actually nice too)?
And guess what...if you're not actually interested in that...and you really do want someone who is
nice, has a good personality, and is hopefully cute (but it's not that big a deal if not)...then you're like
90% of the actual population. People want what they want but they don't disregard everything that
doesn't perfectly fit their criteria. The only people who do that are the people you look for online and
flame because you already know they do that. Do you think people who go out in the world actually
talk about Chads and Stacys?

That's why I asked if the people on this sub have ever met people before. Everyone's a hypocrite
sometimes. Everyone's an asshole sometimes. And usually, they don't mean to be. But people are
complicated and they fuck up.

Edit: The most honest feedback I've gotten from people who actual care about this sub is, "Why are
you here, normie? This used to be a place for intellectual debates between TRP and TBP but now it's
kinda devolved after the TRP kept winning. What do you care if people want to generalize? We do it
here because we can't do it anywhere else. And picking on easy targets feels good."
I respect the honesty. Sorry I poked the bear.
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Arguments against Paternity Test at Birth are WILD
327 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by Best-Ad1187 | Link | Reddit Link

It is too expensive or invasive.

Babies already get a battery of tests at birth. This would just be another test. It is also a benefit for the
child to know the biological father for purposes of healthcare and treatments that require some kind
of tissue or organ donation. Therefore, there is an ethical obligation for the child to know who the
biological father was even for just healthcare reasons.
It may be expensive, but they are relatively cheap compared to paying for 18 years for a kid that is
not yours.

Imagine maintaining a database of every man, men would not like it because blah blah....

There is no need for a database to compare DNA for paternity. The mother can easily call the guy she
hooked up to tell him the surprise and sue for child support.

Hahah.... that database can be used to find the actual father and make him PAY even if the
guy is married blah blah blah... guys would not like it hahahah...

Again, no need for a database. The woman already knows who the father is. She can sue him at any
time, and that is a power women have already.

Men shall trust their wives or else it means love is not there because blah blah...

Men can trust their wives or whatever, but no man deserves to be a slave to pay for 18 years for a kid
that is not even his.
If you don't have empathy for men as a whole, at least imagine it is your father or brother being
hooked up to pay for a child that is not his for 18 years just for you to protect your cheating friend.

Someone has to pay for the kid, government puts child support for the KID...

So make the actual biological parent pay, as it is fair. A random innocent man, victim of cheating,
shall not be used as a money cow for both government and a evil cheater.

But what if the woman had an orgy with masked men and she don't know who the father
is...

Again, not an excuse to make a random innocent man pay for child support. I think this case shall be
treated as if the father actually died.

Men just want to avoid responsibility. You need to be a man to take care of a child
regardless...

More emotional bullshit. Sacrificing yourself to raise and attach emotionally and financially for a kid
that is not yours is a voluntary thing, but no man shall be forced to that by paternity fraud. A man is
not less of a man for refusing to be a cuck.

Men can get a test at any time...

Sure, but men can only test their own children, so the man has to admit being the father to then get a
test to prove he is not. Once men sign birth certificate, it is hard to undo that if they find they are not
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the father. This is why it is important to do at birth, before emotional connection and before legal
obligations are established on the man.

This would only benefit men

This law would benefit men, but also children who deserve to know their actual biological parent. It
also don't affect women at all unless they cheat. This may also help hospitals and marginally mothers
too, because sometimes the babies are switched at birth before identification.

It would encourage abortion because women would not be sure if the child is of their
husband so they would abort it.

Abortion is another issue, but if women want to sacrifice their own kids to be able to cheat, that is not
an excuse to enslave innocent men for 18 years. Women already abort for far less than that.
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CMW: Most men (especially those who struggle with dating)
vastly underestimate the importance of style and aesthetics in
luring in women to date or have sex with.
325 upvotes | March 24, 2021 | by MyDarlingGirl | Link | Reddit Link

In breaks between study sessions, I've been trawling TikTok. I came across a video of a young man,
couldn't be older than 21, who looked very plain. He had a weak jaw, beady eyes, and sad-looking
flat hair. Then the video transitioned to another, where he had blow-dried hair, jewelry, and a nice
shirt on. The man instantly went from being a 4 to being a 7, or in more useful terms, he went from
being unattractive to attractive. It surprised me that many men don't understand this. You can have
nice features and still be unattractive to women if you're presenting yourself in the wrong way.
Here is the video for those who care: https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMeDXMxW3/. Btw, this is not nearly
the only video of its kind. Many videos demonstrate the same concept.
The saddest parts about using dating apps is to see so many men completely shoot themselves in the
foot with terrible pictures, plain-looking shirts (ugh polos and khakis), or boring
backgrounds/settings. A lot of these men have incredible potential, based on things like facial
features and body proportions. However, they are not taught that they have to put effort into
presentation in order to be more successful with women. I can't tell you how many guys think that
having a good body, a short, clean haircut, and a suit is going to be what makes them attractive. A
unique style that makes you stand out will always be more successful than a boring, conventional one
that makes you blend in with others on the app.
I would also say that there are men with conventionally unattractive features who are much more
attractive due to the way they dress, accessorize and generally present their style.
I feel like along with advice about improving conversational skills and gaining muscle, advice should
also be given about developing a striking or fun sense of style (not just an expensive suit or trousers),
and of course, carrying yourself confidently while wearing these items. I feel like that might improve
a lot of men's success with women.
Many men feel like they shouldn't have to "change themselves" to find someone to love them. In an
ideal world, yes that would be true, but this is not an ideal world unfortunately. Women know the
power of aesthetics from a young age and many men are not socialized to internalize that like women
are.
By the way, I am aware that many women on apps also struggle with profiles. The focus is on men
for this post.
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Men Crave Sex cause it's the only way we dont get shamed for
admitting we want physical affection
325 upvotes | February 7, 2020 | by lionhart280 | Link | Reddit Link

Women dont get shamed for hugging each other, cuddling platonically, even holding hands. So they
can get physical affection via routes other than sex.
Boys are lucky if they even got hugged growing up by anyone but their mother. They are taught that
any form of physical affection aside from sexual with women is 'wrong' and 'gay'
Whens the last time you hugged a bro? Whens the last time you told a fellow man you loved him?
Does even reading that sentence make you feel uncomfortable?
If the only way us men can get physical affection is via sex, then of course all men will want is sex.
Learn to hug your bros. Tell your bros you love em. It's okay, theyll prolly tell you they love ya too.
Maybe if we all stopped being so fuckin stoic and refused to ever touch each other we wouldnt be so
damn sex hungry and could lead healthier lives.
Just putting it out there. Set a goal, hug at least 1 bro this month. See how it feels.
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Marriageable men do care about N-count
325 upvotes | November 16, 2020 | by PickleLine | Link | Reddit Link

Many women proclaim that only loser men care about N-count. It's not true. If the women themselves
believed it was true, they would be freely advertising their N-count to scare away the loser men.
I'll expand on the general trend of which groups of men cares and which don't. Note that there are
many exceptions to the trend.
It is true that the Chads, the men who never had dating issues, generally don't care as much (although
there are many exceptions). They've always been dating, having sex with random women with little
effort, and think it's normal for women to be doing the same. This group of men is tiny. This group of
men also usually do not have the marriageable traits that average women want: conscientious,
dependable, good career, respectful. These men can also suffer from typical female ailments like
having their ability to appreciate long term partners ruined from easily sleeping with too many
Stacies.
The majority of men do not have the ease in dating that would let them excuse high N-count. If a man
(the majority of men) has ever had to work hard to get sex, the chances are low that he doesn't care
about N-count at all.
This is especially true for the marriageable men with marriageable traits. A large percentage of
people who went to good schools and have good careers were nerds growing up and had struggled
with dating at some point even if they don't now. They still have the "struggle imprint" from their
experiences in high school or college even if they've matured into Chads in their mid to late 20s.
Yes, a majority of marriageable men care about N-count. Yes, sleeping with many men will reduce
your ability to marry a marriageable man.
Anti-slut shaming groups have been doing a disservice to women by brainwashing women into
thinking men don't care and by shaming men for caring, so that the men are more covert about caring
which leads women to not be informed about it.
Women would benefit from thinking about how their (potentially loose) dating habits and
experiences can affect their ability to have serious relationships in the future.
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People over-glorify youth. Specfically, the 18 to 24
demographic.
325 upvotes | April 25, 2020 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

“What does this have to do with The Red Pill or Blue Pill”?
This idea that beta males miss out on a woman’s “best years” is stupid as fuck.
What do you expect her to do with her “best years”?
Marry guys as soon as she leaves highschool? People who marry between 18 and 24 have a higher
divorce rate than people who marry between 25 and 35.
(I have more links though. This is just one example.)
https://ifstudies.org/blog/want-to-avoid-divorce-wait-to-get-married-but-not-too-long/
“But older women have a higher chance of having babies with birth defects!”

We’re in a society that has drastically improved the health women and infants who would have1.
died in the past.
Age doesnt becomes a serious factor in a pregnancy until she’s 40. The earliest is 35. That’s a2.
10 year space between “no longer in her prime” and a serious health risk.
Statically, children of young mothers are worse off due to lack of money, lack of resources, and3.
an unstable household. Also, increases the neednof welfare. Not every single mom got pregnant
from a ONS. They also got pregnant in a relationship that didnt work out.

Most people 18 to 24 are stupid and broke. You’re spending more time figuring out who you are,
making regrettable choices, dealing with past trauma, discovering mental health issues/treatments,
and trying to have a stable income.
The only way 18 to 24 are her “best years” is if you want someone stupid enough to fuck you. Hence,
that has nothing to do with prime years. Its how willing girls will fuck total losers and broke guys.
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Women fuck emotionally distant men, and keep "good
communicators" in the friendzone
324 upvotes | September 7, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

every dating "psychologist" out there saying lonely men need to learn how to "communicate" better
with women needs their license revoked
women absolutely adore me. They overshare, they call me up, I make them giggle, they talk for hours
with me and when I'm not around they seek me out for advice. I'm very knowledgeable so they can
discuss anything with me; from relationships, fashion, culture, cuisine. I'm also consistently
friendzoned. A pattern that emerges with my platonic girl (friends/acquaintances) is that they get
romantically entangled with emotionally distant guys who only watch the sports channel. The profile
of the men who fuck is a cliche;

sporty type,
exclusively "manly interests",
frat bro who is concerned not coming off as "gay",
emotionally distant, and
borderline dumb about topics outside sports.

If I was a cynic I'd claim that being "great communicator" renders you closer to a asexual gay bestie
role in a woman's eyes than a romantic one.
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Start a family with fat girl or marry a single mom?
323 upvotes | December 30, 2022 | by lacuti3 | Link | Reddit Link
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Finally allowed because of the purge: Racial Dating Trends
322 upvotes | December 30, 2022 | by kokokimoo | Link | Reddit Link
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If you're fat, there's no point in complaining about not finding
any thin girls to date.
322 upvotes | May 6, 2022 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

I'm shocked at how this isn't common sense.
This was inspired by a comment I got: "A lot of women are fat, all the skinny women are taken. Now
what? Trying to find thin woman is like trying to find a needle in haystack."
I simply asked the complainer "Are you thin?" I honestly didn't expect this answer: "What does that
have to do with women being thin?"
Not only can I not believe the guy didn't understand how the question was related to his rant, the fact
he didn't say yes baffled me.
Do guys here not realize fat guys exist?
In America, Among men, the prevalence of obesity was 40.3% among those aged 20–39, 46.4%
among those aged 40–59, and 42.2% among those aged 60 and over. Among women, the prevalence
of obesity was 39.7% among those aged 20–39, 43.3% among those aged 40–59, and 43.3% among
those aged 60 and over.
Adding to the fact that More than 1 in 3 men (34.1%) and more than 1 in 4 women (27.5%) are
overweight.
So I'm confused to see America PPD guys whine about fat girls. Like, DUH. You live in a fat
country. Even worse, when it's obvious alot of the guys whining about fat chicks are fat guys
themselves.
Most fat people date each other. Get over it.
If you don't want a fat girl, why would you think a thin girl would want a fat guy? Do you really not
think your own weight/flaws play a part in this?
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Mainstream deeming men with limited earning prospects
"ineligible for marriage" or "unmarriageable" demonstrates
that women seek to cast aside their own traditional gender roles
while continuing to impose them on men. "Unilateral
imprisonment".
322 upvotes | August 3, 2020 | by committeeless | Link | Reddit Link

Prologue: (1) I earn plenty so this is not a personal vendetta, and (2) sure, it's feminism, so the tell
that they would focus on women is right there in the name
Nevertheless, to all the men out there who buy into their sacrifices being made in pursuit of some
kind of objective equality, are you even paying attention?
Men are still walking wallets. If you don't earn enough, you're "unmarriageable" or "ineligible for
marriage"
Women can't even claim they're doing it for resources for the kids, because they're not even breeding
at a replacement level anymore! (Well, poor women still are lmao, see the irony?)
What are neurotic box checking wagie Karens offering in return for demanding traditional norms
from men while eschewing traditional norms themselves? (they continue to expect a higher earner
while they complain about cooking, complain about cleaning, complain about child rearing, and they
surely aren't virgins lmao, but just like women of the past, marrying still involves waking upto the
same aging, boring face day in and day out).
What kind of idiot men are letting themselves have this inflicted on them? Women be like "iF yOu
DonT lIkE iT dOnT gEt One" because they want to silence discussion of how fucking dumb this shit
is to sign up for, because it accrues to their benefit
This is not "sell me on marriage". You couldn't if you tried. Rather, this is "I don't understand why
dumbfucks are giving up the game without anything in return"
"MaRrIeD mEn ArE HaPpIer"
Umm correlation isn't causation. Given that only men of means are "marriageable", no shit people
with money tend to be happier. They would potentially be even happier if they didn't imprison
themselves in this manner.
But money doesn't always mean intelligence it would appear since some of them keep getting
themselves into this idiotic choice.
Of course, men of the highest means simply work out the traditional role from their women. The rest
seem to be settling for some kind of cheap, mediocre simularcum, perhaps thinking it's better than not
having it at all.
Wtf?
Sex no longer requires marriage, monogamous commitment, or even giving a first name! Even
having children doesn't require any of those (40% of births are to single mothers, and over half of
millennial births are to single mothers)
"Statistics about divided homes"
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Well first of all, a plurality of marriages end in divorce anyway...why not cut out the middle man?
Second of all, a man can choose to be involved in their kids life, invest resources, etc., and those are
important factors in how the kid turns out.
Women have been liberated. So have men, but they're not availing of it--what are men waiting for?
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Do men here realize that the women who post here "care"
more about men's issues than like 99% of women do?
322 upvotes | April 17, 2020 | by kandyapplez | Link | Reddit Link

something i find funny is when guys paint the women who post here as like evil harpies who don't
care about incels or men.
which is totally bizarre when you think about it. the women here spend an inordinate amount of time
talking about mens and incel issues. like, in our free time when we don't have to be here.
we actually engage with and talk things through with incels and undersexed men and actually read
their comments and posts about it. i think actually listening to someone is one form of caring. even if
we don't actually reach the same the same conclusion, we still listened and considered.
the average chick would literally never engage with these people in any context.
despite this, the more "incel" types are still viciously rude to female posters. most of us have thick
skins and can handle it, but it makes me wonder what they think would happen if they tried to engage
with normie chicks about their inceldom with the same tone. normie chicks would just make fun of
them and go back on IG and never think about any of this again lol
so what gives
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Hollywood is guilty of influencing men to bend over backwards
for women who aren't that into them
322 upvotes | March 22, 2022 | by majani | Link | Reddit Link

Just recently we've had 3 blockbuster movies: Matrix, Spiderman and James Bond where the central
theme of the entire movie series was some dude moving heaven and earth to win the affection of a
woman he just met, or a who was just 'meh' about him. The idea is that once the man does some
grand gesture, now the woman goes from being 'meh' about him, to being wildly in love with him.
This is a huge trope in Hollywood which contributes to the army of misguided simps out here who
think that some grand gesture will convince some indifferent woman to love them. Furthermore, this
trope is heavily directed towards men. Correct me if I'm wrong, but I don't think I've ever seen a
movie where a woman moves heaven and earth to win over some guy's love.
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The uncomfortable truth in the dating realm: women have to
be, men have to become.
321 upvotes | May 27, 2021 | by Shadow_of_Caravaggio | Link | Reddit Link

I think much anger and hurt is displayed over this simple truth, because there are a lot of people who
would prefer the opposite; there are women who would like to become, and there are men who would
like to be.

Men (generally speaking) are attracted to women who are young and physically beautiful. These are
not attributes that you "become". You either are young, or you're not. You either are physically
beautiful, or you're not.
Women (generally speaking) are attracted to men who have great physiques, high-status,
power/influence, and wealth. These are not attributes that you are. You have to become and/or obtain
these.
And it's within these two preferences that I think a lot of hurt arises in both sexes. Youth and beauty
are out of a lot of women's control. I think this is a big reason why a lot of older women are hurt
when successful men date younger women, because it's a reminder of attributes of desire that they
have little control over. Great physiques, high status, power, and wealth are within a lot of men's
control, but these thing take a lot of work and focus and effort to obtain, and in the face of trying to
obtain these things, a lot of men wonder if they will ever attract a woman who will desire them.

There are a few important caveats. To a certain extent, women actually can become and men actually
can be. For the former, this occurs when a woman ups her personality and femininity, and it also can
occur within assortative mating. The problem, I would argue, is that the gains aren't as dramatic as
they are for men. A woman of average physical attractiveness might be able to compete for attention
with a woman of high physical attractiveness if the average woman has an amazing personality and
the high attractiveness woman does not, but I think it would be very difficult for a woman of low
physical attractiveness to compete with a woman of high physical attractiveness no matter what she
does (realistically speaking). For the latter (men who just can "be"), this group is usually those men
who excel in physical attributes (height/facial attractiveness). A lot of these men probably could skate
through most of life and still be able to attract women. These men are rare (for instance, only 3.9% of
men are 6'2" or taller in the U.S.).

Here is where the deciding moment comes into play: you can either stay angry at the situation (and
maybe do the thing where you pretend you don't care but actually do care), or (what I would
recommend) is that you acknowledge attraction for what it is and start taking steps to do what you
can with what you've been given (even if you don't think that is much).
For women, that means doing what they can to up their physical attractiveness (losing weight/eating
better) and stay away from things that would age them further (heavy alcohol use/sun-
tanning/drugs/etc.). It also means working on their personality so men can start to see them as a
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source of happiness and rest, and not as a potential argument waiting to happen. The good news for
women is that male desire for a partner is so strong, most women--if they take this advice--can
probably find some kind of decent partner.
For men, this means embracing the struggle and not blackpilling yourself. You are not a woman, you
are a man (not that there's anything wrong with being a woman). The thought of "becoming"
something should excite you. It should power and drive you. It should be almost intoxicating. It
definitely shouldn't blackpill you. I'm not endorsing these artists or their work, but some of the top
male music artists right now are Justin Bieber (reported 5'9), Ed Sheeran (reported 5'8), Bruno Mars
(reported 5'5) and The Weeknd (reported 5'7). When these guys show up, the female fans aren't
screaming at their 6'5 bodyguards, they're screaming at them. Are they uber, uber successful? Yes.
Will most guys reach this level? Of course not. But the more you dig in and embrace the struggle, the
more opportunities for meeting quality women will arise. The more you blackpill yourself, the worse
you will feel and the less you gain.
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When all of your opinions about the opposite sex and dating
comes from a sample size full of only teens and young adults in
their 20s, you’re ALWAYS going to be disappointed, disgusted
and angry. But isn’t that obvious?
321 upvotes | September 16, 2020 | by jigglypuff__0 | Link | Reddit Link

No one on this sub even mentions anyone in their 35+ unless they’re talking about “post wall”
women - which again are entirely judged on their sexual behavior in their teens and twenties. God
forbid they have children or meat on their bones, these women don’t exist (yes even the old virgins.
But I thought all men wanted to marry old virgins? Turns out virginity is only really desirable when
accompanied by youth. Go figure.)
In the end, this sub is hyper focused on the sexual practices of teens and people just breaking out of
teenagerdom . Like, when you feel yourself getting worked up over the sex lives of young adults
doing what most young adults do given opportunity and access, remember their age and adjust your
expectations.
The happiest people in long term relationships are those who live simple predictable lives with little
distractions or temptations. These are usually two adults who escaped their 20s and are ready to live
mature calm lives. No porn for the husbands. No texting ex boyfriends for the wives. Two people
who are happy to settle with each other and ready to forgo the thrill and excitement of new
relationship energy.
If you’re in your teens and twenties in a college or otherwise youthful environment, expect a lot of
ups downs, hormones and betrayals.
And boys, stop acting so perfect and innocent. Women are bad but y’all are notoriously trash at
fidelity and commitment. Yes, even the “nice guys.“
The man’s #1 complaint on this sub is that the women leave and branch swing.
For women? Men will be perfectly happy in a relationship and throw it all a way for an opportunity to
smash some one new, even if she looks or is objectively worse than his girl. Men also stay in
unhappy relationships and justify their cheating in this way. But in their minds it’s better than leaving
the relationship all together.
Men love to cheat then gaslight their partners into staying, creating a truly miserable experience for
all. Women who cheat are usually on their way out of the relationship and are willing to accept the
consequences because they were done. Usually, of course. Most of you agree it’s a trash exit strategy
for some women. Others will leave before moving on, it just depends. It’s the shittiest ways to end a
relationship and it similarly destroys the male partner. I’m not looking to argue about which is worse
cause obviously the answer is whichever one leaves you hurt. Pick your poison.
But rather than debate which is worse, why not accept our main sample size are glorified teens and
remember how thrill seeking and hormonal that time was and still is for those of us in our twenties?
Ladies are fucking more because they can and they want to. You can find that as disgusting as you
want, in between your compulsive masturbating and only fans sessions of course. Why should
women have self control when they can have real validating sex, if you can’t stop jacking it to step
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mom porn for one day, even if you’re having real sex?. The answer is because you can and you want
to. Same with sex and women. Both have negative long term effects, absolutely. But look at yourself
before you judge others.
Not everyone is crazy and impulsive in their 20s so find the people that aren’t. And those who are?
Shaming them into...being virgins until its time to fuck you by the third date and pray you marry
them so they don’t rack up a body count Is sadly not going to work.
Adjust your expectations. We are adults but we are also young humans in the grand scheme of life.
Give yourself and others grace. We are all stumbling through life trying to figure out what’s real and
fake as well as what’s biological and what’s socialized.
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Women when a women expresses a preference: she can have
whatever standards she wants. Women when men express a
preference: he's misogynistic, insecure ect...
321 upvotes | September 26, 2022 | by HazyMemory7 | Link | Reddit Link

Ever notice the glaring double standard when it comes to preferences/standards in dating?
If a woman express a standard, no matter how delusional it might be, women will jump to defend her
and say "It's none of your business, people can have whatever standards they want!", yet when a man
express a standard or preference, women and blue pillers will call him misogynistic, a virgin,
insecure ect...
Classic example is body count. A lot of men, in the context of dating someone seriously, are put off
by promiscuous women. If you express this, you will be vilified for it. Told you are insecure,
misogynistic, it's a red flag to express that ect... Often even in instances where a man himself is
conservative sexually and looking for someone who's aligned with his values. Thanks to echo
chambers like twox and fds, somehow the ridiculous notion that a person's past is none of your
business if you are working towards starting a family with them has even become popular. And on
the topic of body count...men really don't owe anyone an explanation as to why they don't want to
date promiscuous women.
Women don't get anywhere near as much pushback for expressing preferences like wanting men with
a certain income, not wanting to date bi men (man who wouldn't date bi girl would be deemed
homophobic), tall men, being significantly more picky with race ect...
Comparatively, it's a very different story for men. Especially on social media where there is no
anonymity unlike reddit. Man doesn't want to date single moms? He's not a real man, it takes a real
man to step up. Man doesn't want to date a promiscuous women? He's insecure and misogynistic. Her
past is none of your business. Man isn't attracted to overweight women? He's shallow and engaging
in body shaming. Man prefers a relationship with more traditional gender roles? He's probably
controlling. Hell some women think not being attracted to body hair on women is rooted in
misogyny.
In society, it's acceptable for women to unconditionally have whatever standards or preferences they
want with. For men, anything women dislike is met with empty generalizations, push back, and the
demand that they explain themselves.
Edit: Age preference is another one. Express a preference for dating women in their 20s and you'll get
called a creep.
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Every regular here holds a deep resentment for the opposite sex
and it makes any 'debate' worthless
321 upvotes | January 8, 2022 | by My_IQ_is_60 | Link | Reddit Link

This subreddit is a masterclass in bad faith. The men hate the women and the women hate the men.
Any 'valuable' discussion here will inevitably be poisoned by the resentment and devolve into shit-
slinging that will only reinforce the individual resentment.
This isn't true for all the people of this sub, just an uncomfortable amount.
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The idea that women could possibly want tall men is
preposterous. It’s only important that men are taller than they
are.
320 upvotes | January 2, 2022 | by E-2-butene | Link | Reddit Link
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A lot of the toxicity around pill spheres has to do with missing
out on young love and stunted social development as a result
320 upvotes | April 2, 2023 | by danielwastaken | Link | Reddit Link

I think that a lot of the anger and misogyny coming from redpill/manosphere types has to do with the
feeling of having missed out on the sexual experimentation phase of one's teenage/early adult years.
You can see it through concepts like "the wall", the idea that women lose value as they age and that
men in their 40s will have the ability to pick and choose any women they want, when in reality it's
just a revenge fantasy to make up for the fact that they never got to have sex/romance at a younger
age.
I can say from personal experience that even though I've had sex/relationships since I was 22, that
feeling of having missed out on exploring sex during my formative years is something that still
weighs on my mind and sometimes I feel like I'm going to spend my entire life chasing those lost
years. I imagine that a lot of men my age feel the same way, especially if they still haven't
experienced sex/romance, and that's why they turn to such toxic and hateful ideologies, because rage
is the only alternative to constant despair. Let me know your thoughts and if you agree or if you think
I'm crazy
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Being "a good listener" made me prone to being 'friend zoned'
318 upvotes | August 4, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

Before someone tells me its my ugly mug, I'll say this; when I was a awkward teenager I had more
success with getting girls compared to now, when I got really relaxed talking to them. I never really
know whether she is laughing because she thinks I'm hot or just genuinely funny. Almost all of the
time it turns out she likes me because of my "personality", but not as a man. By being a "good
listener" I became the guy she discusses her problems with, never the guy she fucks.
This sub likes to suspect that women can smell the misogyny in us... that we need to learn to talk to
women first and treat them like human beings, but strap in for this one: I have many women friends,
in fact they are often times so attracted to me as a person you would think they're flirting, but they're
not, its a complete lack of sexual chemistry that makes them relaxed.
Which is frankly weird, women on this sub tell me they love a guy that they could have connection
with, a guy that they can talk to, but in reality all my girl (friends) know that guy that they fucked but
weren't so close with.
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Slutshaming isn't a widespread phenomenon anymore, the
main issue nowadays is virginshaming.
317 upvotes | December 4, 2022 | by Pitiful_Maiden | Link | Reddit Link

I am a 20 year old woman, and a virgin. I haven't even kissed anyone in my life, and i am heavily
shamed for it,especially by promiscuous women.
In college whenever the topic of sex was brought up and i said i was a virgin, i got teased.
"Still a virgin at 20? Are you from the 19th century?"
"If you don't get some experience now you'll have a hard time later."
"You're not having sex? What are you even doing?"
Those are only a few of the multiple comments i received regarding being a virgin, and all of them
came from promiscuous women. All girls in my social circle who were virgins also got similar
comments, always from promiscuous women.
On the other hand, i have never heard any snarky comments being thrown torwards the hoes casually.
The only time a woman from my college made a slutshaming remark she was ostracized and bullied
to the point she dropped out of college.
After the sexual revolution and normalization of promiscuity took place there has been an inversion
in values and morals. Now, in the 21st century, virgin women are seen as lesser while sluts are
praised. Hell, even in the media virgin women are ostracized.
How many modest, feminine women are famous?
Now, how many vulgar, loud hoes are famous? Cardi B, the Kardigans, Megan the Horse, Billie
Eyelash, among others.
Virgins are pressured into having sex BY OTHER WOMEN who indocrinate them into thinking that
they have to sleep around in order to live fulfilling lives.
The media is too cowardly to shed light on this issue, however. Or they want it to go on.
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The average man does not "overestimate" his own
attractiveness
317 upvotes | July 5, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

Guy: "i'm short and unattractive"
"when you stop seeing yourself as ‘short’ and ‘unattractive’ you will BE more attractive"
Guy: "I'm confident that I'm not bad looking and can be quite a catch"
"uhm, sweety... ugly men greatly overestimate their attractiveness study shows"
Why do women on this sub do this? The average guy is simultaneously unsuccessful with women
because he's a bore lacking "confidence" and a cocky mediocrity who need to lower his standards at
the same time. Yet most men don’t overestimate their own attractiveness, women with their hair cut
short and make-up wiped off their face look similar to the nerds they'd ignore in high school. Faceapp
now allows us to see this. It’s usually the women that see themselves higher than what they really are
(their egos inflated by horndogs looking for an easy fuck on Tinder) , and thus judge most men
harsher through this perception.
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Study finds that being muscular does not increase
attractiveness for short men.
317 upvotes | January 20, 2023 | by UniThrow98 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.psypost.org/2023/01/interactions-between-height-and-shoulder%e2%80%91to%e2%80
%91hip-ratio-influence-womens-perceptions-of-mens-attractiveness-and-masculinity-64769
One of the biggest takeaways of this study is that "while larger upper bodies boost attractive ratings
for taller men, they don’t appear to have the same effect for shorter men."
If I read this right, the TL;DR is basically:
If you’re tall, you’re pretty attractive but could make yourself even more so by building your upper
body.
If you’re short, you aren’t very attractive and building your upper body probably won’t help.
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Men underestimate the value a female friend could provide.
317 upvotes | March 29, 2022 | by ogsimpology | Link | Reddit Link

Men usually think very straightforward. So the idea of a female friends might seem pointless to some
guys, since "you're giving your attention away for free and getting nothing in return".
This mindset already assumes that if you don't receive sex from women, they're not worth your time.
Which is absolutely false, and totally leads to an eventual lack of understanding between the genders.
Women really CAN be your friends, and NOT just use you as a "shoulder to cry on". Understanding
that there are women in your hobbies, your job, communities you reside in, is crucial to
understanding women are human beings just like the men around you...
The dehumanization of women was a long lasting thing that men these days have to rid from their
minds. In order not to look at them as these sex dispensers.
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Both Men And Women In "Normal" Society Acknowledge
Alpha Fux Beta Bux
315 upvotes | July 20, 2022 | by AestheticSaiyan | Link | Reddit Link

These quotes were from a comment chain in this post
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/vytwjm/what_is_the_worst_insult_youve_suffered_f
rom/

One time after a girl dumped me in high school, one of my close teacher “friends” said;
“You’re the kind of guy a girl wants to meet in her 30s, not now when they want to be
crazy.” Thanks Miss H, I’ll never forget that one.

Edit: easier to respond here I guess. Yes, she was 30 something but def not trying to Mrs.
Robinson me. Thinking back it was a nice thing to say, but at 17 it hit pretty hard. We were
friends because she led the FFA chapter I was part of, so we spent a lot of time together
outside school.

5.8k upvotes. In this quote the teacher was likely speaking with herself included.


A friend told me a similar thing when we used to go the bars in out early twenties. “You’re
the kind of guy girls aren’t really interested in right now…but when you’re 26 or so it’ll get
easier.” Worst part was he wasn’t really wrong �

74 upvotes. This quote was from a male friend who may not even use reddit.


“If you don’t want me in your prime, you don’t deserve me in your decline.” - Benjamin
Franklin, maybe

66 upvotes.


I know this is a trope, but the trope happened to me. I was a three-sport varsity athlete in
high school, but a quiet nerd in class. I didn't really fit in anywhere and was too shy to push
the issue.

A girl I had a crush on since elementary school found out about my crush and went out on a
few dates during the summer break between junior and senior year. Then she ghosted me.

Flash forward a few years, I had gotten into a very serious relationship with my future wife,
and crush girl found out about it. Turns out those dates over the summer were designed to
get me hooked. Then her plan was to go wild in college before reeling me back in when she
was ready to settle down. She wasn't ever going to tell me her plan, but my girlfriend was a
major threat now, and this was a last ditch effort by her to get me to leave my future wife
and "come back to her."
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We went on three dates, btw. Didn't even kiss.

49 upvotes. Commenter acknowledges that it is a trope, in other words, a very normal belief in
society. The woman in the story also was fully aware of what she was doing. It was in no way "My
preferences happened to change".


Back in college, after explaining to a classmate how and why I got dumped, she replied:

"You're the type of person women want to be around, but never with."

Spent several years wrapping my head around that one and it still echoes around in the back
of my skull to this day.

36 upvotes. Another women confirming AFBB.


Ugh my dumbass totally said something similar to a friend of mine when we were 20. He
was an absolute sweetheart of a guy, but he had got dumped by his gf. He had then found
out that she had been cheating on him with this really cocky asshole, who she now
immediately started dating.

I swear, in my head, what I was trying to say was that women will regret missing out on my
friend, because he's the kind of guy you'd want for a husband and to have a family.
Unfortunately, the words that came out of my mouth were:

"Don't worry, he's just the guy women want to make babies. But you're the guy they'll want
to raise babies!"

I didn't even realize how bad that actually sounded til he had already teared up and walked
off. I was and am still not the brightest bulb on the tree.

31 upvotes. Coming from a woman. If you think all of previous ones were made up stories by bitter
redpill men here's one from a woman.


Same. I was with a friend discussing my streak of rejections and she just said “girls wanna
be crazy in uni, you’re the kind of guy they like after they mature a bit.” And I’m like
uhhhhhhhh… thanks?

15 upvotes.


The most scathing insult a woman can hurl at a man, "husband material." Eugh...

42 upvotes. It's not just men on ppd that know being called husband material is an insult.
Alpha Fux Beta Bux is very real and both men and women are aware of it and many women actively
want or try to do it.
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Men are just expected to accept that they not only cannot get
someone as attractive as them, but that they will have to
WORK for someone less attractive. If they question any of this
they are called entitled or told they are overrating their own
appearance despite confirmation from most.
315 upvotes | May 2, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

This is evidenced in how anytime this subject arises in here or on other social media, the guy in
question is bombarded from all directions with insults and tag groups reminding him of his
“entitlement” for even daring to suggest he should be allowed to have standards. Meanwhile women
are not only freely permitted and encouraged to be picky, but regularly have unrealistic standards
relative to their own level of attractiveness and what other assets they bring to the table.
Additionally, there are countless memes proving how enormous the double standards are in this
conversation.
Whenever this is mentioned you hear the same stuff:

“women determine your SMV” (despite clarifying that we are not discussing SMV, but
specifically objective appearance.)
“you are probably just overestimating your appearance” (despite you basing this on feedback
from others)
“looks are just one box you have to check” (accurate, but reinforces my point that there is a
laundry list of criteria that must be met to even be considered for the job.)
“this is not a business transaction where you walk up to a girl and say our attractiveness levels
match so you have to date me”

And other gaslighting deflective responses that redirect blame to the man and insist must be
something else he is doing or not doing.
Like it or not, the real answer is that this is a reflection of the overall major problem with dating.
Women have dramatically inflated self images created by abundance in online dating, social media
and in person. Everything else is simply smoke and mirrors.
https://i.ibb.co/7NnY10V/FB718820-BC31-41-B4-A235-87-B9-CDAEC0-CE.webp
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The reason why women can’t admit that dating is
OBJECTIVELY harder for men is because they feel it’s an
attack on their right to complain
315 upvotes | January 22, 2021 | by rivetcitymayor | Link | Reddit Link

Everyone loves to complain and being heard and they hate it when the person listening says that some
people have it harder, this is case with the whole “ who has it harder “ debate. Men objectively have
it harder when it comes to dating and it’s hardly debatable, people will often refute that claim by
saying that we have our unique Challenges, although true but I believe it’s still not accurate. Men still
have way more challenges to overcome and the route to overcoming them is not easy itself.
Does that mean women can’t complain about their challenges ? No, but when men say they have it
harder overall, it is the objective truth
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Online dating for women is just f*cking ridiculous
314 upvotes | November 8, 2022 | by load_more_commments | Link | Reddit Link

So my wife and I have never been on dating apps ever, but we both have tonnes of friends on them
and out of curiosity on Saturday we tried a few.
I have never realized how difficult these apps are for men.
I'm a fairly good-looking guy, since Saturday between 3 apps, I got about 20-30 matches, almost all
ghosted except for 9 of them, 3 wanted to arrange dates. All 3 were not that attractive.
All in all, not bad, but definitely not great.
My wife, on the other hand, I kid you not, has gotten over 10,000 likes since Saturday.
It is fucking ridiculous what's going on out there with the dating market.
It's unfeasible for both genders and leads to a way more extreme 80:20 rule.
Forgive my out of 10 rating system, just helps express my point.
Any women above a 7 will have her pick of men, however, most really good-looking men will
probably ignore them and seek out only the 9s.
Men who are 7s and 8s like myself, will end up with the women who are 6s or less. Of those 20
something matches I got, arguably only 4 were decently attractive and one of them responded to me.
Honestly, I don't really have a solution, it's the dating dynamic, but it truly must suck for 90% of men
out there.
UPDATE:
My wife's likes are slowing down slightly, she got between 300-500 on each app.
My matches have oddly have gone up today, got about 7 on bumble and 12 on tinder today alone. So
now about 40 since Saturday.
Still that fucking ratio of 10k to 40 lolz
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CMV: Most women lack self awareness about their unearned
privilege when it comes to sex, dating, relationships and
socializing.
314 upvotes | January 9, 2021 | by mechanical_elves | Link | Reddit Link

This sub primarily focuses on social issues. Sex, dating, relationships, friendships are aspects of life
that women have all the unearned power and privilege in. There's a hint of arrogance many times
from women on this sub. The assumption that some of the guys on here must be doing x, y, z wrong
or that some of the guys must be of poor character or "personality" and that is why they have issues
with dating, intimacy and socializing.
This is privileged thinking. Most of the women on this sub are more successful than the men on this
sub when it comes to sex, dating, relationships and socializing because, they're women. That's it, not
because they're better people, not because of their character, not because of their personality. They're
more successful because they're women.
Society is gynocentric, that spans the scope of dating, socializing, intimacy. The gynocentric society
we live in implies that damn near everything will be favored towards the benefit of women and
children irrespective of how negatively that affects men.
I always see such disregard for any of the issues men face and now the go to is the whole, "you're not
entitled to x, y, z".
Basic Mazlowe's hierarchy of needs are not entitlements, everyone wants that. Everyone sooner or
later will want affection, closeness or a stable significant other. Calling this an entitlement is another
form of female privilege. You attain affections, closeness and a significant other with little to no
effort because of your unearned privilege but, call those who do not have your unearned power and
privilege entitled when they also endeavor towards what you have.
Most women on here are in such denial about their unearned power and privilege. Many women on
this sub become hostile or disgruntled even if you bring it up, they want to maintain their unearned
power and privilege status so badly.
Once again, women have better outcomes and experiences when it comes to sex, dating, intimacy,
relationships and socializing because they're women. Not because of your better personality or
anything that you have done. Remember to acknowledge your privilege before you assume that a
man is entitled because he wants what you have gotten to have so easily. Remember to acknowledge
your privilege when some guy is complaining about the dating scene. Remember to check your
privilege before you think about posting hostile or adversarial comments towards men when it comes
to sex, dating and relationships because they have it so much worse than you with little fault of their
own.
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[Q4All] Why are men supposed to be responsible for both their
own sexual response (getting hard), as well as their partner's
(getting wet)
314 upvotes | April 25, 2021 | by skywater101 | Link | Reddit Link

The amount of times I've read on Reddit and other places online that "IF SHE'S DRY/TIGHT, IT
MEANS YOU'RE NOT DOING YOUR JOB" is amazingly common.
But I never hear "IF HE CAN'T KEEP HIS DICK HARD, YOU'RE NOT DOING YOUR JOB RIGHT"
thrown at women.
Now you can find OPs on Reddit of women asking whichever sub if it's their fault the partner can't
get/stay hard. But they're always absolved of blame, and the man is places as responsible for
whatever reason.
Is it really so normal for women to accept their sexual enjoyment is something that a man DOES TO
THEM, and not some they control?
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Image posting is now enabled
314 upvotes | October 16, 2020 | by PPD-Angel | Link | Reddit Link
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There is not a shortage of single men who have their life in
order
313 upvotes | February 26, 2022 | by SupermarketFun21 | Link | Reddit Link

Everywhere you turn, you see the narrative that single women are long-suffering angels whose dating
pool is low on men that aren't fat, sloppy, inept deadbeats. It gets repeated so much that I think it's
seeping into the minds of more moderate folks. Yet, it can be seen from multiple angles that this
narrative is utter nonsense.
First off, there is no statistical evidence I'm aware of that this narrative has any truth to it. Women are
more likely to have a college degree, but so what? That's a useless measure of success. Single men
(very slightly) outearn single women on average, and that's what ultimately matters. Likewise, there
is almost no difference between the sexes in prevalence of overweight/obese BMI, and that even
includes men who are overweight due to muscle mass (the jacked middle linebacker for your local
football team is probably "obese").
More telling is the way men with their life in order are received in the dating market. If such men
were in short supply, they'd be treated like they're in short supply. In reality, their treatment is
consistent with being in hefty surplus. Many men, including myself, can attest that having your shit
together (fit, well put together, good career, gets out, has his own place) is not sufficient to warm
women up to you. Even with all of that, it's still necessary to bring some combination of vibe,
confidence, humor, social status, facial aesthetic, and height to generally be taken seriously by
ordinary women. That's fine, I'm not here to shame anyone's standards, but at least be honest about it.
If you complain that there's a shortage of men who are fit, well put together, successful, confident,
funny, popular, hot, tall, vibe well with you, and want to commit to you, you may not garner much
sympathy, but at least you won't be lying.
To the women here who do give honest takes, I appreciate your contributions, and this isn't directed
at you.
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Men would make the exact same decisions they shame women
for
312 upvotes | August 16, 2021 | by YMaedchen | Link | Reddit Link

Women only want "chad" and won't give someone in their own league a chance.
>They'd absolutely choose Megan fox over Amy Schumer if they had the chance to do so.

Women have too much casual sex and are being whores through their 20's
>Again, you would if you could. Men who have the option, usually excercise it.

Women are hypergamous
> Men aren't that interested in dating up when it comes to financial status but absolutely when it
comes to looks. The husband leaving his wife for a younger woman is just as much a stereotype as
the woman leaving her husband for someone wealthier.
I'm not saying every men would, but a lot of those angry replies come from a place of bitterness and
envy.
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We are living in a sexual dystopia
312 upvotes | August 3, 2021 | by Romeo_Is_Bleedin | Link | Reddit Link

Forget the Handmaid's tale when we're already going back to the era of matchmakers and arranged
marriages. Except this time it it isn't your father or uncles choosing who you should love, it's
algorithms and dating agencies.
What was once left to family arrangements is now left to big-tech, with OLD you can literally
ARRANGE your date according to the same principle of (self)comodification; 6ft. 6figures, 6pack.
The language around sex is entirely comodified and given a bizarre puritanical spin: agirl is 18 years
and 1 minute old can be shipped to california porn studios for a 24//7 dicking, set up a onlyfans or
milk a sugar daddy -- and it's a "You go girl" -- genuinely falling for an older guy is what keeps the
moral crusaders up at night.
The sexual revolution which was philosophically tied to the idea of creating an egalitarian communal
utopia, did on the contrary produced a sexual jungle where people who got lucky in the genetic dice-
roll get to have it all while others eat shit.
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If you "can't help who you're attracted to", then the opposite
gender also can't help who they're attracted to either.
312 upvotes | March 18, 2021 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

It amazes me someone wrote this:
There is nothing shallow about a lack of attraction. Men are not hard wired to feel satisfaction from
a partner that doesn't meet the criteria of our most basic biological imperative. Also, you don't seem
to be aware that even conventionally unattractive women also have standards which these lonely
dudes simply don't live up to. As harsh as it sounds, nobody is actually entitled to affection, this is
something that most society deem an an earned commodity. This is why love is not a human right.
Sex isn't a need, I agree. And neither is meth; but nonetheless, those who are addicted to it will do
anything - ANYTHING - to get their next fix. As just as with any addiction any sub-par drug that does
not satisfy the corresponding neurons in the brain will simply do. There's a lot of similarity between
withdrawal symptoms and the type of loneliness that these guys describe. It is not the same loneliness
women experience because men experience it more intensely and it is in fact one of our drives which
is why lonely dudes often also act compulsively or snap. That's from where the African proverb
comes from which goes: "A child who is not embraced by his village will burn it down to feel it's
warmth." Foreboding words which ring true when you consider how often these guys snap and go on
rampages. And that's only accounting for the loud ones, How many more set their own little fires
quietly and out of the news in the form of spite, brawls, stalking, murder, rape, theft, and all manner
of anti-social behavior.
So if a man doesn't find a woman attractive, then he can't help who he's attracted to. What if women
doesn't find a man attractive? Well, he'll be super lonely, even lonelier than lonely women because
something something penis. Then he'll commit atrocities because Stacy not fucking him is on the
same level of neglecting a child.
In other words, entitlement. These particular men feel entitled to hot women fucking them but don't
you dare expect him to feel obligated to fuck women he's not attracted to.
The comment perfectly explains why "lonely guys" and a certain I word doesn't get sympathy. These
men are entitled hypocrites who will hurt people when they don't their way. Sound familiar as to why
a certain subreddit got banned: Not because they're ugly, but because they're terrible people with
severe mental health problems.
Link to actual comment I'm referencing.
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CMV: Men need to learn to have Self-respect and self-
empowerment just like women are doing. Step one? Saying NO
when you realize you are merely a "backup plan" in a
relationship.
312 upvotes | December 6, 2019 | by ubermynsch | Link | Reddit Link

How do you know if she is not treating you like a backup plan?
She spends money on you, always responds to your texts, and makes you a priority in her life.
If she isn't doing these things, you need to jerk off and stop being thirsty. If your thirsty, go out with a
1/10, jerk off, or fuck a and dump a golddigger.
Tldr: stop chasing women.
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If You Want a Marriage of Equals, Then Date as Equals
311 upvotes | February 17, 2020 | by CultistHeadpiece | Link | Reddit Link

H Heterosexual women of a progressive bent often say they want equal partnerships with men. But
dating is a different story entirely. The women I interviewed for a research project and book expected
men to ask for, plan, and pay for dates; initiate sex; confirm the exclusivity of a relationship; and
propose marriage. After setting all of those precedents, these women then wanted a marriage in which
they shared the financial responsibilities, housework, and child care relatively equally. Almost none
of my interviewees saw these dating practices as a threat to their feminist credentials or to their desire
for egalitarian marriages. But they were wrong.
As a feminist sociologist, I’ve long been interested in how gender influences our behavior in
romantic relationships. I was aware of the research that showed greater gains in gender equality at
work than at home. Curious to explore some of the reasons behind these numbers, I spent the past
several years talking with people about their dating lives and what they wanted from their marriages
and partnerships. The heterosexual and LGBTQ people I interviewed—more than 100 in total—were
highly educated, professional-track young adults who lived in the greater San Francisco Bay Area.
This was not a cross section of America, for certain, but I did expect to hear progressive views. Most
wanted equal partnerships where they could share both financial and family responsibilities. Almost
everyone I interviewed was quite vocal in their support of gender equality and didn’t shy away from
the feminist label.
However, I noticed a glaring disconnect between the straight women’s views on marriage and their
thoughts on dating. Once these women were married, it was difficult to right the ship, so to speak.
The same gender stereotypes that they adopted while dating played out in their long-term
partnerships.
Three-quarters of Millennials in America support gender equality at work and home and agree that
the ideal marriage is an equitable one. Consequently, I expected the young women I interviewed to
epitomize feminist liberation. Yet, when they thought of equality among men and women, they
focused more on professional opportunities than interpersonal dynamics. Americans with a college
education now get married in their early 30s on average, as young adults put their love life on hold
while they invest in their education and establish a career. Given the significant time, money, and
effort they put into building this career, the women I spoke with expected to partner with people who
would support their ambitious professional goals. The men said they desired and respected these
independent, high-achieving women and actually saw them as more compatible partners as a result.
And yet in a throwback to an earlier era, many women I spoke with enacted strict dating rules. “It’s a
deal breaker if a man doesn’t pay for a date,” one woman, aged 29, told me. A 31-year-old said that if
a man doesn’t pay, “they just probably don’t like you very much.” A lot of men, they assumed, were
looking for nothing more than a quick hookup, so some of these dating rituals were tests to see
whether the man was truly interested in a commitment. A third woman, also 31, told me, “I feel like
men need to feel like they are in control, and if you ask them out, you end up looking desperate and
it’s a turnoff to them.”
On dates, the women talked about acting demure, and allowing men to do more of the talking.
Women, they said, were more attractive to men when they appeared unattainable, so women
preferred for the men to follow up after a date. None of the women considered proposing marriage;
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that was the man’s job. “I know it feels counterintuitive … I’m a feminist,” the first woman said.
“But I like to have a guy be chivalrous.”
Not all of the heterosexual women I spoke with felt strongly about these dating rules. “Getting
married and having kids were probably, if they were even on the list, like number 99 and 100 on the
list of 100,” one told me. “I think the men I was with knew. It would just be ridiculous if they were
on a bended knee offering me a ring.” Yet even the few women who fell into this category tended to
go along with traditional dating rituals anyway, arguing that the men they dated wanted them and the
women “just didn’t care enough” to challenge the status quo.
The heterosexual men I interviewed claimed that a woman’s assertiveness took the pressure off them.
While some liked paying for dates, feeling that the gesture was a nice way to show they cared, others
were more resistant. One man told me he splits the cost of a date “Fifty-fifty. That goes right in line
with my theory of the person I consider my equal. Just because I carry the penis does not mean that I
need to buy your food for you. You’re a woman, you’re educated or want to be educated, you want to
be independent—take your stance.”
But as the relationship progressed, the men I spoke with held persistent double standards. They
expected women to walk a fine line between enough and too much sexual experience. They admitted
to running into conflicts with “strong-willed” women. Men also wanted to be taller, stronger, and
more masculine than their partners. And many of the men expected women to take their last names
after marriage.
When men and women endorsed these traditional gender roles early in a relationship, undoing those
views in marriage was difficult. The married men I interviewed often left caregiving and housework
to the women, while the husbands considered themselves breadwinners and decision makers. This
behavior fell in line with national trends. As American time-use surveys show, women still do about
twice as much unpaid labor in the home as men.
One woman said of her husband, “He’ll take our son on bike rides with him. But in the middle of the
night, I’m the one getting up. Like for me to be out like this on this interview, I had to make sure
there was dinner stuff for him.”
A man expressed his resentment at not having an egalitarian relationship, saying, “That’s not the
relationship I want for myself.” Yet he later added that his partner should do more of the household
labor, because she was more invested in a clean house.
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/02/if-you-want-marriage-equals-then-date-equals/60
6568/
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Being "hookup material" is better than being "boyfriend
material"
310 upvotes | February 22, 2022 | by DrinkItInMan11 | Link | Reddit Link

I don't think there's a bigger complement to a man than being hookup material, if you are it means
you're likely pretty hot and good enough to hook up with nearly anyone, isn't that the dream? No
strings attached sex with multiple people? If someone is willing to go home and sleep with you on
either the first date or just for a one night stand, you're doing something right, it shows you're a high
value man.
Being boyfriend material doesn't sound good at all, being boyfriend material usually means you're not
attractive enough to have sex on the first date, you're not as likely to have one night stands and your
future partner will likely eat you to wait before having sex.
It's simple, being the guy she has sex with on the first date is absolutely a better deal than being the
guy she makes wait.
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Who is to blame for ethots making millions , look in the mirror
309 upvotes | October 4, 2021 | by villarconstante | Link | Reddit Link
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Here is why traditional women/wives are becoming more and
more rare
309 upvotes | January 30, 2023 | by InfamousBake1859 | Link | Reddit Link

Traditional roles is a huge risk for a woman. When it works out, everyone is happy. When it doesn’t
work out, I truly believe women ends up with the short end of the stick (usually).
Mary is a virgin or a low count woman who is in her early 20’s. SInce she lack experience in dating,
she meets John who she thinks is a good man. Parents seem to approve, they get married. They get
married after 1-2 years and decide to have kids. Since they both prefer traditional role, they decide to
start trying for kids. They end up having 2 kids 2 years apart.
The kids and house are mainly mary’s responsibility. John just has to go to work and earn money.
John is working hard at his career, pulling multiple late nights and his wife supports him by creating a
loving home and watching over the kids.
Say something now changes, one kid is 2 years old, another is an infant. Perhaps mary now is too
stressed at home with the kids and chores to have sex. Perhaps John or Mary has gained weight.
Perhaps John met career betty at work and has an affair. Their relationship starts to suffer. Finally
after 7 years of marriage, they call it quits.
John has climbed that corporate ladder and now is making 100k. Mary has zero work experience (she
may or may not even have a college degree, but certainly she has been out of work for almost a
decade). The judge states the young kids (around 6 and 4) should stay with the mom primarily
(maybe split custody).
John doesn’t want to pay alimony (edit: most alimony are settle out of court, and alimony is rarely
granted, even if it was, usually just for a few years). Mary now has to pick up some low income job
for 7-10$/hr and has two kids to take care of. John is still making 100k due to the support Mary given
him but mary is barely making ends meet.
This is why traditional women have more risks.
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Women's reported sexual partner count dramatically increases
when hooked up to a polygraph whereas men's does not
significantly change
308 upvotes | October 21, 2020 | by pleantrees | Link | Reddit Link

Alexander and Fisher (2003) conducted a study to examine the effects of social norms on women's
self-reports of their number of sexual partners. The researchers utilized a "bogus pipeline"
methodology; wherein participants were wired to a replica polygraph, with the participants being
under the impression that the replica was functional and could detect the honesty of their responses to
the researchers' questions.
The study's participants (N = 201; N = 96 men and N = 105 women) were asked to complete a survey
gauging their level of sociosexuality (how permissive or not their sexual attitudes were) and assigned
to one of three conditions: anonymous response to the survey, bogus pipeline to control (filler
questions), bogus pipeline answering the questions pertaining to their number of sexual partners and
the "exposure threat" condition (the participants were under the impression that the researcher could
read the responses to the questions).
It was found that women underplayed their number of sexual partners when they were threatened
with "exposure" by the researchers (mean number of partners 2.6) versus the anonymous response
(mean number of partners 3.4) and that their self-reported partner count was highest under the bogus
pipeline condition; where they were wired to the replica polygraph (mean number of partners 4.4).
Thus, women's self-reported number of sexual partners was ~1.7x less under the exposure threat
condition versus the fake polygraph condition.
Men's number of self-reported sexual partners remained reasonably stable under all conditions, with
the mean number of partners reported by the men being 4.0 under the bogus pipeline condition. It was
also found that women had a slightly lower earlier mean age of first intercourse (16.3 years versus
men's 16.5) under the bogus pipeline condition, with women reporting a later age under the exposure
threat condition.
Ergo, it was also found by the researchers that the women had a higher mean partner count than the
men under the bogus pipeline condition, contradicting the general trend of women self-reporting less
sexual partners than roughly equivalent aged men.
Thus, it was demonstrated by the researchers that women generally deflate their self-reported number
of partners and that this tendency is strongest when they are threatened with social shame or peer
exposure for reporting their true number of sexual partners (paternity assurance).
This study is frequently misquoted in the manosphere that men would exaggerate their partner counts.
In this particular study there was no significant effect for men, and there is also elsewhere no
evidence that men exaggerate nearly as much as women downplay their sexual activity, except
perhaps for a small subset of men (Clark, 1966).
An explanation for women lying about their sexual past can likely be found in evolutionary
psychology and female intrasexual competition by gossip. Women accuse one another of sluttiness
because men prefer non-sluts and virgins to avoid STDs and to gain certainty that the offspring they
invest in is really theirs.
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Sex differences were greatest in the exposure threat condition, which encouraged gender role
accommodation, and were smallest in the bogus pipeline condition, which discouraged
stereotypical responses and encouraged honest responding instead.
Surprisingly, women reported an earlier age than men in the anonymous condition.
Because men do not face the same negative consequences for expressing their sexuality as do
women, they may not experience the need to inhibit these responses to the same degree.
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Does porn affect the modern world dynamics between men and
women and destroys the sexual development of kids and teens?
308 upvotes | December 19, 2020 | by throwawaya_123456789 | Link | Reddit Link

Original Post
Where I found it
Includes mentions of rape, abuse, violence, racism, misogyny, homophobia, child sex abuse,
pedophilia, etc.
Porn use:
There are over 420 million pages of pornographic material online worldwide. (IFR)
72 million searches for porn are logged monthly. (IFR)
25% of all daily search engine requests are for pornography (68 million searches daily) (IFR)
42.7% of internet users view porn (IFR)
100,000-plus websites are devoted to child pornography. There are over 116,000 daily requests for
this material. (IFR)
20% of men admit to accessing pornography at work (IFR)
35% of those purchasing online porn make $75,000-plus annually. (IFR)
The United States is the top producer of pornographic web pages with 244,661,900, or 89 percent
(IFR)
Worldwide revenue from mobile phone pornography is $1 billion-plus and growing (Bryan-Low,
Cassel and Pringle, David. “Sex Cells: Wireless Operators Find That Racy Cellphone Video Drives
Surge in Broadband Use.” The Wall Street Journal, May 12, 2005)
Ex-porn star testimonies:
Corina Taylor: ”When I arrived to the set I expected to do a vaginal girl boy scene. But during the
scene with a male porn star, he forced himself anally into me and would not stop. I yelled at him to
stop and screamed ‘No’ over and over but he would not stop. The pain became too much and I was in
shock and my body went limp.”
Jenna Jameson: ”Most girls get their first experience in gonzo films – in which they’re taken to a
crappy studio apartment in Mission Hills and penetrated in every hole possible by some abusive
asshole who thinks her name is Bitch.”
Alexa James: ”The first shoot I did was with a man who was probably 40 and he was as thick as a
soda can. He held me down and shoved it in me with no lube tearing my vagina. When I started to
tear up and cry he flipped me over and continued from behind be so they wouldn’t get me crying on
film. He pulled my hair and choked me over and over again even when I told him it hurt and I could
barely breathe.”
Linda Lovelace: ”My initiation into prostitution was a gang rape by five men, arranged by Mr.
Traynor. It was the turning point in my life. He threatened to shoot me with the pistol if I didn’t go
through with it. I had never experienced anal sex before and it ripped me apart. They treated me like
an inflatable plastic doll, picking me up and moving me here and there. They spread my legs this way
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and that, shoving their things at me and into me, they were playing musical chairs with parts of my
body. I have never been so frightened and disgraced and humiliated in my life. I felt like garbage. I
engaged in sex acts for pornography against my will to avoid being killed.The lives of my family
were threatened.”
Andi Anderson: ”After a year or so of that so-called “glamorous” life, I sadly discovered that drugs
and drinking were a part of the lifestyle. I began to drink and party out of control! Cocaine, alcohol
and ecstasy were my favorites. Before long, I turned into a person I did not want to be. After doing so
many hardcore scenes I couldn’t do it anymore. I just remember being in horrible situations and
experiencing extreme depression and being alone and sad.”
Alexa Milano: ”My first movie I was treated very rough by 3 guys. They pounded on me, gagged me
with their penises, and tossed me around like I was a ball! I was sore, hurting and could barely walk.
My insides burned and hurt so badly. I could barely pee and to try to have a bowel movement was out
of the question. I was hurting so bad from the physical abuse from these 3 male porn stars.”
Jessie Jewels: ”People in the porn industry are numb to real life and are like zombies walking around.
The abuse that goes on in this industry is completely ridiculous. The way these young ladies are
treated is totally sick and brainwashing. I left due to the trauma I experienced even though I was there
only a short time.”
Genevieve: ”I had bodily fluids all over my face that had to stay on my face for ten minutes. The
abuse and degradation was rough. I sweated and was in deep pain. On top of the horrifying
experience, my whole body ached, and I was irritable the whole day. The director didn’t really care
how I felt; he only wanted to finish the video.”
Jersey Jaxin: ”Guys punching you in the face. You have semen from many guys all over your face, in
your eyes. You get ripped. Your insides can come out of you. It’s never ending.”
Elizabeth Rollings: ”I didn’t want to feel the pain of penetration from an over average sized man,
being told to freeze in a position until the camera man was happy with his shots was very painful. I
had peoples body fluids forced on my face or anywhere else the producer pleased and I had to accept
it or else no pay. Sometimes you would get to a gig and the producer would change what the scene
was supposed to be to something more intense and again if you didn’t like it, too bad, you did it or no
pay.”
Lucky Starr: ”I was worried about my first anal scene for quite a few days … then the big moment
arrived. It REALLY hurt! I almost quit and said, “I can’t do this”. When it was all over, I was so
happy and relieved I was able to do it…”
Ashlyn Brooke: ”I honestly felt that if I had to have another strange man in my face, his hands (God
knows where they’ve been all over me) him calling me his baby and having to exude some sort of
forged passion for the world to see, I probably would have exploded. And what would have been
stuck to the walls would have probably been nothing, just pieces of skin, bone, the brain of a robot,
and what would have been left of what would have existed once as a huge and warm heart.”
Roxy: ”After only 30 movies I caught two sexually transmitted diseases. Herpes, a non-curable
disease and HPV, which led to cervical cancer where I had to have half of my cervix removed. Porn
destroyed my life.”
Anita Cannibal: ”Yeah, there are a lot of cover-ups going on. There is a lot of tragedy. There are a lot
of horrible things.”
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Tamra Toryn: ”As for myself, I ended up paying the price from working in the porn industry. In
2006, not even 9 months in, I caught a moderate form of dysplasia of the cervix (which is a form of
HPV, a sexually transmitted disease) and later that day, I also found out I was pregnant. I had only 1
choice which was to abort the baby during my first month. It was extremely painful emotionally and
physically. When it was all over, I cried my eyes out.”
Jessi Summers: ”I also did a scene where I was put with male talent that was on my no list. I wanted
to please them so I did it. He put his foot on my head and stepped on it while he was doing me from
behind. I freaked out and started balling; they stopped filming and sent me home with reduced pay
since they got some shot but not the whole scene.
porn trends:
“teen” is the most commonly searched porn term
child pornography is one of the fastest growing businesses online.
how pornographers feel about women:
“I’d like to really show what I believe the men want to see: violence against women. I firmly believe
that we [pornographers] serve a purpose by showing that. The most violent we can get is the cum shot
in the face. Men get off behind that, because they get even with the women they can’t have. We try to
inundate the world with orgasms in the face.” - Bill Margold, porn industry veteran, quoted in Robert
J. Stoller and I. S. Levine, Coming Attractions: The Making of an X-rated video; 1993.
“There’s nothing I love more than when a girl insists to me that she won’t take a cock in her ass,
because — oh yes she will!” -Max Hardcore, interviewed in Hustler (June 1995).
“My whole reason for being in this Industry is to satisfy the desire of the men in the world who
basically don’t much care for women and want to see the men in my Industry getting even with the
women they couldn’t have when they were growing up. I strongly believe this… so we come on a
woman’s face or somewhat brutalize her sexually: we’re getting even for their lost dreams. I believe
this. I’ve heard audiences cheer me when I do something foul on screen. When I’ve strangled a
person or sodomized a person, or brutalized a person, the audience is cheering my action, and then
when I’ve fulfilled my warped desire, the audience applauds.” - Bill Margold, porn industry veteran
and Free Speech Coalition board member.
“It might promote violence against women in the United States, but I say, ‘Good.’ I hate those
bitches. They’re out of line and that’s one of the reasons I want to do this … I’m going through a
divorce right now. … I hate American women.” - What pornographers really think of women
(Deutsche Presse-Agentur, 14 October 1999)
2010 study on popular porn films:
88% of scenes contained physical aggression, including spanking, gagging, and slapping. Women
were overwhelmingly the targets of aggressive acts, and men the perpetrators. Following instances of
aggression towards women, in 95% of cases the women expressed pleasure or neutrality.
cases of porn leading children to commit sexual assualt IN THE UK ALONE:
February 2014: A 13-year-old boy told a UK court that he raped his 8-year-old sister after viewing
pornography at his friend’s house. The teenager told police he “decided to try it out” on his sister
because she was small and “couldn’t remember stuff,” reported the Lancashire Telegraph.
November 2013: A different 13-year old UK boy pleaded guilty to raping an eight-year old girlwhen
he was 10. A pornography addiction since age 9 was said to have played a significant role in his
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crimes.
March 2013: Two boys aged 14 and 15 admitted to a British court that they were re-enacting scenes
witnessed in violent online pornography when they beat, brutalized, then raped a 14-year-old girl
they had tied to a chair.
March 2013: A UK report found that thousands of British children had committed sexual offenses. In
all, 4,562 minors – some as young as five – committed 5,028 sexual offenses over a three year period
from 2009-2012. Experts blamed “easy access to sexual material.”
January 2012: Children’s aid and sex abuse organizations in Australia largely blamed 414 cases of
children sexually abusing other children on the explosion of pornography made accessible to
children.
August 2012: A 13-year-old Canadian boy pleaded guilty to repeatedly raping a 4-year-old boy who
lived in his foster home. The boy said the idea came from watching “gay porn” on his foster parents’
home computer.
April 2012: A child therapist reported a case of a 13-year-old boy who raped his 5-year-old sisterafter
developing a “complex fantasy world” warped by “two years of constant porn use.”
racism in porn:
Latinos and Hispanics: Pornography tends to stereotype Hispanic women as feisty, “hot and spicy
Latinas”, sexy Señoritas, with a high sex drive and low impulse control. Many are portrayed as
maids, illegal immigrants to the United States, or unfaithful wives. Since Latinos and Hispanics can
be of any race (many are white Hispanic Americans, Mestizos etc.), cultural characteristics are
sometimes portrayed via iconic items like South and Central American national costumes, sombreros,
maracas, or Mexican dresses.
Asian women: Are viewed as sexually willing or submissive. Asian men are hardly portrayed in
pairing with white women and not as common compared to white men with asian women porn. Asian
women are mainly portrayed as the: “Dragon Ladies”, as servile “Lotus Blossom Babies”, “Innocent
School Girls” in private school uniforms, “China dolls”, “Geisha girls”, war brides, or prostitutes.
Japanese media have also at times sensationalistically promoted the stereotype of Japanese women
overseas as “yellow cabs”.
Black performers: Large penis size in Black men is consistently emphasized in pornography, often by
exclusively casting actors with larger than average penises such as Lexington Steele, Kid Bengala,
Jack Napier and Mandingo. Men are often treated to stereotypes of gang affiliation, working class
labor, and are overrepresented in gang rape fetish films. Also, they are represented as overly
aggressive and demanding, and are performing with white women. Similarly, black women are often
portrayed with large breast and buttocks, or ‘booty’. They normally play a submissive role while
performing with a white male.
Kid’s access to pornography:
Youth who look at violent x-rated material are six times more likely to report forcing someone to do
something sexual online or in-person versus youth not exposed to x-rated material. [12]
Middle-school aged boys who view X-rated content are almost three times more likely to report oral
sex and sexual intercourse than boys who do not use sexually explicit material[13]
A study in the southeastern U.S. found that 53 percent of boys and 28 percent of girls (ages 12-15)
reported use of sexually explicit media. The Internet was the most popular forum for viewing. [14]
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The words “sex” and “porn” rank fourth and sixth among the top ten most popular search terms. [15]
Roughly two-thirds (67 percent) of young men and one-half (49 percent) of young women agree that
viewing pornography is acceptable.[7]
Nearly 9 out of 10 (87 percent) young men and 1 out of 3 (31 percent) young women report using
pornography.[8]
Experts have warned that the rise in the viewing of pornography was implicated in a variety of
problems, including a rise in the levels of STDs and teenage pregnancies. Additionally, males aged
between 12 and 17 who regularly viewed pornography had sex at an earlier stage in life and were
more likely to initiate oral sex, apparently imitating what they had seen. [9] [10]
Internet pornography was blamed for a 20 percent increase in sexual attacks by children over three
years.[6]
One out of three youth who viewed pornography, viewed the pornography intentionally.[1]
Seven out of ten youth have accidentally come across pornography online.[2]
Nearly 80 percent of unwanted exposure to pornography is taking place in the home (79 percent
occurs in the home; 9 percent occurs at school; 7 percent other/unknown; 5 percent at a friend’s
home).[3]
Kids experience unwanted exposure to sexual material via:[4] A link came up as a result of an
innocent word search (40 percent), Clicking on a link in another site (17 percent), A pop-up (14
percent), Other (13 percent), Misspelled web address (12 percent), Don’t know (4 percent), Pictures
involving animals or other strange things (10 percent)
Type of material youth encounter when unwanted exposure to pornography occurs:[5] Naked people
(86 percent), People having sex (37 percent), Violent pictures (13 percent)
Nearly 74 percent of pornography websites surveyed display adult content on their homepage
(accessible to anyone) before asking if the viewers are of legal age. [11]
American children begin consuming hardcore pronography at an average age of 11 Four out of five
16 year-olds regularly access pornography online
Findings from the Youth Internet Safety Survey indicate that 15% of 12-17 year olds have
purposefully looked at x-rated material online.
Data from the PEW Internet and American Life Project suggest that 70% of 15-17 year old internet
users accidently view pornography “very” or “Somewhat” often.
Child Pornography:
Child pornography is a $3-billion industry. (Top Ten Reviews)
Child pornography is one of the fastest growing businesses online, and the content is becoming much
worse. (Internet Watch Foundation) Internet Watch Foundation confirmed 1536 child abuse domains
in 2008.
The fastest growing demand in commercial websites for child abuse is for images depicting the worst
type of abuse, including penetrative sexual activity involving children and adults and sadism or
penetration by an animal. 58% of child sexual abuse images depict this level of abuse. (IWF, 2008)
69% of all victims in child abuse images are between the ages of 0 and 10 years old. (IWF, 2008)
In a study of arrested child pornography possessors, 40 percent had both sexually victimized children
and were in possession of child pornography. Of those arrested between 2000 and 2001, 83 percent
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had images involving children between the ages 6 and 12; 39 percent had images of children between
ages 3 and 5; and 19% had images of infants and toddlers under age 3 (National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children, Child Pornography Possessors Arrested in Internet-Related Crimes: Findings fro
the National Juvenile Online Victimization Study. 2005)
Your brain on porn:
further decline in dopamine levels
further decline in opioids and endorphins
drop-off in GABA, which is an anti-anxiety
neurotransmitter
rise in brain stress hormones CRF and norepinephrine
elevated dynorphin which inhibits dopamine and lowers your pleasure response
one week after quitting the reward center sprouts new nerve cell branches, which correlate with
cravings to use
More sources on addiction to porn
Common porn addiction withdrawal symptoms include:
Anxiety
Restlessness
Irritability
Insomnia
Fatigue
Headaches
Poor concentration
Depression
Social isolation
Loss of libido (Can take days to manifest, and last a long time)
Adult (>18 years old) exposure to pornographic media is connected with:
Believing a rape victim enjoyed rape
Believing women suffer less from rape
Believing women in general enjoy rape
Believing a rape victim experienced pleasure and “got what she wanted”
Believing women make false accusations of rape
Believing rapist deserve less jail time
More acceptance of the rape myth
More acceptance of violence against women
More likely to go to a prostitute and to go more frequently
Increasing their estimates of how often people engage in sex with violence
More self-reported likelihood of forcing a women sexually
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More self-reported likelihood of rape
Creating more sexually violent fantasies to get aroused
Engaging in more sexual harassment behaviors
More likelihood of forcing a woman sexually
More likelihood of future rape
Using physical coercion to have sex
Using verbal coercion to have sex
Using drugs and alcohol to sexually coerce women
Having engaged in rape
Having engaged in date rape
Having engaged in marital rape
Being an adult sex offender
Being a child molester
Being an incest offender
Engaging in sexual abuse of a battered spouse
More willingness to have sex with 13-14 year olds
More sexual attraction to children
Having sexually abused children
Life and death of a porn star:
all the women who don’t make money from the porn industry.
the women who are kidnapped, tortured, and forced into snuff films.
the skeletons that NAFTA keeps hidden in cobweb-ridden closets on the U.S.-Mexican border: their
average career length is 3 months.


What do you think of this?Are deviant acts getting more mainstream? Is the number of soft porn and
act sexy attitude on places like Instagram a result of the hiperstimulus ? Are men and women to
blame? Should we have more control over access to porn? Does it affect deeply relationships and
expectations over bodies and ideal people?
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The reason most women are indirect with rejections...is that we
are afraid of retaliation.
307 upvotes | January 10, 2021 | by iloveyoubutyou | Link | Reddit Link

Even though us women don't like to admit it, a part of us is intimidated by men. We know that they
are stronger and often taller. So when we dance around rejection it's not because we enjoy
manipulating your feelings.
It's because we know that if a man did decide to hurt us for jilting them they could and we most likely
couldn't fight back. It's a survival instinct that is both innate and taught. We know that not all men are
violent, but it's hard to tell which ones are and so we practice the same amount of caution with every
man we reject.
It's taught to us by fellow women. The first time I had to reject a guy in 9th grade my friend told me
to tell him that I had a boyfriend at another school.
Edit: By retaliation I don't just mean physical violence. Guilt tripping and emotional manipulation
counts too.
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Women tend to make bad decisions in regards to their safety.
They are too lenient with dangerous men and too cautious with
safe men. They have standards which actually rewards pushy
guys and pushes away respectful ones.
307 upvotes | May 26, 2021 | by idrinkapplejuice42 | Link | Reddit Link

This has been bugging me a ton. I wont wrute too much on it, but I feel like after talking to some
women, they tend to be overly cautious around normal men who mean them no harm. For example i
have experienced women flaking quite often and have other women tell me that most women dont
want to reject guys directly because they could blow up on her, yell at her harass her etc. This doesnt
make a lot of sense to me. Im generally thoughtful about the situations I speak to women in. Ive
asked women out in public areas, when theyre with friends, over text etc. And generally these are
women that that I dont have a ton of personal info on, so even if I wanted to I couldnt just show up at
their house unannounced or anything. And if I blew up and harassed them it would be in front of their
friends or in a public area and I would be rightfully condemned.
On the other end I have spoken to a lot of women who have gotten themselves in bad situations and
its very clear to me where they went wrong. They were alone with a guy drinking in a place they
didnt know. They stayed in a relationship with an abuser who already showed his true colors. Etc.
Like these are situations that have clear red flags that women seem to ignore. Ultimately I think that
women tend to build up walls that keep any respectful well meaning guy away. But they let those
walls fall down when a guy is super pushy, or doesnt respect them. Ive seen this sexually a lot, where
I try to ask a woman what shes into, what she wants, and she wont be super forward about it. Shell
give signs that she is perhaps subnissive and wants a guy to dominate her, but she wont clearly
communicate it. I walk away from that because i dont want to misinterpret what the person wants.
But these same people will fuck around with a more dominant guy who just does what he wants.
Women dont often communicate what they actually want and this pushes away respectful guys who
care what she wants and rewards pushy guys who don't.
Do you agree? Disagree? I just wonder what other peoples thoughts and experiences with this are.
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If a woman is allowed to define a man loving her as him buying
her flowers, taking her out to restaurants, spending quality
time with her, then a man is allowed to define a woman loving
him as cooking, cleaning, and fucking.
306 upvotes | May 19, 2021 | by RDelbson | Link | Reddit Link

You don't get to negotiate attraction. What you find attractive in a partner is for you to decide, not for
your partner to decide. For example, if you truly love it when your boyfriend/husband buys you
flowers, you are allowed to do that. I can guarantee you, however, that most men don't derive any
pleasure out of buying flowers. The most enjoyment men get from buying flowers is from them
knowing that his wife/girlfriend will light up with a smile when receiving the flowers. They
themselves do not experience any change in their emotions. On the topic of flowers specifically, there
has been some research done.
Similarly, if you as a woman want to spend quality time with your husband, and if that quality time
really means a lot to you in order to keep the relationship healthy, you are allowed to want that. I
remember in college there was a friend I had. Every Wednesday night, for one hour I would see him
and his girlfriend sitting together in the lounge of our dorm room. They would each be silently
reading their own copy of the same book. They would do this for at least an hour. I asked him about
it, and he told me that his girlfriend wanted him to read books with her. I asked him, doesn't he get
bored, and he said that yeah he does, but it means a lot to her. And so he kept doing it.
There's nothing wrong with wanting quality time, or having a man buy you gifts. In fact, these and
other things are what we call the love languages.
There are five love languages:

Receiving Gifts1.
Quality Time2.
Physical Touch3.
Words of Affirmation4.
Acts of Service5.

Let's describe them. 1 and 2 I touched on above. Number 3 should be obvious. It includes holding
hands, hugs, kisses, and cuddling, in addition to sex. Number 4 is basically when a man complements
a woman. Women love being told "you look pretty in that dress," or "that makeup looks lovely on
you", or "I think you look really nice today." Words of affirmation can also be an acknowledgement
about a woman's skill or intelligence. Love language number 5 is when your partner does something
for you
My argument is that all five love languages are equal in terms of importance and that it unfair to
shame any man or any woman for wanting one or more of these love languages in a long term
committed relationship.
From what I've observed, most women agree with me that all five love languages are completely
valid for women, but only four are valid for men. Women on this subreddit, as well as in other female
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circles (other females subreddits like FDS, instagram, twitter, etc) have consistently shown an issue
with love language #5, acts of service, when it is desired by men.
Whenever a man on this subreddit says that he wants a wife that will cook and clean, he is
immediately called a misogynist and sexist. That is not fair. He is allowed to want acts of service to
be provided to him in a romantic relationship, just as the woman can want any of the five love
languages provided to her in the relationship.
Every time a man says "I want someone that will cook and do the dishes" the response by women on
this subreddit are "omg get a maid you sexist." Why? What if all men responded to the calls of
women saying they want a man to buy them gifts (clothes, flowers, etc) "just shop on amazon and
buy it yourself." Women feel irked upon hearing that, because they know it's not about actually
buying the product, its about the man doing it for her out of love.
Similarly, a man wants acts of service--specifically cooking, cleaning, and fucking--as an act of love
done for him even if it isn't exactly what the woman wants to do.
There is nothing wrong with a man wanting these things from his relationship.
Finally, as a bonus, here's a clip from Chris Rock summing this up nicely.
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The fact that the most offensive thing you could ask a woman
about is her age inevitably proves that women are aware of the
wall itself
306 upvotes | October 11, 2019 | by banned_by_cucks | Link | Reddit Link

Years ago, when I was at my first internship, I was having a casual conversation with a female
coworker on my team. We got to know each other a bit, and then I slipped the question, "How old are
you btw?" thinking it was completely appropriate given the development and length of the
conversation.
Then she lost her breath and looked extremely shocked, she proceeded to bluntly tell me, "Don't ever
ask a woman that again."
I hadn't realized such a basic question was such a horrific crime at the time, after all, the girls my age
(17 or 18) at the time didn't give a shit about revealing their age. The fact that such a simple question
is considered the most offensive thing you could ask a woman makes me realize that women do
believe the wall exists.
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Young women are less likely to intend to use a condom with a
more facially attractive male partner, and over 50% of non-
virgin women report having intentionally employed a tactic
(excluding other preventative birth control methods) to
prevent/inhibit effective condom usage
305 upvotes | December 9, 2020 | by RSDevotion1 | Link | Reddit Link

A study by Eleftheriou et al. (2019) found that:

The more facially attractive a man was judged to be, the more likely it was that participants
were willing to have sex with him (r = 0.987, p < 0.001).
The more facially attractive a man was judged to be, the less likely women were to intend to
use a condom during sex (r = -0.552, p = 0.007).
The average perceived STD likelihood for a man had no significant association with his
average perceived attractiveness or with participants’ average willingness to have sex with him.
The more attractive a participant judged herself to be, the more she believed that, overall, men
are likely to have a STI.
Women showed significantly higher condom use intentions with men who they rated as less
attractive (p < 0.0005), men who they rated as less likely to carry or transmit an STI (p <
0.0005), men with whom they were less interested in having sex (p < 0.0005), and when they
estimated that fewer of their peers would also have condomless sex with him (p < 0.0005).
Women with a higher lifetime sexual partner count were more likely to have employed a
"condom resistance tactic" ("Since the age of 14, how many times have you successfully
avoided using a condom with a man who wanted to use one?").
Women with a higher lifetime sexual partner count were more likely to have had a STI.

In other words, whether a man is facially attractive was the most important studied predictor of
whether women will use a condom during intercourse. It is worth noting that none of the "condom
resistance tactic" options involved using other forms of preventative contraceptive (oral, IUD,
etc.), and a few were inherently deceitful in nature.

Study statistics:

480 (English-speaking female) participants
Average age = 20
89.1% of participants reported that they were exclusively attracted to men
Average lifetime (heterosexual) sexual partner count = 3.7
8.8% of participants reported no lifetime sexual partners (virgins)
4.6% of non-virgins reported having had a STI
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0% of women with only 1 lifetime sexual partner reported having had a STI
23.8% of women with at least 15 lifetime sexual partners reported having had a STI
54.8% of non-virgins reported having employed a "condom resistance tactic"
29.5% of non-virgins reported "getting him really aroused and then starting to have sex without
a condom"
18.3% of non-virgins reported "getting him so sexually excited that he agreed to have sex
without a condom"
17.8% of non-virgins reported "reassuring him that she was clean (did not have any STIs) so
that he would have sex without a condom"
16.7% of non-virgins reported "telling him she didn’t want to use a condom because sex
doesn’t feel as good with one on"
2.7% of non-virgins reported "preventing him from getting a condom by staying on top of him"

lifetime sexual partner count vs prevalence of a condom resistance tactic
lifetime sexual partner count vs prevalence of having had a STI

These results can be regarded as evidence for the sexy son hypothesis, proposed by statistician and
geneticist Ronald Fisher (1930). His theory—expanding upon Darwin's much overlooked emphasis
on the sexual selection for male traits by females—states that beauty may have evolved by a feedback
loop (Fisherian runaway) to become so attractive to females that they are readily willing to copulate
with a beautiful male irrespective of other considerations (his ability or willingness to provide for and
protect the female), because the male's beauty—which is partly heritable and a possible indication of
high genetic quality (genetic diversity/low inbreeding index/heterozygosity)—confer on their
offspring a potential reproductive advantage. The same does hold true for the opposite case (males
more readily copulate with beautiful females), but males can afford to be much less selective/more
promiscuous because they do not need to pay the cost of carrying and giving birth to the offspring
(Bateman's Principle of differential parental investment). Hence, women's behavior of disregarding
the ability to provide merely at the benefit of better looking offspring has much more drastic
implications.
As the authors mentioned, these results may be more easily explained when we consider the work of
Fishbein et al. and Williams et al., who found that risk information about a partner is sometimes
ignored when the partner is attractive.
Because the mean age of the study is very young (20), it is entirely possible that an older
demographic of women past their reproductive years (40+) would report an even higher likelihood of
having employed a condom resistance tactic.
It could very well be argued that the tactic of "preventing him from getting a condom by staying on
top of him" despite him wanting to use one (which 2.7% of non-virgins reported employing) is rape.
This could share relevancy to the fact that as many American men (1.1%) report being "forced to
penetrate" each year as women report being raped, despite the fact that a much smaller percentage of
men than women report victimization over a lifespan, which is mathematically only possible if a
smaller group of men than women are being victimized repeatedly, perhaps providing evidence for
exclusive selectivity (based on a man's facial attractiveness) in women's choices of which men they
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sexually victimize.
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Women lie about their partner preferences. They self-report
preference for intelligent and ambitious men, but they chose
the most attractive ones ignoring other traits.
305 upvotes | April 13, 2023 | by HungerISanEmotion | Link | Reddit Link

When considering a potential long-term mate for daughters, both women and their parents state that a
potential partner's ambition and intelligence are more important than physical attractiveness.
However, both women and their parents make mate choices that contradict their stated preferences,
favoring a physically attractive partner for daughters over an ambitious and intelligent partner. The
physical attractiveness of a potential mate for daughters (as a signal of genetic quality) may be more
important to both women and their parents than they consciously realize and conflict among women
and their parents over women's chosen partnerships may be less common when focusing on defined
mate choices rather than hypothetical mate preferences.
LINK: https://psycnet.apa.org/record/2023-58248-001
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So you want women to "lower their standards" but at the same
time "not settle" for you....HOW is that possible?
305 upvotes | June 21, 2022 | by Cjaylyle | Link | Reddit Link

A woman who "lowers their standards" has to CONCIOUSLY override her own biological attraction
and literally decide "right, I'm going to just have to suck it up and try and be satisfied with a
shorter/uglier/fatter/less exciting/less interesting man.
Anybody who lowers their standards, man or woman, is doing this. There is NO other way.
So by definition a woman lowering her standards is settling...which is what a lot of men are asking.
A woman cannot literally alter what she finds attractive. You cant change your brain and biology like
that. Otherwise gay people would just DECIDE to be attracted to the opposite sex....and we know
that's not how it works.
So you've pretty much just gotta accept that either a woman doesn't find you attractive, or if she
lowers her standards, which a lot of you suggest they do, understand that they ARE settling.
You can't have both.
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The whole "women want relationships, men want sex" cliché is
not only a gender stereotype, but also a subtle variation of the
"women are good, men are evil" narrative.
305 upvotes | December 21, 2022 | by AntiSocialPartygoer | Link | Reddit Link

First of all, people are different.
Just because a woman is single, it does not means she wants a relationship right now.
Also, just because a man is single, it does not means he does not want a relationship.
And there is more:
Wanting a relationship does not makes you an inherently better person, while being a single person
who just wants sex does not makes you an inherently worse person.
So, to wrap it all up... Did you guys (and girls) ever realized that all of this gendered propaganda of
"women want relationships, men want sex" is a subtle way of bashing men, implying they are morally
inferior to women because they don't want to be in serious relationships?
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Have people here heard of Norah Vincent, the woman who
went undercover as a man for more than a year and wrote a
book about it?
305 upvotes | February 15, 2022 | by washington_breadstix | Link | Reddit Link

Here's a link to the documentary about it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ip7kP_dd6LU
The gist: A lesbian woman named Norah Vincent created a male alter ego named "Ned" and used this
alter ego to experience male life firsthand, including dating women who believed Norah was a
straight man and forming a fairly tight-knit friend group with men in an effort to dissect male
friendships.
In the end, Norah drew some pretty interesting conclusions:
(1) On being a man versus being a woman, in general:

Norah: Men are suffering. They have different problems than women have, but they don't
have it better. They need our sympathy, they need our love, and they need each other more
than anything else. They need to be together.

Reporter: Do you think women understand what it's like to be a man?

Norah: Not at all. No clue. No idea.

(2) On male versus female sexuality:

Reporter (voiceover): Norah says strip-joints are about pure sex drive, completely empty
of any meaningful interaction, even when a woman is gyrating on your lap.

Reporter: But you're attracted to women. Were you ever aroused during any of these...?

Norah: No. I really ran smack up against the difference between male and female sexuality.
[It] is that female sexuality is mental. It's up here (gesturing toward head).

Reporter (voiceover): Whereas for men, Norah says, sexuality is – shall we say – "below
the waist".

Norah: At its core, it's a bodily function. It's a necessity.

(3) On what it's actually like to date women as a man:

Reporter: Does that kind of "living in the skin of a man" in the bar scene [and] in the
dating scene give you a different kind of respect for men?

Norah: It gives me a, sort of, definite sympathy. [...] It just makes me understand what's
going on.

Reporter (voiceover): Norah, as "Ned", also went on about thirty dates with women,
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mostly arranging them on the Internet.

Reporter: Did you have any fun?

Norah: Rarely. Rarely. It was pretty unpleasant.

Reporter (voiceover): She says the pressure of Ned having to prove himself was grueling.
Norah was surprised that many women had no interest in a soft, vulnerable man.

Norah: My prejudice was that the ideal man is a woman in a man's body. And I learned, no,
that's really not [the case]. There are a lot of women out there who really want a manly man.

At the end of her 18-month stint as Ned, Norah felt so shaken up that she had to check herself into a
hospital due to severe depression.
So what are the "pilled" takes on this documentary? I think most red-leaning people, especially men,
will find that Norah is preaching to the choir. Part of why she had such a rough time is because she
wasn't perceived as "high-value". When disguised as Ned, her otherwise rather "butch" traits
suddenly became feminine traits, which explains why the dating scene was such a nightmare.
From a more blue-pilled perspective, you could argue that a lot of the stress Norah endured was
because she was living in discord with her true identity, constantly having to deceive everyone she
interacted with, and that would have negative effects on anyone after a prolonged period of time.
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Women believing that men “command respect” proves that the
average man’s experiences to them are invisible
305 upvotes | February 22, 2022 | by DerekMorganBAU | Link | Reddit Link

Does women thinking that “men command respect” prove Apex Fallacy?
So for whatever reason women believe that men can just enter a room and command respect from
everyone. They believe that men are listened to more in the work place, at car dealerships, at the
family reunion at the circus etc etc.
This proves imo that too many women gloss over the average man who is SILENT at those business
meetings BECAUSE no one takes his opinion seriously.
And if that man were to tell a woman “No one listens to me” She will assume it’s because he is lower
on the social hierarchy - thus making him invisible to her at best and disgusted at him at worst.
No not all men can command respect. I’m in the medical field, been in for years. I’m surrounded by
female nurses. I’m used as a utility belt at best and there have been times where I suggest something
(“Hey your patient needs to be rolled every 4 hours because of a sore on their sacrum”) and I get
ignored or talked at as if I’m overstepping. It happens to everyone.
But best believe that when the MD walks the halls and tells the nurses the same thing I just brought
up, they’ll listen in a heartbeat.
Discuss.
Come out automod
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“My wallet my choice” should be a real thing when it comes to
reproductive rights for men
305 upvotes | March 7, 2022 | by theogfrankcastle | Link | Reddit Link

With women being allowed to exercise “my body my choice” where they get to have the ONLY say
in who gets born or not, why isn’t “my wallet my choice” allowed for men so that they can have the
ONLY say in whether they want to pay child support or not? If a pregnancy was unwanted, why do
women get the chance to “fix their mistake” while men get no chance to do the same?
Do we all agree the government/society is against men in this situation or is there another perspective
I’m missing because I’d love to know what y’all think.
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Why are women so much more content to be forever alone than
men?
304 upvotes | March 1, 2022 | by -angels-fan- | Link | Reddit Link

This is a subject that I just can't figure out.
It seems to me that women that can't find a high value man to settle down with are just fine living
alone with their cats and the occasional girls night out.
Men, on the other hand, seem to spiral into a pit of misogyny and despair when they can't find even a
low value woman that will date him.
Why does this happen?
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CMV: social media and online dating have completely
destroyed the dating market, it cannot be repaired
304 upvotes | June 9, 2021 | by still_alive11 | Link | Reddit Link

social media and online dating have destroyed the dating market as we know it. i'm not sure if there is
a way to recover at this point. the hyper sexualization and access to social media instagram thots has
skewed the perception of both men and women. now people believe they can get the hottest girl or
guy and they won't settle for less
in the past, you could only realize and see what was in your immediate vicinity. meaning, you only
had access to the girls or guys in your small town. you didn't think or know there were hotter girls out
there or better guys, and therefore you didn't want them. you were oblivious. thanks to social media
and online dating, the gates of potential are wide open. this sounds good on the surface, but it is
completely cancerous and has destroyed the dating market
most people are better off just not knowing what's out there. that's one of the reasons how stable
relationships are kept in check
but anyway, social media has fucked us all. we're now all doomed to be alone and forever frustrated.
unable to get the partners we want because they don't exist. the betas will settle with the average girls
and will get cheated on. the above average men will proceed to jerk off because the attractive girls
they want won't respect them. and the girls will just live in lala land throughout all of this because
they won't even understand what is happening nor will they care to understand. only a select few men
will see what is happening and will explore enough to realize that the dating market is going to a
complete shit hell hole. for the select few men out there that are realizing this, well good luck to your
brethren. here's to another day of jerking off. the good news is this won't last forever. pretty soon
we'll all be dead anyway
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Far too many people believe that men not being able to acquire
sex/relationships is a MORAL failing. This could not be further
from the truth.
304 upvotes | December 13, 2022 | by Safe-Plankton-2376 | Link | Reddit Link

This idea seems to be becoming more prevalent among women. I’ve seen it stated several times that
men who can’t get sex must have some kind of moral dysfunction. They’re “bad people” because
women don’t find them attractive, and they must be woman-haters or flagrant misogynists since
they’re so unsuccessful with the opposite sex. I can’t overstate how dangerously wrong this idea is.
I’ll start with an extreme example: criminals. There are plenty of drug dealing, murdering
psychopaths devoid of morality that have no issue with getting sex. Serial killers serving life-
sentences often have interest from women on the outside, and some of them even get married..
In my own personal experience, I’ve seen plenty of abhorrent men do fine on the dating scene. It’s
often the case that men who are “rough around the edges” are more sexually appealing than those
who are on straight-and-narrow paths.
Anyone who believes sex correlates with how “good” someone is assumes that traits such as looks,
social skills, and confidence are moral in nature. But being unattractive does not make you a bad
person. Having social deficits does not make you evil. Being rejected is not a reflection of your moral
character.
I think it’s a dangerous precedent to set, equating sex with morality.
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Men who “defend” women in comments on social media and
virtue signal by shaming men are only doing it seeking
validation and women’s favor, and women do not find this
attractive at all despite what they say
304 upvotes | May 7, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

The internet, social media specifically, has created an explosion of white knights rushing to the
defense of any woman who is challenged or even chiming in unprovoked in any interaction involving
a woman.
When men “stick up” for women in the comments and shame men calling them !nc3ls and dropping
misandrist tag groups like “I don’t know where you’re going with this but it’s not inside a woman”
they are displaying the lowest and most degrading form of subservience, and the sad part is it has the
exact opposite effect of what they are intending; women are completely turned off by this submissive
behavior.
Perhaps the most embarrassing part is these guys who shame men and virtue signal seeking women’s
validation are struggling as much or more than the men they’re criticizing, and it’s so obvious it’s
pathetic.
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Women are not 'complicated' - they almost always make it very
obvious if they like a man
303 upvotes | November 19, 2020 | by OldSimpsonsisbetter | Link | Reddit Link

I think a lot of men grew up with the idea that women are 'complicated'. Or they rationalised the idea
that women are mysterious or hard to figure out because they don't get any obvious interest from
them.
But in reality, women virtually always make it clear if they like a man. The trouble comes in the fact
most men are undesirable to most women, so most men don't receive obvious signals of interest.
Many women are also looking to monkey branch to a better male, so one month a woman could be
really into you and express her undying love to you. The next month she has forgotten you even exist.
This is where men like to rationalise that women give 'mixed signals'. No, it's because she stopped
liking you after she found a better man or simply believed that she could do better than you.
At the end of the day, if a woman likes you, you will know. If you have to look hard for signs that she
likes you, then she almost certainly doesn't like you.
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Men in a nutshell
302 upvotes | January 1, 2022 | by afflictuseternal | Link | Reddit Link
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Are we moving to a situation where many men don't feel as if
they have a stake in society anymore?
302 upvotes | August 21, 2020 | by BumblingBeta | Link | Reddit Link

I read an interesting post in the thread entitled "All men are misogynists" (I don't agree with the
thread title btw) and it spoke about how men feel as if they need a stake in society in order to be
productive and useful and feel as if they a purpose:

This is an over complication of a fundamental fact that the male-female relationship. Men
are attracted to women more than women are attracted them. A male's relationship with a
woman is dependent on his ability to be considered useful.

For all history a small pool of men have been Uber successful and thus the most attractive.
Society made harsh laws on women in high competition societies because if men don't feel
they have any ability to make children they have no investment in the society moving
forward.

You can't convince a man to work a field for you, you can't convince a man to die for you if
he has nothing to do for other than himself. Ancient to even pretty early modern society was
very powerful individuals making negotiations with less powerful men to assure them that
they still had enough of a place to make sacrifice reasonable. Full stop.

What has changed in recent times is that the cap or the handicapping women has pretty
much disappeared for the most part and now the carrot that societies used are gone for men
on the lower ends of society.

In my opinion men aren't misogynists they're just bad negotiators. Some see the situation
lay it out the exact same way I have and see woman's Place in society and their place in
society and feel that is unfair.
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e_full_text/g2bzu1y/?utm_source=reddit&utm_medium=web2x&context=3
Do you think society is now moving towards that situation? Now we have dating apps, social media,
women who have more economic freedom than ever before + laws in their favour, 3rd wave
feminism, it seems like there are a growing number of men who just feel like they have no purpose.
Men are constantly told that they must work on their hobbies/career/work out "for their own personal
satisfaction" or "to do it for themselves" but this post seems to imply that men need more incentive
than to just do things for themselves. They want to feel like they will be noticed by women and other
men, the work they put in will make them more attractive to women and they are more likely to have
kids.
Yet if the data is true, birth rates are dropping all across the West and sexual inequality is vastly
increasing. Which implies that more and more men feel like they do not have a stake in society.
What do you think? All opinions welcome.
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People take the nice guys bullshit too far.
301 upvotes | January 30, 2019 | by SupremeMystique | Link | Reddit Link

So there's this idea amongst edgy redditors that "nice guys" are just being nice to get laid and that
they're really entitled and insincere.
Many go as far as to say they're not really nice but just manipulative by acting nice to get attention
from women.
I used to think that for the longest time, but I'm calling bullshit on it. Not just because that all the
assholes and douchebags in high school/college got laid with no problem, it's also the fact that nice
guys are honest and have integrity and that's NOT attractive to young women. They value integrity
more than anything and that hurts their social development and their chances with girls who are
young/immature at that stage.
They are not trendy or risky which is popular and appealing to a young girl. They are also not willing
to sacrifice integrity for it. Hence, they are deemed boring.
It's only once women become maternal that they start to appreciate nice men. Even then, it's already
created a dent in the psyche of these nice men.
But the frustration that nice men have with dating shouldn't be treated as "manipulation", "insincere"
or "entitlement". It should just be recognized that they aren't going to be appealing to women in their
younger years.
I feel stupid attacking myself for being a nice guy. It was never my fault. I was frustrated, and I don't
that's unreasonable either.
They are genuinely nice. Their frustration does not mean they aren't really nice.
edit: God, I've just realized how much of the advice people give to men is always a way of attacking
them and making women feel like the victim. Every fucking time, it's got to be a deficiency in men.
Women can do no wrong.
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Men should NOT be grateful they even get to betabux
301 upvotes | July 13, 2020 | by ItchyHealth | Link | Reddit Link

This is in response to the post trying to condition men to cater to the feminine imperative.
The fact of the matter is, it would be irrational, disadvantageous and asinine for men to marry typical
modern women who have extensive sexual histories with numerous men. Reason being, these women
have an unrestricted sociosexual orientation, which means that they are less committed to their
partners and are more likely to cheat and divorce than their sociosexually restricted counterparts.
See below excerpts of two studies confirming this fact:

Individuals with an unrestricted sociosexual orientation (SO) are less committed to
their romantic relationships and more likely to engage in infidelity.

Not surprisingly, an unrestricted SO has been associated with a greater willingness to
engage in infidelity when using either self-report (Barta & Kiene, 2005; Ostovich & Sabini,
2004) or behavioral measures (Seal, Agostinelli, & Hannett, 1994). Previous studies have
shown that those with an unrestricted SO are generally less committed to their romantic
partners (Jones 1998; Simpson & Gangestad, 1991), and low commitment is often a
predictor of infidelity (Drigotas, Safstrom, & Gentilia, 1999).

Similarly, those with an unrestricted SO are often looking for new, attractive partners
(Simpson, Wilson, & Winterheld, 2004).

Mattingly, B. A., et al. Sociosexual orientation, commitment, and infidelity: a mediation analysis.
The Journal of social psychology 151.3 (2011): 222.
Source: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/21675178/
——————————————-
Women’s number of pre-marital partners: percent who cheated once married

2: 10.4%
3: 14.9%
4: 17.7%
5: 21.6%
6-10: 26.0%
11-20: 36.7%
21+: 46.8%

Source: https://archive.fo/SDVEU
More studies here
These women have a very relaxed attitude towards sex (ie, “it’s just sex”), seek novelty and variety in
sexual partners and partake in casual sex since they do not require commitment nor emotional
investment before engaging in sexual intercourse with a new partner. It is therefore self-explanatory
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why these women cheat more.
So, if a man chooses to marry the typical modern woman who has an extensive sexual history, he’s
not only paying full price (marriage) for what other men for free (FWBs), but there is also a very high
probability of infidelity, marital dissatisfaction, as well as divorce.
As a result, there are no benefits associated with marrying women with post wall women with high
body counts; only drawbacks.
If a man chooses to get married at at all, it should only be to a woman with restricted sociosexual
orientations (those with a low body count).
This is because women with a restricted sociosexual orientation eschew casual sexual relations and
only have sex in the context of monogamous relationships since they require emotional investment
and commitment before engaging in sexual intercourse with a new partner. It is therefore self-evident
why these types of women cheat less.
Additionally, men should never feel guilty for having standards nor should they fall for the absurd
shaming tactics that women use in an attempt to get you to drop these rational standards backed by
studies.
These same women employing these shaming tactics will reject men if they are bisexual, or if they’ve
ever used the services of a prostitute. As a result, completely disregard their shaming tactics and self-
serving rhetoric; ensure that you get the best deal for yourself.
“The past is the past” only when it benefits women’s mating strategy and caters to the female
imperative.
Moreover, these same high n women admit to cheating, but still screech, foam at the mouth and make
futile attempts to disprove the infidelity studies when they are posted, even though their very own
actions confirm the results of the studies. This just goes to show you where their interests and
priorities lie.
Anyways, to conclude, one would be blind, wilfully ignorant and delusional if they cannot recognize
the pitfalls associated with committing a lifetime of financial and emotional resources to women with
extensive sexual histories. No man should entertain the ridiculous notion that they should be
“grateful” to clean up the messes of a woman who wouldn’t have even given him the time of day a
decade prior.
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CMV: Men aren't assholes for treating you different after a
rejection
301 upvotes | April 26, 2023 | by FutureBannedAccount2 | Link | Reddit Link

Here's an old scenario I posted one day just to see responses:
I was out at a club one day and tried to make conversation with a girl I was interested in talking to.
She didn't give me the time of day, so whatever. Later that night, as the club was closing and we were
leaving, I guess her friends ditched her so she didn't have ride because he she comes trying to get a
ride with me and the boys. I told her no mainly because I didn't want one more person to take care of,
and 2 for safety reasons. Guess what the response was that I got:
"I bet you would've given her a ride if she didn't reject you." Well...yeah...
I've heard this many times throughout the years both directed at myself and other guys as if men are
obligated to treat women as if they're interested in them even after rejection. Sometimes it's
subconscious other times it's overt. Sometimes in fact women will be in relationships and still try to
use men to fill in those feelings not supplied by their bf. There's seems to be this idea that if you're
interested in a woman and treating her a certain way, you have to continue treating her that same way
even after rejection which is quite stupid to me.
I've had some ridiculous request from women such coming to take a dead rat outside, helping them
move, driving to change a tire or whatever. Did I help them? No. Would I have helped them if they
didn't reject me, most likely. Does that make me an asshole? No because men are not assholes for not
catering to you after rejection and it should be expected.
*obviously this is only in the case of not putting as much/any effort or energy, rather than acting
maliciously.
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Why are women like this?
301 upvotes | January 1, 2023 | by HardTruthssss | Link | Reddit Link
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How do women tolerate getting complimented all day? It
sounds horrible and oppressive. Men wouldn’t last a day.
301 upvotes | December 31, 2022 | by E-2-butene | Link | Reddit Link
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CMV : Women are so militant and unforgiving with guys
they're dating because they’re almost 100 percent confident
“their perfect man” is waiting for them in the future
300 upvotes | March 18, 2023 | by Cjaylyle | Link | Reddit Link

So they can treat and view every other prospect up to that point as “not him”
They have this image in their heads of a guy who smashed all their preferences and standards and
makes every other guy they’ve dater look like a chump.
I know it sounds unrealistic but THEY deep down truly believe it. They get the ick over little things,
laugh with their friends about guys they’ve dated who “revealed” themselves to be complete weirdos
or assholes or “the way his voice cracked once just killed it for me.
In their future they WILL meet that amazing guy. So any sign you’re not him, or even if you’ve done
nothing wrong but you’re not quite fulfilling that fantasy in their heads, boom - gone
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Promiscuous women are more incompetent, cold, and unstable,
according to women
300 upvotes | October 11, 2020 | by pleantrees | Link | Reddit Link

Vrangalova et al. (2013) conducted a study to examine the moderators of individuals' negative views
of promiscuous women. It is commonly maintained that there exists a sexual "double standard" where
men's promiscuous behavior is positively viewed by society, but promiscuous women are shunned,
particularly by men. The researchers sought to confirm the hypothesis—originating in evolutionary
psychology—that "slut shaming" is actually a more salient feature of same-sex platonic relationships
between females, owing to female intrasexual competition for desirable male mates.
A group of university students (N = 758, 75% female) who were stated by the researchers to be
generally "not very religious" and "politically liberal" were asked to complete an anonymous survey
pertaining to the personality traits they found desirable in a potential same-sex friend. They were
asked to read two vignettes, one being portrayed as more promiscuous than the other. The
participants' own level of sexual permissiveness was measured using the sociosexual orientation
survey (measuring participants' favorable attitudes towards casual sex, their libido, and promiscuous
sexual behavior).
It was found that women viewed promiscuous women as less competent, warm and emotionally
stable, regardless of their own level of permissiveness. They viewed promiscuous women more
negatively than the more chaste women in all respects except for viewing more promiscuous women
as being more extroverted. While expressing a general aversion for promiscuous behavior in
women, the men in the study didn't perceive the more permissive women as possessing more
negative personality characteristics. In fact, men viewed more promiscuous women as being
more competent and emotionally stable. Non-permissive men perceived promiscuous women as
less desirable friendship candidates.
Because promiscuous women were viewed in a more negative fashion by other women, regardless of
those womens' own permissive sexual beliefs and practices, it is likely that this negative perception
originates from the perspective that promiscuous women are seen by other women as potential
competition. Thus, "slut shaming" can be best understood as a function of a female tendency to
derogate other women they see as sexual competitors.
Another explanation of women's intrasexual competition by slut shaming is that men prefer non-
promiscuous women because men want certainty that the offspring they invest in is theirs (Reynolds
2018).

As predicted, compared to the non permissive target, participants expressed greater need for
mate guarding from permissive targets, preferred them less with respect to morality, were more
likely to dislike their sexuality, and less likely to like their sexuality. Women and non permissive
men also rated the permissive target lower on friendship desirability.
A double standard emerged for preferences regarding four specific personality dimensions,
including competence, emotional stability, warmth, and dominance. Whereas women preferred
the non-permissive target in all four dimensions, men showed preference for the permissive
target in the first two, and no preference in the last two dimensions.
There was also no moderation of participant permissiveness in disliking of sexuality, and in
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preferences regarding competence, dominance, extraversion, and emotional stability.
This is consistent with sexual strategies theory that men benefit from many partners and are
less selective than women; for women, the advantage of many partners is limited and the cost
can be substantial (Buss & Schmitt, 1993). Thus, a man who has managed to attract many
partners is particularly successful and assumed to be confident and emotionally secure. The
acquisition of many sexual partners by a woman, on the other hand, is not a difficult
achievement and is therefore interpreted as resulting from low self-esteem.
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The truth hurts
300 upvotes | January 3, 2022 | by Emortalrat | Link | Reddit Link
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if you're a young woman that only dates men who earn 80k+,
then you can't complain about older men dating young women.
300 upvotes | September 23, 2021 | by Moneydamjan | Link | Reddit Link

statistically, the amount of men that earn 80k+ under 30 is very small
the average American man aged 20-35 earn 30k to 50k annually,
anyone earning 80k before their 25th birthday is actually in the top 1%.
and the percent of 35-year-olds of any gender earning 80k is 9% so the percent of men earning 80k is
even lower than that, probably around 6%
it’s rare for anyone in their 20s to earn over $80K, but many people who hit that threshold do so by
the time they turn 40.
so again if you demand a man earn 80K for you to even consider dating them
then you can't complain about large age gap dating, because older men are statistically the only men
that meet those financial requirements that many young women want.
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Dating subs on reddit are extremely gynocentric and create
unhealthy and unrealistic viewpoints on dating
300 upvotes | June 30, 2021 | by MrNobody512 | Link | Reddit Link

r/datingoverthirty is the perfect example. The mods there will remove any posts they deem to be rule
breaking, but that often wavers to fit their gynocentric ideology. Rules that apply to womens topics
do not apply to men.
For example, there is a rule where you have to respect others preferences. Women on the sub will call
men creepy for dating younger women, and the men who respond, often saying they are looking for
experience matches, will have their comments removed. Yet the womens incredibly judgemental
comments remain.
Currently, there is a post asking if men prefer no makeup.
https://www.reddit.com/r/datingoverthirty/comments/oawed0/how_many_men_actually_prefer_a_wo
man_who_doesnt/
The mass majority of men are of course saying we prefer no makeup, and are being downvoted, or
outright having comments removed. While many of the womens comments saying that men cant tell
if women are wearing make up are rising to the top.
This creates a very dangerous and false viewpoint on dating. It doesn't reflect reality and can be
damaging for someone looking for advice on the topics.
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Understanding Romance From A Male Perspective (Explaining
The Disconnect)
299 upvotes | March 4, 2023 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

A frequent topic of discussion on this subreddit is the worth of dating advice from women. There's a
reason the adage "if you want to learn to catch a fish, ask the fisherman, not the trout" has been
ingrained so deeply in redpilled minds. Whatever your thoughts on the matter, it's clear there's a
fundamental disconnect between men's and women's lived experiences in dating. Years ago on
r/askmen, someone posted the question "What's one thing that, if more women experienced, you feel
would most improve their understanding of what it's like to be a man?" Let me share the notable
response from that thread:
"I think women vastly underestimate just how uninvolved they can afford to be in the process
of dating, courting, and relationship maintenance. The baseline narrative of male-female
dynamics in society as a whole is one that perpetuates the idea that men are the ones who act,
and women are the ones who are "acted upon." Regardless of what you think, men and women
alike actively reinforce this narrative through virtually all their words, actions, and
expectations.
For so many women, relationships are something that "just happens," (i.e. - to them**.) Taking
an active role in making them happen just isn't a reality that a lot of women need to face.**
An example:
A man "just happens" to be at the same bar/coffee shop/etc that the women in question is at.
The reality is that the man has probably gone through a lot of research and trial and error in
order to figure out where the good places to meet available women are.
The man "just happens" to approach her and strike up an amusing conversation. The reality is
that he has probably invested a great deal of time and effort into alleviating his approach
anxiety by weathering a lot of rejection. Not only that, but he has probably been busting his ass
trying to improve several facets of his overall demeanor.
The man "just happens" to coax her to the dance floor or a change of venue. He "just happens"
to lean in for a kiss. The reality is that he has probably run through this routine dozens of
times, and because of this he has developed a good sense of reading how these situations
progress. Regardless, it's still on him to make that move and risk not only rejection, but his
reputation as well.
The man "just happens" to ask her out. The reality is that he's spent the time to build up
enough experience to know where the best places to go are and what the most successful date
plans are. On that date, they "just happen" to have similar interests and senses of humor. The
reality is that he has probably been through similar lines of discussion with plenty of other
women and has developed a good sense of understanding how to create a good rapport and
sexual tension.
Afterwards, they "just happen" to go back to his place, he "just happens" to have some drinks
to share, they "just happen" to start making out, they "just happen" to wind up in the
bedroom, and so on and so forth…
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The whole process is one of men acting, and women being "acted upon." I don't think women
realize the amount of effort, pressure, and calculated risk that goes into the ordeal. Just listen
to women recount memorable nights and dates. Everything, from their perspective, "just
happened" to them. Women rarely have to put themselves out there at this level, and I think it
is something that they are simply not aware of due to the fact that they don't have to be.
That's probably why women tend to give such horribly ineffective dating advice. It requires a
perspective that many of them have never had to acknowledge."
That leads me to the main topic of this thread: Why don't men get as much of a thrill over fictional
romances as women do? Men fall in love too, so why don't they enjoy a good love story? This was
also a question asked on r/askmen years ago, and here's another excellent comment I figured deserved
attention.
To generalize for the purpose of an easy answer, let's think in stereotypically gendered terms.
When it comes to love, men have an active role while women have a passive one.
What are the implications of this? It means that what a woman feels as the ups and downs, the
mystery, the unknown, the excitement, etc., all things that define "blossoming" love, are things
that happen to her. She is passive, she is the recipient. Her agency is contained in her response
to these things.
But for a man, anything that makes "love" progress (or regress) pretty much directly stems
from one of his actions. He does something or initiates and a woman responds/reciprocates.
Because he does not have the gendered luxury of taking a backseat or passive role and watching
things happen (if he does, nothing will; the woman will lose interest), he begins, by necessity, to
view love as the cause and effect relationship that it more accurately is in reality (he does
something, woman responds).
Seeing something like this takes a ton of the "magic" out of it. Compare it to seeing the sun rise
every day. It becomes a lot less mystical, exciting, and dramatic when you know exactly why it
happens and can simply see it for the cause and effect relationship that it truly is... you may
even begin to take it for granted.
This is why romance eventually becomes well... unromantic for men. Romance is not a
phenomenon, but instead a verb; it's a series of actions carried out by a man to earn a woman's
affections... it's labor.
So what actually constitutes the male romantic fantasy?

So when women or their SO makes romantic gestures to men, do they like it?

A little bit off the mark—you're actually describing an inversion of the gendered roles here (i.e. the
woman is an active contributor while the man is a passive recipient or responder). While a man will
appreciate such a gesture, it's not quite what composes the male romantic fantasy (more on this later).

Do men that were heavily pursued by women feel this way?

Men who aren't used to being pursued are usually confused or thrown off by the reversal of gendered
roles. The result is the prevailing idea that men do not respond well to being approached first by
women or even the autobiographical accounts from men describing instances where they couldn't
respond well even if they were attracted to the woman approaching them. This is the men being
shocked out of the traditional "script" of romance.
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Secondly, when you talk about women pursuing men, that usually happens in a markedly different
fashion than the way in which men pursue women (hint: it's more passive). A woman "aggressively"
pursuing a man looks more like said woman going to extensive lengths to make it clear that she is
available for pursuit rather than actively pursuing; the man is still usually leading things forward in
some manner by handling the logistics of this romance. This is where you get those autobiographical
stories from men about missing signals; "aggressive" pursuit from women is (usually) a set of passive
signals that are clear to men who are experienced, but unclear to men not used to being "pursued."
The Male Romantic Fantasy
I'd say that men usually feel most loved when this normal state of affairs is negated; when they are
made to believe that a woman's love is not conditional in the cause-and-effect manner described in
the parent post. Love is work for men, but it can be rewarding work when things are going smoothly
and the woman is happy as a result. But the male romantic fantasy is to be shown that the woman
feels the same way and stands by him when he's down on his luck, when the money's not there, or
when he's not feeling confident. He wants to know that the love he believes he's earned will stay even
when the actions that feed it wane (however temporarily). A good woman can often lift a man up in
his times of need and desperation and weather the storm even when things aren't going well. The
male romantic fantasy is an enduring and unconditional love that seems to defy this relationship of
labor and reward. A man wants to be loved for who he is, not for what he does in order to be
loved.
An interesting way to examine this is to look at what women often call romantic entitlement. An
entitled guy is a dude who maintains an unrealistic notion of men's typically active role in love.
Before acknowledging reality, this boy uncompromisingly believes that he shouldn't have to do
anything or change anything about himself to earn a woman's love; he wants to be loved for who he
is, not what he does.
All men secretly want this, but there comes a day when they eventually compromise out of necessity.
After that day, they may spend years honing themselves, working, shaping themselves into the men
they believe women want to be chosen by. A massive part of what causes boys to "grow up" is the
realization that being loved requires hard work. This impetus begins a journey where a boy grows
into a man by gaining strength, knowledge, resources, and wisdom. The harsh realities of the world
might harden and change him into a person his boyhood self wouldn't recognize. He might adopt
viewpoints he doesn't agree with, transgress his personal boundaries, or commit acts he previously
thought himself incapable of. But ultimately, the goal is to feel as if his work is done.
When he can finally let go of the crank he continually turns day after day in order to earn love
and, even if only for a moment, it turns by itself to nourish him in return, that is when he will
know he is loved.
These were a series of comments I found that I thought would make for an interesting discussion
here.
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It's unfair for people to say it's important for a man with a
small penis to go into a sexual encounter with confidence, but
then make it impossible build or maintain that confidence by
constantly dragging small penises down, mocking and
ridiculing them as immoral, inferior and unmasculine.
299 upvotes | August 1, 2022 | by skywater101 | Link | Reddit Link

A lot of people say it's a bigger turn for a man with a small dick to have low confidence. I don't really
know it women are turned off by small dicks or not, but I don't think most women know just how
pervasive and consistent small dick shaming is in society. It's treated like a moral failing, not just a
body part. Is Trump bad? He must have a small dick. Is Putin evil? He probably has a small dick.
Hitler? Obviously a small dick. That part of it has always taken a toll on my mental health. The idea
of a small dick always being seen as a moral failing, or the cause of immoral behaviour. Hell, just
driving a car people don't like means you must have a small dick.
When a small dick is used a synonym of shitty behaviours or low confidence in popular phrases like
"small dick energy" it just destroys my self-esteem and confidence, which makes building and
maintaining that all important confidence all that much more difficult. It's just a toxic cycle.
Small dicks are always associated with bad ugly things and people. NEVER EVER ANYTHING
GOOD. NEVER! And then people say you shouldn't take it personally, and make it seem like it's so
totally ridiculous for men who have a small penis to be self-conscious or suffer any mental health
issues from it. And it makes me want to scream. MY PENIS IS EXTREMELY PERSONAL TO ME,
WHAT OTHER WAY AM I SUPPOSE TO TAKE THESE INSULTS AND CRUELTY?
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Message to all incels: never stop asking girls out
299 upvotes | October 1, 2018 | by HeRoped | Link | Reddit Link

They're never going to agree to go out with you, so don't get your hopes up. But to be confidently
approached and asked out by an ugly man is a huge insult to femoids. The fact that a non-Chad would
even think that he has a chance with her is an immense blow to her self confidence.
Women have trampled and crushed your self confidence all of your life, it's only fair that you would
get to shit on their self esteem in return. Next time you see a foid at the coffee shop, approach her as
confidently as possible.
Don't underestimate the ability you have to ruin a woman's self esteem. Your ugliness has power,
don't let it go to waste.
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I start to think that There is actually no recipe for
relationships. It’s more a matter of luck, hazard and good
timing than anything else.
299 upvotes | April 6, 2020 | by dalia-chan | Link | Reddit Link

Ofc being physically attractive and having games some kind of matter for both genders but from what
I noticed, there are no real rules in dating, ( and even sex sometimes)
Men here constantly says that women are attracted to the ressources yet I know a dozen of couples
where the woman is the main breadwinner, even if she’s a few years younger and prettier than her
husband, these girls don’t consider themselves to be beckybuxx or anything. Their husbands weren’t
even that good looking, to provide for them, it’s just happened like that. My uncle is dating a hot
chick who’s 4 years younger than her, she’s a successful pharmacist who makes 120k a year, while
he barely makes 50k. She was physically out of his league since he was a 5’8 average looking guy
and she’s a blond blue eyed beauty would definitely be considered a Stacy. It wasn’t even surprising
in my family and many others.
I also see in this subreddit and on the web that men focus more about youth and look, and I also used
to believe that when I was introverted, which is that the ugly go with the ugly, the average with the
average and the good looking with the good looking, but when I started to socialise more I was
shocked by how many couples I saw that contradicted my point of view. I didn’t saw Victoria’s
secret models or Calvin Klein male models dating trolls, but It wasn’t rare for me to see some couples
with a giga-chad and a Becky, holding hands and carrying a baby, I even know a couple like that
where the giga-chad is the breadwinner and his Becky wife is 2 years older than him. And a giga-
Stacy dating an average looking guy who’s under 5ft9 tall, and no, he doesn’t lay her or anything to
date him, cause they both have the same paycheck.
Most attractive men I see don’t constantly focus on getting the prettiest youngest women they can,
some of them usually settle with women that was there at the right time when they wanted to commit,
which is a matter of luck. I always get called hot or cute and I remember that when I was 19 and I
wanted to date a 25 years old man, who rejected me and he’s now married to to a single mom who’s
3 years older than him, which is a thing that the RP would have considered impossible. He didn’t
rejected me cause I was younger, he just didn’t want to date me because he didnt want to date, and it
turns out that he didn’t care I a woman was older with a kid, which is why his wife snatched him.
My cousin for example had a woman prettier than his actually girlfriend who wanted to date him,
let’s say that if his actually girlfriend is an 8 at best, that chick he rejected was definitely a 10! And
everyone ( except apparently my boyfriend) would say that she was objectively better looking than
his partner , however , if his girlfriend look like Emma Watson then the chick he rejected look like
Margot Robbie. I learned with time that it just happened that his girlfriend did nothing but being at
the right place at the right time, in a moment when he wanted to commit.
You can be the most perfect gorgeous woman on the planet but if a man don’t want to settle down
then he won’t, however you will be surprised by how he will easily buy a ring for a girl in a year just
after dating for a month, while she’s not as nice or beautiful as you, and I also see that with the
opposite gender and even with my self. ( since most men seek sex) I notice that a girl can fuck a guy
who look like a dork if she’s horny but will refuse to have sex with a male model if she’s not at the
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moment
I see gorgeous looking women that did everything right ( being obedient, sweet, caring, and virginal)
getting mistreated and cheated on ( it wasn’t because they choosed a jerk, the guy they married just
turned into a jerk after a few years of mariage), sometimes their husbands literally look like a weirdo.
Just like I saw average looking chicks in their 30’s and 40’s, that are single moms, with tattoos and a
high n count landing decent looking high quality men. I swear to God, that’s what I noticed.
I also see some ugly jerks getting nice girls just like I know a good looking responsible high quality
man, being cheated on and divorce raped by his average looking wife, while all he wanted was a
great family.
Being a high quality man or woman, isn’t the only recipe to get a high quality partner , it’s only a
matter of luck and timing and it can only help you to increase it by lets say 40%, but someone who’s
less worthy than you can definitely beat you with his 60% of luck, if you only have your 40% of good
look, niceness and hard work. So my advices would be to never focus at that, no matter what’s your
pill color, cause it’s not something that you have control over. If you’re lucky to be at the right
timing, then good for you, take that opportunity, if you don’t then let it go, and focus on something
that you have control over, like your mental and physical health
I understand now that it can be frustrating, and that’s probably why so many men and women (
especially women) that were unlucky start to get bitter, so they try to find some kind of mathematical
rule to this, but there’s not. Most of the couples you see are somewhat a results of a hazardous
situation. Not because the guy followed some RP advices or because the girl had an amazing strategy
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CMV: Boys need to be socialized to be neutral towards women
collectively
298 upvotes | July 1, 2020 | by goneaway2thewind | Link | Reddit Link

Men need to be raised to be neutral towards women collectively rather than the standard model of
seeing them as a "Lady" or "Princesses" so to speak. They shouldn't be raised to walk on the street
side, or not to defend themselves when assaulted, or to treat them any more righteously than other
men.
This default "princess" mentality breeds contempt when men realize that women don't hold anything
like the moral responsibility we have over them. If men were raised to know that women aren't
infallible and deserve to be treated equally we wouldn't even need The Red Pill because men would
internalize their behaviors objectively instead of a default idealistic standard.
Women literally grow up with to polar antithesis of this. So at best they take a default amoral
standard on average which is unbalanced and causes the creation of The Red Pill, MGTOW, etc
because men have to learn through experience that they aren't on a equal playing field. There would
be far less contempt from the individuals of these groups if they weren't socialized to be the defenders
of women collectively or any form of higher treatment towards women than men.
Instead of "Men bad, women good"
Let's raise the next generation to know "Men capable of bad, Women capable of bad"
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What are your biggest hypocrisies in modern dating?
298 upvotes | January 11, 2021 | by MyLadySupporter | Link | Reddit Link

Here’s some:
Men - Say promiscuous women are broken, then seek to pump and dump non-promiscuous women
thereby increasing the proportion of supposedly broken women - Claim they would never LTR a
promiscuous woman, then marry one if she’s good looking enough - Say they don’t care about
women’s jobs, but then exclusively date women in a similar socio-economic bracket - Claim they
want a feminine partner, then LTR a bossy, arrogant bitch because they secretly like being told what
to do
Women - Demand gender equality but won’t ask men out or pay for dates - Say they choose men for
personality, then exclusively date good looking, arrogant morons - Claim money is not a prime
motivator, then exclusively date a string of wealthy men - Say they fear men’s responses to rejection,
then date men they know have a history of violence because they’re “exciting”
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Most men here find this average woman attractive and would
date her, most women here do not find this average man
attractive and would not date him
298 upvotes | October 4, 2021 | by Damesamegame | Link | Reddit Link
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Dating for men is like looking or a job while dating for women
is like recruiting for a position
297 upvotes | May 14, 2022 | by -vanking023- | Link | Reddit Link

If you're a woman, you're essentially getting hundreds of resume. At least 3/4 of them are unqualified
while the rest meet the requirement. Of the ones meeting the requirement, you look over the best ones
and select a few for a date. If you seem satisfied with the person, you meet him again until you're sure
he's the one. If you're not, then you go for the next one. You'll almost always have a supply of men
for the position. If you feel that none of the men you meet met the requirement, you can always lower
it or just stay single.
If you're a man, your strategy is to send as many resumes as possible. You many not be qualified, but
hey the worst you can get is a "no". If you feel like you have a lot of experience and have good
qualities as a suitor, then you can be a bit pickier than others when choosing a woman. Most likely,
you'll be competing with other men for the position as the boyfriend. Like in most job interview,
you'll be trying to impress the woman and she will have the final say usually be the one to confirm
the relationship
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is it realistic to expect men to just be confident if they have
faced a lifetime of rejection and isolation?
296 upvotes | June 24, 2022 | by jkj1993 | Link | Reddit Link

Often I notice when men complain about always being rejected or unsuccessful romantically, they are
told they are projecting the wrong attitude and it's their own fault because they are not confident
enough.
Is it realistic for men to just be confident for no reason at all? After all, we are creatures who react to
stimuli. If you punch someone in the nose, they are going to react to the painful sensation. You
wouldn't then say to them "just feel pleasure". It's not realistic.
If men grew up being ostracized and rejected by women, or perhaps simply being invisible to them,
where is this supposed confidence supposed to come from? From my experience, confidence comes
from actually succeeding with the opposite sex. So to have it, you must already have some level of
success.
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Women tell men to stick to their league, but women are
attracted to one type of men - those out of their league
296 upvotes | November 30, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

try to date short girls "I want a tall guy to feel safe and protected"1.
try do date big girls "I want a tall guy to feel small and feminine"2.
try to date skinny girls "I love to stay in shape so naturally I'm into fit muscular men"3.
try to date a overweight chubby girl "many fit men love them a real woman with curves"4.

inb4 "your league is who you can attract, sweety"
This is a goalpoast already moved on fucking ice rink. Normies used to share this comic; a pimple
faced scrawny nerd lusts after the conventionally beautiful cheerleader while he ignores the
bucktoothed girl beside him. The implication was that looksmatches exist. Now today a chubby guy
is not in the same league as a chubby girl, he gets advised to hit the gym and get shredded, she's
doing onlyfans. Same thing with skinny people; skinny woman is seen as above average in the land
of the free, a slim guy on the other hand is 'weak' and 'scrawny'.
How can a guy even know, much less stick to his league these days?
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Women need to be taught at a young age how to treat men the
same ways young boys are taught to treat women
295 upvotes | September 1, 2022 | by lostacoshermanos | Link | Reddit Link

Reason I say this is a lot of women seem to have a huge problem misjudging guys who use them for
sex or misjudging socially awkward or aloof men as “creeps”.
I would specifically teach girls that if you are looking for a relationship do not have sex for at least
the first month or so of a relationship. If the man sticks around you know he is into r’s instead of just
f’s.
Also if a man approaches you on the street and asks you out he wants to f. If you find a guy on a
dating app, bar or club he wants to f.
Places girls into relationships should look for men include work, school, snd social events.
The next and equally important thing girls need to be taught is guys don’t get hints or any type of
indirect communication. If you want something or are upset about something you need to tell us with
your words otherwise we’d never be able to figure it out. That communication only works with
women. As a man I feel this is the most valuable advice I could ever give to women about men.
A lot of well intentioned guys are unfairly labeled creeps by girls because of this. Here is an
example….
Rafael approaches Allison and flirts, asks her out.
Allison says “I don’t know, maybe some other time.”
Because Allison didn’t say no Rafael thinks he has a chance with Allison and keeps asking her out
and gets same excuses instead of a no.
Allison thinks Rafael is a creep because he refuses to get the hint. She proceeds to tell everyone she
knows except Rafael. All of Rafael’s friends now think he’s a creep because people tend to take the
women’s side on issues like this.
This is the result of a society that fails teaching gender communication differences to kids. This and
finance are the 2 most important subjects left out of school.
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Rip my inbox lmao
295 upvotes | May 9, 2020 | by phantomholiday143 | Link | Reddit Link
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They're fucking everywhere
295 upvotes | May 7, 2020 | by Peacheslikeyou | Link | Reddit Link
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Alot of men could avoid heartbreak if they stopped pursuing
shallow relationships.
295 upvotes | April 10, 2020 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

Either get a hoe, or get a wife. Stop trying to make the hoe your wife. If your main goal is sex, then
what the fuck are you doing getting married? Making long term choices based on short term climaxes
is dumb. That's what hookers and fuckbuddies are for. So a guy could get laid without making any
commitments to the other person.
It baffles me when I hear guys in the manosphere say "Sex isn't worth the marriage" who told you to
get married FOR SEX?! BTW, that's called a Sugar Baby. Unless you can afford her, you really
shouldn't get one. Your relationship should be more than just "I give resources, I get sex".
What about:

HOBBIES
PERSONALITY
MORALS
WORK ETHIC

I seldom hear guys here talk about these things when it comes to relationships. Just sex and resources.

"But men dont care about those other things"
Maybe they should care! Perhaps, they'd stop meeting all these shallow stupid bimbos they claim
"AWALT". You'd be amaze the types of people you'd meet if you stop vetting for bra size and gag
reflex.

"But I also want a woman who cooks and cleans."
You can also buy maids! If your dream girl is a Hooker-Maid, you can buy those things without
"risking divorce rape". Wow, the judge reward your ex alimony because she made a fraction of what
you and you DIDNT sign a prenup?! IMAGINE. MY. SHOCK. BTW, how many men actually
have to pay alimony?

"Men shouldn't marry because it's not worth it"
It's not worth it TO YOU because you dont a companion to spend the rest of your life with nor to
build a family with. You just want to get your dick wet. And I'm sure you can pay hookers to indulge
in your mommy fetish and take care of you.
Thats like paying $20 for instant cup Ramen. You'd be better off getting $1 Ramen or $20 steak.
Only idiots are paying steak-price for ramen-quality.

"But I actually want love!"
Then dont put looks and sex on a high priority. History has proven that lust clouds a man's judgement
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and he'll do very stupid things if he let's it control him.
"But women also want a super hot guy!"
If it's at the expense of other important traits or vetting, she's an massive idiot too.
The memes I see MGTOW post that help me come to this conclusion:
This stuck out to me as projection and speaking from a personal experience.
MGTOW getting pissy because a woman dared to tell her ex that she's a doctor. One comment saying
that her head game is more valuable than her career and work ethic. I JUST CANT IMAGINE why
these guys only see bimbos?!
Claiming love should have exclusive benefits instead of mutual benefits. The "only" excluding
benefit for women is that her husband "wipes her ass" and "gives her money".
Putting a price tag on women based on height, hair length, and hair color.
Laughing because normal women dont look like Hollywood women, for some reason.
Objectifying both men and women. How sad is it they see relationships as loveless transactions?!
Literally calling dating the same as prostitution.
Getting pissy because her standards were lower in the past. How dare she mature out of that?!
MATURITY IS OVER-RATED! Women shouldn't change whatsoever when they get older!
Explaining why its horrible to have a hot girlfriend...because apparently you solely get a girlfriend
because she's hot and nothing else.
Apparently all women have a harem of guys for sex, money, and attention.
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Guys would rather be fuckboys than seen as husband material
because the former gets the best of both worlds, and the latter
gets the least of both worlds.
294 upvotes | October 1, 2021 | by Spread-Em-Plz | Link | Reddit Link

So after all the posts about how it is/isn't a good thing to be seen as husband material and it's
better/worse to be seen as a fuckboy.
The people who say it's better to be a fuckboy are right though.
The people who are husband material are gonna have a very hard time getting sex, their only hope to
do so will be the LTR route, and that's fair enough, because this is how it is for most guys who aren't
totally hot.
People tend to frame it as this
Husband material= "Oh that means I wanna spend the rest of my life with him AND I want to suck
his dick every day! What's the bad part of that compliment?"
Fuckboys= "I don't see him as anything more than a quick bang really, he doesn't bring anything else
to the table"

But this is hardly ever reflected in reality. The experiences I've had/seen and the experiences of many
other guys.
The reality looks a little something more like this

The husband material guy is getting wayward and half-assed replies and noncommittal plans.
The fuckboy is getting women hitting him up asking him to come over or trying to link up with
him
They say the fuckboy is just good for a quick bang, but contrary to popular belief, I've barely
ever seen a woman actually want a guy for just a quick bang. If his dick was remotely good, she
usually keeps coming back, and from what I see, catches feelings.
The fuckboy ends up having women wanting to fall asleep on the phone with him, be around
him just because, and constantly texting him for no actual reason.
The fuckboy is the one who they wanted a relationship with, oftentimes the one they end up
thinking about years later and ends up breaking their heart.
The husband material is single often because he couldn't hack it, the fuckboy is often single by
choice.

So yeah, guys that girls legitimately want to bang just once and never hear from again are pretty rare.
Usually those types of guys that girls insist are like this have girls trying to cuff them and LTR them
up. When it doesn't happen, "What an asshole!", "He's such a fuckboy", "He's a hoe!"
Kind of like that meme that says "My baby daddy ain't shit but I still let him raw-dog me"
Whereas husband material guy might be able to get dates and stuff, he'll be overlooked a vast
majority of the time. He might get lucky and get an LTR with a robust sex life
But what's the point of trying to be that when you could be the fuckboy? He has a robust sex life and
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still can have his pick of an LTR, marriage, or being a perpetual bachelor, and can choo
It's purely a revenge fantasy to think the fuckboy is gonna be old and sad and alone. Unless his looks
really hit the shredder, he'll probably still be able to secure an LTR anyway.
I know that I definitely wouldn't choose to be husband material given all that! (BF material maybe
but not "husband" material)
EDIT: Btw, not a fuckboy nor someone who wants to be one. Just saying that if I had to choose
between being "husband" material, I don't think that I would choose husband material. I'd describe
myself as someone who's kind of in between it all.
EDIT 2: This post is referring more to the type of guy who gets called "husband material", actual
husband material are guys who have the whole package are rare and they get snatched up soon, and
women's actions more than words prove that they're husband material, so they're not just calling these
guys it, they're showing it, hence I speak of the former, not the latter.
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It makes sense that women’s standards are “high”, and they
are avoiding the majority of men, when men are basically
saying that being with a man lowers a woman’s value
294 upvotes | March 23, 2022 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

[deleted]
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Women who live a promiscuous lifestyle before settling down
are doing nothing wrong – *except* for adamantly believing
that their promiscuity doesn't matter.
293 upvotes | December 23, 2020 | by washington_breadstix | Link | Reddit Link

Since it appears to be "n-count week" again, I figured I would dig up an old comment that remains
one of my favorite statements ever made about promiscuity on this forum.
This was posted in response to the question "What exactly are promiscuous women doing wrong?"

The only thing promiscuous women do that's "wrong" is believing that promiscuity doesn't
matter.

If a promiscuous woman hides her sexual history from a future boyfriend/husband because
"it's not his business and it doesn't matter", that's wrong. That's lying. Her man deserves to
know her history because it provides critical information regarding how she views love, sex,
and relationships -- something the two of them should absolutely be on the same page
about. A person who treats sex recreationally is not a good match for a person who is
sexually conservative and reserves sex for serious monogamous romantic relationships.

The actual act of having lots of casual sex isn't "wrong". It's a perfectly valid way to live
life. However, the sense of entitlement that goes along with believing that there should be
no consequences or judgment for a particular behavior, simply because you have a right to
do it, is the wrong part.

Just because you have a right to do something doesn't mean that nobody else has a right to
judge you or impose consequences on you for doing that thing that you had a right to do.

As debatable as some of the ideas may be that are put forth about sexual history, there is one point
that is not debatable: Your sexual history says something about how you view sex – as a form of
social interaction, as communication, as an expression of feelings. Having a lot of partners is fine,
and it's your right, but it certainly indicates a level of detachment that other people are allowed to find
unattractive.
In view of this, there's one other mistake that people could be said to make in their relationships:
They avoid talking about this issue early on, and then when it finally comes up, they lie. You hear or
read about "that couple" who spent months or years together before the guy suddenly left because he
found out about his wife's promiscuous college days that she failed to mention. Maybe he just never
asked, either because he correctly assumed he wouldn't like the answer or because he just naïvely
assumed she hadn't slept around. Or maybe there was lying by omission: The guy brought up the
issue and she said "Oh, I've only ever had 3 boyfriends". Technically the truth, but does not include
the fact that she banged 100 casual partners between each monogamous relationship.
It seems to me that there is simply no point in lying about this issue, from the perspective of either
side. The woman shouldn't lie about sleeping around and the man shouldn't lie about whether he
cares. And my reasoning goes back to the comment I quoted above, specifically this part:
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it provides critical information regarding how she views love, sex, and relationships --
something the two of them should absolutely be on the same page about. A person who
treats sex recreationally is not a good match for a person who is sexually conservative and
reserves sex for serious monogamous romantic relationships.

Lying about this topic massively increases the risk that you'll end up in a relationship with someone
who does not see eye-to-eye with you about sexual intimacy. And why would you want to be on a
different wavelength than your partner when it comes to something so central to relationships? Every
individual is entitled to be the gatekeeper of their own sex life. If you want to disqualify someone
from being your partner because their past makes you uncomfortable, then that's your prerogative.
Okay, now here's where my red-leaning nature really starts showing, but it's kinda the whole reason
for making this post: A lot of formerly promiscuous blue-leaning women do not seem to be cognizant
of, or they seem to be in denial of, the latter half of my post title, "except for adamantly believing that
their promiscuity doesn't matter". A person who has a lot of casual sex and then takes it upon
themselves to decide, on behalf of anyone they date seriously in the future, that their past promiscuity
"doesn't matter', is absolutely trying to have their cake and eat it too. Sexual intimacy is a two-way
street in any relationship, and that includes opinions and views on sex. When you neglect to tell your
partner that you've been promiscuous, and especially when you do so in full awareness that it may
bother them, you are committing a pretty major act of disrespect by depriving them of the opportunity
to be the gatekeeper of their own sex life. The compatibility of two people's views on sex is not
something that one of those two people gets to determine without telling the other.
You can do your partners – and yourselves – a favor by being completely open and honest about this
issue. Tell the truth, break up if you have to, and find someone who doesn't give a shit.
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Men are not entitled to sex just like women are not entitled to
friendship.
293 upvotes | August 13, 2020 | by Majorian420 | Link | Reddit Link

Ive seen certain stories like this on reddit and I’ll admit I’ve had similar experiences from asking out
women.
Boy Meets Girl, Boy Asks Out Girl, Girl Rejects Him, Girl Wants to be Friends, Boy Says No, Girl
Flips out.
It is really that difficult to understand that a man might only be interested in getting to know a women
under a romantic or sexual connection and not one of friendship?
Granted there are nuances, Im not talking about relationships where the guy has been friends with the
girl for years but the only reason he was friends with her in the 1st place was to get her into bed or he
wanted a girlfriend but was too busy scheming/lacked the testicular fortitude to ask her out like he’s
Little WeeWee spying on Catelyn Stark for years, hoping for a bread crumb of titties.
Those are examples of being disingenuous to the girl as there was clearly outlined expectations of
friendship.
Im talking about where a guy asks out a girl from the start and she turns him down but instead the girl
reciprocates with an overture for friendship and he says no.
Men don’t have to agree to friendship with women in these situations, just like women don’t have to
a sexual or romantic relationship.
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Straight Women will judge the ways a guy asks them out, but
only because they never have to do the asking out part.
293 upvotes | July 19, 2022 | by SNAILSLIVEONJUPITER | Link | Reddit Link

Straight Girls judge guys for sometimes being too nervous, coming off too strong, or just saying
something mildly weird, but it’s only because they don’t understand what it’s like to ask someone
out.
In todays society, women play a passive role in relationships, and part of that is that they never have
to ask someone out, instead guys ask them out.
It’s okay to judge someone who’s just being straight up creepy, but if a girl doesn’t like the way you
asked them out because it’s too childish, cheesy, or mildly weird, they have no right to complain.
Yes, they still have the right to reject that man, but complain about their approach, no.
I had a friend who was a straight girl and I knew about a guy she liked and I told her to ask him out,
she at first didn’t want to because she wanted him to approach her, but I told her that if we want
gender equality, women have to take initiative. She agreed, but when she approached her crush she
just straight up grabbed his thigh and whispered some gross shit which I will avoid saying to avoid
putting a nsfw tag on this post. He rejected her, and was noticeably upset.
That same friend one time came up to me and complained that some guy she rejected won’t stop
texting her begging to go out. But after seeing her basically harass someone, I had no sympathy for
her.
It’s time we achieve gender equality, if any of you lady’s are crushing on someone, ask them out.
Learn from your mistakes like any straight man does. Don’t just get spoon fed initiation and complain
when it doesn’t go your way.
Edit; just to make things clear, You can complain about the creepy ones regardless if you ever asked
someone out or not. It’s the lame, cheesy, approaches I’m talking about.
If you never asked anyone out before and are complaining about a man who said something lame on
match like “roses are red, violets are blue, I used up my daily free message on you” then you have no
right to complain.
Edit 2; Not only will girls get the guys they want if they ask out guys, but they’ll also be better to
date.
When straight girls ask guys out, they begin to understand straight men better, and their better
understanding of straight men makes them overall better partners for them.
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"Unconventionally attractive" is still conventionally attractive
293 upvotes | February 18, 2021 | by K0KSAL | Link | Reddit Link

Whenever I hear women say "I'm not attracted to hot guys, I kinda like unconventional looking guys
like Adam Driver" I think; darling, I hate to break it to you, but there is nothing quite unconventional
about a guy that is tall, dark and handsome. And with handsome I could point at which
conventionally attractive features he has that set him apart from "ugly": full lips, hooded eyes, a wide
smile with straight white teeth, thick wavy hair, and a sharp looking, if narrow, jawline + clear skin.
Not looking like a another clone of the Hollywood Chrises does not equal "unconventional" or
even ugly. The guy is just handsome, maybe not your type, but attractive nonetheless, hence, why he
gets romantic lead roles in the first place.
Saying you're into "unconventional" "sexy ugly" guys while pointing to Adam Driver is the "big
dicks aren't my thing, I just go for 6 inches" type of delusion a lot of women have, which
inadvertently shows more about how high their standards already are.
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The Sexual Revolution Was a Complete Failure
292 upvotes | March 20, 2021 | by Playboycel | Link | Reddit Link

Back then "Free love" wasn't understood as creating a sexual jungle where people who got lucky in
the genetic dice-roll get to have it all while others eat shit. It was a far-left philosophy. We forget how
in the 1960s the idea of sexual liberation was intrinsically tied to the vision of creating a
egalitarian communal utopia.
By the late 1960s the first real push-back against "free love" didn't come from conservatives, it came
from radical feminist who felt women were being pressured into "sharing the love" with all the
unattractive men in the counter culture. In the sense that the sexual revolution was an attempt by men
to get more sex from plenty women, it was a failure. And if it aimed at creating a utopia with a
"equality of outcome" it was a complete failure.
Turns out female human nature may not be compatible with communism after all, but like most
things from the counter culture a portion of it was incorporated into the market economy. Any time I
see people discuss sexuality on reddit it is by using highly commodified terminology ( looks ratings,
n-counts, SMV, expiring dates) In the end what is really left of the sexual revolution is porn, dating
apps and single mothers.
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Men Mistake Being A Passive Doormat As Being Nice Then
Claim Women Don’t Want Nice Guys.
292 upvotes | October 13, 2021 | by 1Here4Bach | Link | Reddit Link

The title is self explanatory. Women love nice guys. The problem is men who think they are nice are
just passive doormats with zero self esteem. That’s not being nice that’s being weak. Women don’t
like those men. Just because you don’t have the confidence to be assertive and stand up for yourself
doesn’t mean you’re nice and stable.
When women say we like kind guys the “also is assertive and confident” part is silent. You can be a
nice person without kissing her ass and being a “yes” man. The problem I think inexperienced men
have is when they really want a woman, they feel the need to put her on a pedestal and borderline
worship her. Women love when you show love to them but don’t like feeling that she’s the only
source of your happiness. It’s overwhelming and weird.
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CMV: Men don't actually slut shame in real life. This is
entirely a female construct that they direct at men to blame for
their internalized guilt
291 upvotes | November 3, 2021 | by Circ-Le-Jerk | Link | Reddit Link

So I keep seeing over and over, with this N value thing, that it's MEN who are slut shaming... But
upon reflection, that NEVER happens in real life. Sure, it happens on the internet, in spaces where
people talk about gender dynamics, to get honest, take off the mask, and dissect some thing.
But in real life, where the socializing is going on... It's not men calling women sluts. It's other women
calling other women sluts. Women slut shame because they want to use it against other women who
are getting tons of easy male attention by putting out, which is competition for the ones who don't put
out so easily.
But my ENTIRE life, I don't think I ever met a dude in the real world who slut shamed. If we were
throwing a party or going out, guys would obviously want to call the slutty girls first. Everyone wants
to get laid, so calling the girls who put out was obviously a priority. No one ever said, "Ewww Becky
is such a slut, don't invite her over," but rather, "Fuck yeah, Becky is such a slut I wanna get laid son!
I'm going to text her and let her know I'm buying drinks tonight if she brings that crazy friend of
hers!"
Dudes have always loved sluts. If it's a party, or a night out, it doesn't matter, guys are giving them all
the attention and praise.
The only time guys may be negative, is secretly, when they think of dating one, they think, "Ehhh... I
don't know if I want to date the chick that guys see as the girl to invite out so one of the bros can
hopefully get his dick wet. I don't want to date 'that girl' who guys view as the sex object."
But I don't think I really ever even have that conversation in real life. It's almost exclusively done
online in forums like this where people want to get granular and unwind the "why" behind gender
dynamics.
Also, when did having preferences in a partner become "shaming". That's so baffling, and even more
baffling that it applies to men... Like somehow wanting a certain thing in a partner is now shaming
every other woman who doesn't posses that trait. It's not shaming sluts because men don't want to
date sluts. They can still like, enjoy, and hang out with them, just not interested in a relationship. Not
wanting to date you doesn't mean we think less o you.
Why don't we call it fat shaming when chicks don't want to date a fat dude? Is she saying he's
worthless? No, she's just not into fat dudes. What about guys with a criminal history? Tall dudes?
Guys that are funny and social vs reserved and stoic? Having a preferences in the type of person you
want to spend the rest of your life with, doesn't mean people who don't share those preferences are
somehow "lesser".
So Cheers,
I love you sluts.
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Jestermax these sluts �
291 upvotes | October 3, 2021 | by sootlord | Link | Reddit Link
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Men are shamed for wanting women equally or less attractive
than them and acting frustrated when these women act like
they are out of their league, yet women act entitled to men far
more attractive than them all the time
291 upvotes | April 12, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

Note - anyone who AGREES with this PLEASE respond to the AUTOMOD (green auto moderated
response headed with “Attention.” Do NOT respond directly to me, or the mods will delete them.
I think the vast majority of red pilled men simply want to be able to have sex with and date women of
equal caliber in regards to physical appearance, intelligence, social status etc. This has become almost
impossible to do, most men, even 7-9/10 are regularly rebuffed and sneered at by 5/6/10 women who
have dramatically inflated self images due to social media and OLD.
While men are ultimately to blame for this, why is this subject met with such disdain and hostility?
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If women don’t want to be approached at the gym, the grocery,
the bar or in the dms - where are guys supposed to meet
women?
291 upvotes | March 1, 2022 | by Ponderosa-Chef | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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A little motivation for the men of this sub
291 upvotes | October 15, 2019 | by ChewedandDigested | Link | Reddit Link
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"both women and men struggle in dating" isnt an argument,
men have to work harder or be luckier
290 upvotes | January 4, 2022 | by NotAnExploit | Link | Reddit Link

one gender can easily get someone to ask her out no matter how attractive she is. one gender is
expected to have their partner pay for the date. one gender is expected to be protected by the other
partner. the other partner is expected to be physically strong, financially successful, and have
naturally good looks. there is no "both genders struggle". anyone that says this is afraid of being
called out for sounding sexist, but men have it worse
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I think a lot of male frustration comes from the lie that women
are somehow nicer or kinder than us.
290 upvotes | September 24, 2021 | by jbo99 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m big on gender equality. I think men and women are just as self serving and shitty as one another.
We all are very self interested, we are the center of our own worlds etc.
There’s this lie in society that women are kinder warmer sweeter or whatever and when it comes to
love and sex have nobler intentions than men. I think this is all false. I think men and women both are
ruthless in prioritizing the outcomes they want in relationships and sex.
But the big difference: women are taught that men are shitty. There’s low expectations. Men rarely
clear them anyways.
Men are taught women are amazing and sweet and all sorts of bullshit. I think this is wrong. I think
women are just as self interested and ruthless as we are.
Obviously there are warm and kind people of both genders but I think that’s the minority. Most
people are reasonably good willed and amicable towards others but ultimately are always looking out
for number one - themselves. The bitterness in men comes from realizing this is true of women and
we’ve all (men and women) been lied to.
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You’re suppose to settle. Your perfect lover isnt real and you
are far from perfect.
289 upvotes | March 17, 2020 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

Your ideal lover should NOT be your standard. Your ideal lover is SUPPOSE to be unrealistic.
It baffles to when guys here whine about “but women settle for betas! They dont REALLY want
them!” That’s most of humanity.
Women are human. Men are human. Humans have undesirable flaws. Each person has to decide
whether or not its worth putting up.
https://youtu.be/Y0l5nIx0Acw
Will always reference Bo Burnham’s “Lower Your Expectations” because its beautiful way to say
“Get over yourself. Your ideal lover would never want you.”
The goal is to find someone whose pros outweight the cons. Just like there are no perfect
relationships. There will be arguments and breaking points. The goal is to figure out if the
relationship has more good than bad.
Any man or woman trying to find perfection is in for a life of disappointment and frustration.
An example of settling: The Nagging Wife. Con: She complains constantly. Pro: He wanted a
mommy-figure who cleans up after him when he’s too lazy to do so, he got one.
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I don't believe that a beta uprising will happen, instead, a beta
downrising
287 upvotes | June 18, 2021 | by PFPlayer2016 | Link | Reddit Link

People talk about sexless men rioting and shit and that's ridiculous. With today's effeminate men, you
expect to see this? Meh, personally, I don't.
With the increasing in hypergamy and sexlessness among men, I don't think that really needs a lot of
discussion.
What will happen is that men will increasingly soft-pull out of society. They won't downright go
NEET, but will instead work as what they call in Japan as a Freeter.
A Freeter is a unambitious young person who work from job-to-job, say for example, a part time job
instead of a full job. With these jobs, freeters can attempt to enjoy what they like, while putting in
low effort. They drop out of the rat-race, because the effort to be a breadwinner, is increasingly out of
reach.
After all, not everyone can afford to be NEET who relies on the welfare, but gaming PCs, VR, video
games doesn't really cost that much compared to what people call items of success, that are "buy a
house, get a car"
Not to mention the increasingly competitive market, why put in so many more effort just to get a few
more money? it's not like you can buy a house or a car, or even get a wife (not-very betabuxx btw)
anyway.

Resume Statistics. On average, each corporate job offer attracts 250 resumes. Of those
candidates, 4 to 6 will get called for an interview, and only one will get the job.

Hmm that sounds similar to the dating market!
The end result is a slowly decaying society, of unambitious men in low energy state; equally harmful
to the state, as their economy takes heavy hit from those men.
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Guys are not unattractive because they're insecure, they are
insecure because they're unattractive. I feel like this is a
common misconception.
287 upvotes | January 13, 2023 | by SlashCo80 | Link | Reddit Link

You hear it all the time from certain people - "Confidence is attractive, just show self-confidence!"
But how do you get it? Is it a simple matter of being born with it, or faking it if you haven't?
Consider two guys, Chad Chadinson and Billy Beta. They grew up in similar circumstances, and
might have even been friends as kids. But due to genetics, home environment, or a plethora of other
factors, Chad was a little more handsome and socially adept, while Billy was... less so. As the years
passed, they both started getting an interest in girls. Chad found it easy to talk to girls, because all his
interactions were rewarded and he always got a positive response. This in turn increased his
confidence and motivated him to keep going. "Oh, he's so confident, that's hot!" people would say.
Billy tried talking to girls too, but he was often ignored or rejected. He kept trying for a while, but the
results were the same and eventually he became discouraged. Maybe he even stopped trying or
developed some negative views towards women. "Oh, it's his fault for lacking confidence! I heard
he's a creep too!" went the rumors.
So there you have it. I should add one additional fact I've noticed, which is that women seem to
overwhelmingly prefer guys who have natural confidence and game. If they even catch a hint of a
guy taking some online advice or classes, they immediately turn up their noses and declare him a
creep. And yet his intentions and motivations were literally the same as the other guy's.
What do you think, true or false?
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People underestimate how freaking poor young people are
today compared to the past and how much that affects their
dating and sex lives
287 upvotes | July 18, 2020 | by SomeTurdInTheWind | Link | Reddit Link

I see older generations today (50 years old and above) often criticizing young people for their late life
development. The young get married later, and have children later, and start dating later, and buy
their first house later, and buy their first car later, and start working later... than previous generations.
This is often directly blamed on them (People today are just weaker!!! These snowflakes can't take
being an adult!!! Back in my day we had nothing and we still made it through!!!), but I wanted to see
if older folks actually had it rougher and if they're right about younger people being just less
immature.
Have these people considered the wild change in financial situation of most citizens over the years?
The personal income of the average worker, in any field of the workforce, has only changed by a
decent margin. From 23500 dollars in 1975 to around 32000 dollars in the present day.
This would support the point of view of the older folks, who say "Why are these people protesting to
get paid 15 bucks an hour? I worked for 8 dollars an hour and I never complained!". But there is one
big aspect to address: the purchasing power of each lot of money.
23500 dollars in 1975 was approximately the equivalent of 110000 today, no matter where you look.
The average worker had a purchasing power MORE THAN THREE TIMES greater than the average
worker today. 110K fucking dollars was the average. 110K was normal.
What about the 8 dollars an hour? Was old Johnny getting payed as little as he thinks? Well, turns out
that has the purchasing power of 38 dollars today. Remember: these are the same old folks who think
you're insane for asking for 15 an hour, when they made the equivalent of 38 back then.
We were told older generations had it economically harder. But... what if they actually had more than
three times the purchasing power YOU have?
I see this clearly in my family. Only my grandpa worked and they still could afford 9 children, two
houses, two cars and two "servants" (I mean permanent babysitters who lived with them, I don't know
if that's the right term). Today, however, everyone in my family planning their future is working full
time and their partners are as well and even with the combined salaries of two over the years they
can't even afford one house. No children either. No car.
People today are more than three times poorer than baby boomers were, which means every
aspect of their lives, including dating and sex, is limited to less than one third of the resources of
previous generations.
CHANGE MY VIEW: This has had far more impact on the decline of sex, dating, marriage
and social associations in general than any feminist revolution or conspiracy.
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New study on dates shows that men paid for the majority of
male-initiated dates (68%), but women or both paid only 33%
of the female-initiated dates.
286 upvotes | April 30, 2022 | by Rubber-duck7203 | Link | Reddit Link

I don't know if this study from January 2022 has been discussed here or not.
But everyone on the internet keeps telling me, the one who asks should pay for the date.
Some other interesting findings -

In more than 60% of the dates, the male initiates the date, pays for it and initiates the sexual1.
activity.
Sexual activity occurs in 56% of male-initiated dates compared to 63% of female-initiated2.
dates.
Women initiates sex in 13% of the male-initiated dates, the percentage more than doubles3.
(30%) in female-initiated dates. So yes, if she is attracted to you and asks you out, she won't
probably make you wait.
No money is spent in 26% of the female-initiated dates, whereas for male-initiated dates, it's4.
15%.
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The Gender Empathy Gap is real
286 upvotes | January 10, 2022 | by sorebum405 | Link | Reddit Link

Introduction

If you live in the west there is a good chance that you have been fed this narrative that women are at a
disadvantage, and that men have so much privilege.You may have even heard authoritative figures
give examples of these supposed privileges, but i'm gonna show you why the narrative that men are
the privileged gender, and that women are the oppressed gender is a false narrative.
I'm gonna start off by showing you studies that help to explain why this narrative is pushed even
when there is data disproving it.

The biased view of male victimization & female perpetration.

Man up and take it: Gender bias in moral typecasting
This research paper has six studies showing that people have a bias that makes them more readily
typecast men as perpatrators, and women as victims.Here is a video of one of the researchers going
over the study.There are other studies that corroborate the findings of these studies.
Moral Chivalry: Gender and Harm Sensitivity Predict Costly Altruism

Here we illustrate that across different types of moral dilemmas, and under both
hypothetical and real contexts, moral choices to harm another are conditional on the social
nature of the moral dyad and are thus relatively context dependent. Specifically, we show
that moral behavior is modulated by the gender of the target individual, such that females
are more readily protected from harm and are more often the recipients of costly altruism
compared to their male counterparts.

Estimating gender disparities in federal crime cases

This paper assesses gender disparities in federal criminal cases. It finds large gender gaps
favoring women throughout the sentence length distribution (averaging over 60%),
conditional on arrest offense, criminal history, and other pre-charge observables. Female
arrestees are also significantly likelier to avoid charges and convictions entirely, and twice
as likely to avoid incarceration if convicted.

When a Man Hits a Woman: Moral Evaluations and Reporting Violence to the Police

We use experimental data from a nationally representative sample to examine whether
gender and the victim’s relationship to the offender affect attitudes about the seriousness of
the offense and whether the offense should be reported to the police. We find that
respondents are particularly likely to condemn men’s assaults on women, and to favor
reporting them. The pattern appears to reflect both greater moral condemnation of men’s
assaults on women and the belief that the victims of these assaults are in greater danger. In
general, moral judgments and attitudes toward reporting do not depend on the gender, age,
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level of education, or political ideology of the respondent. Condemnation of men’s violence
against women, and support for police intervention when it occurs, are apparently
widespread across different segments of the population.

There are also examples of this bias manifesting in real life.
Inquiry for missing & murdered indigenous women did not include men ,despite the fact the majority
of missing & murdered indigenous people are men
The conscious neglect of men and boys in the war on human trafficking
Un is responsible for hundred of thousands of men starving to death through negligence
The gendering of the Rwandan genocide
The media ignoring male victims of the Kosovo war
Women and children first in humanitarian evacuation in the balkans
Men's health is given less attention then women's even though men have worse health outcomesThere
is no office for men's health, and there is also less fundingfor gender specific health research for
men.(see pages 55-61)
More concern given to female murder victims in Cicudad Juarez even though they are the minority of
victims
Multiple examples of the media erasing male victims
Double standard in public abuse against men and women
What happens when male victims of domestic violence seek help?
The talk laughs at the story of a man who got his penis cut off by his wife
Judges told to be more lenient to women criminals
So by now you can probably see why this one-sided narrative exist.Now I'm gonna give examples of
how men's issues and disadvantages are hidden to give people the impression that a lot of
discrimination and suffering is gendered.

Hiding men's issues and Disadvantages

Domestic violence

Domestic violence is often depicted as a man severely abusing a women, and even in the Duluth
model domestic violence is seems as something only men do to women to have power and control
over them.(see the power and control wheel).
In reality domestic violence happens to both men and women, and there has been efforts made to
[deny gender symmetry in domestic violence One method used is to simply conceal the evidence of
women committing domestic violence against men by excluding the data.
Donald dutton who is an expert on domestic violence did a presentation debunking the narrative that
domestic violence is a gendered issue.To summarize most domestic violence is bilateral meaning that
both men and women are violent towards each other.When you look at unilateral domestic violence
women are the perpetrators more often then men.

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/missing-murdered-indigenous-women-inquiry-to-break-legal-ground/article33922270/
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Rape

Rape is typically thought of as crime that men do to women, or other men.However, rape against men
by women is something people overlook, or may not even consider to be real.This is because a
woman forcing a man to penetrate her is not consider rape to a lot of people.This is the UCR
Definition of rape.

penetration, no matter how slight, of the vagina or anus with any body part or object, or oral
penetration by a sex organ of another person, without the consent of the victim. Attempts or
assaults to commit rape are also included in the statistics presented here; however, statutory
rape and incest are excluded.

As you can see they don't include made to penetrate in their definition of rape.However,there was a
study done that shows that when you do include made to penetrate in the definition of rape the rate of
victimization between men and women is similar.

The survey found that men and women had a similar prevalence of nonconsensual sex in the
previous 12 months (1.270 million women and 1.267 million men).5 This remarkable
finding challenges stereotypical assumptions about the gender of victims of sexual violence.
However unintentionally, the CDC’s publications and the media coverage that followed
instead highlighted female sexual victimization, reinforcing public perceptions that sexual
victimization is primarily a women’s issue.

Mary P. Koss had a major influence in erasing male victims of rape.She does not think men who have
been made to penetrate should be consider rape victims.Here is an interview with her.

Genital Mutilation

There is a double standard in the way we view female and male genital mutilation.Female genital
mutilation is met with way more condemnation then male genital mutilation.Just as an example the
UN and the WHO oppose female genital mutilation, and see it as a human rights violation which is
great, but I don't see them doing the same thing for male genital mutilation.As a matter fact, they
even supported a campaignthat promoted male genital mutilation.These are the main justification I
hear for why we treat male genital mutilation differently from female genital mutilation.
1.Female genital mutilation is more harmful then male genital mutilation.
2.The benefits of male genital mutilation outweighs the risks.
Both of these arguments are invalid and I will explain why.First off, if you look at the WHO's and
UN's stance on fgm, you will see that there against all forms of fgm,even type 4 which can even
include a nick to the clitoral hood.That is objectively less severe then cutting of the foreskin of the
penis.So harmfulness is not a valid reason for the difference in the way male genital mutilation is
treated.
Second, the studies on the benefits of male circumcision are flawed.Here is a video going over how
the methodology of these studies are rigged to show that circumcision is more beneficial then it really
is.Also,a lot of the benefits of circumcision can be had by using condoms and practicing good
hygiene instead.
There is really no justifiable reason for the difference in the way we treat female and male genital
mutilation.
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Measuring Gender Inequality

The Global Gender Gap Report is a report of gender inequality.They use four sub indexes to analyze
the the level of gender inequality in a country.Education Participation and Oppurtunity, Educational
Attainment, Health and Survival, and Political Enpowerment.There methodology is designed to only
look at penalize cases of female disadvantages, and ignore male disadvantages.Here is a quote from
the report

Hence, the Index rewards countries that reach the point where outcomes for women equal
those for men, but it neither rewards nor penalizes cases in which women are outperforming
men on particular variables in some countries. Thus a country, which has higher enrolment
for girls rather than boys in secondary school, will score equal to a country where boys’ and
girls’ enrolment is the same

The way they determine gender inequality is by using a score of 1 to indicate gender equality, a score
of less than 1 to show female disadvantages, and score higher than 1 to show male
disadvantages.Except when there are male disadvantages the score gets set back to 1 which indicates
that there is gender equality.So the report shows that women are disadvantaged in every country
Now,If we look at a different tool used to measure gender inequality called The Basic Indicator Of
Gender Inequality which was created by two psychologists, but is not backed by any major
organization.You will see that the methodology is similar to the one used in Used in The Global
Gender Gap Report, except they do count men's disadvantages.They analyzed 134 countries and
found that men were more disadvantaged on average in 68% of countries and women were more
disadvantage in 32% of countries.
They also make sure to only include measures that are representative of the entire population.So for
example, they exclude measures of political power because that only applies to a small minority of
the population.It's a much more fair and accurate way of measuring gender inequality, but it's not
backed any major organization because it doesn't help push the narrative that only women are at
disadvantage.

Conclusion

The Gender empathy gap is real, and is very well documented.I will end this post with a link to a
video that does a good job of showing the empathy gap.

https://www3.weforum.org/docs/GGGR14/GGGR_CompleteReport_2014.pdf
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Porn use is a symptom, not a cause, of male sexlessness
286 upvotes | June 17, 2021 | by Philip8000 | Link | Reddit Link

I've read plenty of articles from various sites proclaiming that porn use is destroying our youth,
making them less interested in real relationships. If they just stopped using it, they'd be happy and
having sex like everyone else.
It's been noted that the increase in male sexlessness (and female, to a lesser degree) really took off
around 2008, which is the approximate time online porn use did the same. I think they're mistaking a
symptom for a cause. It's a lot easier to claim: "oh, it's all because of porn" than to look deeper.
If you're a man who has few prospects for real relationships, it's damned hard to motivate yourself not
to consume porn. Sure, there are those who refrain for religious reasons, but however hollow porn
might feel, it's still a temporary pleasure, which feels a damn sight better than nothing. For men in
their late 20s and 30s who don't have much experience, chances for finding a long-term relationship
plummet. Not to say they aren't manage who manage, but it does become harder.
Articles condemning porn use generally center around religion and how it damages your relationship
with God. Not all, but the majority lean that way. I won't pretend I have any real solution to this, but
it seems a lot more complicated than blaming sexlessness on porn consumption.
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Most men who don't have "success" with women are a-social.
Lack of social skills is a far bigger hindrance than the aspect of
looks.
286 upvotes | May 6, 2022 | by meteorness123 | Link | Reddit Link

I've seen and known good-looking guys, ugly guys, average guys be succesful with women. There is
one trait there all had in common : They were social. Usually part of a social circle. Often
extroverted, although not necessarily.
I've seen good-looking guys, ugly guys, average guys fail with women. There is one trait they all had
in common : Not social, not part of a social circle. (Your online gaming friends don't count)
Some people in this sphere call this "NT", as in neurotypical. With neurotypical referring to the idea
of a properly socialized person.
You have good-looking wondering what their problem is. The problem is that having social skills is
the ultimate proof of being a trustworthy person. If you fail to pass the test, you're out of the game.
This reminds of me this
https://i.redd.it/n1kl7ymf14961.jpg
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Women should stop trying to give men dating advice
285 upvotes | June 23, 2022 | by fideliuscastro | Link | Reddit Link

Women just don’t really give good advice to men. It’s not their fault really but they don’t. Dating for
a woman is sitting around waiting for a guy to speak to you, and then judging him on his appearance
to see if he’s worthy enough for a conversation with you and then maybe judging his personality if
she isn’t already too smitten by his looks to care.
The role women play in dating is incredibly passive. They’re not expected to do anything but show
up. So they fail to understand the work that goes into being active.
However what really messes it up is that they unknowingly sabotage men that they give advice. They
give advice that either works for them, or works for high status men. “Have you tried using tinder?
Go to a party! Get a hobby to meet people!”
Al of which isn’t bad advice nor is it necessarily even bad dating advice. It’s bad dating advice to the
average man. It’ll also leave them doing things that theoretically should work as why would a woman
steer you wrong, when women are simply ignorant to what it is to try to date as an average guy.
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Your partner should be your best friend. Everything else is just
details.
285 upvotes | November 22, 2022 | by AGalWithThoughts | Link | Reddit Link

I think a fatal flaw of these kinds of subreddits is the idea that you have to play games, calculate
statistics, compare facial bone structure (or whatever), blah blah. It's all just a distraction from what
dating should be: finding your best friend. The person you will spend most of your time with, do
everything with, travel with, and do all the normal boring stuff with for the rest of your life.
I see a lot of guys talking about not wanting a girl who has slept with X amount of guys, who has this
or that physical feature, and tons of other shallow stuff. I literally never see a guy talking about what
kind of personality traits he wants in his best friend.
I think a lot of people would be happier here if they didn't see the other gender as an enemy or
adversary, but earnestly looked for the qualities they'd like to see in their future best friend.
- Where is your best friend hanging out? Go there to meet them.
- What kind of personality do they have? Work towards being that kind of person.
If you don't think you want a future partner to be your actual best friend or don't think you can
earnestly develop that kind of relationship with a person of the opposite gender, you're not ready for a
relationship.
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It is almost impossible to talk redpill men out of their positions
because doing so would contradict their lived experiences.
Bluepill needs to provide a better explanation for these
experiences, not argue that the experiences themselves don't
happen
285 upvotes | December 11, 2022 | by Immediate-Impact-215 | Link | Reddit Link

This is something I've seen often on this sub. Women here will say things like "Women don't date
older men" or "it's totally fine to be friends with an ex" and this often directly counters lived
experiences.
For example, where I went to college in southern US it was incredibly common to see hot, young
college girls with older men who worked in the town nearby. And when I say common, I mean
constant. These men would easily have a 10+ year age difference.
Also, I have personally been the toxic guy friend on multiple occassions. Once in college, I was
sleeping with a girl who literally told her long distance boyfriend she thought I was unattractive, then
brought me around her and the boyfriend when they were in town to get lunch and train together (we
did the same sport) and once he left the next day I drove to her house and fucked her.
I did this AGAIN with my ex. I broke up with this girl years back and she never really got over it.
She kept in touch, but I knew through mutual friends she was very attracted to me still. We would
regularly hang out as part of the same friend group. I attended her wedding. She ended up cheating
with me multiple times over the next two years or so. There was one point in time where everyone in
the friend group was hanging out multiple times a week (I'm usually not in town for more than a few
weeks at most) and she would text her husband things like "I'm tipsy, will stay at XXX's (girl friend)
place tonight" or "we decided to go to xxxx will be home later don't wait up" and every time it would
be us fucking. If the man had an issue with it she would argue he was being controlling. It was wild
to watch.
And that's just a taste. I could write a book about the things I've seen women do, or have admitted to
me in confidence It is utterly impossible to convince someone like me that it's just the people I hang
around because of how different these people are and how often it happens across different cities,
states, and even countries.
Bloopies (at least on this sub) fail to present a compelling argument because it doesn't address the
frequency that these events occur, and usually just straight up denies that they happen at all. This is
why Redpill wins. It looks at the world, observes what occurs, and then attempts to explain it - often
wrongly in my opinion, but any explanation is better than gaslighting men and pretending their
experiences aren't real.
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Women claim they wear makeup “for themselves” but they
clearly do it to increase their SMV, which affords them
immense privilege and attention they would not otherwise
receive
285 upvotes | March 9, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

This is quite possibly the most overlooked and unfair advantage women are given a pass on. They are
basically allowed to completely disguise their appearance, hiding their true level of attractiveness. I
have seen pics of girls without makeup where they were unrecognizable from their main social media
or dating profile pics.
Even in person I’ve seen girls I thought were cute but after seeing those pics or seeing them without
makeup I was shocked at how unremarkable and even homely they were.
I think we can all agree that despite the endless hoards of desperate men out there, these women
would have a significantly different experience if it weren’t socially acceptable to wear a mask. This
allows them to play a solid 3-4 points above their already overreaching standards, and it’s not even
real. Can you imagine the outrage if a man were caught lying about any aspect of the laundry list of
dating criteria women hold men to, let alone the primary metric of attraction?
The claim that women wear makeup for themselves is quite easily disproven by the above
phenomenon alone, women assume massive leverage in the dating world with their ability to
dramatically modify their appearance. Additionally, if they were truly wearing it “for themselves”
they would be wearing it all of the time and not just when they go out. The only time this oft touted
claim is accurate is within the small fringe demographic of cosmetologists and career makeup artists
who do it for a career/hobby. This does not represent the majority of women making this claim, and
these professional makeup artists are almost always very pronounced and flamboyant in their
application, with even the untrained eye of any man being able to clearly tell that is not how anyone’s
face looks naturally.
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CMV: Men aren’t “intimidated” by successful women. They
just don’t want a woman who will disrespect him.
285 upvotes | November 23, 2020 | by Mayhem977 | Link | Reddit Link

There’s this common belief that a man who doesn’t want a woman who is more successful than him
just shows that he is “insecure” or “intimidated” but in reality, such a man can be wiser than you
think. Women typically don’t want to be the breadwinner when it comes to marriages and
relationships no matter what her income is and a woman who makes more than her partner will start
using that power in financial differences to control and demean her husband/boyfriend. There are
even articles around the web that shows that the moment a woman starts making more money than
the man is the moment the marriage starts to deteriorate leading to divorce.
What I find interesting is how this contradicts everything feminism has taught to men and women
saying that it doesn’t matter if a woman makes more money than the man or if the man decides to be
the househusband but cases like the one I just mentioned previously shows that it actually DOES
matter. From a biological standpoint, it makes sense as well. Women will only respect and submit to
men who outranks her in terms of wealth, looks, and statues. Never do they respect men who are her
equal or below her statues wise. Women will naturally submit to a man who is more resourceful than
she is and all a man wants from a woman is her submission and respect towards him.
That is why there is nothing “insecure” about a man preferring a woman who makes less than him
and it just shows that such a man understands the dynamics between the genders and female nature
and he’s just trying to save himself from the potential of being divorced, disrespected, or cheated on.
Now women might deny this saying “I don’t care if my boyfriend or husband makes less than me, I
still love him either way” but statistics has proven otherwise. I even hear some women admit they
prefer a man who is more career and goal oriented. There’s nothing wrong with successful women
but they just need to understand that their dating pool might be smaller than they expect. But of
course since women tend to go for higher men anyways, why would they care if a man who makes
less than them wants them or not?
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When you're dying, your perspective on man/woman relations
changes drastically.
285 upvotes | November 3, 2020 | by Grave_Heresy | Link | Reddit Link

I've lived a full life that some people would describe as short. However, I have experienced a lot in
my time here on earth.
It's surprising how the knowledge that you're going to die soon totally changes your perspective on
things.
You become much more objective and much less sentimental. Some people think that this makes you
cold and clinical. But the truth is it doesn't.
In fact, I would argue that the objectivity that comes with the reality that you're running out of time
allows you to think more clearly.
You don't get hung up on things that happened to you in the past, you don't worry about what's going
to happen in the future and you care less about what other people think.
Instead of this turning me into a jerk, it's actually allowed me to be kind to people because I want to
be rather than to get approval or to avoid rejection.
You can see people as just people. Emotionally frayed, economically insecure people who are the
product of things that they've had no control over.
In terms of gender issues, we all have our stories and our experiences. Some of us are stuck in the
past, while others are obsessed with our futures.
But the one thing that unifies us all is that we will one day end up in the same place. Even if your not
dying in the immediate future, I encourage you to consider the fact that you will one day be gone.
I imagine that it will help you get some perspective.
Are any of you on your way out? How has this changed your views on gender issues?
For the people who don't know when they'll be gone, do you find that being reminded of death effects
how you address gender/sex issues?
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"Simp culture" is being normalized to benefit OnlyFans
creators & Twitch streamers to the detriment of everyone else
284 upvotes | December 18, 2020 | by hellotrillions | Link | Reddit Link

Note: For this post, I am referring to "simp" by its proper definition: a guy who thirsts over girls
heavily and thinks the way to their hearts is to shower them with kindness and attention and submit
all agency to them. In red-pill terms, hardcore betas. Often obsessive.
One thing I think about a lot is how "simps" are not actually good for the dating pool at all. They
increase the scarcity of desirable partners for women, and are likely to become hardcore misogynists
after enough rejection. I suppose their existence benefits other men somewhat, by reducing
competition.
But one sector who stands to benefit heavily from the proliferation of simps is the sector of women
who provide men fake attention in exchange for money. Right now, that's mainly OnlyFans creators
and Twitch streamers. These are not fundamentally new avenues in concept but they are very
mainstream compared to similar things of the past like phone sex lines and private camgirls.
Twitch recently banned usage of the word "simp". It's hard to see something like that and not feel that
they are trying to normalize the behavior by preventing its ridicule.
As a purple-pill man, I don't see any reason why we should encourage simp behavior, just as we
shouldn't encourage the opposite end of the spectrum, treating women like shit. It's not healthy in the
slightest. So it's worrisome to me that it's becoming so normalized.
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Women don't have the right to judge men because they can't
find a partner
284 upvotes | April 11, 2022 | by AgainstGynocentrism | Link | Reddit Link

We all know that women are the selectors when it comes to the mating game, however I often see
women blame/insult/judge men who struggle to find a partner, and will give advice based on what
worked for them.
I feel like this is the equivalent of someone who was born into riches smugly giving financial advice
to someone born into poverty, as if they have more authority on how to make money even though
they only have money due to their parents.
someone who got their millions from their parents can't judge someone who was born into poverty
and tell them "I just asked my parents for money. it worked for me, why don't you just do that?". this
clearly makes no sense as this person is already in a place of privilege to get the money from their
parents, and their advice won't work for the poor person.
similarly, women are in a position of privilege in the dating market, as they are the selectors. when
they smugly tell virgin men that they are losers, can't get laid and should work on their personality, I
can't help but think of this analogy with the rich kid who has no idea how hard it is for other people
who aren't so well-off.
I think many of these women would struggle a lot if they were born a man.
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An ugly girl is an invisible girl
283 upvotes | July 17, 2019 | by Robert_de_Saint_Loup | Link | Reddit Link

I was reading a passage from the book “The Elementary Particles” by Michel Houellebecq and the
following passage really stuck out to me.
“Without beauty a girl is unhappy because she has missed her chance to be loved. People do not jeer
at her, they are not cruel to her, but it is as if she were invisible—no eyes follow her as she walks.
People feel uncomfortable when they are with her. They find it easier to ignore her. A girl who is
exceptionally beautiful, on the other hand, who has something which too far surpasses the customary
seductive freshness of adolescence, appears somehow unreal.”
What are your thoughts on this?
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Just Realized that the reason why women on here dismissed so
much "loneliness" of men is because women know that no
matter what If they truly want, they will be in a relationship
283 upvotes | October 31, 2022 | by Big_Hearing6536 | Link | Reddit Link

I just grasp this concept to be honest. After all, most women in this sub are in relationship more or
less. That's why there is no understanding of the men's plea over here. That's a given for them. They
know that no matter what(unless they are not interested for whatever reason they may have) they can
be in relationship. That's not our case. That's not a reproach, that's much more an advice for men to
stop talking to a wall.
That's like the rich who can't understand the struggle of the poor or the handsome who can't
understand the problems of the ugly. That's a given to have benefits them due to their privileges.
That's why they dismiss or end up saying things like:" love yourself"/"relationships are not
great"/"you are not going to die if you don't have sex"/"you are not entitled to sex" etc. Because they
already have. I don't want to play the marxist but that's what it is.
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If you expect men to pay on the first date, then you don't get to
complain about the wage gap.
283 upvotes | June 29, 2022 | by SmarmyPapsmears | Link | Reddit Link

or any dates after the first date
You don't get to reap the benefits of gender while also trying to claim you want equality. A lot of
modern pseudo-feminists behave this way nowadays and it's tedious. Another example of wanting to
have your cake and eat it.
Equality doesn't mean better treatment for women, not selective equality and unequal when it benefits
you. Let's make sure we get it right.
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The notion that women expect Gigachad because of social
media is projection by men onto women.
283 upvotes | September 23, 2022 | by RedditLoves2BanMe | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve seen this sentiment echoed here quiet a bit. That women expect a 6’6” ripped Chad with a
megadong because they spend all day browsing tiktok and Instagram ogling male models or
whatever.
I bet if I took the FYP of the man that believes that, his FYP would be Insta thots the whole way
down.
The men here believe women are doing this because that’s what they do on their social media. The
fact is, even the male thirst traps are overwhelmingly followed by gay men.
I recommend that the people here who actually interact with women take a look at their Instagram
FYP. It will overwhelmingly be her hobbies, not Gigachad. And even if some of her hobbies include
attractive men, like K-pop, their six packs and giant cocks aren’t going to be the focus. The focus will
be on the aesthetic or what he is doing, not his balls.
The female gaze is NOT the male gaze with a different subject.
The sooner you guys realize that, the sooner you’ll be able to actually become attractive to women.
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How is not wanting to date an unemployed man any different
than men not wanting to date a fat woman?
283 upvotes | April 28, 2021 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I used to be depressed and fat. I lost a lot of weight and suddenly many men want to date me when
they didn't before. Should I be bitter and say " you didn't look at me when I was fat so why should I
care about you now" ?
This is how the "women didn't want to date me back when I was nothing so now I don't take them
seriously" sounds. What's so bad about women wanting a man with stable finances? (especially if
these women want to have kids somedays)
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Most teenaged boys by 2023 will be red pill aware
283 upvotes | June 11, 2021 | by NDN2004 | Link | Reddit Link

TRP has lost its underground status as a secretive community, it’s already on its way to mainstream
status. It’s not 2010 anymore, with platforms like IG tiktok and YouTube creators. TRP is constantly
becoming more popular.
I think this has to do with how down bad teenaged boys are. Porn addiction, lack of female attention
and lack of purpose most teens have. Teenaged boys are just down bad, it would be only a matter of
time before they stumble upon TRP.
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You should make an OLD account of the opposite sex before
even attempting to comment/give advice on dating for that
respective sex.
283 upvotes | July 15, 2021 | by REEE_XD | Link | Reddit Link

What the title says basically. If you’re going to comment or try to argue on dating then you need to at
least attempt to put yourself in the other party’s shoes.
I will say this goes more so for women than for men. Most guys understand the sheer amount of
attention that women get, but they really don’t understand the vetting process.
Women on the other hand really underestimate how overlooked most guys are. If you aren’t tall or
the same race as majority of the girls in your area you are going to have a very hard time.
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If women find less men attractive than men find women
attractive, shouldn't women make the first move?
282 upvotes | December 8, 2020 | by Laytheblameonluck | Link | Reddit Link

A recent thread discussed women approaching men for a relationship.
Basically, a lot of advice from women was not to do it.
But if women find there are less men of their type than men find there are women of their type,
shouldn't women approach men of their type, first?
Wouldn't matching become easier if this were done?
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Study finds that only 36% of liberal women think cheating is
always wrong, whereas as 71% of conservative women think
cheating is always wrong.
282 upvotes | January 28, 2023 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

There was a post on this 2 months ago, but the OP has deleted it, so I'll make my own post on it.
https://ifstudies.org/blog/liberal-and-conservative-women-have-very-different-views-about-marital-in
fidelity
Although the article comes from Ifstudies (which has a mixed reputation due to its conservative
bias), the research they cited comes from the Survey Center On American Life, an organization as
trusted and credible as PewResearch.
Previous surveys that asked Americans to weigh the morality of certain behaviors either did not
specify the gender of the subject in the question or, as is the case with Gallup’s question, mentioned
both men and women. We developed a novel approach that asked respondents to respond to a
question that explicitly references gender. As we explain in our report, “half of the sample were
asked to judge the morality of these behaviors when a man engaged and an identical number of
respondents when a woman committed these acts.”
It turns out that Americans react to infidelity differently for men and women. The gap is particularly
large among women: 70% of women say that it is “always” morally wrong when a man has an
extramarital affair, but fewer (56%) say the same when it is a woman who has an affair. (Nearly 1 in
4 women say it is morally wrong “most of the time.”)
This moral double standard varies among women from different backgrounds, but the gap is
particularly large among liberal women. Only 36% of liberal women say it is always wrong for a
woman to engage in an extramarital affair, while 57% say the same for men. Conservative women, by
contrast, are somewhat less likely to judge men and women differently for committing
infidelity—71% say it is always wrong for a woman to engage in an extramarital affair. 
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Women believe they understand men more than they really do,
and that is a problem
282 upvotes | May 3, 2022 | by urukshai | Link | Reddit Link

It is well know men, at least at some point, see women as mysterious unfanthomable beings. Even
'players' often even admit to use manipulation tactics because they really believe women cannot be
understood sincerely. I even know about openly gay men who share this opinion. This attitude is not
a mystery at this point, and women often kind of like being seeen as this. However, at some level we
know this is a very inaccurate, infantile view. Women are not celestial beings that men are unable to
understand. They have flaws and virtues as any man.
However, women have the exact opposite view on men and it is also a problem. They believe men
are simpletons, blinded by sex and pleasure alone. This view seems to be more common than the
former and less challenged. They even often shame other women for "stealing their man" as if the
man was not able to say no by his own nature. However, men are able to choose right from wrong
and can have full responsibility and override their own lust.
The problem is that there are evil people who use these false beliefs for thier own selfishness.
Cheating men often love playing dumb when found out and admit "men are simpletons", and
unfaithful women claiming "i know better" or 'I cheat because deserve the best' are direct excuses
from these beliefs and some victims even take them as valid excuses for bad behaviour.
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Good afternoon everybody
281 upvotes | January 2, 2021 | by Ultrashitposter | Link | Reddit Link
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Porn use negatively affects men's sexual satisfaction in actual
real-life sex
281 upvotes | May 17, 2021 | by houstongradengineer | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6679165/
"Overall, it appears that individuals, particularly men, who use pornography more often also tend to
report lower satisfaction with their sex life."
And then naturally sexually reactive women will notice, making sex even worse and worse. Porn use
isn't harmless, and it definitely doesn't help anyone.
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Most women don't deserve prince charming. Most women (like
most men) are average and deserve average men. That western
women waste their youth throwing themselves at high value
men they don't deserve only to be pumped & dumped is why
they end up bitter, alone or "settling".
281 upvotes | November 11, 2021 | by fwoketrash | Link | Reddit Link

(Prince charming just being the colloquial term for a top 10%, high value man.)
It's the very rare woman that actually deserves prince charming, and if you really do, don't worry, he
will find you. If prince charming hasn't found you, you don't deserve him.
"Where have all the good men gone?" really means "Why doesn't prince charming want a relationship
with me?"
The answer is, you're not good enough. Most women aren't. So get over it and find a man that you're
good enough for. You'll know if he sticks around. Alternatively, you can cling to your ego and be
alone, bitter, or have a constant stream of bad relationships.
CMV..?
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Most Women Here Miss the Point of “Go Lift”
281 upvotes | February 12, 2020 | by HeckleandChide | Link | Reddit Link

I’ll keep this short and sweet. Most women / BPers here seem to think that RP chants “just go lift
bro” as some sort of covert contract wherein the dude gets jacked and panties then drop. Regardless
of whether that actually happens (it does) or to what degree vaginas are actually tingled by muscular
dudes (look at romance novel covers), those aren’t the most important points.
Mental gains are the most important aspect of “go lift bro.” Guys who have never been in the gym
start a journey, develop work ethic / discipline, and overcome struggle on a daily basis to achieve
goals. The progress is slow, incremental, and hard-earned. This results in increased power of will,
confidence, and better mental frameworks as well as a healthy outlet for aggression, stress, and
frustration at the world. Frankly put, lifting is one of the easiest ways to improve a man’s mind and
how he interacts with the world.
“Go lift” has so many benefits but the most important are in the mind.
Discuss.
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The Rise of The Single Lonely Male
281 upvotes | August 12, 2022 | by AcanthocephalaNew947 | Link | Reddit Link

Recently psychology today release an article titled -The Rise of the Single Lonely Male.
I’ve said before scientists and researchers are aware of the growing incel population, I do think it’s
taken seriously as it’s seen as a sharp change from the past.
The article agreed on a lot of points made by PPD men here:
-They acknowledge the issues with online dating being mostly male.

Dating Apps. Whether you’re just starting to date or you’re recently divorced and dating
again, dating apps are a huge driver of new romantic connections in the United States. The
only problem is that upwards of 62% of users are men and many women are overwhelmed
with how many options they have. Competition in online dating is fierce, and lucky in-
person chance encounters with dreamy partners are rarer than ever.

-They acknowledge the higher standards.

Relationship Standards. With so many options, it’s not surprising that women are
increasingly selective. I do a live TikTok show (@abetterloveproject) and speak with
hundreds of audience members every week; I hear recurring dating themes from women
between the ages of 25 and 45: They prefer men who are emotionally available, good
communicators, and share similar values.

-The even acknowledge the male need for romantic relationships

Skills Deficits. For men, this means a relationship skills gap that, if not addressed, will
likely lead to fewer dating opportunities, less patience for poor communication skills, and
longer periods of being single. The problem for men is that emotional connection is the
lifeblood of healthy, long-term love. Emotional connection requires all the skills that
families are still not consistently teaching their young boys.

They just have very different take on who needs to fix it.

Level up your mental health game. That means getting into some individual therapy to
address your skills gap. It means valuing your own internal world and respecting your ideas
enough to communicate them effectively. It means seeing intimacy, romance, and emotional
connection as worthy of your time and effort.

here’s the article even though I copy/pasted the majority of it
Personally, I agree that therapy would help a lot but believe the author is ignoring a lack of access
many have. So what is the solution? Is leveling up or giving up the only two roads available or is
there a middle ground and if there is one what does that look like?
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Men are just as “shallow” as women
281 upvotes | February 8, 2021 | by SnowHatesWome | Link | Reddit Link

All up and down this sub I see guys complaining about women only wanting the top portion of men,
but why do we pretend like men don’t also want the best woman they can get?
No man is clamoring to get the ugliest girl they can find. As a matter of fact I feel men are even more
visual than women and potentially more shallow in that sense.
In terms of being picky, would you not be picky too? The shorter ugly nerdy guy is going to take the
first option available to him while “Chad” is gonna take his time in the “pussy park” (opposite of
cock carousel) until he’s ready to settle down.
You wouldn’t want to date someone you are fundamentally unattracted to so why do you expect
women to?
Imo men are just as if not more shallow than women.
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I feel like paternity tests should be done for every child at birth
to prove who the father is or isn't.
280 upvotes | February 18, 2022 | by thoughtfulsoul10000 | Link | Reddit Link

To be honest this would clear up a lot of confusion and stop any potential paternity fraud someone
may commit, and save others from years of being used.
What's your opinion on this, and if you actually disagree, why?
Honestly I'm a pretty open minded person, but on this topic right here, I think if you disagree it's only
for malicious reasons and that there is really no other reason someone would disagree other than
hoping to still have that option of taking advantage of a naive person.
Let's debate this point
Anyways, I think men specifically should petition all around the world for a law like this to be
introduced, it can even be on the man being tested to pay for the paternity test even if he is the father,
that's fair because it'd save him so much more.
Ofc even if a couple is married at this point, the man would be able to leave scott free if it isn't his.
Edit: someone made a good point. Instead of mandatory paternity test, any man who is assumed to be
the father of a child should be able to get a paternity test without permission from the mother since he
is legally the father. Then if it's proven to be paternity fraud, he should be able to give up rights as the
father, and not have any obligation.
I'm adding this last part, but I also think he should receive compensation for any money he paid
during the time he was assumed to be the father.
Edit: there are literally $25 paternity tests, so this whole cost argument is sort of weak honestly.
Edit: Dworkinpill has changed my mind, they proposed if men are able to get a test without
permission, then if they aren't the father, they can be relieved of any obligations regardless of what
they have signed, then so be it. If they never choose to get a test done, then that's on them, but it's
available to them.
That's completely fair. I think checking should be normalized honestly.
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Women don't mind being sexualized by men that they find
attractive
280 upvotes | June 12, 2020 | by DerekMorganBAU | Link | Reddit Link

Response to the "hypocrisy" thread. It's not hypocrisy, women want to be seen as sexually arousing to
men that they find attractive. But unfortunately they can also attract men they don't give a fuck about,
so they don't care for them ogling them when they're in their swimsuits.
Common sense to me. Their past lovers, husbands, and flings that saw them as nothing more than
cum dumpsters, sexualized them and they loved it. Hell, it would have been an insult if they hadn't.
They want to be the source of a man's arousal. It turns them on. Especially if that man is attractive.
To be not seen as a sexual being would hurt their confidence and their ego.
That's all there is to it.
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FDS in a nutshell. (Puuurge)
280 upvotes | October 18, 2020 | by geyejoe7 | Link | Reddit Link
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We should view men who pump and dump and women who
finesse men for money the same way
280 upvotes | September 30, 2020 | by leaving2night | Link | Reddit Link

These are two sides of the same coin.
Guy meets girl and wants to have sex with her. She might know he's slept around but he says it was
failed relationships and he wants to find the one. She believes him and they sleep together, he leaves
and ghosts her after.
Girl meets guy and wants to finesse him for money. He might know she's gotten gifts or been
supported by men in the past, but she says she loved them and was just going through a hard time. He
believes her and gives her money. She leaves in ghosts him after.
In both scenarios, the person who gets grifted would have made a different decision if they were
presented with the cold facts of whether they wanted to exchange sex/money for attention but they
were seduced by someone spinning the truth into something more acceptable to them.
Either they are both culpable for being seduced or neither is.
I personally find both immoral but I have been told so many times that it is okay for men to
manipulate women into sex by pretending to be interested in them. If this is really okay to do then I
don't see why I shouldn't be able to spin the same lies to get men to give me money and gifts without
having long term interest in them. It's literally the same thing.
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Women are blatant Homophobes and Racists but will pass it off
as a Male Trait
279 upvotes | January 3, 2022 | by Kid__Chocolate | Link | Reddit Link

Just a few days reading the threads on the purge showed most of these women's true colors.
Countless discussions derailed by women with homophobic comments when they have no actual
substance to contribute to the topic:
"Just come out of the closet already"
"You must be gay"
"Why does another mans wellbeing matter to you? You want to fuck him don't you?"
A guy brings up a topic about not wanting to date a particular race of woman and the comments are
flooded with backlash from women before it gets shutdown. Last I checked it was popular to dismiss
asian men that don't look like kpop stars as undesirable, and indian men as perverted disgusting
creeps in your DMs.
Getting a white guy though? That's an entire fetish category in itself. Its socially acceptable for
women to express these preferences but the moment a man expresses preference its hit with "you
couldn't get us anyway" or more gay insults.

Women will virtue signal the fuck out of this and how its toxic men responsible for it but are the
worst contributors to the problem.
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The traits men want in a DAUGHTER vs WIFE
279 upvotes | September 8, 2022 | by zyroigmaeni9 | Link | Reddit Link

Interesting �
Intelligence:

81% of men said this is a top quality for their daughter.
72% said this is a top quality for their wife.

Independence: -66% of men said this is a top quality for their daughter.

34% said this is a top quality for their wife.

Strong:

48% of men said this is a top quality for their daughter.
28% said this is a top quality for their wife.

Sweet

19% said this is a top quality for their daughter.
34% said this is a top quality for their wife.

And MORE
INTERESTING� Men dont want their daughters to be doormats like they want their wives to be.
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Why do women push back so hard on the notion that dating
may be easier for them?
279 upvotes | July 15, 2022 | by ieatpusswa | Link | Reddit Link

There are many thing in society that benefit men more than they benefit women, so why would is if
so unbelievable that the opposite also happens?
When these things are brought to the attention of men where expected to accept them as from a point
of privilege its more difficult to see what happens to others. If women understand this, why do they
push back so much in the idea that dating may be easier for them.
There’s ample evidence from dating apps that give an insight to how much more discriminatory
female selectiveness is and there is an increasing gap between the amount of men who do not find
sexual/romantic success and the women that dont.
There is also the rise of Alpha Male/RP/BP mens entertainment or groups whereas this does not exist
in women, which would apply one of these groups is much lore heavily affected.
So why do women feel so angry about the suggestion?
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Women are often harsher, ruder, more dismissive, and more
uncaring to male strangers than the other way around
279 upvotes | October 23, 2022 | by eth_trader_12 | Link | Reddit Link

Try it yourself by opening up a dating app and running an experiment (yes, I'm aware apps aren't real
life, but for now, it's better than nothing). Men are much more polite in starting a conversation than
women. There are some weirdos when it comes to men but that's it. Women on the other hand can be
very cold, uncaring, and standoffish online to men.
In real life, the results are the same. Many polite conversational approaches by men are still seen as
rude even when they're not. Men on the other hand are much more forgiving to women even if they
aggressively approach them. This is possibly explained by women feeling far more innate, natural
disgust at men than the other way around.
https://labs.la.utexas.edu/buss/files/2013/02/Why-Are-Women-More-Easily-Disgusted-than-Men.pdf.
Disgust dampens female sexual desire more than even fear:
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/06/150624155436.htm. And "women feel disgust at
sexual contact with unattractive or diseased men independently of their sexual arousal"
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40806-017-0106-8 In fact, men are actually more polite to
women than women are to other women to the point women experience more incivility and rude
behavior from other women than men:
https://news.arizona.edu/story/incivility-work-queen-bee-syndrome-getting-worse (EDIT: 500+
comments and noone addressed this lol)
Yet what kinds of societal gender stereotypes exist when it comes to rude behavior? Men are seen as
rude, brash, and impolite. Women are seen as polite, nice, and warm. And they certainly can be. And
I would argue that they are...for men they're attracted to or know. But when it comes to the
average male stranger, most women could care less.
In all honesty, most male strangers practically don't exist in many women's minds and this is simply
the truth. I don't think it's a coincidence that it's very easy for people to start a "kill all men" trend
without much social blowback, for the same reasons outlined earlier: most women are innately
unempathetic to most men they don't know.
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The Red Pill teaches dudes how to not get played by the games
women play - And Women hate seeing their own game being
played against them
279 upvotes | August 12, 2020 | by DerekMorganBAU | Link | Reddit Link

This is the essence of all my PPD posts. This is it.
Lol at TRP being made to attract certain women. Wrong. It's made to put men up on the games that
women play consciously or subconsciously.
Dating multiple women? Women date multiple men by default. If they're not fucking them they're
hitting them up on their phone after their date with you.
Hitting up a former ex or fuck buddy while in an LTR with you cause they're "good friends."
Cool...now you go do that too.
Morality doesn't matter, it's about finding and doing what works for you. Maybe if women stopped
playing games this wouldn't be an issue...? Nah let's blame men for adapting �
Forreal though this is all common sense to me but unfortunately we got those who just don't or didn't
know and people on PPD act like it's a crime to want to just win. If you're a guy you can't win though
I guess that's "bad" here on PPD.
When the tables turn they get that anxious feeling. "Who is he talking to or hanging with?" But with
other dudes they ain't care about them at all. Just had their fun and moved on..until they met a guy
and wanted more then suddenly him fucking other women is "wrong" because it goes against what
THEY want. That's it.
It's a battle of imperatives and TRP says "Men - go win."
PPD says "Either the woman wins or no one does!"
I know which side I'm on �
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CMV: A lot of women's experiences being hit on / harassed by
dudes come from the fact that men are still expected to make
the first move and be persistent.
279 upvotes | July 3, 2019 | by SlashCo80 | Link | Reddit Link

We've all heard it, guys who are creepy/inappropriate, or who won't take no for an answer. We live in
the age of #MeToo after all. So why does it happen? It's in no small measure due to the fact that guys
are still expected to initiate everything. Furthermore, I also think most women know this and are fine
with it. After all, it takes courage to put yourself out there, and it sucks to be rejected. Why go
through it when you can just sit back and wait for them to come to you, choosing from among them
as you see fit?

I think a lot of confusion and misery would be avoided if women learned to be more proactive and
both genders stopped playing mind games.
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is the pandemic making men on dating apps more sexually
aggressive?
279 upvotes | March 26, 2021 | by catastrophejr | Link | Reddit Link

Asking because I'm at a loss. I'm 26F, single, and really want to be married by age 30. I've gone on
five Hinge dates in the past month. All were first dates with college-educated professional men in
their late 20s-early 30s who I hoped could lead to a LTR. During these dates:

3/5 of the men made sexually explicit comments ("I have a big cock" // "i bet you're wet right
now" // "your ass is amazing")
3/5 kissed me in the FIRST TEN MINUTES OF THE DATE— just grabbed me and shoved
their tongues down my throat without asking first
1/5 spanked me 5 MINUTES INTO THE DATE (!!!)
4/5 tried to go back to my place or straight-up asked me to sleep over

I'm honestly traumatized. In my pre-pandemic experience, men on dating apps weren't anywhere near
this aggressive. Has the pandemic made things worse? Single men of PPD—are you significantly
hornier now than you were before COVID?

Edit: I finally worked up the courage to tell Doctor GrabAss that he was being inappropriate and he
apologized, for what it's worth! He said he "got carried away and did regret it later". Still blocked him
and won't see him again.
Edit 2: "StOp PUrsUiNg cHaDS" These guys weren't super handsome or tall or muscular. One was
5'4''. My type is average-looking short guys who are smart, kind, and hard working. Women don't
care about men's looks as much as you think we do.
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The average man is better off paying a hooker for sex once a
month than trying to date in the modern world
278 upvotes | April 5, 2022 | by cantwifeahoe | Link | Reddit Link

Over the past year I’ve had two periods of roughly 3 months where I’ve casually dated and a 6 month
stretch where i visited hookers. I must say I was way happier during the 6 month stretch than either of
the 3 month periods.
However this isn’t all about me. During a dry spell I started thinking what my realistic best case
scenario would be from dating. The chances of finding a non overweight, emotionally pleasant
partner are slim for the men outside the top 25%. Even if I do, modern relationship dynamics are a
shitshow and I have tons of cheating stories from friends.
What are your thoughts?
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CMV: Men who don’t want promiscuous women shouldn’t be
seen as “misogynistic” or “slut shaming”.
278 upvotes | November 17, 2021 | by Mayhem977 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m actually surprised by the amount of women I run into in both online and real life that attempt to
virgin shame me and call me a “misogynist” just because I admit I don’t want a woman who has a
body count that is higher than 5 and as a man who is 24 years old AND a virgin, I think that is
perfectly reasonable. I’m looking for a woman to build a family with so promiscuous woman are out
of the question since they are more likely to cheat and cause problems. Is it really wrong for a man to
demand for a woman who is loyal to him? Women are allowed to have their standards but once we
men have them too, it’s sexist? And we’re suppose to be living in an “open minded” society? What a
joke. There’s nothing wrong with men who don’t want promiscuous women and it shouldn’t be
considered as “misogynistic” or “slut shaming”.
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Being alone is better than being in a relstionship we are not
excited to be in
278 upvotes | March 4, 2022 | by Narrow_Bridge5804 | Link | Reddit Link

I've noticed recently during discussions in my other threads that a lot of men don't quite seem to
believe or appreciate the fact that I, and other (I'd go so far as to say most) women GENUINELY
would rather be totally alone and single than be with somebody who doesn't excite us, add to our life
or that we find attractive.
A relationship for relationships sake is pointless. There is no value in it. Especially one where you co-
habit or are married.
It claustrophobic at best, miserable at worst.
Just BEING with somebody is not better than being single.
Being single for myself, and most girls, consists of this. Spending lots of time with friends. Lots of
time reading books and listening to MY music and doing what I want in my own space. Having the
bed all to myself. Going anywhere and to see anyone I like and do what I want. Not having to answer
to anyone or justify anything. Having LOADS of time to do with what I want.
I can hook up, I can date, I can flirt guilt free.
Or I can not. It's up to me.
Being in a relationship restricts ALL of those things. Why would I sacrifice all of that JUST to "be"
with somebody? It's simply not worth it. Either the person I date competes with and is superior to
ALL of those benefits of being single, or I don't want it.
I feel men project their own loneliness onto women. They, especially on here, seem to make out like
it's all doom and gloom and that we're all going to end up alone and be miserable and that the
population is going to shrink and that women are going to be depressed. I mean, attitudes and
technology and society and socialising and dating are WAY different now and will only continue
down a path that makes it easier for women to choose to remain single.
Are men THAT lonely that they can't fathom the benefits of not being in a shitty, boring, unfulliling
relationships over being single? Why don't you learn to embrace it and enjoy it? Instead of telling us
that we are lonely, that we are pining for kids, that we are crying into our wine at night like Bridget
Jones. Because we're not.
Relationship with man we are attracted to>Alone>>>>>>>>>>>>>being with a plain, boring,
unexciting guy just for the sake of it>>being with an unattractive man
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Both sides of the debate don't accurately take into account that
a decent percentage of either gender are just garbage people
278 upvotes | December 21, 2019 | by Hennythepainaway | Link | Reddit Link

I think the blue pill side underestimates the number and red pill side overestimates it.
The optimism of more mainstream relationship advice and dating dynamics is a bit too much
sunshine and rainbows. I know TRP says AWALT doesn't really mean all women just that they're
capable of doing bad things, but I still think they're too pessimistic.
When I look at cheating statistics, it doesn't seem that worrying. There's a pretty solid chance from
the data that between 20-30% of people cheat. If you take into account how many people are just
overall duds in that regard and probably had a bunch of red flags on top of that, those people
probably account for most of that percentage. There will be a smaller group in that percentage who
are generally good but still do it and even smaller percent who just had a slip up or a flukey
encounter. Properly vetting your partner should reduce the risk to a very low percentage. Add being a
generally competent and fit person, and that risk lowers further.
Just to add this isn't the only example. Men who beat all their SOs, women who are emotionally
abusive, etc. Just people who would treat all their SOs badly.
I mentioned the blue pill (inb4 there is no blue pill) being too optimistic. I feel that group is most
likely to overlook red flags because the past is the past and we shouldn't judge others too harshly
mentality. I feel the red pill side is a bit too paranoid with a slice of always waiting for the other shoe
to drop.
The red pill is supposed to be for average guys who want to have better casual dating success.
Disregarding the people who are not the target demographic (incels, way below average people, etc.),
a lot of them found it after a nasty breakup or someone else hurt them. With their most recent
experience with women being negative, they'll attribute that a greater percentage of women are like
that than the actual number.
The blue pill or mainstream or whatever you want to call it is more naive in that regard. A bad
experience usually leaves them saying that that experience was an exception and the next time will be
different. It's less likely to repeat, but accounting for these so called garbage people, there's still a
decent chance it'll happen again.
I guess to sum it up, this was just a big ad to convert to the purple flair. If you date a garbage person,
there are plenty more out there, but they are not the majority. Next time around, really consider their
behavior and their past actions before taking too many steps with them
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Women would be better people if they had to compete in dating
like men do
278 upvotes | July 10, 2021 | by Ecstatic-World9272 | Link | Reddit Link

The dating market is a fierce competition and uphill battle for men. Women can just be themselves
and they'll do just fine attracting partners because they are the "prize" but this isn't the case for men.
Women's preferences tend to be relative so men are always competing to be better than their peers.
Most of them have to take active strides in order to have a chance in the dating market.
The men who embrace this competition, regardless of how fair or unfair it might be, inevitably
become better men. Competition among men leads them to become more ambitious, passionate, and
fun to be around. The most popular dating strategy for men is to "become a better person" and "enrich
your life" whereas for women it's to "vet more strongly" and "be more selective".
I think if women were forced to compete like men they would become much better people.
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Women that complain about men that they're disinterested in
approaching them, should APPROACH MEN.
278 upvotes | June 15, 2020 | by geyejoe7 | Link | Reddit Link

It's fairly simple. Guys go about their lives approaching women they like. Either because of how they
look, or how they act. We have the "take what we want" approach.
I know a lot of women that complain about "shitty" men approaching them, and in the same time they
have some dudes they like.
And instead of approaching them, they sit by, and wait for those men to notice and then approach
them... My question is... Why?
Why do you not approach men? When women are CLEARLY WAY more likely to succeed in the
approach, just because they're women.
Dude's are not that picky these days. If you look decent and you're polite in your approach, the dude
will accept as long as he ain't gay or taken already.
And it's funny some of the reasons my female friends stated why they "don't approach".

He could be taken
He could be gay
He might not like me
It's not common for women to approach men

All except the last one are you things we gotta worry about too.
In the end I think women would rather complain about "shitty" men approaching them, than actually
get a men they want by asking him out.
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No, biology doesn't say that you "should" reproduce / spread
your genes
277 upvotes | December 4, 2020 | by lepetitdaddydupeuple | Link | Reddit Link

As a guy who graduated in a biology-related engineering degree and actually worked in microbiology
research, I get annoyed every time I hear a redpiller say that "Biology dictate your purpose in life is
to spread your genes". Often they add a very annoying "those are just biology facts / dont care about
your feelings / etc".
Let me be clear. If you are doing this, you are confidently incorrect and you sound ridiculous.
You can choose that your life goal will be to spread your genes if you want to. Everyone is free to
make their choices. But pretending that your decision have any scientific basis is both ignorant,
illogical, unscientific, and irrational. Here is why.

Biology doesn't care about what you do in life

Biology explain things. Biology does NOT tell you what to do or not do. If you want kids, biology
can help you reach that goal, but biology does NOT tell you to have kids.
"Mitochondria are the powerhouse of the cell" is a neutral fact. It does not tell you what you should
do with your mitochondria.
There is only one discipline that tells you what you "should" or "should not" do with your life, and
that is philosophy. Maths, physics, chemistry and biology don't give a shit about your decisions and
they don't dictate your life. They are tools to achieve your goals and to describe reality, what you do
with this is your own choice and is irrelevant from the discipline itself.

"We are made for reproducing therefore we should reproduce"

This logical fallacy stems from the two possible meanings of the word "made".
"Made" can mean something is created for a purpose ("I made a car to travel long distances"), or it
can mean something is optimized to do something ("This car is made to travel long distances"). Those
are not the same things.
In the first case, there is an implication that the car needs to travel long distances, because I made it
for this. In the second case, there is no such implication. It just means that the car can travel long
distances, that it is optimized to do so.
When we say humans are "made" to make babies, the correct meaning of "made" is the second one.
We are capable of reproducing. If you start assigning the first meaning of the word (we are made in
the objective of doing babies) then you are supposing there is an intent by a grand designer (ergo,
God).
People who think this way don't realize they actually internalized religious beliefs, they just
substitued "God" with "Nature" or "Evolution" as if it was a being able of a purposeful design. You
have a right to hold religious beliefs, but dont pretend there's any scientific basis to this.
We are not the consequence of a design. We are consequences of a random chain of events which
have causes, but not reasons.
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So just because you are optimized to do something doesnt actually give you a reason to do it. We are
also optimized to run naked in the woods chasing deers, yet I don't see anyone here pretending we
should be doing that.

"Not spreading your genes goes against your biological programming"

This one is a little bit more complex. It can means two different things: One, you are "supposed" to
do something for a grand design (see previous section), or two, that "You should live according to
evolution, for your own happiness"
Let's decipher that number two. It presupposes a few things:

Evolution rewards you if you do things that helps with surviving and reproducing
Therefore you will be happy if you do those things.

There are three problems with this line of reasoning:

This is not actually always true. The process by which evolution works is not always a net
positive for you as an individual. Your happiness and own interests sometimes works towards
that goal, sometimes against. Some genes can be evolutionary selected that are just plainly bad
for your well-being, but which increase the chance to have kids, or increase the chance your
kids have kids. For example, the "masculine jaw" trait is bad for you if you are a woman, but it
still gets passed down because it's a net gain for any male offspring you might have.
Even if you consider that evolution makes you happy when you go in its direction, it is at best
an imperfect process. It also tells you you should eat as much sugar as possible, and we all
know how bad an idea this is.
We are not actually discussing what is making you happy or not. If you think having kids will
make you happy, then go for it. If your reasoning is that anyone would be more happy with
kids, then we're not discussing biology but psychology. And I think we can find many
counterexamples out there.

"Spreading genes is a way to leave a trace in this world"

This is irrational on two accounts:

Do you think I know anything about my great-grandparents just because I share their genes? Of
course not. They disappeared into oblivion. They dont "live throught me" just because they
were temporary vessels for the information in my genes.
The wish itself to leave a trace in this world after your death is irrational. Why would you care
about what happens in the world once you are dead, if you don't subscribe to any religious
belief about death, and therefore accept that it will all be over when you die?

Conclusion

If you want to spread your genes, that's between you and yourself (and at least one other person if
you're not cloning yourself). I just ask that you please stop using science so fucking badly.
Stop mixing your own beliefs with science, and then branding your own beliefs as "Scientific Facts",
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just because you mixed some science in there. It is extremely ignorant, and frankly you look
ridiculous doing it.

Edit 1

Most comments make the argument that "Making babies will make you happy because acting in the
way of evolution makes you happy". This was already discussed in part 3 "Not spreading your genes
goes against your biological programming". I will still clarify:
It is possible that humans are biologically happier if they make kids. I will agree on this. The
point of this post is to criticize the line of thinking that says "Biology dictate your purpose in life is to
spread your genes" as written in the introduction.
If you think this is a strawman because no one would say this, then you clearly haven't been paying
attention in PPD.

Edit 1.2

Again, not the core of the topic at all, but studies say childfree couples are happier

Edit 2

I am SO impressed with the amount of people who comment a small paragraph to this and who
clearly haven't read the whole post. Stop replying to what you misunderstood from the title and
actually read the damn thing.

Edit 3

Im probably only making it clear for people who did not read the post but still:
This post is not about the fact that there is an instinct for sex. Of course there is one, it feels great.
It's about deciding the goal of life is to spread your genes "because evolution said so" and pretending
that's a scientific opinion.
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Most men stop the emotional effort they put in from the
beginning once they get the girl. Why are men surprised when
sex dies down too ?
277 upvotes | April 21, 2020 | by iseeyouxo_ | Link | Reddit Link

Relationships get comfortable, we all know that. That's why there are stages.
Most men get the girl they want with effort and most importantly making her feel special: Date
nights, compliments, communication, attention, being loving, etc. As the relationship progresses
majority of men do not keep up with these things as they already got what they wanted (duh) so don't
feel the need to.
Many woman crave connection from their partner. Especially an emotional connection, this is kept up
by men showing her she is important, putting in effort this will ensure she will do her part
maintaining the relationship. In turn it will want the woman to be closer to her partner emotionally
and physically Women are not sexually turned on from taking care of an adult child, a man that takes
her for granted or makes her feel under appreciated. So sex will die if she is feeling unfulfilled by
this.
I can already hear it "why do women think it's a mans job to keep her emotionally satisfied? It's real
life and women should know it's not a fantasy - there will be times attention won't be solely on her.
So a woman wants a man to be the head of household, share duties and also cater to her narsasstic
personality?"
So if you feel it's normal to go months and months without keeping up with what you did in the
beginning - why do you expect women to give you sex like it was in the beginning as well ?
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Women should do the "Pig Woman Experiment" on dating
apps to really appreciate how worthless 'validation' is.
277 upvotes | July 19, 2021 | by Sigma1979 | Link | Reddit Link

A common trope on PPD (that most people will agree with, it's not really an RP/BP issue) is that a lot
of women will go on dating apps like tinder not to secure a date or one night stand, but to get
validation from getting a ton of messages from guys. It's my belief that this is a really stupid way of
getting validation when you don't know how many messages women of varying attractiveness are
getting. Earlier this week, someone proposed that everyone should make a dating profile of the
opposite gender to really understand the other gender (pointless for men, we know the score already),
but i propose women should also make fake dating profiles of really unattractive women.
Enter, the pig woman, a moribdly obese woman who was actually photoshopped to look like a pig, i
kid you not:
https://www.sigmamaleforum.com/topic/207-fake-pig-woman-experiment-reveals-shocking-male-thi
rst/
This fake .5/10 STILL got hundreds of likes and conversations from NORMAL (even some GOOD
looking dudes) looking guys. If you're deluded into thinking dudes throwing you dm's and likes
means anything other than the fact that these guys look at you as nothing more than a human
fleshlight, then the pig woman experiment should dispel you of any notion that the attention you're
getting actually means anything when one of the ugliest woman alive (and she's PHOTOSHOPPED
to be even uglier than genetics would allow), then i don't know how else to pull the veil from your
eyes.
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TIL that men make up 78% of Tinder. What are the
implications of this?
277 upvotes | April 3, 2020 | by Torridtwenty | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.statista.com/statistics/975925/us-tinder-user-ratio-gender/
I’m just... whoa. Like I knew that men probably outnumbered women on there but dude, that’s a
LOT!
For the longest, tinder has been used as the biggest “proof” of the SMP imbalance and female
hypergamy because women get wayyyyyyy more matches than men. But now that I know these stats,
could there really have been another end result? It’s a sausage fest! If tinder has those stats I wouldn’t
doubt that other dating apps/websites have similar.
What do you think this implies? Could it make us question everything we know? Is it even further
proof of everything we know? Discuss!
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Women feel the same way about men they’re not attracted to as
men feel about gay men.
276 upvotes | January 23, 2021 | by _pineapplylemon | Link | Reddit Link

Credits to u/kissmetilyouredrunk for their based comment.
By far, with no competition, the easiest way to get men to understand how women feel about sexual
attention from men they aren’t attracted to is to compare it with sexual attention from gay men. Some
men scoff and say “that’s not the same!! I ain’t gay, of course I’ll be disgusted!”. This is spoken from
the perspective of someone with a male sexuality (clearly) who doesn’t understand the concept of not
wanting to fuck a person of your preferred sex. I know that this might be a shock to many men, but a
man doesn’t have to unbearably hideous/horribly defected for a woman to genuinely not want him.
It’s not just high standards or pickiness. It’s a visceral repulsion. One quite similar to how straight
men feel when imagining sex with a man (especially one larger and stronger than he). It’s still not
nearly the same with the threat of pregnancy being uniquely female, but it’s the closest comparison
we could ever find.
Even if “repulsion” isn’t what you’d feel at the thought of fucking another man, can you honestly say
that you’d value their sexual desire? Still having a ton of testosterone and a ballsack, gay men have a
male sexuality being the most promiscuous group by far . With half of gay men having over 500
partners, it’s safe to say that they aren’t exactly picky about who they let in the sack. When you
consider this fact plus the fact that you genuinely don’t want to be sexual with them, you might be
able to understand why the “privilege” of having lots of men wanting to smash doesn’t exactly feel
like a privilege to women.
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Bitter men and bitter women tend to have the exact same gripes
with each other. This shows that the problem isn't actually the
collective actions of either gender, but individuals having bad
experiences and lashing out because they feel powerless.
275 upvotes | April 9, 2022 | by IveGotIssues9918 | Link | Reddit Link

If you listen to people arguing about gender issues for long enough, you notice that bitter men and
bitter women tend to have the EXACT same gripes with each other. The other sex doesn't take
responsibility for their actions and blames those of the opposite sex for everything. The other sex
doesn't see them as human beings, but as objects. The other sex only cares about looks and doesn't
even see members of the opposite sex who they aren't attracted to as human. The other sex has no
loyalty and is always looking to "trade up". Etc etc.
I recognized this before I even started debating here, when I was talking to a cousin of mine about
gender/relationship issues. We weren't quite arguing, but we were both listening to each other
complain. He said that "if a man cheats on a woman he looks like an asshole, but if a woman cheats
on a man he looks stupid" and I was like "uh no, it's the exact opposite, if a man cheats on a woman
the woman should have been a better wife but if a woman cheats on a man the woman is an evil bitch
who should be stoned to death. Where are you getting this from?"
Now, I understand why we both had the exact same mirrored perspective: because we both felt
powerless in our own lives and were complaining about the people we felt had power over us. In his
case, he feels that women have power over men because his mother has the entire family in an iron
grip, and because he's faced a lot of social/romantic rejection. My issues weren't directly caused by
my fathet in the same way, but social/romantic rejection has definitely made me feel powerless. I
can't understand/believe/accept that women have any power over men, because I don't feel like I have
any power over anything at all.
When I was in school, I'd watch my female friends consistently fall for avoidant boys (and fall for
them myself) and we would all commiserate that "boys suck". At the same time, there were groups of
boys consistently falling for avoidant girls and complaining that "girls suck" for the exact same
reason. It makes me wonder whether members of both sexes are drawn to a certain subset of the
opposite sex that is avoidant/toxic, or whether these are the same people complaining about each
other. I'm inclined to think it's the latter. To my one ex, I would be 0% surprised if I'm the
coldhearted bitch who broke his heart- there were times where he really seemed to think I was a
master manipulator doing things on purpose, while in my own head I was just a confused little girl
stumbling through life.
So, if these are the same people complaining abput each other.. is there any way that we can bridge
that gap? How do we address those that feel powerless and slighted?
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CMV: Men here ought to focus on not being in the bottom 20%
before they focus on being in the top 20%
275 upvotes | October 27, 2020 | by tnais | Link | Reddit Link

I also think men tend to overlook the fact that women are much more easily turned off and
disgusted/repulsed than men are. In other words: men are often rejected for massively dropping the
ball in one or more key areas, as opposed to failing to live up to unrealistically high expectations.
This means you shouldn't worry about getting 6 pack abs and benching 315 lbs; but you should worry
about having an unhealthy bodyweight and not being able to jog for a mile or do a pushup without
going into cardiac arrest.
You shouldn't worry about having an impeccable, trendsetting sense of style and fashion; but you
should worry about wearing tennis shoes and cargo shorts, gym shorts, or dad jeans every time you
go outside.
You shouldn't worry about becoming a social butterfly that can talk to anyone at anytime about
anything; but you should worry about not knowing how to make small talk or hold a conversation.
You shouldn't worry about being the most popular guy in school or in the workplace; but you should
worry about not having any close friendships.
You shouldn't worry about having the charisma of Russell Brand; but you should worry about not
having basic flirting skills.
I think the men at the bottom of the food chain tend to underestimate how exponentially easier dating
becomes the further away you get from the shitty end of the bell curve (ask me how I know). They
also tend to have the irrational mentality of "I'm a 2/10. I shouldn't try to become a 7/10 because I'll
never be a 10/10."
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Having low standards doesn't make you any less shallow.
275 upvotes | March 28, 2021 | by sweatyapplejuice | Link | Reddit Link

i'm tired of hearing men say things like "i'm not shallow at all, I'll fuck a girl as long as shes not 300
pounds and bald. on the other hand, women are so shallow they will be a 5/10 and will only fuck
guys 8+".
okay. first of all, when it comes to casual sex, women raise their standards and men lower their
standards. this is due to the shortage of women (relative to men) in the casual sex market, which i
explain here. but let's get something clear: just because you want to have sex so badly that you are
willing to fuck any woman who can take you who isn't hideous doesn't make you less shallow. it
makes you relatively more desperate. if you could get with the 10/10 (just as most average women
can get with 10/10 men), you would take her over the 3/10 any day.
shallowness is actually dictated by how much appearance, as opposed to other qualities, are a
determinant of your attraction. and i don't think anyone could ever make a valid argument that
physical appearance is more of a determinant of attraction for women than men.

Women of varying ages vs the men they are most attracted to
Men of varying ages vs the women they are most attracted to

this is all you need to know. we all get ugly as we age, and for men, this is more than enough of a
reason to prefer 20-year-olds until they're 50+ (and likely lower if the survey allowed for this). for
men, maturity and intelligence are clearly not very important when it comes to attraction. but
somehow, women are the shallow ones? women are the ones who prefer a balding fat wrinkly man
her own age, while HE prefers to date a girl whose brain hasn't finished developing yet because she
looks better and hasn't "hit the wall" yet as you all like to talk about. this argument is a joke.
edit: i keep having to repeat this in the comments. the fact that men find younger women the most
physically attractive isn’t what makes them more shallow, everyone looks better when they’re young
and there’s nothing wrong with perceiving this. women perceive this too, do you think we prefer
older men visually? no. the fact that older women, despite this fact, prefer older men, shows that
physical appearance isn’t as important as other non-visual traits. an older man would objectively be
more personality-compatible, they are more mature and wise, etc, and women are more relatively
attracted to these traits over physical appearance than are men, which is why women end up being
much more attracted to older (less visually appealing) men. on the other hand, men don’t care that 20
year olds have the mental capacity/maturity level of their daughter— the attraction is almost all visual
to them so personality is almost irrelevant. for most women this is a huge turn off. for men it’s not a
turn off. as per the graphs. i don’t see how much further i can explain this.
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Men don't age like wine. They hit the wall at the same exact
time women do.
275 upvotes | December 14, 2020 | by Romantic_Asexual | Link | Reddit Link

I've sure you all have heard the redpill saying that "men age like wine and women age like milk".
I'm here to tell you why in my personal opinion, men also age like milk.
First of all, men don't retain their youth any longer than women do. Just like women, their skin
wrinkles, they lose their hair, and as they adopt sedentary jobs and are too busy to focus on exercise
or diet routines they get fat.
There are exceptions to the rule, mostly actors like Brad Pitt, George Clooney, and Leonardo
DiCaprio who were stunning in their youth and are still somewhat handsome now but even then you
can tell that they aged (they have wrinkles and thin graying hair). The one thing keeping them from
being forgotten in the dating market is that they never let themselves go. They never got fat. And also
they are rich.
You can't tell me that there are any 30-40 year old men out there that looked as good as they did at
20.
Also, if men age like wine, then why do some older women prefer 20 year old men over men their
age?
If men age like wine, why do men die of old age earlier than women do?
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women on ppd: "wOmeN DO nOT fIND 80% of MeN t0 bE
uNaTTraCtiVE tHAT'S jUST a myTH PeRPETUAtED By
meN ON reddiT": also women on reddit:
274 upvotes | October 4, 2021 | by Skyler_White | Link | Reddit Link
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Being a "good guy" will not get you laid. As a man you need to
have an edge because"morality" means nothing
273 upvotes | August 9, 2020 | by DerekMorganBAU | Link | Reddit Link

Ive noticed that women are pragmatic when it comes to dating. They want to go and fuck and have
fun when it suits them, then settle down when it suits them.
Sometimes it takes meeting a certain guy, but then they get upset if that guy only wants sex even
though up until that point that's all the chick wanted from him.
But if you're that guy it's okay cause morals and dating does NOT mix. Being a good upstanding guy
means nothing.
I'm not from y'all demographic. I grew up around drug dealers and gangstas and shit and it's funny
how pussy was never a problem for them.
I remember hanging out with a couple of dealers and finding out that they legit had groupies. That
shit was wild to me.
Some women will never sleep with certain men who did certain things on principle (like a deadbeat
dad) but let's be real....theyre a minority. And there's always one guy theyre willing to make an
exception for.
Being known as a player/womanizer gets you laid for instance. It's a compliment even though it's
framed as a "bad" thing by frustrated women. Being honest, upfront, and "caring" aren't sexually
attractive behaviors. Be the opposite and you'll get laid way more.
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Most Chad's I've met in real life are positive and uplifting
people, opposed to the archetypal dark triad
273 upvotes | July 29, 2019 | by Askerman97_returns | Link | Reddit Link

**Disclaimer - I am a Red-Piller myself.
Now I know the standard archetypal dark triade is popular on TRP, and I've known some of these
people in real life, but I think maybe sometimes people on TRP fall into the trap of thinking that this
is the type which is the embodiment of Chad.
I'm 22 years old for reference. Most Chad's I know who do well with women and also with people in
general, tend to be VERY positive people. Not in an annoying cheery sort of way, but just very
grateful people, when you meet them, they make you feel like a million bucks. They have an attitude
towards life that you just can't buy.
The biggest Chad I know is a black dude, who's about 6''2 and 200lbs, 13-14% bodyfat. He lifts and
is good looking. But his attitude is just so positive and uplifting. It's like his love for life is infectious.
He's very optimistic. I've met others like him, who are also extremely successful with women.
The dark triad types exist, but usually other aspects in their life are shit. Their familial relationships
and relations with friends turn to shit. I've known these guys, I have them in my family, where they
do great with women but completely fuck over and betray friends/other family members. REAL
narcissists/sociopaths are NOT people to aspire to be like, they are all kinds of fucked up..
Whereas the more 'positive'/uplifting types, not only do well with women but just do well with people
in general.
I suppose the main difference, is that the triad stereotype is someone who has very good social skills,
appears likeable but has to pretend to like people and socialising. Whereas the naturally positive
Alpha genuinely loves meeting people and socialising. Both may appear similar, but only one of them
is genuine.
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This sub just doesn’t believe in love
273 upvotes | September 9, 2022 | by TermAggravating8043 | Link | Reddit Link

After venturing to this sub more times than I’d care to mention, I now firmly believe the people that
believe in TRP or any other pill just do not believe people can genuinely love each other.
It’s all about a man getting sex or a women getting money from a relationship which is just not true,
people fall in love and stay together cause they actually like each other. This hatred against women in
long term relationships is just horrible, she must be either settling or she must be cheating arguments,
could it not possibly be that she actually cares for the guy?
I know someone’s going to point out the divorce statistics at 50/50 but this also means 50% of
couples stay together until death, why is it always half empty and not half full?
Personally I’m starting to believe anyone that actual believes in any pill format has some form of
autism, the inability to empathise and to understand emotions. Everything is about the individual
(usually a guy) and what he can get from or get out of the world and the people in it.
I work in hospitality and see thousands of couples and families together, it’s not healthy mentally to
look at them and think, why don’t I have that, where’s my gf/bf what’s so good about her/him that I
couldn’t be that person instead. You should be thinking , aww their in love, that’s nice.
Stop drowning yourselves in hatred people, let’s start to love each other again
Edit. My sincere apologies if I have offended anyone with my (now changed) belief that many of the
people on this sub can’t not understand love as a form of autism, as per some comments, people with
autism understand love whole heartedly and shouldn’t be dragged down with the opinions on here. I
take that back and put forward that’s most of you guys here are sociopaths, and a bunch of negative
Nancy’s
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Lowering your standards is for desperate people. Those who
don't mind being alone don't have to lower their standards.
273 upvotes | June 2, 2021 | by TheBestRebirth | Link | Reddit Link

There's nothing wrong with having high standards and this goes for both men and women. There are
some people who don't mind being alone that much. They have no incentive for lowering their
standards. I would actually argue that some people (especially men) have standards that are too low.
There are some men who will be satisfied with just any woman. That is desperate mentality
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No amount of body positivity for men will ever change anything
for non-traditionally attractive guys. It will only make women
less comfortable admitting their actual preferences.
272 upvotes | May 1, 2021 | by AbnormalBias | Link | Reddit Link

There's a post every other day on mainstream subreddits like /r/TrueOffMyChest espousing body
positivity for shorter men, men without muscles/6 packs, men with small dicks, etc. Of course these
are all nicely written and well intentioned, but a lot seem to assume that current male attractiveness
standards are based on cultural norms, and ignore or deliberately avoid discussing the fact that these
standards evolve out of biological preferences.
No amount of anti-shaming rhetoric will ever lead women to find shorter men (5'7" and below)
comparably attractive to taller men (6'1" or above) on average. Taken to their desired ends, these calls
will only make women reluctant to admit what they actually find attractive out of fear of social
shaming or hurting men's feelings. Just because cultural norms shift away from body shaming,
doesn't shift the fundamental makeup of the libido.
There's a lot of criticism against women on here for "lying" about what they find attractive. I think,
that while many women deliberately mislead, many just don't want to inspire impotent rage among
their less-blessed male friends, so will refrain from being honest about the physical features that turn
them on.
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Women focus on careers because a career is a good investment,
a man generally isn't
272 upvotes | September 11, 2021 | by DiamondLilyD | Link | Reddit Link

*Not all men*
So women in the west are often accused of being 'career driven feminists' and told that the 'real'
reason there are problems in the dating world are because women focus on career rather than seeking
out a man for marriage/children and being a housewife to take care of them all like the good 'ol days.
I think this is becoming more pronounced but the reason is probably not what people think.
By her early 20's, a woman has most likely already had a few bad experiences with men and if not,
has most likely seen her friends being treated like shit/cheated on/abandoned/led on etc.
For most girls the dream of the fairytale wedding to a 'man who will love her forever' is fading away
and a more realistic worldview takes hold: A man is not a plan and acting like it is just silly.
Practically it doesn't make sense to risk everything and be a housewife (I say this as someone who
loves the idea in theory and takes great joy doing 'domestic' stuff) in the hopes that a guy you end up
with will treat you well for the rest of his life. Men just aren't that reliable in reality.
A lot of guys on here say that women are only attractive for a short amount of time, in which case,
why should she trust he will be loyal and devoted when they are both middle aged and she is 'no
longer attractive' to him?
When you look at being a housewife vs a career:
- Contrary to the popular belief that women 'divorce men and take all their shit', Divorced women are
some of the poorest women in society. at least if a woman invests a lot of time and effort into a
career, she can be sure she has a decent pension built up to support her through her retirement.
- If you have a child via adoption or sperm donation, after years working a good job, you will have
more than enough to go part time and support that child. Paid maternity is leave is guaranteed in my
country, and you can take more time off if you're willing to accept a pay cut. Most employers are fine
with working from home now too. Whereas a substantial number of men don't pay child support at
all, many only pay after a lengthy legal battle and the internet is full of men discussing legal and
illegal ways to get out of paying.
- Being older/More experienced in a job is generally considered a good thing (assuming you don't
lack any 'modern' skills. Many men view women as 'depreciating assets' as they get older.
- After you develop skills and experience, it's fairly easy to get another job.
- A job can't just fire you and hire someone half your age because they feel like it.
- If a job does want to let you go, they have to pay you 'redundancy' money (which can be a huge
amount) Vs men who can waste your time in a 'forever girlfriend' situation for years, then just break
it off.
- If managers/coworkers treat you badly, you can sue them for damages. If a man treats you badly,
you're left with trauma and a therapy bill.
- If I do choose a man who ends up (maybe after months or years) treating me badly, I'll get blamed
for 'choosing a bad man', if I choose a job where I get treated badly, I won't get blamed for 'choosing
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a bad job'.
- If you get sick, you will get paid time off work, sometimes for years if you need it, a lot of
companies also offer private medical insurance, Men are 7x more likely to abandon a sick wife than a
wife is a sick husband.
Additionally >
Around 20% of men cheat in marriage (more often than women), Men are dirtier than women, Men
rarely pull their weight with housework and childcare when the woman is working, even if he himself
isn't working.
Porn is correlated to an increased risk of divorce, 76% of men in my country watch porn at least
occasionally.
Why would you risk your lifetime financial security when there's a 20% that he will cheat on you?
If you make a husband the centre of your world and your whole purpose and reason for getting up in
the morning, what are you going to do if it doesn't work out or if he does something to destroy the
marriage? You'd be heartbroken, lost, devastated, confused. You might not have the will to keep
going after that.
If you leave a job after many years, you've probably got money saved up, a nice house furnished with
nice things, money to spend on hobbies, travel and your kids. With the skills you have, you could
start a new job, become self employed, even start your own charity, easily.
Men just aren't a good investment.
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If a woman stops sleeping with you she lost her
attraction/respect for you and you should leave her
272 upvotes | May 20, 2020 | by CommanderOfTheDeath | Link | Reddit Link

Sex is the best indicator for a woman's attraction level. If she doesn't want to fuck you she isn't
attracted to you anymore and the chance that she already left the relationship mentally and is just
staying for convenience, preparing to break up or is/will be cheating increases.
To clear some things up. I am talking about a full stop here. No sex at all. I ain't talking about special
circumstances like health problems or the occasional "I am not in the mood" after a long day at work.
If a woman is never "in the mood" or flat out denies sex without an explanation/excuse regularly,
then it becomes clear that the attraction is gone.
The only factor which could indicate that the attraction is still there and the sex stopped for other
reasons, is if the affection and behaviour stays the same. Then there is probably some other kind of
problem (like health) which needs to be addressed before the sex can continue.
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CMV: it's hypocritical for a woman to criticise men for caring
about past sexual history if she herself would not date a man
who is a virgin or never had a gf at 30.
272 upvotes | October 6, 2022 | by dbz19_kai | Link | Reddit Link

This probably applies to normies than the brilliant minds of PPhD, but there's no doubt that a lot of
women do balk at the idea that (some) men care about N count, or "body count", as it is known to
wider audiences. Many for example would argue that it is sexist for a man to care about a woman's
sexual history, and you can see various examples in the comments to this post here:
https://www.reddit.com/r/TikTokCringe/comments/xwrev3/i_felt_the_cringe_soon_as_he_brought_u
p_that/
Anyway, I posit that if a certain woman is upset about men caring about this stuff, then it is
hypocritical for her to care about men's sexual history, or rather, LACK of sexual history.
Lots of women openly admit they wouldn't date a virgin. If a guy is a virgin at 30, or never had a gf at
30, this will automatically make him disqualified in many women's eyes. So why is this okay, but a
man not wanting to marry a woman who's slept with lots of guys wrong? In both cases it's caring
about sexual history. Many women don't wanna be judged on their sexual history but will reject a
man for lack of his. I posit that this is hypocritical.
Now, you may be getting ready to say "CHOTTO MATTE, DBZ19-SAMA! IT IS NOT THE
SAME! In the first case you're rejecting someone for sleeping with too many, which is bad, but in the
second you're rejecting them for not sleeping with enough, which is totes different!"
Ah but you see, men and women are different. Just as there are sexually dimorphic characteristics,
there are also socially dimorphic characteristics. In the world of dating and relationships, men are the
ones who generally do the wooing and approaching. A guy who can get laid a lot, like James Bond, is
generally seen as super masculine. A woman who is chaste, like my uwu kawaii anime waifus ~~, are
seen as the archetypical feminine ideal. Now you could argue this is sexist, but that's another
conversation, there is no doubt this is the way culture has always seen it, and this permeates the
minds of many people's subconscious and attraction mechanics when it comes to how they view men
and women, whether they realise it or not.
So my view is, if a woman thinks it's wrong for a guy for a guy to care about sexual history, she
better be okay with dating a nerdy glasses-wearing incel who's never been touched before, because
sexual history doesn't matter, otherwise she is what you would call a two-faced double standards
hypocrite.
Change my view
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What's your unpopular opinion about women? Something you
truly believe based on lived experience, but would get down
voted to all hell
272 upvotes | September 6, 2022 | by Gorillaman30 | Link | Reddit Link

I have a lot from a decade of dating.
1) What women say and what women respond to are two different things. And even more odd is
they're usually oblivious to it.
2) Even if she has a power job and lives a dominate lifestyle, she still wants to be submissive to her
man. I remember I picked my ex gf from work and she was barking orders at everyone, and I thought
"holy shit, I never seen this side of her when she's around me."
3) I've been friends women who thought they had an awesome butt / boobs, but in reality they were
just overweight was all. Like yeah I like a nice butt, but not one on a 200 lbs girl.
What are your unpopular opinions?
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Women have more freedom than they’ve ever had in history,
but they still choose to sell their bodies for income
271 upvotes | February 22, 2021 | by rawnute | Link | Reddit Link

If you look at literary accounts of prostitutes throughout history, a common theme amongst them is
that they have to prostitute themselves out of necessity. If you look at the Yorkshire Ripper episode
in the 70’s, a lot of prostitutes still worked the streets when a serial killer was on the loose because
they had no other options. The 70’s wasn’t even that long ago. Less than 40 years ago, and before
that of course, the types of jobs available to women were limited, and competition for the very
limited number of positions was fierce.
Also, single motherhood isn’t a new concept. There were women who for whatever reason, had to
support their families with only their income all throughout history. Back when women weren’t
allowed to work, and social programs weren’t even a concept, they had to turn to prostitution (or
other illicit means) to feed their children. Since then, women have made great strides towards
equality, and no longer have to resort to prostitution as they can now work in any profession/field.
That brings me to today. The year is 2021. Laws are in place to ensure that employers treat people of
all genders, races, and religions equally in the hiring process. Of course, as humans, some of us are
still prejudiced. Thankfully though, they are the minority (ironically enough they probably hate
minorities). But anyways, women now have the same opportunities as men when it comes to
education, and consequently employment. In fact, education is occupied predominantly by women. In
spite of this, we now see millions of women flocking to sites like OnlyFans to make their living, even
with an array of different options available to them.
I’m sure many people will argue that they are the minority, or that they don’t represent the entire
gender, but they are only part of the problem in my eyes. The bigger problem is women in masses
encouraging and “normalizing” this behaviour. The sex-positive movement has taken a left turn. It’s
not empowering to be a sex worker. “People have to make living” isn’t a good enough argument
when you have every option available to you, and you chose the easy way out. Start taking
accountability.
EDIT: Ok, my view has been changed by a couple good arguments (no not the monkey one), so I’ll
stop responding to comments now. I’ll leave the post up as it might be a good resource for someone
with the same question in the future. You can stop PMing me too.
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The reason why so many men only look for sex is because
women, generally, don't know how to be appealing in other
ways.
271 upvotes | January 14, 2022 | by No-Border680 | Link | Reddit Link

While patriarchal ideas should be combated, there needs to be some nuance here. It's important that
the message "treat women like people" isn't confused with "you're sexist if you're unimpressed by
women". A lot of people mix these up now a days.
The problem I see is that women are taught to be PUA's, if you look at how they flirt. Have you
talked with a woman about how to entice a man? It's all about external shit. There's very little advice
about how to be a person that makes a guy be enthusiastic about spending time with her.
Instead of trying to become someone that guy's think is relationship material, a lot of effort is spent
on trying to guilt men into seeing them as more impressive than what they really deserve.
Truth be told, when you don't see sex as some sort of reward, or as a favor, you'll notice this. Most
women don't know how to handle not being on a pedestal, because they've been brought up seeing
their sex as something that is valuable.
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Practically no men are "obsessed" with sex, they just can't
satisfy their healthy, normal desires
271 upvotes | April 15, 2023 | by Plus-Enthusiasm2987 | Link | Reddit Link

It's pretty obvious from the title, and anyone can see that it's true from day to day life. The people
who say these men are obsessed with sex simply do not understand what is going on. They assume
that wanting sex when you can't get enough it being obsessed. Take any "non-obsessed" person, and
put them in the same position as the "obsessed" person, and then they'll act the same way.
BPers here desperate want to convince men that sex is not important because they want to control
these "bad" (in their view) men.
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Here's a calculator for women to find how many men fit their
criteria, and the results are not good
270 upvotes | August 10, 2021 | by tux_pirata | Link | Reddit Link

https://igotstandardsbro.com/
Here's a sample search:

not married
white
at least 6' 1" tall
not obese
earning at least $55,000 per year (the US average is like 53,500 but wont let me put the exact
number)

Result?

According to statistical data, the probability a guy of the U.S. male population ages 25 to 35
meets your standards is 0.65%

Even when lowering the height to 5.11, moving to any race and accepting obese men the number is
just 4.1%, tho if you lower height to the average which is 5.9 you get 8.4%
If to the first result you change income requirement to $120k (as I seen some do) then it goes down to
0.12%. But if you go back to $55k income and increase the age to 30-40 it goes up........to 0.88%...
Kitty litter jokes aside, thoughts? feel free to post your results.
Would be cool if somebody made a version for men
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A big cause of the general hostility between the genders is that
women want to marry people who are better than them but still
wish to be treated as an equal.
270 upvotes | July 13, 2020 | by BurdensomeCount | Link | Reddit Link

Everyone has read articles stating that women are still not treated as equals by their husbands, how
they still do a majority of the housework etc.
Similarly everyone has also read articles about the dearth of marriageable men for women, despite
that fact that at the ages people traditionally get married there are more men than women in the
population.
This leads to cases where women will not settle for their equals, but instead want a better partner. We
have discussed many times what happens when they can't find this partner but I've never seen a
discussion of what happens for those that do.
Is it any surprise that when you marry people who are better than you (defined in whatever way you
wish) they are more likely to be doing the high status stuff (e.g. working many hours earning a good
salary) than the low status stuff (e.g. housework, like it or not it is considered low status relative to a
well paying job).
This then shows up in statistics and then the very same women who reject husbands on the same level
as themselves complain that they are left with doing the majority of the low status work in a
relationship where the man is better than them.
Naturally this creates animus in the men who on one hand aren't good enough for women and if they
manage to become so for a woman with lower status than themselves aren't doing an equal share of
the housework despite the fact that they have more options to contribute to the relationship in other
ways.
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Women aren’t shamed for their “shallow” preferences like men
are
270 upvotes | March 23, 2022 | by theogfrankcastle | Link | Reddit Link

Men are often shamed and called shallow for their preference of a women having a lower n-count. “It
was in the past!”, “I was just having fun when I was younger”, etc. Check any PPD post about it and
the women that challenge it.
But looking on the flip side, women have multiple preferences. Their height preference is the most
shallowest of any preference someone could have, especially in 2022, but it seems to be unquestioned
for the most part - it is what it is. Not to mention at least men’s n-count preference can be justified as
a way to improve the relationship and is something women can control. Whereas height can’t really
and is fully genetic. I’d argue the height preference is thus WAY more shallow.

By the way, I’m okay with both of these preferences because I don’t think we should question
what someone prefers or not. But just wanted to see if anyone disagreed with my claim. *
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The reason why men feel “lied to” by society about what
women want is because, what women want, and what
emotionally/sexually arouses them, are two different questions
that we never differentiated
270 upvotes | February 22, 2020 | by redditthrowaway1478 | Link | Reddit Link

repost - last one got removed
This is an all too common frustration I see on this sub and a point of such contention that we should
probably have a little powwow about it.
If you were to ask a woman: What do women want?You would likely be given the most generic,
politically safe answer that everyone, men and women, would agree they want as well. Something
like:
“Smart, funny, honest, loyal, fun, open to new experiences, likes to travel, ambitious, works hard but
also plays hard, serious but not too serious, financially stable, emotionally stable, stays healthy, etc.
Long term, short term - doesn’t matter; Who the fuck wouldn’t want these things in a partner? I don’t
believe women or society lied about this at all. What I do believe is that men and women interpreted
the meaning of the question differently.
What men should have been asking is: What - specifically - is it that emotionally/sexually arouses
women in the dating process.
The reason why men are such fans of the saying, “a fisherman’s doesn’t ask a fish how to catch it”, is
because many women don’t really know what exact behaviors and actions the men who have been
successful with them took to get to that point. They don’t innately understand how to be attractive to
a woman AS A MAN. Ok, perhaps a few female users in PPD do, but that’s because they have a sick
fascination with this subject just as much as the rest of us do. However, 99% of women out there
don’t.
But hey, thats just my hot take. What do y’all think? Have I hit the nail on the head, or am I way off
base here?
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There is no implied social contract. Don’t do things you don’t
want to do, and don’t expect anything in return.
269 upvotes | March 30, 2021 | by alphadawg94 | Link | Reddit Link

Almost all of these dating problems would go away if people just followed this rule. Let me explain.
If you’re a woman and you only have sex with a guy when you want to have sex, then why would
you be worried about being “pumped and dumped” and why would you need a thee date rule (or god
forbid, a three month rule) before you will sleep with someone? The answer is you don’t, because
whenever you genuinely want to is the right time for you. If you see sex as a bargaining chip then
you’ll always be upset if things don’t go your way, but if you do it because you enjoy it, and only
when you want to for the sake of it, then how could you ever be upset?
Likewise, if you’re a man buying a woman dinner, she doesn’t owe you anything. If you don’t want
to buy her dinner for the sake of having dinner with her, don’t do it. If buying a woman dinner isn’t
your idea of a good time, then maybe that’s an indication that’s not a good date idea for you.
Personally, I’ve never regretted having a conversation with an attractive woman over a drink, even if
it was on my dime.
For those of you who may rebuttal that you have to give something to get what you want, perhaps the
person you’re dating isn’t a good match for you. If you guys don’t have anything you can do together
without some sort of reciprocity then what is even the basis for your spending time together?
All this talk about “getting fucked over”, or “should I pay for a date?” or “how long should I wait to
have sex?” Would be fixed if people just stopped putting these fake baseless expectations on each
other.
Of course there are times for compromise, but agree to the terms up front to avoid resentment.
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Empaths and narcissists tend to pair up, which is why people
think women like bad boys and actual nice guys get treated
badly
268 upvotes | August 4, 2021 | by Ladyofblades | Link | Reddit Link

Like the title reads. Most these individuals (both types) are not mentally healthy.
Empathetic and codependent individuals have poor boundaries and draw narcissistic and dark triad
persons. Said Cluster B types also usually seek them out. Love bombing ensues. The narcissist makes
their victim giddy with great sex and lying about a future together (future faking).
Once this relationship is established the toxic dynamic begins. The narcissist treats their partner like
dirt, often engaging in intermittent reinforcement to keep them hungering for more. He or she cheats
but because the codependent is a doormat they forgive them. Sometimes abuse occurs, physical or
emotional.
Narcissists usually engage in an idealize-devalue-discard cycle. Once they have new narcissistic
supply (someone new to stroke their ego, give them money, or give NRE or new sexual thrills) they
dump their old supply, leaving them broken.
Even when the codependent is discarded they often go for yet another narcissist since they haven’t
figured out their own codependent tendencies. The cycle begins anew. The victim develops a hatred
of the opposite gender due their treatment at the narc’s hands, not realizing they tend to attract and
partner with the same toxic people over and over.
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You guys are missing the whole point of FDS, the point of FDS
is NOT to solely attract men. The strategy is to WEED out men
they don’t want.
268 upvotes | September 27, 2020 | by Anthony-waltzs | Link | Reddit Link

TRP and FDS is different because both strategies aim to achieve different things of course. I read a
lot of men and female you-tubers bashing FDS and saying “it’s a totally lopsided strategy that is
meant to benefit women completely and do nothing to help men.” That is a common theme I hear
from people but the “main point” of the strategy is NOT to help men, but to help women WEED out
LVM from there pool of options, and it is very effective in accomplishing that. Whether they are
following the strategies or not is completely dependent on them.
The reason why those women have this mindset into dating is because there going on the idea that
they have their shit together(regardless if they don’t that’s what they THINK) and already have what
men WANT. Which is why they are not solely thinking about what they can offer the man, but what
he can offer her since by following that logic they are the more demanded gender. Remember a ugly
woman can still get more matches on Tinder than the average man.
As for finding HVM, I think what they are doing is they are trying to find HVM in the pool of men
that they are currently dating because one of there rules is to not ask men out according to the
subreddit. But raising your standards does not raise your value. Example, If I’m a fat broke man with
no money but set my standards to only wanting super model status women, does that automatically
make me better than my female equivalent? No.
On a side note yes there are some things on their I do not agree with but I don’t have time to list them
all. One small one is how they demonize and call men low value for wanting just casual sex, even
though most of them have probably had casual sex before in the past. Just because it was in the past
and your a “new woman now” doesn’t mean it did not happen? How are you going to demonize
someone for something you did as well? And someone who actually finds you attractive. Makes no
sense.
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Older men (30+) who specifically want young, inexperienced
women (18-23) under the pretense of them having "less
baggage", actually just want women with the specific TYPE of
baggage (daddy issues / parental trauma) that would make
them easier targets for predatory men in the first place.
268 upvotes | October 12, 2022 | by Blissina | Link | Reddit Link

It has nothing to do with older women being "damaged goods" when parental trauma sustained in
childhood can make a young woman carry enormous amounts of baggage that hasn't even been
unpacked yet.
This specific type of baggage in a young woman actually makes her extremely desirable to predatory
older men on account of the fact that she is more likely to have poor boundaries while seeking out
"love" any way she can even if it's toxic.
If you look at the "fawn" trauma type, you can see exactly why some predatory older men would love
this baggage in a young woman. She will be a people pleaser in order to avoid conflict at all costs.
Such a woman, a healthy man would steer clear of, but a predatory man would see her as wife
material because she will do anything to avoid healthy confrontation with him. She will be
submissive at all costs and not cause him any trouble.
These men who claim they don't want "women with baggage" are lying. They very much do want
women with baggage. Just the particular type of baggage that would make a pretty young woman
want an older predatory man in the first place.
EDIT 1: "Young hot women are hot" isn't an argument. No one is arguing that hot young women
aren't hot. They sure are. And as a happily bisexual woman who gets plenty of attention from both
sexes, no I'm not bitter.
EDIT 2: "All men aren't predatory" I know, and that isn't the argument. I'm not a man hater. There are
plenty of wonderful men, older and younger. I'm referring specifically to predatory older men, and
the kinds of women they seek out.
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Men have no problem waiting for sex as long as other men had
to also
268 upvotes | March 12, 2022 | by theogfrankcastle | Link | Reddit Link

For the women that have a set rule that they’re going to wait, I think a lot of the frustration that men
have during dating with being stringed along (and paying for) for multiple dates or even months with
a girl they’re interested in, is that the same girl has had one night stands and hook ups before but is
holding out with him.
They don’t want to be seen as the guy who had to “invest” more into the girl to get the same
outcome. In any situation (not just saying!), that person looks like the sucker. The lack of consistency
and being seen as just “relationship material” can be demoralizing
Lmk what y’all think
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Women who struggle with men only wanting casual sex are
shooting out of their league
268 upvotes | January 10, 2022 | by SupermarketFun21 | Link | Reddit Link

I keep hearing this myth: Sex is easier to obtain for women, relationships are easier to obtain for men.
People think this follows from the fact that women often find themselves wanting (but not receiving)
commitment from the men they have sex with. It does not. Casual sex almost always entails the man
being of drastically higher value. Meanwhile, the woman could easily find a man eager for a
relationship if she gave her own looksmatches a shot.
Men in the dating realm (dating apps, singles events, bars, etc.) are very seldom taken seriously by a
woman of similar value. Not sure if anyone still doubts this point, but the severely skewed ratios
guarantee it. For the typical single man, a relationship with an even match is the dream scenario.
Casual sex with relatively unattractive women is often just used as an inferior substitute.
I don't expect women to try to pinpoint their looksmatches and reject anyone better looking. That's
clearly not workable. An effective strategy would be, if you don't want to be used for casual sex,
don't have casual sex, and be prepared for that to weed out a lot of your hottest prospects. I can't
imagine any woman adhering to that rule and not being able to attract a boyfriend in her own league
pretty much on-demand.
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CMV: Most men believe the myth that "women care less about
sex" because most men arent desired by women.
268 upvotes | May 1, 2020 | by TheRabbitTunnel | Link | Reddit Link

Women want/love sex just as much as men. But they specifically want it from top men. The top men,
who women lust after, know how much women enjoy sex because they see it.
Most men are rarely lusted after by women, even their own girlfriends (beta bucks and whatnot).
They think its just because "women care less about sex" when its actually because women dont care
about sex with them.
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Why does reddit seem to tolerate misandry?
267 upvotes | May 17, 2020 | by PizzaPieSimulator | Link | Reddit Link

I see that all the misogynist subreddits are either banned, quarantined, or really niche. This is good
because hatred is unacceptable, especially when aimed towards women. However, there are a handful
of large subs that actively exclude, berate, shame, subjugate, and hate men (not naming names).
Strangely enough however, not one of them has been banned or even quarantined. Can somebody
explain to me why this is?
I get that women have been historically shafted and still are to an extent, but that should not justify or
excuse such unbridled hatred.
EDIT: Jeez I didn’t mean to start a gender war in the comments.
The general consensus i’m getting is either men are violent and dangerous and women aren’t and that
justifies misandry or women have more power in the west and are making misandry acceptable. What
ever happened to common sense? You can’t just argue like children over who’s more oppressed. You
all need to recognize that all hatred is bad and it can lead to some seriously fucked up stuff.
If any progress is going to be made, then this polarizing bullshit cannot be so accepted.
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Work is not a "choice" for most women
267 upvotes | October 4, 2020 | by LovesAnEngineer | Link | Reddit Link

Many RPillers act as if women only choose to work because they "envy male success" or something
along those lines. They act as if most women can just choose to become homemakers and stay at
home as submissive housewives.
Let me tell you something, many families cannot survive on one income and even if they can survive,
they would have to live in pretty shitty conditions by today's standards: no vacations, no cars etc.
Also, because of the economic crisis, many men lost their jobs and had to rely on their wives' income.
I personally know at least two couples like this.
Also, many men nowadays don't even want a homemaker and expect their wife to work at least part-
time. I know a man who makes decent money and still encourages his wife to work simply because a
family relying on one income these days is a pretty raw deal.
Also, the idea that women in the past didn't work is pretty bs. First of all, housework was more time-
consuming back then because there were very few electrical appliances. Second of all, many women
did have regular jobs. My grandmother was a tailor and continued to work part-time even after she
got married.
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Most people marry after they "hit the wall" and it's a very bad
idea to marry when you're young and "in your prime".
267 upvotes | May 12, 2021 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

It seems weird alot Western men on here get mad that women want to settle down after 25, when
she's "Hit the wall" and now wants a "beta male".

Marrying before 25 had very high divorce rates. The best ages for marriage is between 25 to 32.1.
In 99.99% of countries, even non-Western ones, men married women at later ages.2.
Looking at sex statistics, if Chads and incles are based on sex partners acquired, there’s more3.
Chad than there are incels, even at 18 to 24 age range. Go to table 5.
Similar to 3, more men ride the pussy carousel than women ride the cock carousel.4.
Pushing off relationships and marriage isn't always about partying and sex. It can be about5.
getting your life together, such as higher education and moving out on your own.
Also, needing to deal with baggage. I don't know why this subreddit believes young people6.
don't have baggage. Someone's baggage can start as young as 8. Even the first stat explained
that older people handled problems better than young people.

Other than people being narrow minded and superficial with their obsession of people "Marrying in
their prime", I don't see what's the big deal.
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The biggest turn on for adult women is a guy that has plenty of
things going in in his life.
267 upvotes | December 21, 2021 | by ogsimpology | Link | Reddit Link

Based on every scenario I've seen, ever, it's ALMOST never about the money or looks themselves.
It's a guy who is on a track, on a mission to succeed in the things he deems fit.
It literally doesn't even matter what those things are, if they're objectively productive and what most
people would consider a valid/impressive use of your time.
Video games don't count in the overwhelming majority of cases, because they're time wasters, most
commonly. You can be fulfilled in other, more productive ways if you actually tried to find
something of interest.
I digress... If you have a good/steady job you enjoy doing, a pet, a few hobbies, are enrolled in a
sport, go to the gym, read books, etc., you'll be interesting to most women. Because most men don't
do much besides their job (if they got one) or a singular hobby they like.
I noticed a sharp difference in women's appeal for me when I got my life in order at a very young
age.

my apartment
good job
read
write
draw
fencing
gym
pet

It's things that are signaling women that you're independent and that you're really in control of your
life.
It's things like these that get you long term relationships. Not abs or millions in your bank.
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Men should adopt women’s mindset when it comes to dating
and relationships
266 upvotes | February 1, 2021 | by belowAverageChump | Link | Reddit Link

I noticed a lot of men can’t stand to be alone. Not only that but they’re desperate to get married and
start a family. They don’t cultivate relationships outside of dating which leads them to be socially
inept and needy when they do interact with other people.
They also try to put the woman’s needs first whereas women in similar situations would ghost or
flake on them. They take their self esteem and validation from women when men could be building
up and supporting each other.
Women also don’t put up with men’s nonsense regardless of how she feels about him. If she likes
him he will have a few days to act on it whereas a woman can string along a platonic friend for years.
In short men need to have a lot more self respect and be willing to forgoe their horniness.
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Why do men take such interest in avoiding child support, but
so little interest in avoiding pregnancy?
266 upvotes | September 5, 2021 | by Any_Conclusion_4297 | Link | Reddit Link

Yesterday's thread on Texas' new law got me thinking, why don't I ever hear men complain about the
lack of male specific birth control options? I often see the argument that men shouldn't have to pay
child support for children they don't want, but I don't see much around what men can do to prevent
those unwanted children.
I hear women (myself included) complain about hormonal birth control all the time (it can wreak
havoc on our bodies), but I've never once heard a man complain about his lack of options for
avoiding getting someone pregnant.
Meanwhile, the "paying child support for unwanted children" trope is one that comes up frequently
on this sub. I've noticed a lot of men here present birth control as an end all be all, which shows me
that those men haven't even taken the time to educate themselves on how female managed birth
control (IUD, pill, diaphragm) actually works.
This leads me to believe that men don't actually care about preventing pregnancy, they only care
about dodging the consequences of pregnancy.
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I think the idea that men have it easier time getting
relationships is incredibly false.
266 upvotes | August 1, 2022 | by MickIsBlue | Link | Reddit Link

I've heard this one countless times. When discussing dating dynamics and usually when the
conversation is talking about how a woman will have a much easier time in the dating and courtship
process but somehow the conversation always ends up with....guys have an easier time getting
relationships.
And I don't know where this myth originated. But it really is something I hear repeated alot. In alot of
internet spaces not just this one or even this subreddit.
The idea itself sounds baffling to me. How can guys have an easier time getting relationships when
women don't find the majority of men attractive? What are all these super unnattractive guys in the
girls eyes meal tickets or something? Are we supposed to believe that most women are settling?
Which I still don't believe.
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The average men does not want the average women (in the US)
265 upvotes | July 1, 2022 | by Thiccsmartie | Link | Reddit Link

I keep reading that women only go for the top 20% of men according to the men in this sub. However
I also keep reading that men in this sub here (not saying all) do not want a
fat/chubby/overweight/obese/whateveryouwannacall it woman (let’s say for example the average 5’4
170lbs womam). But 80% of women in america are overweight thus do men in this sub actually also
only want the top 20% of women? If yes, isn’t this hypocrisy?
P.S: I am not from the US.
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As a Bi guy, dating men is not only easier, but it is the main
reason I resent women
265 upvotes | April 8, 2020 | by jadedbyhypocrisy | Link | Reddit Link

Try dating a women, you got to bribe her on a first date by paying for her time. Nope in the gay
world, we split that shit quick. He is not going to pretend that his time is more valuable.
Talk to a guy about online dating, he is all about getting to the point to see if we have chemistry. Not
with woman, jump through this hoop, now jump through that hoop, just to get a chance to see if we
have chemistry.
With men Dick pics are enjoyed, with woman dick pics are bad unless she is wanting to see how big
you are.
Dating a guy is like having a teammate, dating a woman like having a child that can, but won't!!!
Dating men is I can have emotions, dating a woman is I must empathize with her emotions.
Dating a man feels so equal with "give AND take", not just prove your self all day every day.
Anyone else here dated both sides?
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CMV: Most men are totally okay with waiting to have sex, but
they're scared of being friendzoned so they feel pressured to
make moves on dates
265 upvotes | May 5, 2023 | by AudaciousPanther | Link | Reddit Link

I have a theory that a lot of men, including myself, feel pressured to drive things in a sexual direction
while dating or else we'll wake up to a "I think you're a great guy, but I'm just not feeling it" text
message.
Like when I'm going out on a 2nd date, I'm thinking "I better kiss her goodbye by the end of this date,
or else we'll be entering friendzone territory. Nothing is more anxiety inducing than being in the
middle of a 3rd date without having pecked yet.
It's not so much that I'm some weird horn dog, it's moreso I feel like I have to make moves or else her
interest will plummet over time.
Thoughts?
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Most young men are single. Most young women are not. Why?
265 upvotes | February 22, 2023 | by xzpw | Link | Reddit Link

https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/3868557-most-young-men-are-single-most-young-wom
en-are-not/
What does PPD believe?
Some theories that I've seen:
- Polyamory is very common among chads. AKA the 80/20 thing again. Top X% of men are sharing
a bunch of women.
- Being part of LGBT is more common with women and therefore women are dating other women
more often than men dating men now.
- Younger women are dating older men. (I find this one interesting cause single men are still *more
common at any age*)
- The way women define being single is different than the way men define being single. (when self-
reporting single, women are reporting that they're not single when men would be)
Food for thought.
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You are not getting sex because people don't want to have sex
with you, the rest is just noise
265 upvotes | August 20, 2021 | by Artistic_Guest4386 | Link | Reddit Link

And the best way to deal with that is to make yourself as sexually appealing as possible.
If a woman stands in front of you and talks to you and thinks and feels like you're somebody she does
not want to be penetrated by, its not her fault, its not chads fault, its not prostitution laws fault, its not
feminisms fault or academias fault, its not your mothers fault, its not social medias fault or online
datings fault. Its because she does not find you viscerally attractive, for whatever reason.
Other women may find you attractive. Maybe not.
But if you honestly believe any other external change of circumstance other than being kidnapped
along with dozens of attractive women and placed on an island alone with them for years, is going to
change how often you get laid, then you're going to be in for a life time of sadness.
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Why do women gas up unattractive/ugly women?
265 upvotes | January 19, 2022 | by KaoticGenius | Link | Reddit Link

I see this very frequently. An unattractive, sometimes even extremely unattractive, woman posts on
social media and the comment section is just filled with other women talking about how she looks
unique and beautiful. I just want to understand the rationale behind this. Especially because in many
of these circumstances it seems borderline harmful, how is that same woman going to react when she
gets a harsh ego check in real life? I understand not saying mean things as that is just cruel, but it
seems like in many cases people take things to an opposite extreme that can be just as hurtful. It’s just
puzzling is all and I would like it if someone could provide some insight into this.
Edit: To clarify, I do not mean slightly unattractive women. I’m specifically referring to women who
are obese/very unattractive.
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Why hate mgtow?
265 upvotes | May 8, 2022 | by Ass-a-holic | Link | Reddit Link

If you search mgtow, pretty much anywhere, it is mostly negative/attacking their masculinity
comments.
Even though I had decent results with women I essentially went Mgtow about 8 years ago when I just
decided the amount of work I had to do, even to make female friends, was becoming too much for
me.
I decided to use my energy/time to just work on myself, my finances, my hobbies, and relationships
with family and preexisting friendships. I became more selfish with my time. I was/am open to new
friendships and even short term relationships but only if they occur organically and don’t interfere
with my current goals.
The result of that decision was doubling my salary, starting a successful side business, getting into
the best shape of my life, developing new marketable skills and fun hobbies, and developing amazing
relationships with my family again.
I satiate my sexual needs with porn, escorts, and sugar babies.
Going Mgtow was probably the best decision of my life and seeing it get hated on so much is
disheartening because I think it’s a great way to live as a man these days
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The way some women here on PPD describes their S/O is so
unflattering and insulting that if they read it they’d break up
with them on the spot
264 upvotes | March 3, 2022 | by DerekMorganBAU | Link | Reddit Link

Women in general here dont know how to flatter their relationship and their S/O it is TRAGIC.
“My bf isn’t the biggest or most attractive guy but he’s so sweet loving and caring and makes me feel
heard”
If any man with a shred of self respect read that he’d drive to the strip club that night
“My husband wasn’t the most attractive guy I dated but so what I didn’t settle he’s the most loving
and caring man I’ve ever met”
That right there is a divorce
“My man is not even tall or my preference at all he’s 5’4 and has a funny smile but I liked him
because of his style and he was funny”
That’s just wrong.
You see the point though. The way they describe their men is alarming af and women need to learn
that men want to feel DESIRED.
That “You looked so good and irresistible that I HAD to jump on it.”
NOT
“Your personality won me over.”
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Women are 1,000x more sensitive than men to economic status
cues when rating attractiveness
264 upvotes | October 9, 2020 | by pleantrees | Link | Reddit Link

Parental investment hypotheses regarding mate selection suggest that human males should
seek partners featured by youth and high fertility. However, females should be more
sensitive to resources that can be invested on themselves and their offspring. Previous
studies indicate that economic status is indeed important in male attractiveness. However,
no previous study has quantified and compared the impact of equivalent resources on male
and female attractiveness. Annual salary is a direct way to evaluate economic status. Here,
we combined images of male and female body shape with information on annual salary to
elucidate the influence of economic status on the attractiveness ratings by opposite sex
raters in [various] populations. We found that ratings of attractiveness were around
1000 times more sensitive to salary for females rating males, compared to males rating
females. These results indicate that higher economic status can offset lower physical
attractiveness in men much more easily than in women. Neither raters' BMI nor age
influenced this effect for females rating male attractiveness. This difference explains
many features of human mating behavior and may pose a barrier for male engagement in
low-consumption lifestyles.

We found that ratings of attractiveness were around 1000 times more sensitive to salary for
females rating males, compared to males rating females.
These results indicate that higher economic status can offset lower physical attractiveness in
men much more easily than in women.
This difference explains many features of human mating behavior and may pose a barrier for
male engagement in low-consumption lifestyles.

References:
Wang G, et al. 2018. Different impacts of resources on opposite sex ratings of physical attractiveness
by males and females.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/322128430_Different_impacts_of_resources_on_opposite_
sex_ratings_of_physical_attractiveness_by_males_and_females

It is a common assertion that a man's economic standing continues to matter less in the modern dating
landscape (provided that women are having better access to education and successful careers).
However, provided that this study was published in 2018, is it possible that little has changed from
previous generations?
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Your NAWALT gf 0.003 seconds after Chad texts her "wyd?"
264 upvotes | October 19, 2020 | by WallyForPM | Link | Reddit Link
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Men are constantly reminded that “women are not a hive
mind” yet they consistently demonstrate the exact opposite
when it comes to mate selection - they are heavily influenced by
their peers and base their opinions of men on what their friends
and other women think
264 upvotes | May 3, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

Note - anyone who AGREES with this PLEASE respond to the AUTOMOD (green
autogenerated response headed with “Attention.”) Do NOT respond directly to me, or the
mods will delete them.

Anytime a man dares to make any sort of statement about women’s collective behavior or patterns
they observe firsthand, they are immediately slapped with the classic “women are not a monolith”
and are emphatic about how unique and individualistic they are in their thought processes and
personal tastes and opinions.
Any man who has spent even a short time in the dating world knows this couldn’t be further from the
truth. Women invariably base their opinions of men on how others perceive him, particularly other
women.
Some examples that serve as clear evidence of this are:

women will rebuff the advances of even men they are genuinely attracted to when it is a cold
approach, but if the same or an even less attractive man was introduced to them through a
“mutual” acquaintance (not friends) they immediately trust them and will completely let their
guard down. If it’s a friend of a friend I understand, but often the commonality of simply being
at the same party is enough for a woman to trust a guy. Yet no matter how smooth, charming
and comforting a guy is it usually goes nowhere without someone’s preapproval.
women consistently demonstrate the powerful attraction they have to men who are taken.
Preselection by other women is one of if not THE most powerful aphrodisiacs. Seeing that
another women desires a man is simply intoxicating to them. On top of the obvious moral
issues here, this again demonstrates how much women truly depend on the opinions and
validation of other women before feeling attracted to men while simultaneously maintaining
how independent they are in their taste and judgements
as mentioned in my previous thread, women are heavily influenced by their circle of friends. If
one of them disapproves of him it’s almost always game over. Despite what the blue pillers in
here will have you believe, women most certainly will NOT go out of their way to make it
happen regardless of how “interested” they are. As they love to say, “dick is abundant and of
low value,” and looks alone are not enough to seal the deal (their exact words over and over,)
an attractive guy is not enough to break her away from the herd. Similarly, a girl can be all
about a dude and the second he becomes socially maligned or even simply mocked or talked
about in a slightly negative light they will completely lose interest.
Lastly, and possibly most asonishingly, the way women respond in unison to every new
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“heartthrob” or sex symbol that comes along is perhaps the epitome of this phenomenon,
particularly when the guy is objectively average or even unattractive. Robert Pattinson,
Channing Tatum, Taylor Lautner, I even heard girls saying how hot POST MALONE was.
Clearly again this has absolutely zero to do with physical appearance and everything to do with
girls following the herd mentality that drives so much of their behavior.
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People need to stop saying men are lonely because of their
personality.
264 upvotes | August 17, 2022 | by SerbianMonies | Link | Reddit Link

Seeing this repeated over and over is irritating to say the least. There's a lot of posts on the internet by
men who complain about their lack of success in dating and whenever they display the slighest hint
of frustration they are told they're needy, entitled and have to work on their personality. I don't know
why this is even a thing. Like, yes, personality plays a role in matchmaking, but working on your
charisma will not make you more physically attractive. Personality is primarily sought when we look
for friends, not mates. I understand that "looks get the door open, personality lets you stay" and that
there also plenty of men with terrible personalities in relationships. I understand both of these points
quite well. I guess what I'm trying to say is that too many people incorrectly analyze the situations of
most lonely men and assume they are unable to get a gf because of their bitterness instead of inferring
that they're bitter because they can't get a gf. I think we should try to understand the particularities of
each person and avoid cliche reasonings.
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"Watch what women do, don't listen to what they say" doesn't
work because you're not observing women in general. You're
observing the women you want and the men you envy.
264 upvotes | January 26, 2021 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

For example, if all I do is watch Jerry Springer and Maury, I'm going to think all Americans are
combative trashy people who never know who fathers their children.
If all I do is observe fuckboys and party skanks, I'm going to think poorly of people as all of them
being drunk horny troglodytes with no morals.
The reason these theories and observations of women are typically debunked by surveys and studies
is because men observe a small group of women. Particularly, super attractive hyper sexual women.
Why? Because you want them. Even though men SAY they don't like sluts, that's a bit of lie, because
men are the ones funding the sex industry and OnlyFans.
You never hear men here talk about the nice happy couples in the world. You never hear them talk
about happily married men who love their families. You never hear them talk to husbands who can
name more things they like about their wife other than her W.A.P. . Lord forbid a man might actually
enjoy his wife's company, not just put up with it just because she fucks him!
You never hear guys talk about respectable good men in happy relationships because that's not what
those guys want. Too many young men just want groupies, fuckbuddy, and thots to have with them
within 2 seconds of being in the same room. These young men want instant gratification, so they only
focus on men who can get that instant gratification.
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Why is it more socially acceptable for women to want
stereotypical men than vice versa?
264 upvotes | April 23, 2021 | by ShortPromotion2 | Link | Reddit Link

(all my experience feel free to dispute)
Women are allowed to have physical preferences. Tall, dark, handsome etc. If a woman won't date
short men, that's accepted. If a man said he wont date fat girls that's unacceptable.
Women can want a man who is handy and can protect him, but men cant want a woman who cooks
for him
Women can want a man to earn more but if a man wants a woman to earn less he is seen as insecure
Is it generally the case that female stereotypes have become offensive while male ones have not?
This is not a post to complain. It's to see others thoughts into this.
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Men are overly criticized in society compared to women
264 upvotes | June 4, 2021 | by Formal-Falcon2937 | Link | Reddit Link

This applies to the dating world especially but also everything else in society.
Because men have to be the pursuers and active initiators due to cultural norms, they're held
responsible when things go wrong.
There is a long list of pejoratives that are almost exclusively applied towards men who have trouble
dating: creepy, nice guy, neckbeard, loser, beta, weirdo, manchild, simp, dweeb, weeb, nerd, autistic,
manlet, the I word, etc.
And each of these pejoratives has a sub on reddit dedicated to laughing at the men who fit the
description.
This wouldn't be so bad if it weren't entirely one sided.
The worst equivalent thing you could call a woman is a "slut" and there was a whole movement to
stop shaming women with this word (ie. slutshaming).
Unlike for men, there isn't a laundry list of insults that can spewn towards women without plenty of
societal backlash. There isn't a large collection of subreddits dedicated to shaming women that don't
get quarantined/removed (closest is r/nicegirls with a fraction of the users for r/niceguys).
Excessively shaming men while ignoring women isn't going to help either gender.
I'd bet the shaming has both led to men becoming more timid out of fear of being creepy and led
more men to radicalism/misogyny out of frustration. I also think it leads to women being less
responsible or self critical, since they're not being called out for their behaviors in society the same
way men are.
DRINKING GAME:
1) Go on r/Cringetopia, r/AITA, etc. and sort by top post
2) For every page that shames men more than women, take a shot
3) Get rushed to the ER you alcoholic
CHALLENGE:
Find a list of insults geared towards women that has the same count as the list above towards men and
does NOT involve slut shaming.
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Displaying stereotypical gendered behavior is crucial to get laid
as a man
264 upvotes | February 9, 2023 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

Women are against gender stereotypes that necessitate for men to be dominant, yet they1.
overwhelmingly seem to find themselves attracted to masculine men that can make them feel
"small and protected".
Aggressive competitiveness is toxic, yet women gravitate toward assertive and successful2.
ladder climbers that have things going for them in life and are passionate about it.
Women welcome #met00 as a collective reckoning with a culture where men still chase3.
women, then complain about men having lost their balls to confidently court a woman.
Men are seen as both dominating in pursuits in education and profession, as well as lagging4.
behind and opting out of society to play video games.
We're simultaneously told toxic masculinity is on the rise, as well that guys are becoming timid5.
little manchildren, blamed for women not getting married and starting families.

masculine bravado might be performatively denounced by women online, but it comes to dating
women reward these men with sex far more than that 'socially aware' agreeable men.
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If most men are vulgar and disrespectful than the wholesome
ones should have no trouble connecting with women... yet they
seem to struggle the most
264 upvotes | April 29, 2023 | by StaticNocturne | Link | Reddit Link

There's a common analogy applied to dating from a woman's perspective: when you come across a
snake in the wild it's safest to assume it's venomous.
I understand that, but it doesn't justify the fact that guys who seem genuine with well written bios and
interesting photos, who send polite messages and don't try to inject vulgarity into everything or who
approach in a tactful and respectful manner are often rewarded with overlooking, ghosting, flaking
and friendzoning - at least as often as guys with more brash approaches from what I gather.
Casual sex? I guess these mild mannered men might not deliver the tingles and raw virility that many
women find to be an aphrodisiac, but one would think that for long-term relationships, these men
would come into their element and easily attract women's interest, yet that doesn't seem to be the
case.
At this point women will often riposte 'being respectful is the bare minimum and doesn't entitle a man
to a woman's affection' - first of all, apparently being respectful isn't actually the norm therefore it
constitutes more than the bare minimum relatively speaking, secondly, I never implied that respectful
men are entitled to a woman's affection, but it should at least make it significantly easier to connect,
with women being more willing to meet and be vulnerable and pursue something long-term, yet quite
often these men struggle the most.
You see what I'm driving at, but I want to hear your perspectives on it before I tumble farther down a
rabbit hole.
Edit
There seems to be some nasty gaslighting going on whereby genuinely caring, empathetic men who
don’t like making women uncomfortable or pushing their boundaries and aren’t naturally loud and
macho are reduced to being boring spineless losers or snakes trying to slither into women’s pants by
appearing polite and friendly.
Seriously? What absolute tripe
There are plenty of humble authentic well meaning men who are more interesting and self assured
than some bold loudmouth asshole, but I feel that dating apps and most social settings aren’t built to
facilitate their success
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CMV: Being a strong independent woman is no big deal at all.
263 upvotes | March 5, 2023 | by No_Reflection_798 | Link | Reddit Link

Women tend to say something along the lines of "I don't need no man", and "I'm a strong and
independent woman".
That's just being an adult. Work a job. Pay your own bills. Handle everyday hassles. Live in a place
that you clean yourself. Prepare your own meals. There's nothing special about these things. It's bare
minimum, and should not be touted as an accomplishment.
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If a woman continues to multi-date after going on a date with
you, she's not into you.
263 upvotes | April 10, 2022 | by RepresentativeSwan1 | Link | Reddit Link

I came across this tweet and it's shocking to me that women can't understand why men don't like
women multi-dating.
If a woman is continuing to see other men whilst seeing you, then that means she thinks those men
are competitive options to you.
Why would any man be happy with merely being about as good as her other options in her mind?
Even if she ends up picking you, who the fuck cares. Why would any man be happy with only just
edging out her other options in her mind?
If she doesn't stop seeing all other men after going on a date with you, then she's not into you. Or at
least, she's certainly not into you enough that she deserves your commitment.
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For a legit HVM, what does he get out of dating an FDS
woman? What's in it for him?
263 upvotes | March 28, 2021 | by Bass_howlow_can_u_go | Link | Reddit Link

I need help connecting the dots here.
For the legit, true HVM... the guy who has all his shit together, is extremely kind and generous, the
guy who obviously has a ton of options in the dating market....
He meets an FDS woman and, in spite of her long list of mental illnesses, he's paying for everything.
He's initiating and planning everything. He's not getting sex for months and months. The relationship
is completely one sided.
What's in it for him? What does he get out of it? Why on earth would a high value man place himself
in this situation.
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The argument isn't about "Nice Guys", the argument is about
whether or not decent men are getting laid.
263 upvotes | May 9, 2021 | by Spread-Em-Plz | Link | Reddit Link

I noticed how often I'll see debates between men and women about whether or not nice guys get laid.
Often I've noticed the one arguing that they do get laid always manages to circle the topic back
around to "Nice Guys", thereby avoiding the topic at hand completely.
But I almost always noticed that most of the RPers on this sub who say they don't get laid ARE
indeed usually referring to normal dudes.Dudes with a normal sense of decency, dudes who enjoy
helping others regardless of what's in between their legs, dudes who prefer NOT to be shit human
beings-- in their arguments, are the ones who are getting left in the dust
Most redpillers AND bluepillers in my experience are pretty aware of the guys who are nice just to
try and get into her pants, and those guys usually don't get any SIMPathy from either side.
But I think most TERPERs here are trying to make the point that yes, even normal decent men are
missing out on dating experience and that to assume that if someone can't get any, he's obviously
secretly a piece of shit is just wrong.
Tl;dr: There are "Nice guys" and nice guys, neither of 'em are getting laid, and I think this is the point
people are trying to make
Edit: Whether or not the argument itself is true is irrelevant right now, so don't think I'm agreeing OR
disagreeing. Personally I think there's some level of truth, but not for the reasons some people would
think
(My opinion is that so-called assholes are more likely to be seen as interesting and possess qualities
women like. Whereas often, being decent may coincide with being boring)
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It’s a terrible practice for women to fuck one dude quickly and
make the guy she actually “likes” wait
263 upvotes | July 17, 2021 | by omegaatlas | Link | Reddit Link

I’m not going to outline how it’s morally messed up. If you are unsure just tell your SO and see how
he reacts.
Pragmatically however it doesn’t work. Some woman claim they do it so that they don’t lose people
they like by having to sex too quickly. I think the reason they do this is because they are intensely
sexually aroused by certain men and can’t wait but that’s just my opinion. The reality is however is
that if a man wants to pump a dump he is going to pump and dump irrespective of how long you
make him wait or he’ll just move on. If your provide nothing other than sex to a man there’s no
reason why he would stick around after sex. It’s also possible that you are just going for men out of
your league which is pretty easy when using OLD. These men however have a lot of options and will
exercise them. You can’t expect a high value man to settle for you if you ain’t high value yourself.
Men view sex differently than women do. The standards for fucking for men are pretty low. Men are
perfectly happy getting sex even if they don’t get a relationship. Your goal shouldn’t be to stop
someone you like from getting sex but to be someone that a man would want to have a relationship
with.
Edit: men to avoid these women make sure to get sex out of the way quickly. If they don’t want to
have sex just move on to the next. There are however exceptions to the rule I’ll let you decide at your
discretion
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CMV- Most dating advice in this sub and other subs are more
depressing and anxiety inducing than helpful to men and they
should seek answers somewhere else.
262 upvotes | September 21, 2020 | by Novatonavila | Link | Reddit Link

Tl;DR at the bottom
Everytime I see dating advice here, or in Theredpill or in Seduction, I get anxious, depressed and end
up angry. I know that there is a reality that we cant change about how the dynamics of how sexuality
works diferently for men and women but most of the time what it is said to men is: "You are a
failure"."You cant have sex and will not be happy"."You are not good enough". "Women will only
use you and leave you as soon as you show weakness". All this makes me and most men angry and
frustrated thinking we are not meant to be happy. Makes us feel excluded like some kind of retarded
being that are not able to even get along with the oposite sex. Even men that never had much
difficulty with social interaction will feel like this.
And no. I dont feel "free". A lot of these men say they feel "free" after seing the reality. "After taking
the redpill I feel so much free. I can now be myself and not worry about what others think of me".
This is a lie. I dont feel it and I know most (if not all) men here dont feel it either. What I feel when I
read these "advices" is anger towards women and anxiety when thinking about interacting with them.
All I can think of is how much they hate me, judge me and how they will make fun of me. The effects
that this "advices" have on me is that it makes me feel like being with women is more like defusing a
bomb rather than being with a actual person. What goes through my mind and other men is: "No.
Women are not people. They are these delicious objects that will decide if they will have sex with me
or not. Why bother. I know they will never do it anyway. I am not good enough".
Summing up/TL;DR Dating advices here and in other subs most of the time creates more anxious and
needy men that will feel more insecure and bitter towards women.
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The issue isn't buying things for your girl. The issue is that you
feel ENTITLED that I buy YOU things BECAUSE you're my
girl.
262 upvotes | October 15, 2020 | by geyejoe7 | Link | Reddit Link

I don't mind spending money on my fiancée.
If we agreed to just go out after work, I'll take her to a fancy restaurant if I feel like it. I don't care
about dropping 50 dollars on a date (I live in a low earning country, so if you're an American, the
equivalent would probably be 200$).
If I see a book that she wanted, I'll pick it up for her. A figurine from a show we like? Sure.
But the fact is... She's GRATEFUL. She doesn't just say "thanks" and have sex with me. She's going
around hugging my hand, kissing me the whole time, showing off what she got, or is all lovey dovey
in the restaurant. She SHOWS appreciation.
Some women like on FDS fucking haaaate when men don't wanna spend tons of money on them.
They think that a restaurant is a good idea for a first date. Like... Wtf??? What is that entitlement???
Expectations are not fine. Being grateful is important.
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CMV: Women are far more entitled than men and don't expect
to do even the bare minimum
262 upvotes | December 21, 2021 | by AskingThrowaway55555 | Link | Reddit Link

I recently found a TikTok video posted on Reddit which featured a girl cleaning her boyfriend's
apartment. She made it clear it was his place that she got to stay in despite having no income of her
own (the guy worked long hours and subsidized her, which can be an absolutely reasonable
arrangement) and she did not pay rent.
The entirety of the comment section was filled with people lambasting her for being a "pickme",
whining about red flags and telling her that she deserved so much better. I seriously do not
understand this. So the guy should both work, pay rent, and do all the cleaning, whereas the girl
should... exist and freeload? Not sure what else the takeaway is if even small gestures of kindness are
apparently "pickme" behavior.
I see this all the time on FDS as well; they expect the man to organize, pay for everything, do all
domestic housework, serve as a free therapist (but god forbid women have to do "emotional labor"),
run errands, and cater to their every whim while all they offer is their existence. Seriously, there's
posts on there about how he's only a "HVM" if he cooks for the woman every day after he finishes
work. Sometimes they try to justify it with "the burdens of motherhood", but 90% of them are
"childfree" anyway, so...
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As multiple studies suggest, High n count is a red flag for both
genders. Impulse control is a preferable quality for marital
stability and has nothing to do with gender.
261 upvotes | February 25, 2022 | by Visible_Seesaw4853 | Link | Reddit Link

As multiple studies suggest, sexual history does have an effect on marital stability, contrary to what
high n count women say.
And so, Men should stop being hypocrites using bs lock and key anology and 'muh biology' if they
want low n count women.
And women should stop shaming men for prefering low n count women, calling them insecure and
misogynistic to feel good about themselves.
Edit: people asking for studies
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CMV: Referring to human beings as "high value" and "low
value" is low value behavior
261 upvotes | September 11, 2020 | by tripleundone | Link | Reddit Link

EDIT: Okay, negation achieved here. There are some other honorable mentions throughout the thread
and I might reply to a few more if they’re interesting.
The argument that got me was that while paying attention to the value is itself pretty base, the
derivative of the value has implications which are strong and useful to the individual. Then we can
view the perceived value as a projection of the true value into the viewing area of the observer. This
reduces the value assessment to an initial value problem which, if you know anything about
derivatives, can often be ignored. (In other words, not who or what are they, but where are they
coming from, where are they going, and how fast are they going that way? Just to start.)
Props and thanks to all who have been participating.
EDIT 2: If truth is unknowable and therefore unprovable (and therefore it’s a waste of time to try to
prove it) what gets you closer to the truth, science or software engineering? �
EDIT 3: I realized what I was describing was probably incredibly difficult to picture for a lot of
people so I made some diagrams.
The first image is how I think people are coached by this language into visualizing value - just the z
axis. Up or down. It's not necessarily binary, but your movement along it is binary.
I'm suggesting you visualize value as the second graph. All three pictures are of the same function. It
has color, it can have sound, taste, texture, density, whatever you want. There is no limit to the
number of dimensions other than the ones you can perceive. Now, (I can't render this on CalcPlot3d
or I would have) imagine the graph composed of a field of arrows, shifting in magnitude and
direction as they move along in space. That is the person's value through time.
If you're really fun you might try visualizing various gradients of that parameterized vector field.
But even this, is all one person's perception of a single person's value. Now, imagine all 7 something
billion human beings on Earth, and every conscious animal and every other life form that you can
imagine being conscious, on this planet or any other. Imagine that each one of those life forms has it's
own time-parametric vector field, all centered in the same space (Hilbert space? Euclidean space?
Let's say Euclidean space) that describes this one single life-form's value.
That is how I'm suggesting you envision the true value of a living thing.
This goes at least one layer deeper than “there are infinite interpretations of a person.” I believe
people are underestimating the number of infinities involved, which matters because it might be a
countable number of infinities (which might be reducible to a finite sum).
I think this image is a little more faithful to the truth. So the second image, the circle. It is a
projection of the third shape into a 2D space. Obviously, you are missing a lot of information. You
are viewing a single slice (really this slice is of time more than space, but also one dimension of
space) of a living thing's total existence and impact on the rest of life in the universe. Act
accordingly.
Yes, viewing a slice can give you an idea of what the whole thing might look like. But that will never
change the fact that there are literal infinities of complexity to every living organism that you will
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never be privy to. Stay humble, alright?
Body is hardware, mind is software. You can change your mind, and you can think about changing
your mind, and it's a process you can improve and add literally as many abstraction layers in as you
want. Your mind is flexible. So the words you use and the way you conceptualize things will affect
performance.
————————————————
OP:
Here's my position: it is valid, precise, and constructive to be critical of beliefs, ideas, habits and
actions. Generally speaking, but especially for isolated actions, we can meaningfully and uniquely
identify what these things are, and observe their impact within a time window long enough that we
can be reasonably certain we are seeing the majority of their effect on the universe.
We can't do this with people. A person is construct having at least four dimensions whose time
window extends for years, decades, or maybe up to a century if you're drinking the right Kool-Aid.
Not only that, but where individual actions may have an impact that is swallowed up or ultimately
negated at scale, but the sum of impacts of all of a person's behavior are so diverse, so complex, and
can extend so far into the future (millenia!!) that I'm confident in saying it is unknowable. Our brains
typically don't even store every single moment of our *own* lives, so to even imply that one human
being can somehow assess the "value" of another is such a stretch as to be laughable.
I occasionally tried to read HVM/LVM as "high/low value mate" to see if it clicked any better and
while it kind of does, I think it's still missing the mark. Labeling a *person* with a *numerical value*
is an inherently fallible way to organize your world unless your outlook on life is completely
psychopathic (which I think for most people who talk like this is not the goal).
When I started replacing these terms in my head with High/Low Value Behavior, High/Low Value
Relationships, etc. it was *incredibly* uplifting and freeing. I was able to read whatever and feel
compassion and warmth for these people who were describing really painful experiences, when
before all I could think about was what their perception of my value would be, what that said about
them, etc. I was able to understand that a *ton* of the experiences on FDS were directly describing
things that happened to me with my ex. And I don't think it really invalidates any of the good advice
on the sub. The concepts being promoted about maintaining your standards, constantly vetting,
maintaining the courtship dynamic beyond the courtship stage, etc. were amazing and helpful and I'm
super grateful to have read them.
So in my opinion, if you use terms like high and low value to describe people, rather than actions,
beliefs, behaviors, and ideas, that is a low value trait. It's low value because:

Unless you are totally solipsistic (rare but I have seen it) it is a fundamentally logically flawed1.
construction. In general, retaining logical contradictions as integral components of your
worldview makes you a liability (you are likely to make misguided decisions) and lessens the
value of your relationship with others.
You are reinforcing a superiority complex in yourself. This disrespect and internal hierarchy2.
writes itself all over your body language and vocal delivery every time it goes through your
brain. Not everybody will pick up on this, but this is not a positive trait unless you are trying to
impress someone else who also views some people as people and others as not-people (hmm,
who does that sound like?)
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You are validating the concept of rating people with numbers (even conceptually; I understand3.
that you might not literally assign them a numerical value but if you can place them on a line or
manifold in your mind there is a numerical representation). Because these numbers are
subjective, they can be different for everyone, and this is basically the same mentality that
justifies pumping-and-dumping, which I think all of us should be trying to eliminate. Don't get
me wrong, I love having casual sex and I love having a ton of it without needing to be in a
relationship, but there is zero benefit to doing it with someone I won't want to have anything to
do with after the first hookup. If it's worth hooking up with them at all, it should be worth doing
it more than once. Acting otherwise is dehumanizing, traumatizing, and invalidating for pretty
much everyone involved.

So please, feel free to change my view. If that doesn't happen, though, I'm going to politely ask that
you change the way you use these terms.
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The biggest reason people have dating issues is because they
don't know these 2 major things: What they want, What
they're worth.
261 upvotes | May 18, 2021 | by geyejoe7 | Link | Reddit Link

What they want

If they're dating around, looking for a relationship, and simply not finding any long term success, it's
most likely that they haven't sat down with themselves and walked through the things they need and
absolutely don't need.
As a person that had plenty of failed dates and am now engaged, I know very well what it means to
have the talk with yourself.
If you have some things in your life you can't live without and just HAVE to have your partner enjoy
those same things, then DON'T date anyone (as an adult) that doesn't fit those criteria.
Every time you do, you'll get disappointed and end up in between a rock and a hard place. Having to
leave your partner because of a deal breaker, that if otherwise didn't exist, you'd spend a lifetime
with.
There are many compatible people in this world. But there are only few that will be compatible with
you in those few you REALLY NEED. Make sure to vet for that.
Pro tip: don't try and appeal to EVERYONE, but rather that niche group of people with same life
goals and interests as you

What they're worth

Sometimes, at least in parts of your life, you're really NOT a catch. And to go out into the dating
world, you need to be on your way to, or your BEST self.
That way, when you're dating that niche group of people that you have important things in common
with, you have a very good chance of scoring.
I said try NOT to appeal to everyone. But there ARE general things that basically ALL people prefer.

your hair styled to your needs
shave to keep neat
use skin care products
find a smell that bonds well with your skin (perfume, cologne)
get in shape

Also, you gotta see how you are mentally. Are you honest with yourself about your well being? Do
you have a lot of anxiety and social issues? Do you have a vibrant social circles (if not, why)?
These are some things that you have to clear with YOURSELF. To honestly see what you provide in
a relationship.
Generally important things:
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loyalty
affection
taking time apart for your partner
financial situation
mental stability

Relationships aren't a joke if you're trying to keep it long term and successful.
Edit: moderator
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As the average American woman is 171lbs @ 5ft4 is wanting a
slim girlfriend under 140lbs now considered "high standards?"
261 upvotes | February 15, 2021 | by EffectiveBlackCat | Link | Reddit Link

I'm a fairly fit guy and in good shape (5'10, 170lbs) but somewhat average-homely facially, and I like
my ladies slim to normal, but it seems that wanting a slim or healthy weight female is now considered
"high standards" by a huge entourage of people as the average American female is horrifically
overweight (5'4 / 171lbs). I'm not going to get out the scales when judging a woman to date, but using
140 to 150lbs as a loose guide, anything considerably more than that looks overweight on an average
height woman unless she is muscular or very large framed.
I'm not talking facially beautiful slim or healthy ladies either, just average looking faces - or even
below average. It seems simply being a healthy weight woman in America makes you an automatic
or 6, 7+ in SMV, where as guys are going to be judged on facial attractiveness, height and general
genetics before fat / bodyweight. Its simply a lot harder now for the average healthy weight guy to get
a healthy weight girlfriend.
Thoughts?
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American women are some of the most overrated women on the
planet.
261 upvotes | September 6, 2022 | by SantarpiosPizza | Link | Reddit Link

American women are some of the most overrated women on the planet. The average American
women today is significantly less attractive than than the average American women of the 60s, 70s,
80s, 90s, and early 00s. For starters, obesity has gone up significantly. Look at the average woman in
Walmart. It ain't pretty. Go to Houston, Laredo, Atlanta, or the low-income LA. You won't be seeing
hotties there. Second, they have more attitude/act more entitled then the average women abroad.
If I had the option to pick up women abroad (provided it isn't a green card scam), I would. Why
wouldn't you. You'd see far more attractive women in Spain, Italy, Argentina, Eastern Europe, Chile
etc
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Men don’t value loyal women either, and the reaction to the
Bezos divorce is proof.
260 upvotes | October 20, 2022 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

Do I think it’s all men who side with Jeff Bezos? No. It’s about addressing how a lot of men sound
exactly like the women they complain about. Say one thing but do another, and complain about how
“Nice Guys finish last”, and “they always want the awful ones but never good ones!”.
People should not listen to what the manosphere has to say about women because the manosphere
contradicts themselves and will side with scumbags as long as there’s a penis between the scumbag’s
legs.
Mackenzie Bezos:

Married Bezos when he was still a nobody.
Was his first employee.
stayed married to Jeff for decades.
Gave Jeff 3 kids. (they adopted 1)

Isn’t that what men kept whining they can’t get but totally want? A loyal woman who actually helps
her man and doesn’t have kids outside of their marriage?
And what did she get for all her effort and loyalty? Get cheated on. In fact, Jeff cheated on her with
her best friend.
And what was men’s reaction? “OMG! Another stupid bitch thinking she’s entitled to a man’s
money!”
If the genders were reversed would they be saying the same thing? Of course not. they would
rightfully call McKenzie a piece of shit and that Jeff deserves $50 billion for putting up with a piece
of shit and helping her out.
These men aren’t mad about men getting screwed over by women. They’re just jealous they can’t be
the ones screwing people over.
I guess if I need proof of what I’m talking about: The comment section here:
https://youtu.be/7qQvZCxPei8
The most common rebuttal I see: “Well, plenty of people helped him build Amazon and they got
nothing!” Proving 3 things:

Guys are fine when it’s men screwing people over. They only have a problem when it’s women1.
screwing guys over.
No understanding that marriage has two people act as one entity, especially when they have2.
kids together.
Again, showing men care nothing about women who are loyal and faithful, similar to how they3.
complain about women not valuing good men.

The worst rebuttal: “He deserves to lose 50 billion just because he cheated?!” Really showing that
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these guys do not care the court hurting men. They’re mad cant screw women over.
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CMV: It's a Just-World Fallacy that "misogynistic/sexist" men
don't get laid. Ironically, they get laid just as much, if not more
than the kind, agreeable men do.
260 upvotes | January 12, 2022 | by TheBookOfSeil | Link | Reddit Link

When women tell men to "be better," or express how poorly men are behaving and treating women,
they're talking to these men, the men that they pursued with high hopes and got burned by. They are
also usually the initial catalyst that causes women to go forth looking for greener pastures in different
kinds of men, meaning those men were pursued or sought first (or, giving some women the benefit of
the doubt, those men were the first and maybe only men to approach them).
A lot of people seem compelled to give this misguided feel-good advice that frames dating/reality as
some kind of meritocracy where the good succeed and the bad fail, so "be a good guy/girl and you'll
succeed," but that's not really how it is. It's actually more the opposite - the bad are succeeding in
love because of other psychological errors, fallacies and tactics like the Halo Effect or the Bait and
Switch (aka "wingmanning" and also makeup) or just preying on people for whatever they can get,
and the good get left behind because they were too polite, weren't sure, or wanted things to go in a
certain order and/or didn't act fast enough.
If I recall correctly, there have even been a few studies done confirming that women are more
attracted to men who are somewhat misogynistic. Not going digging for them though, so search for
them on your own if you want to see them.
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CMV: Men want women more then women want men, and
that’s why we don’t care about your standards.
259 upvotes | December 11, 2022 | by 17milestoempty | Link | Reddit Link

Before women had the freedom to get an education, earn their own money, or own property, we
relied on men to provide for us and put a roof over our heads. As a result, as long as a man could
provide, he was married off. Women were relatively young when they married off.
Now that women can become educated, earn money, and own property, women (largely) aren’t
desperate for a man to provide for us, we’re settling down later and we’re choosing men we’re
actually attracted to. We’re also willing to wait for a man we truly want because the clock isn’t
ticking as fast.
Men restricting women’s liberties for their own selfish needs and treating them like commodities was
the reason the “sexless, lonely men” issue didn’t exist before.
Men want women more than women want men.
You’re not going to shame women into changing or lowering their standards because frankly, they
don’t need to. Men don’t have anything to offer that’s worth women fucking someone were not
attracted to. Men are allowed to have preferences but having strict preferences only makes dating
even harder for you. It’s not fair and it doesn’t have to be.
Men want women so bad, their only choice is to conform to our standards & preferences.
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Women are attracted to qualities that allow her to do less
259 upvotes | March 16, 2023 | by DearMaria_CountMeOut | Link | Reddit Link

"I like a man who can fix things" - she doesn't have to fix things
"I like when men take initiative" - she doesn't have to face rejection or put herself on the line
"Men should pay" - she gets things at no financial cost
Men driving is the societal norm when a man and woman are going somewhere = she just gets
to sit in the passenger seat and play on her phone

And so on. There are probably 100 of these qualities women want in a man and have successfully
conditioned the whole of men to adopt in order to be attractive to her. Women are experts at mass
social conditioning of men.
Change my view. Or don't.
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Feminist/bluepill shaming of male sexuality is making men
absolutely and utterly terrified of expressing any interest in
women whatsoever. And that's one of the biggest things
pushing them to TRP and creating the "nice guys" they
despise.
259 upvotes | June 19, 2020 | by Forgetaboutthelonely | Link | Reddit Link

Before I start. Here's some sources for what I'm about to say
https://slatestarcodex.com/2015/01/01/untitled/
https://slatestarcodex.com/2014/08/31/radicalizing-the-romanceless/
https://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=2091#comment-326664
https://www.reddit.com/r/MensRights/comments/bp957v/why_feminist_dating_advice_is_shit
https://towardsagentlerworld.tumblr.com/post/106632073864/that-scott-aaronson-thing
A lot of younger men are utterly terrified of expressing any kind of interest in women.
They've been told through a number of avenues that their desire is unwanted and predatory. And so
when they try to date and seek out romance. The only tool they have is being platonically nice and
hoping the girl they're pining for will take the lead.
When this so obviously fails. They're often labelled as creeps and predators. And that kind of abuse
leaves them feeling hurt and lied to.
So they go looking around online. But unfortunately the dating advice that exists from feminist
sources just reiterates the same shit. "be nice" "consume more art made by women"
That advice on it's own is utterly useless.
Now. Luckily with recent internet culture. The concept of "simping" has become derided.
Defined by urbandictionary as
•A man that puts himself in a subservient/submissive position under women in hopes of winning
them over, without the woman bringing anything to the table.
•A man that puts too much value on a woman for no reason .
•A man that prides himself with "Chivalry" in hopes of getting sexual gratification from women .
•A square with no game other than “Rolling out the Red-Carpet” for every woman.
Young men are waking up to the notion that The "nice guy strategy" is ineffective.
But they still have ineffective tools to help them get past the notion that their sexual interest is
unwanted and toxic.
This NEEDS to be recognized on the bluepill/feminist side.
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If men stopped using women for sex, you'd find the connection
you're really looking for
258 upvotes | May 18, 2020 | by AnonPinkLady | Link | Reddit Link

A lot of men complain about how terribly alone they are, we all know this is a problem. The incel
rhetoric seems to focus a lot on a desire for sex, and yet every post and complain from an incel
describing what they really want, always depicts a relationship. These men want qualities such as a
woman who hasn't slept with a lot of men, is sympathetic to him and his lifestyle, or modest and
monogamous, committed to him and only him. None of this sounds remotely like the desires of
someone who wants to simply use a woman for sex. And yet men insist this is what they want and cry
about how lonely they are.
I honestly think society has created the belief that in order for a man to be cool and manly he needs a
lot of casual hookups to prove his worth, and so men feel they have to fuck women left and right, but
in reality, just like us, you desire romance, a connection, and love. If you stopped teaching other men
about the value of fucking around, encouraged them to follow their heart and not sleep with women
just for the pride, a lot less guys would be deeply struggling to find romance because they couldnt
stop using women and turning off romantics.
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The number of men not having sex within the past year tripled
between 2008 and 2018. Why is that?
258 upvotes | November 29, 2021 | by chesapeake_ripperz | Link | Reddit Link

Source here
In 2018, it was recorded that a whopping 28% of men and 18% of women between the ages of 18 and
30 hadn't had sex in the previous year. That's kind of nuts, honestly, and I'm sure it's gone down even
further since the pandemic started. That's nearly 1/3rd of young men. There's been loads of studies
coming out over the past few years saying that young people are having less and less sex, but there's
only been speculation as to why - no real conclusions. For men, some people say video games and
VR porn have filled the void, some say misogyny, some say poor social skills - but no one knows for
sure. I didn't really see any speculation for the women's reasons.
I have a few chronically single friends who've offered answers as to why they don't/can't date (or
sleep with people). All of them are average or normal-looking, and all of them are in their mid-
twenties.

Male friend 1: Afraid of rejection. Doesn't know how to approach women. Doesn't prioritize
dating.
Male friend 2: Genuinely uninterested in dating anyone.
Male friend 3 (only got in a relationship a week ago): He doesn't know why. Prioritized dating
very much, but usually got ghosted. Unknown reasons.
Female friend 1: Low self-esteem + genuinely not very interested in dating anyone.

Most of them don't really put themselves out there - but I don't know why not. I'm happy to have a bf
and feel loved, and both of our lives are better for it. Do any of y'all have any ideas why people,
especially men, aren't having sex or dating much anymore?
I've never posted in this sub before, so let me know if this post belongs somewhere else.
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iT’s JuSt A sHoW! wOmEn DoN’t ReAlLy WaNt ChAd!
258 upvotes | October 1, 2021 | by MP8877 | Link | Reddit Link
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A lot of men can't "be themselves" as women often offer as
advice to dating
258 upvotes | October 2, 2020 | by voteronly12 | Link | Reddit Link

Disclaimer: Before we begin the thread I want to bring up that in the context of this discussion I
would prefer not wasting any time on discussing men who "being themselves" means they have some
obvious fundamental flaw like a lack of hygiene, no job/shit job, obesity, no fashion sense
whatsoever, etc. This is low hanging fruit and it goes without saying that of course those traits will
lead to no dating opportunities.
I saw two users arguing with each other over the common trope "just be yourself" as dating advice.
I agreed with one of the users who imo correctly points out that for many men (not all) you can't
really "be yourself" when it comes to dating if you want any sort of diversity/ability to pick a partner
in your dating pool of available options.
A lot of men have decent paying jobs, have hobbies, their own place, hygienic, etc however if they
truly just act like themselves they will get nowhere with women or will have to settle with the
perhaps very very small few (like so little you can count them on one hand) number of women who
are interested.
Men here bring up the trope of "acting like a monkey" to keep women interested. It's the shared
experience many of us have had that in order to attract women we have to put on this fake
mask/persona (this often translates to acting louder/funnier/cockier/more extroverted/more
confrontational than we actually are) and continue doing it to keep her interested.
Some men are lucky and are inherently attractive to a lot of women, so they can "be themselves"
because they have the inherent character traits (extroverted, confidence/cockiness, funny),
mainstream hobbies/interests (pop culture, sports, etc) that a large pool of women find attractive
combined with having a decent enough physical appearance.
However for a lot of men, if you do not have certain character traits, hobbies/interests your potential
pool of dating options from interested women drops dramatically. I want to make clear this isn't
AWALT, this is recognizing that certain traits are found attractive by a much larger pool of people
than others (for example being a "social person" is usually preferred over someone who is more of a
wallflower, being thin is usually preferred over being fat, etc).
But the problem is that attraction is a two way street. Even if you find a woman who is interested in
you, you want to be attracted/interested in her (duh).
I feel like women really do not appreciate however just how much our dating options and possible
dating experiences dwindle into non existence if we "be ourselves" and combine it with actually
having standards of our own/picking a legitimately satisfying partner for our needs/wants.
Fundamentally what I am saying is that because most women get so much more interest from
men/have so much more dating options than men, "being yourself" and still having a large enough
pool of dating options to pick and choose a satisfactory partner for your needs/wants is a
luxury/privilege women have that they truly do not appreciate (yes not all women, yes some men).
Quite frankly women kind of live in a differently reality. Most women get the luxury to experiment
around/date all kinds of different men and learn/grow from those experiences. Figure out what they
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like/dislike in a man all the while "being themselves." It's not just that women can be more
picky/have more standards when dating than men, it's also that they get to actually experience a wider
diversity of dating. They get to date all kinds of different men/have a wider range of experiences.
A lot of men on the other hand do not live in that reality. As I said before because most men live in a
reality where very few women are interested in them to begin with, as soon as men start applying
standards/things they would prefer in a partner (shared hobbies/whatever) their dating pool either
vanishes completely or dwindles into a depressingly small puddle.
If these men want a larger dating pool/more dating diversity/experiences, they have to go with the
choice of not being themselves. "Not being yourself" can range from putting on a fake persona/acting
entirely different from who you are (which is probably mentally unhealthy if done for a long period
of time), to something more mediocre such as taking up hobbies you actually have no interest in but
will help a lot in having shared interests with a larger number of women.
I get the impression that a ton of women do not "get" this. Some may understand it, but they really
only understand it in the abstract.
I don't think most women comprehend just how little power so many men have with
dating/sex/romance/love compared to themselves. There's this huge and gaping disparity between the
genders with this very important aspect of life.
There's a reason why when I hear so many women describe their dating life, it sounds as if they just
went through a huge store and spent a lot of time carefully going through all the products/analyzing
them in detail. As opposed to the reality a lot of men face which is where we have to make the choice
between putting on a mask and breaking into another store with more products or we have to be
satisfied with the store we are already in filled with empty shelves.
"Exploring" your dating and sexual life in an honest fashion as women often do in their youth is a
privilege/luxury that women have. Most men have to choose between little/no exploration (low n
count, don't get to date a lot of different women, forced to pick between a minuscule number of
women) or being disingenuous to themselves (I.E. putting on the persona) in some fashion to gain
access to that kind of exploration.
Women receive attention, affection, and validation from a very early age while being themselves.
Most men simply don't and very often get little or nothing. It goes without saying that this probably
has all sorts of mental health consequences for men that go unrecognized.
Alright I'm gonna stop here and open up the discussion.
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Can't we just agree that both sexes have their unique privileges
and disadvantages?
258 upvotes | February 7, 2019 | by eldritchfloormop | Link | Reddit Link

It's something I've seen mostly with women, but some guys do it too - the absolute refusal to admit
that "my side" can have it better in some regard. Always painting themselves as victims in hope of
gaining the moral high ground.
I don't think we ever can agree to anything, if both sexes are dead-set on claiming that they're 100%
innocent and taken advantage of, while the other side is 100% cruel oppressors who hold the power
in every aspect of life (e.g. the idea of "patriarchy" vs. "gynocentric society").
So, is anyone here willing to admit that their sex actually is enjoying some privilege that the other
side does not have?
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CMV: The woke crowd is doing little to nothing to address the
legitimate grievances of men. They can't expect acceptance and
support in return.
258 upvotes | April 17, 2021 | by Monteravela | Link | Reddit Link

In current day western society men and women have about an equal amount of individual issues and
disadvantages. For men I'd say the following are most important:

Disadvantages in family court and the burden of paying alimony.
No resources in abusive relationships, to the point of men always being seen as the perpetrator.
Unhealthy expectations from society, particularly regarding earnings, career, and behavior
around women.
Violence and overcriminalization. Men make up the majority of both victims and incarcerated.

I'm running into far too many entitled woke dipshits that act like anyone not supporting their
nonsense is automatically a misogynist and a horrible human being. Fuck them, but that aside why
would men be expected to support this particular school of thought if there is literally nothing in it for
them? As long as social norms don't change so that men have an equal voice and their concerns are
addressed, the woke crowd will and should get substantial backlash.
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Change My View: the "Female Dating Strategy" reddit-verse
posters often exhibit behavior as bad or worse than that of the
men they criticize (and allow zero discussion, at all).
258 upvotes | August 8, 2021 | by nameuser9876 | Link | Reddit Link

I have often wondered why FDS allows zero discussion. Even the other, FDS related subreddits don't
allow any male participation or discussion.
While I can understand not wanting endless trolling or repetitive/silly arguments, the FDS reddit-
verse is ultimately fairly silly for the above reasons. It is by definition an echo chamber. It is
extremely repetitive and the discussion is shallow.
Sadly, all too often the posters there do the same things they accuse men of doing: bashing men for
their appearance (fat, balding, "hitting the wall," etc) and other things that none of them ever chose or
said or did. Ultimately, it all comes across as childish and judgmental and, all too often, hateful.
None of this is to excuse any behavior of anyone (any gender), which often is objectively terrible. But
if the solution or response is to be just as bad or worse, then what's the point?
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Women push men to adhere to typical Male stereotypes more
than other men do.
257 upvotes | December 22, 2019 | by PM_ME_UR_BIG_DIORAMA | Link | Reddit Link

It baffles me how women think they do not play a role when it comes to "toxic masculinity " (I do not
like that word, but for the sake of the argument I will use it). Speaking from my perspective, if a man
is lonely, all they really care about is finding a partner. It has been shown that women are happier
outside of relationships compared to men, so women are less reliant on relationships to achieve
happiness. So men are the ones really trying to form relationships.
Now, despite what some people will say on this post, there are some traits that majority of women
find unattractive. A primary example would be emotional men. Women do not like guys who
showcase their emotions as it is seen as a sign of weakness. Because of this, as well as other factors
like media, men bottle up their emotions as they believe it is not masculine to be emotional.
Women's standards affect personality types in men as well. My claim is anecdotal here, but I imagine
it is not too far from the truth. From my experience as a nerdy, timid man who enjoys quieter
activities, not being an archetypal Male in a social sense is a death sentence in the dating world. Even
nerdy, quiet girls don't seem to like nerdy, quiet guys. We are seen as feminine and weak (even
though I work out 6 days a week, as I'm sure one of you will comment "just workout bro"). So I need
to conform to the standards of toxic masculinity in order to find love and happiness.
If feminists want to change how men act (which I support), they should start looking internally
instead of blaming men for all their problems.
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Women who claim that being physically fit is an impossible or
high standard for women to be held to are lazy as hell
257 upvotes | November 26, 2019 | by MasonMan1234 | Link | Reddit Link

Being fit is a universally attractive trait and it could also be a sign of good health. Just about anybody
can become fit(barring any outliers) through diet and exercise, yet women seem to be the only ones
complaining about it as if it’s some sort of impossible standard, which it isn’t for the overwhelming
majority of women. Not eating junk food everyday is NOT an impossible standard, not severely
overeating is NOT an impossible standard, going to the gym an hour a day for 2-3 days a week or
doing calisthenics at home and running 10-20 min around the block 2-3 times a week is NOT an
impossible standard. You don’t necessarily have to exercise either, you could just not eat like a pig
and eat a healthy diet and you will definitely lose weight. To not do anything but complain about this
“high standard” makes you lazy as hell.
I see no compelling argument as to why my title isn’t true, but you’re free to try. I’m all ears.
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The only reason the concept of the redpill is popular is because
it actually gives tangible solutions.
257 upvotes | March 29, 2023 | by Dacnis | Link | Reddit Link

Telling a dude that he just needs to be a nicer person and fix his personality is not tangible, nor is it
realistic. We all know that tons of assholes are successful with women, otherwise we wouldn't have
so much women complaining about how men aren't shit. Now imagine telling a dude his personality
isn't good enough despite seeing the truth right in front of his eyes.
The redpill actually tells men to do something tangible. "Go to the gym" and "get your money up" are
real and physical things that you can do and can actually see progress in. Me sitting in my room and
manifesting for a better personality is not going to actively change anything.
"You just need to be confident bro" and "just be yourself" are not actual advice, however, "fix your
wardrobe and get your body right" will result in a better appearance, thus creating self confidence. I
have my issues with the redpill (particularly the types who think you need to be built like the Rock),
but nobody else is offering actual solutions to men that will show tangible results. Be honest, no
woman can look a man dead in his eye and say, "I know he has a great personality �" However, she
will certainly notice a man she finds physically attractive, and the personality stuff can be done later.
If you want the redpill to go away, then you need give men real solutions with real results, because
this vague nonsense is not gonna cut it. Regardless of what you think, it identifies issues and provide
solutions and workarounds, whether you think they are good or not.
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Dating apps make misogynist men
257 upvotes | June 30, 2022 | by -Starship | Link | Reddit Link

I recently tried my luck on some dating apps after a long hiatus. I'm a mid-20s guy, average looks,
good hygiene, dress well, a good job, sociable, etc. Took some time to create a profile that had some
nice pictures of me (all were clear photos of just me, and show I have a life outside of work) and
wrote a thoughtful bio. The only negative attribute I might have had in regard to the apps is that I'm
an ethnic minority.
I kept my expectations low, and swiped on people who I wasn't always physically attracted to, but
seemed like they had nice personalities, and pictures don't always accurately represent how someone
looks in person. I also avoided swiping right on the hottest women who I knew would not swipe right
on me.
And let me tell you, a dentist probably has an easier time pulling teeth than I had attempting to have
conversations with these women. I had maybe a eight matches across the apps in a week. Being
treated as a disposable option, having to constantly keep the conversation going, and abruptly being
ghosted takes a toll on a man's soul.
I have a fulfilling life, good friends and family, and there have been women who I have met in-person
who are attracted to me. I know my value as a person and as a partner in a relationship. Nevertheless,
I could feel emotions of confusion, anger, and hopelessness bubble up inside of me. A younger man
or a man who is less emotionally aware would probably go online and find TRP, the misogynist
YouTube gurus, all the social media that validate their emotions, etc.
And how can we expect anything different? There are no other mainstream views as to why dating is
currently this way or how to improve. People try to brush it under the rug, saying that guys need to
improve themselves, blame men as a gender for making women uncomfortable. I don't believe in the
explanations given by TRP or the manosphere guys, nor the mainstream handwaving.
But at a certain point, there has to be some plausible reason given forward by society, right? Or are
we destined to a world where dating is completely dysfunctional unless you're highly desired? In a
world where people are more and more isolated, what other avenues are there to meet women?
Because at this point, I feel the best course of action for me is just to pursue low-effort hookups
rather than a relationship.
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Why do you think male loneliness and decline in dating is
finally getting mainstream coverage?
256 upvotes | March 10, 2023 | by jkj199390 | Link | Reddit Link

We are now starting to see mainstream media Outlets like CNN cover the plight of single, lonely
men. They cited the study showing 63% of young men identifying themselves as single compared to
only 34% of women.
https://youtu.be/vK4y6C1Uuhw
You also see progressives like Scott Galloway finally talking about this as well as articles appearing
in the New York Times. What do you think is behind this? Previously you've only found discussion
of these issues in the manosphere OR in niche online spaces like this one.
Is this starting to affect the workforce? Is the suicide rate among men becoming too high? Is the
problem simply too large to ignore now with too much data backing it up?
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Research Paper claims: (1) Men tend to fall in love more
readily than women; (2) women tend to fall out of love more
readily than men. Seems to explain / describe hypergamy (and
a few other dating phenomena).
256 upvotes | December 23, 2020 | by purplepilldthrowaway | Link | Reddit Link

https://sci-hub.se/10.1007/bf00287767

We propose a two-part generalization about sex differences in entering into and giving up
romantic attachments: (1) Men tend to fall in love more readily than women; (2) women
tend to fall out of love more readily than men. Evidence in support of these generalizations
is derived from a longitudinal study of 231 college student dating couples. The data suggest
that women are more cautious than men about entering into romantic relationships, more
likely to compare these relationships to alternatives, more likely to end a relationship that
seems ill fated, and better able to cope with rejection. We consider several possible
explanations of these sex differences from the standpoints of psychoanalytic theory, the
social and economic context of mate selection, and the socialization of men and women in
the management of their own emotions. To evaluate these (and any other) explanations,
further research might profitably investigate whether and to what degree these sex
differences are found in other segments of the population.

(Where "fall in love" / "fall out of love" simply refer to entering / giving up romantic attachments, or
entering a relationship / breaking up.)
The paper later suggests that men are often blindsided by breakups, while women tend to have
reasons for the breakup that the men didn't consider as problems. The paper gives a possible evo-
psych explanation - that it's more costly for a woman to stay with the "wrong person" than it is for a
man, and thus women may have evolved to see problems as breakup-worthy that the man wouldn't.

According to this approach, women must be more cautious, practical, and realistic than men
in the process of mate selection for simple social and economic reasons. In most marriages,
the wife's status, income, and life chances are far more dependent on her husband's than
vice versa. As a result, in a "free choice" system of mate selection (like that in contemporary
America) the woman must be especially discriminating. She cannot allow herself to fall in
love too quickly; nor can she afford to stay in love loo long with the "wrong person." The
woman must carefully evaluate her partner's strengths and weaknesses and must compare
him to potential alternative partners, in order to be sure that she is getting the best possible
"bargain" in the marriage market. Men, on the other hand, being in a position of greater
power both in the larger society and in the marriage market, do not need to worry so much
about such rational calculations. Instead, the man can better afford the luxury of being
"romantic." This sociological explanation is by no means a new one. It was stated most
bluntly by Willard Waller (1938) in the 1930s: "There is this difference between men and
women in the pattern of bourgeois family life. A man, when he marries, chooses a
companion and perhaps a helpmate, but a woman chooses a companion and at 832 Rubin,
Peplau, and Hill the same time a standard of living. It is necessary for a woman to be
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mercenary" (p. 243).

And a nice summary statement:

It is unlikely that women are by nature any more "exploitative" or "ruthless" than men are.
But if men are in fact less ready or able to give up love, men may be particularly likely to be
mystified, hurt, and ultimately crushed by rejection.

Open to discussion and thoughts. I found this paper extremely well written and interesting to think
about.
Would also invite any women to comment on your experiences with breakups. If you were the
initiator, what was the true reason for leaving, what did you tell him was the reason, and was it a
surprise to him? How easy / hard was it for you to move on from the breakup?
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As the average American female is a whopping 171lbs at 5'4, is
wanting a girlfriend under 140/150lbs now considered "high
standards"?
256 upvotes | October 22, 2019 | by Cynewald | Link | Reddit Link

I'm a fairly fit guy and in good shape (5'10, 166lbs), and I like my ladies slim to normal, but it seems
that wanting a slim or healthy weight female is now considered "high standards" by a huge entourage
of people as the average American female is disgustingly overweight (5'4 / 171lbs). I'm not going to
get out the scales when judging a woman to date, but using 140 to 150lbs as a loose guide, anything
considerably more than that looks overweight on an average height woman unless she is muscular or
very large framed.
I'm not talking facially beautiful slim or healthy ladies either, just average looking faces - or even
below average. It seems simply being a healthy weight woman in America makes you an automatic 6
or 7 in SMV, where as guys are going to be judged on facial attractiveness, height and general
genetics before fat / bodyweight. Its simply a lot harder now for the average healthy weight guy to get
a healthy weight girlfriend.
So a "less attractive" or average looking man who is fit and healthy in weight can never monopolize
on a "less attractive" or average healthy weight female as she has way more options being one of a
few healthy weight females around + hypergamy. A good looking man would simply rather be with
an unattractive but fit woman than a goodlooking fat woman who's good looks are hidden because
she is too fat. Only 29% of American women are of healthy bodyweights and most men are
competing for that small pool, so of course women are going to pick Chad, the tall guys etc.
Basically, fat women create hypergamy in the non-fat women.
Is a healthy, fit but facially ugly/plain man like me better off looking abroad for a healthy weight
partner?
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that whole "well maybe if you didn't have such a low view of
women you'd actually get laid" is the most annoying thing blue
pillers say. i mean what's up with that perspective, it's such
provable horse shit.
256 upvotes | November 10, 2019 | by everybodyhatespiss | Link | Reddit Link

me and all my friends have a low view of women. we also get laid.

in fact when i didn't get laid and was an inexperienced virgin i had a higher view of women.

getting experience with women and seeing how they act and operate lowered my view of them
significantly.

and now i have a low view of women and also have sex with them with less and less trouble as i
approach more, talk to more and sleep with more.

my question is this. why in the fuck do blue pillers think that the problem incels and the like have that
is stopping them form getting women is that they have a low view of women. like no. that's a load of
shit. some of the guys who are most successful with women are misogynists. in fact there was an
article by a feminist that even admitted that women tend to pick more misogynistic guys to sleep
with.

in this sub we all know that having a good view of women is completely irrelevant to getting laid. but
surely you'd think the mainstream would know that too. i mean ffs niceguys has become a meme.
people in real life literally joke about this. i've heard many girls IN REAL LIFE joke about "nice
guys".

so seriously what is up with this whole "well maybe if you didn't have such misogynistic views you
could actually get laid". i can literally call a girl a bitch and tell her all about what i hate about women
and shit and she'll STILL want to sleep with me because if she finds me attractive she doesn't care
about that shit.

so seriously. wtf. is wrong with these blue pill dumbasses

edit: and to anyone who's wondering "omg why u mad bro". i'll tell you why.

because these niceguys, incels etc. etc. the guys who are at the bottom of the totem pole and are one
rejection away from putting a gun in their mouth.
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yeah those guys.

they don't need to hear this bullshit about how their lack of success is due to them being misogynists.
and of course yes I USED TO BE THAT GUY. so that's why it bothers me so much. but a lot of guys
used to be that guy or still are.

these guys are completely inept, they don't know why girls don't like them, they don't know why they
are lonely and they want a way out.

the same people saying "WeLl mAyBe iF u wErEn'T sUch a MiSogyNisT" are also saying "omg i
hate niceguys who fake it to get in my pants". like bruh. you're literally peddeling bullshit lies with
zero nuance and then shaming the guys who take your shitty advice.

gtfo.
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Most women don’t marry or date men they are not attracted to.
256 upvotes | June 26, 2020 | by GullibleClassic1 | Link | Reddit Link

This is a common trp trope I see repeated on here and it has no basis in reality in my opinion. There
isn’t a single women I know who has gotten into a relationship with a man she didn’t find attractive
just for money or resource. There has been some exceptions of course and most of these women were
blatant gold diggers with a certain mentality that anyone would half brain could see what their
intentions were.
The average couple today will spend at least 4-5 years before tying the knot. It’s not like we are back
in the 50s where it’s normal to marry someone after knowing them for just six months, which would
make it easier for a women to pretend to find a man attractive just to get a wedding ring. 4-5 years is
a long time for someone to be with somebody just get their resources or money, only hardened gold
diggers could pull that off which most women are not.
What’s more likely is that after couples marry, life happens, they get old, they start having kids, they
spend more time at work, they get stressed with daily life etc, which causes them to lose their desire
for sex. This is unfortunate but perfectly normal and doesn’t prove the existence of betabuxx. Stuff
like this happens to men too which is why the deadbedrooms subreddit is at least 50% women. There
is a reason why married couples in their 20s report having more sex then married couples in their 50s.
So in short, the decline of the frequency of sex in a relationship can be due to a multitude of factors
that aren’t solely related to women are marrying men they don’t find attractive.
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When I see a "question for women" post on a topic I want to
chime in on
255 upvotes | May 9, 2020 | by fakeaccount687 | Link | Reddit Link
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Most of TRP "truths" are symptoms of America being a
dysfunctional society
255 upvotes | May 29, 2021 | by Renkarem | Link | Reddit Link

Hey all. I am noticing a lot of anger and frustration here. But while other people blame it on
something like one thing in particular, like one political party, the world in general, I propose to you
that it is something that is more unique to america than other parts of the world. Why am I saying
this? Let's look at american culture in contrast to european one.
America incentivizes narcissism and survivalist attitude. Win by any means. Make connections to
further your career. Put yourself out there to "win" in society.
When money dictates morality that implies that the ends of making money justify the means. If you
are wealthy you have the moral highground.
America has little to no social security, so women are more reliant on men and pick men based on
money and status, to provide extra security.
American media is absolute cancer for teens and young adults. You are bombarded with sexually
suggestive content in your shaping years. Kids are learning how to treat others like objects that are
just to be used for fun. Or alternatively, status. It becomes not about long term commitement but
hopping from person to person to satisfy short term pleasures.
American wealth inequality is growing incredibly large. The top % of the top 1% are controlling
large parts of the GDP and have more networth than 90% of people combined. The country is an
oligarchy, so it's no wonder why status and money in general are so important. You either are a
"winner" by trampling others on the way to the top or a "loser" by having a deadend job, meaning
that with wages not moving and money being printed like mad, you will eventually be in poverty.
Lastly, depiction of and the relationship to violence is pretty out of control. It's treated as normal in
most american media but is (from what I have seen) also become less uncommon in general. It
further shows how life is valued in a different way to say Europe.
**Note that I am not saying Europe is perfect in every way but lets compare**
Europeans in almost every country have a secured existence (sometimes less in eastern ones though).
You can focus on enjoying life and take it easy. You don't define yourself by status and money.
Apps and general online presence are way smaller. In Europe most of the people don't even know
apps besides facebook and whatsapp, and that they just use for long distance communication. You
never get asked what your social media is, where in america its incredibly common. There is way less
narcissism to go around.
Most european countries value human life more than america. It's sad but it's very true that there your
life has way more intrinsic value than external one. You don't need to define yourself by money and
status. You can have a mid level deadend job and still be happy and have a lot of disposable income
at the end of the month. We also are more conscious of society as a whole. We don't just let people
die and starve, we try to help each other in solidarity. If people suffer then its a societal problem. (In
Germany we also have permanent unemployment benefits, you don't just go homeless, you are
provided a home)
This is my take on this issue. But a lot of frustration and resentment I see on here can be boiled down
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to general problems america faces. Women being more selective and especially young women being
very shallow is only one of the symptoms of this I think. Thanks for reading!
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Most women or I should say people agree with a lot of the
redpill claims when it is not framed in a way that makes women
look bad & without the harsh choice of words.
255 upvotes | February 12, 2022 | by JohnDoe_Rip | Link | Reddit Link

For example take one of the biggest redpill ideas Hypergamy…If two guys were to go on stage and
one of them say “women are bitches who are always trying to date up and will leave you the second a
HVM comes around her” he would probably get called an incel and kicked off the stage whereas if
the other guy were to say “ofc women want the best possible partner available for their offspring ,
why wouldn’t they?” He would get applauded & cheered even though both guys said the same thing.
Be free to CMV.
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Women that give you mixed signals or aren't really too
interested in you, or keep you waiting when you message them
aren't worth your time.
255 upvotes | August 12, 2020 | by geyejoe7 | Link | Reddit Link

The reason I say women is because I'm a man dating women, don't nitpick.
If any woman you're trying to date isn't as enthusiastic about dating you, as you are her, she's very
likely not to be actually interested and is keeping you in reserve, in case she runs out of men giving
her attention. Or possibly if she doesn't find a partner she actually wanted.
You're always gonna be the second choice. Or third, or forth.
Dating a person that you're compatible with (what I assume you're searching for if you're looking for
a relationship) should be your ideal. And simping after a girl just because you like her, doesn't mean
it'll work out between you two. Even if it does. How do you feel that she had the need to keep you
waiting, and potentially even go out with other men to make sure she's not missing out by picking
you?
If you don't click right off the bat, it isn't worth your while.
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Is Sexual Liberation a facade?
255 upvotes | August 29, 2019 | by lion_lin | Link | Reddit Link

I'm tired of hearing about having a "Hot girl summer" or lyrics like "Fuck his best friends"
I have been the shoulder to cry on when my girl friends get pumped and dumped to know that hookup
culture is toxic. Online they brag about their one night stands, shout they are "empowered" but offline
they are a hysterical mess.
I remember seeing a tweet from an icon I looked up to boasting about fucking men in her car. The
tweet had over 10,000 likes and starry eyed 14 year old me at the time thought if I could imitate that
lifestyle it could ease the emptiness.
I am the product of a one night stand..nothing is liberating about my mother having to raise me by
herself because she doesn't know who my father is. The lifestyle is glamorous, adrenaline filled and
exciting until reality catches up to you.
We are promoting sexual freedom, "body positivity" post under the guise that sexual gratification is
the pinnacle of womanhood. The less clothing you wear, the more men you fuck will give you some
sought out key to inner peace.
I want more talk of freedom through expression of art, through therapy, faith, etc. so many girls have
a void to fill, an echoing emptiness and let's be honest-dick will not fill that void.
Is this movement genuine or are the recruitments for it solely because misery loves company?
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The genders live different realities (socially) and no middle
ground can be found
254 upvotes | April 5, 2021 | by thatguyfromrichmond | Link | Reddit Link

Like it says the average man in America’s life is so vastly different then the average women’s and
vice versa that emphasizing is hard. Some examples men can’t understand what it feels like for their
authority or opinion to be gradually dismissed over their gender. Women don’t understand what it
feels like to be assumed a predator and have to “prove” yourself, or have your soul crushed by a
dating app with no matches after hundreds of swipes. Because of these problems the world is just
going to get a worse and worse.
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Women having casual sex are mostly disqualified for LTRs by
men that have never had casual sex.
254 upvotes | April 5, 2021 | by Simple-Craft-9577 | Link | Reddit Link

A lot of men often claim that they would not establish an LTR with a woman that has partaken in
casual sexual before. However, they are aware of the fact, that casual sex is rampant and extremely
common nowadays, especially in the western world. To be able to find someone that has never
partaken in casual sex is going to be extremely difficult.
I feel that perhaps this notion is harbored by a lot of men that have never had the chance to have
casual sex. They may have tried very hard and never been successful. Hence perhaps they do not
understand the normalcy associated with it. For them, receiving sexual attention from a woman,
without having to invest anything, is an alien concept. Thus, when they have a chance to LTR a
woman and receive sex, they feel that the only reason why they are receiving that sex is because of
their emotional or financial investment. Especially when the same woman gave it up for someone
without having received those obligations. Hence they feel lesser as a person and decide to turn that
woman down and continue their search for a unicorn that has never had casual sex.
If the casual sex market was a lot more evenly distributed and the 80/20 rule didn’t exactly apply,
then more average joes will be able to experience casual sex, understand that it’s not as “forbidden”
as it appears and be able to eventually LTR someone that may have partaken in casual sex in the past.
Perhaps the aversion to date women with a history of casual sex stems not from a condemnation of
woman sexuality, but from the frustration of not being able to experience this “progressive concept”
and hence consider it foul and a disqualifier to accept as part of a partner’s past.
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Average men never truly experience a women's love at its full
extent
254 upvotes | May 24, 2021 | by kalaposok | Link | Reddit Link

I am a 6'6 decently facially attractive guy. Currently aged 33.
I haven't had problems attracting any women, at least for the last 5 years since I started visiting the
gym. I've been approached by girls anywhere from the age of 16 to 30 (nothing over that age, oddly
they seemingly don't bother) .
Not meant as a bragging post, just want to discuss some relationship dynamics in my group of
friends.
Roughly 6 guys, of the 6 I would say myself and one other guy stand clearly stand out in terms of
physical attractiveness.
Other than the obvious potential for hookups and anything of the sort, the weirdest thing is the the
long term relationship dynamics. We've all been in LTRs , of varying lengths.
But one thing that's a common denominator, regardless of how attractive the girl the avarage guys
were with, they NEVER seemed to give the give the guys the same kind of love/compassion/attention
myself and attractive guy nr 2. got (lets call him Johnny).
I remember discussing with Johnny, how when friend nr3. got in a relationship with a girl waay
below his league, talking landwhale status, no job. She STILL never seemingly was enamoured with
idea of being with this "avarage Joe". Regardless of how lucky she should have considered herself, it
wasn't the same.
When a woman is TRULY into you, she'll change her personality, kick up most of her ideas about
"female empowerment" . Both myself and "Johnny" have this experience, that girls become these
super caring and extremely nice puppy dogs when they are into a guy.
None of the oher guys in the group have this same kind of experience.
Could it be that the women can't truly fall in deep love with the avarage guy? Is it just a blind lust
thing? How does all this work?
I am new to this sub, but this is something that's been a common trend around me for around 10
years, and I just want to know what's everyone's take on it.
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CMV: Redpill is a coping mechanism for men
254 upvotes | October 10, 2019 | by badinternetbad0111 | Link | Reddit Link

UPDATE: Some good responses, some silly ones.
Two more thoughts. 1) No one can agree on what redpill is, advocates, or embodies. To some it's
basically peer pressure to lift, for others it's an alt right movement meant to galvanize men for the
revolution, and everything in between.
2) More to my point. Redpill preaches you should better yourself and it's all your fault. That isn't a
coping mechanism. Yet, it also preaches AWALT and 'its just your turn' which transfers
responsibility away from the individual and places it in fate or the immutable nature of the universe.
That is a coping mechanism.
Conclusion: since redpill can mean anything to anyone, it's not a coping mechanism - it's actually
nothing more than a subreddit filled with men angry about women arguing about the best way to deal
with it
I found redpill two years ago after a LTR cheated on me. I was drawn in by things that seemed true,
by a group preaching that true love doesn't exist, and basically making me feel not alone that a girl
stomped all over my feelings.
There are some things I still agree with too: lifting is good. The concept of frame. Own your shit. Etc.
But redpill is so self contradictory: only date virgins, yet if she doesn't give you anal on date one then
move on. It's a great idea to only date 20 year olds no matter how old you are. That every woman
who is over 25 and wants a serious relationship isn't actually attracted to you and just wants your
money while she bangs the pool boy.
There is a serious disconnect from reality. Reddit creates an echo chamber that normalizes pretty
extreme thinking. This echo chamber of anti-woman anger makes you feel anger feel normal, and
validated.
Redpill is supposedly a sexual strategy but we all know it goes way beyond that. Every other post
wouldn't be about n counts and gross used up vaginas and beta bux if getting laid was the only goal.
Redpill is actually a coping mechanism that attempts to present your problems with women as not
your fault, but the nature of reality.
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If women don't go for the same top % of men, how did "Are
We Dating the Same Guy" become a national thing?
254 upvotes | May 8, 2023 | by Napo_De_Leone | Link | Reddit Link

help me understand this.

How does the gender that keeps insisting that isn't as lust driven as men keep falling for a1.
minority of toxic player men on a scale so big they now make whole online social groups
whose members discuss this phenomena on a national level?
Considering there's a roughly a 50/50 gender ratio, how would so many women end up 'dating'2.
the same guy if they're picking not looks but values kindness, loyalty, emotional intelligence?
How do women even end up dating 'the same guy' in metropolitan places like NYC where there3.
is no shortage of single men of all ages?

The cliched acussation that 'men think with their d*ck" but women use reason, personality detectors
and a sixth' sense to filter out creeps who just want sex just seems like far fetched theory now.
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Talking to women "as people" first usually gets the guy
friendzoned
254 upvotes | March 28, 2023 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

Guy: 'I want to date.'
Women: 'Get to know women as people without pursuing them for relathionship/sex and eventually
a spark will occur.'
Guy: 'Idk why, but all girls just end up seeing me as a friend?'
Women: 'well, actually we know almost immediately if a guy is a total nope, the friendzone does not
exist!'
What is really interesting is how women are usually the ones advising men whose honest intentions
is to find a date to downplay the romance/pursuit aspect of it in favor of a acquaintance/platonic
get-to-know angle, but when the guy would be doing that (and is unsuccessful) they will say it's
because he is a Noice Guy with 'ulterior motives' who lacks the balls to state his intentions from the
get-go. Why is that?
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The Andrew Tate phenomenon shows that the mainstream
responds very positively to "pill" ideas, but they are artificially
suppressed by Western media companies
253 upvotes | August 7, 2022 | by majani | Link | Reddit Link

Andrew Tate is a red-pill type guy who has been blowing up in the last 6 months mainly off of
TikTok. Right now the hashtag Andrew Tate has over 10 billion views on TikTok. According to
Google trends, he is also one of the most searched people in the world right now, with his search
volume exceeding that of people like Kim Kardashian.
The thing is though, Andrew Tate isn't a new kid on the block. He's been milling around for close to
10 years on Twitter, YouTube and Instagram where he was constantly banned and suppressed by the
gynocentric, left-leaning Western media platforms. No surprise that when this super charismatic guy
was given a fair shake by a Chinese platform with no stake in the Western culture wars, he blew up
globally and became the most talked about person on the whole platform.
This artificial suppression is very frequent if you follow the manosphere. I have personally witnessed
the same thing happen to Kevin Samuels, Wheat Waffles, Tails BP, AMS, Gonzalo Lira, Alexander
Grace, the trp sub , the inc3l sub and the MGT0W sub. They were all blowing up fast and all their
growth came to a screeching halt because some moderators from the gynocentric, radical-left Silicon
Valley didn't like the idea of androcentric, male-focused content going viral, even though their
unbiased algorithms are showing that there is clearly a demand for it.
This artificially makes the "pills" seem like cultish online backwaters when in reality they are ideas
that are logical and palatable to the mainstream if given a fair shake by the media.
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There is a “Men Are Wonderful Effect” inherent in TRP beliefs
253 upvotes | September 29, 2020 | by TotalTravesty | Link | Reddit Link

Pages and pages and pages have been written around here about the flaws of women and their role in
modern dating. The wall, n-counts, hypergamy, etc. But should anyone try to point out the flaws in
the typical male’s role in dating—or just point out the obvious fact that they do what they shame
women for—there seems to be a convenient explanation (hamstering) that maintain’s the red pill
man’s role as sympathetic victim.
Racking up a high n-count doesn’t mean they’re more likely to cheat. They just compartmentalize
casual sex women and wife material and appreciate them both the same. And “pre-selection” makes it
Good Actually.
Men may cheat but only because they’re naturally polygamous. They still love and respect the
women they’re cheating on—they just want variety.
The young virgin obsession isn’t about insecurity or a desire to control their partner. They just want a
cherry car and they’ll love it—I mean, her—even after the natural aging process occurs because they
bought it—I mean, married her—brand new.
Women shouldn’t worry about men who engaged in a lot of casual sex because they only dated
down. The wife is the best in his mind.
Just to name a few. Even the old trope of men aging better than women is rooted in Men Are
Wonderful Effect. Now I can’t complain too much about this since I naturally benefit from it, but we
have to be able to call it out when we see it if we want to maintain any integrity. Is there anything
about men’s role in dating that TRP admits is objectively shitty?
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Women don't like sensitive men. But rather men with a
*sensitive side*.
253 upvotes | April 30, 2020 | by geyejoe7 | Link | Reddit Link

Traits that are most commonly liked in men (by women) are:

dominance
assertiveness
confidence

That turns women on.
When women say "I want a sensitive guy", it translates to "I want a guy with a sensitive side".
Women don't really want a dude that is sensitive all the time. Nice and polite all the time. Respectful
all the time.
In bed especially. Women don't generally want a sensitive dude, that is gonna rub their shoulders
every time before sex, and be gentle during sex. Women want to be fucked sometimes. Rough. Dirty
talk too. And a sensitive dude can't really offer you that.
However, what they really want is that when they're upset, or sad, for men to be gentle, kind and
caring.
They want the man to be able to switch in between his behaviour at appropriate times.
Being able to communicate your feeling clearly, and similar.
That's what women mean by "sensitive guy".
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Almost every complaint about women here men also do, or
there's a "male equivalent."
253 upvotes | January 28, 2022 | by throwawaylessons103 | Link | Reddit Link

It's crazy to me how often in these conversations, you could change "she" to "he" and the statement
would still be true.
Reading this sub is very entertaining, but often I laugh at this notion of taking experiences that both
men AND women do, then putting it solely on women and coming up with all these manosphere
buzzwords.
How do people here not know that better looking people get treated differently?
Or that people get into relationships that fail and fear they might never do better than their ex?
How do people here not realize your 20s is often an "experimental" phase for both men and women,
and that both genders usually aren't in a rush to get married/have kids at that age?
How do men here say they find the "average" woman attractive, yet they don't want to date a woman
who's too overweight... when that "is" the average in the US?
There's many more, but really. These are things that humans do. Not just women. Not just men.
The same things men complain about here men also either do, or there's a "male equivalent" that
women pay for on the other side.
CMV.
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A large percentage of women are undeniably drawn to assholes
and men who exhibit toxic, abusive behavior, but lie and say
they just want a guy who will treat them right
253 upvotes | March 5, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

This is an extension of my previous post. Women are, by nature, attracted to masculine, dominant
traits. Just as men are attracted to feminine, submissive traits. It has been hardwired into our DNA
over millions of years of evolution. So it follows that naturally many of them end up on the extreme
end of this spectrum and consistently select toxic men who mistreat them.
They make no attempt to conceal this behavior, and frequently take to social media to complain about
how all men are assholes, how there are no good men left, how they just want a guy who will treat
them right, how “low the bar has been set,” how all they want is a man to perform chivalrous gestures
like buying them flowers, sending good morning texts and holding the car door etc. How they are just
going to kiss themselves on New Years, just going to remain single for life, be a spinster cat lady etc.
This appears to be in stark contrast with the “red flag” memes women post, boasting about their
terrible taste in men and how they see toxic signals and jump in with both feet. However, the
hopeless romantic theme is the overwhelming sentiment in their posting content. A week later you
see a pic on your timeline of them booed up with the same toxic dirtbag they were “finally done
with” for the 500th time a week prior.
What does this tell the vast majority of men who are not abusive assholes? Before you tell me “they
do want those romantic gestures, they just want it from Chad or .02% of men” or that “they just like
guys that are hot regardless of how abusieve they are” if this were the case, I wouldn’t be making this
post. That would make perfect sense and there would be no confusion, men date sexy brain dead
toxic dingbats too. But that’s not the case, I rarely see well matched couples. 9/10 times these toxic
men appear to have no redeeming qualities other than apathy and arrogance that are conflated with
confidence and dominance. They are usually very rough looking, many of them downright homely.
They look like the guy you bought weed from in that shady apartment who didn’t make eye contact
with you, has a beard he hasnt washed in months, or the 300 lb redneck who posts racist memes and
has a “landscaping business.”
What is even more bizarre than this phenomenon is that more people aren’t talking about it, and the
ones who do are immediately shunned for questioning it. The entire “nice guy” narrative was
invented as a knee jerk deflection, and has since evolved into a full blown meme culture of a
psychological deconstruction that doesn’t exist in most cases. Yes there is no shortage of spineless
betas who feign kindness to get laid, but much like the horrifically misused “incel” it does not fit the
subject in question 99% of the time. Women defend their privilege like they say old white men do,
the irony and double standards are truly limitless in “feminism.”
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Detaching sex from love is the biggest reason high N count
women are usually avoided for serious relationships.
252 upvotes | December 4, 2021 | by ogsimpology | Link | Reddit Link

As soon as the woman cuts the connection between her heart and her WAP, is when she loses her
"potential wife" card.
Women are best when they have that connection, and they consider sex a part of the loving
relationship she only has with her one partner.
When that connection devolves, anything becomes possible. Cheating is a valid option. Because by
having sex with someone else, she's not breaking the relationship in her mind, she's willing to hide it
and continue deceiving her husband. But if she really loved the man, AND connected sex with love,
she'd only resort to cheating if she's, by doing so, ending the relationship.
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Chasing women is a waste of time.
252 upvotes | April 1, 2023 | by Jax_Gatsby | Link | Reddit Link

Its a waste of both time and money, the money part is especially true as a guy living in a society
where alot of women expect you to pay for dates and so on.
In fact, its because men chase women that alot of women tend to have a very high opinion of
themselves when it comes to dating, and dating sites like tinder have just made this alot worse with
the amount of simps on there just trying to get laid.
Also, because of men chasing women, there are alot of girls who cannot hold a conversation and have
nothing interesting to say because the guys who chase them are always the ones entertaing them and
keeping things interesting so they don't get bored, and so they never have to be interesting
themselves.
Even the word 'chasing' implies that somebody is running away and doesn't want to get caught, or
they're pretending like they don't want you to catch them, either way chasing women is a waste of
time, and men do it not because women are so fun and interesting, but because they wanna satisfy
their biological urges.
If it wasn't for sex (or the potential of having it), I don't think men would bother chasing women, or
paying for dates. Not paying for the date generally lowers the chances of getting laid.
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Who propagates the idea that doing porn is empowering and
will not negatively impact your future?
252 upvotes | August 2, 2020 | by Maximedius | Link | Reddit Link

With the GirlsDoPorn thing going down, and there being plenty of other similar sites where girls
basically do one porn video for around $ 2000 or so in compensation, I can't help but wonder how
any normal middle class 18 yo. girl would think doing porn will not negatively impact her future? I'm
not here to discuss whether or not it actually does because I think that's fairly obvious, but I'd like to
know who promotes this kind of thinking.
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Is the happiness and fulfillment of bottom tier men dependent
on the suffering and misery of women?
251 upvotes | April 27, 2020 | by Muh_Sympathy | Link | Reddit Link

Did I get that right?
So we have this "sexless" men problem. Of course these guess talk about sex but every-time we say
get a prostitute they say the problem is love and intimacy .
Something about sympathy because maslows hierarchy of needs aren't being met and a section of
men are going to start offing themselves.
But there's a reason these guys aren't getting a girlfriend. It's a free market hence very competitive.
You are both the product and the sales man. These guys either have shitty products, are shit sales men
or both. Basically no woman wants to buy what they're selling. And some set their price too high
(they only want hot chicks).
And these failed sales men are very sad. They can't get girlfriends/wives. They'll stop working
because they'll never have a family. Something something taxes. Then they'll shoot up a couple
schools . Did I get that right?
Once upon a time it wasn't a free market. Markets were very regulated and women couldn't choose
who they wanted to marry. Being young wild and free was shamed. And pre-birthcontrol that lifestyle
would have been much harder.
Women married men they didn't feel anything for. They had sex with and raised kids for these men.
They lived quite lives of servitude and were more or less miserable. Not all women . Just the women
who had to marry the bottom tier men.
After the sexual revolution women no longer had to date and marry bottom tier men. Online dating
was the dating markets version of globalization hence "Chad( The Chinese) is stealing our women(
manufacturing jobs)". So anyway these men stopped getting sex and we're back to current 2020.
It seems there's no middle ground. Either the bottom tier men get wives and are happy and productive
while their wives are miserable. Or the women date who they want and are free to be single while
bottom tier men suffer from loneliness.
Personally I wouldn't want my daughter being forced to date someone so he won't commit suicide or
shoot up a school.
Edit: Please stop Dming me
Again I don't respond to Dms say it in the comment section weirdos
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No, most men DON'T overestimate their own attractiveness
251 upvotes | January 5, 2023 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

Guy: "i'm short and unattractive"
"when you stop seeing yourself as ‘short’ and ‘unattractive’ you will BE more attractive"
Guy: "I'm confident that I'm not bad looking and can be quite a catch"
"uhm, sweety... ugly men greatly overestimate their attractiveness study shows"
the study people are all to quick to point out without reading actually shows that men who rated
themselves higher also gave higher ratings to women: findings, observed a positive correlation
between men’s self-perceived attractiveness and their ratings of others’. Men’s ratings of others’
attractiveness were anchored on their perceptions of their own attractiveness. No such effect was
observed within women. Funny how for pdd users here the average guy is simultaneously
unsuccessful with women because he's a bore lacking "confidence" and a cocky mediocrity that
needs to be humbled.
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Women are just as upset being friend-zoned as men are. I can
attest to that from personal experience. And both sexes are
right. If one person is in love and attracted sexually, the other
person can't ask him or her to rewrite their feelings just so he
or she could have a longer list of friends.
251 upvotes | March 17, 2021 | by Henry_Blair | Link | Reddit Link

Friend-zoning would require of the other person to suffer. If one person wants to be a couple, and the
other one doesn't, the only option is to say goodbye. Anything else is emotional abuse and
exploitation.
I can say that I never attempted to friend-zone anyone, but, the very idea appalled girls and women
and they did everything they could not to be in that position - they knew this means they will have to
witness how another woman takes the role of a lover which would kill them of jealousy and
suffering. And, surprise - men are as human as women are. Friend-zoning men is just as inhumane,
and demanding them to accept it (or, manipulating other men to demand it on behalf of women) is
pure cruelty and selfishness.
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Female Dating Strategy subreddit doesn't offer any actual
strategy to find and keep HMV (High Value Men)
251 upvotes | February 19, 2021 | by RandomKeyForgePlayer | Link | Reddit Link

Over the past weeks i've been browsing the Female Dating Strategy subreddit and I've found it quite
interesting because it's one of the few subs where women are vocal about their REAL preferences and
what they want in a man and their experiences without sweetening the pill.
The problem with the sub (aside from the misandry and bodyshaming,though i don't consider them as
such because they're just being honest) is that the sub doesn't offer any kind of strategy to find High
Value Men and how to keep them. The sub is just an endless stream of bitterness and rants (which are
totally fine ofc like i said)about scrotes (how FDS redditors define LVM,low value men). The RedPill
sub,while still being toxic, is more useful than Female Dating Strategy,because at least there are
STRATEGY posts!
There aren't many strategy posts on that sub because Men and Women have different (but strictly
related)problems when it comes to dating: women are attracted to few men,while men are attracted to
many women but able to attract few(talking for the average and sub-average men of course). If men
improve themselves (Look,Money,Status,Personality) their dating problems will reduce a lot because
more women will be attracted to them. If women improve themselves ( or adopt some kind of
strategy ) their dating problems won't be solved because it won't increase the pool of men they're
attracted to! Instead there's a great chance that they will become more unsatisfied with dating because
there will be less men that are good enough for them! Also since High Value Men are few, it's
obvious that a lot of women won't find one.
Pay attention: i'm not saying that women shouldn't improve themselves, I'm just saying that it won't
be as effective as for men when it comes to dating because it won't enlarge the pool of men they're
attracted to.
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Its perfectly reasonable not to date someone because of their
past
251 upvotes | March 27, 2020 | by goneaway2thewind | Link | Reddit Link

In this context I'm going to say high N-count people because I think this applies to both men and
women. PUAs, Sluts, serial daters in general.
When people date in a monogamous romantic context they are investing in assuring the certainty of
the preservation of a bond. There are some people who date with the intention to see where it goes
and to have fun, however, some people use this time to analyze their potential together for the long
term.
To acquire a high N-count, there are only three ways
1: Frequent sex with people outside of a relationship
2: Frequent relationships but something about you turns other people off after awhile
3: Frequent relationships but a inability to be satisfied enough to preserve them.
For the 1st type there is nothing wrong with living one's life that way. Some people don't need an
emotional bond to have sex and they are free to enjoy it. However, there's no reason to make a pact of
exclusivity with that person if they traditionally inclined not to do so. If you could be friends with this
person and have NSA sex whenever needed there isn't a requirement for another layer of depth to that
relationship. If friends with benefits works thats a path of least resistance towards intimacy and you
wouldn't even have to put on more expectations unto that person.
For the 2nd type it's the hardest to predict. Being dumped by many people is a red flag and the
context is why it matters most. It's perfectly valid to want to know why just as it's perfectly fine to
read a synopsis of a book on the back cover. People intially date to find out what opportunities lie and
what future they'd have with that person. Unless there is a preconcieved connection that would make
the risk of seeing it through worth it, it's not unreasonable to stop dating if the person is a frequent
cheater, negative traits, increasingly demanding etc.
For the 3rd type it's pretty obvious. A serial dater that cant settle down is the least likely to be a good
candidate if you're looking for an LTR. Not because they are a bad person, but they struggle with
choosing who they would want to stay with, or with satisfaction in general. Naturally you cant expect
to get lucky on your first try but if a person is beyond their double digits and still going they either
have too low of a relationship standard or expectations that are unreasonable to meet.
Not dating a high N-count person doesn't mean you're insecure in yourself, if means you're not
confident in a relationship with that person based on that factor. That factor alone isn't the end all be
all, the connection can be so great that it makes the risk worth it. But it's perfectly reasonable to use
that information to make a prediction towards their future. It's making an informed decision.
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CMV: I don't think men are "bad at communicating" like we
women often tell each other. I think this stereotype is false and
men are fantastic communicators... when they want to be. I
think most men, however, are bad at pretending to care about
things they don't.
250 upvotes | September 20, 2022 | by Katelyn89 | Link | Reddit Link

I see this all the time, especially in female communities. "Oh, you know men, they just can't open up"
or "leave him alone, men just aren't good at communicating" or other obnoxiously infantilizing
stereotypes.
But I disagree with this. I think men can fully articulate their feelings, emotions, thoughts, and all
manner of things when they give a shit. I think the whole "men are bad at communicating" is a cop-
out and a cope for women who make excuses for guys who actually don't care about them enough to
even feign interest in whatever the woman is talking about or interested in.
I do think men, in general, are bad at BSing and pretending to care. So if he's not texting back, or
engaging in conversation, or opening up about his feelings, it's not because he can't or is incapable.
He just doesn't want to do those things with you. He would be doing all the communicating in the
world with someone he wanted to talk to about things he wanted to talk about.
I'm interested in hearing what y'all think and I'm open to changing my view on this.
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Why are so many young men falling behind on the dating
market (and just life in general)?
250 upvotes | February 22, 2021 | by ThisIsMyAccount146 | Link | Reddit Link

I'll give a bit of background info about myself, I'm UMC and grew up in a UMC area with pretty well
off classmates / peers.
However, it seems like the majority of guys are having trouble finding a job. Many live in their
parents basement and working minimum wage despite having a degree. These guys are not ugly, or
stupid, or poor, or uneducated. Ironically the geeks and misfits from my high school seem to be the
few who are actually living on their own, earning good money etc.
Their sisters all have careers and work hard, most don't live at home.
What's going on? How come so many young guys are falling behind? This is also affecting the dating
market alot, it's hard to have a LTR from your parents basement.
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Are men upset that having money is considered an attractive
feature?
250 upvotes | May 14, 2021 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

I understand not liking Golddiggers who only care about money, but it seems men get mad when
there’s ANY importance on money.
Yes, the rich nerd is going to be more attractive than the broke supermodel-esque hotties with older
and/or more relationship minded women.
How are going to buy a house without money? How are you going to be able to feed your kids
without money? How are you going to handle family emergencies without money? And if the female
makes good money, why cant she want a man who makes good money too?
Also, PEOPLE (not just women) caring about money in your 30s makes sense.In the modern day
Western, most people in their 20s don't have the maturity, money, or stability to build a family. At the
earliest, it's when most people get to like 27 when they’re capable of being stable.
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if you shame women (not men) with high body counts, you
shouldn't complain about 80% of women sleeping with the 20%
of men.
249 upvotes | April 6, 2021 | by sweatyapplejuice | Link | Reddit Link

the double standard of interest today is: it's bad if a woman frequently seeks casual sex and has a high
body count. it's not bad if a man frequently seeks casual sex and has a high body count.
note that I'm not trying to discuss whether the double standard exists (it does), I just want to point out
some hypocrisy.
double standards are not inherently prejudiced if they are well justified. when it comes to double
standards that exist between men and women, the only way to justify them is through biology. the
justification I hear most often from men who say this is that biologically, men are wired to "breed"
with as many women as possible. on the other hand, women are supposed to filter out the men and
select only a few to mate with. therefore, women who sleep around "lack self-control" while men
who do it are just acting the way nature intended. women who seek frequent casual sex are "easy",
while men who seek frequent casual sex are normal. So, if a woman wants as much sex as the
average man, she is of lower value. in fact, men are praised for high bodies because they "earned it",
while women with high bodies didn't have to work for it (yet apparently we're the easy ones? but i
digress).
Here's where the hypocrisy comes in. Many of the men who say this are the same men who vilify
women for the "80/20 rule", calling them shallow because they only sleep with the most attractive
men. they also tend to believe that women as a whole seek out casual sex just as much as men do,
they just only seek out the top most attractive [which is mathematically impossible by the way, if just
as many men sought out casual sex as women and just as frequently, there wouldn't be an abundance
of men who can't find a partner]. but isn't the 80/20 rule exactly what biology told us women are
supposed to do? isn't this the logic we just used to justify shaming women for sleeping around? if it's
okay for men to want to fuck 80% of women because it's just in their nature, why is it a surprise when
80% of women (of whom most don't even like casual sex) are easily able to sleep with the top 20% of
men? we can go further and see that according to biology, women are doing a good job selecting the
best men to "breed with". Tall, socially apt, resourceful, strong, fit, etc. but wait-- isn't this what
makes women shallow and immoral?
so basically, biology can be used to justify shaming women for high body counts since women are
supposed to filter out men and select only the highest quality to be potential sex partners, but we
throw biology out the window when we want to blame women for sexless men, all due to their
"superficial" preferences.
Here's an idea-- did you know that the top 20% can reject women? in particular, if the top 20% of
men refused to date anything below the top 20% of women, those women would have to choose men
below the top 20%. so, maybe instead of justifying our primitive impulses, we should encourage men
to raise their standards a bit instead of praising those men for being easy. thoughts?
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The reason why men think women are lying when they
personality matters a lot is because they mistake personality for
character
249 upvotes | November 10, 2020 | by rivetcitymayor | Link | Reddit Link

Personality and character are not the same and men often think of character when they say
personality doesn’t matter
I have two guy friends that I know personally with attractive girlfriends, these guys are cool to hang
around , funny and interesting but they are highly unreliable drug addicts who I would never do any
business with or anything that requires any serous planning because they lack discipline, intelligence
and character
One anecdote that’s more universal is Jeremy Meeks, the guy that a lot of men used to justify why
looks is all that matters by pointing at his criminal background. I forgot which crime he committed
but Its likely that it reflects poorly on his character but not his personality. I saw one of his interviews
and honestly, the dude is really chill and seems pleasant to be around but I would probably not trust
him ever with certain things cause of his criminal history
Personality actually does matter a lot aside from physical attraction of course yes but character is the
actual nice bonus not personality itself
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The recent chain of posts reinforces how apathetic women are
to men's emotions.
249 upvotes | June 8, 2020 | by temporary85107 | Link | Reddit Link

In case you haven't been following along, a user asked red-pilled men how comfortable they are with
sharing emotions with their partner. The replies would show that men, in general, don't confide in
women with the understanding that women distaste emotional men.
This was followed by a thread proposing art as a way for men to express their darkest emotions to
women. However, in this same thread, OP makes it clear women don't actually care about the subject
matter of the art piece. This was essentially just dating advice that completely ignored the original
issue, which was men's inability to emote to women, and suggested that men simply dance for her
pleasure during their darkest hours. I read no objections to this advice from the women.
The most recent thread ignores why the previous thread received negativity and continues to promote
"do what she likes." This one doesn't even touch on men and their emotions so I'll let it be but this
entire chain went from "let's talk about men's emotions" to "I don't want to hear it, dance for me."
It appears as though the only acceptable form of emotional expression from men is one which makes
a woman's pussy tingle.
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Let’s speak plainly. “Husband material” = I will NOT fuck you
unless we are committed or you have shown me more of your
provider qualities.
249 upvotes | September 24, 2021 | by DerekMorganBAU | Link | Reddit Link

This is what the other topic didn’t have the guts to flat out say and why being “husband material”
means nothing. How many husband material men have day 1 blow jobs or back seat car sex? How
many have quick and easy access to sex COMPARED to their fuck boi counterparts?
Being your typical man with “husband material” traits doesn’t make sex any easier to get and it could
make it HARDER because most women put “husband material men” on the back burner for later.
There’s no benefit to having such qualities. Men would rather be desired for their looks than being a
provider because more men can provide than can give her tingles.
Edit: Let me see you automod
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CMV: It’s a sign of extreme inequality that women facilitating
sex work is seen as more and more publicly acceptable, but
men using the services of a sex worker is just as taboo for men
as its always been
249 upvotes | October 31, 2022 | by hypothememe | Link | Reddit Link

Doesn’t that strike you as odd?
If a woman told a public dinner table in 2022 that she was a sex worker most people (in the western
world) would barely bat an eye or be shocked, theyd probably act all interested. Sure it’ll be hard for
her to find a husband (maybe not with all the simping) but besides that there would be barely any ill
will towards her.
where as if she said it even 20-30 years ago it would be a huge event and she’d be heavily looked
down on by almost everyone.
Now if a man says at a public dinner table today that he partakes in sex workers services, everyone
would look at him like he’s pathetic and gross. Basically the exact same reaction as 20-30 years ago.
They might even blame him for participating in sex trafficking and yadayadyada..
Why the difference?
Sexism, plain and simple.
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According to a 2020 study, the rate of 18- to 24 year old men
who had no sex in the past year jumped from 18.9% in 2002 to
30.9% in 2018, while women's respective rate only went from
15.1% to 19.1%. This confirms the recent trend that women
are having more sex with the same men.
248 upvotes | October 6, 2022 | by jobbo321 | Link | Reddit Link

Link to the study:
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2767066
"Between 2000-2002 and 2016-2018, the proportion of 18- to 24-year-old individuals who reported
having had no sexual activity in the past year increased among men (18.9% vs 30.9%) but not among
women (15.1% vs 19.1%)"
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The reason why the vast majority of women will never like the
idea of splitting the bill on a first date, even though it’s the most
egalitarian, is because it goes against one of the most core
tenants of female sexual arousal and selection strategy - “I must
feel like I am special”
248 upvotes | February 27, 2020 | by redditthrowaway1478 | Link | Reddit Link

Ah yes, the most age old question men and women can never come to a consensus on...Amazingly,
nobody is really able to articulate exactly WHY men and women think the way they do regarding
this. Here’s my attempt at doing so without demonizing either gender...
Female perspective:
as stated in the title, at their core, women want to feel special with their partner. They want to believe
that you don’t just take every girl to this spot (coffee shop, park, restaurant, etc.), you reserved this
date especially for her. She wants to feel like you’re pulling out all the stops. Because in her
experience, so many men say this and promise that, but so many don’t actually care that much for
her. She’s not special...they just want sex. How could a man, who won’t even choose to spend a few
extra dollars on another cup of coffee, and thus demonstrating that he really means business, truly
care about her and be a good choice of mate?
Male perspective:
We all know by now that getting matches, and then dates is quite the arduous challenge for men. You
ladies wanna talk about exhausting? There’s a TON of time, energy, and emotion that goes into
trying to find and then convince a woman to agree to even a coffee date with you. When we do
eventually get these dates, it’s a common experience for these girls to put in little to no effort in
behaving like a good date. nonetheless, many men want to put their best foot forward, so we still pay
for the date. It’s then also a common experience to get ghosted afterwards or told that they aren’t
feeling the chemistry. Once this happens to you a substantial number of times, it’s understandable
that men start to feel like they are being taken advantage of. If I go out on 1-2 dates per week at
modestly priced locations (bar, cafe, whatever), after a short amount of time that really starts to add
up pretty quickly...men start to feel like they’re paying a large fee just to get ghosted and their self
esteem damaged. It makes sense they would want a little more investment from women.
Other thoughts:
We all know there are many women who go on 2,3,4,5,6,7?! Dates per week. If they had to start
splitting the bill...that’s going to start getting very costly very quick. Even if it is egalitarian, why
would this be an attractive choice?!
What’s most interesting to me is that the only time women seemed to care about going Dutch, was
because they didn’t want the man to think that she owed him anything. Not because it was fair, just,
or egalitarian. Now that it was in her own self interest does she actually give a shit.
All this being said, it doesn’t really matter. Even if women agreed that fair is fair in regards to this
topic, it won’t change their instinctual discomfort with not feeling special on the
date...although...isn’t it the norm in European countries to go Dutch (hence the name?) Dont women
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there say they don’t have a problem with it?
What do y’all think? I hope I gave accurate perspectives.
EDIT
I forgot to add what u/bumblingbeta pointed out regarding whomever does the asking out must
pay...so I’ll just copy/paste what he said...
“The only logical argument I've heard from women is "If you're inviting me somewhere, I expect you
to pay. If I invite you somewhere, I'm expected to pay".
But social convention basically forces men to do the asking out. Even with high value men, women
will drop big hints but never actually ask the man out. They don't want that responsibility. They want
the benefits of being paid for, and they know they wouldn't get that if they had to do the asking out.
(in before "well I asked out my current boyfriend").
Despite feminism and equal rights, women don't want this to be extended to dating, because they
benefit from traditional gender roles in this setting. They don't benefit from traditional gender roles in
the workplace, which is why they push for equality there. Feminism is all a self-interest movement.
It's got zero to do with equality.”
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CMV: Paternity tests should legally trump birth certificates
248 upvotes | August 16, 2019 | by GhostofB | Link | Reddit Link

I've been down the rabbit hole today watching trashy "Paternity Court" shows on youtube.
In one episode, a woman lied to one of the men she was sleeping with and he believed that he was the
father of the child she was carrying. She continued the lie until the child was born, and he signed the
birth certificate.
They ended up in court, and he was proven not to be the father.
The judge advised that the paternity test result may not be enough to absolve him of financial
responsibility in his state because he signed the birth certificate.
I believe that not only should he have no responsibility for the child, but that he is a victim of fraud
and should be entitled to financial compensation, both restorative and punitive. I also believe that the
mother is guilty of deception for financial gain and should be facing criminal charges.
CMV.
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Either die a virgin or live long enough to be labeled a predator
248 upvotes | September 17, 2021 | by Romeo_Is_Bleedin | Link | Reddit Link

Norm MacDonald's corpse didn't even cool off before he got dragged as a"sexual predator" on
twitter,for apparently hitting on college girls after one of his stand ups at a university."
And it got me thinking just how distorted the word "predator" has become; it no longer means a rapist
who preys on defenseless victims, it's meaning has now extended to include men attempting to obtain
consensual sex - a failed approach ending with a rejection is considered a unwelcome advance which
translates into bothersome territory bordering sexual harassment.
what is even more funny is that in the post-metoo era even the full-proof enthusiastic "YES!" is not
sufficient to convince the moral crusader that a 18yr old really wants to fuck that older guy, a
3rd party now feels entitled to have a say what goes in the bedrooms of consenting adults as they see
sexual relations as cynical power games, online moralists now use "predator" in completely
consensual relations by initializing one person and demonizing the older party as inherently
"predatory"
I'm sure bluepillers will recoil and try to offer me one of their one-glove-fit-it-all solutions: "It's
simple just stick to fucking people age-career-experience-finance-power-wise equal to yours" but
they' miss the point -- they're behaving like 18.century match-makers arraing a marriage, insufferable
busybodies, like the christian right before them.
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The abundance of options women have has gotten so out of
control that even genuine mutual attraction and chemistry
aren’t enough to keep their attention
248 upvotes | March 20, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

Almost every dude has met a girl out, vibe was legitimately strong and exchanged #s/socials, hit her
up the next day and nothing.
I know the diff between being “polite” and social and genuine mutual attraction. In fact, I rarely if
ever approach if I haven’t first established this.
Met a girl last night and I started talking to her after she kept checking me out and finally “ended up”
right next to me. She wasn’t drunk, at the most mildly buzzed. Just enough to give her the confidence
to approach a random guy.
Talked for a bit, laughs and smiles. Exchanged info. Nothing today, and not the first time this has
happened. Why do girls do this? I realize they have a ridiculous number of options and aren’t as
horny as guys but god damn this shit is annoying.
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The most attractive women I know tend to be the nicest and
most grounded
248 upvotes | February 19, 2022 | by mentalthrowaway3 | Link | Reddit Link

I think a myth that is often perpetuated is that somehow very attractive women must be callous, but in
my experience, the really pretty ones tend to be really nice as well. The women that are average or
lesser often have huge egos and think they have more to offer then they actually do.
Prettier people tend to have more positive life experiences and are less jaded, where as a lot of
women who are average think they can shoot above their pay-grade because they are delusional and
don't have an understanding of where they sit on the relationship market. There are also enough
broken men that don't know their worth who will settle for said women.
I know there are definitely conceited women that are super hot, but I disagree with the notion that
pretty women are inherently mean. If anything its the other way around.
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Being confident, but unattractive, will get a man called creepy
248 upvotes | January 18, 2023 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

It's not being shy and reclusive, confident guy who doesn't feel inhibited about approaching a woman
and talking her is perceived as a threat. Not because he's was rude or did something violent, he is
percieved as a threat because he is breaking 'social' conventions by disregarding the invisible-yet-
strict world of sexual hierarchy as he refuses to stick to his place,
even bluepill women who insist a guy is only creepy when he fails to read the room reaffirm this
between the lines: for a unattractive guy reading the room would simply mean realizing there never is
a appropriate way to bother women and that he's should be self-aware enough to avoid making them
uncomfortable with his presence,
what is even worse women tend to frame a failed approach as a moral failing on the guys part
that goes beyond a simple "no thanks” but implies that he has fucked up, socially, by expressing
interest in sex or relationships.
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The main dating problem for women is that they want
commitment and relationships from guys who can enjoy the
fullest extent of their company without committing
247 upvotes | May 5, 2022 | by rivetcitymayor | Link | Reddit Link

I brought up that there is this girl at my gym with a very average face but nice body that all the dudes
want.
Two users corrected me and said no they just want to fuck her and not even please her to which I
replied, I don’t and I would make her my gf, she then got quiet and stopped responding since it
doesn’t fit her narrative ( convo here )
But it got me thinking …the fact that she would assume this, is because she likely only focuses on
guys who only want sex to the point where she feels this is the norm, this is probably the reality for
most women.
The guys they like are already benefiting from everything from them so why would they feel the need
to commit?
The most popular post on this sub is damn accurate if you ask me
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Women blame men who get rejected for having bad attitudes to
avoid appearing shallow
247 upvotes | August 9, 2021 | by TheBookOfSeil | Link | Reddit Link

Not sure if people here are familiar with first and second causes but a first cause is the original cause
for an event happening while the second cause is the second link in the causal chain created by the
first.
Sounds simple enough right?
Applying that to the situation here, if a guy is rejected numerous times, he is likely to develop some
issues with rejection, which would be a natural reaction to the situation. "Why am I getting rejected?
Is there something wrong with me?" This may lead to developing insecurities about their appearance
that manifest through inner turmoil like lowered self-esteem and depression, or outer turmoil like
hostility or aggression toward rejection.
The first cause of someone being rejected is most commonly related to their physical appearance,
which is fine because everyone has their pre-determined preferences for what they register as
"attractive" or "unattractive."
Where this becomes an issue is that women act like they would have been interested in a man if it
weren't for his personality but wouldn't have been interested in him anyway because he didn't meet
the baseline for what they consider attractive.
"Its not because you're short/ugly/whatever. It's the insecurity about it that's the problem."
While this may hold true for some guys above the baseline, it's not likely true for the guys below it,
and women defer to this second cause as a scapegoat to avoid addressing the first cause (they're not
attractive enough) so they can blame men for being rejected ("Your attitude sucks") rather than
addressing the real reason ("Sorry, you're not attractive enough for me") and seeming shallow for
rejecting someone purely based on their appearance while hiding behind the addition of a perceived
negative personality trait.
CMV
Edit: For those whom the topic/point of this post somehow managed to have flown over the heads of,
this post isn't about men being rejected, or about men needing advice, or about me, or about men
reacting poorly to rejection, or about women being afraid of rejecting men. This post is about women
concealing the reason for rejecting certain men in some after-the-fact reason (i.e., "I'm not rejecting
you because you're not attractive to me. I'm rejecting you because of your insecurities around the
reason(s) that other women have rejected you for, but I'm only using that as a reason to hide the real
reason, which is that you're not attractive enough for me").
Whoever correctly read and understood the post, you get a gold medal.
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A man who demands that his partner stops using sex toys is
accused of everything from being insecure about his size to
being an abusive partner, yet women who police their partners
use of porn are seen as reasonable, proactive, and victims in the
situation. Why?
247 upvotes | September 11, 2021 | by yoooooooooooodaddy | Link | Reddit Link

It’s funny, I browse PPD and I see terms like “pornsick” mentioned whenever porn use (by a male) in
a relationship is brought up. It implies that the use of porn is genuinely enough to cause a physical
condition, and that it is on the male for using a form of escapism instead of acknowledging the
situation at hand.
It seems like the concerns of woman on this topic are viewed legitimately, while men are accused of
being insecure almost all the time.
If a woman posts about her husband viewing porn instead of having sex with her, the tone of the
thread is nearly always sympathetic towards her. He can be completely unsatisfied with the frequency
or quality of sex, but his concerns don’t matter. Even though he is the one who has to resort to an
alternative, she feels like the victim in this situation because she doesn’t feel desired.
When a man can’t provide for his woman, she uses sex toys to satisfy herself. This is absolutely fine,
but what’s interesting is what happens when he doesn’t like it. He is called small dicked, a loser,
insecure, and controlling when he asks her to stop. He feels insecure and undesired, and in this case
she is ….. also the victim??
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Masculinity is not toxic, the lack of masculinity is.
246 upvotes | August 30, 2021 | by EstablishmentKooky50 | Link | Reddit Link

Following my recent post i would like to highlight an issue that i have seen affecting dating and
everyday life pretty badly, in many modern societies.
The issue is "toxic masculinity". I assume (and do correct me if i am wrong) that not many people
really know what exactly the term refers to. Even if we do know, my problem is, that the term
automatically assumes, that the problem is with masculinity, or some part of it, which is not true at
all. The problem is not with masculinity, the problem is how a given society relates to men and boys.
Therefore the term is inapplicable. Some societal expectations are toxic, not some aspects of
masculinity.
Sure enough, men are more prone to violence, but no man (or woman) was born to be a psychopath
(edit: sociopath)... Violence for example, is a "tool" that can be used for good or for bad. "Bad" or
"good" is not inherent to human beings. Wether someone turns out to be a valuable member of
society or a fugitive, it depends on their upbringing and environment.
If boys and young man can not channel their masculine energies correctly, if they are not shown ways
to use their violence for good, if they have no real life examples (eg. fathers) as to what does it
actually mean to be a Man, they do not learn the importance of honor, the respect of others, how to
control their emotions, their rage, their anger, how to behave in position of power, how to be humble,
how to trait and deal with women, how, when and where they can show weakness etc. .. They will be
vulnerable to corruptive ideas and lifestyle. Bad people are made, not born.
Single parent households are insufficient to "produce" healthy children, every single research shows
that these kids will have numerous disadvantages, boys even more then girls.
We can not erase the "bad" side of masculinity, because the attributes ARE inherent, and by trying
we are only going to produce a bunch of disfunctional men, full of confusions. We must tech boys
how to be masculine and how to use it for good. We need more masculinity, not less. We must keep
fathers around, we must find mentors and role models, we must have more male teachers. But before
anything, the gender war must stop, and the use of inappropriate terminologies must cease. So instead
of "toxic masculinity", let's talk about the "toxic societal expectations towards men".
Edit: why the downvoting guys? If you don't aggree, put your own theories to the test. Let's talk.
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Promiscuity is bad for men and women
246 upvotes | January 29, 2021 | by WilliamWyattD | Link | Reddit Link

Leaving aside for the moment the details of how one could encourage/enforce sexual restraint in a
gender fair manner in today's non-religious, no common culture, multicultural and individual rights
centered West, it seems pretty clear to me that excessive promiscuity is just bad for almost anyone,
man or woman.
It probably is not equally bad for both genders, as rarely does something have exactly the same
impact on men and women. But it bad enough for both that it really isn't that important which gender
it hurts more. Above all, promiscuity makes us colder, as it is natural for sex to involve some
affection; but showing affection on a one night stand can cause other problems. However, having to
resist the urge to be affectionate with someone we are being intimate with is simply bad for us
emotionally and spiritually. Promiscuity brings a host of other problems as well, which we can get
into.
Do you agree that being promiscuous is bad for the typical person? I'd define promiscuity as having
sex outside of a loving relationship of some sort.
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CMV: “Being an emotional tampon” is inherent to true
friendship.
246 upvotes | May 26, 2021 | by rivertorain- | Link | Reddit Link

A significant amount of men here think that women use men for being their “emotional tampons”.
Urban Dictionary defines “emotional tampon” in multiple ways but this is the simplest: “a man who
listens to women's problems but never gets any sex from them”.
Yeah, that’s what most people call a friend... A friend is someone who listens to your life problems
without an underlying agenda, like expecting sex.
A woman telling a man about her day or her relationship troubles isn’t using him as an “emotional
tampon”, she’s being a friend, hoping that he will reciprocate and share, and ultimately trying to
connect with him as another human being.
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Imagine how easy dating would be if average/ugly people
stopped chasing attractive people.
246 upvotes | January 4, 2020 | by Will_Stephenz | Link | Reddit Link

Oh the hottest girl in class didn't love you after you faithfully orbited for 3 months?
Good. ya shallow prick. You're a 5 you date 5's.
Oh the hot fuccboi whos been through half your friend group didn't love you either ?
Good. ya shallow prick. You're a 5 you date 5's.
It should occur to them that hot people probably want to date other hot people
It wouldn't even be so bad if they put in the effort to become attractive themselves.
Alteast they could say "i'm hot i deserve a hot partner" ....but no it's the hot people who should look
past looks.
"He used for me sex and broke my heart" ....no. He wanted some easy pussy and you gave him your
heart too. What is he gonna do with some 5's heart? He's gonna drop it and let smash into pieces.
Next time give your heart and the pussy that come with it to some average guy. That guy will cherish
it and buy you food like he bought the Stacy he orbited.
Except no. Average guy's an asshole who's gonna resent the fact that best he could do is a 5 and treat
her like shit. Ignoring the fact the he aint all that either.
I don't even blame attractive people for treating average/ugly people like dirt . they deserve it .
You'd think average people would just date each other and learn to be content
nope everyone wants something valuable without bringing anything of value to the table
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Alpha/beta/sigma is just astrology for straight men.
246 upvotes | January 10, 2022 | by Pretend_Dependent_60 | Link | Reddit Link

The initial study which found the alpha beta social structure in wolves was tried again and found to
be deeply flawed. Even if that study was accurate though, humans are more complex than wolves,
and as such have more complex social hierarchies. Men who call themselves “alphas” and call others
“betas” are just creating arbitrary titles with no actual basis in science or reality.
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The western world is actually the best and safest place for men
245 upvotes | December 20, 2020 | by NewStartOnceAgain | Link | Reddit Link

It's cringey to see western men idolize countries like Russia, when it actually has extremely high rates
of male alcoholism and suicide , not to mention the mandatory military service. Guess what, in the
supposedly masculine countries, nobody cares about low status men either. Sure, in a more
patriarchal country it would be easier (but not guaranteed) for you to marry some virgin waifu....But
so what? Getting married doesn't guarantee happiness.
Men are not oppressed in the West at all.
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Women are not the romantic gender, men are.
245 upvotes | June 8, 2022 | by smallstarseeker | Link | Reddit Link

Let me start by defining romance in the simplest possible term.
Romance is all about making the loved one feel special.
For instance if I gift flowers to a woman that seems like a romantic gesture. If I then proceed to gift
flowers to all other women around me all romance is lost because I do not make any of those women
feel special (West Elm Caleb).
Women are considered as being a more romantic gender and I think this is simply not the truth.
Sure, women do demand/expect more romance, but that doesn't make one romantic.
Delivering romance makes one romantic.
And guys are the ones jumping through loops and hoops to make women feel special. If you google
"romantic gestures" you will get a bunch of lists of what guys can do to make women feel special.
Guys have to prove to women that they find them special.
And while some women are romantic and will make an effort to make their date or BF feel special. I
find that most of the women (certainly a large majority of single women) take a very "I'll just sit on
my butt" approach.
And I think that this makes a lot of BB's feeling biter when they find out their GF/wife which made
them wait had one night stands in the past.
It's not just sex, but the fact that they had to spent 1,2,3 months making her feel special and proving
themselves and she gave them way worse treatment because she had spent that time just sitting on her
butt.
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People who complain about the pull yourself up by your
bootstraps philosophy will still use it for dating.
245 upvotes | October 25, 2022 | by Agianttruckofpizza | Link | Reddit Link

There’s always so much scorn and gaslighting towards men who vocalize issues with relationships
and sex. People will always say “I know a guy who’s 5’2 and ugly and he has a beautiful girlfriend so
the problem is YOU.”
Now I’m not saying that self improvement isn’t important, but acting like every single person who is
single is solely in that position because they don’t shower or have a terrible personality is just flat out
discrediting people’s life experiences. There’s people who put a ton of work into themselves and still
don’t get success.
Somehow I feel these same people would sing a much different tune if someone said “I grew up poor
and black in an inner city neighborhood and now I’m a wealthy entrepreneur! Clearly the reason
you’re still working at McDonalds is your laziness.”
I feel like people just don’t want to admit that some people have problems dating because of reasons
that are no fault of their own. People like to believe in the just world fallacy. It’s hypocritical because
people will also turn around and say capitalism failed them, and it’s not their fault they can’t pay rent
or anything like that.
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The majority of people in this community have an extremely
warped view of sex.
245 upvotes | October 26, 2020 | by Quiet_Cod_726 | Link | Reddit Link

The human mind is frankly obsessed with attaching ideas, forming links and creating labels. People
also love to form distinctions between "good" and "bad". For example, how natural we find it to
barrack for one football team over another. It has always been natural and advantageous to ostracize
one group of members in society in favor of advancing others who also include themselves.
However, just because it's a socially advantageous strategy doesn't make it right.
I'm appalled at the number of people classifying sex as "losing" for a woman, even if she thoroughly
wanted it. or that women (or men) who have too much of it are "disgraceful". Where I find something
wrong is when people sleep with others who do not respect them. But I think anyone who surrounds
themselves with disrespectful people consider themselves to be low worth and deserving of ill
treatment. So this is not a sexual issue, it is a self worth issue. In this regard I would agree that some
promiscuous men or women would share this characteristic, only out of a sheer number perspective.
Sex is always something I have never considered with anyone I didn't classify as a beautiful person,
and never been something I haven't thoroughly enjoyed. It was always an action of each partner
giving themselves to the other in order to reach mutual pleasure in the most beautiful way. But people
reason that this is an awful, horrible thing to have too much of. And I can't help but find this view
point sick.
It's nothing more than admitting that cultural influences have absolutely destroyed any semblance of
a natural view on the world. Living life as though it is a chess game, each move needing to be heavily
lamented over is not a god life.
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For all the downsides of the world as it is now, I’d still rather
live now then in any other time period.
245 upvotes | June 14, 2020 | by azngirl7689 | Link | Reddit Link

The modern world is wonderful. We have machines that do washing for us and a good amount of
rights. I can have my own money and a job and get an apartment for myself in my name. Working
kind of sucks sometimes but it’s better than being dependent on someone.
I think the world is better for men too. They’re not expected to be 100% the provider anymore. They
can be more emotionally open and have a wider range of hobbies.
Both genders can sample the goods so to speak before marriage which creates better marriages.
I see a lot of posts from men decrying modern women and the modern world but our setup is a lot
better than anyone else has had it.
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The reason PPD men don’t believe women who say they’re
attracted to “personality” isn’t because we’re wired differently,
it’s because they actually misunderstand which personality
traits said women are referring to.
244 upvotes | January 9, 2021 | by Zonkey_Zeedonk | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve seen so many arguments this week about how men here really don’t believe women can be
sexually aroused by personality, and women who really can’t understand why men seem not to
observe women being wet for personality in the real world all the time. It occurred to me today where
the issue lies: There’s a miscommunication as to what an “attractive personality” looks like and
means.
Category 1- What men think women mean by “attractive personality” is some combination of a few
or all of the following: kind, respectful, loyal, committal, dependable, honest, faithful, non-
judgemental, supportive, emotionally open, level-headed.
Category 2- what women actually mean by “attractive personality” is some combination of a few or
all of the following: fun, interesting, funny, smart, passionate about/skilled in a hobby (music, art, a
sport, cooking, a trade, etc...), mysterious, confident/self assured, eccentric, independent, playful,
sensual, adventurous.
That’s not to say women don’t value the traits from category 1. They do, especially in potentially
LTR partners. Those are traits that make up a “good personality” but they’re admirable and
appreciated, not sexually arousing. They make women like you, not want to fuck you. Traits from
category 2 are sexually arousing, and excelling in one or more of them is often equally or more
appealing to women than perfect looks/money/status.
Men who have strong traits from 1, but not from two are “great guys” but not necessarily attractive.
Men see that and think women “don’t fuck good guys.”Men who have strong traits from 2 could
ALSO be “great guys” or they could be jerks. Both “great guys” and jerks with strong category 2
traits will be successful with women, but it’s not about how “good” or “bad” they are, their success
comes from an entirely different place, much like height and weight both factor in to a person’s
appearance, but a person can be tall and fat, or tall and thin, they don’t affect one another.
Ideal would be a guy who has traits from category 1 and category 2, but only category 2 is sexually
appealing. Category 1 is just “husband material.”
What most women mean when they say they’re “attracted to a mans personality over his looks” is
usually that they’d be more likely to sleep with a guy who is of average or below average appearance
but “high marks” in one or many of the category 2 traits than they would be to sleep with a physically
more attractive man who does not have pronounced category 2 traits.
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The physical attractiveness of a male sexual "harasser"
substantially determines if the experience is enjoyable or
traumatic, according to women
244 upvotes | October 23, 2020 | by pleantrees | Link | Reddit Link

Fairchild (2010) conducted an online survey on perceptions of sexual harassment (possibly as far as
sexual assault) incidents of (N = 1,277) relatively young (mean age 28.11) women. The women were
given a series of questions from a modified version of the Sexual Experiences Questionnaire (SEQ)
("Have you ever experienced unwanted sexual attention or interaction from a stranger?"; "Have you
ever experienced catcalls, whistles, or stares from a stranger?"; ‘‘Have you ever experienced direct or
forceful fondling or grabbing from a stranger?’’) to measure if and/or how often they had been the
recipient of such harassing behaviors.
The participants were then presented with a list of 17 contextual factors (including attractiveness,
time of day, race, and location) and asked to select which of the features would make an experience
of harassment by a stranger more frightening, which would make the experience more enjoyable, and
which would make them more likely to react verbally. It was found that the primary factors that
determined how enjoyable or traumatic women found the experience to be were:

Physical Attractiveness: More attractive men most significantly increased women's enjoyment
of the "harassment."
Age: Similar or younger age in relation to the participant increased women's enjoyment of the
"harassment."
Race: Different race of the man made women more likely to rate it as traumatic.

Only 46% of women indicated that sexual harassment could not be made enjoyable. Therefore, it can
be inferred that to the majority (54%) of women, sexual harassment could be made enjoyable, under
the correct conditions.

Frequency (in percent) of contextual factors reported to increase fear, enjoyment, and verbal
reactions to stranger harassment.

Factor Fear Enjoyment Verbal Reaction
Attractive Harasser 1.9 27.1 8.3
Unattractive Harasser 20.3 0.2 3.4
Younger Harasser (20s-30s) 10.1 18.2 14.0
Older Harasser (40+) 32.6 1.6 3.7
Harasser Same Race 3.1 4.7 7.6
Harasser Different Race 15.1 1.1 1.6

Similar behaviors from an attractive and unattractive man are viewed differently with the
attractive man receiving more leeway in the potentially harassing behavior.
It can only be assumed that the women (46% of participants) feel that stranger harassment is
an unpleasant experience that cannot be improved. However, it is equally likely that these
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women (or some of them) find the experience highly enjoyable and such enjoyment cannot be
increased.
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If a woman is rejected by an attractive male, she becomes more
bitter towards an accepting male who is unattractive.
244 upvotes | October 6, 2020 | by pleantrees | Link | Reddit Link

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1948550615584196?journalCode=sppa

In two studies, single, heterosexual, female participants received simultaneous
acceptance/rejection feedback from one physically attractive man and one less attractive
man. As predicted, rejected individuals derogated their rejecters as indicated by a decreased
desire for affiliation and more negative evaluations. Moreover, participants rejected by the
attractive man also derogated the unattractive man even when the unattractive man offered
acceptance. These data may shed light on specific circumstances under which rejection
leads to antisocial behavior.

This study focuses on female-specific social exclusion in the dating market.
Would the results of this study apply similarly to males?
I think a point of discussion would be that males are more likely to face sexual rejection throughout
their life and have to adjust accordingly.
Has anyone experienced a similar situation during their dating practices? If so, was attractiveness
limited to physical attractiveness or other factors?
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Average men wanting chad’s lifestyle are akin to middle class
people wanting a billionaire lifestyle
244 upvotes | February 1, 2022 | by RainbowsAreAmazing | Link | Reddit Link

Imagine a middle-class dude whining every day about how he will never get to drive a Lamborghini
or dine at fanciful places or enjoy the riches and luxuries of the extremely rich. He might argue that
it’s unfair that he was born middle class, and despite his talents and hard work, he will never reach
their level. He will get sympathy because, on a theoretical level, it IS unfair. Economic inequality is
unjust. There’s nothing those people did to deserve that lifestyle except be born in the right place.
This is akin to extremely average or downright unattractive men complaining that they don’t have
constant hookups or women throwing themselves at them and how he will never generate visceral
attraction in women the way chad does. He will never have his pick of the litter.
And just like middle-class people are told to income maxx and try to upgrade themselves to the
upper-middle-class or something relatively feasible in their income and lifestyle range, average men
should make peace with the fact that you’ll never be chad. A lot of you will never make a woman’s
vagina go boom boom the way Henry Cavill does. You can whine about it all you want, but it’s one
of the unfair; you can’t do much about the realities of life.
Their best bet is to find a woman who’s decently attracted to them and build a healthy emotional and
sexual life with her.
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The shameful Natasha Aponte experiment, "The Tinder Trap",
shows just how desperate men are and how much choice
women have.
244 upvotes | August 31, 2022 | by jmoincali | Link | Reddit Link

I just saw this experiment called "The Tinder Trap"(video) from 2018, where a woman named
Natasha Aponte worked with a team to trick 7500 men into competing for a date. Many men were
rightfully outraged and left but many stayed and put themselves through a shameful display of self-
debasement to 'compete' for Natasha
Bliss knew he would need to message thousands of people on Tinder to get the crowd he wanted. So,
he outsourced help. He hired about 50 people to message about 7,500 men, pretending to be Aponte.
They invited all of the men to Union Square on Saturday. About 2,300 men said they would show up,
and about 1,000 did, Bliss said.
The producer said figuring out a way to outsource the messaging was the hardest part of the project.
Getting people to swipe right and connect with Aponte was "simple," he said. "I think guys on Tinder
are a dime a dozen*, guys that want to meet up or hook up. Getting responses was quite easy."*
While the producer said this I think it's indicative of the way women view men on dating apps. We
are disposable since there are always legions of thirsty dudes on there. I feel men behave badly also
but there are also lots of men who genuinely want a gf but don't make the cut. You can see the
crushing disappointment of many men in the video. She also claimed to be victimized due to this
event.
Aponte says the men outraged by the Tinder trick exemplified "how men are so quick to just judge
[women] and put a label on us just because we didn't give them what they wanted ... it's just a bruise
to their ego," she said. 
Overall, I think this is a microcosm of the dating apocalypse that men go through and women don't
realize. I know women will say 1000//7500 aren't great odds but imagine how many men are so
desperate and frustrated that 1000 would show up.
Technology has created a destructive imbalance in the dating market I don't think will get fixed
anytime soon
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Creeps and a-holes keep hitting on women because sometimes
they get results. A guy who's respectful will be seen as boring or
not even noticed.
244 upvotes | January 25, 2023 | by SlashCo80 | Link | Reddit Link

That's the conclusion I've drawn from the increasing complaints by women on social media about
being harassed by guys in their DMs, while observing their interactions. You still reward the loud,
persistent assholes with attention and sometimes more. I think everyone here is familiar with the
famous Boomhauer scene from King of the Hill. A guy who approaches you respectfully and backs
off when told (or if he simply doesn't get a green light to proceed) will be viewed as boring, or most
likely not even register on your radar. But at least he'll sleep alone with the knowledge that he's "one
of the good ones." Am I wrong?
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Women LOVE to throw out the classic “it’s not your ____ it’s
because you’re a misogynistic asshole” yet misogynistic assholes
are consistently the ones getting laid. This alone proves that
women are unable to have an honest conversation about dating
and discredits anything else they have to say.
243 upvotes | June 15, 2022 | by Loose-Nickels | Link | Reddit Link

Anytime you mention any potential reason a woman might brush you off or reject you they rush into
to remind you “iT’s PrOb Bc yOu’Re a MiSoGyNiSt” �
In reality, we all know these guys are the ones who usually get laid the most. And no, it isn’t because
they are “Ch4d” these guys often look homeless and frequently are. I don’t know that I can
confidently say that women like being mistreated, but it is certainly what stimulates them sexually.
Maybe it is the challenge, maybe it is the fact that every other guy is lining up for their approval,
maybe they are just deranged.
If you try to suggest this, as I’m sure you’ll see in the responses, you will be hit with some
combination of the following:
“Oh let me guess, you’re one of the NICE guys”
“Being nice is not a personality trait/doesn’t entitle you to sex/is the bear minimum.”
“Women don’t know men are abusive until after they’ve already become attached.”
“vIcTiM bLaMiNg”
At the end of the day, the results are the same though and have been since time immemorial. I just
wish women could be honest.
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College men are increasingly shifting right, while college
women are shifting left. Why do you think that is?
243 upvotes | September 13, 2022 | by FutureBannedAccount2 | Link | Reddit Link

Was reading an article that’s says studies show that when men go to college they begin to shift right
politically while women remain in the left. Why do you think that is and what role do you think the
college environment, dating and media play in this?
It also says men are less likely to enroll in college than women so does this have an effect?
https://www.newsweek.com/women-college-are-moving-left-men-are-migrating-right-opinion-17421
92?amp=1
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FDS isn’t good dating advice
243 upvotes | May 13, 2020 | by ImGonnaZoom | Link | Reddit Link

For starters no no self respecting man never mind a high value man would stick around for the
treatment the FDS handbook encourages reader to employ. The handbook seems like it just forgets
that most other women haven’t read it and will treat men far better than its readers.
And with regards to self improvement r/FemaleDatingStrategy just tells women that they don’t have
to anything different to get a HVM, but a generation of career women have already followed their
strategy focus on career, your own goals and friends,be domineering/assertive,have high standards,
delay settling down and having kids. Basically focus on everything else in life and relationship
success will follow. But the end result for many was marrying down or never settling down not a
HVM. Sure maybe it’s good life advice, it could still make them happy but as dating advice it’s
proven not to work, In that it encourages woman to become valuable by their own standards rather
than by the standards of the men they are trying to date. It reminds me of a post where a career
woman thought that since she wanted a wealthy husband she needed to become a rich woman only
for a wealthy male friend to tell her after she accomplished this that rich men for the most part don’t
care about a woman’s money.
And a final thought, you never see any success stories on r/FemaleDatingStrategy only advice and
you aren’t allowed to question the handbook those aren’t signs of an ideology that accomplishes what
it says on the tin.
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People assume any approach is a sexual approach because it's
no longer common to have casual friends
243 upvotes | May 16, 2020 | by EggonTurdaryen | Link | Reddit Link

Apparently a portion of people below the age of 30 think a man inviting a woman over for a drink is a
form of sexual harassment. And this mentality appears to have spread to many fields of daily life; if
anyone talks to me it's because they want to fuck me.
And I thought, why do people think like this now? This idea that if anyone of the opposite sex
interacts with you there's a high chance they're just interested in getting you to bed.
It's technology and the rise of voluntary self-isolation. That's the cause. Over the past 30 years people
in developed countries have learned to spend more time connected to their electronic devices than
actually talking to others in bars, cafes, etc. How many people of the overall population spend 3
hours a day chatting with friends, neighbors, coworkers and acquaintances in person? And how many
spend 3 hours a day browsing the internet?
Even mundane things like talking with your neighbors or trying to spark a conversation at a bus stop.
People, especially younger people, just prefer to stick to their phone, and doing otherwise is often
seen as an awkward attempt to converse with a complete stranger. Many folks don't even consider the
idea because they have no interest in talking to people around them at all.
A study by YouGov found that people below the age of 25 had the fewest friends and the fewest
acquaintances, meaning they're lonelier than people of older age groups. Every new generation
appears to do worse in this aspect so it is safe to assume the generation younger than this one,
Generation Z or "Zoomers", will be even lonelier. And this definitely has been influenced, very likely
to a high degree, maybe even directly caused, by the raise of personal devices.
Having friends of the opposite sex that you have no interest in dating or having sex with has become
such a rare situation that most people don't even consider that scenario as a possibility. Everyone
assumes that if a man shows interest in a woman or if a woman shows interest in a man there must
be, by necessity, some sexual interest between the two of them.
In fact, this even affects people of the same sex. It is becoming more and more difficult to present
male friendships without people assuming the dudes are gay inside, to the point where folks insist
that two cartoon characters are gay simply to pitch them together. I have seen this among my friends,
both women and men: every time two guys show any more affection than a fist bump or a high five
several people comment if they're bi or not. My friends laughed at the 1917 movie because for them
two guys being friends during war is definitely a sign they're gay.
EDIT: This has even affected soooo many comics characters like Wolverine and freaking everyone.
You have a social outcast, a depressed loner, a dude from another era who has seen all his friends die
and hates himself and struggles to even get by and one day he manages to make a friend despite the
brutal depression, like Nightcrawler or Bucky or whatever, and they hang out and tell each other their
insecurities and drink beer together and... It's wholesome, they finally made exactly what they
needed: a friend. And then a gay writer comes along and goes "This is going to be sexual now, this is
now driven by sexual interests instead of friendship or camaraderie. I know it's toxic to sexualize and
romanticize depression and suicidal thoughts, but you know what these characters need? Gay sex."
Despite the social isolation and the raise of friendlessness, there is one aspect of life that can never
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be satisfied without physical contact: sex. People have become less likely to go out to make friends,
but more likely to go out to get laid. The impulse to have sex still drives people to talk to strangers
and younger generations have become more open about casual sex and approaching strangers with
the clear intent of fucking.
As a result of this, if you get approached by a stranger in public, the chances of them wanting to be
your friend are lower than ever before in history and at the same time the chances of them wanting to
bang you are highest than ever before.
Change My View: People assume the worst of any interaction because wanting to make friends has
become less common than ever but openly wanting to fuck has become more common than ever.
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TRP and FDS might be effective but it won't make you truly
happy or let you experience real love.
243 upvotes | June 27, 2020 | by socjalizmzwyciezy | Link | Reddit Link

I've spent a lot of time reading the manosphere and pink pill subreddits. I've also seen some posts
claiming either TRP or FDS is ineffective or nonsense. I don't agree with it. I'm pretty sure both TRP
and FDS are actually very effective and let you achieve your goal. It's just simple psychological tricks
so it's really a no-brainer the opposite gender falls for it.
That being said none of it matters because I simply can't see how following TRP as a man or FDS as
a woman will make you a happy person. Not content or satisfied but truly happy and fullfilled. How
can you be happy if you just try to take as much value as possible from your SO while giving as little
as possible in return? How can you be happy if you assume the opposite gender has bad intentions
and wants to use you? How can you be happy if you don't allow yourself to be vulnerable with your
partner of the opposite gender? How can you experience romantic success if you don't even believe in
love because you see every relationship as a transaction?
Feel free to call me a naive hippie but I believe love is about giving. If you love someone, you don't
care if it's not 50/50 in terms of effort because you want to make your partner happy. Because making
them happy makes you happy too. You don't see it as a sacrifice. You don't think 'OMG, the opposite
gender is so entitled while my gender gets nothing in return'. And yes, obviously there is always a
risk that your SO won't appreciate your efforts and won't give you much in return. But this is what
love is about. About accepting the risk that comes with being vulnerable and giving value to others
just for the sake of it. Not about making a succesfull 'transaction'.
That's why I would never follow FDS as a woman, even though I'm pretty sure it 'works'. I would be
ashamed to consciously manipulate a loved one like this.
Feel free to change my view.
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Why do you think people are drifting apart from each other in
dating and more and more people are perpetually single?
243 upvotes | February 8, 2022 | by SUS_pended | Link | Reddit Link

Especially in rich western countries. But poor countries are starting to catch up as well with western
influence. Why do you think men and women are hating on each other instead of loving each other?
What happened? Why is everyone so focused on themselves that they swear off dating completely
and only care about hedonistic pleasures?
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Blaming men for all the miseries of women is only causing more
issues in society.
243 upvotes | August 25, 2021 | by EstablishmentKooky50 | Link | Reddit Link

There is a tendency in the modern world that blames men (toxic masculinity, rape culture, patriarchic
oppression ect... ) for all hardships that women face.
Just to give a couple of examples:
When a man cheats, he is an asshole, when a woman does, he is an asshole (he didn't care enough,
didn't pay attention, kept putting the toilet paper with the wrong side out on the holder etc..). Women
are paid less, because men are paid more. Women are left alone with household chores and
childraring, because men are not supportive enough. If a woman is fat, or undesirable, men should
change to accept her as she is. If a woman behaves, like an entitled *, we say "if you cant handle me
at mey worst..." And so on and so forth..
We have communities that makes men accountable for their own flaws and offer them a mirror. But
if we dare pointing out what women could do to make things better, we are frequently called
mysogenists, and being shot with a barrage of hate. Famous people, who dare say that women are not
entirely the angels they present themselves to be, and sometimes they are using the "victim card" for
personal gain, are often get canceled and dragged trough the mud. All in the name of "equality".
Picturing man as oppressors, or evil rapists is only causing subconscious existential fear among the
girls of newer generations, and subconscious self resentment among boys.
How are we supposed to build healthy relationships, when the game is rigged from the get go? Is this
newest social experiment really worth it? Is the problem real at all, and if so, what is the solution?
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Redpill is the fastest way to scare women away.
243 upvotes | March 28, 2021 | by Xintani2 | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve always stayed far away from these communities; red and blue. But recently became the target of
a middle aged man, Rollo Tomassi, who sent his twitter followers after me to slut shame me. My
reaction was first confusion, then curiosity, and ultimately and most powerfully, fear.
I won’t share the tweet as I don’t want to break any rules or come off as attempting to promote
myself. But the layout of the tweet he made was caused because I tweeted out a list of red flags I use
to maintain healthy relationships, to which he mocked me because I have shared pictures of myself
(my shoulders were showing, and in one I was looking over my shoulder) and therefore I am myself a
red flag because I am a slut according to Tomassi.
Nevermind that I have had one sexual male partner that I thought I was going to marry at some point;
it’s of no consequence.
The real reason that this community is terrifying is because it encourages mass groups of people to
obsess and hate young women. To think that because they find a woman attractive, it is because she
is using her sexuality against men. To think that you must go about hurting women first, because if
you don’t, women will hurt you. As I skimmed through the information Red pill presents, I was open
to it being true; that a woman loses her worth in the world in her mid 20s as life only gets better for
men. Only to find that all the sources presented were linked back to their red pill posts. Not only that,
but the seemingly unbiased sources I could find almost always countered all of their statements.
There seems to be a mass delusion in this group that “logical” means “emotional”. On account of the
obsessive hatred, they seem to be incapable of any logic at all.
As for the fear (and this is anecdotal but nonetheless a shocking revelation for me)- I suddenly
realized that every man that has ever physically hurt me, assaulted me or threatened to kill me has
shared the same mindset: I deserve it because I seduced them.
It would be less frightening if for any of these men I had gone about seducing them because then I
would be able to control it, but I didn’t. In fact I very much keep to myself. The way I see these
people and their mindsets is that they project their failures onto the thing they want to achieve
(women) and then turn them into monsters in their minds.
As far as their statements about women wanting men that are strong “alphas”, in my youth this was
never my preference. But I can see how they may be creating a self fulfilling prophecy; if you
threaten or scare enough women, they will start seeing a “protector” as an attractive partner.
These are just my thoughts. These people terrify me and I have always been bi but seeing this
massive group of people act like this makes me lean more towards women.
Edit: After today’s snooping for information, my current opinion is that Red Pill sets out to attract
mentally ill women that have unhealthy attachment styles and have not sought to heal that trauma.
And it does succeed in attracting them. The perplexing thing to me is that the Red Pill community
seems to think that mentally ill women make up the entire population of women and also seem
unaware that modern Psychology exists and this phenomenon of Avoidant to Anxious attachment
styles have been well documented and studied.
This entire thing was eye opening and mildly boring. I wish the best for the men who engage in this
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stuff and hope they find happiness.
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CMV: Truth? You’re not average.
243 upvotes | October 6, 2019 | by poppy_blu | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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Women are the biggest enforcers of "toxic masculinity".
242 upvotes | January 2, 2022 | by Manletangelo | Link | Reddit Link

Height is a classic example. You don't just need to be taller than her, you need to be taller (i.e. more
dominant) than other men.
The biggest assholes I have ever met usually don't have issues getting women assuming they are at
least chadlites.
Every straight guy wants to be attractive to women, even if they don't admit this to themselves, even
if its only subconscious. Even the delusional MGTOWboys.
Women are disgusted by emotional men, despite all of the virtue signalling telling men to open up.
I once even saw a thread where a women said she was turned on by her CEO husband telling
someone off over the phone, with almost every woman in the comments agreeing it was hot.
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"Hes hot...but I get the vibe he wasnt born hot, so I'm weirded
out by him"
242 upvotes | November 19, 2021 | by Artistic_Guest4386 | Link | Reddit Link

I work in a gym and recently I had a chat with a female regular who is single and a good pal.
Recently we were chatting about her dating prospects within the gym and I mentioned one of the
guys in the gym...looks good to me, good body, face..hair...and she goes..
"Yeah, he's hot, but I get the vibe he wasnt born hot, so I'm weirded out by him."
She went on to explain she felt he'd "made himself hot" and that he seemed from the conversations
shed had with him that he'd basically put effort into the way he looked and came off as somebody
who "used to maybe be nerdy or awkward and has practiced his personality"
Is this indication that unless you are BORN a "natural" (physically attractive by default and popular
from a young age) that eventually women will clock on that youre a fraud?
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This sub talks a lot about low value males, but what about low
value females? What are they like and what do you think their
life is like?
242 upvotes | March 23, 2021 | by OldSimpsonsisbetter | Link | Reddit Link

I think most people know what a low value male looks and acts like, given that it's been discussed
about so much on this sub. But little is discussed about low value females. What do you think a low
value female looks like? What is her personality like? What do you think her life is like? There must
be some females at the very bottom (like the bottom 20% of females) who have it tough as well and
they face a different set of challenges to low value males.
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So true lol.
242 upvotes | January 2, 2023 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link
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Redpill seems to be exploding in popularity
242 upvotes | August 23, 2022 | by redemption_soon1 | Link | Reddit Link

It seems that this year, especially this summer, the Redpill has become much more mainstream. You
not only have figures like Andrew Tate (who likely is gone from the internet since he is banned from
everything) but a variety of other figures and personalities who through taking advantage of social
media algorithms (Tiktok mostly) have exploded to a large audience of young men.
It honestly make sense. The Pandemic has left a very large population of young boys who were
deprived of proper socialization, stay in their house most of the day, and feel frustrated toward
women who are ripe for the picking. The Redpill also seems to be fused in with gym culture, which
also has seen a rise in popularity on social media. It will be interesting to see how long this rise in
popularity lasts as well as the general public's reaction toward it.
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Women put virtually zero effort into dating, and certainly far
less than men
242 upvotes | October 15, 2022 | by HazyMemory7 | Link | Reddit Link

Fairly recently I went on a date with a girl I could see myself dating seriously. I was taken aback by
some of her gestures. Firstly, she suggested to actually meet up (on hinge) within the first 5-6
messages, instead of sitting there chatting for two weeks like some girls want to do. Secondly, when I
paid for lunch she was very adamant about treating me to lunch/dinner next (and also offered to split
the check, which I declined) Thirdly, she took initiative by text a few days when we were talking
about meeting up again, to suggest she join me on a specific day/time so I can show her one of my
hobbies.
And I thought...damn, this feels so unusual because women quite frankly do NOT put this kind of
effort into dating. Let's be honest...what do girls do when it comes to dating other than showing up
and looking good? Their concept of effort is putting on makeup and a nice outfit. But men have to
look presentable, groom, and dress well too. As a man you have to:

Initiate the conversation. The entire concept of bumble is centered around women doing this,1.
and it quite literally does not work. They virtually always just say "hey" or send a waving emoji
or gif, and let the guy make an actual witty, funny or engaging opening message.
Guys generally have to take initiative to suggest meeting up, and also plan the date. Self2.
explanatory.
There is a societal expectation that that men should pay. Or someone women will say "whoever3.
asks should pay!" which is just code for: the guy should pay. Some women will offer to split
the check, which is great, but if you don't offer to pay there's a fairly decent chance it will be
off-putting to a girl.
Men have to appropriately decide when escalate things physically, striking a balance between4.
avoiding giving off friend vibes when you take too long to make a move, and still respecting a
woman's boundaries.
Men take on the burden of rejection in essentially everything dating-related.5.
Women don't need to have game. If you've ever seen a woman trying to flirt in a manner that6.
isn't sexual, it is a complete and utter trainwreck. If you took an average woman and magically
turned her into a guy, she would have zero chance at getting laid. Here's part of a YT video
where a woman tried to be a man on tinder where she demonstrates two things: a) she (and
women in general) have zero game (opens with hi) and b) the women she was matching with
put virtually no effort into trying to make a meaningful connection or having an engaging
conversation.

On the topic of dating apps women always say men struggle because their pictures suck, their bios
suck ect... well i'm on dating apps and so are a whole lot of men. Most women's profiles suck. I've
seen women swipe and they wont glance at your bio unless they find you attractive to begin with, so
bio is largely unimportant and can do more to hurt you than help you. Men take pictures with a dead
fish sure, but women put multiple poor quality group pictures Their bios are also generally a red flag
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resume that give insight into their baggage.
I don't really take issue with some of the things I listed, like men being expected to approach or
escalate physically. But as a whole, they have to put more effort in. Women generally just show up.
Lastly, here are a few excerpts of one of my favorite dating-related posts, that was removed by the
delusional mods over at the cesspool that is r/dating, that very accurately illustrates what I'm
discussing:

I have to make her laugh, witty banter with her, ask her out on a date, logistically plan the
date, pay for the date, ask her out on a second date and so on

.

I have to break the touch barrier. That burden is on me. I have initiate the hugging, hand
holding, kissing, making out and sex. If I fail to do so, in a limited window of time of
usually a couple of dates, I 100 percent wake up to a text message saying "you're a great
guy, but I'm just not feeling it is all." That window of time is real. If you're not at least
making out by the 3rd date because you get caught up in your head, hello friend zone.
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Men still have to pay child support even if raped
242 upvotes | September 4, 2019 | by yunghulkbro | Link | Reddit Link

Usually men who get raped, get raped by other men. But there are cases where women rape men. It
almost happened to me when I was 10 years old. I didn't even know what sex was at that age.
Here is a case of a 14 year old who was raped by a 20 year old woman
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2014/09/02/statutory-rape-victim-child-support/149539
65/
Another comment that gets made is that the consequence of sex is having to pay child support.
But how is it fair that a woman has the choice to abort the consequence where men have no say in the
matter. Technically speaking women have no consequence. Other than paying for a abortion. If she
had kept it it was their choice not a consequence.
And the last one is that women can steal cum without consent. Then the father has to pay child
support even though he didn't consent. If he cums in a condom and the woman takes the condom and
pours the cum inside the man cant do anything. This really is not fair.
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A lot of dating advice given by women here only works for
women
241 upvotes | April 22, 2023 | by Napo_De_Leone | Link | Reddit Link

Take the "get to know women as people first" advice with it implication that instead of approaching
women for relationship, one should join clubs, societies, hobby groups where he can meet women
and things develop organically , where a spark might happen later on, women themselves claim they
can only fall for a guy after they get to 'know him'...
Yes, if you're an average girl, that is single, good chances are that your (single) male
acquaintances/friends will eventually ask you out or express a desire for something more (it happens
so frequently women now complain about it being annoying).
If you're an average guy this is different; a guy meets girl, they click personality wise, he thinks they
got a spark going on, she sees him as a brother**.** His problem is not even that he's unkempt or
ugly, but that his appeal is limited to a small percentage of women, that are indeed out there, but are
few and far in between. Going the 'meet women through hobbies/interests and lets see where this
goes' route of ambiguity is not only time consuming, it becomes very emotionally draining after the
first few 'sorry, I just don't see you that way'.
Women's general disinterest in the average guy is what is forcing him to 'play the numbers' and do a
little bit of 'grinding' before he reaches the one that will reciprocate his feelings.
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WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENS WHEN A WOMAN TURNS
THIRTY (AS WRITTEN BY A MAN)
241 upvotes | October 16, 2019 | by Mystery_Tragic | Link | Reddit Link

MORNING. WOMAN WAKES UP IN HER MILLION DOLLAR MANSION. SHE FINDS GREY
HAIRS IN HER BED. THEN SHE LOOKS AT HER BEDSIDE MIRROR AND SEES HER FACE
IS FULL OF WRINKLES.
WOMAN: Oh no, I've turned thirty. My life is ruined.
WOMAN GETS READY FOR THE DAY AND CHANGES INTO HER WEDDING DRESS.
AFTER BREAKFAST THERE IS A KNOCK AT THE DOOR. WOMAN OPENS IT AND FINDS
A BUNCH OF REPO MEN OUTSIDE.
HEAD REPO MAN: We're here to re-possess your entire mansion.
WOMAN: But why?
HEAD REPO MAN: Because you've just turned thirty. Now you have got about five minutes to
leave.
WOMAN: I can't go out now.
HEAD REPO MAN: I've got a paper bag in my truck if you want to use that?
WOMAN ROLLS HER EYES AND LEAVES THE MANSION. WALKING THE STREETS IN
HER WEDDING DRESS SHE SUDDENLY NOTICES HOW CROWDED EVERYWHERE IS.
WOMAN: Wow, I never knew there were so many men in this city. Yuck! I better go and marry one
of my Chads.
WOMAN WALKS OVER TO CHAD NUMBER ONE'S HOUSE. IT IS LOCKED. THEN SHE
WALKS OVER TO CHAD NUMBER TWO'S HOUSE. IT IS LOCKED. THEN SHE WALKS
OVER TO CHAD NUMBER THREE'S HOUSE. THAT IS ALSO LOCKED. FINALLY, SHE
WALKS OVER TO CHAD NUMBER FOUR'S HOUSE, OPENS THE DOOR, AND FINDS CHAD
NUMBER FOUR ABOUT TO FUCK AN EIGHTEEN YEAR OLD CHEERLEADER.
WOMAN: Chad, what are you doing? I thought you and I were meant to be together.
CHAD NUMBER FOUR: You are getting too old for me, woman.
WOMAN: But you're five years older than me.
CHAD NUMBER FOUR: Hey, I don't make the rules.
WOMAN: I really thought you were better than this, Chad number four.
CHAD NUMBER FOUR: I would have thought the fact that I have a long criminal record, cheated
on you numerous times, and stole money from you so that I could buy a mirror for my bedroom roof
would have tipped you off. Now if you'll excuse me I'm about to help Candi celebrate her high school
graduation in style.
WOMAN LEAVES CHAD NUMBER FOUR'S HOUSE IN TEARS. AFTER GETTING SOME
LUNCH FROM A NEARBY BIN SHE WALKS OVER TO THE LIBRARY. THERE SHE LOGS
ON TO A COMPUTER AND GOES ON REDDIT WHERE SHE IS IGNORED. NOT EVEN A
SINGLE DICK PIC IN HER INBOX. SHE THEN GOES TO TINDER WHERE SHE FINDS SHE
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HAS NO MATCHES OR NO MESSAGES.
WOMAN: Oh no, I'm going to stay single forever unless I find a rich beta bux to fund me.
WOMAN THEN LEAVES THE LIBRARY AND HAS HER DINNER AT A BIN. SHE THEN
MAKES HER WAY OVER TO A NIGHTCLUB IN THE HOPE OF SNARING A RICH
BETABUX MAN TO FUND HER LIFESTYLE. BUT BEFORE SHE CAN GET IN SHE IS
STOPPED BY A BOUNCER.
NIGHTCLUB BOUNCER: Madam, the retirement home is about five blocks over.
WOMAN: Retirement home? But i'm only thirty.
NIGHTCLUB BOUNCER: I think they're running their nightly bingo games before they all go to
bed. You can still get yourself a game if you hurry.
WOMAN: Can't I just spend at least five minutes in there?
NIGHTCLUB BOUNCER: Sorry, Madam, no can do. We tried that once but found that the walking
frames you old people used got in the way of the younger dancers.
WOMAN SIGHED AND TURNED AWAY. WALKING DOWN THE CITY STREETS SHE
SPOTS AN AVERAGE MAN GETTING OUT OF A LIMO.
WOMAN: Excuse me, how much do you earn a year?
AVERAGE MAN: About a million a year.
WOMAN: Yuck, poverty city!
WOMAN WALKS ON. A FEW MINUTES LATER A HELICOPTER LANDS IN THE MIDDLE
OF THE STREET AND AN AVERAGE MAN WEARING GLASSES STEPS OUT. WOMAN
WALKS UP TO HIM, MAKING SURE THAT HE CAN GET A GOOD LOOK AT HER BOOBS.
WOMAN: Excuse me, how much do you earn?
AVERAGE MAN WHO WEARS GLASSES: About a billion dollars a year.
WOMAN: Hmm, that'll do I guess. How would you like to be my husband?
AVERAGE MAN WHO WEARS GLASSES: It would be an honour, your highness.
AVERAGE MAN WHO WEARS GLASSES AND WOMAN HOP INTO THE HELICOPTER.
WOMAN LATER MARRIES AVERAGE MAN WHO WEARS GLASSES. THEY HAVE
MISSIONARY SEX EVERY YEAR ON AVERAGE MAN'S BIRTHDAY.
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Simps have ruined the dating market.
241 upvotes | December 5, 2021 | by Protomize | Link | Reddit Link

Why tolerate any ounce of a man (even if you truly desire him) standing his ground when there are
hoards of simps out there willing to grant your wish? And not only that, thanks to social media and
online dating, it’s easy for these simps to gain access to you. It’s the reason why Amazon is such a
dominant retailer. Why settle for higher prices and longer ship wait times from a smaller retailer
when Amazon most likely has the same item you want for less money and with a 1-2 day shipping?
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Unattractive people suffer worse life outcomes but men face
HIGHER penalties
241 upvotes | October 28, 2020 | by JohnDoe9564 | Link | Reddit Link



"Men rated as less attractive earned 9% less than those with average looks; those who were
rated as handsome earned 5% more than those considered to be average. For women, the
penalty for being unattractive was 5%..the advantage of being attractive was 4%".

Study shared by Rob Henderson
Does this finding mimic what you've experienced at work or in everyday life? Are men more likely to
suffer from being ugly than women?
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Even if men admit that they over-prioritize sexual attraction
and promiscuity, they don't recognize the consequences of
doing that.
241 upvotes | January 23, 2021 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

Short version: Men don't understand that making sex and sex appeal their top priority affects what
type of women they observe and associate with, typically hot slutty girls with shitty personalities.
Long version:
The biggest cause-and-effect example is "Men don't care about a woman's income or success" and
"We care about youth and beauty the most", but for some reason it's gynocenticism's fault that men
have to pay alimony (even though prenups are a thing). Then I hear men whine "But women should
get their own money and not leech off men" and plenty of women do..... but did you make that a
priority? NO.

The other example is men never really paying attention to the types of women they're talking about.
For some reason, there's this belief that women go after serial killers, like Charles Manson. Yes,
Charles Manson did have a harem of women he fucked..... they also helped him commit murder. Are
men so desperate for sex that they're willing to sleep with women that would murder them on a
whim?

Why do I bring this up Charles Manson and his cult? Like minded people tend to hang out with each
other. I know the drug addicted loser gangster bad boys get alot of sex..... from drug addicted loser
women with gangster qualities herself, like picking fights with women over stupid shit.

A popular saying in this subreddit is "Watch what women do, not what they say". However, you're
not observing "all women wanting bad boys", you're observing the bitchy slutty crazy chicks that bad
boys love to pump and dump because you want those types of women for yourself.

Last, but most importantly, shallowness. Just because a woman's hot, doesn't mean she's a piece of
shit. With that in mind, being a shallow man will drive people with depth away from him, leaving
only the shallow women and other shallow men. The shallow women will chase hot guys and/or try
to trick men out their money by using sex as a weapon. So yes, I can see why AF/BB, 80/20, Money
branching, the Wall, and Nice Guys Finish Last became popular theories. However, there's no proof
that they're true for the majority of women. It may seem like it because shallow men want to only
focus hot and hypersexual women.

So then it makes sense that these attractive hypersexual women want tall attractive rich guys to spoil
them and refuse to settle for less. They're the top 20% of attractive women. Why shouldn't they have
high standards when they have a wide variety of men to choose from? With that in mind, that has
nothing to do with the average woman.
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Highly educated women are more likely to be promiscuous than
less educated women,
241 upvotes | February 2, 2021 | by Molasses_Humble | Link | Reddit Link

Study: https://ifstudies.org/blog/promiscuous-america-smart-secular-and-somewhat-less-happy
I found this study fascinating, because normally these two factors are considered inversely related,
where more educated women might be thought of as more conservative and reserved. But this study
with a large sample size shows the opposite:

Two related factors—education and intelligence—are highly predictive of having a large
number of sex partners. Some of us have a mental portrait of Promiscuous America that
looks like the Jerry Springer Show, but this doesn’t seem to comport with reality. People
with post-graduate degrees are much more likely than their less-educated peers to be
promiscuous, and this is especially true of women. Over 2% of women with advanced
degrees fall into the top percentile of promiscuity; in other words, over 35 sex partners.
Almost 1.5% of men report top-percentile promiscuity of 150 or more partners. Both these
numbers are far higher than they are for people with less formal education. Generally
speaking, people with high levels of education have the highest marriage rates and the
lowest divorce rates, but their ranks also contain a sprinkling of sexual sybarites.

The other interesting part is that, among the educated categories, the only education level where men
are more promiscuous than women are less then high school education. Any other education level,
there's more women in the top percentile of promiscuity than men.
Overall, this does make sense to me. A woman with a post grad degree is on one hand dedicated to
her career but also pushing against gender norms. Pushing against gender norms and focusing on
career could mean getting married later and more time to date around, and have more partners.
Thoughts?
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Hook Up Culture For Women Is Equivalent To Prostitution
Culture For Men
240 upvotes | December 8, 2021 | by TheFearlessBoi | Link | Reddit Link

Women hate the idea of their future husbands giving another woman money and men hate the idea of
their future wives giving another man free sex.
If Plain Becky is hooking up with Chads while Beta Bux Billy is working on his future, then it's
unfair for Billy when they get married.
If Plain Becky is hooking up with Chads while Beta Bux Billy is spending his resources to hook up
with Stacy's then it's fair for Billy when they get married.
Don't like how Beta Billy gave thousands to Stacy's? Well he doesn't like how you gave your youth to
Chads. It's equal now.
Legalize and encourage prostitution!
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Why do so many men find women boring here?
240 upvotes | July 7, 2020 | by WhoAmIEven2 | Link | Reddit Link

I've (31M) had female friends all my life, and some girlfriends. None of them have been boring to be
around.
We do the same thing as I do with my mae friends. Especially my best friend (F31) and I go on
adventures and do fun things all the time. We go on small excursions, stay at home watching movies
or play video games, go out and photograph together, travel together, get drunk together, go go-
karting, minigolfing, playing pool or shuffleboard, or just sit next to each other doing absolutely
nothing because we are too tired for anything after work but we still enjoy each other's company.
Where's this idea come from that women are boring? They're just as fun to be around as men imo,
and, if you find the right one, you also get the benefit of sex. I haven't across many women at all who
only want to talk make-up, going to the club or only know how to have fun on Facebook and
Instagram.
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Casual sex happens most in casual, playful, and fun environs.
239 upvotes | April 7, 2021 | by GridReXX | Link | Reddit Link

This doozy of an OP generated over 1000+ comments.
It asked, "Why do (some) women sleep with one guy the day they meet , but waits until commitment
with another?"
One woman answered with this:

Circumstances.

That's it, that's literally it.

Did you [the guy] meet on a date, or out on the prowl looking for a lay?

Did the guy express interest in having sex right away (this is a big one)?

Were you drunk (this is a HUGE one)?

It comes down to this for me.
When I think of past "hookups" turned "FWBs," all of them I met at a party or house party or boozy
social gathering or dance party or a fun social gathering. Typically these are guys within my social
network and not complete strangers. They are usually friends of friends of friends who I've seen out
and about at other social gatherings.
I'm not walking around my life bursting to the seams with "lust."
And so, if I happen to indulge in an impulsive lust-filled moment, 9/10 my environment dictated it.
Meaning I was at a dance-oriented party where I ended up vibing seductively and rhythmically to the
beat of the drum with a guy for a good while which, yeah sure, will likely lead to feeling lusty. OR I
was in a tipsy and hyper-social fun environment and without fail I feel lustier when wine and/or shots
are involved.
So for the men who are very much confused as to when and where "hookups" happen, are you
out doing fun social things????
If you desire to be the "hookup" guy, catch her in a "hookup" environment whilst also being playful
and fun. The environment and/or substances do 90% of the heavy lifting here.
If you are going on a "romantic first date" with someone and taking it all seriously, she is going to
take it seriously. And "hookups" aren't "serious."
For me personally, "hookups" don't happen after a first date. If I'm on a first date with a man who I'm
crushing hardcore on, I want him to be more than a "hookup," so I am not going to encourage
anything outside of that. In fact, every man who has pursued me seriously was the one who was
intent about the first date ending with a kiss and that's it. Which is really sexy, because I'm left
thinking about that kiss and wanting more.
That's also key. Those men knew I was super into the kiss and so didn't feel as though I wasn't
sexually interested in them. Context wasn't lost on them.
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You are responsible for your orgasm. CMV
239 upvotes | March 31, 2023 | by Windmill_flowers | Link | Reddit Link

Guys, you can't sit there, expect her to initiate, get you hard, then bring you to orgasm. While you're
just along for the ride as if you're doing her a favor. We can all agree that's just being lazy. Right?

Similarly

Ladies... WE can't just lay there, expect the guy to initiate, turn us on with foreplay, perform sexually,
and bring us to orgasm. While we're just along for the ride as if we're doing them a favor. We can all
agree that's just being lazy. Right?
Guys & Gals - if you want to get yours, YOU need to speak up, say what feels good, or take the
reigns and do what feels good (partner willing).
Need more foreplay? Say so, then do more foreplay (partner willing). Need more jackhammering?
Say so, then do more jackhammering (partner willing).
What you should NOT do, is expect your partner to mind read, and when they don't - you act
disappointed and blame them for being bad at sex.
If you speak up enough and your partner is attentive, then y'all are on the fast track to a great sex life
for the both of you. CMV
Inb4 this sounds personal, OP lololol
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Transgender men are our greatest source to confirm what cis-
men already knew about dating as a man
238 upvotes | March 28, 2022 | by Ok-Talk-4303 | Link | Reddit Link

Heterosexual men have it much harder finding a partner than heterosexual women. Fallacies are made
when people point out outliers, but we are talking about what is generally the case. Some women tend
to debate against that for whatever reason. Probably, because they never experienced life as a man, so
they underestimate the difficulty. Transgender men (female to man) therefore serve as a great source
of information to confirm what cis-men already knew. As an example:
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMLHmLELc/
As a similar example, we have the experiment where a lesbian woman dressed herself up to look like
a man and tried to approach women. Her verdict was similar.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ip7kP_dd6LU&t
Does this settle the debate regarding the subject of men having it harder to find a partner?
Edit: Some people pointed out that transmen can be identified or at least diverge from cismen and this
would therefore have an impact on their dating outcomes, even if people don't know they are trans.
Fair enough, that's a valid point. I just thought the first guy was passing enough.
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Is FemaleDatingStrategy, ironically, conservative?
238 upvotes | December 20, 2021 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I've found opinions from those people that are, ironically, very conservative.

A man NEEDS to be able to take care of you and your needs comfortably, make the big bucks
A man should never whine or cry in front of you, we're not paid psychiatrists and he's not a
toddler
Unattached sex is completely out of the question for everyone, and women who engage in it are
shamed
Free love, open relationships and polyamory are absolutely out of the question for everyone
A man MUST be conventionally attractive, tall, handsome, fit and muscular, well-endowed and
overall terribly masculine
If a man fails to satisfy, he needs to be shamed
A woman making more money and dating/marrying a man that makes less than her is BAD, she
should be with a man that makes more than her

And more examples of the like.
Have these people gone full circle and come back through the conservative side?
EDIT: and some more conditions that other users pointed out:

Porn is completely out of the question at any age (it used to be conservatives who said nobody
should use porn)
Men must initiate everything and carry the entire relationship
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Women Are Significantly More Likely To Lose Interest In Sex
In Long Time Relationships In Spite Of Age, Relationship
Satisfaction, Sexual Satisfaction, and Child Rearing Status.
238 upvotes | January 29, 2023 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

https://bestlifeonline.com/boring-sex-wednesday-martin/
Gender stereotypes dictate that, when it comes to monogamous long-term relationships, men are the
ones who are more likely to get bored of going to bed with the same woman every night. However, an
increasing body of research on female sexuality has actually found that women—not men—are
more likely to feel stifled by the long-term monogamy they were raised to want. Or so claims
Wednesday Martin, who holds a Ph.D. in anthropology from Yale.
In a recent article she published in The Atlantic, she cited a 2012 study of 170 undergraduate men
and women between the ages of 18 and 25 years, which found that "that women's sexual desire was
significantly and negatively predicted by relationship duration after controlling for age,
relationship satisfaction, and sexual satisfaction," while "men's sexual desire… was not
significantly affected by the duration of their romantic relationships."
She also cited two German longitudinal studies that found that a woman's sexual desire drops
dramatically over the course of the first seven years of a monogamous relationship, while a man's
seems to hold steady. Many of these studies hypothesized that the decreased interest in monogamous
sex for a women may be linked to having children, but when a 2016 Finnish studied controlled for
that factor, they found it didn't impact the results.
Perhaps the most interesting piece of research cited by Wednesday Martin, however, was a 2017
study of 4,839 British men and 6,669 women aged 16 to 74, which found that 34 percent of the
women surveyed reported a loss of interest in sex, compared to just 15 percent of men. One of the
study's most important—and sobering—findings was just how quickly these women lost interest in
sleeping with the same partner.
Compared to those who had been in a relationship for less than a year, women who had been with
the same partner for one to five years were 45 percent more likely to have lost interest in sex.
Women who have been in a relationship for five to fifteen years were 137 percent more likely to
have lost interest in sex.
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There is no gender strategy and people should just work on
themselves & understand their value.
238 upvotes | March 5, 2021 | by Koipisces | Link | Reddit Link

First of all, I consider myself no pill because I do not believe in your pills labeling but I do want to
post it here specifically because of the interesting discussion dynamics I see here. Many seem to
believe that men and women are so different but I beg the difference so let me share my humble
opinion below and what I personally think is the way to become successful in dating the other gender.
I believe that in dating, wether you are men/women/non-binary or intersex, one gender is not more
successful than the other. I mentioned it in a comment before but I think the success rate of a person
in dating especially in OLD mainly depends on the attractiveness level (we are all visual creatures
after all and have a certain attraction to a certain visuals BUT thankfully everyone has different
tastes), charisma (or EQ, emotionally being able to understand other people), and maturity (not being
caught up in the ego) of the person.The only way to get more success in dating and perhaps "expand"
your "dating pool", is by 1) working on yourself/learning to love yourself and 2) expanding your EQ
and having a better understanding of people (yes people in general, not just the gender(s) you want to
date). That is the only "strategy" there really is.
We also should, regardless of gender, always strive to become the best version of ourselves. What
does the ideal person look like to you? In terms of looks/hygiene/personality etc.? Now think about
yourself, are you this person? Are you actually the person you want to be (or be with)? When
mirroring back like this it becomes easier to spot your own flaws (what you do not like about
yourself) so you can work on this.(If you have any past trauma such as bullying or find yourself in
bad relationship patterns, I strongly recommend working on your inner child healing.)But we should
not only strive to become our best selves (and practice self love) just for the sake of dating, but to feel
complete with ourselves. The more complete you feel on your own, the less you would care about
your ego getting hurt by someone else who is not worth it, and the better you will keep your
boundaries and settle for less. Those who feel too alone out there, investing in
family/friendship/pet/hobby love can also make you feel more complete.Regardless of gender, we all
crave affection/validation/recognition, but the more you can get this from within or friends/family
(pet), the better. We should not get in a desperate state for it.Understand your value, understand your
good qualities, try to work on your bad ones (for example the ones you would not want in a partner
that you actually have-honestly think about this-), and do not settle for less especially not because
you are getting desperate/think you cannot do any better.Lastly, again regardless of gender, we
should aim to find a person compatible to ourselves (same way of thinking and values etc.), and keep
our standards and boundaries high. We should not settle for anything less than we truly deserve and
desire. If anything, I recommend making a list of what you truly want in a partner and
believing/knowing they exist but also that they deserve the best version of you.Become the best
version of you (become the high value person you want to be), and manifest your dream partner (the
high value man/woman/person). You deserve that. And stop with all the gender strategy nonsense
that will not get you what you really want, that partner you secretly desire.*Edited the post to add in
practicing self love because it is extremely important and linked to but different from self
improvement.
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I’m confused- what makes women’s standards unreasonable?
238 upvotes | May 27, 2021 | by SowClips | Link | Reddit Link

I thought this exchange between u/Narniafox and u/GenZedEd was interesting, it was in a post about
what women bring to the table regarding relationships and what they want men to bring to the table.
Narniafox wrote that she wanted a partner with:

Similar values (no homophobe/misogynist/pro-lifer/racist/deeply religious etc, cares about
environment) Clean criminal records Similar plans/inspirations At least some similar
hobbies/interests, interest in at least some kind of art Likes pets and wants to have some of
their own Has plans for the future and works on fulfilling them Financially stable - can
support their own lifestyle We find each other sexually attractive and have similar kinks
Values my pleasure Good at communication, can make compromises Emotionally stable, is
in touch with their feelings, can show their vulnerability and be there when I'm vulnerable Is
in a good mood more often than in the opposite of it Supportive, honest, caring, attentive
Acts according to their morals Patient to my quirks and doesn't get irritated with them easily
Okayish family and parents would be preferable, but not necessarily.

This list seem reasonable enough to me but other posters like GenZedEd disagreed writing:

And this...this right here gentlemen is why close to a majority of women in this generation
will die alone. Assuming she even finds a man encompassing all these qualities, think of the
options available to said hypothetical man. Why settle for her? Is she more attractive,
submissive or feminine than the women open to dating him? What does she bring to his
table? And such a man can only settle with one woman. Ultimately unless the commenter
above is in the top 20% of women (In physical attractiveness) her chances are slim. HVM
do nor ignore dozens 9's and 10's to settle with 7's. Eventually unless she is significantly
better looking than most women this Disney, "perfect-man", build-a-boy delusion will fade
and she'll either be single to the grave or settle.

Oh nice the whole "I don't need no man who can't meet my standards" schtick. Crazy how
women have all these lists yet a majority of you still end up as raggedy single moms or old
divorcees. Again who are you women? You broads will whip up a 16 point checklist of
what you deserve in a man in a couple minutes, but where are all the points for what you
can offer a man?? Half of you are offended at the thought of making a sandwich, paying for
dinner and not talking too much but we're the ones who have no business being in a
relationship.

Others wrote they find her list unreasonable too.
Anyways, I thought I was going crazy reading some of the replies because nothing about her list
struck me as unreasonable but obviously some disagree and me being a woman means I can’t see
their point of view. For those who do, why? And is this what men mean when they say women have
unreasonable standards?
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CMV: Men need to embrace “toxic masculinity” if they wish to
be successful in life.
238 upvotes | February 19, 2021 | by Mayhem977 | Link | Reddit Link

For all this talk about “toxic masculinity” and that “it’s wrong to teach boys not to cry”, I personally
think that teaching young men to embrace these traits will help them into developing a promising
future. I think it is necessary to teach boys not to cry because the truth is as you get older, crying
doesn’t solve anything and instead, it makes you look weak and pathetic in front of your friends,
families, co workers, girlfriends, and wives. For all this talk from women about men needing to
express their emotions, it’s starting to look evidently clear that the moment a man expresses himself
emotionally, women don’t take him seriously anymore.
Also from personal experience, I never seen any woman that had any kind of sexual attraction to a
man that put his emotions right out on the open. The truth is, men NEED toxic masculinity if they
wish to be successful with women and their careers. Aggression, assertiveness, and emotionless are
what men need if they want to be respected by their peers and considered sexually attractive by
women. As for empathy and compassion, that’s kind of tricky because you would need those traits to
ensure society doesn’t fall into chaos or to a city of crime and corruption but at the same time, men
need to make sure they won’t end up getting screwed over because of it. There’s an old saying though
that states “it is better for a man to be a warrior in a garden than a gardener in a war”. Even
psychologist Jordan Peterson himself said that you can’t call yourself virtuous without having the
capacity to do evil.
Men learning to become passive and feminine has only led them to nothing but misery and disrespect.
Plus, it has become ironic that the passive and effeminate men that feminists, women, and society has
spend so much time trying to create are also the same type of men that they loathe. It is time we start
teaching men to be men again and by doing so, we might no longer need red or blue pill or hear any
more complaints from the so called “nice guys.”
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To conservative-minded guys that expect sexual exclusivity in
relationships and aren’t interested in promiscuous-types: we’re
in the minority, our views are increasingly considered
antiquated, and the the types of women we’re interested in for
LTRs belong to a rapidly-shrinking minority
238 upvotes | July 21, 2020 | by MerryVegetableGarden | Link | Reddit Link

Conservative estimates place roughly 1-in-5 women getting married nowadays as having had Double
Digit Dicks prior to marriage compared to 2% in the 70’s—a ten-fold increase.
Source
In regards to infidelity:
cut and paste

Among ever-married adults ages 18 to 29, women are more likely than men to be guilty of
infidelity

Wang, W. (2018, January 10). Who Cheats More? The Demographics of Infidelity in America.
Retrieved July 20, 2020, from
https://ifstudies.org/blog/who-cheats-more-the-demographics-of-cheating-in-america
Additional links:
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jan/11/millennial-women-have-higher-rates-infidelity-
mill/
https://www.bustle.com/p/millennial-women-are-cheating-more-than-millennial-men-a-new-survey-f
inds-7873841
X

One of the more interesting facts in Esther Perel’s new book, State of Affairs: Rethinking
Infidelity, comes near the beginning. Since 1990, notes the psychoanalyst and writer, the
rate of married women who report they’ve been unfaithful has increased by 40 percent,
while the rate among men has remained the same. More women than ever are cheating, she
tells us

Brooks, K. (2017, September 21). Why So Many Women Cheat on Their Husbands. Retrieved July
20, 2020, from https://www.thecut.com/2017/09/why-women-cheat-esther-perel-state-of-affairs.html
X

According Tammy Nelson, a couples therapist and author of When You’re The One Who
Cheats, there’s a reason to suspect that women may be not only cheating more, but also
getting away with it a lot more often.

Sex therapist Candice Cooper-Lovett agrees with Nelson that women’s ability to hide
infidelity is at least somewhat adaptive. “A lot of women in my practice have shared that
cheating was something that you take to the grave with you because men can’t handle
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cheating in the way that women do, or are expected to,” she explains.

Vinopal, L. (2020, May 06). Do Men Cheat More Than Women? Retrieved July 19, 2020, from
https://www.fatherly.com/health-science/do-men-cheat-more-than-women-infidelity-data/
X
I was recently in a thread with a dude talking about sharing a girl with a friend and two other guys,
before his friend LTR’d her, thinking “Christ, what world does this guy live in?” before realizing that
I (and we) are the abnormalities, not this guy.

We're simply refusing to marry and marriage is at an all time low.
More and more births are occurring out of wedlock.

Recent estimates show that about 40 percent of births in the United States occur outside of
marriage, up from 28 percent in 1990 (Child Trends, 2016).

And we have sub-replacement fertility rates

It wasn’t necessarily an abrupt process, but here we are. The desire for a non-promiscuous and
faithful partner is becoming increasingly unrealistic, antiquated, and it will be unfeasible for people
born this decade, who will be even more accustomed to infidelity having been habituated to it by
their parents and non-traditional upbringings.
The sliding scale of what’s considered promiscuous for women has increased to the extent that
having partners in the low double digits is considered tame. Consider this:

Previous research has found that female sociosexuality is more responsive to environmental
shifts than male sociosexuality [4,22], and our data confirm this: while both sexes exhibit a
shift (towards a restricted strategy in males, but towards unrestricted in females), the
magnitude of the shift is larger in women than in men. While there is strong evidence that
additive genetic factors best predict adult sociosexuality [23], differences in behaviour are
in part likely to reflect cultural or environmental fine tuning of underlying genetic strategies
in response to local circumstances as each sex tries to maximize overall fitness.

Wlodarski, Rafael & Manning, John & Dunbar, Robin. (2015). Wlodarski R, Manning J, Dunbar
RIM.. Stay or stray? Evidence for alternative mating strategy phenotypes in both men and women.
Biol Lett 11: 20140977. Biology letters. 11. 10.1098/rsbl.2014.0977.
Women’s increasing financial independence and entering the workforce affords them with more
opportunities. All woman except for those at the lowest tiers have plenty of options in terms of sex
and dating. So they adapt their mating strategies to what’s essentially a buffet.
I’m still taken by some surprise when I learn that a seemingly wholesome, conservative-presenting
peer is revealed to be a cheater, loose, or both. Women are negligibly different from the more
reserved women of earlier generations in terms of genetics. It simply used to be the case that chastity,
marriage, and monogamy were adaptive: conducive to getting married due to a mixture of financial
dependence and a much higher religiosity.
This simply no longer is the case, and that’s something we’re going to have to accept. Low-n women
are now abnormal. It is a lot more adaptive to fuck around prior to and during marriages.
Traditionally-minded men have unrealistic standards. There will be no pendulum swing or counter-
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movement championing a return to traditional values. Zoomers are as fucked or more fucked than
millennials and so on with the succeeding generations.
Guys are checking out and will be less invested in future generations because they’re not having kids.
This is the new normal. We are not normal.
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Women: "The idea that we're only truly attracted to a small
percentage of men is pure bullshit."
238 upvotes | May 8, 2020 | by washington_breadstix | Link | Reddit Link

Also women: "Dating is so hard! I have to sort through all these losers to find a decent guy!!"
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It seems like men don’t really approach women anymore,
especially in the west. What are your thoughts on this?
238 upvotes | December 26, 2021 | by Iron-Giant1999 | Link | Reddit Link

Personally I’d rather eat nails than approach a western woman but that’s just me.
After reading a now deleted shitpost about a woman who refuses to approach men but complains
about not being approached, what are your thoughts on the changes in western culture around dating
and approaching women in public? Do you think there’s been a big change at all?
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the problem isn't sex the problem is that men are still expected
to be traditional while women aren't
238 upvotes | October 30, 2022 | by ApplesauceThegod | Link | Reddit Link

I think this seems to be the modern consensus among this generation of men is not for the fact that
equal rights or feminism was all bad or for the fact that it really only freed up expectations and
gender roles for one gender
And honestly looking at feminism and its Origins it's easy to see how it was more so Female
Supremacy than really equal ity because we are not seeing it today
Right now in this generation girlfriend cousin sister or female classmate can choose whether or not
she wants to be a traditional stay-at-home wife or a modern woman and there's almost no pushback or
penalty from society
But the same is not true for men as every man knows if he tries to forego the male gender role, or
whatever his generation standard of manhood is then he can expect to be made fun of, rejected,
abused, bullied and emasculated.
And I think dating itself kind of throws a lot of what them to say out of whack because how many
women they are just not the same look for different things and of course you're going to have
inequality come to the mix
An 18 year old girl in an 18 year old boy are not on the same level sexually as that 18 year old boy
will not have nearly as much as attention or opportunities to have different types of relationships and
sex then his female counterpart can
To top that off the only way men can appear attractive to women is through or perceived ask better
than the woman which is harder to do now since women can earn just as much as man
A lawyer can date a McDonald's worker because he does not care how much she makes but a female
lawyer will not date a male McDonald's worker because she still wants a man who was higher caliber
What's frustrating as a modern man is that you're still expected to act like a traditional man and
there's almost no choice especially if you want to actually lose your virginity or engage in casual sex
You learn quickly that you can't just really be yourself or try to be something not stereotypically
masculine because while you can do it you also probably will not have as much female attention or
success with women
I really wish our society will have a more honest conversation about this.
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Height statistics from Bumble; Is this your exp in OLD
237 upvotes | July 29, 2022 | by johnnybayarea | Link | Reddit Link

Link
I argue with my wife on the harshness of the dating market for men, i'm fortunately 6'0 and she's
much shorter. This is the silver bullet to end this argument, or is it?
I believe this is a premium feature, so only a subset of women use this (but can we extrapolate this
data across free users as well?)
Perhaps this is only used by the rare population of women in the 5'8++ category?

Information from the Thread:
HUGE TYPO; I meant to type “men” not “me”
ThorLives: Height filters used to be free on Bumble until December 2021 ( Source, Source ).
*The data in the graph shows stats were collected as of Nov'21. So this is available to ALL women at
the time. I'm not sure if it take into account women not using the filter as 4'11-7'0, but its something.
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"Just get a social circle bro" is very outdated advice
237 upvotes | August 30, 2022 | by Hot-Stranger24 | Link | Reddit Link

I noticed that men who are struggling with dating or meeting women are constantly told to just get a
Social Circle.
The problem with this is that once you reach your mid twenties, most of your friends from college
have paired off with someone and are busy with their own lives. They might be married or have
children. So then it's on you to create a new social circle. But this is incredibly difficult once you
reach the age of about 25.
Maybe you join a sports League or something, but this is almost guaranteed to be a sausage fest in
2022. And unless you are explicitly set up with some woman that some guy knows, it's pretty much a
hopeless endeavor for several reasons.
First of all, we know how imbalanced the dating Market currently is. Women simply have to exist
and they get offers thrown their way constantly. They are the selectors. Then you add to this online
dating, where there's always a taller, richer, and more attractive male just one right swipe away. So
why would she choose some random guy from a sports league? Especially one who was previously
struggling with dating?
This Social Circle approach may have worked in like 2004, but this is a completely different world.
Everything is about looks now. You either have them or you don't, and no amount of socializing is
going to change this.
Either getting rich or getting reconstructive surgery is much better advice.
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Men without money hit the wall way harder than the average
woman
237 upvotes | November 15, 2022 | by AGalWithThoughts | Link | Reddit Link

It seems like many men deal with rejection by telling themselves that women are old, haggard, and
washed up after 30 and that men when they get older will have their pick of the 18-25 year olds once
they’re 35+ (or whatever red pilled dudes tell themselves). Maybe this is true for millionaires. But
based on my experience, men without significant amounts of money age far worse and are
significantly less appealing by every conceivable metric than even women of their equivalent age.
Why do we never talk or hear about men hitting “the wall”? Especially men who are average or lower
income earners.
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Men are responsible for women’s alleged “inflated egos” and
overvaluing themselves.
237 upvotes | May 18, 2021 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

Tldr: If men hate that women think highly of themselves for just being women, have better standards
for women than “Just not be fat” and “give us sex when we want it”.
Longer version below:
This is another reason why Alpha Fucks Beta Bucks is so ridiculous to complain about.
So far, I’ve seen two reactions to the AF/BB theory. 1. Women wanting me after I get some money is
awful because they probably just want my money. 2. Why should I be with a woman who wasted her
best years on fucking hot guys? I don’t want used goods!
1 is a reasonable answer. 2 is hypocrisy.
If you only want girls for their youth and beauty, why cant women only want you for your money?
Then there’s the belief that “women over-value themselves” and “what man wants to pay premium
price for a used up car”.
Using the car analogy further, a lot of men THINK they want a Ferrari, but they’re actually asking for
a Bugatti. Meaning, you’re underestimating the price of the ”cars” you want.
If rich men are willing to pay alot of money for beautiful women whose only talent is riding his dick
on command, whose fault is it that women’s ego and value are allegedly inflated? Men’s fault.
In my opinion, women who think they should handed things solely because they’re young and hot are
LOSERS. However, since men love those kinds of girls, their market value is very high.
“But even ugly old women think they’re too good for me!”
That’s a red flag on your part. If even “super desperate low value” women are passing you up, that
means you’re a bad investment.
Also, if you cant even meet the standards of “used up women”, what makes you think a hot 20 year
old would want you?
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If you’re a woman who is threatened by TRP, you’re exactly
why it exists in the first place.
237 upvotes | February 6, 2021 | by poppy_blu | Link | Reddit Link

First off, this is a cmv in the spirit of debate — you know, what Purple Pill Debate used to be about.
Don’t make your responses personal because this isn’t about me.
Second, this is a follow up from my post yesterday asking men to tell me what they think women
should take from TRP. Writing this comment in particular got me thinking:
“TRP is not “giving women what they want.” Not by a long shot. It’s giving men a way to get what
they want from women with little financial or emotional investment or commitment.”
Let’s take a step back. Who was TRPs intended clientele? If you were to draw a persona (any of my
marketing peeps in the house?) of TRP’s originally intended audience: a man living in the west who
is unsuccessful with women very specifically for the reason that he’s stuck in the past —
pedestalizing women, offering up provisioning and commitment in exchange for sex and emotional
support like his father and grandfather did. He likely shy and not plugged into social networks
(because if he was he wouldn’t be idealistic about human nature in the first place), possibly the child
of immigrants whose traditional value system is contradictory to being socially successful in the west.
Basically a man who needs to understand that the 50s aren’t coming back and in a era where women
can support themselves, offering a paycheck and nothing else will get you nowhere.
The biggest thing they need to learn is that their way sets them up to be used.
Now, “getting what he wants from women with little emotional or financial investment or
commitment” might sound harsh and make women bristle. But let’s rephrase it in non manospherian
terms: helping a guy who doesn’t get it do the same thing everyone else is doing — having fun while
they’re young and not having to make a lifelong commitment just to get sex and companionship.
So what I wonder is this: why is that threatening to a woman?
Sure you can argue that TRP could do this without all the misogynistic language, and I’d agree.
You can argue that black pill/tradcel invasion has colored its image and you’d be right, but it’s not
that hard to separate the trad bullshit from the meat.
And yes you can argue that it’s inherently manipulative. but come on, are we really that fucking
naive? Looking out for yourself and your interests — as long as you’re not being dishonest and
abusive — is now manipulative?
People — male and female — are going to try different ways to maximize any situation and get the
most for their investment. This isn’t sinister and if any of us, male or female, aren’t getting what we
want from any situation, shouldn’t we just walk away? If we feel we’re being abused or manipulated,
shouldn’t we just walk away?
Tl;dr: A woman who has her shit together and who doesn’t let men play games with her should
not be threatened by the idea of RP. If you are, maybe you’re the one they’re warning men
about in the first place.
CMV.
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Many men like to talk about how women end up in abusive
relationships because they "pick the wrong men". So let's hear
it, how would YOU pick the right man if you were a woman.
237 upvotes | September 20, 2022 | by ComplainsAboutWife | Link | Reddit Link

Yeah, I'm being dead serious. Describe how you think this "right" guy will present himself to the
woman. I doubt you'll be able to. Truth is that the only way you think you'll be able to is because
you're a guy who sees how guys act when women aren't around. Women don't have the privilege of
witnessing such disclosure. They always see the best side of a man when he wants them to. And you
know what, yeah, there are some women who are attracted to behaviours that are almost exclusively
had by men who are bad for them. And many of them know this. But that's not all women, that's the
convenient (and young) minority.
Pretend you are a average woman then. What are you doing to make sure you find the right guy?
What actions will you take? I bet so many of y'all are going to realize that you have to use some sort
of tests too. You know those shit tests you make fun of women for using? And you're gonna realize
that you have to be less open and carefree as well, and more guarded. You know like you get angry at
women for doing on first dates?
Treat this like a challlenge and let me see what you can come up with.
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CMV: Men see younger men as other men, where women see
younger women as little children. This is at the core of many
disagreements on PPD.
237 upvotes | April 7, 2023 | by 8m3gm60 | Link | Reddit Link

Basically, if a woman is under 25, most women will see her as a child who is incapable of making her
own decisions. Men, on the other hand, see younger men as other men. I think that this is what is
really going on with all of the disagreements about age-gap relationships, passport bros, sex at
colleges, etc.
When I see a bunch of young guys roofing in the sun, I see a bunch of men. If any of them chose to
have sex with an older woman, I would assume that they were capable of making that choice. Like
many men, I remember working those brutal jobs when I was a young man, and I remember what I
was capable of doing at that time. Choosing with whom I wanted to have sex was definitely
something of which I was capable at that time. As such, I respect the decisions that young men make
about their own sex lives.
Women seem to have no such respect for younger women. Plenty of women, including on PPD, will
say explicitly that they think of college-aged women as children. What ends up happening in
discussions, like those about age gap relationships, is that people just talk past each other about
completely different subjects, because the men are talking about adults and the women are talking
about children.
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A scientist explains what men don't understand about dead
bedrooms. I think she's right.
236 upvotes | March 4, 2021 | by kissmetilyouredrunk | Link | Reddit Link

"Women’s “I don’t want to do this” response to sex is much more assertive than their
“I don’t want to do this” response to needing to load the dishwasher or put away
laundry. Women’s sexual decision-making has been programmed by natural selection
to have an element of consequentiality that is missing from other types of things that
we might not want to do.

Loading the dishwasher when we don’t feel like it will, at worst, get our hands a little dirty.
A non-life-changing prognosis rectified by a little hand soap and water. Having sex when
you don’t want to, however, could mean having to invest a minimum of nine months in
a child you aren’t ready for and the potential of death from childbirth. This is a much
bigger deal than dirty hands. Because of this, evolution by selection has programmed our
sexual psychology to have a very firm brake pedal that makes it difficult for women to
talk themselves into having sex they don’t want to have, even when they wish they
wanted to have it. For women’s brains, I don’t feel like doing the dishes feels like I
don’t feel like doing the dishes, but I don’t feel like having sex can feel like I. DO.
NOT. WANT. TO. WILL. NOT. HAVE. SEX.

Modern women—even when we’re on the pill and pregnancy isn’t possible—still have this
brake pedal as part of our sexual psychology. It’s all part of that inherited wisdom from our
ancestors. Having a powerful “no” response to sex helped our ancestors prevent pregnancies
they weren’t ready for and helped protect them from sexual aggression (which is,
unfortunately, something that women have had to deal with since the dawn of time).
However, it can make things really difficult for women in relationships when they are
experiencing low desire. Women get frustrated with themselves because they don’t
understand why their brains and bodies rebel at the thought of having sex that they
don’t want (but wish that they wanted). And men get their feelings hurt because they
don’t understand why their partners would be more willing to do the dishes or put
away laundry than to have sex with them.

This is also undoubtedly why some women feel that their doctors don’t take their sexual-
desire concerns on the pill very seriously. Historically, most doctors have been men. And a
lot of men out there—even those who are non-Neanderthals and actually listen to
women—don’t fully understand what it means for a woman not to want sex. This is
because men have a totally different sexual brake pedal than we do. Evolutionarily, men
have had almost nothing to lose and everything to gain from having sex”

- by Sarah Hill, PhD
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Women, do you understand feeling this way?
I do. Unwanted sex—even from a guy you're in a relationship with—feels profoundly unpleasant and
violating. That makes sense, given that it triggers the "this is life-threatening" screams from your
lizard brain.

Men, have you seen evidence of this in your relationships?
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How much does sexlessness among men have to rise for society
to stop functioning?
236 upvotes | June 8, 2021 | by gymletethnicel | Link | Reddit Link

With the exponential rise of sexlessness among younger men I truly wonder what long-term effects
this will have on society? We already know that half of male university students in the UK are
virgins. We also know that women only swipe right on 5% of men on Tinder.
With young girls today growing up in the age of Tinder, TikTok and OnlyFans then it is pretty clear
that it will get even worse for men. When I see how many men are involuntarily celibate and how
much virgin men are shamed in society, I can't help but wonder.
How far does it have to go before society collapses entirely?
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Men: can you explain why women liking “Chad” is such a
shock?
236 upvotes | February 20, 2020 | by Weirdstuntedcel | Link | Reddit Link

It’s so difficult to sympathize with redpilled/blackpilled dudes for one reason: how on earth is it some
shocking, devastating, groundbreaking revelation that women are attracted to attractive men?! How is
this extraordinarily logical fact a huge enough deal to form a whole philosophy on? How could SO
many of you not have known this?
I’m not even trying to be sassy here, I’m genuinely wholly curious. All princess movies star a
handsome prince. The princesses literally call them “her handsome prince.” The phrase “tall, dark
and handsome” has been around for DECADES to describe what women desire in a man. Disney
movies and shows almost ALWAYS have an average girl crushing on the hot popular boy. Romance
movies usually involve an average girl and a sexy boy (or two sexy people). “Teen heartthrobs” are
named that because theyre hot enough to break girls hearts. 50 shades of fucking Grey and other
extremely popular chick flicks feature a Hot. Ass. Guy.
How can one be blind to this? Obviously being female I’m biased but I just can’t even imagine a
world where this isn’t a known fact.
EDIT: And not to mention the fact that men like attractive women! Do men really believe that only
they like pretty things?
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Preselection and female mate-choice copying FTW
236 upvotes | January 3, 2022 | by Slootando | Link | Reddit Link
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Girls not wearing make-up should be normalised.
236 upvotes | May 9, 2022 | by Jax_Gatsby | Link | Reddit Link

For men, not wearing make up is normalised and generally speaking if a guy wears make up people
will talk. On the other hand, for women wearing make up so normalised that whenever a woman
takes a selfie without make up on, other women call her brave.
Its odd to me that make up is so normalised and that the make up industry is a billion dollar industry.
It literally profits off women's insecurities. Some women can't even leave the house without it on, and
the thing is it doesn't actually do women any real favours. Sure it makes you look better, but everyone
knows (you included) that that isn't the real you. Its a mask.
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I am tired of guys here repeating that "guys do not care about
the education or success of women."
236 upvotes | June 5, 2020 | by 1291abcd | Link | Reddit Link

I am seeing this statement all the time and I wonder if I am the only guy who cares about those things
more than I care about her physical attractiveness. Honestly, I will pick a 5/10 female scientist or
physician over a 10/10 Instagram model every time. What is the benefit of physical attraction if your
girl has no drive, intellect, or passion about her life. What is the point of dating a girl who spends
more time on her make up than actually picking up a book and read? Seeing a girl that has passion,
working on her career, wants to write a book, etc are among the most sexist things in a girl in my
opinion.
Anyone here thinking the same way?
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I think social media and online dating is mentally ruining
women
236 upvotes | June 24, 2020 | by ShinobiKrow | Link | Reddit Link

I believe there is such thing as "Too Much Going On For You" syndrome. I really do. When you
become convinced that the opportunities are endless, you completely lose focus. Online dating and
social media do just that to women. They create the illusion that the opportunities are endless. They
really aren't, but they do create that illusion. And when you are under that illusion it becomes harder
to settle. It's harder to take things seriously. You'r always a couple of texts away from having sex.
You can date as much as you want. You will never be alone, no matter how ugly you are. As a
woman, you will always have options. Or so it seems. You might not get exactly what you want, but
you'll get something.
I think there is no way this isn't mentally damaging. You're consistently being told how beautiful you
are. Consistently being approached. Consistently being offered sex. You know that whoever you date
can be quickly replaced if things don't go your away. There is always more. You grow up believing
that. There is always more. Possibly, there's always something better waiting for you. Why settle?
Maybe if you wait a little bit more, someone even better will come around.
I believe women are now more fickle than ever. And it's a big difference. I've had internet since the
90's. I've used IRC, silly chatrooms, Myspace, you name it. There is a big difference, in my opinion,
between talking to women online 10 years ago and right now. You can tell that they are burned out.
They can't focus, they're too demanding, they ghost too much and it didn't use to be like this. They're
getting buried in messages and compliments and kind of getting addicted to it with no intention of
giving anything back. It's just getting too much for them. I think it hurts men and i think it hurts
women. They're in a state of delusion at this point.

What do you think?
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Be honest: Males and females with no kids do you
automatically disqualify someone if you find out they have a
kid?
235 upvotes | August 28, 2020 | by Caveman_44 | Link | Reddit Link

Personally, I don’t shit on single mothers as people, it could happen to anyone. But as a 25 year old
man with no kids it’s just not ideal for me. There’s potentially too many pre-existing additional
factors that could hurt the chances of it working out that I have no control over. From past
experience, I’ve noticed that some single parents take it personal when they get rejected for being
single parents but really I mean if you’re dating to marry eventually that new person will have to take
on some kind of step parent role. Some would just rather do that with their own kids and not have to
worry about some random dude or woman coming back into the picture years later out of nowhere. I
think if the biological parent died it may be even worse because you as the new person would feel
like a backup because the person she/he really wanted to be with is gone permanently.
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Young men provide in peace their labor to the society, in war
their blood; in exchange they get to get a wife to have children
and he is deeply invested in the well being of society, modern
society destroyed this social contract and expects young men to
uphold a society that gives them NOTHING
235 upvotes | January 14, 2023 | by HardTruthssss | Link | Reddit Link

Young men know now that they wont receive nothing from society so they are dropping out from
society en masse, instead of working so hard, getting multiple jobs and wage slaving himself he
decides he just wants to do the bare minimum, he doesnt bother to pursue higher education since his
needs remain simple, he decides he wants to play video games and live without stress, unlike his
parent who worked hard because he had a child to raise, since men arent receiving any benefit of
modern society they decide they refuse to take responsability for it.
Now more young men refuse to pay taxes, refuse to work hard, refuse to involve themselves with
society. In case of war I hear that plenty of men would leave the country, they wouldnt give their
lives to defend their country, they would scape to South America or be jailed.
Women are saying these men need to man up, that they need to stop being manchildren, but for what?
Whats their reward for it? Theres nothing for them, women preffer to give the best years of their live
to her boss instead of her husband and when she is 30 year old and a single mother she finally wants
to settle down, is this the reward for working so hard? Men see this and are simply dropping out from
society.
Society has allienated young men and this is an extremely dangerous move, in case of war society
would find young men refuse to defend it and would let it fall.
By allienating young men, our modern society is following a self destroying path.
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yall are misogynistic asf
235 upvotes | January 1, 2022 | by chilumibrainrot | Link | Reddit Link

yayy purge week, now i can post without the red pill admins coming after me! <33
this purge week bullshit where theres no rules has really shown everyones true colors. yall just hate
women. this place is basically incel heaven, since admins have no problem with watered down incel
content and blatant misogyny. slut shaming is common place here. yall just hate women, but
simultaneously expect them to be attracted to you when you put 0 effort into your appearance and act
like you've got a massive stick in your ass 24/7. heres a pro tip from a girl: women don't hate you
because you're not a quarterback "chad" they hate you because you're a piece of shit that thinks
women are subservient to men. if i had 20 bucks for every time a man from this subreddit dmed me
with "women wont be able to choose for much longer teehee men are stronger than u we take what
we want" (you are the size of my left boob nathan, i wouldn't be so smug) and thinly veiled rape
threats id be like $200 richer. which isn't a lot of money but its concerning as fuck. some of yall need
professional help.
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Most men present themselves poorly in public.
234 upvotes | April 8, 2022 | by ogsimpology | Link | Reddit Link

I specifically mean their appearance.
Even the men who exercise often and have a good body, oftentimes don't present that in their fashion
choices, or rather, lack there of.
We make fun of women for taking so long to get ready, but truth be told, they put so much effort into
their appearance, that even unattractive women can make themselves look a lot better. Yes, makeup
is a part of it, but let's consider all other aspects like hair, jewelry, matching pieces in their outfits,
attention to detail, color coordination...
I rarely find men better dressed than me when I walk around the city. Wearing branded clothing
doesn't automatically make you well dressed guys... Having a rolex paired with your tshirt and ripped
jeans doesn't work...
Men love to underestimate how much their presentation would effect a womans perspective of them.
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Men and Women are not nearly as evil towards each other as
you people insinuate
234 upvotes | November 7, 2021 | by fishboy0099 | Link | Reddit Link

Reddit (specifically TRP, FDS, and this sub) has this idea that the opposite sex is incredibly toxic
towards each other. This isn't true in real life. I say this as a man that has had multiple relationships
and is currently in month 15 of my current long term relationship. Women don't only "chase chad"
and all that other shit. All humans are individuals. Men aren't all toxic and manipulative trying to use
women for sex. I see way too many vast generalizations here.
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Online dating is bad, because it's increasing the value of looks
over personality.
234 upvotes | August 17, 2020 | by geyejoe7 | Link | Reddit Link

Online dating is, in my opinion, one of the greatest reasons people are so dissatisfied with the current
dating scene.
First thing you see, and base 99% of your decision on, is the first picture of someone you see.
Given that, it's very likely your standards for looks increase over time, because of so many choices
infront of you. This mostly happens with women (since there are x3 times as many men on dating
apps, and they sre mostly desperate).
Why would you choose a partner, you know nothing about, that isn't even especially attractive to
you?
Ofcourse you'd naturally choose the best looking one to go on a date with. But that often results in
disappointment. Since most of the very handsome guys there are just players.
This creates a false perception that "all men are trash". When in reality the sample size of the guys
these women pick is very small, and often times it's the same type of guy.
I think it's extremely unhealthy that people are choosing ONLY the best looking potential partners. It
eliminates all sorts of very, very good potential partners, simply because their face isn't as masculine,
or they're not ripped, or maybe are a few years inches shorter.
Many people could miss out on life long amaizing partners, because they only choose the hest
physically looking ones. Instead of valuing and giving a chance to partners with other qualities. Such
as being funny, smart, nice, etc.
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The idea that men's dating issues is merely the result of them
having to treat women as an equal now is to reductive and
dismissive of their actual dating issues.
234 upvotes | March 26, 2023 | by Maffioze | Link | Reddit Link

There are plenty of posts here about how the men who are complaining about women are doing so
because they suffer from male entitlement as a remainder of the patriarchy and about how they
should learn to adapt to the new reality that women no longer need them. This usually also comes
with some kind of view that says most men aren't good enough and aren't emotionally intelligent etc.
I think there is one core issue with these posts; they immediately dismiss the possibility that some of
men's dating issues are caused by women collectively behaving in a less than ideal way. Its just
assumed that men must be frustrated because women are allowed to have standards now and are no
longer dependent on men for survival. This is of course overly simplistic and can't possibly be the
sole reason why men are frustrated; men are indeed not a monolith just like women are not a
monolith.
So I will try to give a list of things that make men frustrated that have nothing to do with women no
longer needing them for survival;
1) Having to be the one that has to take the initiative when it comes to dating and relationships while
the effort this requires is not acknowledged/appreciated. I don't have an issue with this being the case
since I believe this is simply the result of sexual dismorphism but getting no acknowledgement for
this being this way is frustrating. People talk rather often about how men are fragile beings who can't
handle rejection however it only looks that way because men are largely the ones who have to risk
rejection if they want to get anywhere in life. Women don't actually deal any better with rejection,
they just don't need to put themselves in situations that makes them prone to rejection as often to get
what they want in life.
2) Having to deal with women with giant ego's who act like they are better than you without actually
being better than you on any objective metric just because their social media lets them believe they
have more options. Its a special kind of uncomfortable to be treated as if you are beneath a person
when they are less competent, intelligent, kind, handsome, ... than you are.
3) A lot of women don't actually want to be treated like an equal and neither will they treat you as an
equal in the relationship. They still expect you to be better than them in some ways and will expect
you to be the stoic man that has everything under control. In most relationships women take up most
of the emotional space, in most relationships women are net takers and men are net givers when it
comes to the emotional aspect of a relationship. Whenever you're having an argument its mostly
expected that you will be the bigger person and that you have to be the one to agree to her solution on
her terms. That implies that if you split both income and household chores 50/50 the relationship is
still not equal but rather unequal in favor of the woman.
4) A lot of women are feminists and don't tolerate disagreement or any criticism of their gender
related beliefs. This ultimately results in them thinking they understand you better than you
understand yourself, as if they can decide what your lived experiences are like. You're treated as if
you are just a dumb man who doesn't get it who needs to be educated by his superior woman,
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basically condescencion. This means that you will feel misunderstood by them and that you can't
bring up some things about your life honestly. It also means that you're constantly under scrutiny for
any behaviours/realities in your relationship that feminism has pathologized. Of course only
selectively, only the inequalities that hurt her will be registered while those that hurt you are not
allowed to be voiced. Again the relationship is not actually equal.
5) Plenty of women are emotionally abusive and pretty much no one holds them accountable for it.
Plenty of women can't control their emotions, will yell the most hurfull things during arguments and
will even hit you and then play it of because "I was just mad" or "you shouldn't have made me so
angry". Those are sometimes the same women who will go on and on about emotional intelligence
and self-improvement in men. Why the hell does no one ever tell women to self-improve when it
comes to this? Women are only more emotionally intelligent when it comes to reading other people,
not when it comes to being self-aware and having emotional control.
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CMV: Men and their issues must be recognised and highlighted
on International Men's Day instead of being preached to be
better .
234 upvotes | March 6, 2023 | by DependentAdvantage12 | Link | Reddit Link

Every Men's International Day there is always some video out there that only demeans and shames
men instead of appreciating their work or recognizing their problems. One example is this video :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zq3Wm_923pw&t=34s
TLDR: In this video the narrator Adil Hussain (an actor) talks about how men stalk women , ask for
dowry, pee in public , etc and that they must be condemed and must be asked to change.
While I agree with everything that is said in this video and things must be changed , the timing of
release of the video on men's day is nothing but an insult. On this day, one could have highilghted
and recognized men and their problems like mental health, domestic violence , etc yet want to pin
point and show men as a threat just like every other day.
Its like someone on your birthday saying that you are such a mean person and pointing out all your
flaws. Is it what one would wanna hear? Isnt such a day there to highlight your presence and
importance to the society and people around you (which wouldnt happen on any other day)?

CMV
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Women don't get that its not men complaining they can’t find a
10, but they can’t find 6 or 5 either
234 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

The short nerdy guy usually doesn't have a crush on the hot blonde cheerleader way out of his league,
he most probably has a crush on the bookish brunette with chunky thighs. But the difference is that
both those girls could be perceived as hot (curvateus vs athletic) while what passed as a "attractive
guy" came in pretty much one package.

going for short girls "I want a tall guy to feel safe and protected"1.
going for tall girls "I want a tall guy to feel small and feminine"2.
going for skinny girls "I love to stay in shape so naturally I'm into fit muscular men"3.
going for chubby girls "Many fit guys love them some women with curves"4.

I don't know if online dating caused this discrepancy, but the idea of have realistic expectations
relative to your own appeal doesn't really work within a dynamic where women of vastly different
body types pass as attractive meanwhile the standards are in the stone ages for men.
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Women's passivity and ease of dating makes it hard to feel
sympathy for their dating struggles
233 upvotes | April 8, 2023 | by renfsu | Link | Reddit Link

Women complain about how dating men is frustrating, how baby daddy doesn't change diapers, how
hubby doesn't take out the trash.
Nag is a more common word.
From the lens of the male glasses I wear, women have it quite easy. Dating isn't something they do
when it comes to the initial stages, it's something that happens to them. Wanna boyfriend? Go to the
coffee shop to do nothing. And... Wait for someone to approach. Exciting.
This doesn't address the countless options women (hot and ugly) have, how they're constantly in
relationships, and how struggling with dating is about wondering why some dude doesn't go out of
his way to see her out of the sea of millions of other women. And if he doesn't approach? No issues,
some other dude will approach next week.
Women are extremely passive. If I want a 6 ft green haired, thick girl with 9 fingers and a limp, I
have to find her in the wild and approach her. Cool. Women simply stand somewhere near and hope
they get asked out. If neither Chad, Tyrone, or Wong Hu doesn't approach, it's cool, someone else
will.
If men were sharks chasing after fish and seals, women are sea anemones, catching whatever drifts
past.
This makes it difficult to have sympathy for a gender that mostly refuses to take matters into their
own hands. Your boyfriend sucks? He approached you and you accepted. Bad judgment on your part.
Dating is hard? Do something about it. Stop sitting around and hoping. Or at least stop complaining.
As a man, if you want something to happen, you make it happen. Women don't apply this logic when
it comes to dating. You don't make what you want happen so why should I care about what you have
to complain about.
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In bed, all the pressure to "perform" is in the man.
233 upvotes | April 2, 2022 | by Standard-Inflation10 | Link | Reddit Link

Somehow, whenever a woman says she wont orgasm its the mans fault and when he vant get it up its
because he watches too much porn or something.
I have had the luck of being with both good and bad women in bed, and the difference is huge.
Good in bed: -takes the iniative sometimes -knows what she likes and tells you exactly how she likes
it. I remember my first explaining me where her clit was and how to make her cum. -Shows passion
towards you
Bad in bed: -very passive, waits for you to do everything etc
What are your thoughts on this, should we make it more commonplace to talk about how some
women are just shit in bed?
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A 50% Divorce Rate does not mean you have a 50% chance of
divorce
233 upvotes | June 26, 2021 | by DesperateTraffic3164 | Link | Reddit Link

I lurk here, and I see so many redpillers make this mistake by equating marriage to 'gambling.' But
this appears to me to be a misunderstanding of statistics. A rate of 50% only describes the distribution
of data. It says nothing about LIKELIHOODS.
To give you a practical example, about 8% of Americans are millionaires. So does that mean your
chances of becoming a millionaire are 8%? NO. This is decided by the actions you take. If you work
at a gas station, have few career aspirations, and don't manage your health your likelihood is close to
0%. If you get a degree in software engineering, join a company like Amazon or Netflix, and commit
to staying there for 20 years moving up the ladder and earning equity your likelihood is nearly 100%.
In my opinion, marriage is not any more or less risky than starting a business. It requires very
deliberate thought, planning, strategy, and cooperation. But as long as you put in the work to affect
the outcome you want the likelihood of success is much closer to 100% than 0%.
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If you use a dark triad persona to attract women it's no
surprise you attract AWALT women
233 upvotes | July 7, 2021 | by Fleischpeitsch | Link | Reddit Link

TRP is self-reinforcing cycle. They assume that women are AWALT, but they also use tricks that
work best on AWALT women and make normal women run away, which in turn reinforces their
beliefs that AWALT
http://theconversation.com/do-women-really-go-for-bad-boys-heres-the-science-that-settles-the-quest
ion-59409

In another study, participants who read dating apps in which people described themselves as
altruistic (“I volunteer at the food bank”) were rated as more attractive short-term dates and
long-term partners than those who didn’t mention such qualities. Other studies have
similarly shown that women prefer men who are sensitive, confident and easy-going,
and that very few (if any) women want to date a man who is aggressive or demanding.
The picture that emerges is clear: when women rate hypothetical partners, they clearly
prefer “nice” men.

Some studies have shown that having a nice personality can even affect impressions of a
person’s physical attractiveness. Characteristics such as warmth, kindness, and basic
decency are valued by both women and men – having them makes us more desirable
partners, but also makes us appear more physically attractive.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0191886914001421

Interestingly, narcissists – who are generally disagreeable and harsh individuals – rated
others who possessed narcissistic traits more positively than non-narcissists. Furthermore, a
mediation analysis revealed that this effect of narcissism on ratings was mediated by
narcissists’ self-reports of possessing the narcissistic traits. Thus, this study provides initial
evidence that narcissists are more accepting of others’ narcissistic traits, and this study has
implications for understanding the interpersonal and intrapersonal consequences of
narcissism

https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/fulfillment-any-age/201605/do-narcissists-feather-flock-toge
ther)

As you can tell from these words, the theory driving the study was that friends of narcissists
are themselves narcissists. In other words, the only people who can stand being friends
with narcissists are other narcissists.

As predicted, the findings showed that those who maintain long-term relationships with
narcissists were high in narcissism themselves. In interpreting the findings, Maaß et al.
concluded that narcissists “like what they have” (p. 378). Narcissists are not only tolerant
of narcissism in their friends, they also are not turned off by the selfishness, arrogance,
and bossiness that would drive non-narcissists away.
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https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/psychology-uncovers-sex-appeal-dark-personalities/

The dark triad score was positively correlated with their “dressed-up” attractiveness – a
finding that mirrors previous findings. However, the dark triad score was not related to
ratings of physical attractiveness in the dressed-down photos. In other words, people with
dark personality traits are not seen as more physically attractive than others when you take
away their freedom to wear their own clothes and makeup. People with dark personalities
seem to be better at making themselves physically appealing.

The more humble among us can take heart in knowing that despite these initial advantages,
narcissists’ popularity tends to decline over time. The process may take several weeks,
perhaps because people with dark personality traits are skilled at keeping their unsavory
side hidden. However, since the hallmark of these personality traits is interpersonal
exploitation, it is only a matter of time before those closest to them get wise to their ways
and start to avoid them.

When it comes to long-term relationships, either in fiction or reality, most people shy
away from those with dark personality traits. Maybe that’s why in order to sustain our
interest over multiple books or movies, that alluring vampire or villain needs to have a heart
of gold.

It isn't that women like dark triad men. It's simply that dark triad women like dark triad men, while
nice women like nice men: like attracts like
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CMV: Men shouldn’t take dating advice from women online at
all, until they consider what type of women they want to attract
233 upvotes | August 29, 2021 | by P-o-o-b | Link | Reddit Link

Simple as the title really. Over the years I’ve lurked in a lot of subs over reddit and found SO much
contradictory “advice” from women on this site that barely makes sense in the long run.
The thing is, you have to think about what type of woman is out here giving this advice and whether
or not you’d want to attract someone like that.
Do you want to attract a daily FDS poster who constantly talks about the struggles of how hard it is to
be a woman?
Do you want to attract a twitter addict who whines about unwanted approaches or interactions with
men?
Do you want to attract a self identified pansexual communist? Because that sort of girl shares a
similar school of thought to reddit “feminists”. That sounds like a meme but I’ve had these types
match with me and unironically be annoying as fuck cause I lean libleft
I realized this when I noticed the HUGE disconnect with what women on here complain about, and
what I’ve seen work for me and for other men. Chances are, if a woman is on reddit she’s probably
similar to a man who does the same. Introvert, slightly niche or nerdy tastes, corny Office-esque
sense of humor, and sadly sometimes they even care about karma. I don’t have any data on this, i just
noticed that in personality centered subs like the MBTI ones tend to have a much larger following for
the introvert ones than the extrovert. And a few polls in those subs showed me similar things.
To sum it up though, men should consider what type of woman they want to attract, and whether the
woman giving him advice fits that picture, before taking advice and acting on it.
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Feminist shaming tactics needlessly cause lasting sexual
repression or guilt in a subset of men most sympathetic to
feminist concerns.
233 upvotes | December 15, 2020 | by Forgetaboutthelonely | Link | Reddit Link

This is rewritten from a post I made on /r/LeftWingMaleAdvocates
I won't lie, I'm not as big of a fan of this version. but I was asked that I remove a lot of the more
personal stuff to fit the form of a CMV post. So here we go.
Feminist shaming tactics needlessly cause lasting sexual repression or guilt in a subset of men most
sympathetic to feminist concerns.
There are numerous people who have said as much. Here are some of their stories.
https://theunitofcaring.tumblr.com/post/106549627991/that-scott-aaronson-thing

I’m a woman. I’m gay. By the time I realized that second thing, I’d internalized that all
attraction to women was objectifying and therefore evil. I spent years of my life convinced
that it was coercive to make it clear to girls that I wanted to date them, lest they feel
pressured. So I could only ask them out with a clear conscience if I was in fact totally
indifferent to their answer. I still decide I’m abusive pretty frequently, on the basis of things
like ‘i want to kiss her, which is what an abuser would want’ and 'i want to be special to her,
which is what an abuser would want’.

I internalized these messages from exposure to feminist memes, norms, and communities. It
was feminist messages, not homophobic ones, that made it hardest for me to come to terms
with my sexuality. It wasn’t intentional. But it happened. And it has happened by now to
enough people that 'well obviously you’re misinterpreting it’ is starting to wear thin as an
excuse. Lots and lots of people are misinterpreting the way I did. By and large, we’re
vulnerable people. Very often we’re mentally ill or disabled people.

https://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=2091#comment-326664

Here’s the thing: I spent my formative years—basically, from the age of 12 until my
mid-20s—feeling not “entitled,” not “privileged,” but terrified. I was terrified that one of
my female classmates would somehow find out that I sexually desired her, and that the
instant she did, I would be scorned, laughed at, called a creep and a weirdo, maybe even
expelled from school or sent to prison. And furthermore, that the people who did these
things to me would somehow be morally right to do them—even if I couldn’t understand
how.

You can call that my personal psychological problem if you want, but it was strongly
reinforced by everything I picked up from my environment: to take one example, the
sexual-assault prevention workshops we had to attend regularly as undergrads, with their
endless lists of all the forms of human interaction that “might be” sexual harassment or
assault, and their refusal, ever, to specify anything that definitely wouldn’t be sexual
harassment or assault. I left each of those workshops with enough fresh paranoia and self-
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hatred to last me through another year.

https://web.archive.org/web/20070917210115/http://www.feministcritics.org/blog/2007/06/19/when-
you-have-feminist-guilt-you-dont-need-catholic-guilt/

Feminism can exacerbate a man’s shyness, anxiety, self-consciousness, and guilt exactly
because he is working very hard not to be sexist, and because he is sympathetic to
feminism. Just as some workers, even conscientious ones, have trouble getting work done
out of a perfectionistic fear of making mistakes, some men, even pro-feminist men or proto-
feminist men, have trouble interacting with women out of a fear of making what feminism
defines as mistakes (it doesn’t help that feminism’s criteria for acceptable behavior and so
ambiguous and vague, and fail to clearly distinguish between acceptable and unacceptable
behavior, but that’s a whole different post).

And to sum them all up. A quote about all three. https://slatestarcodex.com/2015/01/01/untitled/

Scott Aaronson is a straight guy, and he’s saying feminist shaming tactics have made it
worse. I’m an asexual heteroromantic guy, and I’m telling her feminist shaming tactics have
made it worse. Unitofcaring is a lesbian woman, and she’s saying feminist shaming tactics
have made it worse. HughRistik, who is some sort of weird metrosexual something (I mock
him because I love him), is telling her feminist shaming tactics have made it worse. A giant
cry has arisen from shy awkward men, lesbians, bisexuals, whatever of the world is saying
“NO, SERIOUSLY, FEMINIST SHAMING TACTICS ARE MAKING THIS WORSE”

I internalized this shaming for years and it pushed me into a number of abusive and manipulative
"friendships" with people who used me. Because all we're left with for ways to express interest is
being nice or being deceptive.
(This probably wasn't the intended result, but I have never seen the people teaching these classes
offer a disclaimer that men weren't the enemy or that male sexuality wasn't horrible, or that women
weren't the victim.)
And who wouldn't internalize it in my shoes? These people were academic authorities, sounding so
self-assured and believable, with scientific-sounding arguments and fire in their eyes.
On top of this. Men shoulder almost the entirety of social pressure to approach and initiate. We're not
given a manual on how to do this. So it's going to be awkward sometimes. Please don't hate us or
shame us for that.
as a guy we don't get the luxury to wait on the sidelines for someone to approach us. For the most
part girls will not initiate dates or ask us out or approach first
So if we don't want to be alone. we have to approach and initiate. And we have to do so right off the
bat. Lest we be seen "hiding our intentions"
That constant rejection shit grinds us down. And some guys don't react well after dealing with that.
and lash out. And I'm sorry for that. But it's not like we want it to be this way.
In a more egalitarian society this imbalance wouldn't exist. Women wouldn't feel restrained for
whatever reason to not openly express their interest and men wouldn't feel the constant need to
always have this "i have to impress the girl" mode on.
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Women make terrible dating choices out of lust, just like men
233 upvotes | March 15, 2020 | by PierceTheEye | Link | Reddit Link

This is more apparent in men, since men and women are different in their sexual nature and female
arousal is not as straightforward. But women who make terrible dating choices are fundamentally no
different to the men. Sexuality is primitive and desire makes people make idiotic choices and ignore
warning signs. Why did the guy get together with his psycho GF/wife? The sex was great. Why did
the woman get together with the psycho BF/husband? The sex was great. How often do people have
the self-awareness and integrity to admit they were seduced and played with? Not often enough.
Women are just as primitive as men when it comes to this.
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Marriage hits historically lows! Lowest Level in over 100 years!
232 upvotes | November 13, 2020 | by Grand_Duty | Link | Reddit Link

https://archive.fo/xFG8a

reported that marriage rates reached a historic low in 2018, with only 6.5 people out of
1,000 getting married — the lowest level in 118 years.

Divorce rates are sky-high: 45% of marriages end in divorce, and women initiate 80% of
them.

So basically nobody is getting married these days. What effect is this going to have on society as we
move forward? And how do we fix marriage to make it more appealing again?
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Do women underestimate the strength of smaller men?
232 upvotes | April 20, 2021 | by ShortPromotion2 | Link | Reddit Link

I was speaking to my female friend who works in criminal rehabilitation. One of the people she
works with was behaving quite erraticly and I asked her if she was worried for her safety. She
essentially said no he's the same height as her (5'5) and smaller.
I tried convincing her that although they're the same size he could most likely physically overpower
her. She agreed that most men are bigger than her and could physically overpower her but that since
he's smaller he's weaker.
This got me to thinking and I've heard quite a few girls talk about how they wouldn't date a guy
smaller than them because they would be stronger than him.
I think it's fair to say most women know that bigger men will be stronger than them. But are a good
proportion of women ignorant that even small/skinny/scrawny looking men are still likely much
stronger physically?
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New research: College women value physical attractiveness in
their sexual partners just as much as men do.
232 upvotes | July 11, 2021 | by AntifaSuperSwoledier | Link | Reddit Link

Summary here with comments from the author:
https://www.psypost.org/2021/07/college-women-value-physical-attractiveness-in-their-sexual-partne
rs-just-as-much-as-men-do-study-finds-61278
Original study:
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40806-020-00270-w
Highlights:
"Females preferred mates who were independent and generous, and both males and females preferred
physically attractive mates."
People who exercise rate their own mate value higher.
"A pattern consistent with theories of assortative mating was demonstrated via a significant positive
relation between self-perceptions and the mate value of “ideal” partners."
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Women saying it's hard for them to find a man to 'commit' is
pure hypocrisy
232 upvotes | April 23, 2023 | by Napo_De_Leone | Link | Reddit Link

whenever the fact that young men go through long periods of sexlesness is brought up, women will
respond: 'but what about us not being able to find a man to commit?'
I grew up in the suburbs just before the whole online dating thing blew up, and even back then the
women complaining about not being able find a guy who'd be serious guy always meant the
following:

that she went for conventionally very attractive men1.
that she always had actual serious suitors she didn't give a toss about2.

This was before the redpill lingo and whenever I confronted my girl (friends) in a joking manner
about this behavior they admitted to it, but didn't even register to them as hypocrisy, for them, the
men they weren't physically into first weren't 'real men' at all. I realized attraction wasn't negotiable
since trying to convince them to give a shot to one of the decent yet more plain looking lads was
almost like trying to convince a straight guy to go gay.
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As a man, your perceived ability to get casual sex will define the
tone of every long term relationship you have
232 upvotes | April 26, 2023 | by Comfortable_Dig914 | Link | Reddit Link

If a woman is with a man she knows would have a very difficult time getting casual sex on his own
terms, she knows she holds a fundamental pillar of control in the relationship. Even if she does
genuinely love her man and is attracted to him, the fact that she is aware he is not at the "player" level
of attractiveness will be a perpetual asterisk to every interaction of the relationship. She will
subconsciously be prone to believing that her SO is with her because having a long term relationship
is his only way of getting sex consistently without paying.
If a woman knows the man she's with could get casual sex anytime he wants, she will feel more
confident that he picked her because he genuinely likes her. She will feel more fulfilled in the
relationship, less insecure, and more valued because there isn't the implicit comprimise factor that
would exist when in a relationship with a less exceptional man.
In addition, she will always feel a fundamental need to demonstrate her value to him and prove to
him it is worth it to stay with her. This will lead her to being nicer, more sexually engaged, more
forgiving, etc. It however won't be done out of insecurity, but rather genuine appreciation for the fact
that a high value man has picked her.
This is all besides the point of how much in love she is. No matter what, no man is ever perfectly
compatible with a woman barring the rare 1 in a million perfect high school sweetheart fairytale
scenario. There will always be compromise and implicit negotiation, even if everything is perfectly
lovey dovey on the surface. The provable aspects of value will always underlie the tone and placidity
of all sexual relationships, even if it is never said.
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Women often complain about lack of male friendships and
getting "fuckzoned". But the truth is, women generally just
aren't as good of friends as men.
232 upvotes | November 10, 2022 | by prettymuchredpilled | Link | Reddit Link

Female entitlement to male provision and protection seeps into their friendships as well. I used to
have a solid friend group in an old city I lived in, it was three of us guys and one girl. Every time we
took a road trip, us guys would always take turns driving but the girl would never drive because she
was "too nervous". I understand this specific case is anecdotal, but allow me to expand:
If you're a man walking with a female friend in public and she gets harassed, you're basically
expected to risk your safety to protect her from danger even if you aren't getting a crumb of pussy in
return. Whereas if I'm walking with my guy friends and we sense danger, we know that as men we
can team up and throw down on an enemy if we need to. We'll protect each other. If I'm going to risk
my life for a female (that isn't related to me) then I better be getting some pussy.
If I'm going out for drinks or to a restaurant with a mixed friend group and someone offers to treat us
all, it's always been a man. I've literally never seen a woman do this. I've had excellent male friends
who'll readily buy me drinks, treat me to a meal, give me a long car ride somewhere, fix a toilet for
me, etc. Women generally do not do such favors for their male friends. It might happen sometimes,
but it's exceedingly rare compared to the other way around.
Men generally share my hobbies. I can play video games with the boys, watch sports with the boys,
men tend to be much more informed on current events, technology, finance, world news, etc. Some
women share my hobbies, but by and large they don't. Sorry for not being invested in astrology,
fashion trends, and celebrity drama I guess.
Women might be better at emotional comfort, but even then I usually prefer to vent about my
problems to a male friend because men are more solution-oriented. With a solid male friend I can
share similar horror stories and discuss ideas on a rational level, whereas women will mostly just be
like "aww that's sad, I feel your pain �" (which may be comforting at times, but is ultimately
inactionable). Not to mention men are much better at keeping secrets. If I tell a woman some shit
about my life she's more apt to use it as gossip with her friends, and then I could potentially lose
sexual/romantic attraction from said friends.
Women who complain about their lack of genuine male friendships need to reexamine what they're
bringing to the table as a friend. If pussy is the best thing you have to offer, then no shit you'll get
"fuckzoned" or "girlfriendzoned".
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South Korea’s Gender War And The Future Of Gender
Relations In The West
231 upvotes | September 11, 2022 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

I noticed that when this sub discusses the future of male loneliness/sexlessness, they use Japan as a
worst-case example for the West’s future. Well, I’d like to propose using South Korea as a worst-case
example for the future of western gender relations.

In a nutshell, South Korea has a tremendous Feminists vs Men’s Rights Activists problem. It started
with the South Korean feminist community soaring in toxicity as its influence grew the last few
decades. Take a fringe “Kill all men” type American feminist, then dial them up by 500%. That’s
your average South Korean feminist: not even a fringe one, but an average one. Combine that
misandry problem with how South Korea has seen the universal western phenomenon of women
outdoing women in education, while Korean men are required to serve in the military in their youths.
As you can predict, this situation brewed lots of rage amongst South Korean men.

The gender war really burst out when an emote body-shaming men for having small dicks became
popular among some radical feminist groups in 2019. This little body-shaming move had drastic
consequences, and resulted directly in the explosion of a massive Men’s Rights Movement that has
been described as the “anti-Metoo” in terms of scale. This MRA movement had unspeakable cultural
influence. Showing open support for Feminism soon became tremendously stigmatized because of it.
Doing so as a Korean idol is so taboo, that that it’s no different from a career-killing move, and often
becomes life-threatening. Think about it this way. People like James Gunn and Dave Chapelle get
supposedly “canceled” in America, then go right back to making multi-millions. They certainly don’t
risk large-scale harassment, death threats, or the ends of their careers. Being feminist isn’t even the
cancel culture equivalent of bigoted/creepy statements, it’s like the cancel culture equivalent of
having murdered someone! But even that doesn’t remotely capture the scale of the movement’s
influence.

In 2017, (before the explosion of Men’s Rights Activism) South Korean president Moon Jae-in
campaigned on a promise of becoming a “feminist president,” promoting gender equality policies.
Despite Moon Jae-in’s administration overseeing one of the world’s best responses to the pandemic,
and the Korean economy roaring while most of the developed world struggled, anti-feminism became
the deciding factor in what western outlets call ’South Korea’s Incel Election Of 2022.’ Both the
liberal Democratic Party and conservative People’s Power Party have been accused of misogyny.
While the Liberal party had a number of high-profile sexual harassment scandals under its belt, the
Conservative party made abolishing the Ministry of Gender Equality and Family a central pledge of
candidate Yoon Seok-yeol’s campaign against Lee Jae-myung. The ministry largely provides family-
based services, education, and social welfare for children and spends around 0.2% of the nation's
annual budget - less than 3% of which goes towards the promotion of equality for women. But
conservative candidate Yoon knew this move would be popular among the key demographic of
young men.
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Yoon appealed to the sharp conservative turn of young men caused by the anti-feminist movement. In
fact, a poll from Gallup Korea showed that young men (Twenties) were far more conservative than
younger women (Twenties) and older men (Fifties) to the point where president Moon’s approval rate
was 18%, 42%, and 48% respectively among the demographics. In their 2019 book Men in Their 20s,
journalist Cheon Gwan-yul and data scientist Jeong Han-wool found that the young generation’s
misogyny was marked by over-the-top hostility against feminism: 58.6% of South Korean men in
their 20s said they strongly opposed feminism, with 25.9% rating the intensity of their opposition as
12 on a scale from 0 to 12.

You see, since the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997 destroyed South Korea’s previous model of lifetime
employment, Korean youth have spent their entire lives preparing for and taking a series of ruthlessly
competitive examinations — for prestigious high schools, then colleges, then large corporations.
Instead of poverty and oppression, their main struggle is to achieve economic security in a society
that is often brutal to those who lose out. In this new environment, young women have fared better
than before. As with most of the west, women are enrolling in college at higher rates than men.
Compliment all that with the grievous fact that men have mandatory military service. So unlike older
men, who held to a patriarchal worldview defined by rigid gender roles, young men reject the sense
of masculine duty that typically accompanies old-school sexism. Rather, they see themselves as
victims of feminism and define themselves politically by this sense of victimisation.

Although the liberal candidate likewise appealed to antifeminism, the conservative candidate’s
stronger efforts in doing so were the DECIDING FACTOR in his election. In fact, conservative
candidate Yoon’s campaign nearly fell apart in December when Harvard-educated pundit and leader
of the People’s Power Party Lee Jun-seok dropped all his support for candidate Yoon. Lee Jun-seok
is perhaps the most prominent Men’s Rights Figure in South Korea, and he stopped supporting Yoon
when he tried reaching out to feminists to appeal to young women. But when Yoon backtracked on
his actions, Lee Jun-seok came back to support him, and singlehandedly helped him regain his lead
over the liberal candidate.

Here’s what we can gain by using South Korea as a case-study for toxic gender wars.


The danger of feminist misandry. Keep in mind that most of the sources I used above were1.
western takes. The South Korean subreddit responded to one of the articles I linked, and most
of them challenged the narrative that feminists were the victims amid all this, and they further
gave their own perspective on the toxicity of the feminist movement.

There’s clearly more nuance to the situation than the western take of ”Leh Incels Are Ruling South
Korea.” Whereas western feminists at the very least try to claim that misandrists don’t represent all of
them, the South Korean feminist community (which is largely ”gender critical“ too) has adopted
misandry into their core beliefs. And to think, the movement’s toxicity would’ve slipped under the
radar if they hadn’t popularized the male body-shaming emote, and kicked off a domino effect that
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led to the influence of the Men’s Rights Movement.


This gender war could be a long-term outcome of the current trends of western dating culture.1.
Often, this sub’s users will discuss the phenomenon of women being empowered and college
educated while men increasingly become hopeless, lonely, and poor. Redpillers think the
phenomenon will culminate in a major antifeminst reaction, while blue-pillers think it won’t go
anywhere and it’s just a revenge fantasy. This instance definitely proves the former. As I
mentioned above, modern anti-feminism is no longer based on patriarchal attitudes of gender
roles, but on male frustration and victomhood upon seeing that women, unlike men, seem
largely unaffected by the phenomenons of loneliness, sexlessness, death of the middle class,
etc.

It’s no different from how an impoverished southerner might see immigrants and think “they’re
taking our jobs!” Men are seeing women have the time of their lives with large friend circles,
occupying most of academia, and taking over traditionally male spaces like nerd culture, all while the
loneliness epidemic affects men primarily, men lose their masculine role models, and men are
becoming far less educated than women, more likely to drop out of college, be homeless, etc. Don’t
expect empathy for feminists amid all this, they’ll either say “loneliness affects women too” or “you
fragile males wanna be victims so badly.” It’s no wonder reactionary politicians have been trying
hard to recruit men from doomer communities, neet communities, gaming communities, etc. You can
argue whether or not there’s gonna be a “beta uprising,” but I think the South Korea situation
demonstrates the future of the western Lost Boy crisis.
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The reason for a decline in social cohesion and relationships in
general is due to a collapse in third places.
231 upvotes | October 14, 2022 | by ConvolutedMaze | Link | Reddit Link

This tweet explains what I mean in further detail. Often the advice you see on this subreddit is for
men to go to dance therapy, yoga, or other such activities where mostly women congregate but I feel
like this is lazy advice. Most of the problems described here are rooted in deep socioeconomic
conditions outside of our control and shouldn't be blamed solely on the individual.
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If you can’t “negotiate attraction” but aren’t that attractive
yourself, you can’t blame men that are objectively out of your
league for not wanting anything but sex with you.
231 upvotes | April 21, 2021 | by abcdxyzx | Link | Reddit Link

I see the same conundrum happening, where a woman will not be happy with her current love life
because she is getting ignored by the guys she does like for anything but sex, but also ignores all of
the guys who want her but she doesn’t find attractive. When somebody gives them the common sense
advice of “lower your standards”, they either say “I’m not gonna settle” or “I can’t decide who I’m
attracted to”. No problems with that at all, everybody should have standards and stick to them to find
a good partner in life. But the question is, why do you feel like you’re “settling” for people who are
in your own league looks and personality wise? Do you think your equals are inferior to you? After
all, you are in the exact same position as the guys who want to date you but you dislike because
they’re not as attractive as you’d want them to be. You want to be treated like an equal, but don’t
want anything to do with your equals. What gives?
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Why do (some) women sleep with one guy the day they meet ,
but waits until commitment with another?
231 upvotes | April 6, 2021 | by rich_man_88 | Link | Reddit Link

So my post is inspired by this post.
I personally think that said post confirms the entire AF/BB theory discussed in theredpill and
purplepilldebate forums and subreddits.
I think that , to answer the question in the first post - why do men get upset if a woman who's had a
lot of casual sex withhold sex until commitment, we need to ask the opposite question.
So, women, why do you have crazy, wild sex with some guys without expecting anything in return,
but with other guys you wait until you are commited? Please answer with actual logic. If there is no
logic then please say so as well.
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Men are not intimidated by intelligent women, this is simply
not where our priorities are
231 upvotes | January 6, 2022 | by EstablishmentKooky50 | Link | Reddit Link

I have heard it many times "you (men) don't want an intelligent woman because you are just
intimidated, you can't handle her" or "you (men) just want a less intelligent girl so you can control
her" and sure enough, there are some men like that.
There are more then one issues with this. First, it's not true that men don't want intelligent women.
We do want intelligent women, we do enjoy meaningful, intellectual conversations and genuine
humor, none of which is possible without intelligence.
Second, this usually comes up when someone says, we generally do not prioritize intelligence over
other traits usually associated with femininity (like compassion or aggreablness for instance) or even
fitness. But this doesn't mean that we want to be with a 20 yo fitness model who's IQ is only slightly
higher then a hen's so she wont poo around the porch.
Third, as far as i can tell, this and similar phrases are gaslighting techniques commonly used by some
women who focused solely on their studies while neglected other traits that are generally more
important to us, hence are being rejected by men or unable to get commitment.
No, we are not intimidated by an intelligent woman, we simply prioritize other traits before
intelligence, and if those traits are neglected, it doesn't matter how intelligent the person is. There's no
need to construct anything more then that behind the phenomenon.
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CMV: Maybe women have high standards because the average
woman is really superior in terms of attractiveness than the
average man
231 upvotes | November 15, 2020 | by NewStartOnceAgain | Link | Reddit Link

Maybe the problem is not that women have high standards but that the average man doesn't do
enough to be attractive.
What is considered "average looking" for women looks way better than what is considered "average
looking" for men. Most women spend a lot of money on their looks, while many men seem to be
happy wearing the same shirt for a month. (ewww)
Most women just seem to make more of an effort to look good. So why should they settle for guys
that are below them in terms of beauty. The men used to compensate for their lack of physical beauty
with money. But now that women make their own money, they don't need these men anymore.
And before you say that it is makeup that makes a difference. No, this is not the case. Skincare, hair,
clothes etc. also matter. However, there's nothing stopping men from wearing makeup, it's already a
thing in some subcultures.
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Women are both publicly and privately much more entitled
than Men
231 upvotes | July 5, 2020 | by hypothememe | Link | Reddit Link

You always hear about ‘Men act entitled to Sex and its accepted!’ ...But is it?
The only time a sane man acts entitled to sex is if he’s been taking the woman out on dates or doing
things for her (im not saying its right for him to expect it and Never right to act terribly to her for it,
but im just pointing out there is usually a somewhat understandable reason a simple expectation built
up in his head.. its usually not out of the blue, even if still wrong for multiple reasons, and I have no
sympathy for those men but its still partially her fault for stringing him along)
But If a random dude comes up to any woman on the street and demands sex, 10 guys would jump in
to save her and it’s not even close to accepted by anyone.
Which brings me to my next point about women and public entitlement. Most Women feel
unabashedly entitled to random Men’s protection.. usually against other Men, but even against say an
accident or wild animal.. she expects, and gets, unknown Men to risk their lives for her when in
danger. Its just expected. This isn’t a small thing, its literally putting his life on the line for a person
he doesn’t know.
So what kind of collective public service do women give men back in return thats comparable? None
that I see (enlighten me if im wrong)
Ok so thats public, but 60 years ago you could argue ‘well they take care of all our kids privately and
take care of the house etc.. so we all collectively agree to play our role as public protectors since they
play their role as private emotional and household caretakers’.. fine fair enough..
but how about now in 2020? Privately its supposed to be all about Equal Roles now and Women
aren’t supposed to be doing these roles any more than Men right? Even if they still are somewhat the
collective goal seems to be that they shouldn’t. Basically if the mainstream narrative is to be
followed, other than the pregnancy and birthing (not to be taken lightly) everything else is supposed
to be equal...
except even then its not for Men.. Men are still expected to provide for their family and its very
embarrassing and shameful if he doesn’t, but he’s also expected to help with all the traditional female
activities too.. but if a woman doesn’t earn enough money its more acceptable than if a man doesn’t
etc..
So privately they’re entitled to his providing and protection (women and children first on the
lifeboats, man fights intruders etc..) but he’s not supposed to expect any traditional female duties
from her?
And then women are publicly entitled to protection but have no public responsibility for anything
themselves?
What am I missing here? If its not blatant hypocrisy and double standard, please explain to me how
this makes sense otherwise? I genuinely want to know if theres a logical justification that makes
sense for this..
otherwise Im defaulting to calling it obvious mass-accepted double-standard of most Women just
wanting their cake and eating it too.
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Women CONSTANTLY reiterate the axiom that “the
standards for men are at an all time low” and that “the bar is
on the floor. ” This is not only total bullshit, but an enormous
slap in the face to the vast majority of males who are good
people, many of whom are attractive and successful.
230 upvotes | June 10, 2022 | by Don-Cartagena | Link | Reddit Link

I constantly see posts complaining about how there are “no good men”, how “all men are trash” and
how all they want is a guy who will make a minimal amount of effort. If you see a post on social
media where chivalry or any sort of romantic gestures are mentioned, or any discussion about men
doing basic chores or making even a minimum amount of effort, women will come out of the
woodwork asking “wHeRe ArE tHeSe MeN aT” �
Yet all I see are hoards of men falling flat on their face to get the attention of even the most average
girls, many of these guys are good looking, successful, personable from good backgrounds.
Who are these abusuve, toxic men who cheat on them or simply don’t make enough effort? If you say
it’s the 80/20 rule, that these are the good looking guys who they are describing I will tell you you’re
wrong, I’ve seen countless attractive girls with average/ugly guys. In fact that’s the majority of the
guys they choose. So if it’s them, 1. Why are they continually choosing toxic men who aren’t even
attractive and 2. Where do these guys get the confidence to behave this way?
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New article: 50% of single US adults are not looking for
relationships or casual dates
230 upvotes | May 30, 2022 | by TheFinalDefender | Link | Reddit Link

Link:
https://www.pewresearch.org/social-trends/2020/08/20/nearly-half-of-u-s-adults-say-dating-has-gotte
n-harder-for-most-people-in-the-last-10-years/
Some other interesting statistics from the article:

More people found their current partner through real life networking than OLD (32% vs
12%), even in the 18-29 age bracket
More women than men find it hard to meet someone who meets their expectations (56% vs
35%) but more men than women find it hard to approach people (52% vs 35%)
32% of US adults view open relationships as sometimes or always acceptable
67% of US adults said that their dating lives aren't going too well

Discuss!
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Women here love to say that their privilege is limited to casual
sex, but access to relationships and casual sex are two sides of
the same coin
230 upvotes | July 17, 2022 | by Zero-Wolfe | Link | Reddit Link

If you agree respond to automod
This is clearly bullshit, and yet another attempt to diminish men’s struggles. As if it isn’t obvious
men struggle infinitely more to find partners. For every guy catcalling or in the dms saying perverted
shit or making over the top advances asking to fuck there are dozens simply trying to get a date or
make genuine conversation who get the same cold shoulder.
Women say they have it hard when it comes to finding a romantic partner for LTR, and this may be
true. But they still have it far better than men, with even the most average girl having plenty of
options. They like to say these are all bad options, but I’ve seen good looking, personable and
successful men struggle to get average women’s attention.
If women’s privilege was limited to sex and did not include dating, you wouldn’t hear things like
this:
“Girls don’t like guys who ___”
“That’s a turnoff to girls”
“You shouldn’t have a chip on your shoulder, turnoff to girls.”
Or any number of limitless “rules” and guidelines men are expected to follow simply to be
considered by mediocre girls less attractive than them. How many men get ghosted in the talking
stage compared to women? I’ll wait. Change my view!
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CMV: Too many men view women as a right and not privilege,
and that’s a huge problem.
230 upvotes | February 10, 2022 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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The biggest dating hurdle for men is accessibility, the biggest
dating hurdle for women is safety.
230 upvotes | February 3, 2022 | by cherryapp | Link | Reddit Link

Men and women face very different challenges when it comes to dating. For men, it's accessibility.
Simply getting a date can be challenging for a man if he is not high value in some way. For women,
accessibility is no issue at all. Women can easily get dates online or in real life at any social venue.
The challenge for women is making it back home after the date without being assaulted, kidnapped,
or murdered. Men generally don't have to worry about this, though they obviously aren't immune to
being harmed by their date either.
This is also why I think online dating apps are overwhelmingly male. Women are simply too
concerned about safety to date a stranger, and would rather date someone from their social circle.
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If your romantic frustrations are causing your sadness then
YES, handling this part of your life WILL get rid of the sadness
229 upvotes | August 13, 2022 | by EveryNizastar | Link | Reddit Link

I really don’t understand where comments like this come from
If a man or a woman is going through it due to their unfortunate romantic circumstances, then these
circumstances are indeed the root cause of the depression, it’s very twisted to try to gaslight them by
telling them, it won’t fix their problem/life etc .
Will it fix the problems that didn’t stem from this root cause ? No it won’t, but the ones that did
WILL
People were not meant to lonely, romantically or amicably. It is perfectly natural to be unhappy if one
aspect is not fulfilled. If you are hungry, you eat. If you are thirsty , you drink. If you are lonely, you
mate. But according to people, you need to hobbies, spirituality, therapy etc lol
Edit: most comments will talk about how you shouldn’t make other responsible for your happiness, it
is NOT about that, it’s about having a balanced life, just like you need a balanced diet. If succeeding
romantically ( not necessarily with one specific individual but in general ) gets rid of your depression,
then you need to continue doing whatever it was that made you succeed to continue succeeding and
thus continue your new found positive mindset, just like if you stop eating, you WILL go hungry
again
He gets it lmao
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If men want to be successful with women, they should listen to
other men that are successful with women. They should NOT
listen to women.
229 upvotes | December 2, 2022 | by MP8877 | Link | Reddit Link

I constantly hear the following from women (especially here on Reddit and more specifically PPD):
“Why aren’t you listening?! Women are here telling you what they want!”…. Or some variation of
that.
But…. If you were a salesman you wouldn’t take sales advice from your customers. You would take
sales advice from other sales professionals. (And yes, I’ve heard the “listen to the fisherman, not the
fish, if you are trying to catch fish”, but a more human element is appropriate IMO).
——————
The truth is, people often don’t know how to explain or quantify what they want in various aspects of
life. But, this is particularly true with women and relationships.
They often talk about a “spark” or how a guy just “ticks all their boxes”. But when you ask them to
go into detail, they give general answers that describe about 5 million other guys. They can’t specify
what makes him stand out from all the others that have those same qualities (in good shape,
charismatic etc.).
However, this guy they are talking about has either figured it out, or possibly just got lucky.
Whatever the case may be, other men should follow in his steps, and stop listening to the women they
are trying to attract. And it very well may be different for each woman this man attracts. Did he
attract women because he’s:

Rich? Focus on career and financial knowledge. Might have to go your own way for a bit.
Charismatic? Up your social skills by continuously putting yourself if challenging social
situations to help you improve.
In good shape? Be disciplined with your diet and hit the gym.

(Some men, just aren’t blessed genetically, and this is unfortunate and has to be taken into account, I
know. But many other qualities are within men’s control.) But I digress.
———————
You know what’s NOT going to help men be more successful with women?
Listening to women, the customer, tell men how to sell themselves to women.
Customers, whether knowingly or not, are always only interested in the best deal for themselves.
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100 likes and I post nudes of my wife and I
229 upvotes | January 1, 2021 | by SonicBackScratcher | Link | Reddit Link

I promised nudes for a purge, and I'm a man of my word but since no one wants to see them I'm safe
from being penis shamed.
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Men in this sub focus so much on high-n women because
they’re the women they’re viscerally attracted to
229 upvotes | April 15, 2021 | by _pineapplylemon | Link | Reddit Link

For the longest, I’ve read this sub with a confused look on my face. “Why tf are all these men acting
like having a high n is the norm?!” In the eyes of most dudes here, every woman has 30 dudes under
her belt, ready and excited to add more (even if married). Finally, after too long, it hit me: apex
fallacy! These men only ever came across high-n women because they’re the only women they went
for (or wanted to go for).
A male friend of mine said something that put so much into perspective; something like “some
women have a vibe, a ‘fuck me’ vibe that’s just irresistible to men.” Basically, some women seem
“easy”/open to sexual advances and men are automatically drawn to that. I mean... it makes sense.
Lol. While men do love a chase, they’re also horny as hell and opportunistic. Yes, the low-n inhibited
woman is a cutie they think of marrying but let’s be real; the visceral attraction doesn’t compare. A
horny man isn’t going to want to go for a girl they have to work too hard to get out of her clothes. If,
of course, the other option is available.
Note that I’m not saying that high n itself is appealing. I understand that men are turned off by it for
marriage/commitment purposes. However, women who tend to have a high n count are, at least to
sex-minded men.
CMV
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Getting sucked into RedPill content distorts your perception of
reality
229 upvotes | August 18, 2021 | by BecretAlbatross | Link | Reddit Link

First off, I want to preface by saying I'd consider myself Red Pilled. I think the Red Pill's general
tenants educate guys on a bunch of stuff they're never taught as kids. Pretty much all the general
tenants of the Red Pill are things I've seen/see regularly in my life, and explain things that happened
when I was younger.
But there's a difference between the "philosophy" and the "prescription". RedPill content creators
HAVE to sell something to make money. They sell and image, or they sell their particular spin on
Red Pill ideas.
Kevin Samuels, Rich Cooper, Donovan Sharpe, Fresh and Fit.
These guys all hit the nail on some issues but have ridiculous takes on other issues.
I watch content mostly because it's entertaining or because I think it's important to stay hungry in life
when you aren't where you are, but I also think it can severely distort your view of the world in
general.
If you build up all these preconceived ideas about women, it'll build up, and you'll have a
subconscious anxiety/skepticism interacting with women that will be hard to shake.
I'm lucky that I had female friends and attention from women before the Red Pill, so even though it's
influenced the way I think about things in some way, it doesn't impede my ability to interact
normally.
I feel for young guys, this is the biggest risk. To only be able to see women through a Red Pill lense.
One can argue that maybe Instagram culture has changed things a lot since I was a teen (I'm 30y), but
at the end of the day, the world painted by content creators is not the real world.
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What is the worst dating advice you’ve gotten and why was it
so bad?
229 upvotes | February 28, 2021 | by basicbiddy | Link | Reddit Link

I’ll start. A married friend told me to let the man talk more and lead the conversation so he knew I
wasn’t too aggressive. I didn’t get a second date. Why you ask? He thought I was deficient upstairs
and wasn’t that smart. Apparently our one way conversation bored him.
Anyways let it fly, tell me your horror stories.
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Everyone blames the men in age gap relationships, but women
keep participating in them.
229 upvotes | January 25, 2023 | by Throwaway4CMVtho | Link | Reddit Link

What the topic says.
Every time an age gap relationship gets brought up, they always blame the man for being
creepy/predatory/manipulative etc. This rhetoric has been going on for years, yet women keep
participating in these relationships with older men. I find it hard to believe that the concept of an
older man being creepy or manipulative or not going after women his own age isn't already in the
heads of these women; they KNOW what a large gap is between them and the man they're seeing,
and they continue to participate. To illustrate this point: I'm a man, right? Back when I was 18 years
old, if a woman that was old enough to be my mom wanted to start a relationship with me, I'd be
firmly aware and of my wits that this is an old ass lady that's old enough to be my mom. When I was
in my 20s and dated women several years older, I was always firmly aware that the woman was
several years older.
It's time we stop acting like women are so oblivious or otherwise easily manipulated into
relationships with older men, when many if not most women should be acutely aware of the age gap
at hand.
I know the first response is going to be about women who have abuse and trauma backgrounds that
may cling to older men as a father figure or something like that, while that may be the case for some,
let's avoid that as a convenient cop-out and let's focus on the angle that these women love older men
just because they're attracted to men they perceive to be mature/alpha/dominant, etc. If women would
simply only entertain men with closer age gaps there would be no such controversy.
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What even makes a woman unattractive, really?
229 upvotes | February 5, 2023 | by Glass_Bucket | Link | Reddit Link

Broke? If you're a woman, no one cares. If you're a man, you're fucked.
Work a low-status, low-income job? If you're a woman, no one cares. If you're a man, you're fucked.
Drive a shitty car, or don't know how to drive? If you're a woman, no one cares. If you're a man,
you're fucked.
Have mental illnesses, struggle with anxiety, or you're an introvert? If you're a woman, no one cares.
If you're a man, you're fucked.
Don't have many friends, or no friends? If you're a woman, no one cares. If you're a man, you're
fucked.
Live with your parents? If you're a woman, no one cares. If you're a man, you're fucked.
Noticeably short? If you're a woman, no one cares. If you're a man, you're fucked.

It's almost comical just how many things significantly affect a man's attractiveness that are utterly
irrelevant to women. Aside from the obvious one of physical appearance (which applies to men as
well), are there any things that can actually be detrimental to a woman's attractiveness?
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TRP is a sexual strategy for Narcissists to have wild sex with
females with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD)
229 upvotes | August 26, 2020 | by xFallacyx69 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m guilty of it without knowing. I’ve told a woman that I wasn’t interested in a relationship and she
spent the next 6 months attempting to get one out of me with sex. Yet every time I tell a woman I
want a relationship, she backs off, even though she was the one who initially told me she wants to be
with me (which made me more attracted to her even if I wasn’t in the first place). After much
introspection, I can only assume that I’m a narcissist. Therefore, I attract (heavily) women who are
only interested in sex as a means to “control me” for their own pleasure. It seems that every woman
I’m with wants me to “finish” and gets frustrated at themselves if I don’t... especially if I say “no it’s
fine I think I’m done for tonight”.
This is why I agree with TRP to some extent, but also vehemently hate how they discard traditional
relationships with secure people via their echo chamber. I see myself in their teachings because I
personally believe A LOT of men are undiagnosed narcissists and A LOT of women are undiagnosed
BPD. And again my personal belief, but men are groomed to be narcissistic in high school when they
get cheated on for “being too nice” and they just never get over it. Just like women are groomed to be
BPD by being pumped and dumped by guys who lie to them about wanting a LTR so they can have
easy access to sex on their terms.
Very morbid view of the roughly half of society (at least in the US) that are perpetually
cheating/divorcing... but I’ve had a few so I’m just spitballing here. Hurt people hurt people... let me
know what you think!!
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Casual Sex for Women is like Prostitution for Men
228 upvotes | September 17, 2020 | by PickleLine | Link | Reddit Link

Everyone is looking for validation and attention.
A man who hires a woman for dates, prostitution and sugar babies (i.e. undercover prostitutes) is seen
as pathetic because the attention and validation he is getting is not real. He's deluding himself. He's
not a man who is actually worthy of women's attention. He's paying women to delude himself and
live a lie.
The same can be said about many women who have casual sex. The women delude themselves into
thinking they're interesting, attractive, respected people deserving of attention and affection through
casual sex. They feel validated by the attention they get. But they've proven nothing about
themselves. Their hookups probably wouldn't hang out or even entertain small talk with them if sex
wasn't on the table. All women can easily get the same attention and validation just by being willing
to have casual sex or signaling that they are willing. Casual sex is the currency that they pay.
This is the reason for the "double standard" stud vs. slut. Unless a man is a 10/10, sleeping with many
women proves his worth and gives him rightful feelings of validation. He is actually a person
deserving of attention and affection of the women he has casual sex with.
Women who have casual sex do not deserve the attention and validation they get (or think they get)
from it. Women who have a lot of casual sex are dissed because they delude themselves into thinking
the fake attention and validation from casual sex is real and can't get real attention and validation.
Validation from casual sex for women = Validation from prostitution for men
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men who believe that woman are "after their money" actually
know deep down that they have nothing to bring to the table
besides money
228 upvotes | June 3, 2022 | by misericordia96 | Link | Reddit Link

If you believe that every woman is a gold digger and that she doesn't want you because you don't
have enough money or because that's all she cares about, try and looking in the mirror. Do you have a
good character ? Are you a person who cares about others ? Who's trying to improve himself ?
I'm a lesbian and am not interested in men, but when I was in the hetero scene (despite being
closeted) I would always hear hetwomen being worried about being perceived as gold diggers by
mediocre men.
Why do hetwomen go out of their way to soothe their ego ?
I don't have a lot of money as a student, but if I had I would shower my gf with gifts, I wouldn't be
insecure abt whether or not she's with me jUsT fOr The MoNEy, because I know that a relationship is
made of more than that, and such relationhip wouldn't last anyway.
I'd also argue that if it's the source of insecurity amongst hetero is because it reminds them of the
prostitution contract.
As a woman who has male friends, I noticed they rarely ever do anything to make my life easier,
while I can count on my female friends. Just goes to show that if you don't suck a man's dick, he
won't lift his finger when you're in trouble or need help. I've known a few men who were dependable
but they're outliers. The majority need sex as a motivation to even engage women as friends
(freindzone), and if you reject them, they aren't friendly anymore.
So that's where we can draw parrallels btw hetero dating and the prostitution contract.
But instead of demanding better from men who only want sex from women, the general narrative is
to tell women to stop using their sexuality and "TuRn TheMSelVes IntO oBjeCTS" to get something
out of them. Again, women are blamed 100% for males moral failings. It's always up tot he women to
"prove that they're more than their bodies" than men to change. Because people put men on an altar.
But yeah, hetwomen often claim that their man is one of the good guys but...if you weren't the one
woman providing him w sex, maybe he'd treat you completely differently.
Like I said earlier, men always need sex as a motivator to be good and generous to women.
They also know that they aren't the best people around (contrary to women who just naturally take
care of their friends and family) so that's why they have insecurities around so called gold diggers
who they believe lurk around every corners and are after their money.
Not to mention many men are gold diggers too, but because of the reasons I posted above and the
gender dynamics, and the fact that men still hold majority of the global wealth, they aren't portrayed
as such as often.
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The idea that women will hit the wall and will suddenly need
men and give lower SMV guys a chance seems like a bluepill
fantasy to me
228 upvotes | October 31, 2022 | by Cjaylyle | Link | Reddit Link

I always thought of redpill as giving men the hard practical reality on a plate.
Its 2022. 30 plus women are hot. If they were unattractive in their early 20's then they're probably
unattractive for life.
If they're hot in their 20s, especially this day in age, they just roll on into their 30s looking hot as ever
and making more effort and having more money to sometimes look even better.
They are just as picky, want kids less, don't need your money and get LOADS of attention from men.
LOADS.
It's not like you dipping into the over 30 pool is lowering the difficulty setting. You're still
competeing with the same guys. The women still don't find you attractive and are still abundant with
options.
The wall and dating getting easier for men into your 30's is a blue pill fantasy. They don't all get baby
fever or epiphanys and settle.
Have you seen women in their 30's? Tbh, a lot are hotter than ever.
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r/dating is mostly male, but r/datingoverthirty is mostly female.
Why?
228 upvotes | May 1, 2021 | by Carkudo | Link | Reddit Link

This is something I've noticed lately. What do you think are the reasons for that?
I personally struggle to come up with one. The only thing I can think of is that in their thirties women
begin to struggle for the first time and that's why that age category tends to discuss more, whereas
men struggle from the start and by 30 the unsuccessful ones are burnt out and have nothing left to
discuss.
However, this explanation kinda feels... low effort. It's the only one I can come up with but I don't
like it myself.
Give me your opinions, people of PPD.
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We are headed for a huge population cliff mainly because men
and women have been conditioned to hate each other.
228 upvotes | July 23, 2021 | by Wrasserman | Link | Reddit Link

In developed countries around the world the birth and marriage rates are at an all time low and
dropping further each year.
There's a general air of distrust between men and women online. Discussions and ideas about gender
roles and relationship expectations I thought would be confined to this sub have now become
commonplace around the Internet.
Sure you could say economic pressures and poor work/life balance are the cause but even in the
harshest of time periods in human history people were getting married, fucking and popping out kids
here and there.
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If the only good thing about the relationship is the sex, why
bother being in a relationship? Just be fuck buddies.
227 upvotes | February 27, 2021 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

Good fucking does not automatically mean good relationship.

Too many people are dating their fuck buddies when they shouldn't. It's amazing how someone gets
called "Sex negative" because they recognize that slapping genitals together does not mean you're in
love nor does it mean you're in a good relationship. It baffles someone can say "Love devoid of sex is
meaningless" as if sex is the only thing worthwhile and all the other aspects of a relationship is
meaningless.

If you want a fuckbuddy, just admit it. Why do people pretend they want a relationship when they
actually want a fuck buddy? You don't have to go around being in a monogamous committed
relationship for good sex. That's like paying $20 for instant cup ramen.

Because if the only good thing I'm getting from a guy is sex, then I can get that without putting in the
effort of caring about his problems, caring about his family, inconveniencing myself to help him out,
and most importantly, without tying myself down to him.
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Men's worth should NOT be based on women's attraction
227 upvotes | May 12, 2022 | by Standard-Inflation10 | Link | Reddit Link

You see it all the time, the recurring thoughts/comments:

If you're not getting laid there must be something wrong with you;
If you're single you must be a social retard autist and live in a basement;
If you're single you probably haven't taken showers in a month and are a hopeless loser;
If you're single yor personality is shit;


The one thing that this assumes is that women's attraction is purely, 100% rational. Like women will
always choose what is good/worthy, and if a man is somehow "slipping under the radar" then he isn't
worthy.
This is very easy to debunk using daily life examples. How many times have you seen drugged out,
criminal, douchebag, loser, without a job men that had relationships? It is fairly common, especially
the "criminal" and aggressive type who seem to never struggle with fermale attraction (you could
argue it's low quality women).
Also, the whole "if you're single you have a bad personality" thing is ironic, because a large portion
of women in this day and age have a "toxic abusive ex" story, so having a "good" personality clearly
isn't a priority.
Are you comfortable in your own skin? Are you a positive influence to your community, family and
friends around you? Then the rest honestly does not matter. Stop assuming women will always
choose the "good" men. Being single does not make you bad, it doesn't mean that there is anything
wrong with you. Keep your head up high kings.
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People are underestimating the prevalence of the childfree
movement
227 upvotes | October 25, 2021 | by friendlyfun147 | Link | Reddit Link

From my perspective, being childfree is incredibly common for people under 35, especially in cities.
The reaction from parents / media is that it's a fringe movement of kid haters.
But there are tons of couples who just don't have kids. They aren't angrily ranting about kids online.
They just live a quiet childfree life. It's not even that they're actively childfree as much as they just
chose to not have a kid.
Example one, at work, most people under 35 do not have kids. We all have decent salaries and many
are partnered up. But the response is always "meh", don't need them. I know in my own circle too,
there have been a few abortions but no kids.
People are just chilling and enjoying life. I think the birth rate is going to collapse even more across
the world (as it already is doing) much more than people think. Childfree couples get very little
media representation, and the number will surprise people in the coming decades.
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For Those Who Think Women "Should Care About Men's
Dating Struggles", What Would That Look Like?
227 upvotes | October 25, 2020 | by Gravel_Roads | Link | Reddit Link

For all the threads about how women "don't care" about how hard it is for men, I don't see a lot of
descriptions about what form that "caring" is actually supposed to take.
Pity dates? Charities to get us laid? Candlelight vigils for virgins? Apologies for being attractive to
us? I genuinely don't see the vision here.
"Struggling" isn't a very sexy past time, so it seems like something you wouldn't want people
focusing on if you're trying to date them...
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CMV: In these modern times, we will see fewer women who are
opting to settle for a "beta bucks" and instead we will see more
women going their own way when they get older.
227 upvotes | November 25, 2020 | by BrownEyedGringa | Link | Reddit Link

I have always thought the AF/BB was the most interesting theory proposed by TRP/manosphere,
mainly because I do believe there is some truth to it.
However, I don't believe that it's as applicable these days as it was, say, 5-10 years ago. I think the
dating climate and our culture is changing. People are more unapologetically seeking what they want
and completely ignoring what doesn't add a net positive in their lives, regardless of what's deemed
socially or traditionally acceptable.
I can see many women who will have sex with sexually desirable men until their 40s or so and then
settle into a platonic life partnership with another like-minded woman or simply just live alone or
among friends and family members.
I think women, especially educated women with decent careers, will have less of an incentive to
settle for an unhappy or possibly sexless marriage with a "beta bucks". If they want children, they
have the options of sperm donation or adoption. There is less of a stigma these days surrounding
either (adoption in particular is seen as a noble act).
My generation in particular (20s) has many single people in it, both men and women. I highly doubt
the chronically single ones will settle down any time soon. Many of the people I know who are single
(mid 20s) haven't dated much in the past few years and do not see a long term partnership/marriage as
a goal. A lot more women these days are childfree, as well, because they realize they can't have it all
(career, marriage, children) without sacrificing their comfort and well-being along the way. The 90s
myth of the high-powered career woman who is also miraculously able to do the majority of the
housework, childcare, food prep, etc, is fading rapidly.
Less sexually desirable men on the other hand will likely continue trying for marriage and children
up until a certain age, and if not successful finding a suitable woman, they too will settle for
occasional casual sex or short-term partnerships with women. I can sense there's also a lot of pent-up
frustration from "beta" types, so it would make sense that they may become turned off by the whole
idea of dating unfortunately, especially if they haven't been on the benefiting end of hookup culture.
In general, I think long-term casual sex, some forms of polyamory, or short-term relationships will
start becoming more common among more liberal-minded folks in my generation as we get older.
Then after sexual desirability has faded, people will go their own way. Fewer people will opt for
marriage unless they want a traditional family with children (which has increasingly become less
popular among my age group). I do believe this will be in stark contrast to the generations older than
us, who did see marriage and children as a long-term goal. Therefore, a lot of rules that applied there
will not apply to us.
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CMV: Men being seen as a ''Safe option'' as a partner is an
issue.
227 upvotes | January 19, 2020 | by boeing747-420 | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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Young men are not being "radicalized" by random men on the
internet; their views/opinions are much more so being forged
by what women themselves directly say on social media and
other public forums.
227 upvotes | November 27, 2020 | by Banned_BY_SOYMEN | Link | Reddit Link

Oftentimes on Reddit, you'll see people complain about how men are being radicalized by other
radicalized men; oftentimes, incels or people they claim are incels.
The truth is, in my view, this is more so distortion of the truth than anything.
Now sure, incels do have dumb theories. They do cherry-pick evidence to show you what they want
to see, but the truth is a lot of that evidence/data is based on what women themselves have actually
said or data that is unfiltered aggregate data that gives the perception of what women actually think at
a population level (i.e. OLD data sets). At the end of the day, interpretation of the data will always be
a subjective matter, but I don’t think most ‘blackpill’ takes are inherently misleading or deceptive.
I think it's wrong to say THESE MEN are the ones "radicalizing" the youth. They may give a
distorted view and representation of the world (and if we’re being honest, literally every journalist
and content creator does this), but at the end of the day, they are more or less just being a messenger
and redistributing information of what has been said directly from women themselves or pulling from
stories based on women’s behavior.
I don't think it's fair to blame someone for forming said opinions on said things when they are coming
from the source/said person itself.
If I were to steelman a counter-argument, I think the only avenue that one could take is that social
media isn't representative of what girls actually think or believe.
Personally, I don't agree with this, and for the relevant demographic (i.e. 18-35 year-old men) -- it is
very representative of how many women think in said demographic. Not only is it representative, but
said behavior is frequently promoted and applauded on various forums, so I don’t see this changing
anytime soon.
Sure, you can always find exceptions -- you can always find ONE girl who hasn't been exposed to a
high dosage of social media, but if it's the exception rather than the rule, does it really matter?
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This “small subset” of women who claim to be struggling could
hop on Reddit right now and have their pick of the litter but
they won’t do it. That’s an option most men will NEVER have
227 upvotes | May 25, 2022 | by DerekMorganBAU | Link | Reddit Link

Let’s be plainly let’s stop the cap right now.
If you’re a woman, black white Asian Hispanic other neurodivergent I don’t give a damn
You can hop on Reddit. Go to the lonely men subs. Thirst trap them by acting sweet homely and
sexually adventurous and watch the men eat it up.
Hell even the men HERE would eat it all up.
And to don’t even have to reveal a face pic.
But you won’t do it because Reddit is “associated” with “low value nerdy weird men” or some shit
despite the fact that in the pic thread here none of the men were below average lookin.
Women have infinite options to turn ANY platform into a dating one. They could get a man while
playing Call Of Duty like who are you trying to fool?
The jig is up. Men know the truth. Just because you don’t want to explore those avenues to get a man
doesn’t mean they don’t exist.
It’s the difference between starving in a grocery store and starving in a desert.
Edit: Automod let me see you back that thang up
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Why is male “insecurity” so demonized?
226 upvotes | November 14, 2022 | by lurker7128 | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve noticed that a lot of women seem really like to like psychoanalyzing men and calling them
“insecure” if they don’t like women that are promiscuous, hyperindependent, etc. Isn’t some degree
of insecurity rational? You wouldn’t chastise an unemployed or precariously employed worker for
being insecure about an unstable labor market. Sure, if these insecurities get in the way of a current
relationship and they aren’t reasonable insecurities I can understand how this could be a problem.
However, when there are manosphere channels with hundreds of thousands of men following them
precisely over these insecurities, doesn’t that lend some credence to these insecurities being valid in
some way or another?
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The Queen of FDS
226 upvotes | October 1, 2021 | by LowCreddit | Link | Reddit Link
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As a man you have the privilege of compensating with other
attributes other than looks, and dating attractive women. While
women can't really do the same.
226 upvotes | February 9, 2021 | by geyejoe7 | Link | Reddit Link

Yea, you can definitely catch some hotties as a below average looking guy, but you gotta know how
to.
I personally am able to compensate with a lot of things, so while my looks are below average, I'm a
HV partner.
The issue is that men that are below average looking are LACKING confidence or even awareness of
what other attributes could attract women.

Being smart
Being funny
Being interesting
Being productive
Being ambitious
Being confident
Being well dressed
Being in shape

All these things can make you a vastly better partner.
Women on the other hand aren't valued for much more than looks. So if they're lacking in that
category, little to nothing can make up for that.
Being settled for, btw, doesn't mean that they can successfully date as below average looking.
Because being settled for is nothing more than a consolation prize. And no good looking man will
settle for a below 5/10 woman, unless he has issues.
Only a handful of people will actually acknowledge this, especially here. And especially not in
America, where looks became the most important because of online dating.
Anyway, men can attract women in all sorts of way.
While I never heard a guy friend or acquaintance say "I love that girl, she's so smart!" (Unless she's
also hot).
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FDS Level Up Bitches!
226 upvotes | May 6, 2020 | by DeuxPistolets | Link | Reddit Link
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Are that many men really surprised that women like and
respond more positively to attractive men?
226 upvotes | June 1, 2020 | by YveisGrey | Link | Reddit Link

Just seems like that should obvious to most but the way men on here complain I just don’t know. I
mean dating is about attraction so why is it such a shock that being “nice” but also “ugly” wouldn’t
land you your dream girl? Like the fact that RP has to tell men to put some effort into their
appearance to increase their chances with women’s receptiveness to them is hilarious to me not
because they are telling men how to look good (providing advice on this is normal) but because men
are so surprised that they should be trying to look good in the first place. I think this is also an
American thing because in many other places in the world, Europe , South and Central America,
West Africa, S. Korea etc.. men try to look good like they actually care about how clothes fit them
and they are even into fashion and it’s not considered weird or “gay” at all just a part of attracting
women.
I think American dudes watched too many movies where the hot girl chose the nice nerdy kid over
the jock in the end because it should he common sense that looking good will help attract people to
you male or female (gay or straight etc..)
Oh and this is not to say that looks are all that matter because they aren’t but just seems like many
men are shocked to learn that they are even a factor.
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TRP is high beta fuckboy game. They only get pussy without
commitment because they lie about their intentions
226 upvotes | June 9, 2020 | by Debate8tate | Link | Reddit Link

A Fuckboy is someone who pretends to be really into a girl so he can get in that girls pants.
Fuckboys lie to get pussy. They act like they are open to getting into a relationship and dip when the
girl pushes to make things exclusive. If these guys told girls straight up that they aren't interested in a
relationship , girls would never have sex with them. Being a fuckboy is how most men rack up high
N counts. Few men are so awesome women willing to be with them without commitment.
TRP takes guys that are naturally beta and gives them advice on how to improve their looks , remove
the more pathetic parts of their game(eg: friends first dating/orbiting) and add some alpha traits(eg:
assertiveness/having a backbone). That's not enough to be an "Alpha fucks". Alphas are the , fun,
high risking taking, low disgust, erratic guys ....these are the guys party girls go after. These guys
don't care about "building power" and having a "mission" yet they get laid constantly.
What TRP has sneakily done is redefine High Beta as Alpha. I figure they have done this simply
because Alpha was never an obtainable goal for engineer bob that never went to parties and fears
drugs. So now we have a bunch of high betas. These guys are what women see as marriage material.
A guy with a decent future , that is somewhat attractive and isn't a spineless wimp. All the women
who are smart enough to try and settle down early(unlike party girls) are going to be dating high
betas.
Now i'll explain why they are fuckboys . If you've ever been on AskTRP , you'd recognize a trend of
post with the theme "My plate of 1 month wants commitment". Now in these types of posts the
response from everyone including ECs is to kick the can down the road. Agree and amplify, ignore
her completely ,etc. This is same thing fuckboys do. They give girls mixed signals and try to get sex
as long as they can before she figures out he'll never commit. Eventually the guys makes an update
post "My Plate Broke" .
What can we take from this? Girls are not getting with these guys just to have fun, sex and chill. They
are looking for commitment. They see these guys as good choices for marriage and kids. Once it is
abundantly clear he won't commit she immediate leaves. I'd argue that if TRP guys were 100% clear
with girls that they aren't looking for anything serious she would have never had sex with him. Why
would she? If girls want just sex, they can find an actual "Alpha Fucks".
CMV: TRP is high beta fuckboy game. They only get pussy without commitment because they
lie about their intentions.
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When dating women, it’s all about how a man makes her feel in
his presence- looks matter, but they aren’t a woman’s top
priority!
225 upvotes | September 6, 2020 | by coyavenue | Link | Reddit Link

As a single woman in my 20’s who has dated lots I have one piece of advice to men out here.
With women, it’s all about how a man makes her feel in his presence
I have dated guys who were physically attractive and successful but they were cocky, had a chip on
their shoulder, and lacked tact. They were so used to easily getting women based off looks alone it
felt as though they were purposely being tools to see what they could get away with.
Conversely, I’ve dated men who were easy going, kind, charismatic, so-so, or down right not my type
in the looks department. And shit let me tell you, I was head over heels for some of them
One guy who was 5’6, 25 with adult braces, and acne put me under a spell.. I was admittedly
crazzzzzy about him for years.
I think this is why
Braces dude was cool, calm and collected. He made up for his other ‘deficits’ ( we all have them btw)
just by how he interacted with me and how he made me feel.
Big dick energy or ‘BDE’ is a REAL thing, my friends and I find ourselves attracted to guys who
aren’t even our type because damn there is something about them! If you’re friendly, confident,
assertive, and easy to talk to I guarantee your experience with women will improve.
Also never tell a woman you have zero experience or bad luck in the romance department - not
saying pretend like you’re slick Rick, but it’s something they don’t need to know!!
Woman of reddit comment below if you agree or have something to add to this discussion!
I don’t think men truly understand how powerful this is.
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Study: female sexlessness is also rising:
225 upvotes | July 28, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

https://ifstudies.org/blog/more-faith-less-sex-why-are-so-many-unmarried-young-adults-not-having-s
ex According to this study made between 1989 and 3 2021, female sexlessness is much higher than in
2021 than 1989, quite surprising with the rise of sexual liberation, OLD and feminism.
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If a maidenless man is a bad relationship choice because "there
must be something wrong with him", then so is a woman who's
had a string of failed relationships.
225 upvotes | September 22, 2022 | by dbz19_kai | Link | Reddit Link

Not sure whether to label this "discussion" or "CMV", cause I know whichever one I pick, a certain
mod is gonna relabel it just make my life difficult, but anyway.

I often see this very womanly argument peddled around PPD, that uses Facts & Logic
TM

 to argue
basically that a guy who's never had a gf before and is maidenless is a bad relationship prospect,
because "if he hasn't been able to get a gf, there must be something wrong with him", "I don't want to
be a practice gf".
I don't agree with this, I think it just turns off women cause it's unmasculine, but I'll roll with this
argument for the sake of this post.
Basically the gist is that if a guy reaches a certain age and has never had a gf, then that says volumes
about him, it means there's something wrong with him, because it's his fault he never got a gf and not
life circumstances or bad luck or whatever. All other factors are irrelevant, it's his fault, there is
something defective in him which causes him to be maidenless.
Well using this same logic, I say if a woman, or any person for that matter, has had a string of failed
relationships, then there must be something wrong with her. Just like you put aside bad luck and life
circumstances in the other case, you can do so in this case. If she's reached a certain age and hasn't
managed to get married or all her relationships have ended in break ups, then there must be
something wrong with her, there must be something defective in her.
I'm gonna label this discussion for now but if it gets changed to CMV, I'm gonna sleep soon so I'll
answer the replies in the morning.
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Men Now Face More Unrealistic Beauty Standards
225 upvotes | December 26, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

The advent of onlyfans has finally dispelled the idea that men have "unrealistic beauty
standards"; it on the contrary showed how diverse their tastes really are: "Thicc" women are in
demand, and are competing with skinny girls, and with it there came the adult influencers involving
outright overweight women, geeky girls with greasy hair ... watch the faces of the e-thots -- they
range from the sculpted like Olivia Wilde's to fatty baby faced plane Janes with overbites. Women of
all shapes and sizes have their s1mps now. Its a far more uniform picture of when you look at what
the average woman imagines under "attractive guy":

V shaped torso
muscles (low body fat %)
trendy haircut with youthful hairline
square jaw

she'd like to think she has a "type", but upon closer inspection you will discover it's the same guy in
different outfits, there is rarely any real diversity in it, the furthest from the hunk ideal is a alternative
skinny white tall guy, but it pretty much ends there.
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Do men even enjoy dating women?
225 upvotes | March 11, 2023 | by MxMaster9907 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m 23 and been in this whole red/blue pill debate for quite a while.
One of the impressions i get from a lot of dudes, is that they don’t really seem to like women, they
don’t seem to enjoy their company, value their dreams and aspirations, they seem to think that
women are stupid, boring and not funny.
Don’t get me wrong, i know men enjoy intimacy with women, but outside sex, do you even enjoy
dating women?
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A lot of cynicism from men about dating revolves around the
fact that most women are not consistent with how much effort
the men they “let” sleep with puts into them, versus the men
that are actually dating them. And why I like the 90 day rule.
224 upvotes | September 18, 2020 | by Jaylen-Gads | Link | Reddit Link

Women on FDS and PPD talk about “effort” and how men do not put that much effort into dating
women. But one thing women do not answer is why some men have to put in more effort than others.
Scenario: You have been dating this woman for one month and you have paid for every date, and
have not pressured her for sex or brought it up at all because she claims “I do not like to sleep
around”. You are thinking about starting a relationship with her but you “find” out she had sex with a
guy she just met through a casual encounter no effort needed on his part.”
A lot of women will say “it was just a casual encounter I found him attractive and he found me
attractive and we just had sex, that’s a petty thing to argue about”. But it’s not because from a mans
perspective what your telling him is that with all your “efforts” to pursue me it means nothing
because since this man has better SMV than you my rules do not apply to him, but they apply to you.
Hence the saying “women make rules for betas, break rules for alphas”. This is the scenario where
that statement comes from, we do not sit in a basement and just make this stuff up. So by following
this logic it makes sense why a lot men are cheap on dates “low effort=low risk”.
A lot of women will argue, “well if you were really looking for a relationship why does it matter if I
sleep with a guy while your just courting me I’m still considered single”.
That is a valid argument, but that comes down to the fact that both parties need to be “honest” with
each other beforehand about what they really want so issues like this do not happen. We know we are
not the only person you are seeing, following that we know there are better looking men in your
dating roster and vice versa, but both parties owe it to each other to be honest about there intentions.
The point that I’m trying to make is that if you do not reward the men that play the dating game
correctly your setting a bad precedent for the future women these men meet. Your in a sense creating
the “low value” “low effort” men that you despise, because they don’t want to get there time wasted
or their feelings hurt. For men that just want to date you short term and leave will probably not care
about this, but the men that do want you long term will because it shows that you are serious and not
giving it up for anyone. When I say “reward” I’m not implying you have to sleep with them what I’m
implying is just that you don’t fuck over the other party.
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What are the ways in which women enforce Toxic Masculinity?
224 upvotes | October 20, 2021 | by Fleischpeitsch | Link | Reddit Link

Toxic Masculinity refers to harmful cultural standards that are placed on men, but most of the focus
seems to be on how men contribute to it although women are just as responsible.
So, let's turn it around and take a look at the ways in which a significant portion of women harm men
and enforce toxicity in them.
From the top of my head I can think of several socially-accepted ideas that are commonly promoted
by women

if he's below 6'4" he's not a man, he's just a boy

By associating manliness with being tall and calling men that don't live up to that standard Not Real
Men women make men feel like their worth is primarily based on their physical features and are a
primary cause of bigorexia

Small/Big Dick Energy

By associating confidence with big dicks and narcissism with small dicks women enforce the idea
that size matters and that men who lack in size are worthless.
By instinctively shouting at any man that drives a big truck that he must have a tiny weiner women
make the men around them feel like most of their worth comes from their penis, which objectifies
men.

Man-Flu and making fun of men if they share their feelings

By not allowing men to be vulnerable and by making fun of them if they show signs of sickness once
every blue moon when they can't hide it anymore women cause men to act emotionally numb and
teach them to swallow their emotions down with alcohol instead of solving them in a healthy way.

demanding protection

I usually solve problems by talking about them, but had several girlfriends in the past that demanded
I beat up someone for checking them out too much to show that I care about them. This enforces
aggression in men.
What do you think? What other ways can you think of?
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Every single polyamorous couple I've interracted with was
instigated by the female party.
224 upvotes | December 14, 2021 | by Slitelohel | Link | Reddit Link

This post is really as simple as the title says. I wanted to see what others' experience has been. I live
in a high population area in Texas and recently met a lot of people from the poly community. I
always end up asking how each couple came to start doing the dynamic and in every single case,
except one very specific one, the woman engaged the conversation and wanted to do it. My one
outlier was a man who was polyamorous previously to his relationship and has never been in a
monogomous relationship.
This seems interesting compared to what I've read on Reddit, as it seems men are unable to be
monogamous and always seek out poly as a manner of "ethically" cheating. So what's y'alls
experiences been who's had them?
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What are some dating hills that you will die on?
224 upvotes | April 22, 2022 | by jespteins_blackbook | Link | Reddit Link

For me, it’s that women care about looks as much as men. Men just care about other things less than
women do.
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Men have almost zero opportunity to meet women unless it is
organic or through mutual friends, coworkers or in the short
window of time they are in college if they go. You can be the
hottest guy in the room, but rarely is it fruitful if you approach.
This shows men have it far worse than women.
224 upvotes | April 25, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

The vast majority of attractive women are taken. Those who aren’t generally don’t want to be
bothered even by men they are attracted to. This gives men an extremely limited number of
circumstances in which they are able to meet women and successfully form any kind of connection
for followup.
I’ve seen model level attractive guys get brushed off by women eye fucking them, and no it had
nothing to do with their approach. These were seasoned vets, girls simply have too much abundance
to be interested in meeting strangers most of the time.
Instead you must completely depend on your social network, mutual friends and coworkers to
successfully meet women. Bars and online dating are atrocious. 99% of the time it has to happen
organically and by “chance” or it fizzles out before it even starts. And this is just to get an interview,
you still need jump through several more hoops to seal the deal.
So what does this mean? You essentially have to literally get “lucky” as a guy to succeed with
women. You can learn all the game in the world and become wealthy, successful and be physically
attractive but none of this matters in the end.
Women say “dating is equally bad for both genders” but this is extremely disingenuous. In addition to
the above phenomenon, men have countless other hurdles to get over and burdens to bear. Dating is
hell on earth for men.
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Men who can't stand the degeneracy of westernized women
why don't you move to a more traditional country?
224 upvotes | April 19, 2020 | by YoureNotAverageLoser | Link | Reddit Link

I hope mods have a sense of humor.
Ok we get it. You're the living embodiment of /r/lewronggeneration but instead of boomer superiority
you're more of the silent type.
You long for the good ole days of coming home to a home cook meal from your bang maid wife. The
house was always clean, your laundry was done, the kids were taken care of; your only job was to
work and fuck. You might have been your bosses bitch but you could take out that frustration on your
bitch at home. What is she gonna do? Leave? Divorce wasn't invented yet. It was your castle. You
made the rules. You were the king. A time when men were men and women knew their place.
But unfortunately you're in 2020. Almost a century after the sexual revolution. Religion died. Nobody
can wait till marriage for sex because it's happening at 29 instead of 19. All the women are whores on
the cock carousal. Truly a dark haram timeline
The term cock carousal is funny to me. Because it basically describes regular modern day dating but
it frames it negatively. It's literally serial monogamy with a couple FBWs and drunk unremarkable
hookups in between until you find someone you want to settle down with. Most men are cool with
this type of dating because they are doing the same thing. The cock carousal is the tradcon take on
modern dating and they long for the days of a virgin woman as their life long partner.
The entire frame of TRPs motto "Enjoy the decline" shows that were tradcons all along . Decline
from where you have to ask your self. But it seems the original TRP dudes quickly accepted the
message and joined the hedonist party. But leftover are guys who couldn't quite stomach it and guys
who couldn't make the cut as FWBs for any girl.
And the first set of guys will never be happy in a country that under went any type of sexual
revolution. But to stay in any westernized country is simply to accept misery. There are countries
were you can live out your 1940s dream. You deserve a shot at happiness. And people leave their
home countries all the time. Why not you?
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A lot of issues brought up on this sub aren’t gender-specific,
and tend to be people-specific in actuality
224 upvotes | March 30, 2020 | by InertBrian | Link | Reddit Link

The blatant misogyny and misandry on a lot of these threads are pretty annoying (AWALT and
AMALT posts stand out). Because for the most part, I can take your CMV and give you the
equivalent for the opposite gender.
It’s one thing to talk about what men and women are more susceptible to. An example of this is
sexual attraction (women like height, men like hair health). But the moment the conversation turns
into “CMV: all women are shallow because of height”, I can turn it around and say CMV: all men are
shallow because they won’t date bald girls.
While both genders have general tendencies (men more likely to work physical jobs like construction,
women more nurture roles like nursing), there’s still levels of individuality and variability within the
genders (women working construction, or male nurses). A man will find a woman he’s repulsed by,
and another he’s enthralled with, vice versa for women.
Tl;DR: AMALT, and AWALT themed threads are factually inaccurate at the anecdotal level, and in
most cases there’s an opposite gender equivalent. Stop hating a specific gender, and hate specific
groups of people that have the certain personalities/traits you hate.
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You know how women say they don't want to be a "mother" to
their husband
224 upvotes | October 30, 2019 | by IcyChillMikes | Link | Reddit Link

(i.e. cooking, cleaning, maintaining the household, etc.)
Well, I don't want to be a "father" to my wife.
Which entails of the following:

Not supporting them financially
Not fixing their broken shit
Not listening to their problems
Not defending them
Not buying them anything
Not having to be the leader or the "head" of the household

Any else you want to add to this list?
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CMV: Unattractive men should not befriend women if they
want sex, they should befriend Chad
224 upvotes | March 12, 2021 | by _Neon_Shadow_ | Link | Reddit Link

I would prefer if this was a discussion but I'm making an affirmative claim, so... yeah.
Basically, if you are below the looks threshold many women have, the best way to get a ROI from
your effort is to befriend a Chad. You could go the Red Pill route of slowly building power, but that
takes time. One of the fastest ways to get laid is to be adjacent to women getting laid. That simply
means letting your best friend, Chad, pass you some.
In the words of Snoop Dogg: It ain't no fun, if the homies can't have none.
Edit: If you know, you know. Free game.
Edit2: If you don't think this works, don't pay it any mind. Ignore it. But like I said, for those of you
that know... you know. It needs no further explanation.
Edit3: By the laws of Reddit, I have the most upvotes, i.e. the high ground, which means I win. I also
successfully changed the mind of the most upvoted comment. Thank you for your time. Yall have a
nice day.
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Men are more likely to agree in what women are attractive,
while women are more likely to disagree in what men are
attractive
223 upvotes | July 9, 2021 | by cowfishAreReal | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/06/090626153511.htm
Woman have more different standards for men amongst themselves than men do for women.
"Men's judgments of women's attractiveness were based primarily around physical features and they
rated highly those who looked thin and seductive. Most of the men in the study also rated
photographs of women who looked confident as more attractive.
As a group, the women rating men showed some preference for thin, muscular subjects, but disagreed
on how attractive many men in the study were. Some women gave high attractiveness ratings to the
men other women said were not attractive at all."
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Women like all types of guys!
223 upvotes | October 2, 2021 | by Critical-Guidance-45 | Link | Reddit Link
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Men who want a "traditional woman", can you do traditionally
male chores?
223 upvotes | November 17, 2020 | by cast-away-ramadi06 | Link | Reddit Link

Saw something over on FDS about men being unreasonable for wanting a woman who can cook
when they can't change their own oil, brakes, etc. It got me thinking that I know a lot of guys who
can't do much with their hands.
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I've had 40 Hinge dates. I firmly believe a woman's initial
interest in a man has a window of time to it.
223 upvotes | March 27, 2023 | by DarenWoods30 | Link | Reddit Link

I'll do my best to word this, but this is quite possibly the most profound and hottest take I have from
my Hinge experience of two years. Not much has been written about this, but I'll share my experience
and thoughts.
I had four dates with a woman. I was very inexperienced and I never really used online dating before.
On the first date there was a massive spark. We just effing clicked with a lot of shared laughter and
convo flowed like butter. She had sparkly eyes.
She really wanted to see me again, and asked if we can exchange numbers instead of talking on the
app. We had three more dates afterwards, but the problem was I was awkward and didn't make any
moves. I blew through a lot of good opportunities being nervous and inexperienced. On the fourth
date I finally kissed her, but again was super inexperienced and was awkward about it.
She then sent me the friendzone paragraph. I then had this epiphany: as a man you HAVE to
skillfully drive things in a sexual direction on the 2-4th date, or you just end up rejected no matter
how much of a good match you objectively were.
This lead to further thoughts:
1) I think what's so painful about the friendzone is you guys were a good match, you just sucked at
making moves was all and now your chance is up. If I get rejected by a hot girl who never liked me, I
don't really care. But if I get rejected by a woman I like who was initially super into me, it hurts
sooooo much more. It's like that feeling of having something good slip between your fingers.
2) I think this is where the NiceGuy TM phenomenon also comes from. A lot of inexperienced dudes
hear about how women are sick of being hit up for sex and treated badly, so they approach dating
being very kind and not making any moves and then they get friendzoned. Then they get super
frustrated thinking "what the hell? I literally did everything my female friends told me to do when
dating, yet my crush is now being effed by some douchebag even though I was nice to her." Some of
these guys are authentically kind dudes, but are obviously scratching their head confused. The reality
is, they simply didn't build any sexual tension. Kindness alone doesn't get the tingles happening.
3) I kind of get the impression men and women view dating from two different perspectives. From
her perspective, she just wasn't feeling it was all. In his perspective, he could have made better moves
that may have lead to a much different outcome.
4) I think a lot of men are totally okay with taking things slow when it comes to intimacy, but we feel
pressured to make moves on dates. From my experience, I feel like I have to kiss her goodbye by the
2nd date at the latest, or else things start to unravel. People say there's no timeline to these things, but
things clunk into friendzone land very quickly if you're not careful.
What are your thoughts about it all?
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Plenty of women cannot believe average men cannot get laid
because of what they see
223 upvotes | May 12, 2022 | by urukshai | Link | Reddit Link

Women see how their average looking friend had sex with a random plumber, or a guy they found 2
days ago. They see how her friends' boyfriends look like losers, etc.
They cannot believe average men are not gettting sex because they know how horny some of her
friends are and how low their bar is.
The issue is that those average men are often socially skilled than the 80% of men who have some
low self steem and maybe even mental illness. Some men cannot stand rejection and women cannot
understand it because women rarely deal with rejection as they do not usually ask.
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Do women realize how little maintenance men need to be
statistically faithful?
223 upvotes | April 16, 2022 | by Rough_Collections | Link | Reddit Link

28% of men cheat.
Of that 28% 60% admit that lack of intimacy as the root cause of thier cheating.
That means that only 11.2 of men cheat for reasons that are not lack of intimacy.
Let's keeps these numbers in mind and on move on to marriages & LTR
So let's 28% of men in LTR/ marriages cheat, that number could drop to as little as 11%, 1 in 10 by
just having more sexual satisfaction.
The Average man in a LTR is in his late 20/30s
That Average man would like to have sex 1 - 5 times a week.
(The national average is 2 times a month)
The Average man ejaculates in as little as 5 minutes.
That means to keep your man statistically loyal. You as woman would have to dedicate between 5 -
25 minutes of intimacy a week to have a 89% chance of keeping your man faithful and maintaining
your relationship.
Are you telling your man he is not worth 25 minutes of you showing your love in his love language
weekly.
So the big questions are:
How many women have never actually done the math?
If you have done the math how do you justify not giving him the 25 minutes of time statistically he
needs to maintain somethings that has taken you years to build?
Would you stay faithful to a man that gave you less than 25 minutes of attention a week?
Update: I think this discussion has brought out a larger issue. Not a single person said " I had a better
sex life than you described and my LTR man still cheated on me" No one wants to discuss the merits
of solutions. People just want to complain about the problem and say: "It's to complicate in regards to
me if only the other person gave up all sovereign thought and desire for happiness then the problem
would be solved."
I think the real issue is simple solutions have simple accountability chains and people would rather
wellow in self pity than be accountable for thier part to play in a relationship.
Rightous anger is the prize of fools. Contentment is prize of the wise.
Good luck to you all.
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Men are blamed for everything
223 upvotes | January 22, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

>men drop out to play video games
Men are responsible for women ending up alone in life.
>men tune in and attend college
Men are responsible for the Golden Penis Syndrome
>men chase women
Men are behaving like predators.
>men don't chase women
Men are in a crisis of masculinity and need to find their balls.
>men are earning a lot
Men are responsible for the patriarchy and women need more power.
>men aren't earning a lot
Men are to blame for women not getting married and starting families.
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Men should stop spending so much time online if they don't
want to be lonely
223 upvotes | January 19, 2022 | by Warm_Treat_4770 | Link | Reddit Link

I honestly think one of the worst problems for men right now is sites like this. They go online and
hear that only 20 percent of men get 80 percent of woman, or they see images of hot Instagram guys
and start to believe they're ugly. From what I've seen in life most guys aren't lonely. The ones that are
generally spend all their time on sites like this, and don't try to improve themselves.
Even the most unappealing people you could imagine, I've seen with spouses. It's not impossible, it's
normal. When you have men going online like this they fall into self pity and low self esteem and it
drives them insane. For awhile I thought I was ugly and doomed to be alone but then I realized I
wasn't. It was just low self esteem and obsession caused by reading all this stuff on reddit. Now I'm
more confident and I'm gonna try socializing more and experiencing life. And the truth is most so
called "forever" alone guys wouldn't even be alone if they didn't spend all their time obsesseing about
how unfair life is. Chances are they're probably average and just fell into believing some bs
propaganda, and they got to the point where it drove them to be an unlikable weirdo.
Also it's not like you can't put in the effort to become better looking. You can literally lose weight,
get facial surgery, teeth whitened, go to the gym. These are are all possibilities you can go through if
you really want to be better and get more dates. I saw this one guy's blog and he looked extremely
ugly, then he put in the work and effort and he was getting dates with over a hundred people. If you're
average it's extremely likely you can get above average if you actually put in the work. I mean
woman put in tons of effort with make-up and shit, you actually think half of them are that naturally
attractive? No, they're average. But apparently none of you guys wanna put in any effort at all.
And also when it comes to this subreddit I think it's terrible advice to tell people to have sex with
someone you're not attracted to. Only have sex if you are both mutually attracted, doing something
you don't want for the sake of it won't make you feel better.
Honestly most people on this subreddit need to get off the internet, stop obsessing about online
theories about the amount of pussy guys get, and actually socialize.
The world of men getting laid isn't as depressing as you lay it out to be, it's only depressing because
you're part of a circle jerk. Do you think successful men are on reddit complaining about how unfair
life is? No.
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The problem isn't that there are too many nice guys, the
problem is that there aren't enough nice women
223 upvotes | January 3, 2020 | by Oncefa2 | Link | Reddit Link

There's a growing attitude around reddit that men who wind up with abusive girlfriends / wives
brought it on themselves. And while I'm sure there's blame to be had with ignoring red flags and
things like that, almost nobody wants to criticize the women in these relationships.
And it's not like these women are all that rare, either. Especially for a lot of men who don't have looks
/ money. All the non crazy, non red flag girls are taken. So all the mean and emotionally unstable
ones are left to pair up with all the "nice guys". And then people wonder why they get bitter about
everything, especially when we place all the blame on them instead of holding the women they're
with accountable for their actions.
We shouldn't be encouraging men to "fight back" and be confrontational. What we need to do is
encourage women to be nicer to men and not take advantage of them.
Sure we need to talk about red flags and tell these men to stand up for themselves. But we need to do
this while recognizing that what they are experiencing is emotional abuse, and that the women who
are doing this need to be held accountable for their actions.
Blaming nice guys for being nice and winding up in abusive relationships is tantamount to victim
blaming.
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CMV: Dating apps that have height as a mandatory form fill
out, should also have a mandatory "body-fat-ratio" section
223 upvotes | December 8, 2019 | by ubermynsch | Link | Reddit Link

why is it even mandatory?
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As a leftist man, I believe that men are better off not pursuing
progressive/feminist/leftist women for long-term relationships.
223 upvotes | December 1, 2022 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

To be clear about my political views, I'm something of a conservative Marxist-Leninist (in short, my
ideal society is something akin to modern China, the USSR, or Putin's Russia), and I'm far left on
most political issues [besides feminism, which I'm far right against]. In spite of that, I think dating is
easier for men when they pursue dating pools with mostly conservative women, and here is my
reasoning.

Infidelity1.

This point is my most straightforward one: 71% of conservative women think cheating is always
wrong, compared to 36% of liberal women. The literal majority of liberal women think there's room
for nuance as far as cheating goes. I'll get more into sociosexuality later, but liberal women have
more unrestricted sociosexuality, and unrestricted sociosexuality predicts adulterous intentions,
whereas restricted sociosexuality predicts better quality relationships. Sounds like a recipe for
disaster already.

Alpha Fucks Beta Bucks1.

I barely think we need to define the phenomenon, as we've heard enough stories from the men here
about women reluctantly romanticizing the stable average guy while sexualizing and lusting for the
unstable hot guy. Interestingly enough, I found a study describing the phenomenon. The research
analyzes the dual-sexual strategy hypothesis which claims that women select different men for short
and long-term relationships. Unsurprisingly, it found that American women select genetic traits
(sense of humour, masculine, good body, athletic, good voice, and good-looking) for short-term
relationships, and material traits (stays at home, considerate, patient, good income, high social status,
successful career) for long-term relationships. However, the study also found that sociosexuality
(willingness to have casual sex) was a good predictor for adherence to this strategy. To be specific,
women from India envisioned the latter kinds of mates for both short-term and long-term
relationships. This means female conservative daters don't compartmentalize men as hookup material
or husband material. In other words: conservative women have no concept of alpha fucks beta
bucks, as they give the stable guy full sexualization as well as romanticization.

Sociosexuality1.

Though it should be common sense that conservative women will have lower sociosexuality than
liberal women, I suppose I have to justify myself in claiming so. Unrestricted sociosexuality is
associated with earlier sexual experiences in life, and greater lifetime partners. Conservative
orientations are associated with both older age of virginity loss and fewer sexual partners. That
proven, I'd like to delve more into the implications of unrestricted sociosexuality, which is more
apparent in liberal women.

Superficiality In General1.
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I noticed that lots of bluepillers will try to diminish the tradcon cause by making claims based on
feminist theory that feminism actually benefits men who are concerned about superficiality in dating
since feminism breaks down the norms dictating that men should be taller, sexually experienced, etc.
That couldn't be further from the truth! Are you a man who complains about how women prefer guys
with experience? Well women with restricted sociosexuality rate chaste men as more desirable. Do
you complain about women having height preferences? Well endorsement of male gender roles
(which is a conservative thing, duh) has a weak association with height preferences. So if you want a
woman who doesn't care about height: go for a conservative. Complaining about how you don't have
enough looks and status to get women? Well sociosexually unrestricted people value physical
attractiveness and social visibility over personal qualities in a romantic partner. Worried about
constant mate-guarding? Well restricted sociosexuality predicts commitment, which is negatively
associated with physical and sexual attraction to an attractive person. How about the spark? Plenty of
men will complain about how women don't want to build attraction over time anymore and dispose of
men if there's no initial attraction. I admittedly have no data on what type of women care more about
the spark/initial attraction, but I think we can conclude from the aforementioned research on
sociosexuality and bluepilled women's frequent defense of the spark on this subreddit that liberal
women will favor the spark over romance-building. What if I told you that this whole "the spark is an
inexplicable feeling of romantic attraction" mantra is a lie, and the spark has actually been proven to
be tremendous initial physical attraction? In other words, if you hear women on PPD or elsewhere
mention the spark from now on, just know that "the spark" is a dogwhistle for physical attraction.
Overall, this feminist theory that conservatism is what creates superficial dating standards and liberal
women will be more forgiving couldn't be a bigger falsehood.

Actual Politics1.

This is the section that will best directly answer my title prompt. This study reports modestly greater
relationship quality among those who report being politically conservative. It also reports that being
partnered with someone voting Republican was associated with higher relationship adjustment and
commitment compared to being partnered with someone voting Democrat. Interestingly enough,
Republicans paired with Democrats tended to report substantially lower relationship adjustment than
if paired with Republicans. That means that dating a conservative is a good guarantor of a stable
relationship. Still not convinced? High sociosexuality in men is associated with attitudes related to
sexism and traditional masculinity, while low sociosexuality in men is associated with liberal
feminist attitudes. Contrawise, unrestricted women describe themselves as more liberal and
unconventional.
This means conservative women and liberal men have similar romantic/sexual goals as they both
have more restricted sociosexuality! Need I say more?

Misandry1.

Now here's a common scenario you'll see on this sub and elsewhere. A man gets bitter about his
dating record, starts generalizing women, then a bluepiller responds with "why date women if you
hate them so much?" However, these are the same women who condone or validate blanket
statements on subs like r/dating such as "what the fuck do I need a man for" or "90% of men in the
dating pool are trash anyway." Reverse the genders, and a woman will ask you why you even date
women if you hate them so much. I'd like to throw that question back at feminists and ask why THEY
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still date men if they hate them so much based on the 2 common statements? I could say more about
misandry, but I'd rather use this section as my gotcha paragraph.

Independence1.

This might be my more controversial section, but I think that liberal women's independence makes
them more unfit for long-term relationships. When it comes to feminists and dating, they push mantra
along the lines of "I'm happy being single since I have my cats and friends! I'd enter a relationship if
the right man came along, but I'm not actively looking for someone and could go the rest of my life
without a relationship." From what I've seen, conservative women feel more pressure to be in a
relationship whether it's out of loneliness of conventions. I know bluepillers are going to start saying
"but relationships are better when people WANT to be together rather than NEED to be together,
because those romances are based on love." Lol, liberal relationships are literally more unstable as
proven by the research above, and educated liberal women initiate divorce at insanely high rates.
Some relationships those are, lmfao. Do you know why arranged marriages are known [especially
among South Asian communities] for having very low divorce rates? Relationships work better when
their foundations are strongly defined roles and transactions. Passionate love is fleeting and volatile,
which makes relationships based on such fleeting and volatile. And obviously, women who see
relationships as a need tend to be more reciprocal, less flakey, and ghost much less than liberal
women who are obsessed with the spark and using men for free dinners if they don't feel initial
attraction. I know some people will call me insecure, but I'd rather feel needed by a partner and work
that dependency into passion than start a relationship based solely on a spark that dies out after the
honeymoon phase. College educated women initiate divorce at rates of 90%! I know some bluepiller
will say "maybe use this statistic to learn why they're so prone to initiate divorce" but that just places
a huge burden on men, when they're obviously better off avoiding such women altogether than
putting up with such romantic instability.
Conclusion
Conservative women have both lower standards and higher long-term quality: so perhaps men should
pursue them more.
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Are late bloomers basically screwed?
222 upvotes | January 18, 2021 | by Sufficient-Ad-3586 | Link | Reddit Link

Someone who didn’t date or hookup in high school or college and now around in their late twenties
are putting themselves out there.
I’ve read that this is bad because of the following

You’re inexperienced so you won’t be able to spot red flags as easily and may end up in an
abusive relationship
People dont want to teach someone how to please them
Youre viewed as an odd anomaly, people assume there is something wrong with you
People have already gotten sexual experimentation out of the way so if you want to try
something they already did but don’t want to again, you’re screwed.
Unbalanced sexual history which can lead to insecurity.
All the good LTR material is already off the market. As you get older your only option is a
single parent past a certain age.
Basically stuck in a teenage view of romance as an adult.

Any pros to being a late bloomer or dating one?
Edit: Due to confusion in the comments, I am NOT a late bloomer. I’m asking hypothetically.
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Dating women forces men to be superficial
222 upvotes | June 15, 2021 | by Exciting_East7365 | Link | Reddit Link

Dave Chappelle has a great bit about how men would live in a cardboard box if they could still screw
women: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=s5hu7o2Q62k
It's an exaggerated joke, but the idea is that men are much more easily and simply satisfied than
women.
Women aren't as simply satisfied and often have more superficial desires that require men to become
superficial as well.
Unlike men, women tend to care about social status and appearing cool & popular online. This
compels men to worry about their social status and online image more as well. A guy who otherwise
doesn't care about the opinions of (many) others might have to start to caring if it means the
difference in him getting laid or finding love.
Unlike men, women tend to care more about fashion and surface level appearance. Of course hygiene
and personal care is always needed, but women take it a step further. They will spend much more
time crafting an outfit, painting on makeup, and shopping for clothes & accessories. Most men don't
put in nearly as much effort and part of the reason is that they just don't care. Clothing is more
functional for men than it is for women. But in order to attract women, men have to care more about
the colors, brands, and style of their clothes.
Lastly, we get to income. At the end of the day money is just paper. Studies show that making more
than $75,000 doesn't increase your happiness (depends on city). Unlike women, men don't really care
whether their partners make that much money. It really isn't a priority for them in the way it is for
women. Although plenty of men would feel just fine making the minimum needed for a happy &
comfortable life, women want more which makes men want more.
Even though men have pretty simple standards for a comfortable life, dating women forces men to
become more superficial (care about material and surface level things like status, appearance, and
money).
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Do men dislike being approached by women romantically or is
that just a myth?
222 upvotes | September 9, 2020 | by caboltonabolto | Link | Reddit Link

Many of my female friends say that they feel approaching a man in a romantic sense would
emasculate them. I've found this odd. My male friends don't agree (most of them anyway).

I think the reason why most men wouldn't want to be approached by a woman is because she's not
attractive. Let's be honest, women who are average to beautiful get innundated with sexual attention
so putting gender roles aside, they don't feel they need to take the initative to approach.

However for women who are below average to ugly, they won't get approached so they have to
approach men.
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Do people underestimate how much society's lack of proper
raising of boys leads to most of the problems that get brought
up here, particularly in regards to the proper utilization of the
male ego?
222 upvotes | May 27, 2020 | by banned_by_cucks | Link | Reddit Link

I think one of the most underrated reasons for why we see an influx of socially and sexually stunted
men has to do with the demonization of the male ego and lack of ignition that is given to the male
competitive drive. It seems in my generation (born mid-90s); we faced a huge influx of you-go-
girlism with an equally yet opposing force of telling men they’re complete shit regardless of how
great their accomplishments are.
Case in point, my little cousin got into a top business school, and he’s talking about he’s hoping he
can get rich. One of the guys my girl cousins was dating was congratulating him and telling him he’s
going to accomplish great things. My girl cousins (rather seriously) scold him and tell him to notprop
up his ego so much etc. Fortunately for him, the guy has seen a lot of success in various aspects of his
life through competency, and he’s been positively validated/reinforced that he likely won’t ever have
an issue with someone giving him shit at this point in his life. It’s one thing when you have an
established ego by positive reinforcement of healthy competitive male behavior and accomplishment
for most of your life, but if this is tuned in at a very young age (which it has been done so more and
more over the past two decades) — it’s not surprising why there’s a plethora of men with zero
confidence and horrible self-image and self-esteem. I especially fear this is the case with ultra-
feminist mothers who have such a dynamic where they’re raising a son and a daughter.
Now the irony in this all is there is a delicate balance to this, you need to validate the ego to reinforce
positive behavior and increase one’s esteem. However, with boys in particular, one of the most
motivating factors can be teasing them just enough to the point where you’re nearly telling them they
aren’t shit. Anyone who’s watched some Michael Jordan clips or the recent documentary knows what
I’m talking about — here’s a good sample of that specifically:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bn3a2gs3E0I
It’s a push and pull, if you reinforce too much, you create arrogance in incompetency (which I
personally think is what's lead to the high amounts of narcissistic women in younger generations). If
you scold and belittle too much, you create men like we have in today’s society lacking confidence
and natural male bravado.
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4th Reminder: If every woman you know is a gold-digging
dysfunctional skank, you're the problem.
221 upvotes | May 7, 2020 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

It's very easy to find well-adjusted laidback women who appreciate a good man,
HOWEVER
she's not the super hot party skank thirsty for dick.
If you dont like shallow women, dont be a shallow man. If personality/morals is a big deal to you,
make it a priority and not "how fast will she give me a BJ"?
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CMV: Telling unsuccesful men that the young women in
impoverished countries only want them for their money is
pointless, these men believe that women their age in their
country are the same. And we can't blame them.
221 upvotes | February 6, 2023 | by anon35465768 | Link | Reddit Link

Basically the title. Telling men that have spent their entire 20s unable to get laid witout massive effort
and feeling underisred that young girls think older men are gross and most men will only get young
girls interested in their money (which I agree) is not going to change these people's minds... Why
would it? What is it that makes women their age interested in their personalities or bodies but
young women only interested in their wallets?
These men have never felt validated or physically attractive. They've never been able to have sex
outside of a relationship. They've probably spent a decade experiencing rejection. When this men
enter their 30s and begin to notice some more women in their 30s putting a little bit more of effort
they're not going to think they're starting to find them hot. They're going to think (and they're
probably right) that these women are feeling pressure to settle down, their time is running up and they
are starting to see more and more friends get married and start families. Their interest is only a matter
of shrinking time and options.
These men are going to look at these women and think "10 years ago she definetely would have
swept left on me on Tinder. She probably would have looked for excuses to go away if I
approached her at a club". Their thinking is, "If I'm going to Beta Bux, I might as well do it for a
hotter woman with less standards because she's poorer".
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A mass exodus from dating apps by men would probably help
set the scale in their favor
221 upvotes | June 13, 2021 | by ConsistentSeaweed214 | Link | Reddit Link

Apps like Tinder and Bumble are basically gamified hypergamy simulators. Most men really have 0
business being on them and they'd probably be doing a lot better if they just worked on their
cold/warm approach ability and in-person social skills.
I understand their appeal as rejection buffers, but these apps are just artificial barriers that are easily
overcome and if you're not capable of getting a date in-real-life, the odds of you succeeding once you
set up a date on tinder are near zero. We can speculate all day about how a hypothetical C had may be
able to fuck any girl he wants online, but the reality is that the person in front of you is more often
than not more valuable than any person you've only met online. You're doing yourself a disservice by
remaining on dating apps, and you're perpetuating not only your own suffering, but the suffering of
other men as well.
Women are primarily on these app for the attention they get from men, if we decide to get off them
women will move accordingly. Men as a whole have a lot more power than we think and the majority
of the problems we face in the dating market are created by our own behavior. We have the power to
self-regulate our gender, it is time to exercise it.
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“Stop withholding sex if you want a relationship” is not advice
that is geared toward helping you find a relationship.
221 upvotes | June 11, 2021 | by NoCardiologist8249 | Link | Reddit Link

This is often said by men who want sex easier and more frequently, regardless of whether they want
to form a relationship with the woman or not.
An important thing to remember is that there are men who will have sex with women that they don’t
have relationship interest in. Whether the man doesn’t find her attractive enough, interesting enough,
not enough in common, lack of chemistry, not smart enough, etc. Whatever the reason may be,
bottom line is there are guys who will have sex with women regardless of these things. Some will
ignore a woman’s desire for a relationship and still take the sex if she gives it to them. And that’s
why this advice is self serving. It gives a woman hope that if she provides sex, it’ll increase her
chances for a relationship but it’s false hope if the man has already decided that he doesn’t see
himself in a relationship with her.
Both women and men hold off certain things such as money and sex in order to make sure the person
they’re dating is actually interested in them and not what they provide. And there’s nothing wrong
with this. There’s nothing wrong with making sure you and the person you’re seeing are like minded
and have the same goal and that you aren’t being used. I’m sure both the men and women reading
this can recall a time when someone clearly wanted sex or money from them and stopped contact
once they realized it wouldn’t work.
So, don’t let other people convince you to allow someone access to you earlier than you feel
comfortable.
Edit: so I’m getting way more comments than I can respond to so let me add this. Waiting to have sex
isn’t about manipulating a man into a relationship. It’s about a woman waiting until she is
comfortable enough to have sex with that man and not allowing him to push her boundaries because
he says he will commit if she has sex with him. This edit is worded this way only because this is the
common misconception I’m seeing in the comments. Not because it doesn’t also apply to men.
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How can women fuck you within 3 dates or on the first date
even and also get a relationship/avoid getting pumped and
dumped?
221 upvotes | January 14, 2020 | by azngirl7689 | Link | Reddit Link

So y’all don’t want sluts. But you also want women to fuck you in three dates or less. So how do we
balance this? How do we fuck our dates in that timeline and also get a man? Help me understand how
this would work in your ideal world. Do we fuck every single date? How do we pick which men to
fuck? How do we get long lasting relationships? How much vetting is allowed?
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Why would a woman lie about their n-count to her partner if
"insecure", "misogynistic" men are the only ones who, in her
view, would care about a high n count in the first place?
221 upvotes | October 23, 2020 | by Lie-Equal | Link | Reddit Link

***In short, how can the same woman believe BOTH:
A. "insecure", "misogynistic" men are the only ones who would care about a high n count
AND
B. I should lie about my n-count
(Unless they are perfectly happy being with an "insecure" "misogynist", or unless they believe all
men care, and thus all men are "insecure" "misogynists"--thereby swallowing the terms whole and
rendering them absolutely useless?)***

Let's say only "misogynistic", "insecure" men care about a woman's n count.
A woman has whatever n-count.
If she tells the truth, and the guy is made uncomfortable by it, well, that means he is "insecure" and
"misogynistic". Why would she want to be with such a guy?
Why lie about something when the truth is such a great filter for weeding out "insecure"
"misogynists"?
Of course not all women lie about their n count. Sometimes it doesn't come up at all. I'm not talking
about that.
All I'm talking about is women who choose to disclose an n count, and it is false.
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Now that women have been sexually liberated, most men will
always be sexually frustrated
221 upvotes | February 20, 2022 | by Habil13 | Link | Reddit Link

The title is very self-explanatory: Women no longer have to be in forced monogamous relationships,
dictated by the community and the surrounding culture, which means they are able to try and date
men who are more successful than other men.
Women have, and will always, look upwards instead of straight or down, when they are looking for a
mate. This is obviously to ensure the best possible genetics for their offspring which is no fault of
their own, but a result of evolution.
This phenomenon combined with the fact that women now are able to pick their own partner has
resulted in the creation of a surplus of undesirable men. Additionally, the amount of undesirable men
have reached an all time high, since women are able to communicate and engage with men who are
further away than previously (due to an improvement in technology and transportation).
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Male tiktok user tells women to not go for men like him
(basically virtually every red flag you can think of) and go for
nice guys instead... women double down.
221 upvotes | April 13, 2022 | by Sigma1979 | Link | Reddit Link

I came across this fascinating video the other day. It's not every day that you have an alpha (of the
low class variety) who basically admits to virtually everything we discuss about here, and even when
he admonishes women to go for the nice guy instead of him, women predictably double down.
Here's 2 videos of the user in this video with commentary:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LiaSUsx1y_s
I could only find the first video of said tiktok user by itself, couldn't find the 2nd one:
https://www.tiktok.com/@mobhistory/video/7071695835171573038?feed_mode=v1&is_copy_url=1
&is_from_webapp=v1
I find it hilarious that women will say nice guys aren't truly nice and that's why they don't get
anywhere, but this guy, who probably doesn't treat women very well, gets everything that most other
guys wish they could get with respect to the opposite sex. Imagine you're an average guy who works
hard in school, gets a good job, has a 401k, a bright future ahead of you... but no woman wants you.
What do you think you average conscientious guy is suppose to think when he sees videos like this?
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Even though women are valued more for their looks in society,
being ugly affects your dating prospects more as a man than a
woman
220 upvotes | August 6, 2021 | by BlackGriffin_1 | Link | Reddit Link

In our society as women age they tend to lose the ability of dating certain types of men(also lose their
overall dating prowess) even if they had lots of money. Unlike men whose value increases as they get
more money. Even though there are some truths to these generalizations, there are lots of exceptions
and misnomers to these statements. Even when women deviate from the beauty standard norm, there
are still have many opportunities for them to get men who think they are attractive. This can be
demonstrated by looking at the different types of porn men consume(i.e. BBW, petite, and
Amazonian). As opposed to women who have a more stricter view of what they find attractive. We
can see this in the types of erotica women consume like a " Paradise in His Arms" or "Fifty Shades of
Grey". The male love interest always has the same characteristics(full head of hair, being tall, v taper
body, strong jaw). There really isn't an argument for women having variance when it comes to
attraction because you really won't find any erotica where the main male love interests' characteristics
are away from the norm(receding hairline, recessed chin, and being short) like it is for different types
of male porn. It is a nonsensical argument to argue that their are women that are attracted to men with
these negative characteristics(i.e. Jason Statham), because most of these women are attracted to these
men despite them having these negative traits not because they have these negative traits. As
opposed to men who want women because they have these "negative" traits(i.e. chubby chasers, but
no Norwood 5 chasers). We also need to factor in that because we live in a time where women have
more rights and can purse can type of career with assistance, women will not care as much for
finances in regards in what they look for in a male partner. Therefore, because of these factors and
the fact that you need some type of physical attraction for the relationship to be romantic instead of
platonic, it will be harder for men to get in relationships if they don't fit these societal norms.
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Keanu Reeves hover hand photo with fans
220 upvotes | June 11, 2019 | by cxj | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.boredpanda.com/keanu-reeves-not-touching-fans-photos/
Basically, there are lots of photos taken of Keanu Reeves where he isn’t touching his fans, but his
fans are touching him.
Top Facebook comments from women: “what a respectful gentlemen Biden could learn from this “
Top Facebook comments from men: “lol he doesn’t want to get sued”
I wa shocked to learn there are lots of people who feel it would be “inappropriate” to touch a fan
asking for a photo with you, during the photo, where they are touching you.
Apparently Will Smith does this too.
Are we becoming an absurdly touch phobic, boundary obsessed culture ?
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Every single plot for women main characters is them getting
wet over a bad boy when they dont want to
220 upvotes | March 4, 2023 | by x_pyromance | Link | Reddit Link

Turned on my netflix last night I see this #1 in Shows Today as a header when I hit the page.
“A women’s dating sexual past collided with her married-with-kids present when the Bad Boy ex she
can’t stop fantasizing about crashes back into her life”
You couldn’t make this stuff up on how females are always denying it’s not the hot tall alpha men
they’re chasing and won’t settle for anything less. All women based films and series are about how a
women is chasing a or multiple chads and tries to also juggle a cuckold on the side.
This makes society believe women should be able to cock carousel and only settle for top % of males
or they will eventually regret it and fantasize anyways later on in life.
Really sad what it’s come to these days.
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Social circles/groups to find dates are not that reliable because
most have already established members and don’t consistently
invite newcomers
220 upvotes | April 11, 2021 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

[deleted]
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Men have a much harder physical standard in order to be
attractive
220 upvotes | July 21, 2020 | by MentleGentlemen098 | Link | Reddit Link

This is based on the comment made by u/igzgshcjv. Shout out to him.
Just yesterday I had a woman try to convince me that men are equally harsh and judgemental of
women’s bodies and attractiveness as women are with men’s lol. This was my reply:
The pressure women endure for not measuring up to genetic body ideals is insignificant compared to
the pressure men go through today.
(NSFW)
https://www.reddit.com/r/Thicker/
https://www.reddit.com/r/petite/
https://www.reddit.com/r/hugeboobs/
https://www.reddit.com/r/smallboobs/
https://www.reddit.com/r/BBW/
Notice the very large amounts of men interested in and praising different female body types on this
website alone. You will struggle to find subs wherein large numbers of women praise or lust for
anything but the most genetically ideal males. Men have a wider range of preferences and typically
an inferior threshold required to feel attracted to a woman compared to vice versa; Women tend to
have a much more narrow range for what they find attractive. As a result of this very observable fact
of life, the pressure males endure to measure up to genetic body standards/ideals is definitely greater,
and we can’t openly talk about it without being shamed or viewed as less masculine lol. Women can
claim they feel more pressure all they wish, but the fact is that males, overall as a group, are
obviously less discriminating and judgmental of women’s body types than women, as a group, are of
men’s.
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Expecting men to be witty on hookup apps like Tinder instead
of just saying "hi" or "hey" is stupid
220 upvotes | November 17, 2019 | by ChadThundagaCock | Link | Reddit Link

She swiped on you. She finds you attractive. What you say shouldn't matter after that point. Why
should I have to be all clever and come up with cheesy retarded pickup lines when she's already
implied I'm fuckable?
Women say "hi" or "hey" to men on hookup apps and we respond just fine to it. We don't expect you
to dance on one leg and cluck like a chicken, so why should women?
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CMV: All the character traits women despise in men they
display far more frequently
219 upvotes | January 27, 2023 | by TrueEnoughNewsViews | Link | Reddit Link

Think about it.
What character traits do women despise in men?
Entitlement. Is there a more entitled belief than assuming the gender you are attracted to is 100%
responsible for initiating a relationship with you?
Cheapness. Is there anything cheaper than assuming you deserve free meals, trips, treats and
jewelery simply because you are a member of one gender and not another?
Insecurity. Is there anything more insecure than measuring your femininity by the distance between
the top of your head and your partners?
Cowardliness. Is there anything more cowardly than never making the first move and risking
rejection?
Superficiality. Is there anything more superficial than excluding 80% of men as potential mates,
sight unseen?
Close mindedness. Is there anything more closed minded than a 436 point list of partner must haves
that you immediately exclude men for violating without even getting to know them?
A lot of the accusations levied by women against men on this sub read like simple projection. Men
are shamed for behaving in ways that are not beneficial to women while those women engage in the
exact same, or worse, behaviours.
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Study: Sexually Unsuccessful Men Retaliate By Endorsing
Anti-Egalitarian Attitudes and Becoming Fiscally Conservative
219 upvotes | May 9, 2022 | by cf_in_canada | Link | Reddit Link

The opposition to support of casual sex, raising the minimum wage and expanding access to
healthcare is an outcome of "lack of pride" in their place in the romantic sphere. The study was
performed on men ages 18-25 and is described here:
https://www.psychologytoday.com/ca/blog/mating-hormones-and-social-attitudes/202205/can-dating
-influence-politics
Due to inward migration, cities tend to have gender ratios that skew more female than more rural
areas. Could this be a key reason why the men in dense urban areas also tend to be more socially
egalitarian and fiscally liberal; they are more sexually successful and thus more empathetic towards
both women and their fellow man?
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Do women think men are OK with being a safe option or a
second thought?
219 upvotes | September 30, 2021 | by Lounly | Link | Reddit Link

It seems like women do not understand why men do not want to be a safe option. They do not think it
matters because they are with them and that is all.
That us degrading. Knowing that if the first option, the guy you aftually wanted showed any interest
in commitment, she would jump on it. Its like when people buy two cars. You buy Prius for
everyday, sitting in traffic, you do not really want it but it is very confortable to use every day, low
investment, reliable. And then u buy 911, which is aint cheap, the exploatation requires investment,
but its exciting and u really want it. No one likes to be the Prius.
Does an average woman understand that? I had to leave my gf because of that and she said its my low
self esteem. I do not think they get it.
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[CMV] It’s unwise for women to invest in romantic
relationships with men if they aren’t valuable to men past age
30.
219 upvotes | September 19, 2021 | by questionasker012 | Link | Reddit Link

If women are no longer valuable as partners to men past 30, how is it prudent to spend their 20s
investing in and committing to men? How is it prudent to spend time they could be spending pursuing
their careers and building wealth, instead, doing housework and baby-making for men who won’t
find them hot after having kids and who will yearn to leave them and sleep with college girls?
Pursuing a career, gaining expertise, getting certifications and adding to one’s resume, and building
wealth are all investments that pay dividends for decades. Sure, you may lose a particular job, but
you can apply your increased expertise and skill and be an even better candidate for the next
employer. Likewise, in most cases, starting a business brings commensurate security.
If, to men, the passage of time depreciates women’s value but, to employers, it renders them more
valuable because they have more experience/skill/knowledge, then investing in a career is a wiser and
more logical choice for women than investing in relationships with men is.
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Husbands’ lack of full-time employment is associated with
higher risk of divorce, but neither wives’ full-time employment
nor wives’ share of household labor is associated with divorce
risk.
219 upvotes | October 30, 2021 | by ToughAnswers | Link | Reddit Link

Harvard study by Alexandra Killewald:
As she puts it,

Expectations of wives’ homemaking may have eroded, but the husband breadwinner
norm persists.

All this fake baloney being shilled about muh equality aside, nature is nature. If you're a guy, and
you're going to have to grind anyway, might as well grind for sex with a variety of new women rather
than the same aging, boring woman whose remaining married to you is contingent upon your
continued income anyway.
And to the reciprocal point

What’s the divorce risk associated with wife getting sick vs husband getting sick and wife
gaining weight vs husband gaining weight? Wife cheating vs husband cheating?

Women are whores and men are Johns. Might as well not be a dumb John:
If you're going to be on the hook for being a higher earner anyway, if you're gonna have to grind
anyway, might as well grind for new pussy and not the same aging boring pussy.
It's very simple �♂️ Men win modernity, but that starts with not committing (much less marrying)
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CMV: Men are more into commitment than women, that's why
they can't find men to commit
219 upvotes | May 4, 2021 | by critical_of_dating | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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If you can't love me now, don't love me later when my later is
greater..
219 upvotes | July 3, 2021 | by 12inchbamboo | Link | Reddit Link

In OLD i see a lot of women profiles stating that.. 'if you can't handle me at my worst, you don't
deserve me at my best'..
In response Men's should be.. 'if you can't love me now, don't love me later when my later is greater..
I have read stories on relationships sub where several men testify that they confessed their love but
were rejected in their high school or early university years, only for the women who rejected them to
appear in their thirties when the man have their shit together and claim that she really loved him then
but she was confused and would love to rekindle it..
While the woman is not obligated to fall in love with the man, I find it obnoxious they change their
tune..
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Why do people assume that men that don’t get dates are
basement dwelling neck beards?
219 upvotes | June 18, 2022 | by fideliuscastro | Link | Reddit Link

I see this often from women on this sub and other subs and it’s a huge BP meme that advice often
given is “take a shower”.
As someone who’s struggled a lot with dating to the point where I’m a 21 year old virgin who hasn’t
even been on a single date, this advice confused me. Take a shower, get a hobby, shave, go outside,
brush your teeth and other forms of “advice” that is literally either bare minimum hygiene or things
everyone does.
To me it seems like everyone assumes that guys who aren’t having a great time with dating are just
neckbeards who don’t try. I have on many occasions received the advice that if I want a girlfriend I
can’t spend 24 hours in my moms basement on Reddit. And it’s like, I have a job, and friends and I’m
a college student, I spend 10 hours a week in the gym. I’m not locking myself in my room waiting for
mommy to bring me my dinosaur chickie buggies with hunny mussy on the side.
So why is this the immediate assumption of struggling guys? And why isn’t it that of struggling
women?
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Just a personal observation, I’m noticing more and more above
average and good looking guys with chubby and overweight or
below average girls
219 upvotes | November 16, 2022 | by Cjaylyle | Link | Reddit Link

Like I said, my personal observation. But also I am interested to see if this is the case everywhere
else.
A lot of these guys are actually usually some mixture of good looking and tall, muscular and tall or
good looking and shortish but jacked.
Basically a mix of above average traits, physically.
But I tend to notice, especially last couple of years, a lot of guys like this with overweight or VERY
plain at best looking girls.
I don’t really notice women in the above average range in relationships with ANYONE. Sometimes
they’re with some very attractive dude or some kid with parental money etc or somebody they’ve
been with prior to the glow up and eventually end up leaving as they realise their value has outgrown
the current partnership.
but then the VERY attractive people are all in long term relationships with similarly attractive people.
I also almost never ever these days see an average or below average guy out with a woman, like, at
all.
I personally think a lot of people are remembering earlier times when we used to see a whole bunch
of “average” people matched up. Now I’m not saying THIS IS HOW IT IS for EVERYONE
EVERYWHERE but for me personally I don’t see that much at all. I see older 35 plus “average”
couples, but dating age? It’s very rare.
In my personal observation walking down the street and going to bars etc, this is what I’m seeing.
Average or below men are hanging out with guy friends or alone. I almost never see them with a
woman.
Above average and good looking guys I see a lot with chubby or plain faces girls.
Then this weird gap where above average to attractive girls are perpetually single and rarely in a
relationship.
Then very attractive people all in LTRs with each other.
I’m interested to see what other people’s observations are and whether they match mine. I’m not
making a claim, only stating my observations.
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"Women don't care about your struggles. They wait at the
finish line and pick the winners." Do you agree with this?
219 upvotes | March 5, 2020 | by BumblingBeta | Link | Reddit Link

For any of you who follow Rich Cooper (Entrepreneurs in Cars) on YouTube, he says this phrase an
awful lot. I don't know whether he coined it himself or stole it off Rollo Tomassi (he has a habit of
taking phrases off Rollo and passing them off as his own). The original phrase he used was actually
"fuck the winners" rather than "pick the winners" but he had to change it to be more YouTube
friendly. Anyway I digress.
The phrase basically means that women do not care about how much time, effort and stress you have
to go through to look better/gain status/become rich. For example:
- they don't care about the effort it takes in the gym and all the calories you have to consume to build
muscle
- they don't care about how much effort you had to put in to reach managerial position or whatever it
is at the company you work for
- they don't care about the time you had to put in to find the right style clothes, the right haircut, the
right smelling cologne, the right makeup to define your jaw muscles etc.
- they don't care about the effort it took you to build social skills or the courage you had to build up to
flirt with them and ask them out
The list goes on. Not only do they not care about the effort you put into these things, they also won't
be with you during your struggles with these things either. They want the finished article, so they
literally wait at the finish line and pick the most successful/attractive men.

Now do you agree with the phrase? If so, why? If not, why not? Male and female opinions welcome.
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Mass media is the most impactful factor in whether people are
happy with partners available to them. Being exposed to the
most attractive/charming people in existence invites
comparison, which realistically available partners are almost
always going to fall short of.
218 upvotes | June 22, 2021 | by ToughAnswers | Link | Reddit Link

Humans evolved living in tribes of about 150. Maybe you see a few stray people every once in a
while from another village or whatever, but mostly what you see is what you get.
Skipping ahead to the advent of silent movies and television, suddenly some of the most attractive
and charming people in the known world are being beamed into your consciousness.
The internet and social media remove much of the fourth wall, making it seem like you can basically
reach out and touch the best of the best that the world has to offer
Like anything else, the amount of impact this has on the individual varies, but I think there's
definitely impact.
I also say all the time here that settling is mediocre and only leads to misery and resentment for both
settlor and settlee. It's just not going to work.
Everyone is now competing on a global scale. This is true also of things like jobs. Everyone is
replaceable to one extent or another.
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“The Wall” hits BOTH genders, and just means the age at
which your lifestyle is accurately reflected on your face and
body
218 upvotes | July 3, 2021 | by Noone_else_is_honest | Link | Reddit Link

The exact time this happens is affected by genes and other factors. It’s usually your 30s, because
prior to this most people can survive on cheap vodka, cheetos and late nights and still look healthy
and youthful.
The wall is a curse if you’ve treated yourself like crap. You’re going to be sporting a gut, wrinkles,
and regret as you become increasingly invisible to the other sex.
If you’ve looked after yourself then congratulations! You get to perch that derrière atop that wall and
check out the view, because from this point on you’ll outshine most other people in your age group.
Yes, genes matter. But we can all do the best with what we have. Eat and sleep well, drink water,
wear sunblock, move your body, and avoid stress whenever possible (this includes avoiding bad
relationship choices, it’s better to be happy and single than partnered and stressed!)
Follow the gospel and don’t fall down some weird reddit hole.
✌�
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The reason why so many women can't seem to fundamentally
accept why dating (or other favored aspects of life) overall is so
fundamentally easier for them than for men is due to
indoctrination pushed under the guise of 'education'
218 upvotes | September 4, 2021 | by YouRanAway | Link | Reddit Link

All throughout grade school and college we're taught men are malevolent, abusers, liars,
manipulators, and rapists.
We're taught that men have male privilege, which gives them a disproportionate advantage in
essentially every area of life, while women are subjugated against and are disadvantaged. We're
taught that much of men's success comes not from their aptitude, ability, talent, or overall
competency, but largely due to systemic bias against women.
So, my theory is that many women (and even a significant proportion of men) with this conditioning
that has spanned the first 20+ years (with those also including the most formidable and ideologically
malleable years) have trouble digesting the idea that men possibly could be disadvantaged when
they're basically fed the narrative that all men live as kings. Now when you combine that with the
likelihood that the only men truly visible to women are the highest status men (many of which are
practically a modern day equivalent of a king), they internalize this and project this as the
representation of the entire male population.
In terms of an analogy, think of two people and assume both have less than two months of living
expenses in savings.
Now, which of the following would you rather be?
Person A: They currently have a job that pays the bills. However, they're not completely content with
the job. Though the job is pretty good relative to the average job; person A feels they can always do
better. Person A also has a lot of recruiters reaching out to them on LinkedIn, but many of these roles
are only as good or slightly better than the current role — so they figure they are better off not
bothering with the hassle of interviewing.
Person B: Person B is struggling. They've been unemployed for months and is on their last financial
life lines. They've worked tirelessly to become more employable, but their lack of job history and
experience combined with a very competitive job market (along with a lack of ability to invest in a
way to get more credentials) makes it very hard to do so.
I think everyone can recognize person A and person B both have problems. However, the magnitude
of the problem for person B far exceeds person A's in my opinion, and I feel any reasonable person
could come to that conclusion.
However, society is telling us that person B is the privileged and the entitled, while person A is
oppressed, and despite doing fairly well, should be doing much, much better.
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Saying "life isn't fair" for dating inequality is the same as "life
isn't fair" for economic inequality
218 upvotes | July 30, 2021 | by Wonderful_One_9763 | Link | Reddit Link

"Life isn't fair" is the go-to dismissive response people make to issues that they don't care about or
don't want to solve.
Whenever financially successful people say "life isn't fair" when asked about wealth inequality, they
tend to get backlash. People hate the rich, look at the response Jeff Bezos' trip to space if you want an
example. This is especially true for Democrats (mostly comprised of women). But nobody is actually
owed money the same way nobody is owed affection or sex.
Ironically, women (& blue pill men) tend to make same argument against men who mention dating
inequality. Just like economic inequality, one group (women) has disproportionately way more
success than the other (men). Since both dating and economics follow market patterns, we can
compare their Gini coefficients (a measure of inequality/unequal distribution). Looking at dating apps
(increasingly one of the most common ways to date), women face a Gini coefficient of 0.342 while
men face one of 0.542. For context with analogy to income inequality this is the difference between
living in the 75th most unequal economy vs. the 8th.
If you don't want to hear "life isn't fair" when it comes to economics but you say it about dating,
you're a hypocrite (women, blue pilled democrats). Or if you say "life isn't fair" about money but then
complain about dating inequality, you're a hypocrite (men, red pilled republicans).
-‐------‐‐------------------------------------
EDIT: I am seeing far too many people make the following mistakes:
1) Assuming that you have to already have a solution to an issue before you bring it up. This is not
true. Often the first step is acknowledging there even is an issue. Which hasn't necessarily even been
done yet, I'm seeing a lot of women here argue there isn't ANY inequality men face in dating.
2) Assuming the only solution to this issue is "sex slavery". That is a disgusting assumption to make
on your parts. Think outside of the box (and the gutter). Prostitution would help men who are starved
for affection. Sanctioning dating apps (or at least breaking up the Match monopoly on these apps)
would help level the playing field between men & women. I'm not going to pretend I have a perfect
solution but that isn't required to have a conversation about the issue.
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Not Only Conservatives, Feminists Too Want to Police and
Control Sexuality
218 upvotes | August 5, 2021 | by Romeo_Is_Bleedin | Link | Reddit Link

I wish I was only talking about Peterson or inkwels but recently the notion that young ADULT
women are still incapable of making decisions for themselves is coming from some feminist circles
and is fully backed by white knights.
This is especially evident when it comes to age-gap relationships; feminist allies retort to
"benevolent" sexism, ironically echoing Victorian era stereotypes about gender: for them male
sexuality is mostly predatory, while women are seen as passive (even defenseless) receptors of male
sexual advances -- this is a outmoded 19. century view of human sexuality that feminists themselves
fought against until now -- as it completely infantilizes women.
Instead of young adult women being seen as persons with their own wants and sexual desires, they
are reduced to passive victims of their own contextual inferiority: even a enthusiastic "Yes!" doesn't
convince the anti-age-gap crowds from telling her that she's being "Groomed" or "Manipulated", her
autonomy of is always questioned and further marginalized --
which reminds me of the ol' days when they believed that women unlike men were too "emotional" or
"hysterical" to be really left alone to make their own decisions.
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Girls are actually bad at communicating their feelings.
218 upvotes | November 26, 2019 | by geyejoe7 | Link | Reddit Link

You often see women complain about how they drop hints to a guy they like and he just isn't getting
it.
There were so many occasions where a female friend of mine liked a guy, and instead of telling him
or advancing in any way, she just dropped "subtle hints" in hopes of him noticing.
The obvious problem here is that sometimes they just smile, or laugh at a joke you told.
And if you advance after some of this has happened, they sometimes say "so you thought I wanted to
sleep with you just because I smiled or laughed?".
It's so confusing.
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Dunking on Legal Age-Gap Relationships is not the Flex You
Think it is
218 upvotes | January 26, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

>le different life stages
Life doesn't cartoonishly progress through linear stages as you were living in a 1980s coming of age
drama. You are against a 25 year old dating an 18 year old, because they are supposedly in "different
places in life". So, would you rather a 25 year schooled-at-home virgin old date a 32 year old single
parent? I mean, it's most people are not married nor do they have kids at 25. So why is it okay for a
25 year old man with no kids to date some 32 year old single mom, that just came out of turbulent
off-and-on relationship? How are these two on the "same life stage"?
>Your brain is not fully developed until 25
Technically not a lie, but a serious case of pseufoscientific junk framing. While neuroscientists agree
that the brain continuous developing into your 20s no consensus among neuroscientists exists that
would even consider 18 year olds cognitively impaired to the point they couldn't consent. You're
literally buying pop-neuroscience and passing it off as undisputed fact when this argument is mostly
brought up when it comes to consenting to sexual relations -- if her brains are developed enough to
make life altering changes like opening a onlyfans account and doing porn, driving a 4500 lbs Four
Wheeler, but sex with older guys is out of limits, you are probably a puritan, a moral hypocrite, or
both.
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CMV: Dating advice should only come from well-adjusted,
mentally healthy, secure, mature, and high-value people
218 upvotes | August 20, 2020 | by TheBookOfSeil | Link | Reddit Link

Pretty much the title.
A lot of people have their own opinions as to what constitutes valid dating advice, which mostly
amounts to a squabble between "what benefits me" versus "what is beneficial to other people."
This is why there is a lot of confusion surrounding dating in general. People don't know what advice
to take and in what context it is correct. The "what benefits me" crowd is mostly filled with
manipulative advice akin to PUA tactics that are designed to create an attractive image of someone
rather than express who they are while hiding or obfuscating their flaws and intent. Anyone who talks
about "game" does this, because that's primarily what "game" is.
Then we have the advice of "be yourself" and other bloop tropes that only really work if someone is
already high-value and socially capable, which is often bashed by the "what benefits me" side
because the people that have to use game are not high-value, and therefore not in a position to "be
themselves" and attract the opposite sex.
A lot of people think that the only "good/valid" advice is the advice that "works" or gets them the
most of what they want, and conveniently with the lowest amount of effort possible. That often
results in turning to "the dark side" and pursuing manipulative advice that artificially/actively creates
attraction rather than naturally/passively creating attraction through being someone who has put in
the work to be an "attractive" person.
That being said, those who are well-adjusted, mentally healthy, secure, and mature because they've
refined themselves to be a high-value person are mostly going to be the ones who are able to give
advice on how to be attractive and valuable to others, and to themselves. Even if "fake it til you make
it" works, if you don't actually become high-value, you'll always be a low-value person in disguise.
CMV
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"Tinder will soon let you run a background check on a
potential date" - Is this seen as good or bad from a dating
perspective?
217 upvotes | March 15, 2021 | by peteypete78 | Link | Reddit Link

Article discusses how the match group will soon allow uses to run background checks on potential
matches.
"This means Tinder users will be able to vet their dates with details like their arrest record or history
of violence. That could dramatically affect who finds success on the app and who doesn’t. Garbo says
it collects “public records and reports of violence or abuse, including arrests, convictions, restraining
orders, harassment, and other violent crimes,” and its website says it accepts manually submitted
“police report(s), order(s) of protection / restraining orders, and other legal documents that report
abuse, harassment, or other crimes.” (That manual function isn’t currently live, however.)"
Is this something you might use for the right price? No mention of cost yet.
Do you think that it will help women (or men) vet better?
Or this is this one more step to "1984"?
Thoughts?
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Is it true most men are giving up on dating?
217 upvotes | December 12, 2022 | by TraditionUnable9770 | Link | Reddit Link

I have read online and spoken to freinds it seems most guys have given up on dating, more content
with just watching porn and doing other stuff then spending the time to try and get to meet and date
women. It seems the effort just isn't worth the reward as women have so many options and often
inflated ego from social media/dating apps. They also demand traditional men but not traditional
themselves. There are some men (top tier) who have a tonne of women on their roster/tinder etc. But
90% of men miss out.
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Even the most average girl still expects you to “woo” and
convince her you are worthy of her attention, and this is why
even above average men have grown tired and many even given
up on actively dating
217 upvotes | July 21, 2022 | by Zero-Wolfe | Link | Reddit Link

To be fair women are told their entire lives, from a very young age, how special and unique they are
by literally every man they come into contact with starting with their own family.
So it’s no surprise that when combined with the horrendously fvkked dating market and OLD/Social
Media, the vast majority of modern western women believe they deserve a Disney Prince. Add in
3rd/4th wave “f3m!n!sm” and it’s a full on disaster of delusion.
Most men, even the very attractive and desirable ones, are forced to compromise their standards in
one way or another. Despite what the women here will have you believe, the just world fallacy that
attractive men get attractive women easily, there is almost always some level of effort required on the
man’s part to secure even a date with his equal, and even somewhat below that.
As such, you have an additional layer of encouragement added onto women’s entitlement when these
attractive men are forced to settle for sex and LTR with less attractive women. The salt in the wound
however, comes when even the most mediocre women wield this same entitled attitude, often
demanding men jump through multiple hoops just to get their attention.
This is the biggest problem men face in modern dating, and many have opted out of it entirely for this
reason.
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Why do so many dudes see sex as the best thing in the
relationship, and other aspects as secondary or boring?
217 upvotes | July 7, 2020 | by geyejoe7 | Link | Reddit Link

Let me tell you, if sex is the only highlight of your relationship, that's not the greatest relationship.
Sure, sex can be amaizing. It can change the whole mood of the day.
But if that's the thing you enjoy the most, and see other aspects as less likeable, then you should
really question if that person is right for you.
I heard a lot of men say "I had to take her to this boring X, but at least I got to have sex that night".
Why? Why are you partnered up with h someone if only the sex is good to you?
I personally love all aspects of my relationship. It's amaizing. I love going out to places we both like,
and enjoying the same food, hobbies, movies, shows, anime, etc.
It's nice all day. Not just at the end when we have sex.
So my question is, why you you place the main focus on sex? And wouldn't you like MORE from the
relationship?
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Many men here seem to underestimate or downplay the role
“charisma” and “presence” plays in female sexual arousal.
217 upvotes | January 8, 2021 | by GridReXX | Link | Reddit Link

It’s important.
Focusing only on physical looks is how you end up perennially sexless.
Sure don’t look like an ogre. Strive to at least get to 5/6+. More if you can. But once you do that
you’ll be more successful focusing on “game” and extraverted sociable comfort.
This thread touches on it.
EDIT
When discussing female arousal, when I and most women reference “charisma” or “charm” or
“presence” or “sociability” or even “personality,” we mean “game” or “frame.”
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Women gaslight men by pretending all we want is sex
216 upvotes | May 22, 2020 | by ThrowRALonelyFan | Link | Reddit Link

You see the sentiment on here constantly that women have no sympathy of sexless men because sex
is all men want and it’s meaningless.
I think the majority of women know sex isn’t all men want, that the guys they constantly reject are
generally good people just looking to form the romantic connections they themselves seek.
I think women realise how fickle and unreasonable it is to reject 80% of men in favour of the
privileged few and so they are forced to rationalise men’s interest in them as purely sexual because it
makes it easier to reject decent but physically unappealing guys without guilt.
I get it too. It’s not easy to have to reject someone. Especially, if that someone is an otherwise decent
person.
That’s where all the, “you’ll find someone” placations come from. What she’s really saying is,
“You’re repulsive but a nice person. I won’t lower myself to date you but maybe another girl, who is
less than me, will give you a shot.”
The truth is, most men don’t just want sex, it’s just that seeking sex is one of the only socially
acceptable ways for men to seek love and affection while maintaining the masculinity women
demand.
That’s why the 30% sexlessness rate for men is so alarming. It’s not alarming that 1 in 3 men aren’t
banging. It’s alarming that 1 in 3 men are unloved.
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It seems like a lot of people view sex as something valuable that
women give to men, which men then have to make up for in
other ways.
216 upvotes | December 18, 2020 | by Oncefa2 | Link | Reddit Link

I think male sexuality is generally seen as being worth less than female sexuality. To the point that
when a man and woman have sex, it is seen kind of like a gift, like the woman has given something to
the man. We don't view the exchange itself as mutual. And we generally expect that deficit to be
made up somewhere else. A man has to prove his worth in other ways besides his sexuality. Or he at
least has to "buy" his way into it through dates and gifts and things like that.
I think this underlies quite a bit of the behavior around sex and dating and can explain quite a few
things.
I guess a couple questions:

Do you agree? Do you think there's more to it?
Do you think this is biology, sociology, or a bit of both?
Do you think people are hesitant to talk about this? It seems kind of like the "elephant in the
room" to me.
How are gay / lesbian / queer relationships affected by this?
For red pillers: if a man is attractive enough, does this flip around? Is this even a part of the red
pill? Or is this basically what the green pill is?
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Roommate “lost a date” when she offered to split the check and
he agreed
216 upvotes | August 29, 2020 | by AllInWithAces | Link | Reddit Link

He said that they had a great connection up till that point, where all attraction disappeared. it sounds
like they had a mild fight over social norms that ended with him paying for both of them and never
talking to her again.
He said that if she’s going to offer, he’s going to accept. I said that it’s a common social norm that
girls offer to be gracious and guys decline to be gracious. When girls offer, I usually decline and offer
that they can buy ice cream on the next date instead.
What do you guys think? Was he right for standing up to social tradition?
Edit: I’m keeping score here - update later
Team Roommate and Fuck Societal Norms: ??
Team Me and Pay for Girls if you want to get laid: ??
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People are uncomfortable admitting that anything other than
personality affects someone's attractiveness
216 upvotes | October 8, 2021 | by Ossac123 | Link | Reddit Link

Something I've seen repeatedly is that when a guy notices that a change affects his attractiveness, he
attributes it to confidence or something like that instead of the change itself:
"Losing weight didn't make me more attractive, instead, people find me more attractive because I'm
confident in my self."
"Getting buff didn't make me more attractive, instead, people find me more attractive because it
shows I have discipline."
"Becoming a doctor didn't make me more attractive, instead, people find me more attractive because
it shows I have ambition."
It seems like people have a hard time coping with the fact that there are things outside of personality
that make them attractive, and because of that they try to find some personality-based reason for it
instead. The implication is that, to some extent, a fat, out of shape cashier who's confident and
disciplined is somehow similar to a fit investment banker. That's not to say that confidence doesn't
help, or ambition isn't attractive, but a denial that being fit or successful doesn't make you more
attractive, on it's own, is a stupid idea.

edit: To clarify, I'm not saying personality doesn't matter. Losing weight can increase your
confidence and both of those will have positive effects, but I've repeatedly seen people only focus on
the effects on your personality, while ignoring the effects of losing weight itself.
Losing weight isn't the best example because most people are willing to admit that it benefits
someone's attractiveness. A better example would be having a high paying/status job, where the
benefits are disputed. I'm saying that when someone is in that position and recognizes a change in
how they're treated, they seem unable to accept the fact that the job itself is a major contributor, and
instead attribute the change entirely to something like increased confidence.
I just think it's an interesting, and ultimately somewhat misleading and harmful phenomenon.
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Your personality is irrelevant if you fall below someone’s
threshold for what they find physically attractive.
216 upvotes | February 7, 2023 | by YesNoDegrees | Link | Reddit Link

It doesn’t matter if you have a 10/10 personality with perfect confidence and a killer sense of
humor—if the person you are interested in romantically does not find you at least minimally
attractive, your personality does not and will not matter to them, period. Looks are the gatekeeper
to your personality.
The nuance regarding this subject only comes into play if you make it past that threshold. Your
personality does become a factor so long as you aren’t initially filtered out by your looks.
Additionally, although this may be common sense, the more attractive you are, the less your
personality tends to matter. People are less critical of who you are and how you act if you’re more
attractive. That’s exactly the reason why we get the following tropes: “He treats me like shit, but he’s
so hot I just can’t leave him.” ~and~ “She’s a complete psychopath, but she’s so sexy I just put up
with it.”
It’s also why attributes like confidence will be perceived as arrogance by people who find you
physically unattractive.
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“Pick better men” is a cop out to not hold men accountable
216 upvotes | August 5, 2022 | by gabishes | Link | Reddit Link

Pick better men. How are we supposed to know? You pick the nice guy and he is nice… until he
isn’t. You make a good friend and he is a nice guy until you get too drunk one day… You find a great
boyfriend until he learns his friend assaulted someone and stays silent. Women get told to pick better
men but in the same breath are told off for having walls and not going out with the “nice guys”. There
is no right time for a woman to leave, its either too soon and you should just give him a chance or too
late and you should’ve picked better.
Why are we blaming women for unknowingly being exposed to abusers and rapists and not shaming
the men who abused them? How are women supposed to know if a man is like that when their fellow
men do nothing and cover for the bad men?
If you argue that naïvety is not an excuse, or that the company you spend your time with reflects
poorly on the individual, you are still blaming and not opening up the real conversation.
Edit: I can no longer handle the abusive DMs I have been getting. Please stop you are only proving
my point more.
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No matter the "pill" you take as a man, in the long run it is no
match for the nit-picky nature of women
216 upvotes | May 31, 2022 | by majani | Link | Reddit Link

Red pill, blue pill, black pill, purple pill, it doesn't matter. You can be as alpha as the red pill
recommends, or you can be as handsome as the blackpill gigachads, or you can have the care bear
personality the blue pill recommends and it won't matter in a long term relationship.

Women's naturally high anxiety (citation) will make them always look for "what's wrong with this
picture." And in their constant attempts to nitpick, they will find SOMETHING wrong with you,
however small or tangential it may be. This is the real reason women initiate most of the divorces and
this is also why even the "perfect" men of the world: the princes, male models, charity workers etc,
still get divorced despite outward appearances.

In the end, MGTOW is the only logical path
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The average man isn't attracted to the average woman either.
215 upvotes | September 2, 2022 | by throwawaylessons103 | Link | Reddit Link

One of the most common notions spread around the "manosphere" is that it's solely women "ruining
the dating market"... because average women aren't attracted to average men.
Meanwhile, average men are simply dying of thirst, desperate to date their "looksmatch."
But when you actually get down to the crux of it, and ask men to define "average" - they almost
always describe a woman in her 20s who's fit/thim-slick, feminine, with a reasonably pretty face.
Even most guys here who say they like "bigger" women, have a perception that the woman is just
going to "happen" to be super well proportioned, with a hour-glass figure.
Men will describe literal models here as a "6-7," then describe themselves as a 5.
A recent thread here was about online dating where men complained OLD only had "bottom barrel"
women. Whenever there's a thread about average men not getting casual sex, and someone says "Hey
wait, I'm an average guy and have gotten it" Men will chime in to say how the women probably
weren't that attractive.
Men will also say that the dating app stats "prove" men actually do want average women. However,
dating apps like Tinder/Bumble usually front-load the "hottest" profiles first, giving the perception
that attractive women are more widely available than they actually are.
Lots of men also use the "shot-gun" method where they'll swipe right on everything, then choose who
they'll actually talk to after. We also know that many men will hookup with women they're not super
attracted to (or even attracted to at all).
Apps like Hinge that limit likes and are more "LTR" focused show top 10% of women get 45% of
total likes M2F. Bottom 50% of women get 8% of total likes M2F.
Why are even the bottom 50% of men still mainly "shooting for the top" if average men are
desperate to wife up average women?
The average woman is 5'4 and 170lbs. This is 20+, so it's not just "for older people" either. Men will
then go on to say "average is relative" and describe their outlier city/town which just happens to have
tons of super hot women.
Which sounds a lot like an average woman saying "I was able to get 500 matches with guys over 6',
so they're not that rare after all!"
Bottom line: Average women don't want average men. But many average men, especially on PPD, do
not want average women either.
They think they do, because they think their skewed perception of "average" is so widely available.
But they do not. The women they describe are not average in the US, they're above average.
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“When men sleep around no one cares, in fact, it’s almost
applauded. Yet when women sleep around, she’s considered
promiscuous and shamed for it.” Sorry ladies, it’s not the same
thing, no matter how much you want it to be
215 upvotes | July 27, 2022 | by Adept-Gur-7457 | Link | Reddit Link

It’s 2022 and I still see women making this argument, and it’s honestly silly. Men and women are not
the same and never will be. There’s a reason that there’s a double standards when it comes to men vs
women sleeping around.

It is very difficult for most men to sleep around. You need to be very attractive, usually be in1.
good shape, have really good seduction game, and often times (not always) have a good amount
of money. And of course status helps a ton as well. This is not the case with women. Women
need to be decent looking (which most of them are as long as they don’t get fat, and even if
they do get fat, they can still get sex easier than men), and don’t need any seduction game
really aside from just being nice. Hell, even if they’re not nice, they can still easily get plenty of
action. Money and status for them don’t matter at all. They just need to open their legs and
generally speaking, they can get laid.
Women always talk about the unfair expectations put on them by society. Well how about this2.
for unfair expectations: Men are literally shamed for being virgins or not being very sexually
successful by both other men and women. Whenever a man says something that a woman
doesn’t like, she will often respond with “well you don’t get women anyway so who cares what
you think.” Women are literally turned off by guys that don’t get women. They think, “hmmm
if other women don’t want you, why should I want you? Something must be wrong with you.”
That’s why whenever a woman breaks up with a guy, she’ll start thinking twice about it if she
sees afterward that he has no trouble getting new women, ESPECIALLY if she views those
new women as more attractive than her. Women are never, ever shamed by men for being
virgins or having a low body count. In fact, I would say women are more often made fun of by
other women for not being promiscuous because those promiscuous women are threatened by
that girl’s virtue.

That, my friends, is why women sleeping around vs men sleeping around is not the same thing.
Sleeping around as a man is difficult and women tend to see it as a plus, or at the very least they don’t
care because it shows that you’ve been preselected by other women. Women look to other women for
approval. That’s why women so often share their text conversations with men with their sisterhood
group chat to see what they think of him. That’s why when you’re out at a bar and you approach a
girl who’s with her friends, you’re way less likely to be successful if her friends don’t like you.
Conversely, women sleeping around is easy. She has to bring almost nothing to the table. That’s why
it was so hilarious when Mia Khalifa was bragging recently about never being turned down by a man
she wanted. Well yea, you’re pretty attractive, so guys want to smash. But where’s the
commitment?Who wants to actually invest in you? No one except for guys with no self respect, who
you don’t want anyway. All a woman sleeping around demonstrates is that she has low standards and
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poor impulse control. Not to mention the studies showing that marriages are more likely to fail as a
woman’s body count increases.
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just about as funny as the other things posted here. also slightly
true in a way
215 upvotes | October 3, 2021 | by TheWolfGirl23 | Link | Reddit Link
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I think there is a fundamental lack of understanding when it
comes to women understanding how bad difficult dating is for
most men.
215 upvotes | May 10, 2022 | by MicksBlue | Link | Reddit Link

This sparked a discussion I had with a woman who didnt believe me when I said that dating is far
worse for men on the average to below average scale. Of course like most do. She denies the
credibility of this statement.
And this is common problem I see over and over again. Listen I don't always intend to in a sense
preach to women in a sense about male problems because I understand that sometimes it's not
something they personally wanna hear and they have no interest in hearing it. So on occasion I can
usually understand that their frame of mind is different.
However, I do think there are some women that have a lack of understanding of the men's struggles
with dating. If they were not attractive themselves they will feel their realities are the same as ours.
Projection basically. Let's do a recap on why dating for the average to below average man usually
does not compare to the average woman. And yes I am going off the abilities an average woman has.
Lack of options- Women have far more by default.
Abundance of sex- Women are allowed to have sex almost anytime they crave it from a average to
very attractive guy they want.
Guys have far less standards. So finding a guy where you meet his criteria unless you are exclusively
going for very established and attractive men is going to be relatively easy. Guys dont expect their
women to have a full blown career, lots of money, and have his mind made up of exactly where he
wants to be. If you are not fat, not crazy, keep yourself relatively clean, not a headache and has some
interest in his hobbies you will likely make the cut for most of the average to above average guys you
meet.
Believe it or not...Its easier for women to get relationships- This is a big myth I have been hearing
forever on online forums. The biggest thing I hear repeated over and over is that women have a far
easier time getting sex but it's equally as hard for both genders to get relationships. Why does this not
work?
Have you ever heard a woman say the following? "I would never touch that guy with a 10ft pole. But
at the same time...I'd date him though." Me neither. Once you as a woman write a guy as a sexual
option you inadvertently write him off as a relationship option. People dont wanna date people who
they dont wanna have sex with(unless the guy maybe has alot of money).
Even though women argue that having the power of sex is meaningless you cant be fully correct. You
can fulfill a want if you have it first. And second... relationships probably have a far better likelihood
of transitioning into relationships than if you didn't have sex with the person at all. Because the
investment in both parties are more when they have been intimate.
There are more reasons- But you get the idea. I can name the others if you wish in the comments. But
I'm not trying to completely make men out to be complete victims do woe is me.
The thing that gets me irate is when women say you shouldn't mention it because they go through the
same problems. Well no. I won't deny that women dont have it hard in dating. I'd just argue its simply
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easier to navigate in the average to below average frame.
But of course. You cant ever explain this to most women on the internet especially if they have hard
times dating.
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Do you really don't understand why men don't wanna be the
"great guy" who ends up with you after you go through all the
"assholes"?
215 upvotes | July 31, 2019 | by Blonsomio | Link | Reddit Link

Not even trolling or anything, I'm legitimately curious.
Do you understand why the beta (long term partner) feels emasculated when compared to the alpha
(short term partner)? Please tell me why you think the beta dude should feel like he's lucky to have
that woman.
There was a female comedian who said she was "pumping and dumping" guys in one night stands
because they weren't good enough to be her boyfriends. Is that how you think?
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Sorry, the body positive movement ran out of space.
215 upvotes | January 1, 2023 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
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Are the people here completely out of touch with life for the
average person?
215 upvotes | November 6, 2020 | by seehrovoloccip | Link | Reddit Link

Pretty much all the advice and viewpoints I read here seem to come from people that would be called
either small capitalists or labor aristocrats, in Americanese that would be upper middle class people
who make easily over $100,000 per year
Given that only about >20% of Americans even make $100,000 in annual income AFAIK, most of
the advices here are, by definition, entirely worthless to the majority of people regardless of their
physical attributes. Especially advice for men, entirely worthless for most men as very few guys,
even good looking ones, can solely rely on looks to get a decent relationship. Sure, lots of broke
people date, but if you're looking for advice by definition you are not and as someone with income
much more relatable to the average American it's really wild how irrelevant almost all advice here
would be if I actually needed it. The real pill, imo, is clearly the class pill, as if you're ugly and poor
clearly you're screwed and no bit of advice here can help you.
I really gotta ask, can people here even relate to the average American beyond bland culture shit?
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Where is all this "men are lazy, useless, losers" rhetoric coming
from?
214 upvotes | March 17, 2023 | by katyushas_boyfriend | Link | Reddit Link

Men of all ages are still outearning their female counterparts.
Young men aged 16-24 are far more likely to be working full-time than their female counterparts.
Men still dominate the most lucrative college majors(engineering, CS, finance, etc), well-paying
skilled trades jobs, and other well-paying jobs that don't require a college degree like law
enforcement, firefighting, and the military.
In my experience most women will readily point out facts like these when it's time to complain about
the "wage gap". But for some reason they suddenly forget these things when it's time to trash men for
being losers that aren't worthy of dating wonderful women such as themselves. Curious indeed.
Anyways, so where exactly are women getting this idea that most young men are losers beating to
anime and playing video games all day? The data sure as hell doesn't support it.
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Being labeled as husband material is insult for most guys
214 upvotes | January 8, 2023 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Being husband material in modern times means from women perspective means I don't find you
attractive enough for casual sex.First I will try to fuck all hot guys(hoe phase, hot girl summer ) to get
committement from one of them and if I fail then at last I will choose you.But you have to thankful
for being chosen at last but you get me for longer time period
Benefits you get
-Starfish sex - Not in mood of sex - Pay for everything -Older self of her with lot of emotional
baggage - I tried this with earlier guys and didn't like it so u won't get that which in reality means I
don't find you attractive enough to try that with you -50% chance of divorce
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Even after a lot of self-improvement and personal growth,
adult single men are increasingly entering the dating
environment with a lot of resentment
214 upvotes | February 21, 2023 | by chekhovs-gun2 | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/ilhybduRYJk
Kidology recently did an interview with an 18 year old guy from a looksmaxxing community called
Hiraeth. Since it's a 2 hour long interview, I don't expect you to watch all of it, but there's a point near
the 1:50:00 mark where they are discussing the importance of looks and timelines when it comes to
dating. At some point during this discussion, Kidology tells him that he simply needs to have
patience and continue to work on a craft that will make him stand out, and he will eventually
encounter success. Kidology then goes on to explain that lots of her single female friends prefer to
date men older than them because they are more "complete" and have established more of a self-
identity.
Hiraeth is only 18 and probably doesn't have a lot of life experience, but as someone nearly 10 years
older than him, I can empathize with his frustration. Kidology seems to be approaching the
conversation in good faith and compassion, so I try to give her the benefit of the doubt, but telling an
unsuccessful young adult man that he just needs to work on himself and he will find a partner in his
mid to late 20s is... a bit depressing.
For one, it's not like everyone in their late teens and early 20s has this mindset. A substantial portion
of people still date in this age range, so comparing yourself to the people that are finding success is
inevitable (a point that Hiraeth admits to later on in the discussion). There's always going to be a
nagging feeling that successful people possess acquired and inherent qualities that you don't, and this
thought process extends beyond the sphere of dating.
Second, a big part of growing as person and finding out who you like comes with real-life dating
experience. If a subsection of men are effectively "locked out" of the dating market until their late
20s, those same men who do end up making aesthetic and lifestyle improvements to the point they
are "worthy of" are going to want to date casually when most women in that same age range are
looking for something serious. This, in turn, leads to rising numbers of non-commital single men in
their late 20s/early 30s wanting to "play the field," which further erodes trust between the genders
and is a contributing factor to why women complain that a lot of single men seem "emotionally
stunted". Whether an individual man is actually using a woman as a "placeholder girlfriend" to make
up for lost time/experience is largely irrelevant. If the perception is there, then a woman is more
likely to check out of the dating market and less likely to check in after taking a break, making the
effective single male to female ratio (the number of single and looking men relative to single and
looking women) even more competitive.
A lot of people fail to recognize just how quickly prospects nosedive for young men the second they
turn 18 and graduate high school (a lot of this stems from women's refusal to date younger). Why
would an 18 yo girl, assuming she wants to date, date an 18 yo man when she could date a 22 yo
senior who has more social capital on her university campus? Why would a 23 yo woman, who is a
recent college graduate date her equivalent when she could date a 27 yo with his own apartment and
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higher salary?
Tl;dr: Skipping dinner because you don't like what's on the menu or because you aren't hungry is
better than skipping dinner because you don't have anything to eat.
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Gender professor claims men can never truly "Like" woman.
Do you Agree?
214 upvotes | December 15, 2021 | by livs4drpepper | Link | Reddit Link

I was speaking with my friend who is studying gender studies in college, I studied Education but
have always been interested in gender issues, hence why I'm here.
She told me that the professor (male 50s) of her human sexuality class claimed that men don't
actually like women.
He claimed the way that our society socializes our young boys to "become men" is not so much to tell
them how to be men, but rather how not to be women. all the classic stuff ya know, boys will be
boys, don't be a pussy, be a man, man up, don't be sensitive and weak, caring even, that's girl stuff,
you know the kind of "toxic" masculinity stuff we talk about a lot here.
He claimed that being a man is mostly defined by not being a woman , and the way that we socialize
our young boys is to use the tool of shame to steer them away from these "feminine" things, he then
argued that its nearly impossible to be told your whole life that the worst thing you could do is be like
a woman, but then actually like and respect woman after that. Even if its subconscious, he claims
there's a lot of inherent bias from this type of upbringing.
However the *hard* part is that sexual attraction and sexual attractiveness to woman is also a huge
part of the socialization of men, and being able to "get" woman is obviously a status symbol to other
men as well, hence the incredibly strange position of not inherently liking woman but also desiring
them and sexually pursuing them
I don't know, this conversation really got me thinking about a lot of things related to these concepts,
like how men( and women themselves) often call a girl "one of the boys" to justify feelings of
friendship, how many men struggle to come up with a female role model when asked, and even why
men *seem* quicker to compliment physical attractiveness over personality.
I can tie this into violence against woman and why its so prevalent. I even wonder if it ties into more
harmless things like the women aren't funny rhetoric that pisses me off so fucking much. Even makes
me think about how a lot of times men are only really seeking approval from other men and don't
truly care what women think , to me its why they're so confused about what women want.
To sum it up, How are men supposed to truly know and love women when they've been taught since
birth that our supposed traits are "bad?"
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Parental DNA test for all newly born children
214 upvotes | January 21, 2022 | by iwasneverherehaha | Link | Reddit Link

Hi
I believe all child should have a dna test at birth to confirm the parents of the child.
Data has shown between 3% and 10% of men are raising child that unknowing are not theres.
32% of dna tests come back negative.
Would you be for or against this ?
Please explain or reason for each answer.
Edit: Instead of mandate it could also be automatically opted system in which people can choose to
opt out ?
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Women create the nice guys they despise.
214 upvotes | July 4, 2020 | by Shauyy | Link | Reddit Link

My argument is that women raise their sons to be "nice guys" (I'm talking about the stereotype). A
large number of boys are raised with the same set of lessons on how to get into a relationship with a
girl. Some common ones are:
Just show her you care and she will like you.
Always be a gentleman.
Once you reach X age, then girls will start liking you.
The problem is that these are absolutely the worst lessons you can give a boy if you actually want
him to be successful with girls. However, they are still given because there is a disconnect between
most women's self images and their actions. Mothers raise their sons based on what they view
themselves as liking. This dips into alpha fux beta bux territory, but essentially, mothers teach their
sons to be beta bux. At that point in the mother's life, that is what they are looking for or have: a safe
man capable of providing for her and her children and willing to do everything for her. Their view of
their own attraction is warped. Admitting they liked (or still like) hot "bad boys" would mean they are
shallow, resulting in a more negative self image. This is something they (consciously or
subconsciously) want to avoid.
What does this lead to? Young men who are frustrated with their lack of success with women. Nice
guys exist because they still believe their mother's lessons. They are taught that being there for a girl
when she needs to talk will result in her liking them (show her you care lesson). The red pill term for
this is emotional tampon because in reality it does absolutely nothing; if anything it hurts the guy's
chances. A woman will decide whether or not they are attracted to a guy long before they are close
enough for her to emotionally vent to. The guy (still following his mother's lessons) will see the
disconnect between what he was taught would happen and the actual results. This leads to him
lashing out at women, because it is easier than breaking a childhood of indoctrination and admitting
his mother was wrong.
Why do I say "mothers" instead of "parents"? First, I want to specify it is not all mothers, obviously
not all men were raised to be nice guys. Now I can't cite any studies, but based on my experience and
my friends', it is largely the mothers who repeat these lessons. The fathers tend to go along with it
while the mother is around and I'm sure there are some beta bux type men who still believe it.
However, it is generally the fathers who introduce the sons to red pill type knowledge, even if they
don't practice it themselves.
Just as an ending discussion type note, that is why I think the red pill is so hard to accept for a lot of
men while also being so intriguing for others. The first group sees is as a contradiction to how they
were raised, and thus refuses to interact with it. The latter group sees it as a contradiction, but are also
willing to use it and see the (very real) results before judging.
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The rise of sexlessness among men is NOT NORMAL, the
reasons given for that is major coping by men and female
gaslighting to hide the real reason. Women are not having less
sex they are just having fewer sexual partners.
214 upvotes | July 16, 2021 | by Jaylen-Gads | Link | Reddit Link

Women in western countries more specifically America are not having "less SEX" than men. Why
do I think this? Because they are having sex with a small number of men who are basically just
the top guys in their proximity, and the top women are basically sharing them while the
average women get pumped and dumped when these top guys dumpster dive for easier sex.
There is no "shortage of women" interested in casual sex or supply and demand, it's either you are
selected, or you are not. Most women have tried casual sex before and continue to still do it because
they DONT regret it.
https://youtu.be/VNjoc1aOGK4
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-myths-sex/202105/sexual-regret-doesnt-change-future
-sexual-behavior
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1474704921998333#
The typical reasons for the decline in sexlessness are listed below. Not in any order.

Living with parents- This is a ridiculous reason because I know many guys who live with their1.
parents who still get laid on a consistent basis especially while I was in high school, nothing
changed when these guys graduated. For most young adults living at home with your parents is
NORMAL.

https://www.businessinsider.com/living-with-parents-at-30-2018-6

Computer video gaming- This is also a very ridiculous reason because video games are1.
nothing new, they have been around for decades and did nothing to make the decline in
sexlessness back when they were introduced.
Porn- Porn has been around for decades upon decades back to ancient time, in all forms to then2.
magazines and videotapes but now is widely more available. That would not suddenly make the
sexlessness go down otherwise we would be at those numbers a long time ago. No sane
"healthy" man would turn down a really attractive woman over pixels.
Decrease in drinking- This is probably the only valid argument I can agree with, but I still think3.
it is an excuse. It wouldn't create that huge of a disparity.

https://www.businessinsider.com/millennials-gen-z-drinks-less-drags-down-alcohol-sales-2019-2#:~:
text=A%202018%20report%20from%20Berenberg,did%20at%20the%20same%20age.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0955395918303025
https://www.rutgers.edu/news/why-are-young-adults-having-less-casual-sex
For the people who just read the title and did not bother to finish reading, you are probably going to
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refer to the data that confirms women and men are both going down in terms of sex. Looking at
the data at face value you are correct. But where you are wrong is that the data mentioned here only
refers to men and women's sexual PARTNERS, not sexual frequency. What do I mean by that?
What I mean is the data is only talking about the number of sexual partners men and women
have between a time frame, not the number of times you have sex with a particular person. The
most popular way people are meeting nowadays is through mutual friends or online dating.
What is really happening is women are having sex with a small number of men and are
basically sharing the same guys “almost”. How? Because sexual frequency does NOT equal
sexual partners, women are not having sex with random guys back to back, they're not stupid.
What they are doing is they are picking one or two guys who they fuck regularly and use that
guy for sex ONLY which is still casual sex. Ask the women here if they're being genuine they will
mostly tell you it’s not multiple guys back to back every week it’s one or two and they just use
that one guy for sex. Sandman explains what I mean perfectly.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGpxa9JggJs
https://ifstudies.org/blog/male-sexlessness-is-rising-but-not-for-the-reasons-incels-claim
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/strictly-casual/201408/what-type-casual-sex-are-people-r
eally-having
Why I'm confident in my theory?
Because this backs up my point even more, because what was not available or even invented back
then? Social media and online dating. So if you have access to multiple people everywhere and
have the ability to pick from a variety of different men for sex, all you have to do is pick from the
best one you like and then delete the app which is what women are doing. Women don’t have
casual sex like men do, they do not fuck random(keyword: random) men back to back they select
for the best they can get and decide if they want something more from him or just sex because with
women it's about quality over quantity.
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CMV: Women, especially young women do want casual sex and
they covertly chase it.
213 upvotes | May 2, 2021 | by newzalrt883 | Link | Reddit Link

I see a lot of claims on here that women "dont want casual sex". I don't believe this is true. I think
women, especially young women, actually want casual sex before they "settle down", but don't want
to admit this to themselves, so they "date" guys who are very attractive but make poor long term
partners on purpose. They subconsciously know they will eventually get dumped, they can claim they
just want a good guy, and the whole pattern starts again.

Basically, women's desire for casual sex manifests itself in their choices. Anytime they choose a guy
a bit too hot, a bit red-flaggy, etc, they know the chance of getting used is high, but secretly that's
what they want anyways. And if it works out great! They landed their dream guy. As they get older
they make "better" choices, because now they've "learned" (aka now seriously want a relationship
and not casual sex)

There's nothing wrong with wanting casual sex (I mean fwb not a one night stand) with very
attractive people. Both genders want it. And both want to eventually find someone they love.
However, women are usually done looking for casual sex younger, because immediately upon
entering the sexual marketplace they can satisfy all desire for casual sex, or covertly satisfy it by
chasing bad boys as I described above.

Men who want sex with attractive women either give up, spend years (sometimes decades) chasing it,
build themselves up a ton (body, money, etc), or seek prostitutes (and forever hide that fact in
shame), etc. It's not immediately available upon entering the sexual marketplace as it is for women.

I think most men eventually want to connect and have a loving relationship, like women. But they
would like to experience some sexual variety with attractive partners. This option is likely never
available to them, and it certainly isn't available immediately like it is for women. That is female
privilege.
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New study finds men are leaving the workforce en masse, why
work hard if you are not entitled to a wife nor children? This
already happened in Japan by men turning into Hikkikomori
and japanese economy is in the brink of collapse, men have left
the plantation since there's nothing left for them
213 upvotes | February 24, 2023 | by HardTruthssss | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2023/02/23/men-leaving-workforce-economy-fed-interest-ra
tes/11326201002/
Why should men work hard, pursue higher studies, work long hours and tolerate abuse from their
bosses when there is no cute wife to receive him at home? nor children who will say "Daddy" when
he comes home?
Men are stopping to being invested into society since society doesn't offer anything for men, we men
are really simple in the sense that we don't need many things to be comfy, we don't need to buy a lot
of useless things, we can get going with little, just a room to live and enough money to buy tendies
and play vidya.
When men are single they reduce their living standards and in that process they keep away those who
enslave them by economic illusions, when we men are not aiming for wife and children we are
aiming for freedom. And that freedom implies working less, sacrifice less, consuming less, etc.
Things like getting lost in a library, finding ourselves in nature, enjoying the sunset, reviving the old
customs, etc. We become boys again. These activities don't have economic output, and as a result
economic activity declines since we spend our time working less or not working at all. Modern
society is build upon the explotation of mens labor, we have endured so much abuse,getting low pay,
overworking, multitasking, etc. You can't simply set men free without society suffering as a
consequence since society has been build under the explotation of men and society doesnt know how
to organize in a different way. Society told men they should work hard, be providers, compete against
each others etc. And these things are what maintains society as we know it, remove the chains from
men, let them enjoy life and society will crumble. It is like the titan Atlans, he had earth in his
shoulders and if he decided to free him self from that, the earth would fall into the abyss.
When we men don't have a wife and children Death whispers in our ears "Live now, for I am
coming", and that is what we are doing. it is not worth to work so hard to pay rent and have an
onlyfans subscription but it makes sense work less and spend less in order to have more freedom to
enjoy life, since we can't enjoy having a wife nor children.
If we were really invested into society and worked so hard in the past, is because we had a family to
take care of, but now, how things are going into society, we really have nothing to work hard for, nor
die for if WW3 starts
When we men don't have wife nor children our connection to the future is destroyed, since we don't
have a future anymore you kill men's will to resist for invaders since there's nothing left for men to
defend.
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/10/26/us-army-struggles-to-find-recruits-its-needs-to-win-fight-of-future
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.html
The great use of life is to spend it for something that will outlast it, that is children for men since
money can´t be taken with you once you die, the second option is moments, and we trade moments
for money and this affects the economy. In the past men used to work the most inhumane works of all
and they did it just because they had a family to take care of but now, men are refusing to take those
inhumane jobs which help maintain the societal fiber of society.
Modern society has separated us from the grand narrative of our lives, it left us free to indulge in only
the most trivial details and then aim our efforts towards profit, we wifeless and childrenless men are
taking the grand narrative of our lives back and our economic output will suffer as a consequence,
live only to work? No, it is simply not worth it. 40 hours of work a week is too much for us free men,
20 or even 15 is the appropriate yet this will half our GDP hurting our economy, yet it is none of our
business. Men cannot make earning money nor profit their principal concern without falling into the
deepest degradation, only a family is worth this sacrifice.
We aren't punishing society nor women, we are taking our lives back, we worked too much, we
sacrificed too much and we are receiving less, it is time things change. Its time we invest less into
society and more in us since there's no family to take care of.
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“Whoever invites pays” is just a way for women to get out of
saying “men should pay” (first dates)
213 upvotes | March 16, 2023 | by italian_whip | Link | Reddit Link

To preface this, I think men should pay, I do it, and I’m fine with the expectation. However, I don’t
like this specific comment because it’s a way for women to have their cake and eat it too. They want
to be able to claim being progressive and non traditional, while never actually having to buck up.
Women know they aren’t asking men out on first dates, this isn’t a thing. I don’t know a single
couple where a woman asked the man out and then paid. So they get to say, “oh I didn’t pay because
he invited me out it has nothing to do with gender”, knowing damn well she will never be asking a
man out.
Additionally, “whoever invites pays” is not a social norm at least in the US. No other relationship
does this apply. If I invite a friend to dinner neither of us think I am paying the whole bill. If I ask my
brother to go golfing this weekend, that doesn’t mean I’m paying for him. If I meet a stranger
somewhere and ask if they want to get drinks, I am not expected to pay. This doesn’t mean I won’t,
but if I do it’s out of generosity not expectation.
In short just women expect men to pay but don’t want to say it with their chest.
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The patriarchy and toxic masculinity exist, but women play a
role in it too by selecting men with toxic traits.
213 upvotes | October 9, 2022 | by Damagedfool | Link | Reddit Link

Women play a role in reinforcing the patriarchy by preferentially selecting mates with toxically
masculine traits.
The patriarchy exists, and men have a huge role to play in why. Toxic masculinity is real too, and is a
major problem with how men interact with each other and the opposite sex.
But, women often preferentially select men who have traits of toxic masculinity over those who do
not, which reinforces and even rewards toxic masculinity. This seems to me like a big elephant in the
room when it comes to talking about things like this.
I don't hate women and realize not all women are like this, I've had fulfilling, trusting relationships
with women in my life, but it does seem to me that women play a role in this, though not the primary
one.
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This sub in a cumshell
213 upvotes | December 30, 2022 | by PersonaleSpace | Link | Reddit Link
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Rising women's complains today about dating do not add up to
the reality of their sexual privilege
213 upvotes | December 28, 2022 | by feanoric | Link | Reddit Link

I see many women complaining about the current dating market, but so far it makes no sense:

Women have almost all control now over sex and relationships (dating apps, in real life),1.
fertility (most birth control), and even over life itself (abortion, adoption) in many places.
Women can choose to be single, and it is easier than ever in history. They are also happier as2.
single women than single men.
Single women can still get sex and even most benefits a relationship can give them without a3.
committed relationship.
Men are less violent toward women than ever, and there are institutions protecting women. All4.
legal institutions implicitly agree women are more likely to be victims rather than perpetrators.
Women have more options than ever. They can meet a rich man in Tinder; it is not even that5.
hard if they are good-looking.
Older women may lose some sex appeal but still have far more options than average men by6.
miles.
Even ugly, fat and deformed women have more options than many average men.7.
Women are free from most gender roles while men are still bond to them, such as paying for8.
stuff and consequences, even by law when SHTF.

Women here seems to complain about mainly two things:

Lack of commitment from the men they do like, which is expected if they all choose the same1.
10% of men.
Porn.2.

The later points is obviously a result of the first points. If few men are getting women at their own
league because women choose to have sex with men over their own league, then men obviously will
rely on porn and similar to satisfy themselves. Women shall be more empathic for these men, which
is weird they are not because supposedly half their families and people they know are male and
obviously they cannot be all high value men. Very weird how cruel women can be to random men
considering it is very likely their own brothers and sons are/will suffer the same destiny, but that is
not the point of this post.
TLDR: Women found a way to complain about being victims in the current dating market while
being more privileged in the dating market than ever in history. This does not add up to reality.
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Even if a woman lowers her standards, she won't be
ATTRACTED to the man she's lowered them for...
212 upvotes | July 19, 2021 | by Artistic_Guest4386 | Link | Reddit Link

You can't calibrate attraction...
Even if you decide to give Mr 5/6 outta 10 a shot....a woman still won't be viscerally attracted, she
won't have the tingles, she won't have the involuntary and instinctive desire to please and physically
touch the man she's "lowering" her standards for....
Think of it like this, asking a woman to lower her standards for men she doesn't find attractive is
almost like asking a hetrosexual man to find males attractive....
This also applies to the idea of a "looks match"
Just because a woman is a 6, and a man is a 6, doesn't mean she is more likely to find the 6 attractive
than if she was an 8....ALL women of ALL levels of attractiveness find the same sorta men (roughly
7.5 or above as a generalisation) VISCERALLY attractive....a woman's own attractiveness doesn't
affect who she finds attractive, only what she can get...
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The widespread opinion that men do not carry their weight in
marriage is a good reason for men not to marry.
212 upvotes | February 14, 2021 | by Lie-Equal | Link | Reddit Link

Is it not a mainstream opinion that:
I. married women put forth more hours of effort than their husbands,
II. married women are unsatisfied with division of labor within their marriages
III. married women are overworked because their husbands don't contribute enough?
Men considering marriage who see these opinions probably assume they reflect a bunch of men who
are lazier or more selfish than they are.
Consider that that may be false. What if the expectations are just higher than most men are innately
willing to meet in the course of the day to day once they're actually in the marriage?
Perhaps without the previous role of being the only source of income, or supplying the strength on
the farm, etc., the expectations of "what husband should be doing" increase beyond that which
men are innately willing to put forth.
Does this not comport with the widespread opinion that women feel they are disproportionately
carrying the burden in marriages?
Regardless, it sounds like setting yourself up for failure from the outset. Do you want to be a
workhorse?
Now true, mainstream opinions and statistics can't capture every individual. But consider: how many
of those guys now considered to be not pulling their weight genuinely believe they're doing enough,
while their wives think otherwise?
How do you know you won't be one of those guys? It's not necessarily a rhetorical question. Maybe
you have a sufficiently satisfactory answer. But you ought to make sure you do before taking that
kind of plunge.
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FDS really isn't that bad
212 upvotes | November 22, 2021 | by BecretAlbatross | Link | Reddit Link

Red pilled man here.
Given that TRP is about teaching men to protect their self interests, FDS isn't really that bad of a
source for women. I personally think FDSers misunderstand or misattribute a lot of male behavior,
but the same is frequently said about men and TRP. The reality is that I think TRP is probably a much
more effective way of helping men reach their dating goals than FDS is, but TRP has had years of
dedication and research to perfecting its craft. With more time, FDS could be refined to better
understand what men want, and meeting in the middle with what women feel they deserve.
I've been scrolling the sub, and while I agree a lot of FDSers hate men, when I scroll on TRP I see a
roughly equivalent level of cringe.
Men tend to fixate on sex and overestimate its importance to women, but I think if you're able to
empathize with women's perspective, FDS makes a lot more sense as a movement.
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CMV: Most of women's dating issues stem from the fact they
just aren't likable to the men they get with
212 upvotes | November 21, 2021 | by P-o-o-b | Link | Reddit Link

By this I mean, they don't have that friendly chemistry or "best friend potential" that is honestly an
essential component for a serious relationship imo.
I think this "likability" is why some people say men gatekeep relationships. Most men once they start
to mature have a sort of range of interest as well as life experiences they can easily relate to with their
friends. They also have a part of their life they can't talk about with their guy friends because it's too
sensitive. If a guy senses or intuitively picks up that he can talk to you about that part of his life with
you and be understood without being judged, then you have a major component there. The other
thing is balancing out his personality while still seeing the merit in the things he's interested in. These
are rare virtues, especially when you factor in cultural and political differences.
So if a guy senses that you are lacking in these qualities, then he will automatically adjust his
behavior and shift to a different perspective of you. I don't even think it's a conscious decision. You
could say it's an extension if the Madonna/Whore complex but I'd say it's more of a scale than a
dichotomy.
I think it could also explain the rare occasions where men are seemingly "attracted" to a woman who
he normally wouldn't be into. He can sense that "best friend potential" in her before he himself even
realizes it. Believe it or not men do crave companionship, it's just that women have such a different
social role than men that "friendly chemistry" is extremely rare, especially since women are low-key
hardwired to constantly test men through shit tests. If a man doesn't encounter shit tests but
encounters attraction that he is sure comes from him being himself, then you have a man who has
been indirectly told that he is enough and crazily enough, will make him want to be better for you.
This is because there is a mutual connection. When men genuinely like someone they will level
themselves up because they know your value to them personally "deserves" their best. I know most
guy's have been through this while going through high school, you like a girl and all of a sudden your
room's clean and your hygiene is A1, you suddenly have a good sense of humor, your outfits are on
point. Once I had this happen to me and saw this happen to other men, I realized most men have the
potential to make a sizable portion of women happy, they just see no immediate reason to put effort
into something for people who don't value them. Most men can tell the difference between a woman
liking him because of what he is vs who he is separated from his achievements or material things.
And I will say that men kind of have a part in this too, as they regularly override what their brain is
telling them for immediate sexual satisfaction, thus teaching some women their behavior is attractive
or welcome when it's really just a tooth grinding session. I genuinely think some women are kind of
taught that women are supposed to be annoying and their unlikability is some shit test that masculine
men are able to set straight and/or ignore. I've already met girls that completely act out when they're
horny and want attention.
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Women say most men are “awful,” toxic or undateable, or that
“the bar is so low” which is such a joke. Most men worship the
ground women walk on, even attractive ones, and women are
ridiculously selective.
212 upvotes | April 26, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

Please don’t bother responding with “they just want “Ch@d” because that is just a bunch of nonsense
too. Looks rank very low on women’s list of criteria, and the majority of the attractive women I see
are with average-ugly men.
Women DO, however, invariably select toxic men and they generally seem to have few redeeming
attributes.
The vast majority of men (which includes PLENTY of ATTRACTIVE men) grovel at women’s feet
and bend over backward to please them and win their approval. So when I constantly hear women say
“most men are trash/toxic/dirtbags etc” I find infuriating the lack of accountability for their
consistently poor choice in men and then using this microcosm of losers to redirect blame to the
entire male population.
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The Guardian: Barely one third of Australian men 18-24 have
sex even once a month.
212 upvotes | June 29, 2020 | by redditaccount119 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2020/feb/03/quality-over-quantity-gen-zs-sex-recession-lo
oks-more-like-an-upturn
40% are incels.
"The Australia Talks survey revealed that Gen Z Australians are about as sexually active as people
aged 75 and over."
Yet the female rate is increasing:
"Comparative data shows that a female Year 12 student in 2018 was 11.3% more likely to be having
penetrative sex than a Year 12 student from 1992."
Is OLD the main factor in this descrepancy?
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Do you think misandry is rising in our society? Do you think
that a lot of the hate out there makes a great deal of men feel
ashamed of their masculinity?
211 upvotes | December 5, 2020 | by scrubbucino | Link | Reddit Link

To start off, just know that this is coming from a Gen Z guy living in the USA. My general
perception is that misandry is on a major upward trend in society (I'm sure some of you would agree).
There's of course the typical "I hate men" or "men are trash" that has been around since about the
beginning of time, but it seems that a more vitriolic and embedded hate has arisen amongst women.
Being young, I am very involved in online circles (Twitter, Instagram, etc.) and the amount of
blatantly anti-male rhetoric is astounding and seems to be getting very extreme. I have seen women
saying that we should impose a curfew on men, or that we should mandate surgical sterilization for
all men over 13 until they can pass a "humanity test" proving that they're good people. I have also
seen women claiming that men provide no real benefit to society and therefore should be disposed of
entirely, or that men are all sociopaths incapable of feeling empathy. Do you think that this is a new
thing, or have most women already held these beliefs?
The second part of my question revolves around whether or not this hate affects a lot of men. When
I'm in those places or see comments spewing that particular rhetoric, I notice that there a lot of men
out there apologizing for actions that they did not commit, or saying that they feel ashamed of being
men, or just generally hating on themselves. I've also noticed that a lot of guys my age seem to have
internalized these messages and have developed an inferiority complex towards women. They
frequently talk about how being a guy is boring, about how they hate their own masculinity, or even
about how they wish they were women. Do you think that this is common among the general male
population, and that it is influenced by a lot of the rhetoric online?
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Men don't approach anymore ...
211 upvotes | May 16, 2020 | by angry_ogunsoto | Link | Reddit Link

I hear this quite often by women complaining they don't get approached and it begs the question: are
men that bad today? The reason why a man will not approach women is because he had negative past
experiences. He has tried several times and failed which makes him even less reluctant to make the
next move. I firmly believe this explains why the majority of men don't approach anymore.
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Question for everyone: if you could get rid of your sex drive
without damaging your body or motivation in any way, would
you?
211 upvotes | January 5, 2021 | by MyLadySupporter | Link | Reddit Link

I wouldn’t hesitate.
If I could retain my testosterone and focus without the endless, suffocating, desire to have sex all the
time, I would jump at the chance.
So much of my brain is occupied by thoughts of sex, fantasies, scenarios, debates on which famous
woman would be better in bed, that it is completely distracting.
I think I’d be able to relate better to women too, if I wasn’t constantly thinking about fucking them. I
even size up women I’m not particularly attracted to when I’m bored or my mind’s wandering. I
catch myself imagining wild libidinous scenes every time I drift off for a second.
It gets tiresome.
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Women of this sub, would you be okay with your bf not finding
you pretty but being attracted to your personality and
character?
211 upvotes | May 6, 2021 | by SherdyRavers | Link | Reddit Link

I start off by explaining alot of women will say that their bf/partner is not handsome but he’s got an
interesting personality,he’s funny, hardworking, faithful and honest, great communication, great sex,
emotionally mature, entrepreneurial, same hobbies etcetera.
So this made me think, what if the roles were reversed. What if your bf didn’t think you were the
prettiest woman but he thought you had the best personality and character, you’re funny, emotionally
stable, great communication(no mind reading games required), great sex, emotionally mature,
entrepreneurial, faithful and honest, smae hobbies etcetera . Would you be fine with this?
TLDR: Would you be okay with your bf not finding your pretty but being attracted to your
personality and character?
Edit: Just to make my question more clear, what if your bf doesn’t think you’re pretty but he finds
you character snd and personality make you attractive?
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What are the reasons groups for males and boys always seem to
end up eventually infiltrated by women and girls?
211 upvotes | September 25, 2022 | by lostacoshermanos | Link | Reddit Link

It’s frustrating as a man because I often see girls/women having so many groups just to themselves.
The Boy Scouts are the most famous recent example of this. I find that to be a shame because it robs
boys of male bonding. The dynamic of a group always changes when a new person of the opposite
gender enter the group. There are lots of other examples of male only groups being infiltrated by
women. What I want to know is why is this accepted?
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People may cringe at the use of the term “Chad”, but there
does exist a subset of men who live totally different lives to the
rest of us regarding women, and it’s reasonable to have a
shorthand for that
211 upvotes | October 10, 2022 | by festethefoole1 | Link | Reddit Link

Since the year 2020 I have slept with a total of 23 different women. I’m a decent-looking guy, I’m in
the top 5% of earners, I’m 6 foot tall, athletic, have good chat and a decent sense of style. I have a
£500,000 flat in a highly desirable part of London. I do pretty well.
(EDIT: I appreciate this looks humblebraggy but I’m simply trying to make the point that I’m a long
way from being the stereotypical “loser in Mums basement” who sees every average guy with a gf as
‘Chad’.
Someone made the point that financially the top 5% in the UK is still miles off the 1% and I couldn’t
agree more; if anything that’s a perfect analogy for the point here - I’m making the point that I’ve got
way more in common with the rest of men than the so-called ‘Chads’ I raise here.
And finally for full disclosure - top 5% in the UK is £81,000 I believe (or was in 2020-2021). I’m on
£82,500 plus a bonus of what’ll likely be about 10-15% more. So I’m not saying I’m Mr Moneybags
I’m just saying that I’ve got that area of life “ticked off”.)
I am not Chad though. Not in the slightest.
There’s a massive difference between someone like me who’s managed to work his way to being
broadly successful with “winning” women with hard work and consistent effort and the genuinely
effortlessly attractive men that women truly swoon after. And I sure as hell do not have that.
Every single one of the conquests I’ve mentioned have come with serious effort. Hundreds of “likes”
sent out on apps, probably 4 out of 5 women ignoring the first messages of mine, plenty of women
cancelling dates on me, regularly making sure I’m texting as many girls on the go in order to play the
numbers game and maximise my chances and even paying money to get a consultation on my Hinge
profile from a female dating coach. You can also tack on the money spent on dates and suchlike as
well. I’m a successful guy but Lord have mercy I don’t half have to work for it.
Oh and also you can add on the pain of probably 2-5 of those women I slept with and actually
considered girlfriend material rejecting me despite having sex with me a bunch of times (this is
another huge misconception from PPD - that a woman who sleeps with a man necessarily wants
commitment - it’s no guarantee of anything whatsoever and sleeping with a girl a bunch of times does
not mean you are absolved from facing competition which can blow you out the water at any point).
Throughout that time however I’ve witnessed the following:

Attractive women in clubs and bars getting drunk and literally crying over boyfriends
absolutely frantically
Attractive women making cute videos of them dancing in the club and gyrating in front of their
phone on video mode to send to guys they liked despite being surrounded by other options in a
club/bar
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Attractive women being sent messages saying literally “alright I’m done with my friends - shall
I come over and ruin you now?” which they’ve looked down at with a coy smile and a giggle
(yes I saw this and yes she was an 8/10 minimum)
Attractive women batting off advances from blokes here and there in a club before sidling up to
a guy they like and literally just playfully unbuttoning his shirt as an “opener”.

I am completely certain that these things have never and will never happen to someone like me (and I
say that not with self-pity, but just using myself as an example of a sort of “high achieving normie”).
However, the sheer effortlessness with which real Chads are able to attract women is so far removed
from the experience of the average guy that it does make sense to discuss this small subset of the
male population with a word of its own. This small population of the genetically lucky has a
collossally huge impact on the dating market, as well as providing examples of just how far women
are capable of going when they’re genuinely really attracted to a man.
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Interesting social experiment showing why dating is a numbers
game for men
211 upvotes | June 20, 2022 | by shonenhikada | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35fiNZTVVtU
In this video, we look at the tinder result of an average male. Keep in mind that the male used in this
experiment rates himself as average with the youtuber commenting that he could be a 6/10. The male
for this experiment is a tall guy (6'3") and works as an article writer in Canada. This tinder
experiment was carried out over a 4 month period with said male swiping over 16,000+ profiles while
using tinder gold which is suppose to boost his chance of being swiped right.
Looking at his profile picture, he used 3 photos: 1) him and his dog 2) A picture of him on holiday by
a waterfall and 3) Basic photo of him sitting down with a clear view of his face. His bio had 3 basic
info which included his university, his height and his hobbies. His age preferences was set between
18-25 and his maximum allowable range for potential matches was 100km.
Of the 16000+ profiles present, he swiped right on 8000 of them. This means that it was 50/50split on
women he liked and those he did not fancy. Of the 8000 profiles he swiped right for only 290 of them
matched with him. This means that 7,596 thought he was not good enough to be with them. For those
wondering the math, this puts his match rate at 3.7% and this is coming from a male who is 6'3" and
appears normal and productive member of society.
From the 290 matches only 99 of them were contacted. The results of those contacts are as followed:

31 of the women left him on read and did not reply back1.
68 of the women decided to initiate conversation with him. With 40 of those women deciding2.
to ghost him after a short message exchange. The subject involved in this experiment also gave
up on 17 conversations resulting in 11 phone numbers to continue conversation on other
platforms.

The results of those 11 phone numbers resulted in only 3 dates which means the other 8 girls decided
to not go out with him. And of those 3 dates nothing materialized long term.
Keep in mind this is the result of a guy who is college educated and employed, comes from a middle
class family, is at least average in the face and is sociable and has hobbies. All in all, someone who
has no noticeable red flags.
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Fellow men, women don't say the truth because WE get angry
when they do
211 upvotes | December 10, 2021 | by Artistic_Guest4386 | Link | Reddit Link

This is a simple post.
Men complain about women lying to them about their physical preferences, and "only ask that they
are honest"
But when they ARE honest, a huge proportion of men jump in with vitriol and call them
hypergamerous sluts with unrealistic standards and that they should lower their standards, blah blah
blah....then when a girl posts preferences counter to ripped 6 foot lantern jawed chad....calls her a
liar...
How about we stop attacking the women who are honest and accept it maturely...after all...their
honesty is all we want, right? We can't CHANGE their truth....
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Do most men actually want to be with a traditional woman?
211 upvotes | February 2, 2022 | by ThatIntention1 | Link | Reddit Link

Or are they just attracted to the idea of settling down with one, but partaking in casual sex with lots of
women prior? A lot of men will describe their ideal woman as loyal, submissive, and caring but all I
see is men taking advantage in some way, shape or form or cheating with a loose woman when in a
relationship with a quality woman.
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Do People just use this sub as the new red pill sub because the
rest is all banned/quarantined?
210 upvotes | August 26, 2021 | by KoalaAccomplished395 | Link | Reddit Link

I couldn't put my finger on it why this sub changed so much over the last few years. It used to have
pretty interesting discussions between "redpill" and "bluepill" people, but this has shifted and now I
just see mostly internal redpill debate (despite the rules forbidding it) and statements so outlandishly
out of touch with reality that I sometimes wonder if the poster ever talked to a person in real life. This
is probably because people from the banned/quarantined manosphere subs came here instead and
tipped the balance of participants, isn't it?
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Women often say that they can't be nice or polite to men
because it's interpreted as romantic interest by the latter. Do
you think that is true?
210 upvotes | July 22, 2021 | by TheBestRebirth | Link | Reddit Link

Lots of men say that women should be more empathetic and friendly towards men, that women are
often rude to men etc. I have seen women respond that they can't afford to do that because many men
interpret any sign of sympathy and friendliness as romantic interest. Do you think that is true? Are
men so desperate that basic decency and friendliness is interpreted as romantic/sexual interest?
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An 'innocent' looking high n woman has more RMV than a
'slutty' looking low n woman
210 upvotes | March 29, 2020 | by alluringjustice | Link | Reddit Link

All these n count discussions always have guys talking about how they would never seriously date a
high n woman and when questioned about how they could ever possibly know for sure how many
men she's slept with, they'll pull out some absurd list of tell tale slut signs (tattoos, hair colour,
revealing clothing, piercings, smoker, hoop earrings, swears, wears yoga pants... to list a few I've
seen on here).
It's got me thinking about myself and all the women I know that fall on various ends of the slut-
spectrum, from virgins to strippers and I try to see whether these signs hold any merit. They usually
don't. I have a virgin friend that fits most 'slut' stereotypes (but she is saving herself for marriage), I
have a very slutty stripper friend who (outside of work, obviously) dresses and looks like a literal 50s
housewife. She even has a baking channel on YoutTube where she wears pink aprons and makes
cakes and cookies and cute little muffins.
What holds true though, is that men treat them very differently based on their looks. These tell-tale
signs of being a slut means my virgin friend keeps getting very sexually aggressive guys hitting on
her, none of them believe she's a virgin, the dates these guys take her on are all cheap, she'll get
called a slut occasionally. Stripper friend on the other hand got classy men, expensive dates, no one
pushing her for sex. When she dated she told them she's a stripper on the third date and none of them
have an immediate problem with it, they still didn't push sexual interactions on her. She's now 26 and
engaged to a 30-something year old plastic surgeon. She's still stripping because she loves her job
I noticed this by myself from my own life experiences as well. I was a virgin into the alternative
scene and checked off most things on the slut lists. I am now all natural and have a new found love
for girly, feminine clothing and wear heels often, long skirts, pink accessories, flowers weaved in my
hair. The change in type of male attention I started receiving was mind blowing. And I am definitely
not an innocent virgin anymore. Since this appearance change, I haven't had a problem with any man
waiting a while for sex because from the get-go, they assume that I am the type to make them wait.
There has been no asking to split bills. The quality of dates increased. No questions about my sexual
history.
I don't think that men have an aversion to sluts - I think men have an aversion to women who look
like sluts. Men want to date women who appear pure and innocent because it boosts their status to
other men - they know what/how other men think and if she has the Madonna look going, other men
are going to assume that she has been patiently waiting for the right man, that she was hard to get and
that this guy must be great to be able to land her. A woman that looks slutty signals to the other men
that she was easy and hey they could probably get her with minimal effort so this guy must be quite
low value/desperate that this was the best he could get and he chose to commit to her.
Basically, an innocent looking woman is a status symbol for men in the male social matrix. Give a
guy the choice between a slutty looking woman with an n count of 2 OR a classy, modest looking
woman with an n count of 20 and I guarantee he'll go for option b.
Men make a lot of judgments based on appearance. A woman who looks right will receive a lot of
lenience in things he considers deal-breakers/red flags as opposed to one who has every single green
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flag in the book but gives off the wrong impression with her appearance.
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Women get over breakups faster because they do less work to
initiate relationships
210 upvotes | March 30, 2023 | by jimmiefan48forever | Link | Reddit Link

The reason why it always seems like women can get over a breakup faster than men isn’t because of
some cognitive difference in their brain or that they’re “emotionally stronger” than men. The reason
is simply due to the fact that getting into a relationship is much easier for a woman than it is for a
man. If you’re a man you like the woman before you’re even in a relationship with her the majority
of the time.
You’re also the one who has to initiate the relationship and get it started, this means you have to sell
yourself to this woman, you already have your feelings for her otherwise you wouldn’t be selling
yourself by trying to get her to like you (this is what dates are for). The woman on the other hand
doesn’t know much about you, her interest is at 0 before hand because she was the one approached, it
may go up or down depending on the dates but there was no feeling prior. We all know the feeling of
a crush and how strong that can be before we even know them that well. This plays a big role even
after the relationship is over.
This explains how women have much less at stake in relationships from an emotional standpoint. I
forgot to mention that she also has a plethora of other guys lined up who she can go on dates with if
this doesn’t work, you as a man probably don’t. She is something special to you while you are just
another box on the long assembly line.
Essentially the reason is because what comes easy, goes easy, what is difficult to obtain is difficult to
lose. What do you guys think? Do you agree? Disagree?
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Why Do Dudes Who Hate Insta-Models Follow Insta-Models?
210 upvotes | August 27, 2020 | by Gravel_Roads | Link | Reddit Link

When I don't like a practice or a person, I want as little to do with that practice or person as possible.
But I see a whole lot of dudes on this sub complain about "whores selling themselves on Insta"... but
these dudes seem to also look for whores on Insta who are selling themselves, and spend a lot of time
just rage-following them. And then they complain that these women are "seeking validation and
attention", while also being the ones giving these women validation and attention.
There's thousands of women on Insta that aren't whoring out nudie pics, why on Earth don't these
guys patronize women who post videos about homesteading or gardening or art, or literally, y'know..
any of the women they wouldn't find degenerate? If it's just porn they're looking for, why not look at
porn that doesn't also make them furious? It's literally free on PornHub, no money exchange or
simping for attention required.
It makes no sense. I don't personally care what chicks on Insta do (I don't even have an Insta
account), but it seems bizarre to actively support, seek out and consume products they presumably
want, and then get angry that the product is being offered.
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In the past it was easier for 30+ men to date much younger
women, now it's much harder because younger women
increasingly see it as creepy.
209 upvotes | September 17, 2020 | by throwaway10112342 | Link | Reddit Link

As a women in my early-twenties, the idea that is commonly propagated here that men hit their prime
in their thirties is completely bizarre to me. It's true that women, until their 40's, are generally
physically attracted to men a few years (1-3) older than them, I (a 24 y/o) find men in their mid-
thirties nowhere near more physically attractive than men in my age range (22-27ish). Whilst it's true
that money, status, resources (which older guys definitely have more of) are important to attraction,
it's overshadowed by the fact that I now know it's kinda creepy for a mid-thirties guy to want to hang
out with much younger girls.
I was speaking to some older girlfriends of mine currently in their mid-thirties and they said when
they were my age (or even younger!) they were hooking up with and dating much older guys because
they had cool cars, could buy more things, increased their status etc. Whereas now, because we live
in an information and entertainment age, most younger women are aware of the fact that it's pretty
weird that a guy 10+ years older than them would rather be with them than a woman closer in age to
him, who has more in common with him.
None of my friends have ever hooked up or dated anyone more than 5 years older than us, we all
think it's pretty weird when guys in their thirties approach us (even if they're rich, handsome, etc),
because their "increased financial status" is overshadowed by the inherent creepiness of preferring the
company of much younger (and less-independent) women who left high school/college a few years
ago.
Whereas my mid-thirties friend (who was a gorgeous, popular girl) told us she used to date a 32 year
old loser when she was 18 because he had a car and was in a shitty band. I just can't comprehend it.
Thoughts? I feel like a lot of guys on reddit are waiting to hit their mid-thirties and bang all these
youthful college girls when that's absolutely not going to happen lmao.
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Study finds facially unattractive adolescents lose social
popularity when they act aggressively, but facially attractive
ones do not lose popularity when they do it
209 upvotes | September 2, 2019 | by SomeTurdInTheWind | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022440510000154

This study examined the relations between facial attractiveness, aggression, and popularity
in adolescence to determine whether facial attractiveness would buffer against the negative
effects of aggression on popularity.

We collected ratings of facial attractiveness from standardized photographs, and teachers
provided information on adolescents' social aggression, physical aggression, and popularity
for 143 seventh graders (70 girls). Regression analyses indicated that facial attractiveness
moderated the relations between both types of aggression and popularity.

Aggression was associated with a reduction in popularity for adolescents low on facial
attractiveness. However, popularity did not decrease as a function of aggression for
adolescents high on facial attractiveness. Aggressors with high facial attractiveness may
experience fewer negative consequences to their social standing, thus contributing to higher
overall rates of aggression in school settings.

The researchers also found no significant effects in regards to the gender of participants.

We did not find any significant effects or interactions involving gender. Although boys are
more physically aggressive than girls, ... facial attractiveness moderated the relation
between physical aggression and popularity for both boys and girls

The researchers explanation for these findings:

One hypothesis for these findings is that adolescents with facial attractiveness may be able
to maintain a high social status despite behaving aggressively because such negative
behavior is incongruent with the beauty-is-good stereotype .... In attempting to resolve this
cognitive inconsistency, adolescents may be more likely to attribute such behavior to
environmental variables such as a bad mood rather than to stable dispositions, and in turn,
evaluate an aggressor with facial attractiveness more leniently, helping to preserve his or
her social status.

The other, simpler explanation they gave is:

Possessing peer-valued characteristics (e.g., attractiveness) may protect the social status of
aggressive youth.
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RPers: do women suck no matter what they do?
209 upvotes | October 31, 2020 | by of_all | Link | Reddit Link

I notice a lot of mutually incompatible RP statements where no matter what a woman does or says,
it’s shitty somehow.
If she makes money, she’s a ball busting “careerist” (whatever the fuck that means) who should have
married and had kids at a young age instead.
If she doesn’t make money & had kids at a young age, she’s gold digging and waiting for her next
betabux & the father is probably not even the father.
This kind of thing. No matter what she says, does or is, it’s wrong.
In your view, is it possible for a woman to exist without being a piece of shit? What would this
woman be like, to you?
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Why do red pillers want to date women when you guys hold
such negative views on us?
209 upvotes | February 14, 2022 | by yesnoyeee | Link | Reddit Link

I'm curious, if I thought an entire group of people were shallow, judgemental, cruel, intellectually and
emotionally inferior, I sure as hell wouldn't be trying to spend my life with them, I'd be trying to get
as far away from them as possible.
If it's lonlieness you fear, you can always befriend a mgtow or even an aroace guy and live together
with him, problem solved. If it's sex, you can occasionally pay women to sleep with you to satisfy
your needs.
So why bother pursuing this group of people you hold so much resentment towards to spend your life
with? It seems illogical, and it isn't fair to the other person either.
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Those supporting "sexual freedom" have no place shaming
men for being "predatory"
209 upvotes | March 10, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

women wanted sexual freedom, to have agency where they would pick and choose their romantic
partners, to be able to go wild and do away with slutshaming, a culture that normalized hookups
and brought us tinder, and what a surprise; there are men out there just looking for women to
score with.
it has become symptomatic for societies where the patriarchal power has been in retreat that we are
simultaneously becoming hyper-sensitive to the point 'patriarchy' is perceived to be all around us
the less women are pushed into traditional roles, the more agency they have over their own bodies,
the more they thread over minor faux-passes that may be interpreted as "harassment", when cat-
calling becomes a taboo, the fear they're being secretly "gawked at" steppes in, where completely
banal things like winking to fall under 'harassment' , in other words, in the future looking to court
someone without using a dating app will be seen as 'predatory'.
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Do you think that most men on red pill forums are on the
autism spectrum?
209 upvotes | October 3, 2020 | by CYKAblyaddd | Link | Reddit Link

A good friend of mine who I suspect to be mildy autistic(or aspergées) introduced me to red pill. He
has gotten really into it and seems to have helped him according to him. He likes it because it’s really
systematic and logical, but I feel like he loses a grip of reality and forgets about the nuances. He also
approaches dating in a really systematic and repetitive way, often only using red pill approaches for
every dating situation. After reading a lot of these forums it seems like there are a lot of other men
who look like they’re on the spectrum. They seem to use red pill tactics to mask their dysfunctional
social skills, and like it because it’s black and white. Now my question here is do you think a lot of
men on red pill forums are actually autistic and don’t even know it? Let me know your thoughts.
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The men who had harems were rich and powerful, not merely
hot and charming (or AT ALL).
209 upvotes | March 11, 2021 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

I don't know where men here came up with the notion that "Chad gets harems". No one had harems
because they were hot. Most women are not wasting time catering to a man just because he's hot. No,
since the beginning of time the men with ACTUAL HAREMS were royalty or Warlords.
As YveisGrey has mentioned, it's a fantasy for men to get women solely from their looks.
Throughout history, harems were filled with gold diggers or sex slaves. In other words, BUYING
WOMEN. This is why I never listen to men whine about hypergamous, because men are
hypogamous.
Predatory men always benefitted from lower class women needing him for survival so he could
sexually exploit her. What predatory men are whining about now is homogamy, that women are now
equals. Now that women don't have to rely on men, these predators are throwing a fit, whining that
"women are asking too much". That's code for "Gold diggers now have a higher price" and "a woman
can actually leave me for treating her like shit".
"But what about guys with alot of baby mamas?"
They never had harems. They jumped from dumb bitch to dumb bitch to be his Pick Me girlfriend
and these guys would also be child predators, so alot of their mistresses were minors with low self
esteem.
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28 yo kissless virgin guy tries online dating and has instant
success! (how common is it for men to be unaware of their
SMV ?)
209 upvotes | May 7, 2021 | by keeleios | Link | Reddit Link

He then drops the fact he happens to be a 6'7 tall white guy who looks like this:
https://imgur.com/a/MDAovSk

https://www.reddit.com/r/dating_advice/comments/n5pb30/not_all_hope_is_lost_guys_28_years_as_
a_kissless/

Between some of the comments congratulating him, literal incels calling him out for giving them
"false hope" and being a jackass, and women in the bottom comments calling him out for "using"
women...this comment section is a goldmine.
The op seems so out of it it genuinely seems like he has no idea how lucky he was with the genetic
lottery.
I always thought so far it was mostly a female thing to be unaware of your SMV, since even the
uglier end of the attractiveness spectrum in women can still see plenty of sex if they want.
Isn't it kind of rare for a guy to be so clueless as this one?
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If you're in the bottom 50% of men, dating is not a worthwhile
endeavor.
209 upvotes | May 25, 2021 | by ghostinthepost | Link | Reddit Link

It's Going To Be Really Hard To Find a Date

Female Tinder usage data was collected and statistically analyzed to determine the
inequality in the Tinder economy. It was determined that the bottom 80% of men (in terms
of attractiveness) are competing for the bottom 22% of women and the top 78% of women
are competing for the top 20% of men.

So, if you're an unattractive man, whether physically or socio-economically, you're competing for a
small subset of women made up of the absolute bottom of barrel.

According to this analysis a man of average attractiveness can only expect to be liked by
slightly less than 1% of females (0.87%). This equates to 1 “like” for every 115 females.

This means if you're below average in attractiveness you've got less than a 1 in 115 chance of simply
getting a match. Factor in them actually replying to your messages, agreeing to go out with you, and
not ghosting and you're looking at tens of thousands of swipes for a single date. That's all without
considering if the person you match with is someone you'd want to date.
Source
But Tinder is a Hook Up App

Aviv Goldgeier, an engineer for the dating website Hinge, recently analyzed the share of
“likes” on Hinge that went to the most-liked people of each gender. He found that inequality
on dating apps is stark, and that it was significantly worse for men. The top 1% of guys get
more than 16% of all likes on the app

Source

As you can see from the gray line, women rate an incredible 80% of guys as worse-looking
than medium. Very harsh. On the other hand, when it comes to actual messaging, women
shift their expectations only just slightly ahead of the curve, which is a healthier pattern than
guys’ pursuing the all-but-unattainable. But with the basic ratings so out-of-whack, the two
curves together suggest some strange possibilities for the female thought process, the most
salient of which is that the average-looking woman has convinced herself that the vast
majority of males aren’t good enough for her, but she then goes right out and messages
them anyway.

Source
Both Hinge and OkCupid show similar data. In fact, the Hinge data shows that the bottom 50% of
men get about 4% of the total likes. A number worse than what we saw on Tinder.
But OLD Isn't Real Life

Rosenfeld, a lead author on the research and a professor of sociology in the School of
Humanities and Sciences, drew on a nationally representative 2017 survey of American
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adults and found that about 39 percent of heterosexual couples reported meeting their
partner online, compared to 22 percent in 2009.

Source

While 48% of 18- to 29-year-olds say have ever used a dating site or app, the share is 38%
among those ages 30 to 49

Source
So, if you're between the ages of 18 and ~30 about half of your peers are using dating apps. Plus,
roughly three-in-ten women ages 18 to 29 are single Source so any women you approach in the real
world already has a 7/10 chance of being taken. That means if you approach 365 women over the
course of a year, only 110 will be single, and if you have a ~1% success rate (this is much higher than
OLD), you'll go on 1 date a year.
Conclusion
If you're in the bottom 50% the odds of you simply getting a single date, let alone into a long term
relationship, are way under 1%. The time, money, and effort needed make it a futile effort and you're
better off getting a dog for companionship and seeing sex workers instead.
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[Discussion] The reason this sub constantly repeats the same
talking point is because of an aversion to studying systemic
problems
209 upvotes | October 30, 2020 | by The3liGator | Link | Reddit Link

Obviously I have my biases, but I feel that this sub (mostly) agrees on the rise of sexlessness,
inceldom, deadbrooms, social anxiety, etc. are on the rise and that it is a bad thing.
However, I think there is a tendency to find which group is to blame and needs to get it's shit
together. I very very very rarely see a post or comment discussing the material reality that leads to
these problems.
People don't bring up higher costs of living, decaying small towns, overwork, the gig economy, the
abuse of religion, untreatable mental illness, etc.
The sub is trying to fix systemic issues with individualistic solution
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Its the truth ��
209 upvotes | May 6, 2020 | by pixelatedlizard | Link | Reddit Link

https://i.redd.it/av3bumxwo3x41.jpg
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Romantic successes and failures can have profound impacts on
how men think
209 upvotes | June 5, 2022 | by cuckedalt | Link | Reddit Link

Psypost article:
Study

A man’s popularity in the dating market can influence his sexual attitudes and even his
views about socio-political issues, according to new research published in the scientific
journal Adaptive Human Behavior and Physiology.

The study offers new experimental evidence that being unpopular with the opposite sex can
shift heterosexual men’s views about the minimum wage and healthcare.

The new findings are in line with previous research, which has found that dating popularity
is associated with men’s support (or lack of support) for casual sex.

Also,

women’s socio-political attitudes do not seem to be affected by dating popularity

Surprising, or predictable? What might the implications be for dating, politics, etc.
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With male virginity rates near 30% in the USA for the 18-30
age range what impact will this have on society
209 upvotes | June 16, 2022 | by House-MDMA | Link | Reddit Link

So according to the GSS adult men under 30 who have never had sex since they turned 18 is 27%.
That is a pretty good proxy for virginity because the number of men who got laid as a teenager and
then not once afterwards must be miniscule. However what will this surge in male virginity result in
on a societal level do you think we will see the marriage rate plummet because women don't want to
deal with old male virgins and would rather stay single, will women on average marry at the last
possible moment hoping to get a better catch but be forced to date a left over man as a buzzer beater.
How will intergender relations change as a whole if it continues to increase? Do you expect there to
be significant demographic changes because of the aforementioned. I'm I terested in hearing any
predictions of how this will impact society.
The complete GSS one of the most influential social surveys is avalible online for free however this
Twitter post by professor Ingraham has a useful graph and covers the most relevant portion
https://mobile.twitter.com/_cingraham/status/1111629177575350279
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For all this talk of “the Wall”, I think in big cities (certainly
London in my experience), men need to be alive to the fact that
there are a lot of women out there who are totally fine with
remaining single well into their thirties and potentially forever
208 upvotes | October 29, 2022 | by festethefoole1 | Link | Reddit Link

Whenever I’m on the apps or indeed just out in the real world, I’m forever meeting and seeing
ostensibly happy, beautiful and successful women well into their thirties who really aren’t remotely
fussed about finding a man.
And it makes sense why not.
The physical pleasure of sex is just absolutely on tap. They can have that absolutely whenever they
like and there’s no chance of any real nudge in that direction required. Secondly, there are so many
single men out there that they can jump off the market for some kind of a decent man if they want
whenever they want, so that option is always available.
Add to that the fact that there’s so much to do in big cities in terms of hobbies and socialising, and
their social circle is often so wide with a lot of women to give them the comforting feminine
companionship one might need, and you have a huge population of women who straight up don’t care
whether or not they have a man in their lives.
I think a lot of men need to come to terms with the fact that they don’t have anywhere near as much
leverage with the passage of time as they think they do.
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Chasing women is idiotic and unnecessary.
208 upvotes | August 3, 2022 | by Jax_Gatsby | Link | Reddit Link

We all laugh when watching a dog chase a car. It’s inexplicable but amusing behavior. The dog
achieves nothing, other than fatigue. Does the dog have any real interest in the car? No, just in
chasing it … to validate his vitality.
I find it more amusing to watch a man chase women, especially because he has the faculties to know
his behavior is idiotic and unnecessary. Does a man have any real interest in a woman he’s chasing?
No, just in chasing her — which explains why, right after catching her, he wants a new one. He, like
the dog, is validating his vitality.
Sadly, many women love to be chased, insist on being chased, falsely equating pursuit with passion.
There’s a direct correlation between a woman’s insecurity and her desire to be pursued and courted.
Newsflash to women who are like this: men who chase love the chase, not you. The chase shouldn't
be interpreted as a compliment.
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Women not wanting to date you because you’re ugly, short, and
not attractive are valid reasons to not want to sex/date you.
208 upvotes | August 21, 2021 | by OpinionHavR | Link | Reddit Link

Too many men on here crying about the 80/20 rule. I’m an ugly poor dude who does not see a
problem with it. If you’re a poor average dude in looks why should a hot woman want to date you
lol?
She could do way better and it’s not her fault she can date up. And if a fat girl can date up and get a
dude who owns a gym then that’s not her fault. Dude’s on this sub doing mental gymnastics on trying
to figure out how to blame women.
If you’re ugly, get a high value career. The rest will take care of itself.
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The reason dating is so difficult is generally because of how
shallow we are
208 upvotes | February 29, 2020 | by nasuits90 | Link | Reddit Link

They may not necessarily be in the majority but there are plenty of potential loyal, ambitious, caring
and quality partners. The reason dating is so difficult is because these people are typically not
conventionally attractive or ugly. Sometimes being average loolingvis simply not good enough as
people aim for the best partner they can get. The challenge lies not in finding a partner with the right
personality. The challenge is to find someone who has these qualities and is attractive enough for
you. This applies to both men and women. I'm not excluding that there are ugly men/women with
ugly personalities to match. I'm just saying if physical looks were less of a factor a lot more people
would pair off (or not).
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The idea that it is suddenly common for women to have body
counts in the 20+ range by the time they settle down is greatly
exaggerated if not altogether a myth, most women have less
than 10 sexual partners in their lifetime.
208 upvotes | April 2, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

I’m getting sick of seeing people insist we live in some wild hookup culture now, that women are
fucking dudes left and right, having ONS multiple times a year, etc.
I’m only 32, I’m still well in tune with the dating scene and I still pull 18-25 year olds (no one
believes my age.) There have always been hypersexual, promiscuous women in every generation.
Nothing has changed, they are still a fringe minority. OLD didn’t flip a switch to where women now
give it up at the drop of a hat due to anonymity and abundance of choice.
Have casual hookups increased since then? Yeah, probably to some extent. But most women are still
monogamous and want some sort of commitment. Girls, at least the ones in my demographic who are
desirable and attractive, typically date 2-5 guys seriously before settling down in their late 20s/early
30s. They may have a rebound fuck here and there, and a few hookups in their wild college days. But
very few of them are racking up 20-30 bodies, that’s just ridiculous.
You can call me oblivious, naive, tell me all about the “rule of 5” or whatever and how women lie
and diminish their body count. But study after study, in conjunction with common sense and
observation, has shown that most women have fewer than 10 sexual partners in their lifetimes.
The irony of this subject to me is that it is almost entirely men who will be chiming into claim the
contrary, that I’m naive or out of touch and that women are out here hoein it up like rabbits. I find
this funny because most of these dudes are the same ones who admittedly have the least amount of
success with women. Yet they somehow have this inside scoop on women’s promiscuity and what
they are doing?
Sorry, I have had more than my share of success in regard to casual sex and LTR, and I worked for
every piece of ass I’ve gotten as have my even more attractive friends so skip the whole “Chad”
narrative. I’ve seen dudes who look like Post Malone fuck way more than guys who look like Brody
Jenner, looks help but in the long run are minimally important for abundance and success in the
hookup world. TRP, confidence and game are exponentially more important and ultimately all that
matters both for both sex and LTR.
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A lot of men are actually advocating for women to be more
picky (you’re choosing the wrong men), while simultaneously
whining that women are being too picky (80/20)
208 upvotes | October 24, 2021 | by RayRayGD | Link | Reddit Link

Let’s focus on the women who are “choosing the wrong men” first.
A lot of men say that there’s a large group of women who are choosing the wrong type of men to
mate with. The thug, the loser, the bad boy, the fuckboy. Statistically, or maybe stereotypically, these
are the type of men to pump and dump. These are the men who are assumed to be creating the rise in
single motherhood.
So, let’s ask the question. If these men are bad men. Why are women picking them? I would argue.
That for a large group of women, there are no real tangible consequences to choosing these “bad”
men. We live in an age where most women are financially independent. Therefore, a man in the
traditional sense has less value to her. Additionally, even if she wasn’t financially independent, while
this might seem cliche or sexist, she does have the government and social institutions available to
assist her. Welfare, child support, shelters, etc.
I would argue. That women have actually lowered their standards. Due to women not being as reliant
on men for survival on an individual level. Women are less picky and less anxious about their choice
of a mate. Who cares if the loser across the street knocks you up. Just put him on child support. Now
I’m not saying all women or even the majority of women are doing this or think like this. I don’t
think like this. But that women know they have the option. Which gives them the ability to care less
about the status of their mate.
That if women were actually being picky. Then the 80/20 would be in place and would actually be
justified. Most modern men are not deserving of a family. In the sense of they do not have the means
to protect or provide for a family. Most men are making on average around 40-50k a year. It’s hard to
raise even a family of 3 in most of the us with this salary.
It does need to be said that a lot of women also don’t deserve to have a family. A lot of women are
horrible moms, don’t know how to care for kids/a family and are incredibly ignorant and selfish to
put their children through poverty and the disadvantages of a single parent household.
But just like women should be raising their standards and stop having relationships with men who
aren’t worthy. Men should stop simping and nutting in women they wouldn’t want to be with long
term. Men need to raise their own standards. If men would also raise their standards as women raised
theirs. Everybody would be on almost equal footing. Instead. Men will sleep with any women which
only incentives women to be on the single mom train since she can get knocked up by a “high value
man”.
A lot for these ideas have been floating around the sub and relationship debate social media sites. But
I want to sort of bring all the ideas together to highlight how men are sort of causing their own issues.
And simultaneously making their perceived issues worse
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I'm convinced that about 5-10% of men ruin it for everyone
208 upvotes | April 2, 2023 | by StaticNocturne | Link | Reddit Link

Maybe 15%*
Of course it's not black and white but you know what I'm talking about.
The ones who obnoxiously pursue anything on two legs and try to win her over by waging a war of
attrition like a hyena stalking a dying antelope.
The one's who make everything sexual from the get go regardless of whether or not it's appropriate to
the setting with no consideration toward her feelings
The one who can't take no for an answer and implode then go on an abusive tirade about how she's
actually beneath them and should be thankful that they were interested etc
The types who know what to say in order to get what they want then leave her high and dry once
they've got it
The ones who turn abusive and controlling and leave women traumatized and distrusting of men if
they manage to break away from them
Most men I know are not guilty of this sort of degeneracy - I've known a few who were, including a
good friend as it turned out (who I promptly cut ties with)
But when you're hiking through the wilderness and a snake slithers across your path, you assume it's
venomous even if it's more than likely not.
These days most women will deliberately avert their gaze as they walk past - I'm a tall good looking
guy, but I don't take it personally, because I have a female friend who once simply smiled at a guy
she passed by who ended up stalking her back to her house where she had to get her dad and brother
to run out the front and chase him off. A neighbor told me over a drink recently that several years ago
she decided to stay out at a club after her friends headed home and ended up being raped at knifepoint
in a park that she was walking through to get back to her apartment. My cousins ex-boyfriend
become more and more controlling until he threatened to kill her dog if she went on a bachelorette
party, she escaped with the dog in the middle of the night and stayed at her parents house but he
stalked her for months and it was a very messy process since they had a house together (I stayed with
this guy and honestly never saw any signs that he was a psychopath)
Very extreme examples, but unfortunately such events leave indelible scars on the mind that
completely overshadow the many pleasant interactions they have and friendships with authentic and
well-meaning guys.
Yes, the guy who's approaching at the mall might be a true gentleman with whom you'll have an
amazing lifelong romance, but there's also a chance he's a demented stalker so it isn't worth the risk -
best to keep your head down and hope to meet someone through friends or at college etc.
Hammered with lame hypersexual messages on dating apps that seem to have been written by 12 year
olds plus all of the horror stories - best to delete the fucking things.
And it's impossible to prove you're a healthy minded well meaning person until they give you the
chance and the time.
As a guy I can hardly complain about being prejudged/ misjudged and the barriers I face in dating
when women's safety is on the line, but every now and then I find myself getting furious with the way
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a minority of men have ruined the dating experience for everyone else, or at least made it much more
difficult and much more fraught.
And of course women aren't all saints, probably 5% are pure toxic and abuse and manipulate men all
the same (one of my friends gf's was violent and abusive toward him and another one cheated on him
when they were engaged) and some women reinforce the wrong behaviors by responding well to
attention-seekers and assholes and overlook red flags. (And militant feminists/misandrists just fuel
the fire, but I think it was lit by these scummy men)
But the point is that a small minority really ruin it for the majority and I realize this comes as news to
nobody but every now and then I like to vent this to the void.
Agree ? Disagree?
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the fundamental issue with most dating advice directed at men
is most of it boils down to “be someone else entirely”
207 upvotes | April 21, 2023 | by KayRay1994 | Link | Reddit Link

I will say this first cause I know how lots of people will respond. By saying this, i’m not saying “do
nothing and expect results”, no, work on yourself, however, do so to be the best version of yourself -
work out to fit your body type, find style that suits your personality, recognize your best and worst
traits and work on them, etc - okay, with that out of the way, on to my real point.
Most dating advice centered around men is all about being someone else entirely, you need to form
your body to fit a specific way, dress a certain way, try this generic chadsona, do what’s trendy, sell
the metropolitan bachelor image on social media, etc etc - the issue with such advice is that it doesn’t
tackle any of the internal issues on why many men are single and lonely, it feeds into existing issues
and it misses the mark entirely.
This kind of dating advice is all about making the external fit some societal standard (and its not a
coincidence that many of the people who fall for it are neurodivergent men who feel the need to fit
in), its all about pretending to be someone else, and the worst part is this person you’re pretending to
be is often so surface deep that if you’re one of the best looking pulling this off, you’ll likely attract
the very type of girl you claim to be the problem (ie. vapid, materialistic, shallow, etc) - and even
then, it won’t last long.
Now, let’s say it works out - i guarantee that in the best case scenario, you’ll be miserable in less than
a decade because you’ll have to keep pretending to be someone else, you won’t grow as a person and
you will eventually realize that you don’t actually like your partner - so all you’ve done is delayed
actual development or growth by a few years and you’ve more likely than not made it harder for
yourself to truly go through that process.
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Many young people nowadays say dating is more trouble than
it's worth
207 upvotes | April 21, 2023 | by hodlbtcxrp | Link | Reddit Link

According to a recent dating and relationships behavioral report, roughly half of 13-39-year-olds are
single but not all of those who are single are looking to date, and those who are doing so on their own
terms. Also the majority of single 13-39-year-olds say dating is more difficult now than it was in the
past, while 59% say dating is more trouble than it’s worth.
https://www.ypulse.com/article/2022/02/14/these-3-stats-show-how-dating-has-changed-for-young-p
eople/
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2015/10/01/basics-of-teen-romantic-relationships/.
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Most men and women experience the “hoe phase” at different
points in life. Men are called immature and dogs when they
finally get to experience it for themselves.
207 upvotes | September 3, 2022 | by Imaginesafety | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve seen countless talking points about how the hoe phase for women is necessary to find out what
they like and dislike, while “finding themselves”. This is typically done throughout their early 20s,
but often bleeds into their 30s as their standards increase.
When do most men who have the opportunity to have a hoe phase experience it? If they weren’t a star
athlete in high school/college, in a fraternity, had some sort of status/clout, or had a combination of
game/looks/height, they don’t get to experience the hoe phase until their later 20s if they’ve improved
mainly physically and financially. This can bleed into however long they want.
These guys who didn’t have status or finances in their youth are the majority. This is not the imply
they got no women at all, but it could hardly be considered a hoe phase. And more than likely if they
were with someone it’s going to be a relationship vs casual hookups, which ultimately is better to me.
The problem is most of these majority men cannot retain the women they get from time to time. In
comparison to the guys with status (minority) and virtually every somewhat attractive girl, their
sexual experience in terms of variety is lacking drastically.
This brings us to the day when these majority of men are finally attractive to more women after years
of work/improving. As they’re entering their hoe phase, women are trying to leave it behind. It’s
unfortunate because there’s a big overlap here, especially with the broad range in age for men
entering their hoe phase.
Women look at late hoe phase men (again majority) as wanting “revenge” and making other women
pay for the hurt and lack of sexual attention women showed him in the past. I’d argue this with it
being necessary for these men to find out what they like and dislike, while “finding themselves”.
Sucks it happens when it isn’t convenient for them, but maybe we should stop promoting a hoe phase
as a society then.
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No "issues" presented by TRP are solvable without also
compromising the idea that women deserve equal rights to
men.
207 upvotes | July 22, 2022 | by Scribbles_ | Link | Reddit Link

I've been reading this sub for a while, and it appears as though whenever some RPer gets a woman or
a BPer to agree with them about whatever issues or injustices they see in the sexual lives of people,
they will always have an exchange to the tune of.
B: So what? Are women supposed to be forced to be attracted to men they're not attracted to? Are
women supposed to be legally compelled to date men? Are women supposed to be obligated to agree
to sex when they don't want to?
R: Of course not, we merely want acknowledgement that it is a problem.
Herein lies the issue though, I think it's obvious to any observer like myself that acknowledgement
does not create any sort of satisfaction. This is entirely a result of being unable to admit what the
implied solution of their issues is.
TRP codifies the idea that the "sexual marketplace" is fairest when women have fewer rights.
Simply speaking, a world where women are structurally barred from meaningfully participating
without being married is the only thing that would solve the "problem" of women having sexual
agency.
I think a lot (though not all) RPers find it too uncomfortable to admit that their idea of a fair society is
one where women could not open bank account on their own, or have gainful employment, or maybe
even vote. Because if women are forced to marry for their survival, they simply cannot afford to be
selective and must therefore sexually submit to men they do not desire in order to lead comfortable
lives and be able to participate in society.
This is the thing you all appear to dance around. TRP is inherently misogynistic because it is
incompatible to accept that sexual agency in women is a problem without also accepting its implied
solution: that women ought to be a second class to men.
Some RPers at least have the decency to own this belief and lean into the whole "traditional
marriage" thing. But those of you who act like you merely want "acknowledgement" are simply
unable to accept the implied solutions of your worldview.
And honestly I do not blame you. Avoiding having to accept that a whole class of people needs to be
subjugated is good. But instead of accepting it, I would say you ought to reconsider the ideology that
implies it as a solution.
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Women don’t react to static images of men the way men react
to static images of women. This plays a role in why OLD sucks
for many men.
207 upvotes | July 28, 2021 | by GridReXX | Link | Reddit Link

Inspired by that pretty great OkCupid data analysis OP.

But men rated women OkCupid fairly linearly. So either women on Okcupid were normal
while the men were uggos, men adjust their standards really fast while women don't, or men
are simply rated more harshly.

I’ve made this point before.
I’ll mention it again. As I feel this is the biggest factor that’s not emphasized enough when discussing
OLD and the differences between men and women wrt “ratings distribution” in these studies.
Women have no internal litmus for rating static photos of men. We don’t have boners and can’t begin
to conceive what it’s like to want to fuck anything that looks friendly.
Differentiatingly, our arousal is triggered behaviorally. Men “in action” or men giving a “mood” in
his photos will be rated higher than men’s photos who don’t possess that element. Because that
element is what signals to our brains as “sexy.”
Outside of those “sexy” cues, our physical ratings are “ew” “eh” or “sure he’s clearly very
handsome.”
This roughly translates into a red light, yellow light, or green light.

�: Where the red light means we will not let him into our orbit because he looks repulsive to
us.
�: Where the yellow light means he’s invisible to us and unarousing to us unless he does
something behaviorally to trigger our arousal at which point we will let him into our orbit.
�: Where the green light means we will easily let this man into our orbit, but he could fuck it
up by being behaviorally inept/unattractive/repulsive.

Similar to men, we are reacting to what arouses us. Not what is “objectively” decent looking. It’s just
that men and women differ on how arousal is generated.
Which means women will mentally rate A LOT of male photos as “eh,” and “eh” to women
computes as unarousing. And so, this will result in her rating the photo as “below average” on a
study. So yes, compared to men, women are rating static photos “more harshly.”
In these studies, women are rating male photos based on whether she finds the photo arousing.
Not whether or not the photo is “objectively” good looking by whichever clinical metric.
For example:

A woman may rate this photo as “unattractive” or “below average.” But rate this photo of the
same man as “attractive” or “above average.” It’s the same man within the same two weeks but
the second photo gives her a “vibe” that is arousing whereas the first photo gave her nothing or
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maybe even actively turned her off.
For example, a woman may rate this photo as “eh” aka “unarousing.” But will rate this image
of the same man higher because it’s more arousing. Lol I mean look at Beyoncé transfixed in
the background.

More accurate insight could be derived if studies like the OKCupid one were catered to how women
process attraction, and not only how men process attraction.
I propose that for each photo, have men and women give it two ratings:

“On a scale of 1 through 5, where 5 is very physically attractive and 1 is not at all physically
attractive, how would you rate this photo?”
“On a scale of 1 though 5, where 5 is very arousing and 1 is not at all arousing, how would you
rate this photo?”

It would be best if there were equal photos of men and women with “static” photos and men and
women with action/vibey/moody photos. And that these photo categories were properly tagged for
post analysis.
After statistical cross referencing, I think we’d find a more holistic understanding and better insight
into the psyche of both men and women.
TLDR: Men don’t seem to understand what triggers arousal for women. They assume women have
the same static visual triggers as himself. This reflects in OLD, where most men have photos like the
1st photo, not the second photo. And so, women aren’t lying when we say most men who aren’t “very
handsome” or who don’t know how to “generate mood/vibe in photos” would do better IRL first
interaction as opposed to OLD.
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The central part of taking the red pill is fully accepting the
overwhelming advantage women have in sexual, dating, and
relationship landscape.
207 upvotes | June 30, 2021 | by Humbaae | Link | Reddit Link

This post is prompted by observing a number of users who regularly lock horns with women on here.
I think the root cause of that conflict is resentment towards women for the advantages they enjoy in
the sexual, dating, and relationship landscape.
Stop fighting the reality, take a step back, accept the reality, introspect about who you are and what
you want, then you can optimize your strategy to get to where you want to go. It doesn't come across
very masculine chastising women for putting their interests first. Just like you they want to get
laid/LTR with attractive people, the only difference is that they have more opportunities to do that, a
wider selection to choose from. Of course it feels unfair to you but would you not do the same if you
were in their place? If anything you should be thankful that female sexuality at least somewhat
different from male, otherwise you know the havoc you would wreak if you had the same powers.
Now that you have hopefully accepted the advantages your "rival" has, it's prudent that you refine
your strategy to achieve your objectives rather than try to convince them to give up their advantages.
Be the best you can possibly be and go after everything and everyone that you want and see what you
get. Then have some humility and be content with what you get.
Don't ever chastise a woman for sleeping around, for wanting to fuck/date chads, for wanting a taller
man, a bigger dick. Let them do their thing and you do yours, which is to stand back and evaluate if
your prospective partners fits with your goals and values, if they don't send them packing. Don't
argue with them how they are wrong for doing what they do and wanting what they want. It doesn't
look very masculine.
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The reason so many women think men have out of control egos
207 upvotes | November 5, 2019 | by WhiteningMcClean | Link | Reddit Link

Is that every other piece of advice men get pertaining to women is some version of “be confident!”
I can’t believe I didn’t realize this until now.
I hear/read about mens’ supposed egos all the time and it never made sense to me. From my
perspective, most men seem to have a pretty realistic sense of their value. I meet more guys who are
insecure for no reason than I do who inexplicably think they’re hot shit.
But when a woman interacts with a man who’s interested in her, chances are he’s going to act more
confident than he would normally. Because that’s what he’s been told to do. And false confidence
without tact is going to make a guy look pompous. Which of course skews her perspective of men as
a whole.
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Porn is the epitome of cuck culture.
207 upvotes | April 4, 2022 | by FlamingCoochies | Link | Reddit Link

A few minutes ago i was watching porn (yes, i gave in to cuck culture, you can laugh at me) and after
post-nut clarity hit me i came to a realization: pornography, as a whole, is the epitome of cuck
culture.
Think about it, we derive pleasure from watching random men fuck women whom we desire. In the
case of company-made porn it's at the very least staged but amateur and homemade videos often
aren't, so they're even cuckier. The only exception would be masturbation videos.
Watching porn is seen as normal now, thus proving that cuck culture's been normalized to the point
that literal cuckoldry is seen as a normal and healthy thing.
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Personality does not matter to women as much as everyone tells
you.
207 upvotes | February 17, 2022 | by OpinionHavR | Link | Reddit Link

Most people don't want to accept that if you're a man, that personality is one of the last things that
matter. It doesn't matter how good of a person you are if you're ugly, poor, and have a small dick.
That woman will never respect you and will either not look in your direction or cheat on you.
Physical attraction matters. No girl ever thinks "wow this random dude on tinder/at this bar is fucking
uglier than the design of a Xbox series X, guess I'll give him a try"
As long as you aren't completely socially illiterate and not a complete psycho, she won't care as
much.
The second thing if your looks manage to gain her interest and you live in a fucking shack with a car
that's falling apart, she's probably going to bounce. Especially if she's beyond college age. Why
would an attractive woman ever date some poor dude when she knows she could do better. Women
can smell the financial struggle miles away and will dip.
Let's say you do all of that and then you whip out the 2 incher, after you gets done fighting back her
laughter to not completely destroy you on the inside. She's probably going to dip. I feel bad for any
guy with a mirco dick. But ya she's not going to care that you're a great guy. At best, you'll be the
equivalent to her gay male friend. So basically if you're dogshit at sex, she may still move on.
But only after you pass those metrics does your personality matters. This is the final thing that keeps
you in the game. Everything else is garbage because nobody wants to seem shallow. But let's be
honest, nobody looks at a person they think it's hideous and goes "I can't wait to date this person"
Nobody...men included
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Yes, many women overwhelmingly do not like it when "beta
males" attempt to succeed, improve themselves, or learn to
stand up for themselves .
207 upvotes | April 21, 2022 | by Spread-Em-Plz | Link | Reddit Link

Alright, so let's get one thing out of the way, I despise the Alpha-Beta dichotomy (mostly because
reality is rarely ever so black and white), but there's something to be said in that there is some bit of
truth spread throughout
So I'm going to use this definition for "beta male": cowardly, physically weak, non-confrontational,
nerdy, overly nice, sexually inactive, sexually incompetent, sexually undesirable
You can call them weak men, nerds, losers, or whatever, but the point is you get what I mean; any
man who ticks a few of the descriptors above is a "beta" by definition
So, let's get into this shall we? I'll list this out since there are several facets of self-improving
Warning: VERY long post.
Physically improving oneself

Right off the bat, one thing I've noticed. When men begin to self-improve their physique,
they're met with all sorts of BS from women, often unsolicited including, but not limited to

"You're fine the way you are!"
"Why don't you get some rest?" (usually said by someone who knows nothing about
fitness who thinks working out 4 times a week is "too much")
It's ok, enjoy yourself! (food-related)
(enter something about being too concerned with how your body looks or body
dysmorphia)

Many men, especially on this sub, have heard "I don't find muscles attractive", and/or "So when
you get buff, you think girls are just gonna like you all of a sudden?" (spoiler alert: yes)
I didn't list this above, but I've also heard and seen girls use this against guys when they get
angry, saying that the guy is compensating or trying to be tough because he goes to the gym or
does martial arts.
I've also seen other more subtle put-downs that occur when a guy who was previously weak
begins to become not-so-weak


Getting more confident, arrogant, and less "nerdy"

Now this is an interesting one. Usually what I see is that a man who the woman THOUGHT
was a nerd or a shy geek or some shit like that turns out to be more confident than was
assumed, all of a sudden he's "Pretending to be something he's not"
Now, I know what you're thinking. You're thinking "But what if his arrogance was just
annoying?" or "Maybe he was a cocky asshole", and the thing is that you're right, but then
when certain other guys do it, it's not a problem. And why is this? It's because a wom
Nerds are often encouraged that they're "Ok the way they are" as well, when their own life
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experience (getting ignored by women, made fun of, and having no social life) proves
otherwise
Again, this is an example I've seen, but when a guy of this seemingly low caliber in women's
minds stands up for himself, they lose their absolute fucking mind. Claiming that he's trying to
be tough or that this "isn't him", when in fact that IS him, this is the shit that he always wanted
to say to you; you're just upset that you can't walk all over him now.


Getting better with girls

This is easily the most egregious one. Our mothers and society tell us all sorts of shit like:
"Don't hit on women"
"Be a gentlemen"
"Don't be a player"
Notice how it's almost never men saying this, except for the ones who are scared of legal
repercussions for hitting on women (these men are often kinda paranoid though)
This is often told to men who are bettering their dating abilities, but entirely to their detriment
since it basically relies on a woman making the first move, which ensures basically no play

I would assume this was some isolated incidents, but I've seen men all over saying they experienced
the same things, in some cases damn near verbatim,

Now, here IS the strange part.
When you actually succeed in whatever it is you were doing, they are actually supportive of you and
will celebrate your victories with you.
When you actually become confident, good with girls, physically improved, etc., all of a sudden
they're right behind you. The same women who said this to you are all of a sudden proud of you or in
some cases even attracted to you now. At the very least when you've actually shown yourself not to
be weak, THEN you're respected, but the process of getting there, people sure as hell aren't with you
This story derives from part of my experience (kinda; I'm not really an archetypal weak man or beta
male. Ask if you want more detail; it's complicated), but more importantly the experience of tons of
other men who are viewed as, or are, beta or weak.
FURTHERMORE: I'm not complaining; in my own case, I can say that the subtle attempts at making
me quit drive me even further and made me even stronger; my successes in general are entirely
because of my detractors.
FURTHERFURTHERMORE: This post isn't trying to support any pill or make a greater point, this
post IS the point. Period.

EDIT: SO uh, my view has been changed surprisingly quick as I've realized that most of the time, it's
probably people actually being good friends and not wanting to upset people
In the process I've also realized I may or may not be an asshole.
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Women feel bonded after sex. Men feel rewarded after sex.
207 upvotes | May 30, 2020 | by bytheorangetrees | Link | Reddit Link

https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-21/edition-2/orgasm
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2031498/amp/Sex-Why-makes-w
omen-fall-love--just-makes-men-want-MORE.html
According to this study, sex triggers oxytocin more in women and dopamine more in men. Oxytocin
is the bonding hormone (often called the “love drug”). It is released during emotional, intimate
moments. It makes one desire to be closer to the other person. Dopamine is the “feel good” hormone.
It is most often released after winning/achieving something. It also makes one crave more (or to be
“onto the next”).
I find this to be extremely interesting and proof that men and women’s natures kind of oppose one
another.
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Men should cut their focus on women in half and instead focus
on becoming a winner in their own life.
206 upvotes | July 19, 2020 | by G77R23D | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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Women now make up 60% of college students. The number is
expected to grow to 2 women / 1 man in a few years. How will
this affect the dating market?
206 upvotes | September 6, 2021 | by Vided | Link | Reddit Link

Article here
In case of paywall: https://archive.ph/4ojPP
New article from the WSJ just dropped today. Women are crushing men in college admissions, to the
point where men are getting affirmative action. Even that can’t stop the crushing wave of women in
colleges, as the ratio gets higher and higher, expecting to hit 66% in the next decade. Plus men are
more likely to drop out of college, so among college grads, the ratio is even bigger.
The past few years I’ve seen a lot of articles on women’s interest sites about how educated women
can’t find men of equal status to marry. A woman with a Master’s degree in the social sciences would
not consider a high school educated plumber man, even if he makes more money. A lot of men have
just given up, which can explain the huge rise in male sexlessness over the years.
How will the dating market look in the future, and women keep outpacing men and more and more
men just give up?
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CMV: Men don't care about women's careers. But class
definitely plays a role when it comes to dating
206 upvotes | February 18, 2021 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

First of all, I am talking about people dating serious here, not about ONS.
Men might not care about women's careers. However, class definitely plays a role. Men rarely
actually marry women of a lower class and statistics prove it.
https://www.ft.com/content/2f0b77da-89d2-11e8-affd-da9960227309
Wealthy people are marrying other wealthy people.
And no , it's not just because they're more likely to be surrounded by people of their own class.
Wealthy men know that they will be criticized by their family if they marry someone from a lower
class.
In general, affluent men marry two types of women:
A) The trophy wife, this one might actually be from a lower class (but usually she's still a model or
something, so not exactly a nobody).
B) The power couple. This is the case of wealthy men marrying wealthy women, sometimes even
career women. There are many examples of lawyers marrying other lawyers etc. An example of this
is the Clintons.
The idea perpetuated in some RP circles that a jobless woman from a working-class family can marry
a high value man as long as as she's "feminine" is pure fantasy. She might find a man from her own
class or slightly better off, but a UMC man is not going to marry some random woman.
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Average-looking men who are "lookists" or "black pill" are
doomed to fail.
206 upvotes | May 12, 2021 | by GridReXX | Link | Reddit Link

I notice a huge kvetch of the PPD men is something along these lines:

I'm an average-looking guy and can't attract chicks into casual sex and hookups

hmph! (︶︿︶)_╭∩╮

I emphasize "looking" intentionally.
It is well known that for both genders the following things matter when it comes to SMV:

Looks (Face & Body: Their facial beauty, his wide shoulders, her perfect ass, his height, her
perfect tits, their proportions)
Presentation (Styling & Grooming & Weight/Fitness)
Presence (Does he comport in a charmingly masculine way? Doe she comport in a charmingly
feminine way? Wrt men, TRP typically calls this "frame." Wrt women, it's called "girl game" I
guess.)
*Status (I asterisked this one. IME women, as opposed to men, are the ones who are aroused by
this and I think that's because it ties into her "respect for him." Respect/admiration is crucial to
a woman's desire to want to be fucked by a man. A man who has earned status in areas of
influence she cares about is a man who likely has very seductive masculine prowess that men
and women can sense. It's more correlative overlap with "Presence" than anything.)

And so, when these guys post, "I am a "6" so I should be slamming pussy with "6" women." That "6"
they're talking about is probably only their "looks" assessment. For all we know, they are a 2/10 in
Presentation, Presence, and Status respectively which is a combined grand total of an SMV of 3.
I digress.
Now, while the above things more or less affect both genders' SMV, it is widely accepted that looks
are weighted the heaviest for women in the eyes of men. Presentation as well, especially when it
comes to her weight or her not shaving her legs ever or smelling gross.
Conversely, women care about meeting a looks threshold, but presence/presentation/status can really
take a man who is solidly average in immutable physical looks to an "above average" SMV or higher.
Average-looking men who refuse to accept that female arousal incorporates more than "looks" will
always be at a disadvantage.
\inb4 "but she would fuck a male model with zero presence over average-looking Joe" ... the male
model has status and styles/grooms well.*
\inb4 "but she fucked the stoooopid football player over the shy wallflower who looks just like him"
...the dumb jock had presence and status and was probably an extrovert who approached
confidently.*
My point is a man eschewing those latter three bullets just because he has "average looks" is giving
up before even maxing his SMV potential.
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How does a man wanting to split the bill have anything to do
with respect for women?
206 upvotes | February 25, 2020 | by SemiLoquacious | Link | Reddit Link

Seems like half the posts on here and on fds are related to this topic.
Let's break down the FDS logic on 3 different issues first, then compare them to paying for dates.

porn

Men shouldn't watch it because it makes them want a fucked up sex life

building up his confidence

Only date men that are already confident. If you build up an introvert's confidence levels, he'll use
that confidence to find a different girl and leave you

sex too early

Don't do it because if he only wants to use you as a pump and dump he'll just ghost you if you have
sex too soon
All 3 of these issues have a common theme. The theme is, don't let men use you.
You always hear, "if he wants to split the bill he's just using you as a hookup." How?
Here's some Red Pill logic. If she won't split a bill or pay for a date sometimes then she's not willing
to invest in a relationship. If she won't invest, she isnt good for an ltr and we keep her around as a
plate.
I see it fifty times a day: sEvEnTy DoLlArS iSnT tHaT mUcH fOr A dAtE aNd If A mAn WaNtS tO
sPlIt SeVeNtY DoLlArS hE iS ChEaP."
A bunch of millennial girls that constantly bitch about how they're broke are suddenly saying $70 is
chump change when it comes to a man buying them shit. Funny.
You go on a date once, sometimes twice a week, 5 dates a month adds up to $350 a month in dates.
For what? A 6/10 music therapy major that will think of having sex with you after 3 months. Sure.
Once again: how can a man see you as a pump and dump if he wants a $350 per month burden to be
financed with you as a partnership (i.e. split the bill)
Me personally: i pay for everything for my pump and dumps, I expect an LTR to help pay for dates.
And if she won't, she's a pump and dump.
Porn addiction? Reasonable red flag. Low self esteem? Reasonable red flag. Trying to fuck on first
date? Reasonable red flag.
Let's list a few more.
He won't make the relationship status visible on Facebook, he won't delete tindr, he wants to be
introduced to your female friends, he makes a lot of derogatory remarks about women. All are red
flags.
But wanting to split a bill is treated as the biggest red flag? B.s! We just want to see that the girl will
invest in us, and to make sure we aren't wasting our time. The only women that say its a red flag are
too entitled to feel they have to pay for a date and just want goodies. It's selfish and gold digging,
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straight up!
Edit: this isn't just discussed on FDS, it is this subreddit also. Half the threads here lately are about
men paying for dates and all of them are filled with comments saying "if he wants to split the bill
then you're a pump and dump to him...sixty dollars is chump change, he's got it!"
2nd edit: there's one thing we can conclude. There's no consensus. That's significant because, this
means the boomer cultural norms are increasingly weakening. It's weakened so there's no "rule" on
this issue any more, which sucks for everyone who feels there is a rule, whether it be a modern rule
or traditional one. So it appears we need one more f generation of defying boomerism to sort it out.
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Women misunderstand male psychology when they shit test
206 upvotes | November 18, 2020 | by 2plus2s5 | Link | Reddit Link

Giving a shit test provides an opportunity for a man to demonstrate his strength. No woman is
aroused by a spineless wimp. If he demonstrates strength then you can comfort test to ensure he won't
use that strength against you. Then you can ensure that the man 1) is strong and 2) cares about you.
There are several flaws to this logic. 1) the easiest way to demonstrate strength is to be mean. The
more you love a girl the harder it is to be mean. Kindness is usually misinterpreted as weakness.
Therefore it's easiest for a man to pass a shit test when he doesn't love you
2) comfort tests can be faked
3) women often forget to comfort test if sufficiently aroused.
4) sometimes non-TRP men will test for kindness by acting weak and seeing how far you'll take it
Therefore shit testing selects for men that are more likely to use you. Seeing how a man stands up to
other people is a much more accurate test.
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Why are there so many lonely young people now? (Particularly
men).
206 upvotes | August 11, 2022 | by Inside_Media_61 | Link | Reddit Link

It seems more and more people are struggling to find relationships, and I'm not certain why. I know
I've experienced constant rejection on the apps by all different types of women, like most young men,
but also a few successes, which ultimately led nowhere. It lets me know I am not good enough and
need to improve to where I have more desirable qualities. Why do you think there are more and more
young men who are struggling? A lot of these young men, instead of trying to self-improve, sit on
online echo chambers and blame society and women, which isn't the right approach. Why are there
more and more hopeless young men?
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As a guy Imma be honest, I think more guys should really work
on self-establishment and self-actualization before getting into
any relationship, even if it isn't serious
206 upvotes | June 4, 2022 | by Cookiecuttermaxy | Link | Reddit Link

Seriously, too many men want to be in a relationship because other men around in their social circles
are in one, while there's nothing wrong with wanting intimacy here and there, this is still the
equivalent of wanting to buy a ferrari because everyone else is rocking one
Not to mention too many guys later end up getting in relationships all unsure and uncertain of
themselves which ends up into them playing a role of trying to be someone they're not
Ask your average guy what did he even learned about himself during any recent relationship, I dare
you to
Now ask any voluntarily single/celibate guy what he's learning about himself as time goes on
This isn't a thread to advocate being single, this is moreso a thread to advocate finding your inner
wisdom, and getting to know yourself.
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Swiss Cheese Masculinity and The Romantic Ideal
206 upvotes | August 29, 2022 | by BluesForBoltzmann | Link | Reddit Link

Some time ago, I saw two LinkedIn posts (linked at the bottom) which crystalized something about
the ways many modern women conceptualize desirable and undesirable forms of masculinity.
In the posts, a woman who started her own marketing company explains that women don't feel safe
with men anymore because men are no longer "real men" since "we" as a society have emasculated
them by saying that they should be "passive, agreeable, and feminine, so women can instead take
charge."
Here is the crystallization that came to me after reading both of her posts.
Take all of masculinity (its behaviors, physical expectations, drives, etc.) to be a box.
https://preview.redd.it/wprjcnzq9ok91.png?width=1336&format=png&auto=webp&s=191ea70a2d5a
88a783f8302f15737f5dcb88bb4a
Over the past few decades, societies in the west (primarily prompted by academic feminists) have
argued that some behaviors in this box are harmful and have consequently labeled these behaviors as
part of the nexus of "toxic masculinity." Such behaviors include aggression, an overt and constant
sexualization of women, and emotional repression
https://preview.redd.it/ngz3hwps9ok91.png?width=1340&format=png&auto=webp&s=13e4f987100
6830873efeece4c701939b5f0e7f4
The ultimate result of such labeling is the socially coercive suggestion that men should not engage in
these behaviors. For men, this coercion has resulted in a carved out version of what are acceptably
masculine behaviors.
https://preview.redd.it/jpwihd5u9ok91.png?width=1338&format=png&auto=webp&s=e2047b88de8b
f90a4b75d43def0d1c71c54c80b5
Although this carving started out in academia, many non-academics in the media, government , and
every day life (primarily Western liberals) have accepted this view of masculinity and today the
coercion is primarily through social media in the form of public shaming.
However, what we see in the LinkedIn posts and other propagators of gender norms is a desire for
some to carve this box of masculinity more finely, primarily for the benefit of some women. In the
LinkedIn post, the author states that she wants "real men" to be "assertive" and "to step into their
power" and that "just a taste of that dominating force from a man is something women crave so much
today, they’ll find themselves in toxic trauma bonds w/ guys who don’t actually love them."
It is important to note that this is a woman who runs a business and does not herself subscribe to
traditional roles for her own gender. My interpretation of her accomplishments and her posts is that
she wants a masculinity which sees her professional aspirations as valid while still also being the
dominating force that makes her feel safe. Many women in the comments agree with her.
Generalizing these ideas: in order for the carved box of masculinity to become a version that some
women find romantically desirable while not infringing on their identities, it must be restored in a
patchwork:
https://preview.redd.it/85e8v7gv9ok91.png?width=1330&format=png&auto=webp&s=94afcd7181ed
35d1e5fd4d896f86464c1fbaa96f
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This looks clean enough, but for men looking to date women today (many of whom have ideas
somewhat similar to what's in the linkedin posts), the messaging is a bit confusing.

Don’t be aggressive, but be assertive, insistently so when necessary
Don’t physically dominate others, but be physically dominant
Don’t talk over or aggressively challenge women, but speak up for yourself when you have a
disagreement
Don’t be emotionally repressed, but don’t give women more “emotional labor” than they
already deal with
Be respectful of women’s physical boundaries, but take sexual initiative without explicit
permission
Don’t always treat women as sexual objects, but treat them sufficiently sexually that they know
you’re interested as more than a friend
Don't assume women can't take care of themselves, but choose careers so that you are prepared
to be the provider in relationships

One main thing troubles me about this Swiss cheese version of masculinity. It is not simply the fact
that some of these requirements are contradictory. It is the fact that there are requirements at all, that
there is nowhere the belief that a man can define for himself how to be so long as it is not harming
anyone else. I am troubled by the idea that he constantly has to live for other people, live for their
safety and for their peace of mind and then if doing so turns him into a passive facsimile of traditional
masculinity, he can then be castigated again for being so changed, for exhibiting the requested
agreeable characteristics that led him to conform himself to the stated ideal in the first place.
The LinkedIn post reflects the trend of many women these days seeming to want to pick and choose
what aspects of masculinity men should evince with this selection being only according to what
affirms the woman's identity. But I think men should take to heart the feminist lesson that one gender
should not dictate the acceptable modes of expression of another gender and they should reject
attempts to carve out aspects of their identity that are only beneficial to others. Especially when those
aspects seem to change by the decade.
I think men should instead live an identity that makes them feel safe and affirmed (modulo harms to
others). People (especially romantic prospects) might reject them but these men have to decide
whether it is instead better to live in a cage whose size and structure change according to the whims
of a capricious jailer.
Question for Men: The above description reflects my own experiences, but might not reflect
everyone else's. Men what are your thoughts on this conceptualization of your masculinity?
Question for Women: Do you relate to the list of Shay Rowbottom's description of what is missing
in modern men?
(Note this was posted on a a previous forum. Looking for perspective from Purple Pill Folk)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
References
- [LinkedIn post #1]
- [LinkedIn post #2]
For those who don't know, LinkedIn is a professional social networking site which began as a way to
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connect colleagues and find jobs, but over the years has degenerated into something of a Facebook-
for-yuppies. Shay Rowbottom is a random uninformed person on the internet, but she expresses
something that I've heard in bits and pieces from many women. So I think her particular views,
although not authoritative, are tapping into something that is quite general.
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What do you think about these "Are we dating the same guy"
groups?
206 upvotes | December 23, 2022 | by elixirpheonix | Link | Reddit Link

There's 10-100k plus members in a number of cities. They basically post pictures of people with their
first names that they had bad experiences dating.
For example, some have posted a guy that ghosted them. In the NYC one I noticed a number of
people trashing a guy's looks.
People are also just casually posting how their date went for tens of thousands to see with the persons'
name + pictures too. (example: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1042189616652224)..)
Isn't this doxing? What do you guys think of this?
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Most men nowadays are afraid of approach and ask women out
because they fear that women will think men are stalking and
sexually harassing them
206 upvotes | April 30, 2022 | by SabrineYasmine | Link | Reddit Link

I believe that another factor that makes dating and meet women pretty hard for many men is that they
prefer to not approach women they find interesting and attractive because if they do women will
think they are receiving an unwanted attention from men and even think that they are being sexually
harassed and therefore many women are afraid of dating men. Of course there are women who
sexually harass guys but that is an issue for another day.
Many women are very paranoic with the idea that if a guy is staring at them and even approach the
woman she will think that the guy wants to rape her and she will call police and put the guy in jail.
This situation is pretty common here in Brazil and might be common in the US too. The media
helped to brainwash women to believe that. This situation make even more difficult for a single and a
nice guy to meet women so the only option is to wait for the woman to approach them but many
women also think they don't need to approach anyone so it becames vicious circle... And also
consider that most guys are not beautiful and attractive enough to make many women drool over
them...
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This idea that women are racking up high body counts at a
young age is greatly exaggerated, most women have fewer than
10 sexual partners in their entire lives
206 upvotes | March 14, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

In the last 5 years I have seen an explosion of hopeless romantics lamenting how we live in a
“hookup culture,” that most women just want casual encounters over LTR, and that the entire dating
scene is one big wild orgy now.
Based on both anecdotal experience and extensive research to confirm that this is indeed every bit as
ridiculous as it sounds, I have concluded that this is absolutely not the case. The dating scene has
changed dramatically in the last decade to be sure, but not this dramatically. OLD has given women
unforeseen access to an unlimited number of both casual and committed romantic partners, greatly
upsetting an already extremely unbalanced playing field.
There are certainly women who have used this as an opportunity to have discrete casual encounters
that previously would have been much more difficult to conceal, however the vast majority of women
still are not simply giving it up that easily and most of them want some sort of committed relationship
attached.
There have always been hookups in both the party and dating scene, but this idea that it is now
common for women to rack up N counts in the 20s and 30s by the time they settle down is an
exaggeration and mostly inaccurate. Women are insanely picky, possibly more so now than ever
before due to the plethora of options available to them. Almost every single study in the thousands
that have been done has concluded that most women have an average of 7 sexual partners in their
lifetime.
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Its not that Men here don't have actual experience, its that the
men who've seen the worst of women are drawn here the most
205 upvotes | August 12, 2020 | by goneaway2thewind | Link | Reddit Link

People who got lucky dating don't know what TRP/FDS is, they never needed to. And even if they
were aware of it there's no reason they should or even would care because they live in a privileged
position. Or it just came as common sense to them without a clear structure of their worldview.
Hence the resonance people feel when they find this side of the internet.
There is so much dismissal of male opinion here justified by reverting back to "they dont know real
women" or "if they talked to most women they'll see they're normal". Let me make a few things clear
1: Everyone has women in their lives, observing and criticizing their behaviors collectively isn't
saying all women are demons all the time. These men still communicate normally like ordinary
people.
2: Many of the men drawn here have lived lives where they had to deeply question what was going
on in their personal environment. The men that you're seeing here have seen the worst, so of course
there will be a bias.
3: Dismissing men's statements doesn't change the statistics. You don't have to face the truth if you
don't want to. But understand there is a difference between having HOPE despite the statistics, and
completely ignoring reality and clear studies made.
And a side note, upvotes hold no weight here anymore. People upvote whatever justifies their
worldview and usually downvote when they can't back up their argument. I'll leave it to you to decide
who is more guilty of that. This side was made more so for men because we have a lack of support
due to men being busy being men. Although this goes for the women here too, the type of women
here lead the type of lives to be pushed towards their worldview, one where they've likely seen the
would worst of men.
Don't forget you're having discussions with actual human beings on the other side of these devices.
To completely invalidate someone's life experiences, statistical evidence, and to demean them for
speaking the unfiltered truth makes you the asshole, not them for believing it. Convince them to open
their minds instead of reinforcing the idea that your group is insufferable. That goes for all of us.
And for god's sake, don't take collective discussions so personally.
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It is kinda arrogant how many women openly say they know
men very well, and yet they keep falling for bad relationships
205 upvotes | January 6, 2023 | by Professional_Bug_256 | Link | Reddit Link

I know it is not politically correct to blame women who are victims of abuse, and that is not what I'm
talking about. There are many bad relationships when the man is obviously a cheater, liar and players,
and yet women commit to them anyway because they have attractiveness, money, or any trait that
convinces them they are high value while ignoring all red flags.
Women claiming men are "simple creatures" or "easy to understand and please", implying they are
more sophisticated for just being women, do not seem to realize the irony of it all just to sell a
"powerful woman" persona based on lies on themselves and others.
This lack of humility and self awareness does not only make themselves more likely to be victims of
bad men, but also it makes younger women downplay evil and abusive men until it is too late.
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Is it actually unreasonable for men to politely decline
friendship with women who reject them romantically?
204 upvotes | June 7, 2022 | by TendieDinner777 | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve seen many stories from women who feel as though it’s rude or otherwise indicative of flawed
character for men to choose not to be friends with women who reject them romantically.
They usually claim that these men are shallow for not wanting to spend time with women who they
want a romantic relationship or even a casual sexual relationship with, despite being rejected.
I’m always left wondering, “Do these women not understand what it’s like to feel lesser than in the
presence of a man who rejects them?”
Think about it, you will be there the next time this person has a significant other, who is objectively
deemed to be better than you. You’ll have to smile and laugh at their jokes, etc. That doesn’t sound
pleasant to me.
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Men tend to be delusional about their sexual attractiveness
204 upvotes | September 9, 2021 | by CommanderBobcat | Link | Reddit Link

This comment someone posted in a thread I made recently stood out to me

I had a fraternity brother who was 6’4”, blonde, muscular, , handsome, and had a great
personality. It was embarrassing what girls would do to get with him.

One example: Our college was playing football against a school that a lot of my high school
friends attended, so I had some hometown friends staying in my room in the fraternity
house. This girl that I’d gone to church with my entire life was like “OMG! I want to suck
his dick!” And she eventually did. There were lots of other incidents like that, but that’s the
one that really stands out because I knew the girl so well.

It's crazy how obvious and straightforward women's libido is when it comes to men they find
genuinely attractive, but no matter what you'll get "advice" that women are just shy, don't approach
first, etc. How long can a genuinely ugly man go thinking that women secretly find him attractive and
that he's "missed opportunities" with women "hinting" at wanting to get with him?
Here are a few studies documenting the phenomenon:
Unattractive people are unaware of their (un)attractiveness

Unattractive participants considerably overestimated their attractiveness compared to
ratings by strangers. In contrast, attractive participants were more accurate.

Judging attractiveness: Biases due to raters' own attractiveness and intelligence

It is notable that whereas only 2 males gave themselves the lowest self-perceived
attractiveness rating on the scale, 14 females rated themselves that low (see Figures 2 and
3). These findings are consistent with past studies that report that men tend to overestimate
their attractiveness

IMO a guy can live with an inflated sense of self for decades. The male ego depends on having an
inflated view of one's own sexual attractiveness. Without this inflation men wouldn't have the
confidence to relentlessly pursue women and then be around when she serendipitously runs out of
other options and compromises to get with him. A man's sexual confidence requires a sort of fantastic
personal sense of uniqueness, otherwise knowing just how low on the totem pole most guys are
would lead them to not putting really any effort into the embarrassing affair of continuous rejection.
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Dating sucks because single people are like real estate - the best
ones taken off the market quickly
203 upvotes | August 8, 2021 | by MakeItSoQ | Link | Reddit Link

Back before the housing market went insane, have you ever looked around on Zillow at all the crappy
houses and condos for sale and the prices they were listed for? That's because in a normal market,
good, fairly priced real estate sells quickly! A house that's been on the market for more than a few
weeks usually has something wrong with it, or is not priced accordingly (i.e. the owner has unrealistic
expectations).
This translates to the dating market. People who are good relationship material get snatched up right
away. There might even be a big shakeout for people in the early to mid 20s as they exit the sexual
marketplace and into LTRs and marriages. So, what does that leave us with?

A preponderance of people who are undesirable dating material due to personality issues.
People who were in a stable relationship but changed over time and got ejected. Even if that
person still has a likeable personality and attractiveness, that person probably is leaving with
some sort of baggage like kids and trauma. � yikes...
People who are non-committal. Maybe they just like being single and dating/sleeping around.
People who can't give a relationship the attention it needs to be successful because of work
obligations. ���

It's a game of musical chairs, the highest quality prospects constantly falling off. The older you get,
the dimmer your prospects for a fairy tale ending with a solid partner. Maybe you'll have that LTR for
your 20s and 30s, and when that falls apart chances are in the next round you'll have to settle for
someone else who is also old, damaged goods in one way or another.
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Women's argument that men want domestic slaves is nothing
but strawman to justify their entitlement
203 upvotes | June 13, 2021 | by Robotemist | Link | Reddit Link

On PPD and all over the internet you see women talking about men's supposed expectations of
women to be their domestic slaves in relationships and marriage. I think it's nothing more than
gaslighting in order for women to justify their financial abuse of men and entitlement.
The entitlement of mediocre women and their unilateral expectations can be found on every corner of
the internet. But when it comes to men and unbalanced expectations, it's always off the hearsay.
For example FDS ideology that justifies not paying for or doing nothing for a man you're dating is
that men are looking for nothing but a free maid in marriage, so the goal is to get benefits for it. But
when you look at their top posts, it's nothing but tweets of women saying stuff for "yeeeaah gurl"ing,
memes and circle jerks. Go to r/whereareallthegoodmen and their top posts are nothing but fat single
mothers, post wall women and and broken women expressing their entitlement for men to fix their
lives and provide them unilateral resources.
A few week ago a woman on here was arguing that hypergamy and expecting men to pay for
everything while dating was justified because when they get on a relationship the man is going to
expect her to cook and clean. I asked her out of all the men she dated, how many of them expected
this of her. She said NONE OF THEM. So why the hell is she arguing that? Yet you can walk up to
any man on the planet and get stories of women and their silly expectations.
I'm not saying there aren't men out there who don't hold these expectations. Im fully aware that
previous generations were more reliant on these tropes and marriage standards. Men and women were
playing their part.
But in 2021 people are getting married older and are holding out until later in life to even get in
relationships. Men aren't going from living by themselves their entire adult life, cooking and cleaning
themselves for decades only to turn into helpless toddlers when they get married.
Every male friend I have are all great cooks who are married to women who don't even know how to
turn on a stove. Even female friends either range from cook for sustenance or can't boil water. Yet it's
men out here looking for free chefs and maids? Most men will tell you the women they've dated were
pigs.
Truth be told everything that comes out of a woman's mouth is either an exaggeration, a falsehood or
a anecdote to justify an inequality because women's identity is centered around being the overworked
victim in order to justify entitlement to men's resources. Women can't even own up to studies that
show women in their 20s make more than their male counterparts, because they need to perpetrate the
idea that men need to pay due to the wage gap.
And even women in this post are going to conjure up stories about 30yo men sitting at a table with
forks and a bib waiting for dinner after she got off from working 16 hours. Where is the proof?
Where is the evidence?
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Are all women disgusted whenever a man opens up or is
vulnerable? Like subconsciously?
203 upvotes | February 3, 2021 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

[deleted]
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Do you think we overanalyze sex relations too much?
203 upvotes | April 30, 2021 | by velvetunderground111 | Link | Reddit Link

I got into Red Pill/mating theories later in life, basically after it was mostly over with for me as far as
dating. Around 35. It was cool to study, and it explained a lot of my earlier successes (and failures)
with women. HOWEVER....
Do you think it's healthy for 18, 21 and even 25 year old people to be thinking about this stuff? I am
42 and lurk here, but I have a feeling that this much analysis of dating would have caused me to
freeze up as a kid. For me it was just an instinct: "that relationship ended, it's been six months. Let's
go to the bar and talk to a new girl." Loneliness would kick in and I would go socialize.
I mean, the topic is FASCINATING, which is why I am here. But do you think there is almost too
much analysis on it in certain areas of the web? To the point where weird theories could hold people
back from dating?
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A lot of men assume that women love them the way their
mothers do.
203 upvotes | March 25, 2020 | by Weirdstuntedcel | Link | Reddit Link

I’m not denying the fact that men are given a false narrative about women, but many of their pre
“pill” beliefs about women/how women love come from the assumption that most women are like
their mothers.
Mothers love unconditionally. Whether you’re handsome or ugly, tall or short, smart or dumb, weak
or strong, sporty or nerdy- no matter what mistakes you make- your mother will love you until her
last breath. The main thing you get from her is nurturing and care and even when she scolds you, you
know it’s out of love and she’s never going anywhere. She praises you when you’re being a good
boy- nice, sweet and compliant- and isn’t too happy when you’re acting rebellious and ‘boyish’. She
slightly favors her meek sons over her strong-willed sons (only because they make parenting a little
easier) and is the most nurturing with children who seem to need it most. She is the ultimate sign of
angel-like comfort.
It isn’t surprising that boys might grow up to see women through “mother” glasses- after all, she was
their very first example of womanhood. It very well might shock them to find out that that women
(who are not their mothers) do NOT want someone to nurture/care for, but someone to look up to and
be led by. They favor not the “good boys” who make life easy, but the strong-willed “rebels” who
make life exciting. They look not to protect, but to be (or at least feel) protected. Most importantly of
all, their love is, like most non-parents, entirely conditional. And guys with certain traits cannot
inspire love at all.
“Women are wonderful” may be a thing, but it’s easily backed with “mother glasses”. The VERY
stark contrast between a woman as a mother and a woman as a woman is what really causes RPR.
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The biggest mistake Men make is equating being likable with
being fuckable. For Women it's the reverse.
203 upvotes | April 7, 2020 | by TheKarmicWoosh2 | Link | Reddit Link

What do you think this all means and do you agree?
I say, yes, to a degree. I've known Men who who generally were likable people and had lots of female
friends, but could rarely get laid. I've known Women who had lots of guys who wanted to fuck but
never really wanted to stick around.
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Women are right about being to picky. That's the way of
evolution.
203 upvotes | January 20, 2021 | by AttentionOverloaded | Link | Reddit Link

Women and females in general are the validators of genetic information. Thanks, among other things,
to breeding decisions of women, humans are as advanced as they are. Without sexual selection, as a
species we would be nowhere near the level we are on now.
These are not my opinions, but facts validated by evolutionary biologists. By the nature of things,
women as the standardised models of humans, having "just right" attributes, not exceptionally good
but neither bad, decide the best amongst men, that are experimented on by evolution, having far
higher mutation rates, with their relative sexual value ranging from close to none to astronomical
thanks to that.
This reality might be sad for males, but nature is never fair, just efficient. You can't blame women for
being too picky or skipping the average to below average men, it doesn't make sense. That's what
they are supposed to do. Humans evaded evolution for a long time with marriages and social
constructs, but now that these are being torn down, we're not approaching some distopic reality of
female domination or dictatorship as some men try to say, no, we're just submitting to evolution once
again, returning to the natural state of things.
Debating whether this natural state and our return to it is good or bad, right or wrong, is for the most
part irrelevant. We cannot escape it and without heavy disturbances to our reproduction via genetic
modification etc, we probably won't ever be.
Edit: Sorry I can't reply to everyone, didn't expect that many people to engage in this discussion.
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Despite popular rhetoric, it is women not men who have
extremely inflated self images
203 upvotes | March 26, 2022 | by Hoosker-Doos | Link | Reddit Link

I don’t know what population women and “blue pilled” men are sampling when they talk about fat
neckbeards living in their mom’s basement feeling entitled to supermodels, but this couldn’t be
further from the truth.
Most men of all levels of attractiveness have almost zero standards. I regularly hear attractive guys
refer to completely mediocre, trashy and even ugly girls as HOT. Like so often that I had to stop
hanging around them because it got annoying. I can’t count how many times I’ve argued with dudes
calling me gay for not finding “thick” (overweight) or very average looking women as hot as they
did.
This idea that genuinely unattractive, overweight socially awkward men are out here demanding
trophy wives in abundance is patently absurd. What you do see quite often, however are the female
equivalent making these types of demands.
The reason for this is obvious, the aforementioned widespread desperation among the male populace
to get laid has dramatically inflated women’s egos beyond measure. I’m just sick of seeing the
projection suggesting the opposite.
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90 percent of open relationships are destined to fail.
203 upvotes | May 8, 2022 | by MicksBlue | Link | Reddit Link

Instead of having a large body of text to explain this to you I'll give you the short version.
EGO.
Open relationships will always end up damaging a person's ego. And 90 percent of time it's going to
be the guy. Why?
How do these relationships? Usually someone suggests it (usually the guy from what I experienced)
claiming they can make their relationship better and exciting. The women reluctantly agreed. The
relationship gets exciting for the first year being generous.
Then...
The guy wants to close it off again. Why? Because he bit off more than he can chew. The woman is
getting all the attention, getting sex no problem and the guy is struggling. After tons of failed
opportunities to get matches on Tinder and failed dates it will discourage the man to no end. And the
woman is just getting started.
So they never work because the guys at the end of the day are always gonna feel like shit because
they cant get the same ease of getting partners.
Take a trip to the non monogamy sub reddit if you dont believe me. The posts are all the same
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We know now, from rape kit testing, that the vast majority of
rapes are committed by just a few men. These men rape
habitually. They rape their girlfriends, their wives and
acquaintances or strangers. It's the same men. Over and over
again.
203 upvotes | August 31, 2019 | by sogol1990 | Link | Reddit Link

We know now, from rape kit testing, that the vast majority of rapes are committed by just a few men.
These men rape habitually. They rape their girlfriends, their wives and acquaintances or strangers. It's
the same men. Over and over again.

.The idea that stranger rapists and date rapists were different men was a myth. Rapists tend to commit
all kinds of different rapes and don't have a particular MO.Two: A very few men commit most of the
rapes. Often over the course of decades and decades.

I literally know women who were raped in college because they drank the libfem cool aide and
bought into the idea that "we can all be friends because we all understand that being drunk/having
had sex before isn't consent." Yes. Everyone understands that. But rapists don't care. They love that
you're depending on them to apply what they learned and not rape you.
But part of rape culture is the myth that any man will rape under the right/wrong conditions. That's
apparently not true.
Maintaining that myth provides an alibi for not prosecuting rape aggressively, or trying to wipe it out
as a phenomenon. As it turns out, we could almost eliminate rape just by catching most guys the first,
second or third time. And processing kits even if women don't want to report.
For instance: A woman comes in after her husband has raped her, but then refuses to press charges.
You should still process the kit and cross-reference it with kits from every city that man has every
lived. Then you might be able to lock him up for a rape he committed 20 years ago.

That's why it's so important to get a rape kit done even if you know the person who raped you. They
could have raped someone else who doesn't know them.
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The redpill is not accurately portrayed in this sub
202 upvotes | May 13, 2021 | by IM_BACK_THE_BOYS | Link | Reddit Link

For at least a year now, this sub has pretty much been informally Blackpill vs Bluepill (or incels vs
women lol) and the red pill has been inaccurately portrayed as a result.
I don’t know why, but when I read the comments the blackpillers seem to imply that TRP is some
kind of PUA which sells men the idea that looks and smv do not matter., Which anyone who has
actually read r/theredpill sidebar will know is incorrect.
The first thing anyone is told after arriving at trp is to lift and improve your smv by any means
necessary. Us redpillers absolutely do believe that smv matters, and anyone telling you otherwise(and
claiming to be RP) is not RP at all.
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Men are approaching way less than people here think
202 upvotes | December 30, 2020 | by mensahi41 | Link | Reddit Link

Disclaimer: No I don't mean with approaching to message a woman on Tinder or so. That's not
approaching, that's just messaging and hiding behind your Smartphone in case it's not working.
The reason why I actually make this post is because of the two other threads I saw about women not
being approached. The guys (or atleast some) couldn't believe that there are women that get not
approached. The thing is it's way more common than you think. I'd argue way more than before. And
it makes sense you realize how much OLD is booming. We already know that most women don't
even use OLD. The ratio is 8 men : 2 women. And since you focus on the online stuff anyway then
why you try it in real life? I've seen it with my some of friends who are on Tinder. None of them has
ever approached a girl in RL (tbh I also didn't). It's even more of a thing in Gen Z who are known for
being socially retarded, and anxiety ridden. (Possible evidence the amount of posts from guys asking
why women aren't asking out) Another reason (maybe the most important) is also because it's an ego
thing. I'm honest putting my ego on the line for the sake of approaching a woman doesn't sound great.
Really not. And most people know how important it is for men to keep that intact. Maybe more than
Sex? Idk.
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In vino veritas (In wine, there is truth)
202 upvotes | January 1, 2021 | by OG_walrus | Link | Reddit Link
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What was that one moment where you felt sympathetic to the
opposite sex's dating struggles? A moment that made you go, "I
may not fully agree, but damn. I understand that must be
rough."
202 upvotes | March 6, 2021 | by IwillBeatGERD | Link | Reddit Link

It could be from personal life experience, a reddit comment, movie scene, or chapter in an
autobiography book, etc. Anything that made you think, "Ya know, maybe I don't have all the
answers."
My personal example: I lean more towards Redpiller philosophy, so I was always more sympathetic
towards the bros. However, I had a lady friend (we will call her Sarah) who once had a "kind/loving
ex-boyfriend." This particular ex-boyfriend of hers did all the right things. He made good money, was
funny, handsome, and treated her right. But he wasn't much of a fighter. He was physically weak, not
his fault. Not everyone's a fighter. But Sarah was brutally beaten and almost raped because of the fact
that her man couldn't defend her. He tried, but he just didn't have it in him. He didn't have that killer
instinct to take on a dangerous perpetrator. The neighbors came to her rescue just in time, and their
relationship was never the same after that. She (unintentionally) looked at him as the man who
couldn't protect her. She didn't want to see him as weak, but her mind could not shake off the
incident. Her dating preferences after that leaned more towards "stronger/masculine" men. She was
no longer attracted to sweet/handsome men anymore. The "handsome" part no longer is a priority for
her, just a bonus.
Now I kinda understand why women go for guys who have more aggressive personalities. It's a safety
net. I may not fully agree with it, but I get it. I've heard women say they like a badboy who's a jerk to
everyone else but nice to her. I'm wondering if that's more to do with wanting to be protected, rather
than wanting someone who's "fun."
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The sub r/askwomen drops the blackest pills
202 upvotes | October 2, 2021 | by eskimoboy10 | Link | Reddit Link
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Two PHD's Discuss How Human's Select and Keep Romantic
Partners: Pretty Much Confirms Red Pill Logic So Far
202 upvotes | November 29, 2021 | by BMTEJ | Link | Reddit Link

EDIT: THE TITLE SAYS, “RED PILL LOGIC,” BUT TO CLARIFY, I AM SPECIFICALLY
REFERRING PARTNER SELECTION BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN. THAT’S ALL I KNOW
THE RED PILL AS, SO WHAT I HAVE IN MIND WHEN REFERENCING IT. PLEASE DO NOT
MISCONSTRUE ANYTHING BELOW WITH BEING MISOGYNISTIC AS THE TWO DR’S
LOOK AT BOTH GENDERS
EDIT 2: Please read—with an openness—the notes in their entirety if the podcast is too long. It goes
over both genders from an unbiased view. The only bias one could argue may be from me adding my
thoughts from a male perspective; however, it’s the two have a general discussion on what each
gender does in regards to long term mating, short term sex, infidelity, deception, and more (in the
podcast).
This podcast just released today from Dr. Huberman, a Stanford professor and researcher of
neurobiology and ophthalmology, who sat down with Dr. David Buss, professor of Psychology at
University of Texas. Dr. Buss is the one giving insight into both genders based off his decades of
research into the dynamics of them. The podcast does a much better job at presenting the info, and he
approaches it looking at commonalities between the sexes before looking at how each differ.
I'll put a few show notes down below, so you can get snippets of the podcast, but it represents a lot of
the "bro science" views of The Red Pill, but done so through representation of a researcher who
actually studies human interaction, mate/sexual partner selection, etc..
Apologies in advance if the show notes are inconsistent in depth. I was merely taking notes as I was
cleaning, preparing, emails, and doing all the other intricacies of modern life, so some I missed I
listened to again for further clarification in a concentrated setting. One thing I will add is that I
stopped at the infidelity portion, but there's much more to the podcast that you can gleam from it, but
I believe the whole podcast is a must listen.
Link to podcast: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXzTbCEqCJc&amp;t=2270s
Anything in bold is title heading
Bold + italics is my opinion
SHOW NOTES UP TO TALKS ON INFIDELITY:
9:00 Mate selection.
People look for different things in long term mates vs short term sexual encounters. Mate selection
stems from Darwin's sexual selection. Two causal processes in which selection occurs: One being
intersexual competition such as when two stags have a stand-off where one gains sexual access to
female and the other loses access; logic being whatever qualities caused winner to win sexual
advantage get passed on in evolution. Second being, and most relevant to Huberman's question, is
preferential in mate choice qualities that the opposite sex agrees on collectively; logic being that
whatever qualities are consented upon by one sex get passed on.
13:00 Long term mating strategy rare in mammals and we have mutual mate choice qualities
(again rare).
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More than 5,000 species of mammals, but percentage of mammals that do pair bonding is 3-5%.
Closest primate relatives, Chimpanzees, do not even do long term mating. Humans -&gt; Evolution
of long-term mating, heavy male involvement of raising of offspring, constrained ovulation cycles, so
unique aspects for human mating system.
15:00 Long-Term preference 37 culture study (that has been replicated now multiple times)
Universal desire: mutual attraction, love, kindness, intelligence, emotional stability, good health
22:30 Male desire 37 culture study:
Physical attractiveness is something men place importance on more than women; however, women
do prefer fit men, not the overly muscular gym bros on magazines. Reason men weight physical
attractiveness more is it provides queues for reproductive value subconsciously. Cues with youth and
health. Known from last 20 years of study that cues men find are not arbitrary as once thought. Clear
skin, clear eyes, symmetrical features, etc…
Age gap depends on the age of man. Men prefer women 3-4 years younger on average.
17:50 Women desire 37 culture study:
Good earning capacity, slightly older, qualities associated with resource acquisition: drive, ambitious,
social status, trajectory.
Women see attention given to men from other and judge them based off of that, this could mean
twitter followers, IG followers in modern times. YouTuber Austin Dunham covers this a lot in his
vlogs. He's overly attractive and gets 100's of matches whatever city he lands in on dating apps. He
does iG challenges with followers where he messages their girls and they see he's verified and his
follower account and go nuts https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7AeVvk0RHpM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpClDeAxmcQ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=suCj733M0tc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbY9i9B7jp0 Come back to this after listening to more
Women use mate choice copying (pretty much hypergamy), so if guys pass filters of multiple women,
they are pre approved. Basically multiple women approve of him which makes the next woman
highly more likely to approve of him. Studies have been done showing attractive women next to a
man and he’s perceived higher value than when they a similarly attractive man is alone. Same thing
with rockstars who are shown with screaming fans vs multiple beautiful women (this part is covered
later in sexual partner selection).
25:50  Age Gap/Marriage stats:
First marriage for men 3 year age gap; second year 5 year age gap; third marriage 8 year age gap.
Peak fertility 24-25 for women. As men get older, the 3 year rule begins to increase. Men in their
50’s would prefer 35-38. Basically preference in age goes up but age gap gets wider. 60 year olds
don’t typically prioritize 25 year olds due to reciprocal mate choice phenomenon (they both have to
select each other). They also have to do activities together in long term relationships; cultural age
differences would hinder those activities.
However, depending on how culture and status is set up, men could get away with being incredibly
old and mating with far younger women. Kings didn't abide by it and neither do celebrities: Leonardo
Di Caprio, Mick Jagger, etc...
As men get older, they prefer women that are increasingly younger. Cultural variability may
determine virginity is most desired. China (at the time of the study) valued and it must be had before
long term partnering for both sexes. Mostly males prefer virginity in females. Virginity preference
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has gone down. Sweden didn’t care at time of study. I doubt both countries care at all now though.
33:00 Sexual Partner selection Choice and deception from both sexes:
Online dating both sexes lie to appeal to opposite’s mate preferences: men lie about height by 2
inches, income by 25%
Women deceive about weight.
Both post photos that do not represent them (younger, filters, etc… ) Dr. Buss describes a friend who
used online dating and would only go out with women who self-report as a 7 out of 10. One woman
who self reported being a 7 was missing front teeth
Photographs overwrite all other queues we typically use in person because we have no developed a
way of deciphering text (I'd disagree and say that overly shit grammar is a good determinant). Men
tend to use visual queues more than women. Women: what does he sound like, smell like etc… could
embody all other qualities, but if he doesn’t smell right, he’s done.
Encouragement: stop texting and meet for coffee. Emotional stability have to be assessed overtime,
so advice is to take a long term trip/vacation in unfamiliar environment.
Emotionally unstable take forever to return to baseline stress. Can be assessed on long trips in the
unfamiliar.
Deception: 30% of men are married or in LTR on Tinder. Cannot show short term interest as a man,
ineffective tactic in deception. Effective tactic is showing long term interest if interested in short term
commitment. Opposite for women. Men exaggerate depths of interest in women and feign alignment
in views and values if wanting short term sexual encounter. Evolutionary form of deception that
women have defense for. 
Evolved in small group living where “allies” (friends. family, cousins) could give judgement on
reputation of either sex (this is why to me it’s best to join a few communities irl and grow your
reputation in them as you master whatever skill is associated with that community).
42:00 Sexual partner choice (short term):
Some overlap sexual partner qualities overlap.
Women: Appearance important in mate selection, but in short term sexual encounter it's far more
important. More likely to prioritize “bad boy qualities:” arrogant. risk taker, defiance of conventions.
Long term they go for dad qualities: stable, kind. etc... 
Short term mating- they use mate copying even more (groupie phenomenon for rockstars, top 10% of
guys, Chads and Tyrone’s, etc…). 
Women’s attraction to men is more context specific. Female colleague of Dr. Buss went to
conference and found organizer to be really attractive and saw him 6 months later and wondered what
she was thinking. 
Men: Physical attractiveness remains important for men, but men willing to drop their standards if
low commitment and low risk. 
Context does not matter for men.
46:30 Infidelity in Committed relationships
Frequency difficult to gage because people will refuse to answer when questions come up as shown
in 1970s study where people refuse to answer or drop out of the study all together. Figures are all
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over the place though. 
On average sex differences
Reasons men cheat: Sexual variety, novelty. and opportunity presenting itself reasons for 70% of men
cheating. Chris Rock - Men are only as faithful as the opportunities presented
Women: Cheat due to emotionally or physically unhappy. Men’s unhappiness in marriage does not
cause cheating no difference between happy marriage and unhappy marriage infidelity for men. 
Two competing hypothesis say women do it either for dual mating: resources from one guy and good
genes from another. Originally endorsed it, but overtime professor became skeptical and presented
mate switching hypothesis: women looking to trade up (hypergamy), transition mates, or see if they
are still desirable, so they can transition into mating pool easier, or a back up mate (friend zone).
SHOW CONTINUES BUT STOPPED LISTENING AND TAKING NOTES
�ReplyForward
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CMV: The Redpill takes a lot of flak for being "misogynistic"
ideology, but it views women in the better light than most
modern women see men.
201 upvotes | January 4, 2022 | by Stahlboden | Link | Reddit Link

Think about it. The redpill basically states that women have their sexual goals and preferences. These
goals and preferences are not derivative from the male ones, but something else entirely, defined by
the different biological role of women. These preferences are not up to debate, in order to get a
woman you have to study these preferences and then improve yourself to match women's standards.
It also has cynical and manipulative tactics, but women were using theirs since the dawn of time, they
just didn't need redpill to share them.
On the other hand pro-women groups basically deny men the right to have any preference they
usually have:
He wants his woman to be thin? He's fat shaming!
He wants her to have low n-count? - He's slut shaming!
He wants her to be younger? He's creepy or "pedo" (for dating a legal age woman)
He wants her to be good at housekeeping? He's patriarchal oppressor!
The idea that a woman should learn male preferences and try to meet them if she wants a good man is
a blasphemy these days.
Men also get the blame for young girls trying to improve their image by starving themselves on diets,
wearing this, not wearing that, for having body image issues e.t.c., yet guys ruining their health with
steroids, extending their legs in something that works like a medieval torture device is their own
fault.
The redpill is hated because while it definitely sees women as human, it sees them as pretty self-
serving and machiavellian humans, not the innocent little angels they are sometimes portrayed as.
Also, while the spread of the redpill doesn't affect the alphas much, the betas become cranky and
refuse to take a shitty deal, they try to play women back and dare to think they might deserve better.
All of this makes dating more difficult for women.
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r/MGTOW just got removed. Is Reddit's Moderators biased
towards blue-pilled ideas?
201 upvotes | January 31, 2020 | by Ren_Rosemary | Link | Reddit Link

r/TheRedPill was removed a while ago. This means that r/MensRights is the last major red-pilled
subreddit still standing. In my opinion there's quite a double standard among the Reddit Moderators.
While one could make the argument that these subreddits are "toxic" and should therefore be
removed the Blue-pilled equivalent of these subreddits remove up and active.
r/FemaleDatingStrategy, arguably as manipulative as TheRedpill and as toxic as MGTOW ever was
is still up and fine. As far as I'm aware the Reddit Mods have never removed a major Blue-pilled
subreddit even once. It's not like anyone's talking about removing r/TheBluePill or r/Feminism.
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Women are complaining men don't want to commit. But what
do you have to offer exactly? Do you think the problem is only
due to men, or might also be tied to what the average modern
woman has to offer?
201 upvotes | June 16, 2020 | by retal1ator | Link | Reddit Link

As title asks, why do you think men are so resistant towards commitment?
As a man I believe part of the problem is that being in a relationship is a great burden for a man and it
takes a woman with a lot to offer to offset that. I say it's a great burden for a man because even tho
women experience similar difficulies, I'd say men still hold most of the burden of performance, and
would otherwise enjoy casual sex more (studies say casual sex is more enjoyable if you're a man). I'd
like to hear other opinions on the matter.
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Displaying stereotypical gendered behavior is crucial to get laid
as a man
201 upvotes | November 18, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

masculine bravado might be performatively denounced by women online, but in the real world
women reward these men with sex far more than 'socially aware' feminist men.
Watch this video conveying a 'social experiment' called "Love at first kiss"; the guys who come off as
"attractive" kissers are the ones displaying typical bravado behavior; grabbing the girl by the hips and
imposing the kiss. The one guy that gets rejected is number 3 **(**starting at 2:15 ) the modern
'feminist ally' who worries about 'making her uncomfortable'
it is why "creepshaming" doesn't affect serial seducers or players, but rather men who never held a
woman's hand before. Induced guilt-tripping anxiety makes already shy, benign men even more
unsure and "awkward" and women will reject them for 'lacking confidence'
strong assertive women often dislike “weak” men — because weak men fear to expose themselves,
since they're too concerned with making her 'uncomfrotable' they are unwilling to take the necessary
risks.
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CMV: Red pill is just mostly scammers who are trying to take
advantage of down on luck men
201 upvotes | April 4, 2021 | by HighTMale12 | Link | Reddit Link

Why is the red pill filled with mostly PUA scammers that sell the lie about "game" that they can't
achieve themselves.

Rollo Tomassi: married at 30 to a 35 year old woman and only has one kid. He is the1.
"godfather" of "game" yet has no receipts with no history of "spinning plates"
Donovan Sharpe: married to 45+ year old single mom while making videos about avoiding2.
single moms, obtaining "game" to "spin plates", etc
Jon Hogwood: only at best dates 1/10 women when looking at his "receipts". He sells useless3.
courses but he himself isn't able to achieve anything he is selling.
Rich Cooper: dates single moms mostly and has no receipts. Charges 2k/hr for phone calls and4.
pheromone soap while telling men to "do the work" yet he never has a younger non single mom
girlfriend.

If Red Pill and "game" worked, why are all the top level content creators mostly frauds?
All this "doing the work" and "obtain game" doesn't seem to work for any of these dudes.
P.S. Here are some links confirming these assertions since I keep getting these questions:
A) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-_KUy8ATYg&t=433s: Jon Hogwood exposed
B) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BohRDpkaXx4&t=9593s: Donovan Sharpe exposed
C) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_xQj389zog: Rich Cooper exposed

Updated Donovan Sharpe video by Blackpill Creator:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rKutAkcgpo
Basically sums up these clowns.
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Online Dating has Changed Approaching and Women's
Standards "in Real Life"
201 upvotes | September 2, 2020 | by Xcadriller37 | Link | Reddit Link

Research has shown that online dating has displaced other ways of meeting a partner.
"For heterosexual couples in the U.S., meeting online has become the most popular way couples
meet, eclipsing meeting through friends for the first time around 2013... Since 2009, meeting through
friends has declined sharply, and meeting online has continued to grow... Traditional ways of meeting
have all been declining sharply since 1940."
Common advice given to men is "stop using online dating, it only works if you're very attractive, go
and meet women in real life instead."
I claim that online dating has changed approaching and women's standards "in real life":

Women's standards for physical attractiveness, height, income, race, athletic build, etc has
increased due to this new dating market liquidity. They are less willing to compromise since
they can find everything they're looking for through online dating.
Women have hundreds of ridiculously attractive matches right in their pockets. You are going
to be compared to them if you hit on them IRL.
Now that they can meet guys through online dating they are less receptive to cold encounters
and the risk of rejection and being labeled a creep or sexual harasser increases.
The primary way of meeting a SO is now online; by not participating in online dating you are
missing out on it.
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drinking and drug culture IS the casual sex culture in the
west...
201 upvotes | September 1, 2020 | by the_purring_jew | Link | Reddit Link

...if you are eschewing the drug and alcohol scene your chances of casual sex are exactly slim, fat and
none
I'm very curious where any of you got the idea that casual sex was being had without social
lubricants, are you all blind or just (allah forgive me) fore*gn? is western dating culture so opaque
and invisible to you all that you cant see the role of intoxicants in casual sex?
even tinder first night lays are being aided by alcohol or drugs when they meet IRL

start partying to get laid nerds
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Obesity has absolutely nuked the chance to go on a date with
even regular women
201 upvotes | March 18, 2023 | by Tripleawge | Link | Reddit Link

The biggest casualty of the obesity epidemic is men who are not obese and specifically trying to date
women who are neither big nor obese…
From dating apps to real life to even fat models there’s clearly a lot more bigger women than ever
before and naturally this has lead to the normal weight woman being as rare as ever to find, in turn
leading to their value skyrocketing. Not to mention the fact that any guy who talks about this in
public spaces instantly gets shut down with the “fat-phobic” slander…
These days it has become much tougher to wow normal sized women without being extremely fit and
as a Gen Z I can 100% attest to a lot of guys my age and younger who are now using dangerous
SARMS and steroids in order to get “more plates for more dates”
Or am I just tripping and this really isn’t that big of a deal…
Edit: I forgot to add there’s a lot of people who say that there must be a lot of fit women out there and
while there clearly are the majority of women who are social, fit, and attractive are already in
relationships and so clearly off limits. This has also (not saying it’s a complete negative but
statistically speaking) contributed to the scarcity of fit women around.
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Are there men in your life who are good overall but fail at
dating? What does this say about modern dating?
201 upvotes | January 26, 2023 | by xzpw | Link | Reddit Link

It often seems that just world fallacy comes into play anytime we talk about a man’s dating
experiences. Especially with the mainstream/bluepilled audience.
Are there men in your life who are neurotypical, not obese, job haver, friend haver, shower taker,
dress well, etc. but seem to struggle to get a date? Let’s say they’ve even done therapy and all the
usual just world fallacy advice.
Do you know any of these men? I know some. I know a pharmacist who can’t get a date and has to
resort to LDR with girls 1000+ miles away even though he lives in nyc and has his own apartment. I
know a rich engineer who has never been in a relationship even though he followed traditional
bluepilled advice of not looking for it (it’ll happen when you least expect it - man is in his 30s and
has so many friends but no lovers).
I know many more men with this kind of story. I’m not interested in discussing women for this - as it
detracts from men’s issues. So, ppd user, do you know any men like this? Can you describe them?
What do you think the issue is?
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Women and girls are reading the manosphere forums and subs,
that makes them less likely to date.
200 upvotes | March 1, 2023 | by Ovarian_contrarian | Link | Reddit Link

I’m not sure how it is for all women everywhere, but once I started reading the TRP sub, the
MGTOW sub and also other forums like bodybuilding, 4chan/2chan/8chan, I just got a general
disgust for most males.
My friends and I have our own GroupChats where we collect especially heinous things men have said
online about women or girls. We also share those with other women and girls we know.
The problem is, you can never know which man wrote what. Considering the fact that TRP and the
manosphere in general encourages to lie to women about anything and everything, young women and
girls are hesitant to date.
It also makes women so much more hesitant to interact with males in general. I’ve noticed this in
myself lately, I do not have eye contact with men when walking, I wear headphones, I help only
women, I am polite to men, but never friendly unless it’s my partner, my brothers or my father.
Do you guys think the same as me, in that reading all that stuff makes women afraid/hesitant/ too
worried about being conned by a horrible man/boy who might be screeching online about women
being just “holes”?
I personally will never date again if my current relationship ever ends.
Edit; I’m taking a little break but I will reply as soon as I can later this evening.
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Men develop theories and rules about women’s behavior
because that’s the way men understand social situations.
200 upvotes | May 31, 2021 | by DespondentColors | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5259730/
Gender differences in cognitive Theory of Mind revealed by transcranial direct current stimulation on
medial prefrontal cortex
This is a really dry and boring paper that measures the differences in Theory of Mind between men
and women using brain stimulation and measurement. Not posting it for the nitty gritty of the science.
I think it raises some points I think explains behavior on this sub.

Theory of Mind (ToM) is the social cognitive ability to explain and predict other people’s
actions in terms of the underlying mental states, such as beliefs, intentions, or feelings

...> females are, on average, more disposed to an empathizing style— i.e., the drive to identify others’
mental states in order to predict their behavior and respond with an appropriate emotion

On the other hand, males are, on average, more disposed to a systematizing style, i.e., the
drive to predict and to respond to the behavior of non-agentive deterministic systems by
inferring the rules that govern such systems.

A lot of the guys here think that what they have to do is crack the code and figure out the rules
women follow. It’s not that you’re on to something and understand women, you’re just doing what
you’re comfortable with and capable of. Women don’t disagree with you because they have no self
awareness or are dishonest. It’s because the way you figure out people and social situations seems
stilted and ineffective to them.
You’re doing the best you can with what you have.
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Romance as depicted by media has set more unrealistic
expectations in men than in women.
200 upvotes | July 15, 2021 | by WhiteStripeNoGrip | Link | Reddit Link

We’re all familiar with the unobtainable Prince Charming trope that women are fed and this sub is
incredibly vocal about how the expectations created by the early instillation of “Chad” imagery is
detrimental to pair-bonding in the long term. However, it has been my experience that the real
victims of this sort of media are the men that consume/pattern their behavior after the male under dog
characters depicted.
Guys are told that if they pursue a girl for long enough, bend over backwards to earn her approval,
and make the right grand gesture they will eventually get her. Maybe this appeals to the persistence
hunter in their dna or maybe the idea of wearing down their “prey” with continued pursuit feels
natural. Unfortunately, it fails to take into account that innate attraction is a serious factor in
determining the suitability of a significant other. To clarify, in order for this to work the guy has to
already be attractive to some degree.
Where does this leave guys that try their best and still get turned down? Bitter and black pilled. Upset
at the idea that they followed the directions that they were given, but did not get the results they were
promised. Primed and ready for radicalization.
Women can comfortably set the bar high to get their prince since they occupy a better place in the
market, but men are only hurting themselves if they think that they can change a girl’s mind once
they’ve said no. Even if it occasionally does work the bar is set unsustainably high and they have to
deal with the fact that they were settled for.
If the goal is to attract a partner, men would be better served by self-caring (learn how to dress, take
care of your mental health, wear sunblock, and stay hydrated fellas) and not obsessing over girls. A
‘build it and they will come’ mindset is a far better strategy that is not pushed positively enough.
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Different women want different types of men. Why is this so
hard to understand?
200 upvotes | March 12, 2020 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

There are so many types of females: Nerds Geeks Preps Sporty Spoiled Artsy Trainwreck Party
animal Religious Druggie Slutty Prude Many more.
None of them can agree on an ideal guy except for a very vague description of “Taller than me and
Handsome”. And even then its not 100% agreed on. Some women want “dont be ugly”.
We havent even got into: - His sexual behavior. - His Personality - His morals - His INTERESTS
Whether or not she wants a ONS or a relationship is another big thing to consider.
Let’s take an example of “Rich douchey hot playboy” like in Taylor Swift’s “The Man” video: - Alot
of women want to chase fame. - Alot of women want him to be her sugar daddy. - Alot of women are
groupies that idolize him and want to marry him for love. - Alot of women dont care about his status,
riches, and looks, because he has a shit personality. (PERSONALITY MATTERS). - Alot of women
would know they would have nothing in common with him. - Alot of women just want a ONS with
him because he’s hot.
Another example: Gerard Way from My Chemical Romance. The women who’d fuck Hot douche
fuckboy is the ones who’d fuck lead singer in emo band (unless she’s a gold digger or chasing fame).
Not every woman wants a ghastly pale dude. Not every woman thinks singing about depression is
impressive.
I bring this up because Im perplexed why anyone would think sluts and non-sluts are fighting for the
same dudes. The same dude hardly wants both of types of women and if he does, it’ll be at different
points of his life. The other motivative to bring this up is the “All women want Chad” concept. Chad
isnt the same to every womam, because Chad is an IDEAL guy. He’s not real and/or wouldnt chase
the average woman. The average woman knows this.
Tldr: A woman’s standards is different from another woman’s standards.
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Typical counter argument from the FDS crowd.
200 upvotes | October 2, 2021 | by miketrance | Link | Reddit Link
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You can't complain about female promiscuity if you aren't
willing to marry the virgin that you say you want and provide
for her
200 upvotes | September 6, 2022 | by Just-Pie-5579 | Link | Reddit Link

There is a few posts back to back on the topic and I'll give you guys that women frequently feel
entitled to all sorts of things but are unable to provide men with what men are looking for, aka
virginity or low n-count. Fair enough. At the same time, if you are the type of man women want you
will not have troubles attracting the women you want.
For the coochie police squad here is my piece of cheap wisdom: if you litter you can't complain there
is garbage laying around ammaright. It's an obscure expectation. If you go around demanding that
virgins fuck you on date 3 and than things between you don't work out we won't have virgins. I know
it. You know it. But most importantly, the virgins themselves know it - the whole reason why they
kept their purity is so they have an asset to trade in exchange for long-term commitment and financial
security. Of course, fairy tales happen, but not to you, and chances are if you fucked your virgin on
date 3 she wasn't what she claimed she was. So here is what you need to do to find your unicorn.
If you truly want the sort of woman that you say you want - and I don't believe you do but that's a
whole separate conversation - then you are up for a sexless engagement and a trip to a courthouse
before you can expect her to drop her panties. Of course, the more liberal your standard is the more
liberal is the girl, but for those of you who hate the idea of marriage and commitment I'll repeat it
louder: step 1. go to a local church, step 2. Attract a feminine virgin, step 3. Marry her, step 4. Have
sex and provide for her till you die. The prerequisite is that you need to have your shit together in
terms of career/finances. Most of you haven't gotten close to completing 1-4, and not because of
shortage of churches in your state. But because even you know that a feminine-chaste-conservative
woman is an expensive asset which will a. require solid commitment, b. regularly drain your bank
account.
I guess the same goes for women you can't want a conservative guy with his shit together if you have
a reputation in your friend circle, but that's for another post.
OMG thanks for the award!!
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CMV: For all our talk about clear consent and dudes being
creepy, it's the dudes taking chances that will end up with the
girls, while the nice and respectful ones will be going home
alone.
200 upvotes | November 29, 2018 | by SlashCo80 | Link | Reddit Link

In a culture where the men are still expected to approach and initiate 90% of the time, and especially
in places like bars and nightclubs many women complain about being harassed. Then we have
campaigns like #metoo and so on. Of course there is such a thing as inappropriate behavior, and some
men are definitely guilty of it. Yet men have to take a chance if they want anything to happen. Agree
or disagree?
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If men had more self respect, dating wouldn’t be so skewed in
women’s favor
199 upvotes | September 4, 2021 | by rivetcitymayor | Link | Reddit Link

Dating is pretty much infinitely easier for the average woman than it is for the average man, but
unfortunately men as a whole are the cause of this.
Whatever you can think about that gives women an unfair advantage is because men create that.
Men often complain women receive too much attention online therefore are less interested in men irl,
well men are the ones simping on social media to women they don’t even know.
Men complain women get too many matches online, well men are the ones swiping right on
everybody without even reading the bio.
Don’t even get me started on onlyfans, there should absolutely be no such thing as onlyfans had men
respected themselves.
Men complain women are too into looks, every man should be in the gym and dressing fly anyway
and taking care of themselves in general
We have to pay for the dates, women expect that because men keep paying, if as a collective, men
decide to go Dutch then that would simply become the new norm.
We have to jump through hoops, the only reason why some women make some men jump through
hoops is because men actually jump through them, how about you don’t and go to the next girl ?
I could keep going but men would have a lot of power in dating if they could all just follow a code
I understand there are biological imperatives that factor into this but we are clearly conscious of them
therefore in control of them
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Given we are living in an age of sexual liberation and mutual
promiscuity; why is there still a narrative that men “use”
woman for sex?
199 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by Crafty_Letter_1719 | Link | Reddit Link

Is it justifiable to feel “used” if both parties are cosmetically engaged in the act?
Does somebody only feel “used” if the sex wasn’t good?
Is there a difference between a man giving a woman multiple orgasms and then “dumping” her
moments later and a man finishing after a couple of thrusts and doing the exact same thing? What is
the line here?
Are women genuinely hooking up with guys on Tinder thinking they are looking for something
deeper than causal sex and then feeling “used” when they don’t get it? Aren’t these woman equally
“using” men for sex?
Is the notion of being “used” for sex actually an antiquated one and is not in fact very prevalent these
days?
What’s your take?
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Women have a much more delusional idea of average than men
do
199 upvotes | August 12, 2022 | by TexasAintReeel | Link | Reddit Link

Everyone here says that no one k owns what average is anymore, and yeah that’s true but women are
a hell of a lot more delusional than men are.
For men, I think the biggest part where we mess up is body type. I make this mistake myself. When I
think of the average body type, I think of a woman that isn’t exactly full figured, but isn’t rail thin.
Like she isn’t chubby, but doesn’t look “in shape”. However the average American woman is 175lbs
and 5’4, which is big. She’s what most of us would call a fat girl. However that’s really where most
mens misconstrued idea of average ends.
For women however, average is wildly inaccurate. For many women, they consider a man under 6’0
to be short. I’m 5’9 and I’ve been told by women 4 inches shorter than me that they’re not in to short
guys despite me being average height and taller than her. For body type, they much like us,
underestimate the average body type.
Women see men like Jason Mamoa other buff people who worked out, used tren, steroids or HGH,
and gained a bit of body fat and say that’s a dad bod. They overestimate average penis size too. I
have seen multiple women on TikTok talking about how the Tommy Lee pic is what average looks
like. It’s ridiculous.
For physical attractiveness men have been shown to rate most women as average. Women however
rate most men as ugly and a very very small percentage as average which makes no sense
mathematically. Also you see here how women talk about only finding a handful of men to be
attractive. Their view of average and attractive is so twisted that only 9s and 10s are physically
attractive to them. Men however find a very large range of women attractive.
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When women say "height/looks/size/income doesn't matter"
are we men just speaking a different language?
198 upvotes | July 1, 2022 | by KnowsPenisesWell | Link | Reddit Link

It's a common theme on Reddit that some guy will say that height/looks/size/income matters and that
taller/beautiful/hung/rich guys have more success than short/ugly/micropenised/poor guys to which
women will reply that it doesn't matter, as there's always someone for everyone.
Is the main problem here just different communication styles?
Guys talk about broad trends: there's more women that are attracted to tall/beautiful/hung/rich guys.
If you are in one or more of those categories your pool of potential partners increases and you'll have
more success
To guys height matters, as there's much more women that are strongly attracted to tall guys than those
that are okay with short guys. To guys size matters, as there's much more women that are strongly
attracted to big dicks than those that are okay with not feeling anything with a small dick. To guys
looks matter, because there's much more women that are attracted to beautiful guys than those that do
not care.
Women talk about their individual preferences or the fact that there's a few that do not care about
those factors: they personally have a thing for short/ugly/micropenised/poor guys and apply their
personal preferences to all women or they think that just because they've seen a fat couple in Walmart
that this means that anyone can have success - while ignoring that guys do not consider scraping the
bottom of the barrel as success
To women height doesn't matter, because they have one friend that's attracted to short guys while
ignoring all the others that are attracted to tall guys. To women size doesn't matter because they
personally prefer smaller, while ignoring all their friends that make fun of small dicks and praise big
ones. To women looks don't matter, because they know one girl that's all about personality and would
date Shrek.
Are we just talking past each other?
Another thing that I have yet to understand is where the anger is coming from. It's a basic observable
fact that those things matter, yet if you go ahead and state that anything matters you'll just get accused
of being a bitter woman hater.
Me as a man I don't get angry when someone says that men in general care about looks, tits and butts,
yet when you say that women in general care about anything the downvotes just keep on flowing in.
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People Who Advocate For The End Of Monogamy Never Talk
About The Downsides Of Its Alternatives, But There Are Many
198 upvotes | August 13, 2021 | by CFinCanada | Link | Reddit Link

For all of the talk about how "monogamy is unnatural," why do the people who advocate for serial
monogamy continually throughout the lifespan or polyamory not discuss the many downsides of their
chosen lifestyles?
Point #1: Breakups are horrible, and promote suicidality. They are at least as unnatural as monogamy
because we as humans evolved to preserve social bonds, and breakups activate the same part of your
brain that processes physical pain:
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.insider.com/why-do-breakups-hurt-so-much-2019-2%3famp.
Breakups cause cortisol, the stress hormone, to spike through the roof, and can even damage your
heart.
They may be a necessary evil for most of us while on the road to finding a compatible life partner and
successful relationship, but they should be experienced as rarely as possible and avoided as much as
possible for the reasons that they are horrible, painful, and wholly unnatural.
Furthermore, human beings evolved to fall in love during the act of sex and particularly when having
sex repeatedly with the same person. The three stages of love are lust (what first attracts you to a
prospective individual), infatuation, and finally, attachment.
Point #2: Polyamory promoters tout the virtues of the second stage of love, the infatuation stage,
characterized by "new relationship energy," or NRE. Let's talk about why this is an impractical way
to go through life, and the many downsides of NRE. First of all, NRE/infatuation is ruled by
dopamine. Why would anyone want to spend their life on this hedonic treadmill perpetually chasing
the dopamine high of a new relationship? Do you just keep adding new partners indefinitely when
your brain acclimates to the last one and the novelty wears off until you have 50 boyfriends and
girlfriends? At some point you will have to deal with a breakup or several. This is bad (see point #1).
Point #3: If you're in the kind of relationship that is "open," where the sexual partners you have on
the side are intended to be casual and falling in love with them is to be avoided, how do you control
something like that? If you do involuntarily experience the sensation of falling in love with your
partner on the side that is supposed to be casual, which, again, your body is designed to do when you
have sex with someone - this is natural - you then have to deal with the many downsides of
dopamine-fuelled NRE; unwanted persistent and obsessive thoughts about this person that make it
hard to focus on your day-to-day life and your legitimate partner, unwanted mate-guarding instincts
which you are impotent to do anything about to actually guard your mate, and, once again, when the
inevitable breakup happens, the horrible feelings of withdrawal which will ensue and the subsequent
depression, because breakups are unnatural.
Then of course there are also the practical concerns about communicable diseases (STDS such as
herpes and crabs, deadly respiratory ailments during pandemics, etc.) that naturally arise as risks
during any exchange of bodily fluids. Again, partner changing should be viewed as a necessary evil
in the face of incompatibility on the road to finding a permanent partner, and nothing more.
All of this is inconducive to stability, optimal productivity, or, I would argue, long-term happiness.
These feelings and sensations can be best described as drama.
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Those who promote nonmonogamy, why don't you just concede that you embrace and love to invite
drama into your life?
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Almost All Love Is Conditional, Those Who Display
Unconditional Love Are Rarely Respected
198 upvotes | September 6, 2021 | by redditaccount996 | Link | Reddit Link

I hear guys talk a lot about how women are loved just for being them, and that men are only loved for
what they can do, and that this somehow makes men the more moral sex.
I am not denying that men care less about certain things, but certainly our love has conditions.
Just as women may not want a man that has not accomplished anything, without ambition, without
success — men often do not want to date anyone they think is unattractive full stop. That is the
condition
Many fail to empathize with the experiences of unattractive women.
Even setting attractiveness aside, our love still has many conditions — that we have reasonable
access to sex, that our partner doesn’t cheat, if open that they tell us, if they cheat that they don’t do it
again, if they do it again not with a friend.
If one accepts all the previous, it is hard for them to gain respect. Any man that puts up with that
(loves unconditionally) would be labeled a beta male cuck simp (unattractive). Wouldn’t a women be
too? If a women is constantly getting cheating on disrespected, not taken care of, why should she stay
to prove her love?
I understand in sickness in health, and that people experience hard times, but every male and female
has a bare minimum entry point, and a ultimate breaking point. Those without one are rarely respect
and often used.
Just want to note that outside of the cheating thing both sexes have conditions, and this varies from
person to person. A car, a job, a degree, a house, sexual experience, a low n count, a good reputation,
no addictions, no stds, an aura of femininity, etc
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At least in the U.S., obesity is exacerbating all the other dating
and birthrate issues.....
198 upvotes | October 27, 2021 | by Urbantexasguy | Link | Reddit Link

The average American man is now 198 pounds and stands 5 feet 9 inches tall. He has a 40-inch waist,
and his body mass index is 29, at the high end of the “overweight” category.
The average American woman is now 5 feet 4 inches tall, and weighs 171 pounds, with a 39-inch
waist. Her B.M.I. is close to 30.
American men gained a whopping 32 lbs from 1960 to 2016. Women gained 31 during that time.
All that extra weight impacts both men and women. It greatly lowers testosterone, confidence, drive
and energy in men. A 40 inch waist or greater, is actually considered a major erectile dysfunction risk
factor in men, and that's now the AVERAGE waist size! Obesity also impacts energy, confidence,
body image and fertility in women.
If American men and women are finding each other a bit less attractive then they used to, one could
hardly blame them! If indeed women really consider 80% of men to be "below average", are we
talking about today's "average", or what "average" used to be? Obviously, it's not the only dating
issue affecting Americans today, but it's a big backdrop to everything else.
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/14/health/height-weight-americans-cdc.html
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Dual Mating Strategy: Why men need to be aware of TRP it's
teachings even if they don't agree with it.
198 upvotes | February 28, 2022 | by Raju1461 | Link | Reddit Link

I accidentally came across a post from 5 months ago and thought this is a good example of why men
need to understand and know TRP points even if they disagree.
You can read the post here. This post was made to both r/relationship_advice and r/relationships.
TLDR:

31M sees a photo of his GF (29F) when she was with a basketball
college player in a bikini. Says he is jealous that those got to
fuck her in her during her hot years and that guys like him are
given a chance only when they get older. And that she isn't as good
looking now as she was earlier.

The overwhelming majority of the comments focused solely on the comment about her looks, which I
agree was uncalled for and he should have either kept it to himself or phrased it better.
However, most of them didn't observe the Dual Mating Strategy which kinda seems obvious from the
post. Most of the comments simply called the guy insecure, NiceGuyTM, misogynistic incel, creep etc.
You can see some comments here. The rest were mostly those calling him asshole for being mean in
regards to her looks.
As can be seen, few of them straight up acknowledged the dual-mating strategy but in a way that
would appeal to blue-pill. Some commented about how this is Manosphere talk and how that is
insecure, misogynistic etc. Guys who acknowledged it as her settling for him were downvoted.
As it happens, the post was cross posted to PPD as well. However, the consensus here was
completely different.
Here's a few of those comments.
Most comments here pointed out that this is indeed dual mating strategy while a few stawmanned it
as "men being insecure she had a bf before".
Now obviously, we at PPD are more aware of TRP and it's claims compared to either of the above
subs. We could be right and might have guessed it correctly as Dual-Mating Strategy. Or we could be
the morons brainwashed by TRP.
As it turns out, we were indeed right. The same user posted an update where she had a talk with him.
The guy is indeed aware of the Dual-Mating strategy, has made his peace with it without any
defeatist attitudes towards it and in a series of questions, she basically admits she wouldn't have been
attracted to him earlier.

I told him if I knew his personality then sure but I wouldn’t have gone for him for him off
the bat. He then says that if I saw his profile on Tinder I would have swiped left and not
thought about it. I said sure if it was online just then, sure.

And like on a clockwork, both the subs completely flip on her, agree that she is settling for him and
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do call out her hypocrisy. Here are some responses to the update.
My Point of the post: If he wasn't aware of this dual-mating strategy, he may live happily for
sometime believing the girl he is with does truly want him. Someday, that belief will be shattered and
it would be devastating to the guy to know that he was just a Safety Net for her, a Plan B. Specially if
he truly loved her.
What would he do when that happens? Probably make a post on the other subs and get told that this is
his insecure, he is being immature and that her preferences have changed. I have seen enough such
posts there.
Knowing the strategy not only helped him make peace with it but avoid any kind of gaslighting by
her, the experts on the sub and anyone else. She literally had no counter.
Instead of becoming a resentful person, he just accepted the reality and is choosing to make the best
of it. She just wants to move on without bringing it up again. A win for both of them.
Most men would rather know that his wife settled for him than be deluded into thinking she was into
him only to find out later. Obviously, her not settling for him would be the best.
What are your thoughts on this?
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Your opinions: Men using their vulnerability as a sh*t test?
198 upvotes | January 18, 2022 | by No-Border680 | Link | Reddit Link

Anyone experienced or partaken in this phenomenon? What do you think about it? Is it good or bad?
Most women don't seem to believe that they have issues with male vulnerability, but when they're
confronted with it a lot of them cloak their feelings of disgust in terms like "trauma dumping" or
"emotional labor". It's like when racists perceive normal behavior by black people as threatening;
they can't see their own bias on the matter. With this in mind, it might be beneficial to weed out the
majority of women with these prejudices.
I've personally done this, shared something painful that broke from what's socially allowed for a man
to feel vulnerable about just to see how their reaction was like. I've set the bar pretty low, her
admitting her own bias is sometimes enough for me.
Like, who wants to be in a relationship with someone that you can't trust with your secrets?
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Overthinking
198 upvotes | October 16, 2020 | by bf_Lucius | Link | Reddit Link
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LOOKS MATTER BUT if you can’t find even one woman that
likes you for you then there’s something wrong with your
personality. You probably have a personality flaw or extremely
high standards (see 99.99% of incels)
198 upvotes | October 19, 2020 | by stepha2324 | Link | Reddit Link

Incels have shitty personalities and 99% of them aren’t even ugly. Most (actually all) of them just
need therapy and a shower.
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I’m not going to lie to incels
198 upvotes | January 4, 2021 | by Banned_BY_SOYMEN | Link | Reddit Link

Most people here are lying to you. A lot of guys here accidentally fell into relationships and didn’t
really have to try to get into one. Some dudes here are so oblivious to their pre-game status and
physical attractiveness, like the one guy saying he’s only a 6’4” Puerto Rican “but isn’t special”.
People here are gaslighting you into thinking it’s something incredibly easy and normal to come by,
and the truth is a lot of the times it’s just good timing and luck.
Let’s look at what an average guy who wants to get laid has to do.
Do 100 approaches —> get 10 numbers —> get 5 dates —> get 1-5 girl he can get back to his place
and still there is no guarantee of a bang or relationship.
1 out of 2000 girls on Tinder.
You factor in that incels are physically less attractive, socially stunted, and short — the turnover rates
are even worse.
People will tell you here you just need a social circle, but from my understanding, incels don’t even
have that, so you’re basically left with tinder and day game.
What I documented above takes insurmountable effort and resilience — most men will quit after 10
rejections. You factor in the fact that the average person can’t even keep themselves from becoming
overweight in their 20s — it’s a ridiculous expectation.
If we’re not allowed to shame people for being fat in today’s society, then we definitely shouldn’t be
shaming people for being incels (within reason of course, I am completely against those who promote
rape or violence).
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CMV: There is no one cohesive “sexual marketplace”, but
rather many different isolated “marketplaces” all of which
require different strategies
198 upvotes | March 3, 2020 | by kradient | Link | Reddit Link

Take for example the commonly repeated maxim that women love criminals. Now, imagine taking a
bunch of college-educated upper-middle-class yuppie white women living in Manhattan, and setting
them up on blind dates with gang leaders. Do you seriously think that all of the gang leaders are
getting laid at the end of the night? Do you think their face tattoos are going to swoon these yuppie
girls into bed? Maybe one or two would partake, but these would be the exception rather than the
rule.
But of course if you grew up in inner-city Detroit then all you see is women dating gang leaders and
criminals and wannabe rappers, and that becomes your worldview. Who the hell else is there to date
in those communities, who’s interesting and aspirational? And if you repeated my experiment above
with women who grew up in those communities, the gang leaders are all getting laid.
Or take for example the maxim that women care the most about muscles and build, and the bigger
you are, the more attractive you are, up to genetic limits. Now go to a party full of hip literary types
in Brooklyn and witness cute girls falling over emaciated hipster weirdos in stylish clothing. Many of
these guys even love Neutral Milk Hotel, for fuck’s sake — is there any man on this planet faggier
than Jeff Mangum? You aren’t going to AMOG them with your finely tuned frame, this is simply a
different world with different tastes and rules.
My point is that becoming generically appealing (lifting and frame) is certainly one way to go, and
not even a bad way. But every one of us lives in a world full of situational color, and generic broad-
strokes advice only captures the least interesting part of that. Instead of debating over what women
want, people would be better off debating what women in their target demographic want, how those
women view their own demographic, and how to bridge the gap — advice which vastly differs based
on who you are, where you live, and who you’re after.
This is why in an ideal world, everyone on this sub would have at least their age and their location in
their flair (and maybe even other characteristics like race, height, etc.) Dating in Sun Valley, Idaho is
a completely different world from dating in San Francisco, which in turn is a completely different
world from dating as a fresh-off-the-boat Indian immigrant in Manhattan, which again is different
from dating as an Indian-American in Berlin, etc. And of course when you get all of these diverse
people together, each of whom are living and dating in completely different (almost isolated) worlds,
no one is going to understand anyone else, and confusion rules over all. And we’re back to debating
over who should pay on the first date, ad nauseam, ad infinitum, a boot stamping on the human face
forever.
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People who think " if you didnt want us at my worse, you don't
dont deserve us at our best" should be avoided.
198 upvotes | May 4, 2020 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

The comment that made me bring this up:

Basically, " if you didnt want us at my worse, you don't dont deserve us at our best". When
they are in their 20s women are not there to grow with the men their own age. And as a
result when those men are in their 30s and 40s they won't be there for the women their own
age, as they were never there for them. You didn't help bake the pie, so you don't get any of
it.

Did we forget how much men hate women like that?
Why should I be around a shitty person just because they have "potential"?
"It's an investment!"
Investments are risky.
Didn't we all laugh at the women who tried to change their bad boy boyfriend into a Good Man? This
is no different.
So if you're a man-child who throws tantrums at the slightest problem and lives in his mama's
basement, I'm suppose to put up with you because YOU COULD become a stable productive person
in society?
While you mature and grow, you also OUTGROW PEOPLE. This can include your
girlfriend/boyfriend.
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Most average men would be happy with a healthy weight,
average looking women.
198 upvotes | December 16, 2022 | by TraditionUnable9770 | Link | Reddit Link

The truth is most average men would be happy to have a girlfriend who was also average and not
overweight. The problem is that women who are average and in shape (not fat) can EASILY have sex
with men outside of their league. In fact, girls like this usually are the most highly sexed and most
common on dating apps. I actually feel a touch sorry for women like this because they are attractive
enough that high value (good looking men) would have sex with them when horny but wouldn't date
them or commit to them (or only casually date them - ("situationship")). Most average men would be
happy to have a girlfriend like this, but girls like this usually date up and don't settle for less. When I
observe couples in person it seems most men are dating down and most women dating up. A
moderately attractive women is usually with a man who is above average height and looks. This is
why a lot of men and average men are frustrated.
Discuss.
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Modern women who want to be treated traditionally…
198 upvotes | February 16, 2023 | by Protomize | Link | Reddit Link

When dating, I’ve come across women who operate in a modern way (Career, Independent, Etc) but
expect to be treated traditionally during the dating phase and possibly even into the relationship
phase. For example the man plans and pays for the dates and/or expenses and bills essentially taking
on all of the financial risks.
Personally, I let women know up front the type of relationship I’m looking for and if they say they
want a modern relationship but expect me to pay for the dates and expenses, I’m out. I’ve finally
found a woman who agrees that since she wants a modern relationship, she should also alternate with
me on who pays for dates and split expenses and it’s a massive breath of fresh air.
What’s your experiences?
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If a woman has to recondition and force herself to find you
attractive the relationship is doomed from the start
198 upvotes | January 31, 2023 | by Cjaylyle | Link | Reddit Link

So let’s say a woman listens to every man on here who harps on about high standards, dating apps,
social media conditioning, etc etc- and she says to herself.
Okay, I need to try my best to change what I fundamentally find attractive (I don’t know WHY
they’d feel the need to do this) and she spends - realistically - YEARS at least “reconditioning”
herself and forcing her standards down and training what arouses her to be different….and she finds a
guy to be with she wouldn’t have found attractive prior….
….the relationship is still doomed. She’s put all this work in mentally and emotionally and gone
through a deep journey of introspection to BARELY manage to make herself attracted to the guy.
She’s gotten her perception of him just over the threshold.
Forgetting the fact that this guy hasn’t done any work himself, As he feels a woman SHOULD be
attracted to him anyway and that she should have literally put the work in to change her mindset and
find him attractive, then he’s still the same guy and there will be resentment there that this dude who
refuses to change and improve and become a more attractive and better partner has just sat there
waiting for his future partners attraction to him to ferment like a wine.
And he’s only barely over the line for her. And now because her standards are lower there’s MORE
competition, more guys who fit the bill and the other guys above her league who she was into before
are even more attractive.
I just don’t see how “women need to lower their standards, A 6/10 should be with a 6/10” is even an
idea that works in practice.
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Couples who split chores equally DON'T have less sex. The
previously posted study was based on outdated data.
198 upvotes | December 30, 2019 | by tiposk | Link | Reddit Link

Here's the abstract of the study by scientists from Cornell University published in the Journal of
Marriage and Family:

Although contemporary couples increasingly express preferences for egalitarian unions,
previous research has suggested that sexual intimacy decreases when routine housework is
shared. Yet this research was conducted on data that are decades old. To update this
work, the authors compared data from the 2006 Marital and Relationship Survey (MARS)
and Wave 2 of the National Survey of Families and Households (NSFH2), collected in
1992–1994. The results indicated change in the association between housework
arrangements and sexual intimacy across surveys. Although egalitarian arrangements
were associated with lower sexual frequency compared to conventional arrangements
in the NSFH2, no such difference was found in the MARS. In fact, reported sexual
frequency increased across surveys among egalitarian couples only. In addition, how
housework was arranged mattered more for sexual satisfaction among MARS couples than
NSFH2 couples. These changes appear to result from the increasing role of perceived equity
as a mechanism linking the division of housework to sex.

Although at this point MARS is decades old as well, it reflects a shift towards egalitarianism and
suggests that traditionalism isn't inherently more beneficial in this context.
Here's the link to the original thread posted a few days ago.
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Do you think the same thing as in Japan is gonna happen to the
entire world when western lifestyle/values/culture spreads
everywhere?
197 upvotes | June 25, 2022 | by SUS_pended | Link | Reddit Link

I think it is already happening in western countries. Japan was first to introduce "herbivore men" to
the world and now men all around the world are sharing their experience and it being similar to those
in Japan, though not that extreme, it's basically the same thing. I think we are headed to that direction.
Why? Just look at how difficult is dating for men. And how women would rather stay alone their
whole life then lower their standards a little bit. Most men will be left out and single for life.
The amount of men under 30 not having sex has nearly tripled in the past decade
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Sex tourism is only considered wrong when it is done by men
because most of society is so sexist it only ascribes agency to
men.
197 upvotes | December 12, 2022 | by kayos63 | Link | Reddit Link

The recent furore over Bald and Bankrupt, a gregarious guy who goes to all the most dangerous
places in the world, shows the real people living there and makes them relatable through him
openness, humor and ability to be instantly likeable and live with people as they live has once again
raised the spectre of sex tourism.
I live in an African country where almost all out sex tourists are middle aged western white women.
When 'Stella gets her groove back' by coming to Africa or going to Jamaica to fuck fit young men,
the sex tourist is often portrayed as the victim of cunning young local men who take advantage of the
western woman's need for love. Reverse the roles and it is creepy western men exploiting innocent,
poor Eastern European or south Asian young women.
The man is always the exploiter whether he is rich or poor and the woman is always the victim
however much money and power she has.
From this commonly held perspective (how often do you think of women in Kenya, Jamaica,
Zimbabwe etc when you hear 'sex tourist'?), women are children with no responsibility or agency.
Only men are adults and only men are responsible.
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Why shouldn’t women give up on dating if you guys act like a
25 year old is elderly?
197 upvotes | September 21, 2022 | by hungrychick404 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m a woman reading through posts on subreddits like these, and I don’t see how telling women that
their value will go down as they age is going to encourage them back onto the dating market. Some
creepy teacher who deleted his post a bit ago likes judging the attractiveness of his students (some of
which are minors)
If I want a long term relationship, I don’t want someone who is going to think I’m old and ugly at 25.
That is a ridiculously young age. Why would I want a partner who is going to be checking out
younger women? I am not yet 25, but the idea of being someone who will stop finding me attractive
in a few years sounds unappealing and I’d rather stay single. How is saying stuff like this helping
women be more encouraged to date y’all?
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Is it just me or do women nowadays have so many dating
options that it makes it hard to be their first hand choice?
197 upvotes | February 6, 2022 | by Sea-Match3097 | Link | Reddit Link

It feels like I can raise attraction and have a good relationship, but I know that it probably isn't that
special to her and that she probably not only texts me or has me but also other guys. Thus, she acts
like I am special with me but then at the end of the day there are other guys she does the same thing
to.
And I will never be special.
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"Try harder/Do more" comes from a Just-World Fallacy
197 upvotes | October 15, 2021 | by TheBookOfSeil | Link | Reddit Link

Perhaps the most pervasive of thinking is the "just try harder, brih" mentality when giving dating
advice to people who are struggling - and typically given by people who think that their own efforts
were the cause for their own success. "Just go outside and talk to people. Then ask people if they
want to go out on a date. It's easy, bro." Yes, that may have worked for those people, but may not be
so easy for others. "Well then you just have to get good at it like I am, even though I didn't really
have to do much."

The Illogicity of "more is better."

Another common issue is brushing off people's efforts and accusing them of not trying hard enough.
"Did you do X? Oh, you did? And that didn't work? Hmmm... well that worked for me and for my
other friends. You must not have tried hard enough or fucked up somehow."
The logic here is that doing more will help someone succeed, but that isn't really true. It's about as
true as thinking that putting on more makeup or muscle will make a person more attractive. There
comes a point in the process where effort spent has diminishing returns, and can even work against
them.
"Just jump through more hoops, my guy."
"Just go outside more, dude. Better yet, just live outside in the downtown area. Sleep on the sidewalk
like a homeless person. That way you'll always be out and that will increase your chance of success."
"Just improve your social skills, man. Develop mindreading powers so you can amaze people by
knowing what they're going to say before they say it with the perfect response."

If all of this sounds ridiculous, that's because it is, and that's sort of what people are telling others to
do when they give dating advice to strangers.
The harsh truth in life is that it, of course, isn't fair, and no amount of work is going to guarantee
anyone any success. Some people are handed everything in life without doing much actual work, and
some people never succeed despite doing everything they can, even working themselves to death.
This is obviously a lie perpetuated by people who don't know what exactly it was that they did, but
they're just successful, and believe that their own efforts are what got them to where they are, and
also people who stand to benefit in some way by others doing more without any actual need to do
more.
There's a good speech made by Arnold Schwarzenegger called "The Myth of the Self-Made Man,"
which is essentially him saying that there's no such thing as a self-made man, because the rest of the
world contributes to everyone's success in ways that they may not be aware of, and their pure effort
isn't what brought them their success alone. That applies to everyone.
So I don't get why everyone responds to people who are having dating troubles with the myth of the
self-made man, in where they're fully and totally responsible for their own success or failure, and that
they just need to keep trying harder to succeed, because it doesn't work that way.
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Why do we as a society continue to engage in hook up culture
and the degeneracy that comes with it, when it leaves most
people so empty inside?
197 upvotes | February 20, 2022 | by KillaKyleKlan | Link | Reddit Link

So I've hooked up with girls in my life, I am a RP kinda guy. But I've come to the realization that
these hook ups aren't really making me feel alive, but empty. You're drunk, you see some random girl
in a bar, you approach, say whatever, take her home, have sex. Wake up in the morning, don't
remember a thing and then go home. What a waste of time, all I got was a nut. Shouldn't there be
something else?
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You should pay for what you order when going on a first date
197 upvotes | March 8, 2022 | by DrinkItInMan11 | Link | Reddit Link

Let's just out it this way, if you expect your date to pay for your meal or whatever you're doing on the
first date, then you are inherently low value as a human when it comes to being a potential partner.
You can choose to be ignorant and spout bullshit like "My time is valuable and if they're interested in
me they'll pay for it and earn it.", but the simple reality is that you aren't that special, your time isn't
any more valuable than someone else's, sure sometimes being selfish can be a good thing, you have to
look out for yourself right?
This obviously happens mostly with women expecting men to pay for them but I guess invert rare
circumstances men can expect women to pay for them. I look at it like this, are you a grown adult?
Do you have a job? Make your own money? Can you take care of yourself? If so then you should
have no issue paying for your own stuff, the guy isn't less valuable just because he won't pay for your
shit, if anything he's smart, because he doesn't end up simping and fucking himself over. And if you
expect him to pay there's always other girls out there happy to go 50/50, which is ultimately a better
deal for men, and really a better deal for everyone, because everybody takes care of their own shit.
Don't be an idiot, split the bill and shut the fuck up.
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The average woman is more attractive than the average man,
but NOT because she’s actually more attractive
197 upvotes | May 31, 2021 | by rivetcitymayor | Link | Reddit Link

One thing that’s consistently said here is how the average woman is more attractive than the average
man because they have been taught to care for their appearance from a young age whereas men have
not, that is complete B.S
No matter how much work the average man puts into his appearance, he will always be less attractive
than the average woman because that’s how dating works, women are in demand and men are not.
Hell a guy can be a 8 or 9 and still have less abundance than a 6 woman solely because she is a
woman.
So to blame the average man lack of success in dating on his lack of effort in his Appearance is
moronic and completely ignores how nature works
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Men would hate it if women had a male sexuality.
197 upvotes | January 21, 2021 | by _pineapplylemon | Link | Reddit Link

Ok, you caught me; I exaggerated a bit in the title. With the undoubtedly big pro of "But women
would fuck us", hate is a pretty strong word. However, men wouldn't like it nearly as much as they
claim they would. I'd even go as far as to say that if it somehow happened, they'd wish for things to
go back to how they were.
Men (at least men here) say with confidence that female sexuality is the bane of sex/dating. Every
issue imaginable comes down to big bad hypergamy. If only women had a sexuality more like men's,
everyone would be happy and skipping. No more need for trp, no more needing to change/improve,
no more celibacy..
While those are valid points from the male perspective, I believe that men are ignoring some equally
valid things:

N count.1.

This doesn't even need to be explained, but I'll explain it regardless. Men (here) seem to unanimously
agree on one thing: high n count nasty. But.. what do you think would happen if women had men's
indiscriminate sexual attraction? Their unreluctance? You think they'd "save themselves" despite
desperately wanting to bone every man with elbows? Men routinely admit that they'd fuck an endless
amount of women if women were willing. Why would women be any different with willing men?

The male ego1.

Before you type it out, I already know. "Well, high n count wouldn't be as much as an issue if I'm one
of the n's!" Sure, but let's not pretend like the male ego doesn't partly depend on being "chosen" by a
woman. Let's face it; men like to feel like "the man" and hypergamy/selectivity does that for them in
spades. If women would fuck any man, what do men have to brag about? How would that make them
feel good about themselves sexually? Men here always say some form of "A woman desiring your
seed is the ultimate validation of your manhood". If she desires damn near every seed.. then what?

Cheating1.

Yet another "this doesn't need to be explained but here goes." If you read on this sub for long enough,
you'll realize that men are positively traumatized by the mere idea of being cheated on by a woman.
Cuckoldry and whatnot. You don't think the chances of this happening will quadruple when the
woman wants 90% of the men she sees inside of her? Sure, values, but men will happily admit that
cheating is male nature. And if women have male nature...


Do you really want to live in a world where everyone is fucking all day, every hour, every few1.
minutes?


Put your dick aside for a second. Do you really?
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Edit: Lol at dudes going from calling high-n girls gutter trash/cumdumps to suddenly praising them
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Traditional Masculinity isn't for everyone
197 upvotes | February 14, 2021 | by energeticallyyours | Link | Reddit Link

There are many men laboring under a paradox. Many men on PPD are themselves not traditionally
masculine but they want a woman who is traditionally feminine and who will treat them as if they are
traditionally masculine even though they aren't.
Why tho? I mean, do you even realize that the foundational concept of traditional masculinity is
PROVIDING. The overwhelming majority of men simply do not earn enough to provide for a
woman, and I am not saying this to make anyone feel bad, but really, median wages are simply not
high enough for me to believe that men can provide for women.
Also, women overwhelmingly work and provide income. Many educated women out-earn men.
How on earth can you require a woman who works, pays the bills and half the rent to be submissive
to you. That is not the right approach, if you dream of being dominant and masculine ask yourself:
What will you do to compensate for the fact that you do not provide adequately for women anymore?
Again: I do not want to make feel people feel bad, because I am out here earning money on my own,
and it's hard!!
Not a headscratcher as to why they're failing with this mentality/strategy. But they seem to be
genuinely unaware of this: Your mentality has needs to catch up to reality.
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Women are the "wild" gender now
197 upvotes | August 3, 2021 | by SnooSeagull | Link | Reddit Link

Society has always perceived men as more wild than women, but isn't that changing for the new
generations? Women have a higher number of sex partners, they're less likely to be virgins, they're
more likely to be alcoholics, they have higher number of STDs, they're into more extreme fetishes. In
the meanwhile young men play videogames and watch big boobs porn.
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Here are my dating hot takes. What are yours?
197 upvotes | March 30, 2023 | by DarenWoods30 | Link | Reddit Link

These are my hot takes from using Hinge and Bumble for 2 years. I also have both male and female
friends who also date using the apps.
1) Overweight women have an easy time getting uncommitted casual sex from dating apps, but
struggle greatly finding a relationship. In other words, a lot of guys are okay with having sex with an
overweight woman, they just don't want their friends and family to know about it.
2) Men and women view dating from 2 different perspectives. Guys typically look at it as having a
skillset: logistically planning romantic dates, reading signals, making moves and escalating. Women
don't seem to look at it as something mechanical like that (at least not as much).
3) What hurts so bad about being friendzoned after a few dates is you two may have been objectively
a very good match. She initially liked you and you had amazing convo chemistry. You just sucked at
making moves and driving it in a sexual direction is all, and you blew your chance.
4) I think a lot of men are totally okay with waiting to have sex and taking things slow with intimacy,
but we feel pressured on dates to make moves because we're terrified of being friendzoned. On a 2nd
date, I'm literally thinking "you better kiss her goodbye extremely well or she's just going to go back
to her other 300 matches." Pressures on. Usually if I'm entering 4 date territory, I start worrying I'm
going to lose her if sex doesn't happen very soon. I know that sounds dumb, but it's what it definitely
feels like.
5) If you date a lot, it truly starts feeling extremely disingenuous. Same date spots, same stories, same
photos I show on my phone and even the same timing. But if I just totally wing it, I get much worse
results I've noticed. It's like I have to stick to what works or else things have a less likely chance of
progressing.
6) Some men would have been an excellent boyfriend, they just sucked at dating was all. Kind of like
someone may have been an amazing employee, but just sucked during the initial interview process.
7) An average guy can get dates from online dating if he puts in the effort to have a very good profile.
8) Men take breakups worse than women do.
9) Getting ghosted and getting a cliche easy let down both leave me equally as confused. It's not like I
have real closure either way.
What are your hot takes?
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Is it pointless to argue with women about male dating
struggles? Why or why not?
197 upvotes | June 9, 2022 | by MickIsBlue | Link | Reddit Link

A common thing hear I have seen for a while is when we both(admit) don't take each other seriously
when it comes to our pitfalls with dating.
But since it's men primarily the ones on here who complain and apparently there's a crap ton of
women here for entertainment purposes (to look at these losers rage satisfaction). Have you noticed
the overwhelming since of dismissal to most male dating problems as a whole. While acknowledging
at best that sex is only most males primary issue?
If a guy complains about not being able to have sex...well there's a disconnect. The women usually
come in droves to ask why do you only want her for her body, if you want a hole just call a hooker,
why do you think sex is such a big deal?
But how do you expect a guy to act when it's something he can't get easily?
Or when a guy complains that he can't get results from women. And he's tired of the chase. Only to
be met with comments like ..." The fact that you think you can get women like she's an object is your
problem right there"
I mean it seems incredibly annoying and futile to have to defend yourself every single post to tell
women that hey I might not have as much dating success as I want but that doesn't make me a
misogynist. But apparently that's the only thing we are.
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The people saying "your league is who you can attract" forget
they're giving this reply to men who can barley attract any
women at all
197 upvotes | February 24, 2023 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

Women here like to give out this advice, assuming that the discrepancy between single men and
women is due to the average schlubb shooting way above his league, ignoring women on his level.
"Sticking" to ones league simply means that the unattractive nerd fantasizing about the popular
cheerleader should realize the shy buck toothed shy girl is his 'realistic' match and he should give her
a chance instead of chasing the Stacy.
But in actuality the nerdy butter face girl only needs a thicc butt to become the material of one night
stands for the Jock, making her ignore the scrawny guy.
I know this is true, because whenever I post a somewhat well proportioned-yet-clinically-obese
woman with a decent face and housands of follower-simps female posters remind me that neither
chubby or skinny men are in her league. But football jocks with rippling muscles.
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If short women were treated like short men, would it be seen as
a more serious social issue?
197 upvotes | June 17, 2020 | by ConsistentReply5 | Link | Reddit Link

I understand that women are attracted to tall men, and the science behind this makes sense, since they
want their children to have the good tall genes. However, women contribute to half of those genes as
well, so why is it that men aren't attracted to tall women as much as women are attracted to tall men?
You'll see women from 4'11 to 5'3 saying the most rude things about men under 6'0, but you never
see the same thing from men. Yes, I know that men retaliate by saying the same thing about weight,
but losing weight is not that difficult (coming from someone that lost weight). If men treated short
women the way short men are treated, there would be outrage.
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The fact that men care about n-count at all shows that men are
instinctively repulsed by committing mongamously to non-
virgins; if they weren't, there would be no discussion about
"what degree of past sexual activity" is tolerable. It would just
be "past is past"
196 upvotes | July 17, 2020 | by committeeless | Link | Reddit Link

Whenever n-count comes up, the talk always turns to "how many is acceptable"?
5? 10? 20? Less than triple digits?
So the guy will hem and haw and tap his foot and then spit out some kind of number.
Of course, this number has no apparent anchor or basis in reality. How could it? Clearly, if any
number is offered in response, the number is being weighed downward by something. Otherwise, the
guy would've just said "number doesn't matter". What's bringing the acceptable number down from
♾?
Quite simply, that "something" is the fact that men instinctively desire to monogamously commit to
virgins, and are repulsed by committing to non-virgins.
The rest is just the delicate deceptive (even self-deceptive) dance of communication/cognition/living
in a society/living in this society, and negotiating between those factors and the instinctive repulsion
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Do you think it's a misconception that men want sex, women
want relationships?
196 upvotes | July 30, 2020 | by BumblingBeta | Link | Reddit Link

I see it all the time on this sub (and also elsewhere) that women are only having sex because they
want the man to commit to them. They might enjoy sex a bit, but they are primarily doing it because
they want a relationship. Whereas men are men, they just want sex all the time.
I feel like this a misconception and actually plenty of women just want to fuck or have short term
relationships that are largely physical, moving onto a different man when they get bored. Equally
many men are sensitive people and don't want just sex. They enjoy the intimate company of women
and a woman to talk to and be there for them, not just as a receptacle for their sausage.
What do you reckon? Do you think this is a misconception or do you actually think it's largely
accurate?
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"Predator" is a becoming a meaningless buzzword here
196 upvotes | January 27, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

actual definition of (sexual) predator ;

"a person who has committed a sexually violent offense and especially one who is likely to
commit more sexual offenses. " Webster

reddits use of "sexual predator":

an older dude dating a younger woman (of legal age)
that ex that used to lovebomb you
the awkward pua guy using memorized pick up lines
cold approaching women is "lewd and predatory"
befriend them first means having "predatory ulterior motives"

This comes from a culture that normalized causal sex and gave us Tinder, mind you, yet acts
surprised that there will be men out there looking for women to score with.
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Men are upset about being "boyfriend material" because it
offers the same amount of validation that seeing a prostitute
does
196 upvotes | January 24, 2022 | by BlackberryUnfair6930 | Link | Reddit Link

I keep seeing posts here this week about the "fucktoy for a night" vs "boyfriend material" debate,
with men saying why it bothers them vs women trying to argue it's no big deal. I will end this debate
now. It bothers men because it establishes manipulation and lies as the foundation of the relationship;
it establishes that she fully views sex with you as entirely transactional and that she does not actually
desire you. Women claim "Oh wow, men are really upset she chose to be in a relationship with you
and fuck you multiple times, what fools!" They are ignoring the caveats. What she has established is
that sex for you has absolutely nothing to do with desire for you, she doesn't actually want you, sex is
bound up in the money you spend on her, you acting as her personal therapist, you being her only
friend, her feelings of obligation as part of your "relationship". It is like a concealed form of
prostitution where you offer more than just money, but are also doing emotional labor for the
prostitute. See, men are not naive, we are not fools. We know that when women claim that they woild
not date those men they quickly fuck, they are telling a bold faced lie. Men recognize their girlfriend
is lying to them, does not actually "love them" or desire them, and in truth, would have loved to have
those Chads they fucked as their boyfriends if they believed those men could actually commit. Men
are not insecure, they know their girlfriend would cheat on them in an instant if the guy they claimed
was "just" a one-night stand either offered a relationship or even just another night of sex.
It is an insult, and it is a punishment, sex is a reward not because of the physical act that any loveless
hooker could give, but because it signifies actual desire and shows that she never actually desired
you. If a man has a gf that made him wait for months after sleeping with Chads in a day or a week, he
would be childishly naive not to suspect her motives and what actions she may take discretely.
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I'm donating this meme to all the FDS members here since you
aren't very good at making them, yourselves.
196 upvotes | January 2, 2022 | by Scrimmy_Bingus2 | Link | Reddit Link
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Never forget the Incel meetup vs the IncelTears meetup �
TFW even incels have an objectively higher genetic worth than
the rainbow-haired, landwhale, post-wall feminist autists of
r/IncelTears. (swipe to see images)
196 upvotes | October 18, 2020 | by Almond_Master | Link | Reddit Link
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Do y’all like women?
196 upvotes | September 5, 2020 | by peachsphinx | Link | Reddit Link

I’m not asking if you’re sexually attracted to women, I’m asking if you like women on a personal or
romantic level in a meaningful way. There seems to be a bit of resentment for women in some spaces
on here and a lot of times it’s not explained, they just say things about women all being
identical/bitchy/superficial.
Generally, how do you feel about women? Can you enjoy them intellectually? Do you feel like
you’re able to engage with them on a meaningful level? I don’t think a debate on this topic is super
productive, since general feelings towards a group aren’t really arguable and it is what it is.
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You cannot blame men (fully) for being very cynical about
women these days.
196 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by Vegetable-Rub3418 | Link | Reddit Link

Bitterness is one of the biggest problems between men specifically when it comes to women. Alot of
men at least on this space are not very trusting if women, see them as others, and don't really like to
get involved with them as much as they previously did.
And can you blame them? As a guy. You are the risk taker. You are the one who has to be the leader.
Even though we know as humans that just because we might have a pair of balls between our legs
that we can admit to ourselves that we don't always qualify for a leader.
Imagine how the guy who's next in command feels when the captain dies? He's all of a sudden taken
the responsibility of something he didn't really train all that well for and that he's less equipped to
handle. And the guys below are looking up to him for guidance.
When guys are bitter about dating and women it's more so a 6ft deep hole they are trying to get out
of. Because they have to go out of their way to try to understand, befriend, or date someone who has
probably shunned them or rejected them in the pass.
Forget guys for a second. People in general don't like sticking their neck out on the line. Especially
when they know it has a high chance of getting chopped. But as a man he has to do this constantly.
And if he complains then he's a loser and no is listening .
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There is no such thing as 'winning over a girl'. She either likes
you or doesn't.
196 upvotes | November 14, 2022 | by SerbianMonies | Link | Reddit Link

I believe there's no such as winning over a girl. If you meet a girl and find yourself working to get her
attention, you should just move on to somebody else because if a person actually likes they would
show it in some way (e.g. smiling, blushing, by coming up with all sorts of excuses to be near you,
etc).
I think this naturally leads to the conclusion that if you have to approach and "do work" to make
things happen, then you're wasting your time since we already know that a girl first has to show signs
of interest before you're able to do anything.
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When a person claim "Personality doesn't affect attraction",
it's projection. That person doesn't value people's individual
personalities.
196 upvotes | April 22, 2021 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

I've noticed people who never factor personality into someone's dating success (or lack there of) have
common traits:

They think gender is a personality. To them, all men think alike and all women think alike.1.
People never differ in terms of personality, interests, hobbies, actions, culture, values, socio-
economics, age, and experiences. To them, the only three personalities that exist are Male,
Female, and "Undeserving assholes/bitches"
Constantly surrounds themselves with terrible people. It's so bad that they don't believe sane2.
pleasant people of the opposite gender exist.

With Guys, it's noticing that every girl he complains about looks like she has an Only1.
Fans and spends all her time putting filters on her selfies.
With Girls, it's noticing all her exes and/or her friend's exes are fuckboys, deadbeat dads,2.
and/or violent felons.

Shallowness. This is probably why #2 occurs. If everyone you know is an awful person,3.
chances are you're an awful person too.
Treat dating like prostitution.4.

For example.

Otherwise, I don't understand how someone can think personality can't help or hurt someone's
chances in love/dating when it happens all the time. People fall in love after realizing how compatible
they are and people fall out of love (or a crush) when that object of affection does something shitty.
"But you need good looks to get through the front door!"
No, you need a bare minimum level of attraction. A person's bare minimum is person-dependent.
Some people can take anything over a 3. Some people won't go lower than 7.
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You get who you can get. Not who you deserve or are entitled
to. Who you can get IS your "smv"
195 upvotes | March 23, 2022 | by Illustrious_Age9208 | Link | Reddit Link

This applies to men and women.
Some of us will end up alone.
Deserve and worth and your "lEaGue" have NOTHING to do with anything.
Your SMV is determined PURELY by who you can get.
It's really that simple.
"I'm easily a 7 out of 10 guy but all these 6's won't give me the time of day."
Firstly, the numbers rating system is a joke. Secondly, if you can't get the time of day from girls you
THINK you're on the same "level" as, then you're clearly not on that "level" are you.
The only people who decide your SMV are the people you're trying to date and fuck. Not your pals,
not your mother, not some face app. Its literally determined by who chooses to be with you or fuck
you.
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If women don’t prefer abusive men, why are they more lenient
with them than shy/introverted men?
195 upvotes | September 22, 2021 | by aquamanouttawater | Link | Reddit Link

Obviously they don’t actually like abusive behavior. But there is no denying every man has met a
woman who picks abusive men and makes excuses for their behavior. When these same women give
a chance to the less exciting option, they’re usually ready to leave at the first inconvenience or make
a bigger deal about his beta/timid qualities than the abusive qualities she was willing to put up with.
Why do you think this is so common, yet denied so heavily by most women?
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Do beautiful women realize they get the VIP treatment nearly
everywhere they go or do they naively believe this is just how
the world works for everyone?
195 upvotes | July 12, 2020 | by Archibald_Andino | Link | Reddit Link

I was reading in another sub about how many think the Entitled Karen meme originated from post-
wall, middle aged women who are unable to grasp that everyone won’t grovel to them like they did
when they were younger.
This seems to connect the dots?
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I always wondered why women move on so quickly. I think the
answer is simply OPTIONS
195 upvotes | August 1, 2020 | by Psyyko | Link | Reddit Link

Women have the incredibly ability to go from 80 to 8 in a blink of an eye. One day she is super
interested in you, the other day she doesn't even talk to you. One day you mean everything to her, the
other day you mean exactly zero. And to get their interest back is close to impossible. Men often go
back. They're willing to give second chances. They're still capable of wanting to be with women that
they haven't been with for a long time. Women not so much. It's like they completely erase you from
their existence.
Now, i've seen all sorts of evolutionary theories trying to explain this, but i really don't buy any of
them. I think it's all BS. It all comes down to one simple thing: OPTIONS. They have countless
options. Fun never ends to them. You will probably suffer alone once she no longer cares about you,
and if you want another booty, you might have to work hard for it. She won't need to do anything.
She knows dumping you won't stop her from having any of her needs fulfilled.
The reason i know this is the exact reason is because, the more options i have, the closer to women i
act. OPTIONS is the most powerful weapon you can have at your disposal. It's a powerful anti-stress
and anti-depression. When you have options, suddenly things seem to matter a lot less. The girl
stopped responding? Ok, so what? I have 5 more hot girls that are still responding. I'm not even
gonna think too much about that one girl because i have my mind occupied with other temptations,
just like women usually always have their minds occupied with other temptations. She dumped me?
Ok, so what? It's not like i'm gonna be forever alone now. Nobody is that special. She dumped me, i
got another one. My mind is occupied with the new one, so don't stress about the old one. I don't beg
for her to forgive me. I don't send her sms years after telling her i still think about her, like i've seen
so many guys doing, but rarely any girls. I just move on. Sending sentimental messages to women
who barely remember you. That's the ultimate indication of lack of options.
The moments where i really feel more emotional and attached to a girl are simply the moments where
i don't have that many options available. That's when i hate them for moving on so quickly. That's
when i might try to get them back, or write them needy messages about how much i miss our time
together. All that shit disappears once you have a good amount of options. The thing is: most men
don't, so this creates the illusion that men are a lot more romantic and attached. I don't think they are.
They just don't have the privilege of having nonstop sexual and romantic opportunities.
Working towards having options makes life better in every single aspect. It's an amazing shield
against people's ability to hurt you and control your feelings.
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What is causing the rise in virginity amongst men? Is it too late
for these men to reenter society after becoming a 30+ year old
hermit outcast?
195 upvotes | July 12, 2022 | by EndOfTheToad | Link | Reddit Link

The working conditions, mixed with poor testing results, are driving a gap between women and men.
Men are doing worse, having more mental health issues, barely graduating highschool, not
completing high education and now are earning less than women.
Women (at least American ones) tend to want the best men and so only 20% of the population is even
"somewhat attractive." With instagram and social status being a huge driving force behind attraction.
As the demands increase and even below average women are starting to want above average men, the
below average men and average men are getting pushed out. Some live with their parents for way too
long. Others just stick to a basic job that's "good enough" with no signs of climbing the ladder into
hell.
This means, in general, that men are less attractive and generally will remain a virgin for a very long
time.
What in your opinion is causing the rise of male virginity?
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Ladies, what is the biggest thing that the men on this sub get
wrong about women?
195 upvotes | July 13, 2022 | by Urbantexasguy | Link | Reddit Link

As a guy who has hung around this sub for about 2 years now, I've read a lot of strange theories,
conclusions and proposed solutions from the men here. Ladies, if you had to pick one area, where the
men here just completely fail to understand women, where they are TOTALLY off base about how
the opposite sex thinks, feels and operates.....what would that one area be?
To put it another way, if you could tell the men here just one thing about women, and REALLY make
it stick in their minds, what would you say???
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CMV: The fact that Red Pillers still want their daughters to be
educated girlbosses is hypocritical
195 upvotes | April 11, 2023 | by Novel-Tip-7570 | Link | Reddit Link

Take Rollo Tomassi or any Red Piller with a daughter. They all send their daughters to school and
college.
Rollo Tomassi has 5 hours show where he says that women should trust men to bring home the
dough instead of chasing careers.. Yet he sent his daughter to college as he admits in this interview.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lz-C7-EMiY4&t=799s
This proves that deep down they know that being 100% dependent on a man is a real risk for women.
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Even "gender equality-supportive" women tend to prefer
"benevolently sexist" men despite them being perceived as
"patronizing" and "undermining"
194 upvotes | November 11, 2020 | by RSDevotion1 | Link | Reddit Link

Abstract:

Benevolent sexism (BS) has detrimental effects on women, yet women prefer men with BS
attitudes over those without. The predominant explanation for this paradox is that women
respond to the superficially positive appearance of BS without being aware of its subtly
harmful effects. We propose an alternative explanation drawn from evolutionary and
sociocultural theories on mate preferences: Women find BS men attractive because BS
attitudes and behaviors signal that a man is willing to invest. Five studies showed that
women prefer men with BS attitudes (Studies 1a, 1b, and 3) and behaviors (Studies 2a and
2b), especially in mating contexts, because BS mates are perceived as willing to invest
(protect, provide, and commit). Women preferred BS men despite also perceiving them
as patronizing and undermining. These findings extend understanding of women’s
motives for endorsing BS and suggest that women prefer BS men despite having awareness
of the harmful consequences.

Essentially, this study asked women to identify a preference for two different types of male vignettes
in the context of intersexual relationships and dating.
The first type of man exhibited a traditionalist, yet "benevolent," mindset toward women;
"pedestalizing" women for their "purity" and "superior moral sensibility."
The second type of man (control) exhibited a purely egalitarian mindset toward women. In other
words, he views both sexes completely neutrally in terms of society and sexual dynamics.
It was found that all types of women (even those with "gender equality" expectations of
egalitarianism between the sexes) preferred the first type of men in terms of mate selection.

Drawing on evolutionary and sociocultural perspectives on human mate preferences, we
offered a novel explanation for why women prefer BS men, despite its potentially harmful
effects. Specifically, we proposed that attitudes and behaviors typically defined as BS reflect
women’s preferences for mates who are willing to invest by being protective, providing, and
committed. This benevolence as a mate-preference hypothesis suggests that women may prefer
BS men, despite knowing that they can be undermining, because the desirable aspects of a
man’s benevolent attitudes and behaviors outweigh the potential downsides.
The harmful effects of a mate’s BS attitudes are more salient for women who strongly support
gender equality, but even for them, the appeal of a mate who shows willingness to invest
outweighs the perceived negative effects of BS attitudes.
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Benevolent Men Despite Recognizing That They Can Be Undermining?
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0146167218781000
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Men don't actually want or like when women are honest about
their preferences.
194 upvotes | March 28, 2020 | by kandyapplez | Link | Reddit Link

No matter how much they claim they want honesty or "harsh truths", I think men have a kneejerk
negative reaction to women just being like "fine, here's the truth"
Most women are conditioned to be socially polite to some degree, and men grow up having this
expectation of women because social politeness is positively correlated to femininity. Women who
buck this come off as inherently evil
Even on here I've found that being as 100% unfiltered and honest as I can possibly be, people get
reallly mad. Even when its saying something pretty milquetoast imo (like that short men are
unattractive), its like men see a woman asserting something and feel the need to challenge her and be
angry with her.
I feel like men like to intuit women's preferences but don't want women to actually confirm them
Even if they don't disagree with what she's saying, its like seeing her say it makes them angry so they
just argue with her anyway??
Another weird thing I've found (online especially) is that guys will insist they want you to be honest
about preferences, and then when you do it they do this weird thing where they're like "fine I guess
I'll just kill myself" which like ??? I did not opt into a therapy session or your weird little public
shaming kink. and you wonder why women opt out of full honesty lol.
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This sub is toxic for women (as well as men)
194 upvotes | July 9, 2022 | by anon018274031 | Link | Reddit Link

Women here who follows this sub. Since being on here I’ve had whatever faith I had in men
absolutely decimated.
I used to want to find a man, to date and hopefully find a long term partner. Now I can’t get past the
idea they are just playing games.
Recently met a guy in the real world, I am long past the point of bothering to look so it was a
completely shock when I clicked with him. And then I gradually mentally talked myself out of it
because of the stupid shit I read here. How him actually being kind and considerate must be some sort
of ‘play’. How he doesn’t actually find me attractive he is just playing a numbers game.
Just wanted to see if anyone else (man or woman) has experienced this? How do you keep on dating
after reading these posts?
Edit: for all the people that are wondering how I don’t see this is all a niche, it’s because a big
number of the men I’ve known in my adult life are like this. I’ve had to break so many friendships
with men because I’ve seen how they talk about, treat, game and trick other women. I have had very
very few positive male friendships, and even then I’m now paranoid about those.
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Age gap relationships are generally shamed by bitter older
women
194 upvotes | December 2, 2022 | by Maleficent-Paint-343 | Link | Reddit Link

The whole notion of "power dynamics" and "manipulative partner" is mainly coming from women
that are past their peak of attractiveness. Their driving force to serve those age gap couples "right" is
coming from their own insecurity and jealousy.
At the age of 18 (which is the age of consent in most countries) both men and women can:
- sign up to military and fight in wars around the globe
- do drugs in legal environments and arguably will have easier time doing drugs obtained from illegal
environments as they can move away from parents
- drink alcohol, large quantities and whatnot
- get body piercings and tattoos all over their bodies
- get a transgender surgery (don't care if you do, but some people do regret it afterwards as with
anything else)
- get into a whole lot of debt and legal trouble
Among many other things, which can all have devastating effect on their lives. Some of these choices
have consequences that are practically irreversible. To say that a woman or a man for the matter is
not "mature" enough to make the decision to date an older person at age of 18/early 20s is practically
saying they're still not an adult, which according to the law, they are.
And let's be honest, most age gap couples are the case of the man being older according to the
statistics. If a woman feels she is manipulated by the man, she can leave. If she feels pressured by the
power dynamics, she can leave. She is a grown adult that made the decision to date another human
being and does not need other women to shame her partner for dating her.
To end this I'd like to bring your attention to an interesting study here that explores human brain
development differences between genders. It suggests that women tend to mature faster than men in
the early ages, which I have found to be true in my anecdotal experience. Unfortunately, there hasn't
been enough studies on this. Regarldless of whether is is 100% true or not people should stop sticking
their nose out in people's affairs and let people rule out what's right and wrong for them on their own.
EDIT: I generally agree that an 18 & 19 year old is not the optimal age for age gap relationships BUT
by the time they are in their early twenties they are more than capable of making adult choices
without the need for being shamed for it.
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Good looking men are more confident than their counterparts
as a result of positive re-enforcement
194 upvotes | September 23, 2022 | by Libah05 | Link | Reddit Link

The notion of getting rejected isn’t inherently bad since it all depends on how you get rejected. When
you are incredibly ugly you get rejected in a different manner than when you are incredibly good
looking. As an ugly man if you play the numbers game and approach women in a sociable setting
(bar, club, pub etc.) then the likelihood of a woman giving you a positive experience while she rejects
you to be significantly lower probability than if you were good looking.
If you were attractive she might flirt back with you, smile, give big puppy eyes etc, when she turns
you down, contrary to if you were ugly. She would essentially give you a positive feedback loop
since she would be “honoured” that you showed attraction towards her and actively pursued her even
though she had a partner. In a sense you could say it boosted her self-esteem and slightly stroked her
ego.
Now imagine the same scenario with an ugly guy. The woman in question wouldn’t flirt back, smile,
give big puppy eyes etc. Contrary to that she would avoid eye contact, be uneasy in her mannerisms
and short and abrupt in her answer, which creates a negative feedback loop when a lot of the women
the ugly guy approaches gives off these same social cues. You could in a sense say it hurts her self-
esteem that an ugly guy even has the balls to express his interest and it would most definitely also
negatively affect her ego.
Now imagine you consistently get the experiences of the second guy; how could you possibly stay
confident in yourself? For some they would be able to, but for the vast majority it’s a lost cause.
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The dad bod preference is nothing more than virtue signalling
193 upvotes | December 3, 2022 | by DrinkItInMan11 | Link | Reddit Link

This whole movement that's been going on for the last few years of women coming out saying they
like dad bods is nothing more than performative virtue signalling to try and make fat/chubby men feel
better about themselves. Having a dad bod as a man is unacceptable, it shows that you lack the
discipline and drive to maintain a healthy and strict diet/workout routine.
I think a large part of the women that convince themselves they like dad bods comes from insecurity
more than anything, as they feel that if they were to date a physically fit man that they actually desire,
he'd expect them to workout with them and maintain a good body while in reality most women want
to have a cheat meal and splurge on pizza and ice cream every once and a while.
If dad bods were truly popular and desirable you'd regularly see fat men pulling women at the clubs
and pubs every weekend. But you don't, because being fat isn't attractive.
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Besides sex, do you even like women?
193 upvotes | January 17, 2023 | by Academic_Snow_7680 | Link | Reddit Link

Straight talk guys - those of you who lurk or have made a post about why women aren't to your liking
- do you even like women as people?
Throwing this out there because I think it will do you loads of good to go through the mental exercise
and see what your feelings are towards women and whether those views might have a hand in why
women don't seem to be enamored with your personality.
I hope you respond and tell me honestly what comes to mind and give me a bit of insight into what
the general view of redpill men is towards women.
Do you deep down see women as equals?
Do you think women and men can connect intellectually and that such a connection is the basis for a
relationship?
Do you expect to do half of the work at home? why/why not?
Thanks! I hope we can have a nice little discussion about expectations in a relationships.
---
With that said, mandatory for the record: BEING ON TINDER IS NOT DATING. Going on dates is
dating. ed. Let's not get caught on semantics, meeting in person is dating unless it's hookups without
dating. We all know FWB is a gray area.
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A growing number of women these days act like actual incels
193 upvotes | January 28, 2023 | by HazyMemory7 | Link | Reddit Link

https://imgur.com/a/d8FgO4O
Earlier today a previous fwb sent me a bunch of odd rambling messages at like 6am that looked
straight out of a thread you'd see on fds or twox.
Some context: We used to fwbs. She's single, career woman, never married, and is a lot older (almost
40) than me. Eventually she caught feels and started talking about her love language, expecting me to
pay whenever we went out to eat ect... The part at the end is projection; what I actually said was that I
don't think I can give her what she's looking for and that there are a lot of other guys in the area/I'm
not special. We stayed in touch/continued to talk, and I ask her to hang out (platonically) occasionally
because she struggles with clinical depression and has no other friends in the area.
It should go without saying, but I'm not braindead enough to talk about RP shit and Andrew Tate with
girls irl or tell someone to lower their standards, so her going off on this rant was especially bizarre.
She always used to send memes shitting on famous men who date younger women (even though I'm
more than a decade younger lol) though, which is a good real world example of how women don't
really care about age gaps in any sort of intellectually honest way.
This sort of entitled, misandrist behavior and rhetoric is becoming really commonplace today among
women. The women all over reddit you see yelling about how men are trash and that single
career women are so much happier, are the most miserable women. There's this idea that there
are so many angery misogynistic incels out there, but as I've said before, most guys who don't have
sex are just normal dudes with jobs, friends, hobbies who struggle socially and/or are unattractive.
Women are very quick to talk about how men feel entitled to sex, but how many women feel
entitled to a man's money or assistance? Women make their own money now. If you're a woman,
how often have you ever offered to pay? The only women to ever pay for dinner/drinks for me,
ironically, were platonic friends. Do men have entire subreddits like r/diabla dedicated to swindling
men for money? We just had a post on the front page about a single mother berating her neighbor for
not helping her.
A lot of modern day western women are being radicalized to turn into entitled misandrists because of
how biased every social platform is, and the sort of "men are trash" rhetoric being pushed on all of
them. These women may be able to get sex unlike incels, but the measure of a woman's value (in
dating, not as a human being) is dependent on the man she can get commitment from.
A woman who is involuntarily single and can't get a decent guy to commit to her is essentially
the equivalent of a incel. And much like the problematic subset of incels people complain about,
they have a really deep-rooted disdain for the opposite gender, and a sense of entitlement. Only,
instead of it being related to sex, it's entitlement to commitment and resources, and entitlement to
getting a better man than they can realistically attract.
Ultimately, reality dictates how realistic a person's standards are. There's only so many top ~10-20%
men. These sorts of women need to start assessing why they can't attract the type of man they want,
and like women tell men to do, look inward at their own attitudes, beliefs, and work on themselves.
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Women have blown the idea of Men only wanting sex way out
of proportion
193 upvotes | June 30, 2021 | by DarkMindwithReason | Link | Reddit Link

This is in the context of women saying "Men don't know what it feels like to think you have a friend
but then to find out he only wants to fuck you".
I get it, as a man myself, I possess sexual thoughts frequently throughout the day. However, just
because a guy is "pretending" to be your friend doesn't mean he just wants to smash. Yes, there are
guys who'll just pretend to be your friend to smash (dark triad men) and then dip after but don't you
ever consider that the guy may have a genuine crush on you and wants to give you the world? Is
nervous so doesn't say it outright but enjoys your company enough to remain in the friend zone?
I'm starting to think two things:

Women use the "he only wanted sex from me" excuse to justify treating men they know have1.
romantic interest in them badly and absolve them of guilt (This doesn't mean not dating him,
this means humiliating him, knowingly using him #NotAllWomen)
Women don't understand men at all (they don't), they think men are human robots void of any2.
positive emotions, men can be angry, fearful and lustful but can't have a crush/experience love.
(Looking at Radfems personally myself)

Men want relationships too, we just don't always show our emotional side. Brings to mind an idea,
that men guard their emotional sanctity the way women guard their sexual sanctity. We're not like
women, we're not going to share all our emotions with just anyone, not even friends moretime. Is
what it is
Maybe I'm wrong, maybe women haven't blown this idea out of proportion. Let's discuss.
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WGTOW - why do some men resent this?
193 upvotes | November 30, 2021 | by estoniaball | Link | Reddit Link

I see the "you're gonna be a 40 y/o cat lady" insult thrown around a lot. Being single forever isn't a
scary idea at all, at least if you're privileged enough to live in a first world country where basic
women's rights are afforded. I have no problems meeting my physiological and safety needs. I
manage my own finances. Emotional needs are met through healthy relationships with friends and
self. Sexual needs can be met through, a girls trip to Italy or Turkey. All my needs are met. I'm
grateful for what I have and the life I've built on my own. Having a quality spouse is just a bonus on
top of an already amazing life. But some men just can't stand not being needed. Instead of just being
like "hey good for you" and moving on with their day, they have to make that snarky threat to try and
tear us down. It's sad really.
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Why is promiscuity encouraged?
193 upvotes | March 9, 2022 | by olimpiandacho | Link | Reddit Link

If one isn't constantly having sex or changing partners there is sorth of a notion/assumption
something is wrong with them in the current era.
Sems to be the opposite should be done in the Western World where fertility rates are dropping and a
lot of societal troubles are arising.
I don't understand what exactly is good about a person having sex with tens or hundreds of people?
Seems to me it is indicative of mental ailment and not something one should be proud of.
Why are you people in the West so appreciative of sex and shouldn't a stable partner/family be a
more praise worthy goal/achievement than "banging lot of chicks" or "exploring"?
I'm a guy and there seems to be especially kind of a push towards me to have sex with women I don't
necessarily like and if I don't I am choosy or there is something wrong with me.
Can anyone explain this? Genuinely interested in what some of you have to say.
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How many of you who think women should settle more often,
have actually expereinced a relationship without attraction or
low attraction?
193 upvotes | March 21, 2022 | by Illustrious_Age9208 | Link | Reddit Link

It's pretty bleak.
You're frustrated to start with because you can't explore other avenues. You're literally stuck with that
guy/person.
It doesn't feel like you're physically with another person. They're just like a warm soft manaquin. It's
not even revulsion, it's just a nothingness. Zero sexual excitement. Sex feels like a chore. You start to
dread those moments where you know they're going to expect sex. You find yourself trying to make
up excuses, or illnesses or reasons why you don't want to have some penis you don't want in you
again from going in with zero pleasure.
You always have to answer to them, you can't do what you want when you want. Your life is very
limited and under scrutiny, especially as they start to unconciously know you don't enjoy being with
them anymore.
You have no space, most of your time isn't your own. Its claustraphobic. Its depressing and isolating.
And when you try and break it off, unless you have a reason like they abused you or cheated on you
then you're ALWAYS seen as the bad guy.
I feel a lot of men here basically have NO experience with ANY kind of relationship and simply
cannot fathom how being alone can be much better than being with a guy you're not attracted to.
I'd advocate no woman, nor man for that matter, EVER settle. It will at best end at some point, or at
worst you'll be unhappy forever. Only be with people you feel genuine attraction for otherwise it's
just a depressing disaster waiting to happen.
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New article finds that apps like Bumble have women feeling
dismissed and dejected
193 upvotes | January 27, 2022 | by Superb_Disaster_7676 | Link | Reddit Link

https://news.yahoo.com/dating-apps-does-really-empower-132558853.html
I’m looking at this from a No pill perspective. Bumble says it empowers women by having them
message first.
But women are finding out, like men on dating apps, that the one who makes the first move will have
a lot of matches who don’t respond. This of course leaves these women feeling rejected.
And a lot of guys (like women) are collecting matches for an ego boost, with no intention of meeting
anyone.
So a lot of women feel dejected and dismissed like a lot of men do. With this and the “golden penis
syndrome”, I feel it’s not so bad to be a guy in the dating world after all.
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If a man is not the best his woman has ever had, he should not
be in that relationship.
193 upvotes | February 11, 2022 | by Technical_Buy3736 | Link | Reddit Link

For this post I am specifically talking about a LTR or marriage/marriage potential.
A lot of people talk about body count concerns over a potential woman and in my book the number is
not the problem. I’d rather be with a girl who has slept with 500+ guys who were all bums or not at
my level than a woman who only has a body count of 1 but that guy was Cristiano Ronaldo or
something. It that’s the case I am out.
Now you might say that I am insecure which in that case to which you would be correct!
This is a totally valid thing to be insecure about. I mean why would I want to give my love and
affection to a woman when she constantly wishes or imagines me being someone else? That’s not
love anymore that’s just an embarrassment.
I’ve came first place in things and it felt pretty good, I’ve came second place and it wasn’t great but I
just had to move on, I’ve came last place and it was difficult but once again have to work towards
leaving it behind.
But coming in second or anything but first place to my own gf/wife? No fucking chance. I would
quite literally rather have my neck cut off than spend my life giving my love to a woman who thinks
of me as her second or not the absolute best.
Another thing: I am not at all blaming or shaming the women. It’s not their fault for doing what they
want or having fun. Women should 100% be allowed to do whatever and sleep with whoever they
want.
I am posing this as the man’s problem to get out of a relationship if his woman has in this past has
had someone at a higher level than him. Because at that point that is not love between two people,
that’s just an embarrassment.
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The Red Pill theory is extremely Americanised, and thus not
really useful if you are from somewhere else.
193 upvotes | December 12, 2019 | by Freevoulous | Link | Reddit Link

The first few years of Red Pill was all about self-improvement, practical advice and game.
A few years ago however, Red Pill community was overtaken by incéls, near-incéls and Black Pills
in disguise. It went from advice on Game, to claiming Game is impossible. From practical advice on
OLD to decrying OLD altogether.
In my view, this is directly caused by the cultural and inter-sexual crisis in America and her
"cultural sisters" (Canada, Australia, partly UK), but which crucially IS NOT a problem in the rest of
the world.
Due to my job (industrial machinery sales and acquisition) I travel the world all the time, and thus
end up casually dating all over the place.
What I Noticed is that these things:
- extreme female hypergamy
- existence and importance of Chads
- 80-20 rule
- height of a male being important
- looks being more important than Game
, are ONLY true in America, and to far lesser degree Canada, UK and Australia. In the rest of the
world, especially Europe, Eastern Europe, and East Asia, there are completely different rules and
norms. Because of that, internalising stereotypical RP rhetoric is bad fr your sex life if you are from
anywhere outside USA.
Right now, my main hunting grounds are Poland, Ukraine, Italy and Germany. What I noticed is that
good Game is extremely potent, far more than mere looks. Women are very sexually responsive to
average looking guy with good game. Fitness and charisma beats height. There are no Chads, or at
least so few of them they do not matter, instead, both looks and charisma are spread on a curve
among men. Hypergamy of course exists, but is far less relevant, since people are far more
spontaneous and attracted to charisma.
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The average man is too trusting of women ...especially young
women
192 upvotes | October 20, 2019 | by Will_Stephens | Link | Reddit Link

If there is one thing i've realized from expanding my social circle to include men who do well with
women, it's that players don't trust women.
By default women don't trust men.
But for some reason most men assume women are the "fairer" sex.
From my conversations with men who actually have alot of experience with women ......they say
women are sneaky, conniving, immature and are kinda dickheads.
I've seen screenshots where women talk shit about their boyfriends/husbands dickgame, emotional
openness and lack of dominance to said players.
I've seen women with their boyfriend out in campus only to see them again getting signed out by one
of the resident "chads".
The men who live these experiences are very jaded. They've seen some shit.
They good guy boyfriends don't even find out a lot of the time....she just breaks up for some reason
unrelated (boredom) before getting caught.
Players views on women sound very similar to TRP
Same sexism and misogyny with less rationalization and junk science
Even the girls who front as good church girls are low key cheating with "fuckboys"
Sometimes it seems the only way to have a positive view of women is to lack experience with them.
I never hear this "there are good women out there" line from men who have women chasing them
...only from women and men who struggle with women
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The Future of dating for men is only gonna get much worse.
192 upvotes | October 9, 2022 | by Vegetable-Rub3418 | Link | Reddit Link

There is a whole slew of things to complain about when it comes to make dating being completely
unfair and just downright a minefield for men. Girls with skyhigh standards, OLD, putting in crazy
amounts of work to get dates, following up on dates, flakiness, etc.
But one thing I am pretty sure that will happen regardless of if alot of men want to change the
landscape or not dating for men will get soo much worse. And probably will never get better. It's
probably gonna be just as bad as Japan where most of the guys there are just heavily depressed all the
time (and actually taking their own lives). And the reason why it will never get better is because.... Of
Simping.
To quote a post on what simping is if you're new to the term a guy gives his best definition
"A simp is a guy who will do anything for an attractive girl just because they are a girl, even if they
have a toxic personality, in the hope that that will reciprocate that affection.
An example of a simp are those guys who donate to female twitch streamers just because they are
attractive.
A real world example of simps are this girl here here got famous for this video, she does game
streams and got alot of followers when this video blew up, then on a livestream she mentioned that
she had a boyfriend and over night she lost most of her followers because of it, she lost followers so
fast that Twitter suspended her account because they assumed that they were fake followers.
It's not a good thing to be a simp. It's that equivlenent of that guy in movie who will do anything for
the girl of his dreams no matter how bad or degrading it is, in hopes of getting a date with her
because of how desperate he is, and she is capatilising on his neediness by using him even tho she
knows that she will never go out with him.
Simps are desperate and it's not good to be desperate.
I just want to ad not all the girls with simp followers are toxic, I was just using it as an example in a
movie setting. Some guys simp to genuinely nice girls and some simp to trash girls because they are
hot.
But it is not a good thing to simp at all."
Now he pretty much hit the nail on the head. But he is limiting Simping to be just something guys do
over very attractive stream girls or internet vixens. No. Simping happens for regular women just as
much and guys will go above and beyond for a women who doesn't reciprocate none of the attractive
or investment as the guy will.
(I mean guys will honestly always put in more work because they are supposed to make all the first
moves.) But most guys cannot break themselves out of the simp trap.
Simping is like crack for most men. It's very addicting and most guys will continue to as long they
can. It's no secret that most men have a gigantic gap of options they don't have. So most men will
remain desperate and continue to fuel women's ego. The attractive men will get even more power
than they already had and they will simply hold most of the cards to share women.
Welcome to hearing your views on the subject and where you think the future of dating of men will
go.
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So I think we have to be clear about what this means in reality
192 upvotes | January 1, 2023 | by Repulsive-Cupcake505 | Link | Reddit Link
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Women are attracted to the same traits at 30 as they were at 18.
But they're TURNED OFF BY a whole host of traits at 30
which were neutral at 18.
192 upvotes | August 11, 2020 | by LivelyLinden | Link | Reddit Link

There's been a lot of recent PPD drama over the shift in women's dating priorities between 30 and 18.
The subtext being: betas beware, because a woman dating you at 30 might be eying your wallet, not
your bulge.
There is a lot of truth to this. I agree with the redpill aphorism that women are attracted to the same
things - confidence, charisma, good looks - at 30 as they are at 18.
However, redpill doesn't hit the mark all the way. It fails to recognize that there is a genuine shift in
women's sexual attraction between 18 and 30. No, they don't become genuinely lustful for traits like
"having good credit" and "being a dadbod". However, they do become genuinely turned off by traits
such as "being lazy" "financial irresponsibility" "playing too much video games" "smoking weed all
day" and so on and so forth. Things she didn't care at all about her college fling doing.
If Mrs AFBB found herself married to the stereotypical loser teenage dirtbag, she wouldn't put out for
him either because all his irresponsible traits would actively turn her off.
I'm not sure the implications to this, if any. Betas still need to beware. I guess it's inaccurate to say
women stifle their sexual attraction to alpha losers in order to chase betas for money, because I think
if the average woman found herself teleported into a marriage with Mr. sexy loser dirty-mattress-on-
the-floor, she would deadbedroom and divorce rape him in short order. So it would be more accurate
to say that women can choose between alpha losers they can't maintain sexual attraction to,
responsible betas they can't maintain sexual attraction to, or the rare responsible high betas they can
maintain sexual attraction to (alpha bux). Since these are so rare, the vast majority of women can't
pull off getting one, so despite chasing them end up with men in the second category. I would
probably even argue that in the courting and marriage honeymoon phase they think they have the AB
jackpot but end up disappointed down the line. But that's a post for another day.
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The reason you weren't/aren't a player is because you're a low
SOI, neurotic nebbish dweeb. Not feminism, society or your
mother.
192 upvotes | August 10, 2020 | by l0T0T0l | Link | Reddit Link

Just because I point out an uncomfortable truth doesn't mean i'm shaming you. It's a debate sub not a
safe space.

“The first principle is that you must not fool yourself — and you are the easiest person to
fool.” Richard Feynman lived from 1918 to 1988.

Look at me quoting a scientist; such a nerd. Anyway it's extremely relevant to TRP because they fool
themselves constantly. The first way they do is by pretending they preach taking responsibly for your
life. In reality the first thing they do is set up the victim frame by blaming blue pill society for their
loserdom. I made a post pointing that niceness isn't the problem , it's that you are/were a loser. And I
got a lot of responses. Many blaming their loserdom on some mysterious other ....feminism, mommy,
women, sOcIeTy ....everybody but themselves. Because there must be some perfect societal set up
where every guy is a player that get tons of casual sex. You'd totes be Chad if it wasn't for mommy.
I'm going to give the definitions for some of the words i'm using so you don't think i'm being
needlessly insulting.

Sociosexual orientation, or sociosexuality (SOI) - is the individual difference in the
willingness to engage in sexual activity outside of a committed relationship. Individuals
with a more restricted sociosexual orientation are less willing to engage in casual sex; they
prefer greater love, commitment and emotional closeness before having sex with romantic
partners. Individuals who have a more unrestricted sociosexual orientation are more willing
to have casual sex and are more comfortable engaging in sex without love, commitment or
closeness. High SOI scores correspond to an unrestricted orientation and low SOI scores
denoting a more restricted orientation

Neuroticism - one of the Big 5 personality traits, is typically defined as a tendency toward
anxiety, depression, self-doubt, and other negative feelings. All personality traits, including
neuroticism, exist on a spectrum—some people are just much more neurotic than others

Nebbish - a person, especially a man, who is regarded as pitifully ineffectual, timid, or
submissive.

Dweeb- a boring, studious, or socially inept person.

Teetotaller - A person who never drinks alcohol.

On the topic of naturals ,why you aren't/weren't one and why you never wanted to be a man
whore anyway
Read those words again. Do you think any player in the history of ever was low SOI, filled with
anxiety/self doubt, submissive, socially inept or avoided drugs? Doesn't that describe a good persons
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of the dudes that end up needing TRP?
Last summer I lived went to visit my aunt for a bit. We'd take my little cousins out to the park.
They're brothers but complete opposites. One is shy/introverted etc the other is friendly/extroverted.
So every time we go to the park , the extroverted one wants to talk to girls. I ask him who's his new
friend and he says it's his girlfriend. Seems he just goes up and asks them to be his girlfriend. The shy
brother on other hand refuses to do that. Doesn't even really talk to girls. Same mother and father,
same house ...one is on his way to be a player the other not so much.
You see this with guys who claiming chatting up chicks is being a "dancing monkey". Most players
like flirting and don't see it as chore. But explaining this to them is like explaining to fat people that
you look forward to gym . They just can't comprehend it.
There are innate personality differences between naturals and non naturals.
Let's look at the most obvious one. Sociosexual orientation. Some people just need more love and
emotions for them to have sex. It literally confuses them how people have casual sex. This is how
you find extremely attractive men that don't sleep around even though they have the option to. A lot
of TRP dudes are low SOI aka they prefer the lovey dovey romantic type shit. They kind of need it
because even the ones that start getting casual sex find it unfulfilling. Natural players on the other
hand thrive on non committal sex.
Let's look at neuroticism another innate personality trait. Some people are naturally more anxious and
have more self-doubt. They ask people "how to be confident" and get angry when people respond
"just be confident". People respond that way because they can't imagine not being confident. I look at
my two cousins and I have no clue why one is less confident than the other. They both look the same.
The unfortunate thing is that girls will pick up on that low confidence and self-doubt and reject him
...causing him to further believe his self-doubts. Then it just spirals downwards,
Another important trait is introversion/extroversion. Somebody asked me what I had against
introverts in the other thread. I don't have anything against them it's just pretty obvious that being an
introvert is a hindrance on your man whore goals. Extroverts are more likely to meet more girls.
Nebbish, dweeb, teetotaler. Unlike what dorks like to think alot of casual sex is still happening in real
life with tons of drugs and alcohol involved. Which is why I question if TRP even works because
they avoid drugs and staying up late because of their mIsSiOn. It's that same high FTO mission type
thinking that makes you dork in the first place. How do I explain to you that some peoples mission is
to do drugs and sleep around? It's like they want to have casual sex on their terms ...sober , sanitized,
no stds, no crazy chicks, no hurt feelings...that's not how it works.
In short you just weren't built for the man whore/ casual sex life
Mommy didn't teach Chad to chase girls and hookup. There are feminist men in the casual sex scene
even though you claim feminism is the reason you're afraid to approach girls. Naturals never had to
ask if being nice made panties drop because they weren't social inept. And I don't know who you're
going to blame for not knowing about parties.
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Men get their nice guy ideas from high school movies and the
anime harem genre.
192 upvotes | June 8, 2021 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

When men here aren’t misinterpreting what women say, their ideas of how women and dating
”should” work seems to come from entertainment created by men intended to be consumed by young
men and boys. Women saying ”I want a nice guy” or ”I want a good man” IS NOT CODE FOR ”I’ll
fuck any guy who is nice to me. Open a door for me and I’ll open my legs!”
In high school movies where the protagonist is a dork crushing on the hottest cheerleader that’s
dating his bully, the star Quarterback. Then, at the end of the movie, the super hot girl realizes dork is
better than her boyfriend, usually by showing he’s morally better.
The harem is more accurate as being a Nice Guy wish fulfillment. The male protagonist is boring,
bland, Socially inept, and yet a bunch of women are obsessed with him because he’s super nice to
them.
I just noticed this pattern of men claiming women lied to them, but they can't prove that women said
what they think women said. For anyone saying that I don’t talk to men, I do. The men I know also
said they got their bad ideas of ”Being nice gets them sex” from their equally clueless male peers.
And if the goal is a relationship, and not sex, then the guy wouldn't be laser focused on fuckboys.
He’d pay more attention to good men in relationships.
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Legalizing prostitution will barely change the dating world
192 upvotes | June 20, 2021 | by TheBestRebirth | Link | Reddit Link

Many Americans here seem to think that legalizing prostitution will change the dating game
significantly and somehow give power back to men.
Prostitution is legal is many European countries like Germany, the Netherlands, Greece. These
countries are still pretty feminist, there are still men who are ultra simps. Greece is an exception as it
is more patriarchal , but it's mostly because of religion not because they have legalized prostitution.
Most men don't see visiting a prostitute as equally validating as having a woman truly attracted to
you. Simps will always exist, legal prostitution or not.
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Modern Dating is a Problem of Systems
192 upvotes | March 3, 2020 | by projectmkultraman | Link | Reddit Link

Let me start by saying that I believe all of us are not responsible for our circumstances. I straight up
don't believe in free will. None of us chooses our genetics, gender, parents, language, attractiveness,
IQ, sexual orientation, height, where we're born, skin colour, health, mental health, perseverance.
I'm not angry at Incels, TheRedPill, MGTOW, FemaleDatingStrategy, etc. I am sad these people
exist. And I want all of them to have a better life. There is a truly existential problem in the human
need to pair off with someone for Sex, Companionship, and having and raising children.
I'll try to limit myself to cis, heterosexual people to try to make this less complicated, since this
describes most people here.
We are animals, mammals, Primates. We should never ever forget that. We're only half a
chromosome away from Chimpanzees. And it's becoming increasingly clear that our monkey brains
have not evolved to really deal with and thrive in our modern world. Here are some examples:

Most of us sit in offices for 8-10 hours a day
Cheap ever-present sources of calories in the form of carbs and sugars
In big cities, we ironically experience loneliness and alienation because we're around too many
people
The reward system in our brain is being highjacked constantly for the purpose of: Buying
Sugar, Alcohol, Drugs, Phone Addiction, Pornography, Social Media Validation, Impulse
Buying/Retail "Therapy"
Our ability to keep ourselves micro-entertained on our devices constantly is fucking up our
dopamine system and keeping us from forming social skills, making us vain, and alienating us
from the people around us

And problems of sex, dating, etc are in problems of the same vein in that biology has left a legacy
that doesn't work in modern times.
Here's some of the systemic problems I see in human beings that keep us from being happy:

Men are just not attractive enough to women. Straight up. Evolution has rendered men not1.
attractive enough for the average female to look at and have a visceral "YES". Our faces are not
beautiful enough, some of us are not tall enough, we have too much hair on our balls, and not
enough on our head, etc.
Guys are designed to spread their seed far and wide(Male Thirst). Women are super2.
picky(Hypergamy). Consequently, women are inundated with attention from guys while they're
attractive.
The attention from guys gives women an ego boost about their value and an illusion of choice.3.
It looks like women have the upper hand in dating. But in reality, it's a double edged sword.
Think of it this way. There's as many women as there are men. But there's more guys who
are undesirable than women. So if you look at the dating game not as a whole of all men
and women, but as just the DESIRABLE population, women vastly outnumber men.
Consequently, since there are fewer desirable men on the market than women, they are the ones4.
with the higher value
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And I think this is where /r/FemaleDatingStrategy comes from. This is why so many of them had to
deal with so many abusive guys, non-committal fuck-boys leading them on, players, Ghosted, FWB,
Being Pumped and Dumped. It's because these guys can afford to be immoral. They have options.
They are rare. They are valuable on the market. They are desired. And there's less of them to go
around and the women want them.
And I think that's where the language and logic of FDS comes from.

The "Pickmeisha". These women are the competition. They're the women who are willing to
grovel, throw women under a bus, be submissive to get these men. You are in a rat race with
other women for this select group of guys.
That's why I believe these women are anxious about going dutch on dating. Think about it. If
you were a guy with options who is able to have sex with multiple women without giving any
of them commitment, and not have to pay for all their meals?? "SCORE".
HVM: These are the men who despite being attractive, desirable, able to cheat, powerful, stay
loyal, don't abuse their power

I really don't think women truly comprehend how difficult it is to not be a desirable guy(as most of us
are). The level of loneliness, hopelessness, and meaningless of it all without a partner to share it with
is difficult. And it's just wishful thinking to say that Men or Women can go their own way, that you
can stay single forever with no consequence. We're social animals, we're not meant to be this
lonely. It hurts. It physically and emotionally hurts to be alone.
I think many of us have a thought similar to this: If I biologically/physically need someone else and I
can't find someone else that fulfills these needs, what's the point of continuing to live and try?
And the most difficult part is that there is almost nothing we can do about it. There is no day of
judgement when anything will be fixed. This is our miserable existence.
We need to first be empathetic towards one another. You could've been born as that other person.
And if you had their life experience, you would be them.
So since we keep going round and round in all the -pill subs about this, what do you guys think is the
path forward? Or is there just no path forward?
Edit:
I have some suggestions
To people in /r/FemaleDatingStrategy
The terms HVM and LVM are ambiguous. You'll see attractive fuckboys being classified as LVM,
when they are not low in terms of value on the marketplace. You need a distinction of terms between
Desirability and Quality perhaps. Perhaps HQM and LQM for men who are actually moral. But LVM
and HVM for men who are actually desirable to women despite how immoral they are.
Edit 2:
I keep seeing people who keep saying that empathy is just weakness and a foolish thing to do because
of the prisoner's dilemma. This is a narrow, shortsided view of the prisoner's dilemma. For those of
you who believe or have ideas like this, take a look at this awesome game about the Evolution of
Trust:
https://ncase.me/trust/
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Women are the gate keepers of both access to sex and
relationships. Only attractive HVM are gate keeping
commitment with themselves.
192 upvotes | July 25, 2020 | by Throughawayman80808 | Link | Reddit Link

The idea around here of, women control access to sex where as men control access to commitment
implies that a woman looking for sex will find it easily and have easy access to it, and a man looking
for commitment will find it easily and have easy access to it, but this is just straight up totally
contradictory to reality.
There are plenty of men looking to get into a relationship and aren't succeeding, and I'm not talking
about even extremely unattractive or social retards, any man <7/10 is still going to have to put a
considerable amount of effort into finding a relationship.
The idea that simply being a man who showers and isn't physically hideous is enough to get a
relationship so long as you want one is just preposterous, likewise the idea that there's this huge
amount of women desperate for commitment but totally unable to find it. Honestly I can't see a
woman failing to be able to get a boyfriend unless she was genuinely horrifically hideous, like burn
victim or someone with terrible physical deformities level of hideous. I see ugly women with their
boyfriends in the grocery store all the time.
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PPD women be like...
191 upvotes | May 6, 2020 | by SerpentCypher | Link | Reddit Link
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[Discussion] No woman has ever seen how men really are
191 upvotes | August 26, 2020 | by DangZagnut | Link | Reddit Link

THIS CHANGED TO A CMV, SO REMEMBER THE RULES OF POSTING
I don't think women have every really seen how men interact unless they had binoculars and hiding
100 yards away in a tree.
I say this, because I've never seen a group of men act "normal" once a woman shows up.
Bunch of guys holding a meeting at work, will completely change when Marlene shows up. It's
subtle, and women would never notice it, but everyone knows.
You can talk to a friend on the phone and instantly know if his woman has just come home, or is
present in the room when he's talking.
If you're hanging with the boys at the pub and one guy brings his GF, it completely kills the dynamic
instantly. You can always tell, even if no one is a "misogynist" all men adjust to the woman's
presence and change.
I listen to some podcasts where it's just a bunch of guys talking about movies or something, and the
second they have a female guest, everyone's humor is different, how they interact with each other is
different. How they handle being interrupted or interrupting her is different.
You can tell women don't have a clue, like if you ever saw that buzzed video called "36 questions for
men" where one of the women their claims men talk about tits for hours.
I don't know who women hang around with, but we don't talk about your tits and make cupping hands
on our chest saying how girls with big gazongas are awesome for hours.
I don't know what they told women goes on in locker rooms, but women aren't really that huge a
conversation. No homo, but I've been in a lot of locker rooms and I've never observed a single
conversation ever about women or sex, probably because popping a boner in a locker room is
considered bad etiquette at the Y.
I just don't think women will ever have any idea how men talk or act in groups because their mere
presence completely shifts the dynamic and tone.
It's similar to how things change when a cop comes by.
Or maybe it's just me.
And I'm sure there will be guys who drag their wife everywhere and claim everyone treats her just
like one of the boys. Or maybe someone's sister everyone has known forever. But that more shows
how rare it is.
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Women objectify men as much as men objectify women, and
women care about men's looks just as much as men care about
women's. But people only care if it's men who do the bad thing.
191 upvotes | March 5, 2019 | by SomeTurdInTheWind | Link | Reddit Link

I want you to imagine the following situations if the objectifier was a man and the objectified a
woman:
Article: "Tube crush" website sparks privacy row. Tube Crush is a site where women post pictures of
men that they saw on the subway and took a picture of. Yes, those are "creepshots".
Ultra-famous TV presenter shares picture of half-naked celebrity guy with everyone during an awards
ceremony. Everyone cheers like crazy.
Same TV presenter does the same thing again with the same guy.
Female reporters grop and fondle male athlete and oil him all over. He is clearly uncomfortable and
wanting it to end. Nobody thought this to be problematic. Their male co-worker was fired during
that same period for "sexual misconduct".
Famous women freely talking and lusting about famous men's bodies in public.
More of the same thing.
And more of the same thing.
Aaaaand more of the same thing.
In the last four examples we see plenty of men's bodies being displayed in giant pictures and having
the audience cheer and yell at their looks. What if it was men cheering and yelling at pictures of
naked women?
Video here. When they mention that the men invited are "The Sexiest Man Alive", everyone in
the crowd goes crazy. BUT when they mention that the WOMAN is the Sexiest Alive, everyone
stays completely silent.
Famous actress at famous TV interview show talks about men's penises and why big penises are
better. Imagine a man talking about women's privates like that in a situation like that.
Mothers and daughters discuss The Sexiest Men Alive, talk about their bodies and rate them on a
sexiness scale. Imagine if this was fathers and sons commenting on women's bodies and rating them
on sexiness.
Consider every one of the situations above and realize how there is a strong double standard on
how much each sex cares about looks and how much each sex objectifies the other.
I truly believe in sex equality. Women are, in fact, just as visually-guided, just as shallow, just
as horny and just as dirty and luscious as men are.
I always believed men to be dogs and pigs, and I was right. But women are also like that, but
many people really refuse to acknowledge it.
EDIT: Women may watch even more porn than men.
Women spend longer times than men on porn websites.
EDIT 2: More arguments made in the comments, go down there.
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ALSO EDIT 2: "Women do not care about looks as much as guys", "Women do not objectify guys as
much as men objectify women" Yeah, right.
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The 80/20 doesn’t mean only 20% of men are having sex and
relationships…it means 20% are having the interactions and
relationships THEY WANT with women
191 upvotes | April 29, 2022 | by According_Ladder_411 | Link | Reddit Link

I have a friend who is 5’8 at very best, kinda fat and is average all around with a girlfriend and a kid,
that alone should dispel the myth that only the top guys are having sex and relationships and it does
…
However being a close friend of that said individual, I would rather him had never had a kid and
watch porn than him being with this woman. The treatment he gets is horrendous, she takes him for
granted and is very combative and disrespectful, but he is in a relationship and that’s enough for PPD
women to say that it still disproves the 80/20 rule.
The truth is only 20% of men don’t have to jump through hoops, go through dry spells, accept
flakiness, say “ you’re right it’s my fault “ even when it isn’t, sleep on the couch, treat her like she’s
the prize etc
The same can’t be said for women because 80% of men have to prove themselves to women, court,
offer commitment, provision etc
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Women live in 'post nut clarity' due to being the less horny
gender. This is one of the main drivers of female pickiness.
191 upvotes | July 4, 2022 | by plumtastic | Link | Reddit Link

I think by and large each gender doesn't fully appreciate the implications of the libido disparity when
selecting a partner. Disgust turns off with sexual arousal. Women are more easily repulsed because
they're much more often fully cognizant of who they're actually looking at without the fog of sexual
arousal. Liken that to when a man finishes fapping and is staring back at his reflection on a black
screen, thinking of what just brought him to orgasm.
Yes some women are as horny or more so than men. Yes some men have little desire. There's always
outliers, I've met them myself. That's not what we're debating. If you disagree disprove my assertion
that IN GENERAL men are biologically more horny.
I am a woman that loves sex, I enjoy it and miss it when I'm not having it for long periods. I've had
brief times where for what ever reason my libido shot up, and suddenly I was attracted to the majority
of men. Literally most of them would do in that state. It's viscerally different to my normal. That's the
phenomenon I'm pointing out.
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Well funded audio-based dating apps have all flopped. That's
proof that personality isn't as important as people say it is
191 upvotes | July 7, 2022 | by majani | Link | Reddit Link

If personality was important, the market would express that in their choices of dating apps. There
have been many well funded audio-based dating apps where voice notes replace the profile picture:

Whisperr
SwoonMe
Vox
Heart to Heart
Blink Date

This is perfect for getting to know someone's personality before seeing what they look like. However,
none of these apps have taken off. If personality was indeed the silver bullet that people say it is, the
demand for voice-based profiles would have at least had these apps in the same ballpark as the visual
apps such as Tinder, Hinge, Bumble etc

Let's face facts, looks are the number one criteria for both sexes, by far. It's 50% of the equation,
MINIMUM. Personality is an extremely easy bar to cross. Being neurotypical and having a similar
culture is usually enough "personality" to see you through, and the bar for personality gets lowered to
the floor for more attractive people
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Could it be that women just do not like men that much?
191 upvotes | March 9, 2023 | by SalutexMoe | Link | Reddit Link

EDIT: When I say "like" i'm referring to an overall general interest in the opposite sex

At least no where near as much as the inverse. Women in the past needed a man to survive. So
by just being able to provide, men were able to artificially increase the worth of their market value for
relationships. But now, due to increased freedoms, rapid economic growth, and technological
advancements, women no longer need men on a personal level.
And since women no longer need men, we can see now what women's true and effective interest
in men really is

Compared to men, women have far weaker sexual urges
During intimate acts, men's oxytocin levels increase while women's oxytocin level decrease.
Men consider far more people to be attractive than women do, because men's amygdalas are
more active thus making them more sensitive to visual stimulation than women
Most young men are single while most young women are not.
Men recover from breakups far slower than women do.
Men are much more likely than women to initiate relationships and dates

Now here's the driving force of this topic. The most eye opening study of male and female attraction:
Only 5.9% of males reproduced throughout history while nearly every female did
Wow. For every 1 man, 17 women reproduced. Insane.
Perhaps if men just got a haircut and took a shower, those numbers would be even?
Not to mention the countless of online dating statistics that mathematically prove all of the above.
The reason why "modern women" are so different from women in the past, is not because of bad
social constructs or because they are bad people, its because its who they truly are. They never really
liked men, they just had no choice but to like them in the past.
Now there are some men that are so wealthy and have so much status that they can get plenty of
women at any time, but this is still reserved for just a very, very small percentage of men. And even
the attention that these few men get, its not genuine.
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Is it considered a female privilege that almost all women have
access to live out all of their fetishes/sexual fantasies in real
time with only the slightest of efforts?
191 upvotes | October 21, 2022 | by jingle_ofadogscollar | Link | Reddit Link

Think about how sick and twisted and perverted we all are. We all have out kinks. Dominant?
Submissive? Threesomes? Role play? Foot fetish? Choking fetish? Anything else? Everything else?
If a woman makes herself available to her kinks, like on Fetlife for example, her In-box would be
flooded with men more than willing to fulfill her each and every fantasy. Yes, Reddit, that means she
would have to screen people, get to know them, meet them in public like a normal adult and yes there
is always a risk. We know, Reddit.
Meanwhile, her male counterpart only has this type of access if he breaks the law and hires an escort
or is exceptionally physically attractive.
Women get to live out their exact fantasies with absolute minimal effort. Why is this never
acknowledged as a huge female privilege?
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If a man is "emotionally unavailable", he is like that for a
reason
190 upvotes | December 13, 2021 | by EstablishmentKooky50 | Link | Reddit Link

There's a lot of talk around here about the topic of "emotionally unavailable" men and i see a lot of
women complaining about this. We usually forget to ask, why? Some just immediately assume that
this must be some flaw in manliness or a manifestation of "toxic masculinity" even. "It's just
stoicism"...
The answer in most cases is rather simple though. If he doesn't open up to someone is because either
he does not trust that person enough to do so, or he got butt hurt repeatedly before, when he did open
up and been treated as a doormat. Beleive it or not, there are indeed quite a few predatory women out
there who do shamelessly take advantage of men who are obviously in love with them.
The other reason may be simply that men in general have a different love language then women in
general. If for instance, you want him to overtly tell you on the daily, how much he can't live without
you, the reason why it may not be happening is because men generally do stuff, not talk about stuff.
In fact you should be really alert if a guy tells you how much he loves you, 24/7 while doing nothing
significant to follow up.. Chances are, you are being "lovebombed", and you might want to RUN.
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Valentine's day revolves around women because most
relationships revolve around women.
190 upvotes | February 15, 2023 | by Jax_Gatsby | Link | Reddit Link

I can't be the only person to have noticed this, atleast the part about valentine's day revolving around
women. A guy in a relationship is basically expected to get his girlfriend some gift on a day which is
completely made up to generate profit and to treat her to a "romantic" dinner. But what are women
expected to do? And how many women actually also reciprocate the gift and the dinner?
The fact that valentine's day revolves around women is just a reflection of the fact that relationships
themselves revolve around women, generally speaking. Its all about her and how she feels and what
she can get from being involved with whatever guy she's involved with. The guy is secondary and is
also easily replaceable because there's no shortage of simps willing to be used by women.
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Mainstream Feminism is a female supremacy movement
190 upvotes | January 9, 2023 | by SmarmyPapsmears | Link | Reddit Link

I'm going to hit a lot of points but bear with me.
1- Objectification:
Feminism is all about body positivity and nobody's body should be shamed: except men's. The same
radio stations that play Jax's "Victoria Secret", a song about dismantling female body objectification,
also play Latto's "Big Energy", a song about objectifying men's bodies.
Body Positivity hypocrisy is rampant among modern feminists and there's just too much evidence of
this to even be defendable.
2- Shaming Men's Preferences
I will mainly discuss the Big 3. That is: Body weight, N-count, and Age. These 3 preferences are
fairly standard across most men, most men have some bearing on them.
Everything discussed on PPD by women/feminists is in an attempt to shame men's preferences
somehow. I don't feel the need to link any proof of this as it's essentially non-stop and endless here,
but you can see that mainstream subs like trueoffmychest, relationshipadvice, sex,
twoXchromosomes, bestofredditorupdates all condone shaming of men's preferences. This is the
default. Meanwhile, if a woman wants a tall, rich man, "you go girl".
If a man doesn't want a fat girl, he's weak.
If a man doesn't want a promiscuous girl, he's insecure.
If a man wants a younger woman, he's a predator.
3- Oppression
In America, there are no rights men have that women don't. Yet women here are constantly yelling
oppression. And still can't describe how they're being oppressed.
The fact is men have real oppression. Homeless rates for men are anywhere from 2:1 women at the
LOWEST and about 5:1 at the top end.
Men die to suicide at 3-4x the rates of women.
Women outearn men in major cities and have higher high school and college graduation rates.
How are women oppressed exactly? If feminist women want equality, it seems like we have shifted
well past the "patriarchy".
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Would things really be "better off" if women were more
brutally honest about what they like/find attractive?
190 upvotes | August 15, 2022 | by darkmoon09 | Link | Reddit Link

I keep coming across posts from guys here who insist that "if women were just more honest" then we
wouldn't be seeing all this crazy anger phase/bitterness/resentment towards women/life in
general...."just be more honest with us guys and we won't be as angry..."
Eh, I'm starting to have doubts about that. As much as guys insist they want honesty it sure seems
more and more like men simply can't handle the brutal truth of female (human) nature...
Guys, do you actually believe the hateful rhetoric wouldn't be as bad if women were more honest
with us? If so, in what way?
I honestly think it would probably just make the current climate worse because guys are already
losing it as it is...
Just a huge deep clusterfuck we find ourselves in and I would genuinely like to hear real potential
solutions before things any worse...
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Young women encourage toxic masculinity
190 upvotes | September 9, 2022 | by Salt-Echo-7867 | Link | Reddit Link

One thing that frustrates me to no end is how people will act like young guys hop on the Internet
once, listen to a guy like Andrew Tate or visit a Redpill forum, and suddenly become cold hearted
PUA wannabe’s who have no goals in life but to obtain money, power and sex. However, people
often neglect to realize that much of ‘toxic masculinity’ is simply guy’s struggling to adapt to the
dating patterns of young women; who show preference towards socially & morally toxic “fun” guys
in favor of “boring” guys who already have a well rounded moral and sociopolitical perspective.
Women make it clear from a very young age that they would prefer a guy who’s morally dubious that
they could try and “fix” as long as the guy has the positive traits associated with masculinity too: a
carefree attitude, toughness, excitement, controlled aggression. Most young women would prefer that
over an awkward, insecure, innocent nice boy who has more well rounded views and treat women
better.
Therefore, what happens? Men don’t adopt toxic traits just because they’re bitter at women because
they’re single. They adopt toxic mindsets because that is by far the easiest way to hone in on their
masculine side. It is very, very difficult to both be conventionally successful as a man and
simultaneously be a sensitive, morally correct person. By far the easiest way to achieve objective
success is to neglect your personal feelings in favour of pattern recognition - ‘girls find bad boys &
dominant guys hot? Fine, Im going to put all my energy into molding myself into one of these
phenotypes as closely as possible because that’s clearly the way to get the most women.’ This is a lot
of guys mindset, and from a logical standpoint it makes perfect sense even though it may not be
sustainable to try and become someone else.
Not only are you competing against men who put all their time and energy into only acquiring
resources, but you also have to try and somehow keep your previous positive mindset while watching
other guys with less social mindfulness getting rewarded with the most women, money, status, and
achievements. By far the most efficient way to see success with women is to convince yourself they
don’t matter to you and are illogical. This forces you to focus on making yourself as physically good
looking & confident as possible (often becoming arrogance). Plus, it makes guys more sex-oriented
and less relationship-oriented, which tends to influence men into becoming less attached, less reliant
on women, more self independent, more carefree, more able to be funny without worrying about
rejection (it becomes a number’s game rather than meeting a new person each time).
As men get older, it becomes a much more balanced playing field as the good guys have had more
time to become attractive and confident, and may often outperform men with toxic mindsets later in
life. However, the inherent tendency for women to seek to fix the hot charming asshole, in favour of a
‘simp’ier partner, manifests itself early in life and is exactly why so many intelligent young men turn
to ‘toxic masculinity’.
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I constantly read on this sub that men don't put nearly as much
effort into their appearance as women. Other than common
sense and being physically fit, what can men really do?
190 upvotes | June 4, 2020 | by sana1e | Link | Reddit Link

"Get a new haircut". This advice is the first one but it's probably just for guys with a full head of hair
and ironically those guys look good even with messy hair. Most guys sooner or later will start
receding or go bald so they keep their hair short because they actually want to look good given what
they have.
"Skincare". This probably helps, I have no idea but does anyone think the average guy's problem is
his skin? He had better skin when he was younger but he was still struggling.
Most women do put a a lot of effort into their looks but that doesn't translate well to men. Men don't
have makeup or heels and unless he's good looking to start with, nice clothes won't make him look
hot. The average woman can choose to look hotter, the average thin guy can't.
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Looks are by FAR the biggest factor in attracting a girl.
190 upvotes | January 30, 2022 | by Artistic_Guest4386 | Link | Reddit Link

But personality and chemistry help also. They DO improve attraction.
I feel its becoming way more obvious now that looks are number one and often a disqualifying factor.
But you can improve your chances by building a solid social circle, by working on your charm and
wit and ability to hold interesting conversation and carry yourself well.
But dude, get in the gym, sort your diet out and get some basic fashion habits down.
You DO need to be in great shape....you ALSO need to be a cool guy.
"masculine energy" alone won't get you shit.
I feel like a LOT of problems and confusion guys have would be eliminated if this was
acknowledged.
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Has fucking on the first date become the norm for online
dating?
190 upvotes | September 7, 2020 | by DampRat | Link | Reddit Link

Been on and off Tinder over the years and I've noticed that now girls seem to be more open to just
casually fucking on the first date even if they don't intend to ever see you again. I'm a late millennial
(1993) and there seems to be a pretty clear divide between millennial and zoomers here. I think
millennial girls were raised to see online encounters as something as dangerous and vulgar and you
needed to demonstrate to them you weren't a creep first. I remember going on dates in like 2015 and
if I got a kiss at the end of it, I would consider it a major success.
In comparison, the lack of fear and hesitation zoomer girls have shown is just mind-boggling to me.
Almost all are down to at least make out and snuggle if not fuck outright. Some have agreed to have
me over late at night when there roommate is gone, some have casually asked me for a car ride home.
Just stuff that could be potentially really dangerous if they tried it with the wrong guy. It really
reminds me of like those birds who live on islands that have no natural predators and will run up to
humans. And these are educated girls in college, not idiots.
I'm not especially attractive or charming so I'm not boasting. Just curious if anyone else has observed
this.
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Women low-key bully each other into hypergamy
189 upvotes | February 9, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

I have lost count how many times I've heard women ruthlessly roast their friends' love interests;

'omg, you're so beautiful how can you be with him'
'what do you see in him, he's ugly'
'you have no taste in men'
'he's beneath you sis'

So if a woman insists on keeping the man, she can give her girl pals an ultimatum, but now
they'll hate him for 'pulling her away'. And though one might think it's juvenile, I've heard it from
women well into their 20s, and while you may say it's friends just wanting the 'best' for each other, or
girlpower gut instincts, there is no avoiding the elephant in the room here; that it's a toxic prejudice.
That gets the man rejected before they would ever get to know him as a person
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"In women, we find no such effect."...
189 upvotes | January 14, 2022 | by Small-Window711 | Link | Reddit Link

"We have found a significant association between partnership breakups or years lived alone and
inflammation for men only, after adjustment for selected confounders," said Dr. Karolina Davidsen,
research associate in the Department of Public Health at University of Copenhagen and publishing
author of the study. "In women, we find no such effect."
https://amp.cnn.com/cnn/2022/01/12/health/living-alone-men-inflammation-wellness/index.html
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CMV: The female expectation of looking physically attractive is
way, WAY more easier than the male expectation of being a
provider.
189 upvotes | March 12, 2023 | by Glass_Bucket | Link | Reddit Link

We often hear about how the oversexualization of women in media and how "women are made to feel
like their worth comes from their appearance", but honestly, is this really such a bad deal compared to
the alternative?
If I, as a man, knew that the only thing I had to do to be desirable to the opposite gender was to stay
in decent shape, groom myself, and look attractive, I would LOVE it.
Hell, I do most of that stuff already, I love working out, I like styling my fashion, etc. But instead, we
as men are expected to go through years of schooling and putting ourselves potentially hundreds of
thousands of dollars to get a high-status, high-paying job. Just being high-paying isn't enough, even if
you were a plumber making $100k a year, women probably wouldn't be lining up to date you because
of the stigma surrounding your job. Being educated is basically essential in today's dating world.
What is harder? Spending time putting on makeup, wearing nice clothes and not letting yourself get
fat, or spending years of your life studying your ass off and working hard so you can become the
high-status, financially viable mate that women desire? Even if you looked like prime Brad Pitt but
worked at McDonald's, you still wouldn't get much female attention as a man.
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White women are the most, by far, privileged group of people
in Western society
189 upvotes | December 31, 2022 | by eth_trader_12 | Link | Reddit Link

Which is why I refuse to take any of their complaints or issues seriously.
White women are most sought after when it comes to dating. Given that the entire cosmetics industry
is based off of white women, you can have a dead set mid face and still look way better than you
actually are when the makeup comes off.
White women get an automatic benefit of the doubt when it comes to crimes. Almost no one believes
the man when it comes to any sort of falsely accused crime by a white woman.
White women regularly say one thing and do another. Some of the most “progressive” women are
white and yet the only women that ever end up dating misogynistic or racist men are white. When
was the last time you saw some black woman dating a racist?
I can go on and on. Racial dynamics are extremely important when it comes to dating by the way.
The fact that this isn’t talked about and is against the rules is ludicrous.
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Men do not need or want to control women.
189 upvotes | November 19, 2019 | by gunbusterxl | Link | Reddit Link

I didn't think people actually thought this, but color me surprised.
The amount of women on PPD spouting this nonsense is unbelievable. The average man has no
desire to control women in any way, shape, or form. Go get an education, start a career, and fuck
whoever you want. No one, of either gender, gives a shit. If someone says "I wouldn't date someone
who does ______." Then that is their choice. Dating preferences are not oppression, as many women
in PPD like to point out when it applies to them. Criticism is also fair game, and also not oppression.
People are allowed to have opinions.

Men also do not need a 'mommy'. Yet another strawman constantly used around here.
What do you think all those men do when single? Do they starve to death? Do they get evicted for
poor housekeeping? Do they show up to work/parties wearing soiled clothing? Of course not. I've
been doing laundry since I was ten years old. I remember the confusion of trying to figure out how
to "fold" my mother's bras so I could get back to playing Final Fantasy IV. I started cooking at age
twelve so I could be more like my FATHER, who cooked 90% of the family's meals, and was
damn good at it. Men know how to adult too, so you don't have to worry about being their mom.

Nor do men require your "emotional labor".
Boys learn pretty quick how to handle their feelings (you can thank Papa Patriarchy for that). They
learn that actually solving problems and getting shit done is much better than sitting around crying
about them, because no one will be coming to help them. Not their parents, not society, and certainly
not their SO. That's why a lot of marriage counseling is telling husbands to stop trying to fix their
wives problems and just listen. Because men are conditioned to just STFU and fix the issue. Ladies,
your therapy services are not required.


Find some new strawmen to argue about. Shit is getting stale.

Edit: This post is about the average man. Not crazy motherfuckers inhibiting niche Reddit subs.
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Do you think women live life on easy mode/tutorial mode, like
many red pillers claim?
189 upvotes | May 28, 2020 | by BumblingBeta | Link | Reddit Link

These are phrases I've seen an awful lot on reddit, internet message boards and youtube comments
sections. Even on more mainstream non-red pill content, I often see comments along the lines of
"women live life on easy mode" "women live life on tutorial mode" "women have it so easy" "being a
woman in the west is so easy, you literally get everything handed to you on a plate".
Do you agree or disagree with this sentiment, and why? Or do you think life is only easy for certain
women?
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Have you ever tried OLD as the other sex? What was your
experience? Woman goes undercover as a man on tinder and is
floored by how challenging the experience is. (Video)
189 upvotes | May 27, 2020 | by redditthrowaway1478 | Link | Reddit Link

It’s common knowledge that OLD apps like tinder often leave it’s users with lesser feelings of
subjective well-being. Both men and women hate it...but how many people have ever tried
experiencing it from the other side?
Now, I’ve made a tinder as a woman before and guys lemme tell you, the ladies ain’t kidding around
when they say it’s a dehumanizing experience. Overt perversion, threats, awkward people, etc. and it
really is exhausting to maintain a flirty level of energy when you have to keep up with 10, 20, 30+
thirsty dudes at the same time. So I empathize.
I also felt entitlement, increased pickiness, and after a long enough time...what I can only describe as
a feeling of revulsion when guys didn’t impress me enough - (a behavior that only got worse and
demanded more and more as time went on). The nature of how OLD works made me realize that I
was just as capable as anyone else of becoming exactly what I hated about OLD.
This video is an interesting experiment where a woman predicts to have an easy time getting matches,
having conversations, and then meeting up for lots of dates...things do not go exactly to plan,
however...
https://www.reddit.com/r/videos/comments/gr8q8i/tinder_experiment_18_year_old_woman_says_me
n_have/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=ios_app&utm_name=iossmf
Anyways, just wanted to have a general discussion about it - any new insights or revelations you got
from this? Or just want to share your thoughts?
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Nice guys are not mean or creeps, they are men who interact
with women platonically in the hopes women will make the first
move
189 upvotes | November 20, 2022 | by Repulsive-Cupcake505 | Link | Reddit Link

Nice guys are often considered "mean" or "sneaky", or otherwise categorized as the real assholes. But
I don't believe this is true.
The nice guy is a guy who has been mislead from potentially either liberal or conservative voices in
society. This consists of either traditional advice of viewing a woman as innocent, such as admiring a
lady's character, wisdom, and soul, and not her body. Or, liberal circles tend to emphasize respect for
a woman and not "objectifying" her. What these voices do is convince a man that his problem is his
sexuality, and that the right way to treat women is the same way he would treat one of his guy
friends.
What happens is, a guy who internalizes these ideas starts treating women like his male friends, while
waiting/hoping that the women will be the one to make the first romantic move. But, that doesn't
happen, as the guy is behaving entirely platonic. Then at some point, the guy gets frustrated, as his
advice he took in from others hasn't worked, and led him astray.
Is it wrong for nice guys to get mad ? Absolutely. But nice guys and friendzones are largely a
reflection of what society is teaching men about women, rather then a coalition of niceguys that are
really assholes.
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“High sex drive” is not an excuse for immature behavior. You
can be a man and NOT be a moronic SIMP.
189 upvotes | March 19, 2020 | by LillthOfBabylon | Link | Reddit Link

Me and a guyfriend:
Me: Would you miss an exam for sex?
Him: Hell nah � I need to pass pussy can wait I’m here for school lol fuck all the rest of that.
This was inspired by a comment I saw:
“I almost failed a very very important exam in college because after a year dry spell after a bad break
up I had a chance to get laid.”
365 days (ATLEAST) to rebound and he chooses a time that could determine his future.
Thankfully, he ALMOST fucked up his GPA up. Bad thing: He risked his GPA for the CHANCE of
sex.
So high risk for very low rewards.
So then I corrected my question: Would you RISK failing an exam for the CHANCE of sex?
Him: Nah
Asked another guy friend the corrected question:
Friend #2: That’s not worth the risk.
Then when I called it out for SIMP behavior, someone replied “you dont understand men!”
For the 15th time, I TALK TO GUYS. They’re not sympathetic either. And when I show my male
relatives these types of comments, they see mental health issues.
You can be a man, want sex, and not SIMPleton about it.
However, I can also understand pushing off your responsibilities to feel good, I WAS A CHILD
ONCE.
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As women outpace men in college degrees, will blue collar men
still stand a chance in the dating market?
189 upvotes | April 24, 2021 | by Vided | Link | Reddit Link

There’s a phenomenon these days where it’s harder for college educated women to find partners. It’s
quite simple: women don’t want to date men with lower educational levels (while men are more
willing to), and in America, women make up nearly 60% of college graduates, a number that will rise
over the next decade.
This does not fare well for men without college degrees, especially in a society where men are
expected to be primary breadwinners. So how will the dating market adjust to this gender imbalance?
Will educated women start giving uneducated men more of a chance? Or will educated women who
end up not finding an educated man turn to cats and boxed wine instead?
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Why do we push for legalizing prostitution yet denigrate the
men who patronize prostitutes?
189 upvotes | June 28, 2021 | by Aldabruzzo | Link | Reddit Link

I've noticed there's a push here to legalize prostitution.

"Let's legalize prostitution or at least decriminalize it. There's no reason to continue to
maintain criminal sanctions against prostitution. Plus, men who have problems getting sex
can use prostitutes without fear of prosecution. Plus, legalizing prostitution will drive prices
down."

But a lot of the same people who exalt sex workers also denigrate and lambaste their clients:

Eww, guys who go to hookers are GROSS! The lowest of the low! Why would ANY guy use a
hooker? Men who get sugar babies are just gross old guys who are probably "grooming"
those women! Using prostitutes is disgusting. Men who use prostitutes are disgusting.

Do we see the inconsistency here? Or do people think there's no inconsistency? Why is it ok to BE a
whore, but it's not ok to USE a whore for her intended purpose?
Does anyone really think this way, or is this just argument for its own sake on a debate site?
Is prostitution a viable alternative for men who can't get sex or intimacy in other ways? Or would
prostitution cause other social and/or economic problems?
If not prostitution, then what alternatives are available to these men besides celibacy and porn? Or do
you think celibacy and porn should suffice for these men?
Personally: I think it's fundamentally inconsistent to extol the virtues of sex work and at the same
time denigrate and excoriate the clients of sex workers. I think it's inconsistent and, frankly,
ridiculous to say a market should be created and then at the same time say the "demand" side of that
market shouldn't exist, or shame the demand side for being part of the demand.
Is what's going on here just disgust and revulsion for sexually unattractive men, expressed in yet
another creative way? Or is it just shaming in an effort to get men to improve or refrain from sexual
activity?
What's going on here? What do you say?
Wide open discussion please, for all.
EDIT: I find it fascinating that the only things people want to talk about on this thread are (1)
protecting sex workers and destigmatizing sex work for prostitutes; (2) making sure the stigma for
johns is fully enforced; (3) sex work regulatory schemes; (4) complaining about use of the word
"whore"; and (5) complaining that men won't accept sluts.
As per usual, no one wants to talk about what men want or need.
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Purple Pill ain't neutral at all
188 upvotes | May 11, 2020 | by jimmbie | Link | Reddit Link

PurplePillDebate says it's a "neutral community to discuss sex and gender issues" but instead it's just
a bunch of reddit bros complaining that women suck and feminism has ruined everything. It's 97%
salty men and sexism. "Neutral" my ass.
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There's a good reason why FDS does not preach self
improvement like TRP does - "self improvement" is constantly
thrown at and practiced by women.
188 upvotes | May 22, 2020 | by Mimoxs | Link | Reddit Link

Note that I don't regularly browse either of these subs so idk how often it's emphasized but I've lurked
there and did so for a little bit just to get a better idea to make this post.
 
I've seen the common complaint that fds does not encourage any kind of self improvement like trp
does.
Now there's a narrative that "women are never taught to self improve! Women are constantly
validated even when they're ugly!!" but honestly I think that even the worst trp user/m r a doesn't
truly believe that unless they don't really get outside themselves or have no female friends/family.
Women are taught almost from the day they're born to change. From childhood onwards we see ads
for weight loss pills, Botox, body shape changing braces. Tween girls use creams to lessen the stretch
marks that come with pubterty, high school girls are already trying to prevent wrinkles. Most girls
start doing makeup before they start puberty. Anorexia is a crisis in teen and young adult women.
Most women paint their faces on a daily basis.
There is constant projection to young girls, adult women, even old women to look a certain way. The
social consequences of women behaving a certain way are severe. Women obsess over their image.
 
Men have come to expect very high standards of women in appearance and behavior, especially
sexual behavior. Subs like r/truerateme significantly underrate women and overrate men. Men
become accustomed to the perfection they see in things like porn or Instagram girls and get
upset/picky about small imperfections that women will tolerate in men. There is a lot of pressure.
 
Sure, fringe movements exist, but despite being very loud they are not as common as a lot of men like
to believe. Some women will say "be who you are! Be aggressive! Be loud! Be rude!" But in real
everyday life there is a great social consequence to how women are viewed and treated when they act
this way.
I think FDS exists bc it gives a sense of comfort to some women. After a lifetime of constant
pressure to look and act a certain way, a lot of women probably get burned out. A lot of the posts
there when I looked at it were along the lines of "you've been doing (insert effort towards appearance,
sex act, way of acting) all your life for men who treat you like trash so stop doing it." The sentiment,
at least, is understandable, I think.
 
Men are rarely given incentives to self improve. This is part of why trp stresses this so much - it's the
opposite of what men normally do. Many men expect a woman, think they deserve a woman, just bc
he exists. I don't think I've ever seen a movie where a truly ugly girl ends up with a hot guy, but the
opposite is a very common trope. Even in real life, you see pretty girls with ugly men fairly often, but
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rarely the reverse.
 
Men are told by mainstream society "just be yourself and the right person will come along! Just talk
to her!" Etc
Trp teaches men how to act and dress and look and have sex bc men normally don't put effort into
these things yet often act far more entitled to women than women to do men.
 
I'm not saying that what FDS says is good (it's not) by promoting all the fat acceptance and whatnot,
but it's understandable why the female vs male reactionary dating strategies differ in this way.
 
Edit: as someone has pointed out to me, it is true that FDS encourages self improvement for the sake
of the self or self improvement regarding one's self image/esteem. For the purposes of the post, take
all of the above post to mean, "self improvement for the sake of others."
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We all know the infamous OKC "study" where women rated
80% of men below average and that everyone drew different
conclusions from these results. My question is: what do you
think would´ve happened if these women rated OTHER
WOMEN or THEMSELVES? would it have created an
accurate, bell curve result?
188 upvotes | July 27, 2020 | by 12afraid2ask | Link | Reddit Link

I´ve various theories, but curious about yours.

are women underrating everyone: themselves, other women, men?1.
are women underrating only men, because they compare them to women? (a stretch to some,2.
but makes sense to me as pan/bi)
are women underrating only men, because they´re compared to an ideal in their mind?other3.
theories?
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Men: incels are poor unloved victims because their looks, why
do women not like incels???? Also incels:
188 upvotes | January 3, 2022 | by afflictuseternal | Link | Reddit Link
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Hinge experiment analysis. Are men on dating apps really as
bad as what women describe?
188 upvotes | January 22, 2022 | by Bobobobobobooooo | Link | Reddit Link

Long story short, my roommate did this experiment where he morphed some of my pictures into a
female (I'm a guy). It actually looked pretty convincing, and he used photoshop to touch on it further.
Appearance wise, female me was probably a 6/10, decent but not stunning. I then installed Hinge, put
a bunch of generic information in "my" profile like how I was an early 20s university student in
California, doing some generic degree. Thus, the experiment began. I just wanted to see what the
female experience was like.
Within the first 10 minutes, the profile got like 30 likes, I had to limit the dating pool to only Asian
men (since we are Asian). Here are some of the things that stood out to me.


The profile was popular and it was hard to reply to all messages. It was like every 20 seconds,1.
there was another like. And I had likes from all sorts of people, from teens to doctors in their
30s. I could relate to women having trouble with filtering the matches, as it's only possible to
talk to like 2-3 men at a time, while the rest inevitably get left behind. If I was a woman, I'd
have a lot of trouble forming deeper connections in this system. And keep in mind that female
me was just...slightly above average, yet I had some IVY educated very good looking males
pursuing me, it felt surreal.
The quality of males on Hinge was definitely good. I don't understand how some women are on2.
about creepy/bathroom selfie males. Out of so matches I got, almost all had pretty good
pictures, were highly educated, had relatively interesting profiles and many began with intuitive
openers I could have never come up with. Apart from one guy who began with an innuendo, the
rest were very respectful and honestly seemed like great guys. They evidently put a lot of effort
in the quality of their messages, and were definitely more interesting compared to the women
on Hinge. I recall when I swiped as a straight male on Hinge, conversation with women was
like pulling teeth, and it felt like I was just there to entertain them. And their pictures/profiles in
general had far less effort to the males I saw. Though now that I've gotten the female
experience, I guess I could definitely relate as to why women don't even make the effort; they
just don't have to.
Most males on Hinge were above average compared to the street. If you are a 5/10 in real life,3.
then you are probably a 4/10 on dating apps, because the pool is simply better looking. I would
imagine that it would be very difficult for an unattractive male to get dates on dating apps.
Even if you are an above average male, why should any women choose you on there, if she has
a lot of other guys competing for her that are better looking and richer than you?

I feel like after this experiment, if I was make an actual dating app that creates relationships, I would
probably have a matchmaker system where you had consultants within the app. You would provide
them with information about yourself and what you look for in a partner, and they would play
matchmaker, linking you with people that are actually compatiable, and maybe you could only get
like 3 "options" a month. Because right now, dating apps simply don't result in relationships. Women
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get too many choices and are overwelmed, while men get nothing.
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Women are more abusive than men in relationships and don't
think that they could be because of society's messaging - "Men
bad, women good"
188 upvotes | April 23, 2022 | by write_club | Link | Reddit Link

The Amber vs Depp case. It took mountains of evidence just to prove his innocence.
According to this study,
https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/pdf/cdc_nisvs_victimization_final-a.pdf. Lesbians
relationships more likely to have domestic violence.
Men are starting to speak up about other issues such as paternity fraud.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paternity_fraud
This is all coming out due to the prevalence of social media.
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Men, delete your dating profiles IMMEDIATELY
188 upvotes | January 19, 2023 | by crypto_hypeman | Link | Reddit Link

This is a warning for all men on dating apps.
Over the past year there have been Facebook groups popping up in major cities all over the US called
“are we dating the same guy (city)”
These are private Facebook groups filled with thousands of local women who screen shot dating
profiles and ask for details about the guy, and other women are posting pics of their exes and making
accusations and claims about them.
There are stories of men losing jobs and dates because of a bad date in 2013.
People are posting personal information, and it’s turning into man bashing in front of thousands of
locals.
It’s all one sided and the man being accused of things can be there to defend themselves.
Even mens wives are being contacted telling her he’s a creep because he sent a sick pick 5 years ago
before he was married.
It’s absolutely crazy this is being allowed on Facebook but it is.
You can search Reddit, YouTube, TikTok, twitter and instagram. Even google.
Look at what’s happening and arm yourself.
Delete all your photos from dating apps and social media.
Be safe
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=4obUqfe-Ebs
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If you stay in the friend zone hoping for action, it’s on you.
188 upvotes | May 7, 2023 | by RainbowHydrangeas | Link | Reddit Link

If you’ve come onto a girl or second case haven’t done that and get mad at her for not being
romantically interested, it’s not her wanting orbiters and fucking you over. It’s you. You’re the
moron waiting around and wasting your own time. Not the girl who offered and is giving a
friendship.
You went out somewhere? Friends do that. You text? Friends do that.
Your decision to stay friends and be “disappointed” is on you.
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My tinder experiment
188 upvotes | November 29, 2020 | by SuspiciousLeopard662 | Link | Reddit Link

As an experiment I wanted to compare an OLD profile between a very attractive guy and a decent
above average looking girl. So I created a profile using a male model, bought tinder gold and set my
profile in different locations across the globe, mainly cities with large populations. The results were
pretty good, I ended up getting a total 250 likes in day, and a total of thirty likes when using tinder
boost for thirty minutes. That’s better then what most men get for sure. I also matched with at least
25% of the women I swiped right on and I was very picky about who I swiped right on, only swiped
yes on girls I rated 7/10 or higher.
Now my second experiment I decided to use a pretty but not stunning girl for a tinder profile. I did
the same thing I did with my male profile. The results? Pretty eye opening, within a day I had over
3,000 profile likes, and at least 80% of the men I swiped right matched with me. The whole thing was
overwhelming tbh, that the more I used the tinder profile of my girl the more picky I became,
otherwise if I was too non disconcerting about who I swiped right on, my inbox would get
overwhelmed with guys messaging me.
So anyways I think my rough tinder experiment shows the problem with OLD for men in general,
women just have too much options, with my girl profile there were times I would get alerts every ten
minutes about one hundred new likes, I never got anything close to that with my male model. I find
myself becoming pickier as a results and because of the many likes, I couldn’t see or look through all
the guys profiles. I don’t know why there were such a drastic difference between the results but it’s
something to keep in my mind when using OLD.
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Most women don't care about toxic masculinity and actively
perpetuate it when it suits them.
188 upvotes | November 13, 2022 | by Rubber-duck7203 | Link | Reddit Link

One example is sharing the payment on dates. Women always say-
"You know, I used to share the bill at first (which is mostly a lie), then I found out men dont like it
when I pay half of the bill, so now I never pay for dates again. "
Basically they are saying that those men have fragile, toxic masculinity but now for some weird
reason all the women are completely fine with these toxic men and their behavior. Why exactly?
Would a woman (currently aged 20-29) ever say that when comes to other "toxic" male standards like
low body weight, n count etc? We all know the answer.
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Dating is not fun for men, but is for women
188 upvotes | July 3, 2022 | by AltACCboyos | Link | Reddit Link

This comes from the experience i had while talking to women i knew my entire life, there is one
valuable insight and that REGARDLESS of the final conclusion being good or bad, like a girl gets
pumped and dumped, or a guy gets laid in 2 dates, or a girl manages to bag in that millionaire BF,
guy gets turned into gastronomical contact, is that women always tend to enjoy the process, while
men tipically hate the deal or are neutral about it.
So it only makes sense for women to have a much different take on the dating market and how it
warps their perception of the situation, for example pumping and dumping is incredibly common to
happen nowadays, but women usually went out with a few guys, usually attractive considering her
own looks, gets a date paid for, be it caviar or ice cream, treated well with respect, and of course
tends to enjoy the company of a guy at least pretending to be dedicated to make her happy.
Now the common experience for men is first learning and qualifying for minimum requirements to
get dates, you need good pictures/presentation, have some game, money because you are very likely
going to pay, and have a plan for the time you are with her (know where to take her), AFTER that
you need to face a long list of rejections, some very clever ones included, to finally get a date booked,
this process usually takes a few months of trying for the average guy, then you must NOT fuck up the
few dates you got, and maybe you got what you are looking for be it starting a relationship or just
sex.
The key difference is that the average experience women have while dating is much more positive,
which i think leads to all the very bitter dudes and the ladies clash here when discussing.
Sure he pumped and dumped you, cheated, went limp, whatever he fucked up with you, this guy is
likely provided at least a bit of fun, and managed to keep you entertained for a long time if he
managed to get to the pumping part, and you likely have a bunch more dates lined up if you are
actively after it, which women don't even require to be, just being well groomed and not way too fat
is enough to get a lot from OLD and even some social circle game.
Now men need to face constant rejection, even while having complete dedication on self
improvement be it gym, style, finances, whatever makes him attractive, and still gets a bunch of nasty
rejections, seldom gets what he actually is looking for, and has to repeat it all the time or else he will
basically reverse progress, like if he gets a girlfriend and relaxes he will likely lose her, or whenever
he finally gets a lay he has to go back to step 1 everytime and grind for it.
Thus most men's experience with dating is a dumpster fire while women's experience is more like
multiple minor inconveniences to an overall positive experience, at least comparatively.
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The elephant in the room that women have attempted to get us
to ignore: women are not attracted to genuinely nice guys
188 upvotes | July 16, 2022 | by Zero-Wolfe | Link | Reddit Link

If you agree respond to automod
Not “nice guys,” pushovers, or betas feigning interest for sex but genuinely kind men. Women are
invariably turned off by men who do not possess some amount of “edge,” cockiness and asshole
behavior.
Before you chime in with “NiCe iS a BaRe MiNiMuM” I’ve seen very desirable, attractive guys with
personality and charisma get tossed aside and cheated on for this reason.
This conversation has been silenced by women who have attempted to deflect criticism of their
bizarre mating behavior by shaming men and developing this caricature “nice guy” along with an
entire meme culture about it. If you even so much as hint at the idea that women prefer assholes they
try to shut you down by calling you an “!ncel.”
Fortunately most people have become aware of this, but there is still room for growth in the
mainstream acceptance of this inconvenient truth.
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EVEN if you could FORCE monogamy and "redistribute" love
and relationships, you can't force a woman to genuinely love
you and you FEEL the difference
188 upvotes | September 27, 2022 | by Cjaylyle | Link | Reddit Link

You can ONLY attain true attraction authentically by having a girl who truly wants you.
Even if you hard regulated, soft regulated, whatever, dating, sex, relationships etc behind closed
doors we are never going to be able to control how much a woman actually loves and wants the man
she is with.
That gleaming big eyed look they give you. The cuddles and kisses in the morning. The need to hold
your hand and feel close to you. The warm smile. The stroke on the back of your neck when you're
driving. True loving sex.
If you're not able to get that now in a world where women are free to be with who they want, you're
never going to get it in a world where it's forced and controlled by society.
They either want you now, or never really will.
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The argument of "just lower your standards" to undesirable
men is misguided since they have no option that is being filtered
out by their standards
188 upvotes | August 6, 2022 | by HighValueMoidxD | Link | Reddit Link

The point of "standards" is to provide a minimum arbitrary level of desirability. Everyone below that
is not considered for dating or hookup intentions. Thus, it's like a filter.
But, who are undesirable guys going to filter? Who is not passing their standards? No one. If
there's not a single woman interested in them, their standard could be has the favorite food
fries, does not watch MrBeast, or has big tits, it all doesn't matter. They apply to
no one.
This advice is typically given by women, who have gigantic loads of options they don't want, so from
their perspective it makes sense to say "oh, I have these fifteen ugly guys in my DMs, so why does he
just not talk to one of the fifteen ugly girls in his?" I'm not blaming them, since they just cannot
understand the true male reality at all if he's bottom 90% in looks.
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Men should shoot their shot. Always. Sorry if that makes you
uncomfortable, women.
188 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by ahandtoyourdarknessx | Link | Reddit Link

There was a post in the daily thread about a 21 year old who got invited to a bar by a 55 year old.
Many would say this is creepy, and while that may be so, what consequences exist for inviting
someone of age to do something with the intention of pursuing them sexually? None aside from
possible social ostracism.
While it might make some women uncomfortable, other women might be ok with this dynamic
however rare those women might be and for that reason it is always in men’s best interest to be
"putting the feelers" out there to see what kind of response they get.
There is no reason a man should suppress his sexual appetite simply because some women say it
makes them uncomfortable. Obviously there are boundaries that need to be respected, but overall
men are well within their rights to pursue any woman they wish.
As much as men are not entitled to women’s bodies, women are not entitled to use some cloak of
invisibility because a guy doesn’t meet her standards.
So men, go ahead and slide in those DMs, just don’t say or do anything that will get you exposed
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Is it true that men have it harder than women because what
makes a man attractive can't be faked or is extremely difficult
to achieve?
187 upvotes | October 13, 2022 | by Moneydamjan | Link | Reddit Link

what makes a man attractive.

Height (men can't wear high heels, can't wear height pumps, you're lame and insecure if you
wear that and surgery is extremely risky painful and worthless)
Wealth, earning more than 100k (only around 5%-10% of men earn 100k+, but sure you can
buy fake designer clothes and rent sports cars but that's shamed and you're considered a loser)
Humor, being witty and charismatic (you can't fake personality and wit, its earnt slowly over
ones entire life whether you grow up in a social home or you have to actively train it by
approaching 1000s of women dealing with rejection humiliation, and judgment )
Confidence (cant be faked especially with approaching women, even if you're a hot guy that's
really insecure almost no woman will want you long-term.
talent, eg really good at basketball or professional golf player, only a small percentage of men
become great)
status and fame (again only a small percent are famous or have high status, that's why harry
styles gets millions of screaming female fans)

none of these things can be faked long term and even if a man tries to lie and fake it, society shames
those men and they are called phonies or insecure manipulative losers

womens height doesn't matter, men will still pursue short or tall women, and even if those
women feel insecure about their height they can wear heels and no one shames them for that.
women's wealth doesn't matter, men rich or poor won't care about their wealth as long as she is
feminine sweet, and not a whore.
humor, most men don't care, its a plus but as long as she laughs at jokes and isn't a complete
moron.
men are more than willing to date a shy, introverted woman. maybe only avoiding super
insecure femcels, but even then if she's cute and feminine most men won't mind.
talent,no man really cares if a woman is a pro basketball player or pro gamer etc doesn't matter
as long as she has some hobbies.
same with fame or status, Beyonce isn't more attractive to men than any above-average 21-
year-old woman. but harry styles is more desired to women than any male model combined.
average to above-average men don t even come close.

but also on top of that, what men are attracted to is demonized and shamed as well.

men on average don't like fat women (fatphobic misogynistic.1.
men on average don't like sexually promiscuous women (slut hater, insecure incel).2.
men on average love youth and fertility, (those men are pedos and weirdos and insecure, can't3.
handle a woman their age) .
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men on average are attracted to femininity and peaceful submissive women ( those men are4.
controlling manipulative losers that can't handle a strong independent woman).

what women are judged on is easy to circumvent.

women can easily lose weight within 6 months, but even if they don't, fat women are marketed1.
as a great thing.
women can easily lie about their body count or just move somewhere else, lying about ncount2.
is normalized and women say "it's okay, im lying for men's ego because men are insecure about
my sexually empowered behavior."
women can easily hide their age or avoid it by just dating older men,or just wearing makeup3.
surgeries, and skin care and fake their youth, all this is normalized and praised in society.
women can easily just act peaceful and submissive which requires no actual effort.4.
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Sex is actually a key milestone in life that helps guys see girls as
more than sexual objects
187 upvotes | May 14, 2022 | by immoral_mage | Link | Reddit Link

Many people say having sex; doesn’t change you, it’s no big deal, it doesn’t make you a man.
Today I’d like to argue the opposite. Obviously having sex does not give you super powers; nor will
it cure all your problems in life. Sex does however provide guys with extremely important life skills,
social skills, maturity and self confidence. Not only that, it helps guys interact better with half the
population (women).
Before a guy has sex, women are viewed as something not fully understood; a puzzle to be unlocked
to get the prize (sex). Guys are driven by a biological urge to have sex. Until guys get the
confirmation that they can get sex it is difficult to view women as more than prizes.
Virgin guys can be friends with girls; I’m not denying that. It’s like being friends with a teacher or
your boss at work. You want a good grade or a promotion from them and it gets in the way of an
honest relationship.
Once a guy gets sex he gets confirmation that women are humans too. With the mystery of what sex
feels like and how to get sex gone he can begin to see women as more than just prizes.
Many cocky jerks in highschool who use girls and toss them aside often become the best of guys
when they grow up. They have gotten the immature sex craze out of their system and matured into
great understanding guys.
Once a guy figures out sex is getable his mind can think about other things like a girls personality etc
and being genuine.
Edit: By “sexual object” and “prize” I don’t mean that women are seen as less than men. The
opposite really. Guys view women as idolised and unattainable prizes they aren’t worthy of. Sex
helps men see themselves as equal to women.
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If a Woman's past truly does not matter, then Women need to
start acting like it doesn't matter
187 upvotes | February 6, 2022 | by RandomRedditGuy322 | Link | Reddit Link

You can't go more than a few days on this subreddit without women and BP men confidently
asserting that a woman's relationship and sexual past does not matter, and the past can have no effect
on the future. Any man who disagrees with this notion is deeply insecure and possesses a small penis,
they claim.
Okay. Sure. A woman's past does not matter. Let's agree to that statement. But if you subscribe to this
line of thought, I expect you to be quite consistent with it.
I don't want to hear about how you are afraid of men because a man made you feel unsafe once.
That's your past, it doesn't matter. I'm not changing my behavior to make you feel safer over
something that doesn't matter.
I don't want to hear about how your father made fun of you during your "wild phase" at college, and
made you feel unloved. I'm not going to support your decisions and call your father's actions
inappropriate. He was probably correct, but that's irrelevant because that's your past, it doesn't matter.
I don't want to hear how your last boyfriend broke your heart and you aren't fully "healed". That's
your past, it doesn't matter, I expect you to treat me exactly like you treated him.
I don't want to hear how you expect faster commitment and marriage now that you're older and were
strung along by several men when you were young. The actions of those men don't have any effect on
you now because that's your past, it doesn't matter.
I don't want to hear a single thing about ANYTHING from your past that has changed your current
actions. If your past doesn't matter, I fully expect to be treated EXACTLY how you treated your first
boyfriend, and I expect you not to treat me any differently based on the things men have done to you
in your life. You should be treating men EXACTLY the same way at 30 and 40 as you did when you
were 18, without exception.
Because, as you say,
Your past doesn't matter.
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"Just be yourself" is a terrible advice
187 upvotes | February 14, 2022 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

I have the misfortune of physically looking like a dark triad type, but without the cool commanding
personality to go along with it.
and I noticed that as long as I faked a hyper-social know-it-all 'street smart' persona girls would
stick around, yet the moment my mask slipped and my quirky mannerisms would show their
interest started to wane asap. 'Having game' is essentialy masking your true self to become what
women want.
I also noticed how sexually successful men not only look attractive, they have very similar cliched
body motoric; often times man spreading or at least rarely crossing their legs when they sit, their
hands don't dangle in a feminine manner when they walk, they never allow themselves to giggle with
a high pitch...
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With access to easy sex, it is up to women to control their n
counts
187 upvotes | February 26, 2022 | by SmarmyPapsmears | Link | Reddit Link

I know women don't like hearing this, especially high n count women.
Everyone likes sex, everyone wants to have sex. I'm not arguing that. I'm arguing that as women get
to determine who is having the sex and who isn't, their n count matters more.
In the case of a man looking for a LTR, women will look past minor flags (high n count) in men
because high-value men are rare. High n count women are plentiful, even for plain to below average
looking women, so high value men will just 'next' if they don't like that. I've done it before a few
times before I met my wife. That didn't mean that I wouldn't fuck them, I would. It just means that
I'm not promoting them to girlfriend.
Women gatekeep sex, men gatekeep relationships. I hate that I'm becoming more RP the more I read
this fucking subreddit.
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Women still depend on men collectively, but they don't need to
rely on any individual man anymore
187 upvotes | July 8, 2021 | by OldSimpsonsisbetter | Link | Reddit Link

I see a lot of posts on this subreddit that "women are independent now, they don't need to rely on a
man for anything" or words to that effect.
That's only partially true. Women still rely on men collectively. They absolutely need men and
depend on them. Here is how women still need men for their existence:
- Men are the backbone of society when it comes to labour and running the economy. They sweep the
streets, they maintain the electricity, they man the gas stations and oil rigs, they build the computers,
they program the smartphones, they build the buildings and infrastructure, they fight the wars, they
do the vast majority of policing and firefighter work, they provide security etc. As you can see, they
are STILL the backbone of the economy. Even though we have a free society where women are
perfectly capable of training for these jobs, women CHOOSE not to do them.
- Men simp for women on social media. If all simps on social media disappeared tomorrow, all the
free attention and income women can make doing this would be gone overnight.
- Men will always be there for sex and will often pay ridiculous sums of money for it. If women need
sex, they can get it delivered to their door for free that same day. Men are so thirsty for sex, they will
pay £2/minute just to watch a fat middle aged woman jerk off on camera. They will pay $300/hr just
for the "privilege" of taking a woman out to dinner. With all this male thirst for sex, why stay with
just 1 man when you can have plenty of men AND charge them to privilege for it?
- Men have this desire to protect women ingrained within them (although many men are choosing not
to these days, as we can see by the growing MGTOW and red pill movements). Women know that
whenever they mess up their life, there will always be a plethora of white knights to come in and save
her.

So as you can see, women absolutely depend on men collectively for their existence. But on an
individual level, men are meaningless to her. She doesn't care about their existence. Kind of like
celebrities or youtube/instagram stars - they care about their total fan base/subscribers, but each
individual fan/subscriber is meaningless to them.
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Why *shouldn't* we objectify people who dress
sexily/skimpily?
187 upvotes | August 31, 2020 | by sadhukar | Link | Reddit Link

This is controversial and borderline rapey but it's something I have a very hard time understanding till
this day.
A well known cosplayer stated that "If someone dresses up as Lara Croft, don't tell her "I wanna raid
your tomb", it's creepy and harassing". I find this confusing because
1) the costume is literally of a sex icon, what were you expecting, people to compliment how cute the
outfit is?
2) Unwanted sexual attention is a thing, yes, but if you are dressing that scantily, is it really
unwanted? Who are you showing it off to anyway?
I realise my statements are incel-like but if someone can give me a great explanation from a sex-
positive feminist point of view on why women dress scantily and then get surprised when men
comment about it, that would be awesome!
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CMV: Partners that refuse to allow access to sex in a
monogamous relationship are just as bad as a cheater
187 upvotes | April 23, 2019 | by douchebag_throwaway3 | Link | Reddit Link

I believe that monogamy consists of two equally important parts.

You forsake any sexual acts with any other person except for the partner you have pledged1.
monogamy with

and, less commonly talked about,

You provide your partner reasonable sexual access to your body.2.

I know that everyone is going to get hung up on "what is reasonable", and I think that's up to every
couple to decide what is reasonable and what is excessive.
But if you've downright deadbedroomed your partner, you've broken the monogamy contact and
should either let your partner out of the partnership or allow them to get sex elsewhere.
I believe that it is downright immoral to lock a partner into monogamy and then refuse them sex.
CMV
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Becoming "red pilled" is essentially just realizing that women
are people.
187 upvotes | November 11, 2019 | by shithappenslol | Link | Reddit Link

I've seen countless of terpers say more or less the following statement: "I used to think women were
[insert positive trait], until a woman [insert shitty behavior] and now I realize that women are actually
[insert negative trait]" plus something along the lines of how the sub helped them open their eyes.
I originally thought that those kinds of statements were BS, because who actually thinks that a
*whole demographic* is entirely made up of kind/generous/considerate/whatever people?
But then I found out about the "women are wonderful" effect, and it makes so much sense now. It
seems like men have a biological tendency to just automatically attribute virtuous traits to young
women, and this perception can only be overridden by having bad experiences with women. Women
do the exact same thing with kids and cute animals. I thought my adorable bunny was sweet because
he *looked* sweet, due to his cuteness (large eyes, disproportionately large head), but this thought
process wasn't conscious. I noticed that his physical appearance cute and my brain did a whole lot of
work to convince me that his personality was just as adorable.
The same thing happens with men and young, adorable women. Something about having big eyes,
soft skin and a gentle disposition (things typically considered "cute") makes men's brains attribute a
whole lot of other positive things to the woman's character. It's not naivete, I think its a whole
automatic, unconscious process that *everyone* has (but that only men attribute to women). It's just a
strong psychological/biological bias that can only be corrected via experience, either personal or
second-hand (like reading TRP).
And then terpers think that they've been "red pilled", when in actuality they're just now regarding
women the normal way. They see women the same way that women have been seeing men and other
women the whole time. They've just simply removed a psychological bias that disproportionately
affects men and now they're on the same playing field as everyone else. Now they can truly see that
women are people who are capable of being super shitty and are able to protect themselves
TL;DR: Men have a biological/psychological vulnerability to wrongly attributing positive traits
towards "cute" women. Removal of this bias (i.e. being redpilled) is just simply removing this
vulnerability and truly realizing that women are people and have all the shittiness that comes along
with that.
So, agree/disagree? Do you think you have this bias? Do you think people have this bias towards
you?
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Every Single PPD Woman Would Be an Incel if She Was a Guy
186 upvotes | December 31, 2019 | by XtoDoubt | Link | Reddit Link
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CMV: Women can't be upset at some men telling them to
"choose better" if they keep perpetuating the notion of a
"Woman's Intuition."
186 upvotes | January 4, 2023 | by WideAwake550 | Link | Reddit Link

So, I noticed there's quite a few threads on here from women lamenting how some men suggest that
modern women should "choose better" if they want to decreased their chances of being in a
dysfunctional or toxic relationship.
This often gets misconstrued as victim blaming or insensitivity but, in reality, the suggestion for
women to "choose better" is actually a result of tons of women on social media perpetuating the
notion of women having a "Woman's Intuition."
What is this "Woman's Intuition" you may ask? It's when women tell men that they can simply look
at or meet men for the first time and immediately sense or sniff out any levels of toxicity, misogyny,
and insecurity from them just from meeting or encountering them for the first time. Literally any time
a young man asks a dating question on r/dating_advice, r/AskWomen, r/OnlineDating, r/dating, or
even this very forum, women will keep pushing the notion that they can immediately tell if a man is a
chauvinist, incel, abuser, cheater, etc. just from the way he types, smells, looks, talks, displays body
language, etc. This occurs in other types of social media where men seek dating advice from women
as well. Women will often suggest to these young men that all they need to do is display
"confidence"(a word that gets widely misrepresented online but that's another topic by itself), bury
their insecurities as much as possible, and not showcase any toxicity in order to be successful in
dating. Now, to be fair, this is great advice that can serve as a good starting point for men. But it
leaves a lot of details out and the addition of women having this "intuition" towards men just throws
things off.
Men have questioned this notion of course but a lot of women were adamant with this concept when
questioned on it. But here's the truth: Everybody has a proclivity to judge a book by its cover. And
that's essentially what "woman's intuition" is: judging a book by its cover. As evidenced with the
number of women who get upset when some men suggest that they "choose better" in relationships or
how many women wound up in "unpredictable" relationships, it's clear that this notion is faker than a
$2 bill.
Women just need to admit that they often date based on how they judge a book by its cover. Often
times, for example, when a man is neurodivergent or socially awkward, he's automatically assumed to
be bad relationship material from the getgo and, certain things he says, can be misinterpreted as
"toxic" just based on women feeling uncomfortable around men who display neurodivergent and
socially awkward personality traits. The same holds true for men who are outside a woman's
preference: All these men need to do with breathe the wrong way and they'll be presumed to be more
toxic than men who fall within a woman's preference.
Hell, women here have admitted that they feel more comfortable around men who have female
friends than those who hang out with other men or spend time alone. This is also a case of pre-
discernment and judging a book by its cover. Certain women assume that a man who goes outside
with female friends is naturally less toxic or misogynistic than a man who prefers to keep to himself
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in public settings.
Now, you may think that I'm shaming women for this but, on the contrary, I think it's perfectly
normal and humane for people to do this. It's literally embedded in our human nature to judge a book
by its cover or have perceptions of different people before getting to truly know them even though
there are ways to combat it. Men are no different from women in this regard.
You just have to stop making it out to be an "intuition" thing. Women can't "sniff out" toxicity in men
without the man actually saying or doing something truly toxic. There's nothing embedded in a
woman's DNA that can do this. It's fine to judge men based on first time impressions just like it's fine
for men to do the same but don't make your impressions or judgement calls out to be some sort of
telepathic moral code that you think women have.
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It's not enough for a man to THINK he is pulling his weight
domestically.
186 upvotes | July 10, 2022 | by WilliamWyattD | Link | Reddit Link

It isn't even enough if he actually IS doing his share. A man needs to explicitly negotiate domestic
duties with his partner if he doesn't want to end up being a taker. He needs to understand ALL that is
involved, and assume equal managerial responsibility for all of it.
There needs to be explicit agreement from both sides that the division is fair. And this division needs
to be constantly updated: maybe 5 years ago she was OK with doing more at home because he spends
more time at work. Maybe her feelings have changed, but she feels some guilt about telling him that.
A good man has to listen actively and really try to create an open, no guilt environment where she
can share her true, possibly changing, feelings about this stuff. It cannot be a pro forma 'everything
still Ok on the homefront? We both still pulling our weight?'. Men are more naturally selfish IMO.
And have less guilt about being in the red on shared duties. So it is easier for a man to fall into a
domestic deficit without guilt or worry about it. Conversely, women are naturally more prone to
giving, and feeling guilt if they aren't doing enough. Socialization just adds on to this. So IMO this is
more up to the man to make sure things are constantly considered truly fair by both parties.
It really should not be that hard to do. Especially with a family, these tasks fucking add up over time.
Even a 40/60 split, sustained over years, adds up to a lot of extra work for her, and inevitable
resentment. Men, we gotta up our domestic game if we don't want to be piece of shit users of women.
Simple as that.
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If you bring up any issues that men deal with in dating on social
media and especially Reddit, even if you have success, women
and s!mps will call you an !ncel. This is simply a shaming tactic
used to deflect and shut the conversation down.
186 upvotes | June 10, 2022 | by Don-Cartagena | Link | Reddit Link

If you dare criticize women or even suggest that men have it rough at all on social media and
especially on Reddit. Reddit is horrific with the level of anti male bias in both its user base and
moderation. In almost every sub, you will get downvoted and crucified for alluding to any of the
above subjects, with women and desperate men attacking with a ferocity calling you an “!ncel” or a
m!sogynist or nekbeard or any number of bullshit shaming tactics. It’s really gotten out of control,
and with big tech being so heavily biased it has sort of made it impossible to discuss men’s issues or
for men to vent. It’s frightening times.
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Women don't appreciate the value of sex since its so readily
available to them. That's why they will never understands mens
obsession with avoiding high N count women for LTRs
186 upvotes | July 6, 2020 | by JimmyKimmelBlackFace | Link | Reddit Link

I think that sex is so abundant for women that most of them don't actually count all their sexual
encounters as actual "sex". It is in such excess and so worthless to women that to itemize every
encounter like men do would be absolutely pointless. Which is why many of them don't so much as
lie about their N counts but do not consider most of their sexual encounters worthy of being an actual
notch.
For most Men on the other hand sex is such a rare commodity that most men can tell you the first
boob they have ever squeezed. You see it all the time in pop culture with men bragging and high
fiving each other about the tiniest most minuscule sexual interactions with a woman that most women
wouldn't even remember. Guys who bed multiple women are called "legends" among their male peer
groups because it really is that difficult as a man to even just get a phone number let alone have a
woman end up giving you head.
That's why N counts have such importance to men because for them it is a challenge it is an
accomplishment for them because the dating game is rigged against them. So for them to get sex and
an abundance of it shows they are winning when the odds are stacked out of their favor. And for
women to have plentiful, large N counts it shows they are willing to take advantage of the current
sexual marketplace. They are willing to cash in when the demand is high (which it always will be)
and that scares men because they know how easy it is to get sex as a woman from an abundance of
men.
Men don't want to constantly be on guard even more so then they already have to be. So a woman
with a high N count is just an unnecessary headache. Most men do everything in their power to avoid
unfaithful women so if they get indicators that a woman actively participates in and knows and takes
advantage of the abundance of sexually available men they would rather not deal with it and date a
woman who is either in the dark about it, doesn't value random hookups etc. .
And then women say "well we don't want sex we want relationships." Random hookups can't lead to
relationships? If a long engaging conversation at a party can be the frame work for a new relationship
why couldn't great sex be too? So if that's the case women having more access to sex then men means
they also have more access to relationships too by proxy. That's another thing women don't
understand. Most people want relationships and want to get married at some point so its disingenuous
to act like men just want sex for sexes sake. Sex can lead to so much more. Which is why men are
wary of women who participate in too much of it. They understand sexes value. They understand the
value in validation from the opposite sex in any appreciable form because most men are so used to
being ignored. Women are spoiled with attention and validation from every avenue.
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Men who are bothered by the fact that women can’t truly love
them for who they are: isn’t that hypocritical?
186 upvotes | April 12, 2020 | by nepsoline | Link | Reddit Link

I’m too lazy to grab links but many men have said something along the lines of “I don’t hate women;
I’m just disappointed that they can never truly love me for who I am.” When describing their
negative view of women it always goes back to their supposed inability to truly love a man for “him”
rather than for his looks/money/status.
In the same breath, these men proudly admit that all they see in women is the possibility of sex and
that if a woman looks good and gives him sex, nothing else matters. Basically, not seeing women for
“them” but for the pleasure/release they can bring. I find it very interesting that they can look down
on women for not seeing past shallow things but accept the same trait in themselves.
Men, do you see the hypocrisy in this? If not, why is it different?
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Why are the caring loving fathers against their daughters being
a housewife and dating an older man?
186 upvotes | April 26, 2020 | by dalia-chan | Link | Reddit Link

If I follow the redpill ideology it says that the best thing I should do at 21, should be to stop going to
uni, get married to a man 10-15 years older than me and be a SAHM. But my father was actually the
one who wanted me to be an indépendant career woman, to have my own money, to study hard, and
he say himself that he will never accept a guy who’s more than 8 years older than me as a son-in-law.
He’s not the only one, cause most of my friends that had a great relationship with their fathers seems
to get the same advices which is studying, enjoying their youth, having their own money and then
getting married to someone they love and they’re attracted to.
My uncle literally hated his daughter’s boyfriend because he was overweight and short, which means
that men are not against women dating chads when it comes to their beloved daughters
Especially that it’s funny how most men hate being judged for their career, but they’re the first to
look down on their daughter’s boyfriend if he’s jobeless.
The only fathers that are okay with their daughters having low standards usually turn out to be
abusives parents and partners that don’t give a shit about their offsprings, but most fathers who love
their daughters seems to wants them to follow a path that contradict what the redpill wants for women
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Women aren't less horny than men: it's just the fact that their
physical standards are so high that so few men actually meet
that standard
186 upvotes | July 5, 2020 | by MentleGentlemen098 | Link | Reddit Link

For a man, women can be attractive in many sizes and shapes as long as they aren't morbidly fat. This
is why it seems that men are hornier than women because men will go for some plain women. Some
men (by that I mean waste of living space idiots) simp over some meh looking girls have give them
money on Onlyfans.
In the other hand, women may seem that they aren't that much horny, but that's because an average
man don't give them tingles at all. So when dating, that is why being "attractive" isn't enough, they
consider stuff like status and personality as well because if they go for looks alone, so few percentage
of men will ever satisfy their physical standard. To prove women's horniness, have you seen girls
simp over famous celebs, especially kpop stars? Some girls at least in my country will camp in the
airport days ahead of their arrival
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Are the majority of men's problems also caused by men in the
first place?
186 upvotes | April 9, 2020 | by canofapples6 | Link | Reddit Link

I do have sympathy for men's issues, as in issues that overwhelmingly and disproportionally affect
men. I understand that male sexual assault is not taken as seriously as its female counterpart, and that
men tend to experience more loneliness and less intimacy. Along with others.
But whenever men talk about these issues, they sometimes direct those issues towards women, which
I find a bit questionable.
Like lets use the example of male sexual assault. It's true that it's not as taken seriously as female
sexual assault... but who are the people who don't take it seriously? Aren't most of such people men?
When women, especially attractive women, sexually assault men or boys, a lot of men would
comment on how they feel the victim is "lucky" and that the whole ordeal isn't harmful. A female
teacher does this to her student, a bunch of men come out and say "i wish she was my teacher". 9 out
of 10 times when someone makes these comments it's a man. And when it comes to loneliness, I
notice that male friendships do not have as much intimacy as female friendships, that men do not give
each other emotional support in the way women do. Even if you remove opposite sex intimacy from
the equation, a woman who gets no intimacy from men can still get intimacy from women,
meanwhile a man who gets no intimacy from women would not get as much intimacy from men.
Does this not lead to men feeling lonelier than women?
Simply put, this does seem to imply that a lot of men's issues are largely up to men to fix, because it's
largely perpetuated by men in the first place. This doesn't mean women don't perpetuate these issues,
but just that men perpetuated them far more than women.
The same could go towards women's issues, although to a smaller extent. But do you agree with the
above?
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What passes as 'creepy behavior' is entirely subjective
186 upvotes | April 8, 2023 | by Johnny_Autism | Link | Reddit Link

Everybody's "how we met" story can be creepy to someone else.

At the grocery store - "I'm just shopping."
At a restaurant - "I'm just eating."
At the bar - "I'm just here with my friends."
At the park - "I'm just here to just be alone with my dog."
At the gym - "I'm just here to workout."
At work - "I'm just trying to work and will call HR."
At school - "I'm just trying to study."

Think about it; what approach passes as 'weird' or 'creepy' has no objective criteria to it. It
always depends on the individual woman whose subjective perception will retroactively make
the judgment whether what a guy just did constituted an act of 'harassment' or a successful
attempt at seduction. Women coming up with commandments about "never bother a woman in X
places" is useless as it works by guilt-tripping already self-conscious men.
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Western Women hate it when men have sexual access as easy as
they do CMV
186 upvotes | April 1, 2023 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

So we all know that because men have higher libidos, they are more horny and want sex more than
women do. Because of this, women can use mens desire for sex to control and manipulate men into
whatever they want whether it’s attention, money, time or just scoring above their sexual market
value.
However, whenever there is a situation that allows the average man to have as many options as an
average female does, women lose their shit and demonize it and resort to name calling (like they do
with most arguments).
Example 1) Passport bros. It’s generally known that if American dudes go overseas, they have a TON
of options from more beautiful women. If you’re white and decent looking then you are like a movie
star overseas in certain countries. Whenever western women hear about this they call these dudes
names or immediately resort to “she just wants a green card”. It’s as if they can’t even acknowledge
that a dude can get more overseas and that there must be a “catch” to it. They’re in hard denial. I’ve
even seen threads on female Reddit subs that say “stay away from guys who travel to east Asia or
Eastern Europe”. Western Women clearly get salty about this.
Example 2) escorts. Now obviously you need to have a decent amount of $ to afford a prostitute,
however even with that being said Western women demonize guys who use prostitutes. Now I could
understand the argument of an STD, but I feel like there’s something else that’s making them get in
their feelings. And it’s the men’s ability to get sex whenever he wants without using any game or
personality. The dude who has access to this is likely going to put up with less shit if he pursues a
relationship.
So basically, whenever a normal dude can get sex as easy as a female, western women demonize it
and get super salty. They will call you the prototypical names but not really provide any argument or
they will make blanket statements that aren’t true but they think by just saying something that it’s
going to manifest into being “truth”. Western women think it’s okay for them to have sexual access
without putting in effort but when men have that same privilege, they get angry.
CMV
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This is how women will behave once the fembot girlfriend
technology is out.
185 upvotes | January 1, 2023 | by HardTruthssss | Link | Reddit Link
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Things that women support the most are about avoiding the
responsibility that women being equal imply
185 upvotes | March 7, 2023 | by CommunicationNo9896 | Link | Reddit Link

Almost things women want to prevent or avoid is mostly about avoiding responsibility: - Abortion
and birth control to prevent parenthood. Not criticizing this, but they do strongly oppose stuff such as
paper abortion for men to give them same window of time for choice. - Parenting test at birth. They
oppose to it to hook up men into parenthood of children that are not theirs, which is very evil. - CEOs
and positions of power. Women support pushing for more women on those positions, but not on all
the spectrum of jobs that men dominate. It is just power without any responsibility of actual growth
from below. - "Believe her" ideas. The intention of this is to skip any burden of proof required for
any other type of crime, as if women were an aristocratic class. - Minimum 50% percent of women
for some industries and political spaces, but somehow majority women in industries is not seen as an
issue.
Now, I'm aware most women are not conscious about supporting this, just as men are often not
conscious about their biases and privilege either. Just pointing out the pattern that women just hate
responsibility that implied equality.
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If it wasn't for sex, most men would not bother with women.
185 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by Jax_Gatsby | Link | Reddit Link

The reason why so many men basically worship women (atleast the ones they find attractive) is
because of sex, and also because men were mostly raised by women who conditioned them to see
women as special, and thefore basically worship them.
The truth is though without sex, men wouldn't bother with women or trying to get to know them. This
could be because men are only interested in sex when it comes to women, or because most women
have nothing to offer except sex, or its a combination of both. But either way, without the potential
for sex, men would not jump through hoops and do all the stuff they do for women (like buying gifts
and paying for dates).
Without sex, men would have to judge women by the same criteria as they judge men, and women
would have to become interesting to be able to hold a man's attention.
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After romantic rejection, men feel less positive emotion and
hold shifted socio-political attitudes. Women do not follow the
same pattern.
185 upvotes | September 6, 2022 | by smallstarseeker | Link | Reddit Link

New research indicates that romantic successes and failures can have profound impacts on how men
think
A man’s popularity in the dating market can influence his sexual attitudes and even his views about
socio-political issues, according to new research published in the scientific journal Adaptive Human
Behavior and Physiology. The study offers new experimental evidence that being unpopular with the
opposite sex can shift heterosexual men’s views about the minimum wage and healthcare.
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Every attractive young woman will have an OnlyFans account
by 2030 and be entirely undateable
185 upvotes | September 9, 2020 | by TazeThemAll | Link | Reddit Link

OnlyFans is having a devastating impact on the sexual market.
The lure of easy money for women is having an enormous, unexamined effect on men’s attitudes to
women and women’s attitudes to their sexuality.
The hyper-commodification of sex and faux-emotional bonding is truly vile.
Lots of young women don’t see OnlyFans aa a form of sex work, but a form of entertainment.
They look at having an OnlyFans account as a small business, rather than an emotionally abusive
scam that drastically limits their future potential.
My prediction is that by 2030, practically every attractive young Western woman will have an
OnlyFans and be completely undateable as a result.
Just as most men would never date an ex- hooker or ex-pornstar, an ex-OnlyFans emotional abuser
will be similarly unappealing.
The detached comfort some women have with the income potential of OnlyFans is truly repulsive.
They are selling sex. And that shit sticks to you and ruins your entire life. No one wants to hire a 40-
year-old woman when the entire office has access to videos of her jamming herself with fruit in her
20s.
TLDR: by 2030, virtually every attractive young Western girl will be a digital whore.
Edit: food for thought
https://www.google.com.au/amp/s/www.businessinsider.com.au/people-are-creating-onlyfans-accoun
ts-after-losing-jobs-during-pandemic-2020-6/amp
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Introversion as a character trait seems to make relationships
difficult to find for men.
185 upvotes | May 11, 2022 | by PurpDragonPrime | Link | Reddit Link

I read a comment by another user and I think he made a really good point that I've been thinking
about.

There’s so many distractions now (porn, video games, tv) that weren’t there in there
past that can cause a lot of us on here (imo) to miss out or ignore the struggles that
help us level up in life since we chase those instead due to different reasons (being
introverted, being bullied, having a traumatic experience, being unlucky, being neuro-
divergent, having the wrong mindset towards socializing for too long, developing
unhealthy coping strategies, being legitimately deformed, undiagnosed mental issues,
etc.) - Shortfingers

I bring this up as a person who is introverted, studied STEM, has very solo-oriented hobbies like
gaming, reading, writing, taking care of my dog, etc. (and also deal with some of the issues he
described as well to some extent). It's almost like a mathematical law, that if you are introverted, you
have an exponentially higher chance towards being single for longer periods of your life, for both
men AND women, because you just don't meet nearly as many people over the course of a year, or a
decade. Maybe you only have one, two, or three close friends or something, and no social media
presence, and no OLD profile, and no linkedin, and especially if you and your friends are all a bunch
nerds who do things that the vast majority of women, and to some extent other men, think are lame
and goofy like grinding the ranked ladder in a video game or reading manga books.
I wish people were more honest about this, especially to younger men who are introverted. Your
hobbies and your lifestyle affect your dating life massively. Being in college is a CHEAT CODE that
lasts 4-6 years. College is like living on an island full of young women who are all single and are all
free from parental supervision for the first time. It is not real life. It is a resort you pay to stay at for 4
years, that also serves as a check on the box socially to be considered "upper class" later on. After
you graduate at 22-24, or 18 if you never went to college, if you are a man and your life looks
like this:

Wake up.1.
Go to work, with all male nerds because you are a STEMboi or a plumber or something.2.
Go home from work.3.
Get drunk / high by yourself and play 8 hours of Magic the Gathering and some video games4.
with your online clan and have a good ol' epic fucking introverted time.
Maybe hang out with your 1-3 introverted gamer buddies IRL who don't know any girls either.5.
Do some other introverted hobby like write your fantasy space epic adventure novel.6.
TV YouTube Twitch binge / Sleep.7.
Repeat.8.

...you're probably single if I had to guess, and you're going to stay that way, for a long time. OLD
could be the solution, but many of you don't even try to use OLD. And OLD won't help you if you're
not quite muscular, which many introverted nerds are NOT. Most are either scrawny, or fat, and I'm
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not sure which one is better than the other, or if either one is better (I'd be interested to get opinions
on this from women).
All of my past relationships / hookups have happened because:

A girl in highschool knew someone I knew and was interested in me (short relationship).
A girl I knew since elementary school randomly wanted to hook up with me after we graduated
highschool (twice).
A girl I was friends with set me up on a date with her friend (6 month relationship).
I met a girl at an event at a casino from a job we both got hired for at school (short
relationship).
I ran into a girl in the hallway at school and we just so happened to be looking for the same
class (2+ year relationship).
Also, making out with different girls at parties just because I found my way into them.

The common theme is that I had social proof. All you need as far as social proof goes, for the most
part, as long as you're not extremely off putting and cringe, is a shared class, or a mutual friend, or a
party invitation, that's literally it! A lot of guys don't even have that and much of it is because you
either have no "life", or your life involves no women.

Your workplace is 100% men.
Your friend group is 100% men and that's like, 33% each.
You do not go out to bars / clubs and if you do you do not socialize.
You do not go to the gym and if you do you do not socialize.
You do not go to church and if you do you do not socialize.
You do not go anywhere at all and you socialize with the same 0-4 people for like 3-10 years.
You do not go to any hobbies that involve women AT ALL.
You do not hang out with anybody who does these things, AT ALL.

If you are a stranger to everyone on the planet you might as well be an alien. It's become incredibly
easy for introverts to turn to a very hermetic lifestyle in our culture because of remote work,
entertainment streaming, online competitive gaming, and pornography. This includes people like me,
who are introverted but have always had a social circle of friends, and would consider myself as
usually pretty funny, and have been considered the same by many others as well, over my life. I can
hold a conversation and I'm not socially anxious. You may have found, as I have found, that over
time, your interests and your life course have lead you down a path where you never extend yourself
outside your home base, into the society, at all.
This is a problem. If your social circle shrinks down to small enough, or if it implodes to zero, it's
incredibly hard to get that engine running again. Relationships are things that generally chain into one
another, like Yu-Gi-Oh cards, so if you run low on them, it's hard to replace them, especially as an
adult. A lot of "hikkikomori" / "NEET" types (not in education, employment, or training / asocial
shutins, video game addicts, agoraphobes, depressed, etc) are people who's social life simply fell off
of the wagon, or never got going at all, because it's simply easy to let it all fall apart, and be alone,
and do alone-things. Having friends, and partners is now optional, that means you have to work for it.
And it's difficult to work for it when you don't know where to do that, and it's especially hard if you
truly love your introverted lifestyle and your nerdy all-male hobbies, and your goofy all-male friends,
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and your nerdy computer-chair bound remote tech job that you work, on the same PC you use to play
MMO's and watch anime all night long without anyone around.
I'm not sure what the solution to these men's problems are or if there is one, aside from forcing
yourself to stop doing the things you enjoy, to do something you won't enjoy, just to be around
people who might like you. It's a tough position to be in, being an introvert, in an atomized world
where people are disproportionately benefitted by being extroverted by temperament. People who
live like this have often been living like this for a long time and it's hard to create a roadmap out of it,
and many people choose not to, yet desire to still find love, somehow. I'm sure this makes up a large
portion of the reddit demographic, as far as men on subs like these goes. I've seen other posts about
how people being asocial is one of the primary roots of the struggle men face in relationships
nowadays, and I can only speak on behalf of men, it's probably true for women too.
EDIT*: I don't know why but it seems like a mod or someone changed my flair from "discussion" to
"cmv". Not sure what that's about. I'm not here to debate with people to try to "win" or change
people's outlooks, I'm just finding new perspectives and advice and listening to people's personal
stories and sharing ideas about all of this and how it's related to me personally.*
EDIT 2: This post blew up pretty far beyond what I expected. Messages are coming in faster than I
can respond to them. Thanks everyone for the discussions I'll keep reading and chiming in where I
can.
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Men need to stop explaining themselves to women on forums
like this and expecting any sort of validation.
185 upvotes | January 1, 2022 | by idrinkapplejuice42 | Link | Reddit Link

Its pointless. Ive tried so hard to explain my experience and struggles to multiple women on forums
and private chats. Its fruitless. I end up repeating myself endlessly addressing all the same points. It
never ends in women having any more compassion or attraction to me. In fact women despise
weakness in men. The only way forward is to stop expecting women to understand or empathize with
you. You must become callous to a world that does not care for you. Men are not loved
unconditionally, and if you search for validation you will deepen your feelings of alienation. Become
stoic. Dont explain your reasoning. Dont explain your emotions. Dont look for others to solve your
problems. Carry your cross. Stop looking for somebody else to share the burden with, you will not
find them.
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A lot of people are so busy “keeping the score” that they’re
forgetting to enjoy their life.
185 upvotes | December 12, 2021 | by lizrdbrain | Link | Reddit Link

I see a lot of posts about the give/take of going on a date or being with someone, how much to invest
(money, time), etc. And I’m beginning to think that people are so fixated on whether a
date/relationship is “worth their time”, that they’re forgetting to just enjoy themselves.
There is value in just having a nice evening with someone. Not everything has to turn into sex or a
relationship. Not everything is transactional experience.
I think a lot of people would enjoy dating/their relationships with others more if they stopped
expecting so much out of it rather than just a nice conversation/meal/date.
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CMV: FDS women will never be as happy as red pillers. RP'ers
work towards being the ideal mate, while FDS primes women
to be a nightmare partner.
185 upvotes | April 30, 2021 | by flying-gogoplata | Link | Reddit Link

It's as simple as this math here:
end game for red pill man = sweet submissive women who is loyal, his co captain, and isnt fat. Many
women fit this bill when you reach a certain level of SMV. ofc they know it can end on a moments
notice. Red pill heavily caters towards building yourself to appeal to this mate, as well as being the
best version of yourself.
end game for FDS user: capture an Alpha with beta tendencies - lots of money, big penis, big dick
energy, protector and provider. Good father.
The problem is simple: TRP users mold themselves to appeal to their ideal mate
FDS users mold themselves to be everything their potential mates don't want - stuck up, controlling,
bossy, loud, opinionated, bitching about money all the time (when they are dirt broke lmao)
This is why TRP users will always come out ahead - they left the anger phase long ago and work with
the system.
FDS users will always be stuck in a cycle of failure until they leave FDS and its teachings, or at least
the sub gets out of the anger phase as whole.
No real man is going to listen to how "asking your women to shave her legs is based on pedophilia".
Hot fun guys see that as deranged, literally. Nobody wants to be around that person when were out
here living life having a blast. Nobody wants to stop and talk about how you were cat called and
youre so angry (we all know you're lying anyways fatty) edit: btw, fatties cat call me all the time,
gross.
Good luck FDS users
yours truly, a very happy RP man in a great long term relationship with an awesome, smart, talented
feminine women
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If a woman's past body count is "irrelevant" (past is past), a
guy having seen a prostitute in the past is "irrelevant." Either
both are, or neither are.
185 upvotes | June 9, 2021 | by ToughAnswers | Link | Reddit Link

Well in reality anything a person wants to be relevant is relevant, right? No one owes anyone
objective consistency
Yet here we have an askmenadvice thread where OP lied about her body count to her boyfriend, and
the thread comments are littered with "past is past".
Well, ok, "past is past" when it comes to having ever slept with a prostitute...right?
An individual doesn't owe consistency, but if they're weighing in on some kind of "objective
MoRaLiTy" (who knows where that might come from, but whatever), then that, surely, needs to be
consistent.
And sure, the guy should've just discarded immediately rather than insulting her, but he's also human
and he was lied to. Would the commenters' responses have been the same if it was a guy who lied
about ever having slept with a prostitute?
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The link between male obesity and struggles with dating and
sex
185 upvotes | October 27, 2020 | by GullibleClassic1 | Link | Reddit Link

We all know that obesity rates are rising around the world with at least 60% of Americans being
overweight and obese, even in the developing countries obesity has skyrocketed, in Mexico, for
example 73% of the population is overweight or obese. However, when the issue of obesity is
brought up on this subreddit, it’s always framed as an issue in regarding female attractiveness, which
is not something I am offended by, because as a former fat person I readily acknowledge that being
overweight makes you less attractive.
However, we know that obesity doesn’t just negatively impact women, it also negatively impacts
men, and is probably one of the biggest contributors to a lot of issues trp talks about. For instance,
there has been this whole frenzy discussion taking place all over the manosphere about the suppose
‘feminization’ of men, with many using the fact that male sperm count has fallen over recent years as
evidence of further male feminization. Some try to connect this phenomenon to some vast feminist
conspiracy to feminize men when actual scientists who looked at the issue say the more likely culprit
in falling male sperm count is growing obesity. There was another freak out about this rising
feminization when a study, found that millennial men had less grip strength then their fathers at the
same age, as in turns out some studies have also shown there is a connection between obesity and
weaker bone strength.
Furthermore, we know that obesity in men feminizes the body, it lowers testosterone levels, increases
estrogen production, increases the risk of developing erectile dysfunction and lowers ones libido.
Given all that, why isn't obesity not brought up more as a reason for why some men have issues with
their sex lives and dating? Obesity puts you at a huge disadvantage compared to being at a healthy
weight, in fact a study by Duke University found that overweight men were 25 times more likely then
healthy weight men to say they were dissatisfied with their sex lives, given how prevalent obesity has
become in the past decade alone and is rising all over the world, it would be probably be in
everyone’s best interest to take this issue as it relates to dating and sex more seriously. I know trp
does advice men to lift weights, but that’s usually about it when it comes to this topic.
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Men overestimate how much women care about male approval
185 upvotes | February 8, 2020 | by GlaceMarill | Link | Reddit Link

Something I've noticed is that guys around here seem to think women are terribly worried that men
won't like them past a certain age or whatever.
First of all, even if you're the hottest woman in the planet, you'll never fit every man's tastes. There
will always be a guy who only like redheads or asians or fat girls. Every woman knows this.
Women only care about the approval of men who are close to them. They don't care that a random
40yo thinks she's too old at 35 when she's already married to the man she likes.
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A man's best chance at a sexually healthy relationship is one in
which he is far more attractive than his partner.
185 upvotes | July 9, 2020 | by thisisrevenge | Link | Reddit Link

To state the obvious, every woman is sexually attracted to attractive men but something that's just as
important to realise is that women are sexually attracted to men who are more attractive than
themselves.
Unless you are a man in the upper percentile of attractiveness (8+), women who are as attractive as
you will not appreciate your physical appearance. Her sexual attraction for you will be on thin ice
which will crack, eventually. However, putting aside women's forever adapting libido, there will
always be a good level of sexual attraction for men who are more valuable than them, physically.
Observe hook-up culture, men who go for women significantly below their own attractiveness have a
stupidly easy time having sex because women recognises the value of a man who is more attractive
than her and the thought of having him is more of a turn on than settling for men of her level.
It's worth noting that this doesn't necessarily mean that the woman in question is ugly to the man,
she's just not the best that this man can actually do. However, she is the one who will be the least
likely to withdraw sex as their relationship progresses because she'll actually appreciate him more
than other women would and she won't want to lose him.
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Unlike men, women are exceptionally more likely to initiate
contact with opposite sex individuals within the top
percentile(s) of physical attractiveness in online dating
185 upvotes | December 25, 2020 | by RSDevotion1 | Link | Reddit Link

Hitsch et. al (2006) analyzed a data set that contained detailed information on the attributes and
online activities of approximately 22,000 users in two major U.S. cities.

The users of the dating service describe many of their physical attributes, such as height and
weight, in their profile. Also, about one third of all users post one or more photos online.
We rated the looks of those members in a laboratory environment, as previously described
in Section 2. We then classified the ratings into deciles, where the top decile was split again
in two halves. This classification was performed separately for men and women. The looks
of those member who did not post a photo online are measured using their self-descriptions,
such as “average looks” or “very good looks.”

...Overall, the relationship between outcomes and looks is similar for men and women.
However, there is a surprising “superstar effect” for men. Men in the top five percent
of ratings receive almost twice as many first contacts as the next five percent; for
women, on the other hand, the analogous difference in outcomes is much smaller.

First contacts based on looks

Provided that the study is nearly 15 years old, and online dating has become more efficient, it is
interesting to consider how these results could provide insight on modern dating.
The graph's trend indicates an over 300% baseline contact rate increase for men within the top 5% of
attractiveness. It is entirely possible that the baseline difference increases exponentially for women's
selection process (whereas men's selection process trends linearly), indicating that men within higher
percentiles of attractiveness (1%, 0.1%, etc.) would have exponentially higher success than specified
by the study.
A top 5% man is the most attractive man out of 20. Assuming that it takes women no more than 10
seconds to assess a man's appearance on a modern dating app, women, on average, will find a top 5%
man after 200 seconds of usage. Using this same math, women, on average, will find a man within
the top 0.6% of attractiveness after 30 minutes of swiping.
These observed trends tend to support Ronald Fisher's sexy son hypothesis and Bateman's Principle
of differential parental investment.
References:

Hitsch G, Hortacsu A, Ariely D. 2006. What Makes You Click? Mate Preferences and
Matching Outcomes in Online Dating. MIT Sloan Research Paper No. 4603-06.
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Men seem capable of admitting negative traits of their sex. Are
women?
185 upvotes | December 25, 2020 | by GWF_Heygirl | Link | Reddit Link

I've been lurking PPD for about five years, and amidst all the changes in demographics and topics,
the sub has had a few consistent tendencies. One of them is that **men seem much more willing to
accept certain negative characterisations of their sex as being true**.
Most men accept that, generally speaking, men are more violent, commit more violent and violent
sexual crimes, etc. Most men today accept *some* understanding of toxic masculinity - that self-
reliance and stoicism taken to the extreme can result in emotional numbness, alienation, depression,
and is linked to substance abuse.
Among PPD guys (regardless of pill), men seem to acknowledge the negative behaviours of Chad - in
fact, Chad's leaving behind a trail of pumped-and-dumped women is pretty much central to RP
myths. Most men here acknowledge the unrelenting thirstiness of beta-tier losers, their mindless
simping, and ridiculous entitlement.
Acknowledging these problems is usually the first step towards proposing rules for how men
*should* behave. **But another, equally important, step is outlining the ways in which women
behave badly or unhealthily**. This is where the problem comes in: women in PPD seem less and
less capable of acknowledging the colour of the sky. Basic facts, backed up by dozens of scientific
studies, are rejected out of hand. Anecdotal experiences which are reflected in every corner of
contemporary social life are waved away. "Not all women are the same", "You're only describing
lower/working-class women", etc.
How absurd would it be to claim that toxic masculinity only applies to lower/working-class men?
You'd be laughed off the planet with such a take. Yet this is just one in an arsenal of tactics used by
women of PPD to escape broad characterisations.
If we want to come up with rules about how people should behave, shouldn't some general blueprint
be required - including a blueprint of **bad female behaviour**?
**Discussion questions**
Women of PPD: What general negative traits would you be willing to apply to women?
Men of PPD: What general negative traits would you be willing to apply to men?
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Female Dating Strategy subreddit is proof that women can be
just as toxic and sexist as incels
185 upvotes | May 10, 2020 | by ILikeToArgueALot | Link | Reddit Link

So I've subscribed and read through the FDS posts a lot. I'm also subscribed to incel subreddits and I
don't actually see any difference between them.

Both FDS and Incels always blame the opposite sex. You will never see a post where they take
responcibility for their problems.
All the comments on both are very sexist and toxic and make blanket gender statements.
They both devide people into groups to dehumanize them and decide what makes a person have
value. FDS uses HVM/LVM (High Value Male) except all the women have different opinions
on what that is. Incels do the same with chads, stacies etc
Every single post auto assumes its the mans fault on FDS. None of them ever think maybe the
woman did something wrong. They think all women are perfect angels. Incels do the same they
automatically blame the woman for her choices.
Incels think they are entitled to sex as a man. FDS women think they are entitled to everything -
sex, money, marriage, constant attention etc etc all because they are a woman.
When a post is made on FDS saying something positive about men the comments flame the OP
and make sexist remarks. Incels do the same when a post is made about positive women.
Incels refuse to self improve. FDS women refuse to self improve, thats only for men
apparently. Both just blame the opposite sex.

The funniest part? I bet the girls on FDS don't think they are sexists and they act the same as incels.
They probably don't even think women can be sexist and only men can. Its something I've noticed
online, men know when they are being sexist but they don't care. Where as women think its normal
behaviour to say all men are trash and get confused when you say that's sexism.
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Getting attractive men as a women is not nearly as easy as some
guys on here make it out to be.
184 upvotes | June 16, 2020 | by GullibleClassic1 | Link | Reddit Link

People act as though all a women has to do is go on tinder and within minutes she will find attractive
men going balls deep in her, no questions asked. All women according to some on here get attention
from Chads growing up. Yes every women from nowhere Wyoming to rural Alaska.
I can reiterate enough that this is not true. For starters the population of very attractive men, the type
lookism forums worships is very small. Like maybe 0.5% of the male population looks like that.
Even if we are just talking about the normal population of attractive men not demi gods, they are very
much in the minority too. It’s a myth that they guys regularly sleep with or shower sexual attention
on average to ugly women. They don’t need to, they can stick with thousands of attractive women
already willing to sleep with them.
Most ugly/average women don’t get any attention from handsome men. It is not easy getting men like
that to hookup with us. I’ll share my experience, I use to be fat. When I was fat while using dating
sites like tinder I match with men willing to meet up with me for sex, most of these guys were all
either similar in my attractiveness or maybe just slightly better looking. None of them were chads. I
matched with the chads too but no of them contacted me at all, and if I initiated contact they would
ignore it. When I lost weight and became slim, I was contacted by more men and more quality ones
too. Even then most of the guys wanting to meet with me were around my attractiveness or maybe
slightly better. Not that I was complaining or anything, but it is a myth that women get Bradley
Cooper just for existing. Nope, highly attractive men date and sleep with attractive women, there are
plenty of easy attractive women out there so they have no need to resort to sleeping with ugly/average
women to bust a nut. The majority of women will never have sex with a man like that for that very
reason.
So it’s time to put this myth to bed, tinder and online dating sites aren’t male model dick factory
farms for women.
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"Treat men like garbage and they will love you and respect
you"
184 upvotes | February 27, 2022 | by scwizard | Link | Reddit Link

That's a real quote with 150 upvotes from a comment on FDS.
This kinda cements them as a mirror TRP doesn't it? They're still not openly advocating for specific
forms of abuse like TRP was, but still saying more generally to treat them like "garbage."
What ever happened to the idea that you should treat your partner lovingly and graciously?
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A cool psychology article about how women underestimate
men’s romantic interest in them and men overestimate
women’s interest in them.
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/dating-toxic-or-tend
er/202206/why-first-moves-go-unnoticed
184 upvotes | June 12, 2022 | by Short-Fingers | Link | Reddit Link

This would explain why women don’t see how their male friends may just be orbiting to get sex from
them at opportune times, and why boyfriends are wary of his woman’s “male friends”. Also explains
why some women feel insulted when it’s said that they put a guy in the friend zone…they just tend to
downplay a guy’s interest!
Thought this article would be of interest to most readers on here.
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Women being loyal and contributing to the war effort
184 upvotes | January 2, 2023 | by Slootandoh | Link | Reddit Link
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Being Good or nice is not the bare minimum. Don't keep saying
that it is.
184 upvotes | May 28, 2022 | by Friedidli | Link | Reddit Link

As in title, being nice is not the bare minimum. Lots of people who lack the basic ability to treat other
people well are in relationships, while others with nothing discernably wrong with them remain
single.
It's all fine and dandy when you mention that this discrepancy is because of confidence and the lack
thereof. However, frequently i have found that when someone mentions that they are people with
mild manersims who treat women well this ridiculous concept that niceness is the bare minimum gets
thrown around.
It's not the bare minimum, seeing as how frequently women bemoan the poor behaviour exhibited by
their current or ex boyfriends.
Be honest. Tell them that that behaviour is not attractive.
Don't Gaslight them that their sense of feeling of equity and respect in a relationship is commonplace.
It should be. Thats another debate.
But it isn't.
It's a especially poor tactic given that they have examples to the contrary in their daily lives, and
honestly just makes them disengage.
Just tell them that it is not attractive.
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CMV: Men who need love the most are repulsive to women.
Women who need love are extremely privileged by contrast.
184 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by TrueNeutrall0011 | Link | Reddit Link

Women are disgusted by desperate men except in certain psycho-sexual dynamics lol.
The deprived of love, affection, and support a man is throughout his developmental years the more
internally desperate will become. Because women are the "sexual selectors", they will impulsively
reject men they see as desperate which will further impact their self esteem. Over time that will lead
to varying issues and pathological adaptations. Some of them might be more benign like low self
esteem, but for men who were emotionally neglected or abused in childhood they are at a significant
disadvantage to have healthy and secure relationships.
On average, women will pursue men who are confident and well adjusted and don't need love as
desperately. This is perfectly logical and natural so I'm not saying it to shame anyone it's simply a
fact of nature. Women will be attracted to men who either aren't desperate or who hide it well enough
to secure relationships and then become abusive later (like how NPD will gaslight their partners to
turn attention on themselves and hide their own insecurity and desperation).
Damaged and desperate women on the other hand are extremely privileged. Their main issue isn't
finding love and support, it's simply picking the wrong person and "reliving their trauma". When
given a chance at positive and secure healthy relationships with caring, supportive guys, damaged
women will often times slip out of it and repeat their own pattern of abuse. They have no idea how
privileged they are to be able to find one guy after another, after another, after another, and so they
have no reason to ever change or learn or grow or heal until later in life.
The more a woman needs love, the less it matters because she can simply find a partner if she uses an
ounce of common sense. She won't have to heal alone. She will have support, physical intimacy,
affection, shelter given to her, attentive care, etc if she chooses the right partner.
Men who need love are on the other hand rejected. They are seen as desperate and harmless at best,
or villianized by paranoid delusional women in worse cases. There is no supportive woman to come
along and love them. There is no woman to hold them and tell them it will be ok. They don't get to
experience physical touch and intimacy. They are constantly reminded that they are broken or
defective or not good enough. Furthermore, they are told to put that aside and focus on women's
rights and women's issues. More is demanded of them. They still have the burden of performance to
be giving something if they want to be accepted.
These are all things I experienced growing up. The amount of effort I have had to put in to find
relationships is so immense compared to what women have to do I have never met a woman who is
even close to being able to understand it and I know that other men feel the same way. I think if the
average woman in the dating sphere had to experience clearly for one moment what men who
experience this do they would be mentally broken and traumatised. Yet still, more is demanded of us.
This exhaustive persistent need for intimacy we all have as humans is now becoming neglected and
ignored because men who have mental health issues are too exhausted to keep it up. They slip in to
depression, self isolation and resentment. They lose themselves in distraction because they believe
they aren't worth it and aren't worthy of love.
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The power disparity here is something women will never be able to empathize with.
When I am making this statements I am speaking about men and women who have mental health
issues as a result of childhood of course.
CMV:
Men who need need love are repulsive to women, given no shelter or warmth or love or affection,
caring and understanding, comfort or intimacy and are still expected to meet women's needs with
little reciprocation.
Women who need love are able to easily find support from a myriad of options, rarely have to go
long without intimacy and love , feeling valued and growing and sharing life experiences, and they
have to commit almost no effort to secure the situations that allow this to happen.
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Taylor Siwft's "You Belong with me" is simply complaints men
have about women but since it is gender flipped it is respected
and celebrated instead of mocked
184 upvotes | May 9, 2023 | by DepartureProper9497 | Link | Reddit Link

The song is about a nerdy teen girl, avg looks, who is in love with her close friend & next-door
neighbour, who is also a Chad football player. The girl wears glasses, focuses on her studies instead
of heading out, and is part of the marching band. She seems to be a nice enough person, and really
understands her crush / friends, gets along well with him, and they have a lot in common. But her
crush isn't into her, he is dating a sports-car owning Stacey who is the captain of the cheerleading
squad. She is emotionally and mentally abusive and openly flirts with other guys in front of him. By
the end of the song, he realizes that the "best friend" is a better partner who he has actually gets along
and has a lot in common with is the one who he is meant to be with.
You see for yourself here: https://youtu.be/VuNIsY6JdUw
Now hold on. Isn't this a common complain to you hear from men? A nerdy guy, focused on his
studies, good person is in love with his friend who he has a lot in common with and get along well
with. But this friend / crush is not with him, despite how much they have in common and how well
they get along. Instead she is with the rich Chad / jock who abuses her, treats her poorly, and cheats
on her. And the guy hopes that she sees the light.
But hold on. If a guy complains about this he is dismissed and attacked with phrases like "women
don't owe you affection / love / sex just cause you get along and you are nice to them" or whatever.
He is attacked as an "incel", 'nice guy" and mocked and attacked for his complaint.
But a popular song with the same thing yet gender flipped - "You Go Girl"
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PPD Women be like
184 upvotes | December 31, 2022 | by Bandit174 | Link | Reddit Link
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US finally catches up to Japan: around 27% of men under age
30 are virgins
184 upvotes | March 29, 2019 | by Zippo-Cat | Link | Reddit Link

Washington Post dropped the bomb today but since the site is pure cancer I recommend just looking
at the tweet(s) instead.
The jump is a massive 20 percentage points in just ten years since 2008.
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FDS being as large as it is shows how out of touch some women
are and that doesn’t help get women results.
184 upvotes | June 10, 2021 | by hesipullupjimbo445 | Link | Reddit Link

Everyone here has at least heard of FDS and what’s it’s goal is, to help women attract high value
men. Now despite the fact that high value men have always been clear in what they find attractive, it
doesn’t sound horrible in theory. However, the sub doesn’t seem to have many posts that would
actually benefit women.
Most of the recent posts are just memes or tiktoks that allow for users to just circlejerk about how
men are horrible. I looked at the official FDS guide and I was shocked at how out of touch it is. It
seems as if they’ve broken down dating so much that they’ve actually made it more complex. All a
woman needs to do while on a date is dress well, look good, be sociable, and act feminine. None of
these are hard considering the fact that the man was likely the one that pursued.
Their views on what makes a man low or high value are even more crazy. According to the guide a
high value man will pick a woman up from outings with her friends, help around the house, and
spend time with her family. High value men provide so it only makes sense that his wife is the one
doing the home making. He’s likely to be busy often so he won’t even have time to be around your
family or pick you up from places, as if that determines his value. I’d bet a majority of these users
have never dated or personally know any high value men. It’s the blind leading the blind.
FDS seems to be a misandrist support group for women that have been hurt by a man before or grew
bitter from not getting much attention. It’s very similar to some spaces in the manosphere. Marketing
it as a space that is beneficial to women is doing more harm than good.
Do you disagree? Is FDS actually getting women results? Is it in touch with reality? If so why aren’t
there more spaces like this?
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Sex toys for men seem to be rarely talked about seriously yet
women who buy sex toys are “empowered”. Why?
184 upvotes | April 3, 2021 | by theskincoatsalesman | Link | Reddit Link

I said something about a fleshlight being a little hyperbolic, but it got me thinking.
Women tend to be less sex focused as a gender, yet women are the ones having sex toys so socially
accepted & advertised. That seems super fucking backwards to me.
There is this social focus on men needing to please women sexually, or always being unable to. It
seems to make people fear sex before ever giving themselves the chance to just give it a go.
I think if things like fleshlights were encouraged and casually mentioned the way vibrators are, there
would be a lot more confident men.
I mean first of all, you can use a toy whenever you want, no needing to think about social interaction
or making someone uncomfortable. Second, a sex toy could never ever mock you or make you feel
self conscious. I think it would benefit a lot of men’s self value & confidence. Want to try something
you cant find anyone comfortable with? They have a veriety of textures & shapes out there. Not to
mention, one nice fleshlight costs less than a date or a long term relationship.
Another point, why aren’t companies marketing it like this? Theres tons of horny, lonely men who
need a simple way to solve their problems, especially with quarantine!
Why do we see men who own sex toys as lame or creepy, yet a woman who owns a dildo is “an icon”
or something? I don’t know, I truly might be the only one who perceives these biases.
Edit to the past edit: sorry to those who saw that, I meant to edit a different post LOL
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Biological men and women will continue to radically diverge
sexually in the near future, facilitated by emerging
technologies.
184 upvotes | March 13, 2021 | by Otter-Incognito | Link | Reddit Link

Reformatted for to be CMV friendly as the older thread got nuked.
---
I expect most of you reading this are aware of the sharp (50%) increase in sexlessness among young
men in the last decade.
One of the biggest mistakes people make when trying to predict the future is assuming cultural
transition without accounting for divergence and holdouts. Cultural changes don't necessarily have to
occur quickly or be absolute. Whatever comes next, a good chunk of people are going to continue
doing what they've been doing, to similar results.
The mainstream culture has momentum but it seems to be pushing in the wrong direction as far as the
sexual health of young men is concerned. A culture in decline is one that lacks the vibrancy necessary
to proliferate and colonize new mediums. I believe men's sexual frustration will prove to be a deep
well for that vibrancy.
There are millions of men in this country that feel like their sexuality is under attack by the status
quo. That are suffocating under the weight of unmet sexual needs, that have fetishes that they
struggle to explore with their partners or even have issues finding a partner because of them. Or just
men that are sexually dissatisfied in nebulous ways they can't quite put to words. They don't need to
even be aware of it for my purposes as they'll be just as vulnerable, maybe even more so.
I believe that a radical change in the way men exercise their sexuality will arise as a result of online
interactions, especially once virtual reality and brain-computer interface technologies mature. It's an
old idea, but at this point it's an obvious enough prospect that entertainment peddlers are starting to
catch up to the specifics. (See the black mirror episode 'Striking Vipers' for a relevant example) Any
impact to the physical world can only easily follow from this shift in online behavior; it's a lot easier
to rewrite 1 and 0s than to change bodies and minds.
There's two fundamental rules of sexual behavior that I believe to be true and which currently
influence the way the sexes interact with each other:

Men are biologically defenseless against being objects of sexual desire. It's not the kind of
pressure that was part of men's evolutionary environment nor is it part of the average man's
reality today. The average heterosexual man:

Rarely receives compliments
Is rarely seduced
Is rarely given affection
Is rarely sexually objectified
And his sexuality is rarely treasured or fought for

Women are generally unwilling to genuinely compete for the sexual attention of the average
man. They're wired to compete for resources and commitment but men's sexual interest is
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simply axiomatic to their experience. Evolution often acts by proxy so for most of our history
and for most practical purposes, the appearance of sexual interest was effectively the same as
actual desire. But now that women are starting to believe that they no longer need men, the
difference between the two becomes obvious.

I believe that barring widespread technological means of modifying our intrinsic values and meta-
values, further divergence than what we're currently seeing is inevitable. As I said above technologies
such as VR are the perfect forbidden fruit for sexually frustrated young men and it is a very low
hanging fruit at this point. Long before we can modify ourselves and before society has the
opportunity to evolve cultural antibodies, VR tech will sweep in and ensnare whole generations of
men. They will become invested in their new reality and will shift their attention to maintaining and
expanding it instead of participating in mainstream culture.
What will this look like?

AI Families. Think GPT-3 a few iterations down the line, capable of generating anything from
credible personalities to realistic visuals indistinguishable from reality. Physical robots are an
obvious addition to this approach, at least in the beginning. BCI technology is the end goal
here. These men will probably become the ancestors of post-human intelligences that while
memetically descended from humans, will exist only as information, unbound to any kind of
biological substrate
Rise of the transbians. Straight guys in female avatars fucking straight guys in female avatars.
There's a lot of men out there without a fixed gender identity. They are 'cis by default' and
would be just as comfortable as lesbians and probably a lot happier. Add sophisticated sex-
reassignment procedures that actually change the body beyond the cosmetic and this group
could very well turn into a biologically divergent subspecies of humanity. Speciation.
Femboy revolution. Whereas biological women have no interest in competing for the average
man's interest, gay guys have perfected sexual competition into an art form. They will switch to
female presentation in VR to get in on the action and with them will come deeply predatory and
androphillic cultural norms that the average straight guy has never had to deal with. The bar for
female sexual expression will increasingly be set by people who are not hormonally or
psychologically female, at least from men's perspective. This will ultimately affect even those
men that would never choose to sexually interact with this demographic regardless of medium
or the physical bodies they inhabit.

Spillover into the real world will be slow at first but it will accelerate; it can only increase as our
technology improves. There will be backlash and moral panic from the older generations, which is
par for the course. If past trends are any indication, some current social problems will be rendered
moot and a host of new ones we can barely imagine will suddenly become relevant.
Sex is the glue that holds men and women together. Take it out of the equation and things start
getting weird. The above is not an exhaustive list, just some example I believe to be likely.
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Why won’t you go gay for pay?
184 upvotes | November 16, 2020 | by rainbowcatsurprise | Link | Reddit Link

Seems like there’s a lot of complaining about female privilege and how men will simp and a woman
can make money on OnlyFans, but there’s nothing barring straight men from reaping the benefits too.
Straight men can go gay for pay and make good money in porn, on OnlyFans and even on TikTok.
Straight guys are a popular fetish and it seems like for those that feel like they’re missing out on the
female privilege, this seems like a pretty easy solution. Plus, as guys here have said, men have very
reasonable standards for what’s considered hot so the average guy should do just fine. No 80/20 to
worry about. You’d be getting paid a lot more than $20 to just receive a bj so like what’s the hold up?
You don’t even have to put any work in! So straight guys, why aren’t more of you going gay for pay?
And how many of you have?
Edit: thanks all for participating. I’ve really enjoyed the thoughtful answers. To those that are getting
triggered and angry, I don’t understand why. No one is forcing you into prostitution. I’m just pointing
out that if you feel like you’re missing out on easy money, don’t despair! You too can sell yourself
out!
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Women shame men for having preferences that they (women)
can easily meet.
183 upvotes | January 22, 2023 | by renfsu | Link | Reddit Link

Women shame men for having any preference that disqualify any woman.
A man tends to want a woman who is youthful, communicative, not promiscuous, pretty, someone
who isn't going to act like a bitch towards him. Ideally he doesn't want someone who's fat. And of
course a woman who isn't abusive.
These are traits that are easily attainable by all non disabled women. And even disabled women can
find relationships. Yet the slightest preference as a man results in every woman pointing a gun at you.
I'm getting off topic so I'll discuss my main argument. Not sleeping around with countless men is
pretty easy. Not gorging yourself and becoming fat is pretty easy. Being youthful is out of your hands
but attractive older women do well in dating. The oldest attractive woman I saw was 59. How many
attractive 59 year old women exist? Very few. And surprise surprise, she had a roster of 30s men she
dated. She took care of herself and didn't have a belly. She didn't let herself go. Pretty simple.
But if I say anything like this in public, I'm literally Hitler. I'm sexist, "how dare you not want to date
that 400lb woman! You're fat phobic". I don't want a promiscuous girl "you're a slut shamer!". I want
a girl 5 years younger "you're a pedo".
Notice that "height shaming" doesn't exist. Being a 4'11 chick who requires 6'3 and up to date is
totally okay.
Every woman in this sub is happily married to the world's most attractive guy but the idea of a male
redditor not preferring them is too much. Most of my arguments end with "I'm happily married,
you're wrong." Cool but our entire argument was about me saying that I wouldn't date you. Why do
you care so much?
Women literally get angry if I or other men have any sign of a preference for who I date, even if
they're "happily married".
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CMV: Missing out on teen love as a male can be hugely
detrimental in later years while courting a woman.
183 upvotes | May 9, 2023 | by Rubber-duck7203 | Link | Reddit Link

Teen years are the only time you can afford to commit mistakes while approaching the opposite
gender and flirting with them. You can be awkward, insecure, stupid - it doesn't matter. Because the
girl you are trying to talk to, is going through the exact same thing.
Fast forward to your mid 20s, you have been single for a long time, have almost 0 experience in
dating, and you are trying to court a woman. You are still awkward, the women aren't. They already
dated 30+ men. They have no insecurity anymore (about men). Any small mistake you make will
now totally end your chance with her and destroy whatever confidence you have. She won't like an
awkward, nervous man in her mid 20s, because she is now trying to settle.
It all boils down to this - we can't afford to make mistake in dating in our mid 20s. One small
mistake can kill the entire vibe. People who missed out on teen love never got to learn from
their experience and end their awkward phase with the opposite gender. It's basically over
unless you are too attractive and girls approach you by themselves.
It's like you never played a game in high school but now starting directly in the states level. You are
fighting against very experience women who have so many choices now that they don't want to waste
their time on a guy who is awkwardly flirting with them.
You can try to speedrun experience and go for a dating spree, but it will damage your reputation and
will harm you more.
It's still not the end of the world, but it's a major major setback. When you are still getting butterflies
in your stomach while talking to a girl, she has already gone through the entire catalog of men and
doesn't share the same emotions. She WILL judge you unlike your high school classmate back in the
day, who would be scared shitless, overthink every message and would ultimately help you grow and
teach many things about women.
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Straight men will not spend a significant amount of time/are
not close friends with a straight woman in whom they are not
sexually or romantically interested.
183 upvotes | May 25, 2021 | by Learningtolove2021 | Link | Reddit Link

I (mid 40s straight woman) literally have never had this happen to me (a man wanting to be my close
friend but having no sexual attraction to me, and it’s not as though I’m all that), but I am in a running
debate with my SO about whether it is possible for a heterosexual man to spend significant time and
energy in a personal life context on a straight woman he doesn’t have some type of designs on (or she
on him). Now, I have had male acquaintances who I saw regularly at school or work who I spent
some amount of time with by dint of circumstance, but I’m talking about something like a long-
distance friendship in which there is texting, phone conversation, and an occasional visit. In my
opinion, that sort of relationship is by definition not wholly platonic even if it is mostly platonic or
even if it is 100% platonic on one side. Change my mind.
ETA: does the relationship status of the two people make a difference? What if they once hooked up
while drunk?
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Q4M: I don't understand the complaints about women "riding
CC". Do you want women to engage in casual sex or not?
183 upvotes | March 18, 2021 | by brilliant22 | Link | Reddit Link

There's a lot of hate towards women who "ride the CC" during their 20s, as if this is unethical or
something. If you're one of the guys who make these complaints and speak badly of such women,
what exactly do you want women to do?
Do you think it is unethical for women to engage in casual sex? Do you want them to engage in it or
not?
I fully understand not wanting to have LTR with someone who has had casual sex. But if you
personally want casual sex or have no problem with men engaging in it, and you don't want women
to engage in it, then how exactly are men supposed to get casual sex if women aren't participating?
I'm not questioning your morals, I'm questioning your logic.
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A lot of "sluts" simply experience spontaneous sexual desire &
"good girls" have responsive or contextual sexual desire
183 upvotes | February 13, 2022 | by Effective-Walrus1157 | Link | Reddit Link

A lot of boyfriends/husbands start to feel hurt if their girlfriends/wives never intitiate sex.
Some of those same men are baffled by, and often judge, women who do initiate sex, especially with
men they're don't know well.
It's actually a result of mode of sexual desire.
75% of men and only 15% of women experience spontaneous sexual desire. They find themselves
wanting sex randomly without any external initiator of that desire.
5% of men and 30% of women experience responsive sexual desire. They don't really think about sex
unless someone is actively touching them, wooing them, getting sexual with them.
The rest experience contextual sexual desire: environment and circumstances shape sexual response.
These are the people who might feel turned on during a romantic date but can't fathom having sex
when they're stressed out.
Men who feel hurt their partners don't intitiate sex don't get their partners want them; they just don't
get random sexual urges. They love responding to their man's advances, but they simply don't want
sex randomly. It's nothing personal.
People who judge women who initiate sex, especially with casual partners, don't get those women are
part of the minority 15% who experience sexual desire like 75% of dudes. They're not bad people,
they simply get sexual urges and act on them, and since they're women they're far more likely to find
willing partners for those urges.
Source:
https://www.goodtherapy.org/blog/when-urge-is-uneven-understanding-universe-of-sexual-desire-02
06185
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Everyone talks about what makes a man low value, but what
exactly makes a woman low value?
183 upvotes | December 16, 2021 | by sottera777 | Link | Reddit Link

I came up with this question after browsing FDS. I like the sub and I'm a female but I've got to say
that a lot of low-value women act like they are entitled to a HVM. Many of them on there obviously
have issues of bitterness (man-hatred) yet desire to be with a man. Similar to how a lot of
mgtow/incel/redpill/(?) dudes act towards women. I think both genders can be low value and man-
hatred bitterness is def a low-value trait in women.
What other traits make a woman low value to yall?
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CMV: Short man syndrome is monster created by men as
much as women — if not more.
183 upvotes | April 24, 2020 | by poppy_blu | Link | Reddit Link

75% of male CEOs are 6 ft+.
Very few of those CEOs were chosen by women.
Tall men are elevated to the top of the male hierarchy by men. Pretending that short men’s problems
are solely the result of women’s preference to date tall men is as disingenuous as it gets. Men like tall
men too.
So while it seems a lot of men here can’t go 5 minutes without complaining that short men get
screwed because women won’t date them, they should try to remember that their own are just as
prejudiced.
Just like fat women. They make less money and get treated poorly by everyone. In school overweight
girls get bullied by other girls. Women like thin women. Yet I don’t see fat women Complaining it’s
men fault they can’t get dates.
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Men shouldn't settle.
183 upvotes | November 29, 2019 | by geyejoe7 | Link | Reddit Link

Just because female hypergamy is the way it is, doesn't mean men should have to settle for less then
they are worth, simply because they can't find any other woman to like them.
If women like those in the r/FemaleDatingStrategies don't want to settle for a dude simply because he
didn't want to pay a 300$ bill, by himself, on the first date... Then men shouldn't have to settle for a
woman they don't find super attractive.
We should let them know our standards, loud and clear.
If you don't want a fat chick, don't go out with a girl that says she "is fat, but carries her weight like a
queen". That's just code for: I'm obese.
Don't settle for some loud, unfeminine feminist (the irony).
If she won't ever split the bill, then she can go back to daycare. You don't need to take care of no
child.
If she is obsessive and controlling, dump her. Your friends are the ones who will really stick with you
through thick and thin. Find someone who will accept both you, and them.
If she doesn't want a family, and you do? Don't get involved with that. You don't want the heartbreak
of your baby being aborted, because a woman (you thought would be the love of your life), decided
her career was more important then a family.
Have standards. Do not settle. Improve yourself.
Over the years, they will get the message of equality.
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There are a lot of jewelry commercials encouraging men to buy
expensive gifts for the woman in their life... why is there no
female equivalent to this?
183 upvotes | February 5, 2020 | by Archibald_Andino | Link | Reddit Link

Something like a TAG Heuer advert targeting specifically a women audience with the message of,
"Buy this expensive gift for your man, he'll love it".
If these ads exist, I'm not aware of it. Everything is still based on men alone buying gifts for women.
That's weird, right?
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From homophobia to homohysteria: How men stopped being
afectional with each other because that made them less
attractive to women
182 upvotes | March 13, 2020 | by SomeTurdInTheWind | Link | Reddit Link

Summary: Men who had sex with other men are less attractive to women, which makes men
want to avoid "looking gay". In homophobic societies men still hug and cuddle, because people
just assume they're still straight. In homo-accepting societies straight men avoid hugging and
cuddling because people will assume they're gay or bisexual.
So here's this study with some interesting points. In a nutshell: men in the late 19th Century and early
20th Century had no issue showing lots of physical affection towards each other. Why did that
change? Read the fourth paragraph.
This is a compilation about the history of male-on-male affection, especially physical affection, and
how it went from common and accepted to uncommon and avoided. Maaaaaaaaany of those pictures
would be considered ultrahypergay today.
But why should guys care about being perceived as gay or bisexual?
I remembered this post where a bisexual guy said women don't like finding out their guy used to have
sex with other men, because that meant he was "submissive" to them by taking penises inside him.
Other users agreed in the comments and said they had had similar experiences.
Men who fucked other men are perceived by women as less attractive. That's one of the reasons guys
try to avoid looking gay. Showing physical affection like the pictures above would make many men
seem homosexual or bisexual, so guys don't do it.
I remember some user claiming some african cultures still accept men hugging and cuddling, and
don't think anything weird of them. Then I looked it up and those countries were homophobic to the
point gay sex was punished by death. Those men cuddled because no one even considered the
possibility they were gay, they would risk DEATH if they were.
The only time men dare to be affectionate with each other is when there is absolutely no chance
people will think they're gay. If gay sexual orientation is accepted, men stop cuddling because being
seen as gay will make them less attractive to women.
Thoughts on this topic?
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Why can’t each gender see that BOTH sides have their own
problems and get along?
182 upvotes | January 30, 2020 | by TheWeebestofWeebs | Link | Reddit Link

Men

Most struggle getting intimacy from women despite having a very strong need (not desire,1.
need) for it.
Their problems are taken less seriously than women’s.2.
They’re expected to act strong compared to women (“if you show weakness you’re a failure”).3.
They have to work hard to get things so that are freely given to women (mainly intimacy/sex4.
and attention).
Tend to feel more alone because, as stated, their issues are taken less seriously because “you’re5.
a man, you can handle it.”
Have to deal with being seen as a threat even when they know they aren’t. End up feeling like6.
monsters for existing.

Women

Most struggle to get respect despite, like everyone, strongly desiring it.1.
Most are seen not as a person, but as an object/hole.2.
Have to deal with the scary fact that 50% of the world is much stronger and can do anything3.
they want to them.
Have to deal with a LOT of unwanted sexual attention/propositions (May seem like no big deal4.
to men but adding in the facts that sex is much less of a desire for them and they’re literally at
men’s mercy, it could really suck).
All have the hidden fear that at any time, their rights can be taken away again (what exactly5.
could they do to stop it?)
Have to deal with men’s growing anger over something they can’t control (who they’re6.
attracted to).

I can easily add more to both lists. Truth is, both genders face issues that make it difficult to be their
gender. It’s easy to believe yours has it worse when you’ve only ever known one side. If people
would just take a step back and consider all of the facts, even if not about their own lives, there
wouldn’t be such a disgusting gender war.
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About the double standards of Reddit (the "what if we reversed
the genders" case)
182 upvotes | April 22, 2020 | by MirrorThaoss | Link | Reddit Link

I'm mostly targetting the AITA and relationsip_advice subreddits, there are many time where people
say "Just reverse the genders and people would react very differently".
I agree with these claims several time, and it's very likely that there is an "empathy" gap where
women get support or understanding and men don't.
For example : This post is about a guy whose GF won't give him a blowjob (or won't let him finish in
her mouth, the post is unclear) and almost everybody just tell him to deal with it and stop wanting it.
While at the same time another posts about a girl whose BF won't go down on her get responses
telling her to dump the dude.
I've also seen two AITA posts about a parent wanting nothing to do with their born child because
they didn't want it when the pregnancy happened but the pregnancy was carried anyway:
You guessed it, the woman had tons of NTA saying she's not forced to get involved in the child's life.
And the man got almost unanimously YTA saying that if he has sex he should be ready to be a
father.(I wanted to put the posts but unfortunately one of them have been deleted and the second
post's link was in the comments of the first)
I'm pretty sure that it has been discussed a lot, with many examples, do you have other links and
examples ?
Has anybody made or is interested in making the experiment (like posting at different times two
situations that are exactly the same except the genders are swapped) ?
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Neither gender really wants sex. What they really want is desire
from the opposite sex.
182 upvotes | January 25, 2021 | by OldSimpsonsisbetter | Link | Reddit Link

Gender = male and female (I didn't want to use sex twice because it sounded clumsy).
I know it sounds strange, but I've been thinking about it and sex isn't really what either gender wants.
Otherwise men would just visit prostitutes and get on with their lives, and women would get some
quick sex off Tinder and go about their daily lives. Subs like this wouldn't exist.
The issue runs deeper than that. Men want to be desired and wanted by women. They want to feel
like the woman actually wants sex with him and finds him attractive. Depending on how they look,
men want to be desired by 60-90% of women.
Likewise women want to be desired by men. They find it flattering to be desired by an average man
but their desire is so cheap and plentiful and their eggs are more valuable than sperm, they're really
looking to be desired by only 10-40% of men (depending on how they look).
The physical sensations of sex, for both genders, really isn't much different to masturbation. Sex with
no chemistry and someone who doesn't like you is worse than masturbation. The thing which makes
sex better than masturbation is the DESIRE from the other party. Knowing that they want you so
badly.
I don't think it's any surprise that most female romance novels and literotica contain a handsome man
who is overcome by desire for the woman and ravishes her.
Also I have spoken to good looking men and they say that once you know a woman desires sex with
you, the actual act of sex becomes a formality at that point. In fact, these good looking men
sometimes prefer not to have sex, because it ruins the perception in the woman's head and turns her
off you.

What do you think?
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As a woman, getting married before having kids is a better
indicator that the man will stay
182 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by elsugga | Link | Reddit Link

Whenever I state that I will absolutely wait until marriage before having any kid, people always
respond by saying that marriage doesn’t mean anything, and that « it’s just a piece of paper » and that
the father can still leave.
But then I ask: « Which man of the two cases is more likely to stay and actually raise the kid? »

The man you met at the bar two months ago1.
The same man but after he proposed to you and promised in front of God and witnesses to love2.
and cherish you until death ?

Also, your husband will face more challenges when leaving you with the kids than your boyfriend
would ever. Getting married is way more than just a piece of paper, it’s a security thing for us women
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The Red Pill will become mainstream because the gender divide
has become impossible to ignore
182 upvotes | April 30, 2023 | by Novel-Tip-7570 | Link | Reddit Link

A few years ago people said that TRP will never be mainstream, that gender relations are fine beyond
a few weird people online. However, I think recent events show that TRP can become mainstream.
Just 10 years ago someone as cartoonishly sexist as Andrew Tate would never become this big. Yet
he gained a huge following and many of his fans remained loyal even after it was revealed that he
groomed very young women (and possibly even minors) into sex work.
Mainstream conservatives have started paroting Red Pill talking points and even some mainstream
liberals like Richard Reeves have tried to address the gender divide.
Big-name streamers, like Hasan and Destiny have tried challenging TRP , whereas before they would
just ignore these ideas as fringe .
Red Pill accounts used to gain 50,000 subscribers at most. Nowadays, FnF , Pearl etc. Have millions
of subs.
The gender divide and the dating market are so bad that it has become impossible to ignore. Just look
at the gender divide in politics, the democrats have way more female voters, the Republicans have
way more male voters. And will the rise of singlehood , it will become worse.
Soon even liberals will be forced to address the gender divide somehow. It's not just a fringe ,
chronically online take anymore. Everyone can see there's something wrong.
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Is Hitting The Wall at 30 a American Phenomena?
182 upvotes | April 3, 2021 | by Playboycel | Link | Reddit Link

I was watching some new korean TV dramas and looked up actors playing these fresh faced young
hearthrobs, they were mostly in their 30s and older, I looked up a list of next-gen rising faces of
korean romantic leads, it was dudes already in their 30s
Is there any surprised these "You peak at 21" posts are coming from americans, who bet everything
on their college years, indulging in heavy drinking and severe UV exposure in the chase to obtain that
much glorified "golden tan", before spiraling down a vortex of fast food, drug abuse and overwork?
It's almost a cultural hallmark of theirs.
Yeah, you hit the wall alright... when you already have a gut like my 70yo sicilian grandad at 28.
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Summary of the academic consensus on the impact of sexual
history on infidelity and divorce
182 upvotes | August 1, 2021 | by BlindMaestro | Link | Reddit Link

The academic consensus is that one’s number of lifetime partners is a strong predictor of infidelity:
“A truism in psychology is that the best predictor of future behavior is past behavior. This is no less
true in the realm of sexual behavior. Indeed, one of the strongest predictors of marital infidelity is
one’s number of prior sex partners. Deception about past sexual promiscuity would have inflicted
greater costs, on average, on men than on women” (source). After interviewing thousands of women,
Whisman and Snyder found a 7 to 13% increase in the likelihood of infidelity per additional sexual
partner depending on their mode of interview (source). Hughes and Gallup determined “promiscuity
is in fact a good predictor of infidelity. Indeed, promiscuity among females accounted for almost
twice as much variance in infidelity (r2 = .45) as it did for males (r2 = .25)” (source). Cherkas et al.
found that infidelity and promiscuity are both under moderate genetic influence in women, and that
“nearly half the genes impacting on infidelity also affect number of sexual partners.” (source). Pinto
and Arantes found that sexual promiscuity is not only strongly related to sexual infidelity but that it is
also strongly related to emotional infidelity (source). Barta and Keene wrote that “[i]ndividuals
exhibiting sexually permissive attitudes and those who have had a high number of past sexual
relationships are more likely to engage in infidelity (Feldman & Cauffman, 1999). In a study of
supposedly exclusive dating couples, it was found that individuals exhibiting an ‘unrestricted’
sociosexual orientation (SO) were significantly more likely to pursue extra-pair involvement (Seal,
Agostinelli, & Hannett, 1994)” (source). An unrestricted sociosexual (promiscuous) orientation is
associated with low commitment and a desire for new, attractive partners (source). FSU researchers
Fincham and May in an effort to summarize the current state of research on the prediction of
infidelity, listed “[g]reater number of sex partners before marriage predicts infidelity as one of the
individual factors that predict infidelity," further saying, “[a]s might be expected, attitudes toward
infidelity specifically, permissive attitudes toward sex more generally and a greater willingness to
have casual sex and to engage in sex without closeness, commitment or love (i.e., a more unrestricted
sociosexual orientation) are also reliably related to infidelity” (source).
“Contrary to conventional wisdom, when it comes to sex, less experience is better, at least for the
marriage,” wrote W. Bradford Wilcox, Professor of Sociology at the University of Virginia (source).
A greater number of previous partners is linked to low marital satisfaction and divorce (source).
Using CDC National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG) data collected in 2002, 2006-2010, and
2011-2013, University of Utah professor Nicholas Wolfinger found that women with 10 or more
partners were the most likely to divorce, with the highest 5-year year divorce rates (33% vs. 20% for
normal people) (source). Busby et al. set out to determine whether the number of sexual partners was
associated with poor relationship outcomes while controlling for relationship length, education, race,
income, age, and religiosity. The results, using a sample of 2,654 married individuals, indicated that
the number of sexual partners was associated with lower levels of sexual quality, communication, and
relationship stability (source). University of Denver researchers Rhoades and Stanley reported “that
the more sexual partners a woman had had before marriage, the less happy she reported her marriage
to be” (source). Sarah Estelle, a Hope College economics professor, applied econometric methods to
separately identify the effects of religion, age, education, and cohabitation on the Female Respondent
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File of the 2006-2010 National Survey of Family Growth, which provides data on the past intimate
relationships of over 12,000 women. Her findings suggest a significant positive correlation between
the number of premarital sexual partners on the likelihood of divorce (source).
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Why are most men never taught how to attract women?
182 upvotes | February 24, 2021 | by Novatonavila | Link | Reddit Link

Why does this happen? Women are taught since they are kids on how to attract men (you can think of
several examples of it) but men are almost never taught. For me, this is the biggest problem I see with
dating. Tv always shows men being needy or offering money to earn women's attention. A lot of the
times both at the same time. Men are almost always clueless on how to behave with women because
all they are taught is that women like money and they have to beg for their love. You can tell me the
same old bullshit that "women like status" or "you have to be extremely good looking or else you
have to work very hard". I dont believe 100% on that. I have seen lots of men who are not very
attractive, are broke and don't have any social status but still getting laid.
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CMV: OnlyFans creators are taking a massive gamble on their
futures
182 upvotes | December 26, 2021 | by captainquestionasker | Link | Reddit Link

By “creators” I specifically mean anyone selling sex. I think they are taking a massive risk in
destroying their future.
Sure you can make easy money for the short period people find you attractive, but unless you make
enough to retire (top 1% of earners max) you will probably need to reenter the workforce at some
stage, and who wants to hire someone with an OnlyFans? It pretty much limits you to tending bar in a
strip joint.
You often hear, no one knows who these women are and no one will care, but it just isn’t true. There
are obsessive weirdos ripping every picture and video OF creators upload and uploading them to
other websites. That stuff will always be out there and searchable for future prospective employers.
It’s a very short sighted game to get involved in.
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Why do you think men are more right wing than women?
182 upvotes | February 5, 2022 | by Consistent-Dare8455 | Link | Reddit Link

A lot of the social science data shows that in many countries men are more right wing than women
including the US. There are some important caveats, though:
Married women are more conservative than single men. I find this actually quite fascinating. What is
behind this? Does marriage cause women to become more conservative? Are conservatives more
likely to marry? Etc.
Married men are the most conservative people of all. Why would this be?
Single women seem to be the most liberal by far.
Among some religious groups, women describe themselves as more conservative than men:
Mormons are an example.
What do you guys think? Why are men more conservative?
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Men are generally more romantic than women
182 upvotes | October 14, 2021 | by Mark_Freed | Link | Reddit Link

There is this comedy clip which I like where he jokes that,

Women have no feelings

Thinking about it, it make sense. I know guys who have ruined their lives due to love. I know how
deeply they loved. Maybe it is because I know more guys but the female friends I have never opened
up to me about the strong feeling she had for her boyfriend.
Sure I know girls who pined for her bf's call, they miss them but somehow it seems men go off the
deep end. They plan all these romantic gestures. All this might be because men are more likely to
take risks? the initiative? The kind of love women show seems to be more quiet, enduring, reliable.
When it comes to romance, I think red pill says that only women and children can experience
unconditional love. I have had times when I saw how girls chose who to love very pragmatically. It
was unsettling how calculative women could be while men seemed to lose themselves to their
feelings.
So change my view that men remove their guards when they love, they don't try to be safe or love in
a measured way. They love irrationally. Sure some women do too, but the gender asymmetry is there.
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Women (who aren't cheaters) would actually benefit from
mandatory paternity testing
182 upvotes | December 13, 2022 | by funnystor | Link | Reddit Link

In r/askfeminists there are endless threads about paternity testing and unsurprisingly most posters
there are against it.
But in the long game, paternity testing is actually good for everyone (except cheaters), regardless of
gender.
The only people who benefit from an absence of testing is cheaters, because obviously they'd be
caught if there was testing.
So assuming a woman is not a cheater and she raises her kids not to be cheaters, her family will never
benefit from an absence of testing.
However the people who benefit from testing are the ~2% of men whose wives cheat on them. If her
family line doesn't die out, every woman will eventually have a male son or grandson or great etc
grandson who is cheated on, and they will benefit if there is testing.
So even for women, if they aren't cheaters their family will ultimately benefit more from testing than
a lack of testing.
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A woman is never too busy to text back. If she doesn't, take the
sign.
182 upvotes | May 30, 2022 | by VeliVoy | Link | Reddit Link

Cos there's a definite chance she's simping for someone else in the meantime and you're just a backup
for her so she gives you fodder for a few minutes in a day so you don't leave.... A woman who really
likes you she would push her limits so she could just have a few more minutes with you. Trust me. If
it's not a FUCK YES, then take it as a know and keep this in mind, FUCK YES isn't just words. You
need to look at her behaviour. If her behaviour doesn't give you that FUCK YES vibes, don't go
ahead with it.
Dudes be out there double texting thinking maybe she missed my text. Nah bro, she saw the text, read
it from the notification bar and chose to ignore you lmao
Nobody is ever too busy to take 2 mins out to text back, particularly when they're interested in you.
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CMV: women do not "set up" male friends with other women
unless he meets a certain attraction threshold
182 upvotes | June 22, 2022 | by jkj1993 | Link | Reddit Link

One of the latest blue pill tropes for struggling men is to be platonic friends with women, because by
doing so you will be introduced to more women, and your friend can potentially set you up on a date
with their female friends.
In my experience, the only time this happens is when you are nominally attractive to begin with. For
an unattractive male who is orbiting, this will never take place.
For example, if a guy is a 7/10, but the female friend will see him as a catch and will probably be
happy to introduce him to other women. This is because the female friend in question believes she
would be honoring the value of another woman by introducing her to a worthy male.
However, let's take a guy who is a 4/10. Maybe he is short, balding, or has bad facial features.
Women do not, under any circumstances, introduce this person to their female friends in a dating
context. Why? Because they know their female friends would take this as an insult and would be
demonstrating the idea that they too must be low value.
If this kind of "set up" scenario was so common, then men would not be having issues with the friend
zone or orbiting. It would be a legitimate dating strategy. But it's not because it so rarely if ever
happens.
If a woman places a man in the friend zone because she believes he is unattractive. Simple as that.
She is not going to risk insulting her friends. So this advice is terrible and doomed for failure.
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When the subject of women’s abundance comes up women like
to say they have “no good options” but this is nonsense. Women
have plenty of attractive, desirable men interested in both LTR
and hookups, they are just insanely picky.
182 upvotes | July 1, 2022 | by Old-VanCleef | Link | Reddit Link

IF YOU AGREE PLEASE RESPOND TO AUTOMOD SO COMMENTS DO NOT GET
DELETED
I can’t stand this, I’m not sure why they even still bother trying to peddle this myth. It’s not like most
men’s desperation for anything with a vagina isn’t patently obvious and well known at this point.
I regularly see very good looking, perfectly eligible guys simping for average-below average chicks,
and no it is NOT just to pump and dump them. That is another accompanying myth that usually goes
along with this bullshit narrative.
This idea that every girl is more than happy to entertain a man’s honest advances so long as he
behaves respectfully, is decently attractive etc is complete and utter nonsense. Women, generally
speaking, are not that interested in being pursued or approached. They all ultimately want to meet
someone and have a family, but the steps to get there and the number of men throwing themselves at
them daily are so off putting to them that really it has to happen organically.
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